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INTRODUCTION 
L 

In the aftermath of the Cold War, the United States has begun addressing the 
environmental consequences of five decades of nuclear weapons production. In 
November 1989, DOE established the Ofice of Environmental Restoration and Waste 
Management (EM) as the central authority for cleaning up the DOE weapons complex 
legacy of pollution, for preventing further environmental contamination, and for 
instituting responsible environmental management. While performing its tasks, EM 
found that many aspects of its large and complex mission could not be achieved using 
existing science and technology or without incurring unreasonable costs, risks, or 
schedule impacts. Consequently, a process was developed to solicit needs from around 
the DOE complex and focus the science and technology resources of EM-50, the National 
Laboratories, private industry, and colleges and universities on those needs. This 
document describes those needs that the Hanford Site has identified as requiring 
additional science or technology to complete. 

PURPOSE 

This document: (a) provides a comprehensive listing of the Hanford sites science and 
technology needs for fiscal year (FY) 2000; and (b) identifies partnering and 
commercialization opportunities within industry, other federal and state agencies, and the 
academic community. These needs were prepared by the Hanford projects (within the 
Project Hanford Management Contract and the Environmental Restoration Contract) and 
subsequently reviewed and endorsed by the Hanford Site Technology Coordination 
Group (STCG). The STCG reviews included participation of DOE-RL Management, site 
stakeholders, state and federal regulators, and Tribal Nations. 

These needs are reviewed and updated on an annual basis and given a broad distribution. 
Copies of the document are available to the public and may be accessed via the Internet 
on: 

u 

t. The STCG web site at hthx//www.ml.eov/stc4_/ 
9 The Hanford Homepage at httu://www.hanford.nov 

Private industry, federal agencies, and colleges and universities are encouraged to review 
the need statements and contact the Hanford site if they can provide science and 
technology solutions that meet these needs. On-site points of contact are included at the 
end of each need statement. 

DOCUMENT ORGANIZA TION 

The Science and Technology Needs Document is organized by major problem areas and 
coincides with the STCG subgroups which are as follows: Deactivation and 
Decommissioning, Mixed Waste, Subsurface Contaminants, High Level Waste Tanks, L 
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and Spent Nuclear Fuel. Each problem area begins with a technology needs index table. 
This table is followed by detailed descriptions of each technology need, including a 
problem statement and current baseline information associated with that need. Following 
the technology need description for each problem area is a table listing the science needs, 
followed by detailed descriptions of the functional need and the problem to be solved as 
currently understood. Finally, a crosswalk table is provided at the end of each problem 
area which ties together last years needs and this years needs, provides brief justification 
for elimination of any needs, and identifies any other significant changes which took 
place during the revision process. 

.J 
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DEACTIVATION AND DECOMMISSIONING PROGRAMS 

FY 2000 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
STATEMENTS 
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FY 2000 DEACTIVATION AND DECOMMISSIONING 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS INDEX 
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ID # NEEDS TITLE 
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DEACTIVATION (EM-60) 
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Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

GLOVE BOX SIZE REDUCTION SYSTEM FOR PFP 

Identification No.: RL-DD02 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS O?c&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Wmte Stream: Glove boxes and ducting with alpha contamination that is 1) dispersible, 2) 
fixed, and 3) embedded 
Wmte Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entfy addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (eg., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Glove Box Size Reduction System for PFP. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: An ex-situ glove box size reduction system, possibly housed in a skid- 
mounted, modular containment structure is needed for PFP. The system would provide for size 
reduction, final decontamination, NDA, and packaging. The system should easily couple to a 
facility’s support services, such as steam, water, air, and electricity. The system could 
potentially employ technology as identified in RL-DD03 and RL-DD04. The system should not 
be limited to handling glove boxes but should also be applicable to other large items such as 
piping, ducting, and other metal objects. 

Functional Performance Requiremenfs: Lessons-learned from previous plutonium (Pu) 
glovebox DeactivatiodDecommissioning Projects indicate a preference to performing an initial 
gross decontamination in situ to remove the majority of plutonium, focusing on ease of 
decontamination and high Pu holdup equipment. The glove box would then be packaged, 

W 
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disconnected from facility services, and transported to the ex situ system where final size 

place. Readily deployable robotics may also be appropriate to minimize worker exposure and 
risk. Methods that clean to non-transuranic (non-TRU) levels are preferable. Specific 
applications include the following: 

a) Glove Boxes - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. Glove boxes contain multiple 

reduction, decontamination, nondestructive analysis (NDA), and packaging activities would take 4 

materials requiring decontamination such as metals in a variety of shapes and sizes. Many of 
the surfaces are inaccessible using manual decontamination techniques. 

b) Piping and Ducting - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. The present method is 
to contain the piping/ducting and remove it for disposal (usually TRU). The “DecodSize 
Reduction System” could serve as a receiver of this type of material as well. 

c) Other Metal Objects - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. Objects requiring 
decontamination include stainless-steel equipment of varying size but small enough to fit in a 
nominally-sized glove box. Again, many of the surfaces are inaccessible using manual 
decontamination techniques. 

Schedule Requirements: Although schedules are not firm, initial selection of the technology 
should occur in early 2002. Deployment may occur through 2014. 

Problem Descri,otion: Contamination represents an immediate worker exposure and risk 
concern as well as a long-term environmental concern. Many surface decontamination 
technologies generate secondary waste streams and are labor intensive and costly. 

a) Glove Boxes - Glove boxes have been used to handle radioactive materials for numerous 
activities. Present decontamination methods rely on personnel physically wiping surfaces. 
Worker fatigue, exposure, and risk are inherent in these methods. Complete decontamination 
of glove boxes using these methods is difficult because many surfaces are inaccessible using 
manual decontamination techniques. 

b) Piping and Ducting - Plutonium exists in piping and ductwork in materials processing 
facilities. The current practice for removing and stabilizing plutonium in pipes and ductwork 
involves personnel physically cutting the materials, bagging them, and transferring them to 
glove boxes for decontamination and size reduction. The process is time consuming, costly, 
and poses a risk of personnel exposure. The waste must be managed as a TRU waste, high- 
level waste, and/or low-level waste. 

c) Other Metal Objects - There are many metal objects that require decontamination. These 
include glove box equipment such as pipes, tanks, valves, motors, and flanges. Contaminants 
include plutonium oxide, other transuranics, and variety of tri-butyl phosphate-based organic 
compounds and degradation products. 

D&D-7 
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v 
Program Baseline 
Summary (PBS) No.: 
RL-TPOS 

Justijication for Need: 

Work Breakdown Technology Insertion 
Structure (WBS) No.: Point (TIP) No.: 
1.4.5 - PFP TRP-02-499 

Technic&: There are several hundred glove boxes at PFP that are potential candidates for 
disposal at WIPP. Current decontamination methods as applied to whole glove boxes would 
not be effective in reducing the volume of TRU waste for ultimate disposal as this level of 
cleaning increases worker exposure and risk, is slow and costly, and produces secondary 
waste. Size reduction would permit the separation of TRU from non-TRU waste and would 
provide smaller and more uniform objects for a more production-oriented final cleaning 
process. 

Regulatory: DNFSB 94-1: Completion of PFP terminal clean-out, 2002. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Radioactive contamination presents worker 
safety/exposure concerns. 

Cost Savings Potekial (Mortgage Reduction): Mortgage rates can be reduced through the 
implementation of cost-effective methods for size reduction, separation of non-TRU materials, 
and decontamination to reduce the size and volume of material for TRU waste disposal. 

CulfuravSakeholder Concerns: A system for size reduction and decontamination will 
expedite the removal of TRU waste and also minimize the volume of material destined for 
onsite burial. This will help alleviate concerns expressed by several stakeholder groups. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Nof Filling Need: Current methods would be used, which are costly and time 
consuming. These methods would slow Hanford cleanup progress. 

Oufsourcing Potential: There may be some outsourcing potential in providing decontamination 
and size reduction technologies. 

End User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Paul Roege - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
0443. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Frederick Crawford - BWHC (509) 372-8138. 

DOE End Userflrpresentative Poinf-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747. 

D&D-8 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TERMINAL CLEAN-OUT AND TRU WASTE DECONTAMINATION OF PFP 

Identification No.: RL-DD03 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
UPS OffieBiie: Richland Operations OMicelHanford Site 
Operable Unii fiyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Various equipment and surfaces with alpha contamination that is 1) dispersible, 
2) fixed, and 3) embedded 
Waste Managemeni Unit (if applicable): NIA. 
Faciliry:. Plutonium Finishing Plant 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L/ 

Need Title: Terminal Clean-Out and TRU Waste Decontamination of PFP. 

NeedOpportunig Cutegoy: TechnologV Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Techniques are needed to remove and stabilize kilogram quantities of 
plutonium that are held-up within PFP process systems. Process systems include, but are not 
limited to, glove boxes, piping, ducting, metal surfaces, and the Plutonium Reclamation Facility 
(PFW) Canyon floor. 

Fast-acting, low-life-cycle cost surface decontamination technologies, including those that can be 
remotely applied, are needed immediately. Surfaces include, but are not limited to, those found 
in glove boxes, piping, ducting, metal surfaces, concrete surfaces, etc. Ongoing decontamination 
activities require intensive manpower, produce secondary waste, and are costly. 

D&D-9 
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Although they may involve differing quantities and concentrations of alpha-contaminated 
material, the basic materials to be cleaned are the same for both terminal clean-out and 
decontamination activities at the PFP. 

Functional Performuonce Requirements: Terminal clean-out decontamination methods are 
needed that minimize worker exposure, secondary waste generation, costs, risk and are readily 
deployable. Methods that clean to free-release levels are preferable. Specific applications 
include the following: 

a) Glove Boxes - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. Glove boxes contain multiple 
materials requiring decontamination such as glass, plastic, and metals in a variety of shapes 
and sizes. Many of these surfaces have restricted or difficult access. 

b) Piping and Ducting - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. A primary technology , 
need is for improved methods for in situ decontamination in preparation for eventual 
removal. 

c) Metal Surfaces - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. Surfaces requiring clean-out 
include the PRF Canyon floor, steel flooring systems, stainless-steel liners, and a range of 
equipment items of varying size. Some surfaces will require in situ clean-out; others may be 
transported to a central decontamination facility following initial clean-out. 

d) Concrete Surfaces - The primary contaminant is plutonium oxide. The contaminant exists d 
as 1) deposits of varying thickness throughout the concrete, 2) as surface contamination, and 
3) as contamination contained on painted or asphalt-coated surfaces. 

Schedule Requirements: Although schedules are not firm, initial selection of the technology 
should occur in early 2002. Deployment may occur through 2014. 

Problem Description: Contamination represents an immediate worker exposure concern as well 
as a long-term environmental concern. Many surface decontamination technologies generate 
secondary waste streams, are labor intensive, and are costly. 

a) Glove Boxes - Glove boxes have been used to handle radioactive materials for numerous 
activities. Present decontamination methods rely on personnel physically Wiping surfaces. 
Worker fatigue and risk of exposure are inherent in these methods. Complete 
decontamination of glove boxes using these methods is difficult because many surfaces are 
difficult to access. 

b) Piping and Ducting - Plutonium exists in piping and ductwork in materials processing 
facilities. The current practice for removing and stabilizing plutonium in pipes and ductwork 
involves personnel physically cutting the materials, bagging them and transferring them to 
glove boxes for decontamination and size reduction. The process is time consuming, costly, 
and poses a risk of personnel exposure. Material removed must be managed as a transuranic 
waste, high-level waste, and/or low-level waste. e 
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c) Metal Surfaces - There are many metal surfaces that require terminal clean-out prior to.final 
decontamination. These include the PRF Canyon floor, other metal floors, stainless-steel hot 
cell liners, cast iron slabs, lead bricks, heavy equipment, tank systems, etc. Contaminants 
include plutonium oxide, other transuranics, and variety of organic compounds. These 
surfaces will then require final decontamination. 

d) Concrete Surfaces - In addition to surface contamination, radioactive contamination 
associated with concrete surfaces may have penetrated to varying depths. Current practices 
include physical removal of the concrete surface (i.e., scabbling, sand blasting, etc.). Some 
contaminated concrete surfaces have been painted and/or coated with asphalt. Project 
requirements may require removal of such coatings prior to decontamination of the concrete. 

W 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-PO5 1.4.5 - PFP 

TIP No.: 
TRP-02-497 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: As facilities are transitioned to stable conditions and decommissioned, they 
require terminal clean-out and decontamination of radioactively contaminated materials. 
Current decontamination methods are often slow, costly, and produce secondary waste. 

Regulatory: DNFSB 94-1: Completion of PFP terminal clean-out, 2002. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Radioactive contamination presents safety/exposure 
concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Mortgage rates can be reduced through the 
implementation of cost-effective methods for decontamination. 

Culturavslakeholder Concerns: Decontaminating materials to h e  release can minimize 
the volume of material destined for onsite burial. This will help alleviate concerns expressed 
by several stakeholder groups. 

Other: None identified. 

b 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current methods will be used, which are costly and time 
consuming. These methods will slow Hanford cleanup progress. 

Outsourcing Potential: There may be some outsourcing potential in developing 
decontamination technologies. An example of existing chemistry that has not been applied in the 
field is the use of silver persulfate solutions to remove plutonium from process systems. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Current terminal clean-out techniques require intensive 
manpower, produce secondary waste (usually in the form of plutonium-bearing nitric acid), and 
are. costly. The baseline technology is to flush the surface with dilute nitric acid, to wipe the L 
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surface (where accessible), to recirculate the solution (where feasible), to concentrate the 
solution by evaporation, and to convert the liquid to an impure powder suitable for storage. . 
However, the presence of other compounds, such as tri-butyl phosphate, may lead to rapid 
exothermic reactions with the nitric acid cleaning solution during heating. Thus, alternative 
cleaning techniques are desired. 

End User: EM-60. 

Sire Technical Poinraf-Contact: Paul Roege - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
0443. 

Contractor Faciiifyflroject Manager: Frederick Crawford - BWHC (509) 372-81 38. 

DOE End-UserLRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747. 
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i TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRU WASTE FIXATIVES FOR PFP 

Identifiation No.: RL-DD04 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OffeBite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Various equipment and surfaces with alpha contamination that is 1) dispersible, 
2) fixed, and 3) embedded 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): N/A 
Facility: Plutonium Finishing Plant 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: TRU Waste Fixatives for PFP 

Need/Opportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Long-life fixatives that can contain dispersible radioactive materials that are 
easily applied to and removed from surfaces are needed. Such fixatives could be used on a 
variety of surfaces such as those encountered in materials processing facilities, glove boxes, and 
ductwork. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The fixative may be used to contain dispersible alpha 
contamination. The fixative must be easily removable to allow for eventual decontamination. It 
needs to last 20 to 25 years, and a thin film is preferred. Deployment of a two-phased fixative 
technology is acceptable: (1) long-term fixative; (2) stripper that easily removes the long term 
fixative. 
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Schedule Requiremenfi: Although schedules are not firm, initial selection of the technology w 
should occur in early 2002. Deployment may occur through 2014. 

Problem Description: Dispersible surface contamination is present in materials processing 
facilities. Such dispersible contamination often presents health risk to the worker and potential 
environmental concern. In areas where decontamination is not feasible, dispersible 
contamination is fixed in place. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TPO5 1.4.5 - PFP 

TIP No.: 
TFW-02-497 

Jusrificatioon for Need: 

Technical: Dispersible radioactive contamination cah present safety/exposure concerns. 

Regulatory: DNFSB 94-1: Completion of PFP terminal clean-out, 2002. 

Environmental SaJety and Health: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present 
safety/exposure concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Current fixative methods require periodic 
replacement and increase life-cycle costs. 

CulturauStakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford Site stakeholders. 

Other: None identified. 

v' 

. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Use current technology at high maintenance cost. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technology: Paint, tar, polymeric barrier systems, rustoleum. 

End-User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Point-ofiContact: Paul Roege - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
0443. 

Contractor Facil@Project Manager: Frederick Crawford - BWHC (509) 372-81 38. 

DOE End-Userfiepresentative Point-of-Contact: James Mecca - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
7471. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SUPPLEMENTAL EQUIPMENT FOR PYROLYSIS TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT 
AT HANFORD’S PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT (PFP) 

Identipcation No: RL-99-001 -Nh4 
Date: July1 999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OficeBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA. 
Wastehfaterial Stream: HAN-NM-7, Pu Polycubes 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Facili@: PFP (234-52) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the ”Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings of risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Supplemental Equipment for Pyrolysis Technology Deployment at Plutonium 
Finishing Plant (PFP). 

NeerVOpportuni@ Categov: Technology Opportunity 

Need Description: Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has developed a pyrolysis 
technology that the Hanford Site contractor plans to deploy to treat polycube residues. EM-66 is 
currently funding fabrication (at Los Alamos) of two pyrolysis units for use at the Hanford Site. 
LANL has identified that additional spares of certain pieces of equipment will be required for 
effective and continuous operation of these systems. Also, a spare furnace and catalytic 
converter will likely be needed prior to completion of these activities. If not available, months of 
downtime will result while a replacement is fabricated. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Additional spares of certain pieces of equipment will 
be required for effective and continuous operation.of pyrolysis systems. 

Schedule Requirements: Equipment must be fabricated and delivered by 9130199. This 
schedule is driven by Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) 94-1 Implementation L 
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Plan Revision 1 .O Commitment Number 113 (install two pyrolysis units) that is due in December 
1999, and Commitment Number 115 (complete stabilization and packaging of all polycubes) that 
is due in August 2002. 

Problem Description: Polycubes are unstable plutonium-bearing materials that require thermal 
treatment of some type to stabilize them for long-term storage. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TPO5, (PFP Deactivation) 1.04.05.01.03 N/A 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present safetylexposure concerns. 
These reactive plutonium-bearing residues present an increasing gamma radiation dose to 
workers due to the buildup of Americium-241. DNFSB recommendation 94-1 identifies the 
need to convert this material into a form suitable for long-term storage in accordance with 
DOE-STD-3013-96. 

Regulatory: Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (Tri-Party Agreement) 
Milestone M-83-00: Complete Stabilization of Process Areas Resulting from EIS ROD [PFP 
(Date: TBD - under negotiation)]. DNFSB 94-1: Completion of PFP terminal clean-out, 
2002. DNFSB 94-1 Implementation Plan Revision 1.0 Commitment Number 113 (install two 
pyrolysis units) that is due in December 1999 and Commitment Number 1 15 (complete 
stabilization and packaging of all polycubes) that is due I-n August 2002. i/ 

Environment, Safe& and Health: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present 
safetylexposure concerns. Polycubes are presently stored in a vented configuration due to 
off-gassing, and present a handling hazard to workers and a contamination risk to a storage 
vault. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Current design has not included spare parts. 
Availability of spare parts is expected to decrease overall processing time and hence decrease 
life-cycle costs. 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford stakeholders. The Hanford Advisory Board has filed a formal 
recommendation to focus on DNFSB 94-1 stabilization. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequence of Not Filling Need: An overall 40% productivity loss in the processing of 
polycubes will be the result of not having these parts. This will extend processing by 4 to 
5 months and increase the life-cycle cost as much as $2 million to complete the processing. Use 
current technology with high maintenance costs and schedule delays for ordering and fabricating 
spare parts. 

0 
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L/ Outsourcing Potentiul: Potential for outsourcing of pyrolysis/catalysis technology is high 
because it is an inherently clean process that can be used to treat any number of organic 
hazardous waste streams. 

Current Buseline Technologv: 
Disposition Puth: Pyrolysis/Catalysis followed by DOE-STD-3013 packaging. 
Cost: $4.5 million. 
Schedule: Complete processing by August 2002. 

References: Hanford Nuclear Materials Baseline Disposition Map. 

Site Technical Point-ojXontuct: Raymond Bond - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), (509) 
373-0986. 

Contractor FucilityLProject Manuger: Frederick Crawford - BWHC, (509) 372-8 138. 

DOE End UsedRepresentutive Point-of-Contact: Hany Bell - DOE-RL, (509) 376-2347. 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT POLYCUBE ANALYSIS 

Identifieation No: RL-99-002-NM 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS O m e  Site: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iy applicable): 
Waste Stream: HAN-NM-7, Pu Polycubes 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Facility: HanfordPFP (234-52) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings of risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) Polycube Analysis. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Technologv Need 

Need Description: Data are required on the current state of the polycubes being stored at PFP. 
These polystyrene cubes have undergone radiolysis for over 30 years. It is not clear how much 
radiolysis may have degraded the styrene to long chain polymers and driven off the volatile 
organics including small quantities of hydrogen gas. This information is required to determine 
how many polycubes can be charged without exceeding off gas treatment capacity. Furthermore, 
a more complete knowledge of the current polycube composition and off-gassing rate could 
enable a basis for alternative processing and storage routes that could dramatically decrease life- 
cycle costs. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Analyze polycubes for their chemical contents and 
measure their off-gassing rate. 

Schedule Requirements: Testing and analyses should begin in April 1999. This information is 
required prior to initiating polycube processing in January 2000. The January 2000 date is 
driven by DNFSB 94-1 Implementation Plan Revision 1.0 Commitment Number 113 (install two 

v 

u 
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pyrolysis units) that is due in December 1999, and Commitment Number 115 (complete 
stabilization and packaging of all polycubes) that is due in August 2002. 

Problem Description: Polycubes are unstable plutonium-bearing materials that require thermal 
treatment of some type to stabilize them for long-term storage. 

PBSNo.: WBS. No.: TIP No.: 
RL-TPOS (PFP Deactivation) 1.04.05.01.03 NJA 

Justificution for Need: 

Technicul: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present safety/exposure concerns. 
These reactive plutonium-bearing residues present an increasing gamma radiation dose to 
workers due to the buildup of Americium-241. DNFSB recommendation 94-1 identifies the 
need to convert this material into a form suitable for long-term storage in accordance with 
DOE-STD-3013-96. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-83-00: Complete Stabilization of Process 
Areas Resulting from EIS ROD [PFP (Date: TBD - under negotiation)]. DNFSB 94-1: 
Completion of PFP Terminal Clean-out, 2002. DNFSB 94-1 Implementation Plan Revision 
1 .O, Commitment Number 113 (install 2 pyrolysis units) that is due in December 1999, and 
Commitment Number 115 (complete stabilization and packaging of all polycubes) that is due 
in August 2002. 

Environment, Sufeq, and Heulth: Radiation dose and dispersible radioactive contamination 
can present safety/exposure concerns. Polycubes are presently stored in a vented 
configuration due to off-gassing; they present a handling hazard to workers, and are a 
contamination risk to a storage vault. 

Cost Savings Potential (Morlgage Reduction): A complete analysis of the polycubes is 
expected to decrease overall processing time and, hence, decrease life-cycle costs. 

CulturuKStukeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford stakeholders. The Hanford Advisory Board has filed a formal 
recommendation to focus on DNFSB 94-1 stabilization. 

W 

Other: N/A. 

Consequences of Not Filling Needs: Process will undergo design, fabrication, and operation 
with a shortage of chemical and isotopic characterization information on the polycubes. This 
will increase processing uncertainties and could adversely impact costs and schedule. Charge 
size will be reduced from three or four cubes to two cubes. This will significantly increase 
processing time. 
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v Outsourcing Potential: Potential for outsourcing of pyrolysis/catalysis technology is high 
because it is an inherently clean process that can be used to treat any number of organic 
hazardous waste streams. 

Current Baseline Technology: 
Disposition Path: PyrolysidCatalysis followed by DOE-STD-3013 packaging. 
Cost: $4.5 million. 
Schedule: Complete processing by August 2002. 

References: Hanford Nuclear Materials Baseline Disposition Map. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Raymond Bond - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), (509) 
373-0986. 

Contractor FaciIityLProject Manager: Frederick Crawford - BWHC, (509) 372-8 138. 

DOE End UserLRepresenfative Point-of-Confact: Hany Bell - DOE-RL, (509) 376-2347. 

Y 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

OFF-GAS MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS FOR POLYCUBES AT HANFORD’S 
PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT (PFP) 

Identification No: RL-99-003-NM 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: HAN-NM-7, Pu Polycubes 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: PFP (23442) 

Prior@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 
X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings of risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Off-Gas Measurement Systems for Polycubes at Hanford’s Plutonium Finishing 
Plant (PFP). 

NeecVOpporfunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Data is required on the hydrogen off-gassing rate of the polycubes being 
stored at PFP. These polystyrene cubes have undergone radiolysis for over 30 years. If the 
cubes are off-gassing at a sufficiently low rate and contain a sufticiently low concentration of 
plutonium, it may be possible to forego processing altogether and immediately package them for 
subsequent transport to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Immediate packaging could save 
from $1 million to $2 million if all other WIPP criteria are satisfied, and would accelerate the 
stabilization of these materials. We have been informed that Rocky Flats currently has gas 
chromatograph equipment that they had customized for measuring gas leakage from large 
containers. 

Functional Perfiormance Requirements: Measure the off-gassing rate of polycubes at PFP. 

L 
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u Schedule Requirements: Testing and analyses should begin in April 1999. This information is 
required prior to initiating polycube processing in January 2000. The January 2000 date is 
driven by DNFSB 94-1 Implementation Plan (IP), Revision 1.0, commitment number 113 (install 
2 pyrolysis units) that is due on December 1999 and commitment number 115 (complete 
stabilization and packaging of all polycubes) that is due on August 2002. DNFSB 94-1 IP 
Milestone: IP Commitment Numbers 113 and 115. 

Problem Description: Polycubes are unstable plutonium-bearing materials that require thermal 
treatment of some type to stabilize them for long-term storage. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
IU-TPOS, (PFP Deactivation) 1.04.05.01.03 N/A 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present safety/exposure concerns. 
These reactive plutonium-bearing residues present an increasing gamma radiation dose to 
workers due to the buildup of Americium 241. DNFSB recommendation 94-1 identifies the 
need to convert this material into a form suitable for long-term storage in accordance with 
DOE-STD-3013-96. 

Reguhtov: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-83-00: Complete Stabilization of Process 
Areas Resulting from EIS ROD [PFP (Date: TBD - under negotiation)]. DNFSB 94-1: 
Completion of PFP terminal clean-out, 2002. DNFSB 94-1 Implementation Plan Revision 
1.0, Commitment Number 113 (install 2 pyrolysis units) that is due in December 1999 and 
Commitment Number 1 15 (complete stabilization and packaging of all polycubes) that is due 
in August 2002. 

Environment, Safety, and Health: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present 
safety/exposure concerns. Polycubes are presently stored in a vented configuration due to 
off-gassing; they present a handling hazard to workers and are a contamination risk to a 
storage vault. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A knowledge of off-gassing of the 
polycubes is expected to decrease overall processing time and hence decrease life-cycle 
costs. If such knowledge indicates that direct WIPP storage criteria are met, substantial 
savings ($lto $2 million) could be realized as a result of avoiding processing altogether. 

CulturauSakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford stakeholders. The Hanford Advisory Board has filed a formal 
recommendation to focus on 94-1 stabilization. 

d 

Other: NIA. 
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u Consequences of Not Filling Nee&: Process will undergo design, fabrication, and operation 
with a shortage off-gassing information on the polycubes. This will increase processing 
uncertainties and could adversely impact costs and schedule. If this equipment is not available 
we will proceed with our baseline plan of a pyrolysis/catalysis stabilization system. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potential for outsourcing of pyrolysis/catalysis technology is high 
because it is an inherently clean process that can be used to treat any number of organic waste 
streams. 

Current Baseline Technology: 
Disposition Path: PyrolysidCatalysis followed by DOE-STD-3013 packaging 
Cost: $4.5 million 
Schedule: Complete processing by August 2002. 

References: Hanford Nuclear Materials Baseline Disposition Map. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Raymond Bond - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), (509) 
373-0986. 

Contractor Facili!yProject Manager: Frederick Crawford - BWHC, (509) 372-8 138. 

DOE End User/Representative Point-of-Contact: Harry Bell - DOE-RL, (509) 376-2347. 
i, 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROCESS OPTIMIZATION - EXTENSION OF PLUTONIUM PRECIPITATION 
PROCESS FOR HANFORD’S PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT (PFP) 

Identifieation No: RL-99-004-NM 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS O@c&ite: Richland Operations OficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: HAN-NM-I , PFP Plutonium solutions 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: PFP (234-52) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings of risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

If results are favorable, Hanford Site contractors may be able to discontinue their current efforts 
to install the Vertical Denitrator Calciner (VDC) to handle the concentrated solutions. This 
could save $1 million or more in project costs to finish the VDC. Information is required as soon 
as possible to maximize the savings potential. 

Need Title: Process Optimization - Extension of Pu Precipitation Process for Hanford’s 
Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technologv Opportuniw 

Need Description: The need is to develop a precipitation process to accept concentrations 
greater than 50 g Pu/L. If successful, such a process could reduce PFP’s processing schedule for 
this waste stream from 50 weeks to as little as 10 weeks. Hanford’s PFP must stabilize Pu 
solutions as part of its DNFSB 94-1 commitments. Some of those liquids are concentrated 
(200 g P a )  that require conversion to solid form for safe, long-term storage. The remaining 
solution is “impure” and contains about only 20 g P A .  These impure materials will be 
precipitated using the Mg(0H)z process developed by LANL for Rocky Flats. Rocky Flats has 
had very good experience with the process, but has not run solutions at concentrations above 
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4 25 g P a .  BWHC is considering using the Mg(OH)2 precipitation process for treating the 
concentrated solutions. Based on current experience in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
complex, however, large dilution of the high Pu concentration solutions would be required. 

Functional Performance Requirements: In general terms, the requirements are to develop and 
conduct a program that provides a better understanding of the operating range and conditions for 
the Mg(OH)2 process. The program must demonstrate the acceptable solution characteristics (Pu 
concentration, pH range, acid normality, etc.) for the Mg(OH)* process to successfully process 
the solutions. 

Schedule Requiremen&: Desired Completion - 6/99; Required Completion - 9/99. Completion 
within this time frame would facilitate changes to the process with minimum process disruptions. 
Milestone -DNFSB 94-1 IP Milestone, IP Commitment Number 106. 

Problem DescrtjJtion: Without a better understanding of the operating parameters for the 
Mg(OH)2 process, additional (and possibly unnecessary) time and finding will be expended to 
process Pu-bearing solutions. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL--05, (PFP Deactivation) 1.04.05.01.03 NIA 

Jusrification for Need: 

e Technical: DNFSB Recommendation 94-1 identifies the need to convert this material into a 
form suitable for long-term storage. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-83-00: Complete Stabilization of Process 
Areas Resulting from EIS ROD [PFP (Date: TBD - under negotiation)]. DNFSB 94-1 
Implementation Plan Revision 1 .O, Commitment Number 106 (Complete stabilizing and 
packaging plutonium solutions) which is due December 2001. 

Environment, Safety, and Health: Prolonged storage of plutonium solutions presents 
safety/exposure concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A better understanding of operating 
conditions over a wider pH range is expected to decrease overall processing time and hence 
decrease life-cycle costs. If successful, raising the feed concentration limits for the 
MG(OH)2 process could reduce the processing schedule from 50 weeks to as little as 
10 weeks. This not only would save several million dollars in operating costs, it would 
improve the project completion (IP Commitment) by about 9 months. 

Culturauslakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford stakeholders. The Hanford Advisory Board has filed a formal 
recommendation to focus on 94-1 stabilization. 

Other: N/A. 
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Consequences of Not Filling Need: A 10 to 1 dilution of concentrated solutions will be required 
if these tests are not run and the Mg(OH)2 process is not used. This would require additional 
cost and time. Opportunity for potential cost savings and schedule reduction would be missed 

Outsourcing Pofential: Potential for outsourcing of the technology is high because the process 
could be used in commercial metallurgical processing operations. 

Curren f Baseline Technologv: 
Disposition Path: Mg(OH)* precipitation 
Cost: Rough order of magnitude cost estimate is $2.6 million 
Schedule: Complete processing by December 2001 

Site Technical Point-of-Confacf: Paul Sat0 - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), (509) 376- 
8184 

Contractor Facil?vy/projecf Manager: Frederick Crawford - BWHC, (509) 372-3 138 

DOE End UsedRepresenfative Point-of-Contact: Suzanne E. Clarke - DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-4931 
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Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CESIUM/STRONTIUM CAPSULE LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM FOR WESF 

Identification No.: IU-DDOI 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OQice/sire: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: HAN-NM-15, Speicial Isotopes -Cesium and Strontium Capsules 
(approximately 1900 stainless-steel capsules that contain 75 million Curies of cesium and 
strontium byproduct materials in the Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) pool 
cells) 
Waste Management Unit (rapplicable): NIA. 

Prioriq Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

v - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: CesidStrontium Capsule Leak Detection System for WESF 

NeetVOpportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: WESF is operated as a safe storage facility for 1,928 double-wall 
corrosion-resistant metal capsules that contain either cesium chloride or strontium fluoride from 
fuel-processing waste. The capsules are in five pool cells and have been stored underwater since 
about 1967. Current plans are to continue underwater storage until about 2015, at which time the 
capsules will be turned over to the High Level Waste Disposal Program. Although no significant 
problems have been experienced, there is the continuing possibility of one or more of the 
capsules developing a leak and contaminating a pool cell. There is need for an effective 
monitoring system to quickly identify a leaking capsule such that it can be removed. (There is 
also a separate need for an improved method to determine capsule integrity to reduce the risk of 
a leak occurring, which is presented in IU-DD041). - 
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Functional Performance Requirements: There is need for an easily deployable technology that v 
will allow for rapid underwater identification of a single leaking capsule. The technology must 
be operable in a high-radiation environment. The exposure rate of a single submerged cesium 
capsule, which contains 50 kilocuries, is 200 rem per second on contact and 11 rem per second at 
24 inches. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. Technology should be deployed immediately. 
The current baseline for the capsules is to continue storing the capsules at WESF pending final 
disposition. The current disposal option is to process the contained cesium and strontium with 
existing Hanford Site Tank Farm high-level waste at the Hanford Vitrification facility in the 
2013 to 2017 time frame. The technology could be used over the long term (20 years). 

Problem Description: WESF stores strontium and cesium capsules in pool cells that were 
constructed to provide shielding and cooling for approximately 1,900 capsules. The cesium and 
strontium salts are double encapsulated in 316L stainless and Hastelloy C-276 respectively with 
welded end caps. There are 5 pool cells that are actively storing capsules, each measuring 
approximately 6 A x20 A x13 A (deep). Each active pool cell has a water beta monitoring system 
to detect the loss of capsule integrity in that pool. Cesium chloride and, to a lesser degree, 
strontium fluoride are soluble in water. A significant leak could contaminate the pool in the 
matter of hours. Once the pool is contaminated, it will be difficult to identify the leaking capsule 
beneath 13 feet of water. 

Figure RL-DDOI. Overhead view of cesium and strontium capsules in WESF pool cell. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-PO2 1.4.2 

TIP No.: 
TRP-00-799 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: Rapid identification and removal of a leaking capsule would minimize pool cell 
contamination and the need for subsequent pool cell cleanup. 

v 
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Regulatov: NIA. 
i/ 

Environmental Safety and Health: Worker safety would be improved by the provision of an 
improved method to quickly identify a leaking capsule. This would allow the capsule to be 
more quickly moved from the pool to an alternative shielded location, which would minimize 
the risk of pool cell decontamination and worker exposure. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Rapid identification would reduce the risk of employee 
exposure to any unexpected release of toxic and/or radioactive materials and it would reduce 
the quantities of materials handled, stored, or disposed of as a secondary waste product. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline methods are labor intensive and tedious. 
The potential exists for a leaking capsule to contaminate a pool to the degree that worker entry is 
prohibited before the capsule can be identified and removed to an alternate shielded location. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Each active pool cell has a water beta monitoring system that 
will detect that a capsule has failed and that radioactive materials have migrated into the water. 
The system, however, is not adequate to permit isolation of an individual leaking capsule. The 
current method to identify a possible leaking capsule is to perform an inner capsule movement 
test in which each capsule is manually lifted and shaken with the use of a special tool. If the 
inner wall of the capsule is free to move against the external wall (as noted by impact), the 
integrity of the capsule is presumed to be intact, Le., there is little or no inclusion of water from 
the pool and little or no swelling of the inner capsule. Identification of a leaking capsule by this 
technique could require several days. In the event of a catastrophic failure, dosages would be too 
high to permit such a test. 

End User: EM-60. 

u 

Site TechnicalPoint-of-Contacf: Fen Simmons - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
0413 

Contractor Facil?v/Project Manager: Bill Bailey - BWHC (509) 373-4999 

DOE End-UserHtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 
376-4747 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CAPSULE INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT METHOD FOR WESF 

Identification No.: RL-DD041 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OflcdYite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: HAN-NM-15, Special Isotopes - Cesium and Strontium Capsules 
(approximately 1900 stainless-steel capsules that contain 75 million Curies of cesium and 
strontium byproduct materials in the WESF pool cells) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: Waste Encapsulation Storage Facility (WESF) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Capsule Integrity Assessment Method for WESF 

NeeflOpportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site's problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

L 

Need Description: The Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) stores approximately 
one-third of the total curies of the Hanford Site's radioactiye material in the form of cesium and 
strontium capsules. Approximately 75 million curies of cesium-137 and strontium-90 
by-product (plus and additional 75 million curies of decay product) are contained in the. 1,928 
capsules presently stored in the WESF basins under 13 feet of deionized water. There is need for 
an improved method to determine capsule integrity to reduce the risk of a leak occurring. (There 
also is a separate need for an effective monitoring system to identify a leaking capsule should a 
leak actually occur. This need is presented in RL-DDOl .) 

New technology would better assess the integrity of the WESF capsules. The technology/ 
method would increase the technical basis for assessing the structural integrity of both the inner 
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and the outer container as well as their individual welds and the integrity of the annular space. 

safety to the public and the environment. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology and method should allow for an 
underwater, and non-invasive assessment of the individual capsules (approximately 1,900 
capsules are stored in 5 pools) to detect failure and determine the amount of failure. Capsule 
failure modes which may be experienced at WESF include inner capsule degradation, radioactive 
material in the annulus, damage to outer capsule, water in the capsule annulus, damage to 
overpacks, and preexisting or manufacturing defects. This technology must be operable in a high 
radiation environment. (The exposure rate of a single submerged cesium capsule, which 
contains 50 kilocuries is 200 rems per second at contact and 11 rems per second at 24 inches.) 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. This technology could be deployed 
immediately. The current basis for the WESF facility to continue storing capsules until their 
final removal in 2017. Deactivation activities would begin soon thereafter. 

Problem Description: WESF stores strontium and cesium capsules in pool cells that were 
constructed to provide shielding and cooling for approximately 1,900 capsules. There are 5 pool 
cells that are actively storing capsules, each measuring approximately 6 ft  x 20 ft  x13 ft (deep). 
The current methods of verifying capsule integrity consists of manually shaking each capsule to 
verify movement of the inner capsule. A better method would be NDE to observe swelling, 
corrosion, or weld integrity. 

Monitoring the capsule integrity over the next 20 years is required to ensure worker safety and d 

4 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP02 1.4.- WESF Sub-project Candidate 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Rapid identification of reduced capsule integrity would help to identify problems 
before onset of a leak. Ideally, this would minimize pool cell contamination and the need for 
subsequent pool cell cleanup. A successful technology could significantly reduce worker 
exposure and eliminate the manhours spent on the regularly scheduled clunk tests. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Worker safety would be improved by the provision of an 
improved capsule integrity assessment technology and method. Early leak detection would 
minimize the risk of worker exposure for pool cell decontamination. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Early indications of reduced capsule integrity would 
reduce the risk of employee exposure that could eventually result from an unexpected release 
of toxic and/or radioactive materials and it would reduce the quantities of materials handled, 
stored, or disposed of as a secondary waste product. 4 
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Other: None identified. W 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Current baseline methods are labor intensive, tedious, and 
would benefit from an improved technical basis. The potential exists for a leaking capsule to 
contaminate a pool to the degree that worker entry is prohibited before the capsule can be 
identified and removed to an alternative shielded location. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: The Inner Capsule Movement Test (ICMT) is currently the 
primary means of evaluating capsule integrity at WESF. During the ICMT, the capsules are 
approximately rotated end-to-end or quickly accelerated upwards. The inner capsule, moving 
freely, will impact one end of the outer capsule, which can be audibly detected and/or felt (thus 
providing the ICMT, a.k.a. the “clunk test”). If the impact is not detected, the capsule integrity 
may be compromised. The ICMT has detected capsule swelling and water within the capsule 
annulus. However, the sensitivity of the ICMT to detect early swelling or the degree of swelling 
and the amount of water infiltration is limited. The ability to detect radioactive material in the 
capsule annulus does not exist. 

Figure RL-DD041. Photograph of operator performing Inner Capsule Movement Test (a.k.a. 
clunk test) in the WESF pool. 

End-User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fen Simmons - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), (509) 
372-0413 

Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: Bill Bailey - BWHC (509) 373-4999 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 
L 376-4747 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CESIUM AND STRONTIUM REMOVAL FROM K3 DUCT AT WESF 

Zdenti@ation No.: RL-DD044 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Contaminated Ducting -- WESF Stack P-296B010-001 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): N/A. 
Facility: Waste Encapsulation Storage Facility (WESF) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

. 

v avoid schedule delays). 
- 

Need Title: Cesium and Strontium Removal From K3 Duct at WESF 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Need - There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem. 

Need Description: The WESF hot cells are exhausted through a common duct that exits the 
facility beneath the hot cells, is high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtered, and then 
exhausted to the atmosphere. This duct is contaminated with cesium and strontium (;.e., holding 
up to 60,000 curies of material). The only access to this duct is through openings inside the hot 
cell. 

A technology is needed that is capable of removing all the contamination from the ducting. The 
ultimate goal is to decontaminate this ducting to the level where the ventilation air flow can be 
secured without risk of contamination spread. 

Functwnal Performance Requirements: A method is needed that will remove cesium and 
strontium contaminants from the WESF ducting. The technology must be easy to remotely 
deploy, must collect the removed material in such a manner as to not create a radiation or 

u 
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chemical exposure hazard to personnel, and should permit the disposal of the material as routine 
radioactive waste. Radiation levels of up to 2500 radthr and higher can be expected. d 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. This technology could be deployed 
immediately. The current basis is for the WESF facility to continue storing capsules until their 
final removal in 2017. Deactivation activities would begin soon thereafter. 

Problem Description: Historical operation of the WESF has led to the deposition of cesium- and 
strontium-haring materials into the WESF K3 ducting system. In an effort to reduce 
background radiation exposure to personnel and to improve ease of maintenance on the K3 
ducting system, it is desired to reduce the quantities of radioactive cesium and strontium 
materials located in the K3 ducting system. This inventory requires the 296-B-10 stack to be 
listed as a major stack with the Washington State Department of Health (WDOH). 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-PO2 1.4.2 - WESF Sub-project NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Removal of the cesium and strontium materials in the K3 ducting would improve 
the ease of maintenance for the WESF ventilation system because of reduction in the 
radiation levels. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: In an effort to reduce background radiation exposure to 
personnel, minimize potential for environmental releases, and to improve ease of 
maintenance on the K3 ducting system, it is desired to reduce the quantities of radioactive 
cesium and strontium materials located in the K3 ducting system. Inventory removal will 
reduce stack classification from major to minor status. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A reduction in radiation driven access 
limitations will reduce the overall cost of maintenance to the K3 ventilation system. 
Reducing stack to a minor classification will reduce cost requirements for sampler upgrades. 

CulturavSakeholder Concerns: Any effort that can reduce or eliminate the quantity of 
radioactive material in a facility ventilation system thus reduces the risk for release of 
radioactive materials to the environment. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continuation of the baseline response results in the 
continued acceptance of a slightly increased risk of radiation release to the environment and 
slightly increased background exposure to WESF personnel. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 
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Current Baseline Technology: There is currently no method identified for removing this 
contamination. 

L 

End-User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fen Simmons - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 
372-041 3 

Contractor FaciI@/Project Manager: Bill Bailey - BWHC (509) 373-4999 

DOE End-Userhtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-FU, EM-60 (509) 
376-4747 
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W TECHNOLOGY NF,EDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

FIXATIVES FOR K3 DUCT AT WESB 

Identification No.: RL-DD045 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS Office/si: Richland Operations Ofticernanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Contaminated Ducting -- WESF Stack P-296B010-001 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA. 
Faciliw: Waste Encapsulation Storage Facility (WESF) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

.e avoid schedule delays). 
- X 

Need Title: Fixatives for K3 Duct at WESF 

Need/Opportuni@ Category: Technology Need - There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem. 

Need Description: The WESF hot cells are exhausted through a common duct under the hot 
cells, exits the facility, is HEPA filtered, and then exhausted. This duct is very contaminated 
with cesium and strontium, and contains up to several million curies of material. The only 
access to this duct is through openings inside of the hot cell. 

A technology is needed that is capable of fixing and securing the contamination in the ducting, as 
well as capturing and containing the contaminants in a safe and stable media. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The fixative should have a long-term (20+ years) life 
expectancy. The fixative must also be removable to allow final disposition of the contaminants 
in the future. The removal method must meet or exceed all current regulations and requirements 
for the disposal of highly radioactive contaminated waste and should not add any Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA)-regulated components to the waste. The 
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ultimate goal is to secure the contamination in this ducting to the level where the ventilation air 
flow can be secured without risk of contamination spread. d 

Schedule Requiremenfs: Immediate - long term. This technology could be deployed 
immediately. The current basis is for the WESF facility to continue storing capsules until their 
final removal in 2017. Deactivation activities would begin soon thereafter. 

Problem Description: Historical operation of the WESF has led to the deposition of cesium- and 
strontium-bearing materials into the WESF K3 ducting system. In an effort to reduce 
background radiation exposure to personnel and to improve ease of maintenance on the K3 
ducting system, it is desired to minimize the spread of radioactiye cesium and strontium 
materials that are currently located in the K3 ducting system. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No. : 
RL-TP02 1.4.2 - WESF Sub-project NIA 

Justi@cation for Need: 

Technical: “Fixing” of the cesium and strontium materials in the K3 ducting would improve 
the ease of maintenance for the WESF ventilation system due to reduction in the risk of 
spread of contamination from the WESF K3 ducting. 

Regulatov: N/A. 

Environmental Safety and Health: In an effort to reduce background radiation exposure to 
personnel and to improve ease of maintenance on the K3 ducting system, it is desired to 
reduce the potential for spread of radioactive cesium and strontium materials located in the 
K3 ducting system. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Minimizing the potential for spread of 
radioactive contamination will reduce the overall cost of maintenance to the K3 ventilation 
system. 

Culturauslakeholder Concerns: Any radioactive materials located within a facility 
ventilation ducting system increase the facility risk for release of radioactive materials to the 
environment. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continuation of the baseline response results in the 
continued acceptance of a slightly increased risk of radiation release to the environment. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: There is currently no method identified to address the 
stabilization andor fixing of this contamination. 

U” 
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End-User: EM-60. u 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fen Simmons - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), (509) 
372-0413 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Bill Bailey - BWHC (509) 373-4999 

DOE End-User~epresenta~ive Point-of-Contact: Lany Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 
376-4747 
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Buildings 324 and 327 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CHARACTERIZATION OF BUILDINGS 324 AND 327 

Identificatwn No.: FU-DDO5 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OficekIanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Mixhlres of contaminated and non-contaminated equipment and materials in or 
from materials processing facilities, and hot cells. The material and equipment may include 
radioactive/mixed wastes, equipment, tanks, pipes, concrete, etc. 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Facifi@: Buildings 324 and 327 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)n priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u - 

Need Title: Characterization of Buildings 324 and 327 

NeeUOpportuni@ Categov: Technology Opportunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Characterization technologies are needed for determining radiation levels in 
situ. Differentiation between TRU waste and non-TRU waste is a primary concern. In addition, 
a verifiable method for determining that materials qualify for free release is necessary. 

Functional Perfomance Requirements: A method is needed that will allow for real-time 
differentiation between TRU and non-TRU waste and/or between low-level waste and free- 
release waste. Characterization is required for material contained in a variety of configurations 
including drums, boxes, large containers, plastic bags, equipment, processing facilities, etc. 

a) DuctdPiping - Improvements are needed for the remote in situ characterization of 
contamination levels in ducts and piping. Some ductwork has obstructions. Contaminants 

L 
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4 include cesium, strontium, uranium, and transuranics. The technology would need to be 
adaptable to a variety of configurations. 

b) Remote Radiation Mapping - Remotely deployable radiation mapping techniques are 
required. Methods should permit the identification of hot spots within an area containing 
high radiation levels (2,000-5,000 Rh). 

c) Segregation Techniques - Techniques are needed that can differentiate between 
contaminated and non-contaminated material and equipment that have inaccessible surfaces. 
Current technology allows crushed material on the order of 1 inch or less to be segregated 
through the assay of the material on a conveyor belt. The improved technology should 
permit the real-time characterization of materials larger than crushed materials. 

Schedule Requirements: October 1999 through October 2007. The 324 and 327 facilities are 
scheduled for transition to EM40 by October 2007. 

Problem Description: 

a) DuctsPiping - In situ characterization techniques are needed for characterizing 
contamination within ducts and piping. In some instances there are obstructions that restrict 
the use of currently used methods. 

b) Remote Radiation Mapping - It is difficult to determine where contamination hot spots are 
in high radiation areas (radiation levels on the order of 2,000-5,000 R h  in hot cells). A 
method that would provide point-specific information is desired to optimize decontamination 
resources. Current methods for obtaining these data are labor intensive, long in duration, 
wastehl of personnel occupational radiation exposure, expensive, and subject to a variety of 
random and systematic errors caused by the use of multiple performers taking repetitive 
measurements over rather extended time periods. 

c) Segregation techniques - It is often difficult to differentiate between radioactively 
contaminated and uncontaminated equipment and materials. Potentially contaminated 
surfaces are often inaccessible to current detection methods. Some materials are managed in 
their entirety as radioactive andor mixed wastes, which adds unnecessary costs for handling 
and disposal. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 324/327 FT Project N/A 

d 

Justiication for Need: 

Technical: Adequate characterization will be used to perform the Final Hazards Analysis 
prior to completing deactivation end points. 

Regulatoiy: N/A. 
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- Environmental Safety and Health: Supports as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and 
radiological mapping for future decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) efforts. 

Cost Savings Potential (Morfgage Reduction): Significant cost savings in long-term 
surveillance and maintenance may be realized by confidently mapping radiological areas at 
the end of deactivation. 

Culturauslakeholder Concerns: Reduce employee exposure to toxic andor radioactive 
materials. Better characterization data will lead to better and more cost-effective 
decontaminatiodremoval decisions, thus minimizing quantities of materials handled, stored, 
or disposed of as a waste product. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: There is the potential that increased conservatism because 
of inadequate data could lead to increased surveillance and maintenance prior to final D&D. 
Final D&D will be hampered by the lack of data. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technologv: Wipes, laboratory samples, radiation detection - both general 
and energy-specific such as the gamma spectral analyses, document searches, physical walk- 
through, visual inspections and data recording, hand-held or cart-mounted survey equipment, and 
ad hoc sampling of representative surfaces, materials, and spaces. Segregation activities involve 
the use of any of these techniques or material equipment is managed as contaminated. 

End-User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Jim Shelor - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 376- 
5376, Jeff Riddelle - BWHC (509) 372-1684, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contractor FucilityProject Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

b 

DOE End-Userrnepresentative Point-of-Contact: Lany Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DECONTAMINATION OF BUILDINGS 324 AND 327 

Identification No.: RL-DD06 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS O f l i a i t e :  Richland Operations Officekianford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Various equipment and surfaces with alpha, beta, and gamma contamination that 
is 1) dispersible, 2) fixed, and 3) embedded 
Waste Management Unit (jf applicable): NIA. 
Faciliw: Buildings 324 and 327 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Titfe: Decontamination of Buildings 324 and 327 

NeeflOpportunily Category: Technology Opportuniq - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Descriptwn: Fast acting, low-life-cycle cost surface decontamination technologies, 
including those that can be remotely applied are needed immediately. Surfaces include, but are 
not limited to, those found in hot cells, piping, ducting, concrete basins, metal floors, walls, and 
ceilings. Ongoing decontamination activities require intensive manpower, produce secondary 
waste, and are costly. 

Physical decontamination methods especially those based on UHP water jets, i.e., scarification 
are being considered. This system would be deployed within large hot cells to clean stainless 
steel surfaces and AmerCoat painted surfaces. Application of these methods is primarily to 
larger surface areas such as 2 3 4  x 3 0 4  wall areas. 

A separate need exists for limited area cleaning, i.e., spot cleaning. The overall plan is to use 
physical methods for larger areas to remove bulk activity. Complex shapes and crevice areas b' 
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that lead to the exterior of the cell must be cleaned by other techniques. These may include 
chemical methods such as foams, gels, a small geometry vacu-blaster (media recovery by 
vacuum equipment), possibly laser ablation. 

Functionul Performunce Requirements: Decontamination methods are needed that minimize 
worker exposure, secondary waste generation, costs, and risk and are readily deployable. 
Methods that clean to free-release levels are preferable. The specific need is for the 
decontamination of B-Cell. The cells typically contain stainless steel liners over a concrete base. 
Contaminants may be restricted to the surfaces of these liners but also may have penetrated the 
stainless steel and concrete to varying depths. Surfaces requiring decontamination include 
concrete cell walls, steel flooring systems, stainless steel liners, and a range of equipment of 
varying size. Some surfaces will require in situ decontamination, others may be transported to a 
central decontamination facility. The primary contaminants include strontium and cesium, but 
may also include uranium and transuranic waste from spent fuel. Radiation levels range from 
2,000 R/hr to as high as 5,000 R/hr general area and 25,000 R/hr hot spots. Waste minimization 
and remote handling methods are of prime importance 

The physical decontamination method must remove contamination levels within the hot cells to 
reduce inventory of the building to less than 60 curies. The high contamination areas will be 
cleaned to a level that will allow use of fixatives if small residuals remain, Le., less than 
lOOk dpm. A combination of methods may be used. Initial cleaning will be remote; later work 
may be contact when the fields are sufficiently reduced. The ventilation will be terminated after 
cleaning. 

The overall goal is to maximize the use of physical methods and supplement these with chemical 
or other methods used as spot cleaners. By limiting the chemical use, the waste volumes will be 
considerably reduced. 

Within B Cell, the crane rail area, the shield window apertures, service plug apertures, slit trench, 
and pocket sump areas must be cleaned. The secondary waste should be limited because TRU 
constituents are involved. The objective is to avoid spreading the contamination around to 
previously cleaned areas. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. Selection of the technology should occur in 
2000 and deployment in Building 324 should be complete by 2001. 

Problem Description: Contamination represents an immediate worker exposure concern as well 
as a long-term environmental concern. Many surface decontamination technologies generate 
secondary waste streams, are labor intensive, and are costly. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 324/327 FT Project NIA 
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Justification for Need: 
v 

Technical: As facilities are transitioned to stable conditions and decommissioned, they 
require decontamination of radioactively contaminated materials. Current decontamination 
methods are often slow, costly, and produce secondary waste. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-89: Close 324 non-permitted areas by 
October 2005. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: Radioactive contamination presents safety/exposure 
concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Mortgage rates can be reduced through the 
implementation of cost-effective methods for decontamination. Costs can be reduced by 
reductions in the final volume of waste for disposal. 

CulturauStakeholder Concerns: Decontaminating materials to free release can minimize 
the volume of material destined for onsite burial. This will help alleviate concerns expressed 
by several stakeholder groups. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current methods will be used which are costly, time 
consuming, and generate considerable additional waste. These methods will slow progress of 
Hanford Site cleanup. 

Outsourcing Potential: There may be some outsourcing potential in developing 
decontamination technologies. 

Current Buseline Technology: Concrete - scabbling, hydro-lancing; Metal - wipes, hydro- 
lancing, ice blasting, steam, acid washes, electropolishing; glove boxes - wipes, strippable 
coatings/gels 

End User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Jeff Riddelle - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
1684, Ernest Bitten - BWHC (509) 376-0709, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-23 16 

Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 

v 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

FIXATIVES FOR BUILDINGS 324 AND 327 

Identification No.: RL-DDO7 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS Of/ice/site: Richland Operations OfficeA-Ianford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Radioactively contaminated surfaces with loose or dispersible contamination. 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA. 
Facility: Buildings 324 and 327 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1, Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Title: Fixatives for Buildings 324 and 327 

Need Description: Long-life fixatives that are easily applied to and removed from surfaces are 
needed to immobilize radioactive materials. Such fixatives could be used on a variety of 
surfaces such as those encountered in materials processing facilities, glove boxes, hot cells, and 
ductwork. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The fixative may be used to immobilize dispersible 
alpha, beta, and gamma contamination. The fixative must be easily removable to allow for 
eventual decontamination. It needs to last 20 to 25 years, and a thin film is preferred. A two- 
phased fixative would be acceptable: 1) long-term fixative and 2) stripper that easily removes the 
long-term fixative. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. Selection of the technology should occur in 
2003 and deployment may occur through 2007. 
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v Problem Description: Dispersible surface contamination is present in hot cell facilities. Such 
dispersible contamination often presents a worker exposure concern and a long-term 
environmental concern. In areas where decontamination is not feasible, dispersible 
contamination is fixed in place. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 3241327 FT Project NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present safetylexposure concerns. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Dispersible radioactive contamination can present 
safety/exposure concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Current fixative methods require periodic 
replacement and increase life-cycle costs. 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford stakeholders. 

Other: None identified. 
u 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Use current technology at high maintenance cost. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: Paint, tar, polymeric barrier system, rustoleum 

End User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Jeff Riddelle - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
1684, Ernest Bitten - BWHC (509) 376-0709, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-UserHtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Lany Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 
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L. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE CUTTING TECHNOLOGIES FOR BUILDINGS 324 AND 327 

Identification No.: IU-DD08 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OmceBite: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): N/A. 
Waste Stream: Radioactively contaminated materials, equipment, tanks, pipes. Asbestos 
contaminated materials also require cutting. 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NJA. 
Facili@: Buildings 324 and 327 

Priorig Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

-e 

Need/Opportuni@ Category: Technology Opportunity -The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Title: Remote Cutting Technologies for Buildings 324 and 327 

Need Description: Low life-cycle cost cutting technologies are needed immediately for 
radioactively contaminated materials, equipment, tanks, racks, pipes, etc. Some situations may 
require remote capabilities. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The equipment should be easily set up, be reliable, 
have capability for remote operations, and have little or low generation of dust or other 
secondary waste. The methods should operate faster than the currently used methods. 
Technology may be deployed by crane in locations having high radiation fields (2,000 to 
5,000 R/hr). Most of the contaminated equipment is in hot cell locations where only cranes 
andor manipulators are available for operations. Equipment requiring cutting in the hot cell 
environments include items with complex geometries, such as equipment racks, fuel racks, pipes, 
tanks, and hot cell liners. 

L 
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Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. Equipment removal from B-Cell is already d 
under way and is scheduled for completion in November 2000. Deployment in Building 324 
should be complete by 2002. 

Problem Description: Deactivation requires removal and size reduction of a variety of 
equipment and materials. Radiation concerns often prevent direct access. Current methods are 
time consuming, generate secondary waste, cause a high degree of worker fatigue, and are costly. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 3241327 FT Project NIA 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Current methods are often too slow and labor intensive. High radiation levels 
prevent direct worker access. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-89: Complete closure of non-permitted areas by 
October 2005. 

Environmental Safeg and Health: Occupational concerns in dealing with hot cells and 
materials with high levels of radioactive contamination. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Cost savings can be realized through the time v 
savings because of faster cutting technology. 

CulturavsIakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders have expressed concerns with regard to the 
amount of waste destined for burial at the Hanford Site and about the ultimate disposition of 
large processing facilities and reactors. Effective size reduction efforts can minimize waste 
volumes and help facilitate decontamination efforts. Size reduction of waste helps facilitate the 
removal of radioactively contaminated materials and equipment. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current cutting technologies will be deployed and may take 
longer than originally planned. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: Metal - plasma torch, hydraulic shears, hacksaws, oxygen- 
acetylene torch, diamond saws, circular saws; glove boxes - nibblers and shears. 

End User: EM-60. 
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u Site Technical PoinLP-of-Contact: Charlie Kronvall - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 
376-9601, Jeff Riddelle - BWHC (509) 372-1684, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contrucfor FuciliQProject Munuger: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-UserAepresentutive Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TANK REMEDIATION FOR BUILDING 324 

Identijication No.: FU-DD09 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS Of f i ee / s :  Richland Operations Ofice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (~applicable): 
Waste Stream: FU-HLW-20, Salt, Sludge Liquid. High-level radioactive waste tank heels. 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): 
Facility: Building 324 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: Tank Remediation for Building 324 

Neeo7Opportunity Category: Technologv Opportunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Methods are needed for remediation of residual waste from tanks used for 
storing highly radioactive liquid associated with material processing and testing within the 
facility hot cells. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Remote techniques are needed to remove tank heels or 
prevent dispersion of contamination on cutting or disassembly. The residual material ranges 
from low-level to high-level material with potential for TRU waste. The residues are in the form 
of liquids, liquid sludges, solids and dispersible material. 

Schedule Requirements: Heel removal should begin by January 2003. Facility transition to 
EM40 is scheduled for 2007. 
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Problem Description: Hardened heels remain in storage tanks that were used in treatability 
processes within facility hot cells. The residual materials were left in the tanks after they were 
flushed and rinsed. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TPO8 1.4.10 - 3241327 FT Project NIA 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: The closure plan for the facility requires removal of the tanks. Reduction of the 
radiological fields because of the residual heels will be required to allow for size reduction 
and removal. 

Regulatory: DOE-RL-96-73, Rev. 1, “324 Building Radiochemical Engineering Cells, High- 
Level Vault, Low-Level Vault and Associated Area Closure Plan.” 

Environmental Safety and Health: There are potential worker safety concerns associated 
with exposure during removal operations. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. Required prior to transition. 

CulturauSrakeholder Concerns: NIA. Required prior to closure. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Potential safety hazard. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Not yet identified. 

End User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: Dennis Takasumi - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 
372-0249, Ernest Bitten - BWHC (509) 376-0709, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-User/Representative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

RADIATION HARDENED ROBOTICS FOR BUILDING 324 

Idenfificaion No.: RL-DDOI 0 
Date: July 1999 

Progrum: Facility Transition 
OPS OMiee/si: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operuble Unif (ifupplicuble): NIA. 
Wmfe Sfreum: Highly radioactive materials within hot cells 
Wmte Munugemen f Unit (ifupplicuble): NIA. 
Futility: Building 324 

Prior@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L, 

Need Title: Radiation Hardened Robotics for Building 324 

Need/Opportunily Category: Technology Opportuniv - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Remote handling methods are needed for high-radiation areas such as hot 
cells. Automated systems are needed to survey contaminated areas and to deploy 
decontamination, characterization and cutting technologies. 

Funcfionul Performunce Requirements: Automated systems must be able to perform remote 
activities requiring a range of motions and weight requirements in high-radiation fields (on the 
order of 2,000 to 5,000 R/hr) and with a life expectancy of greater than 1 year. The systems need 
to have the capability to deploy decontamination technologies and characterization tools. The 
systems may be operated pneumatically, hydraulically, or electrically, but must be able withstand 
the harsh environments of the hot cells. It is highly desirable that the systems have capability to 
enable the remote mounting of other decontamination tools to the basic platform. 
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u Schedule Requirementr: Immediate - equipment removal from B-Cell is already under way and 
is scheduled for completion in November 2000. Follow-on activities include cell 
decontamination, cell liner inspection, and repairlor liner removal. 

Problem Description: Hot cell cleanout activities require the decontamination, dismantling, and 
removal of equipment and debris. Activities are best performed remotely because of the high- 
radiation field. In some cases, overhead cranes are the only equipment available to perform 
work. Such cranes often prove to not have the fine motor control necessary to accomplish a 
given task. Remote cutting operations are often tedious and labor intensive, which may lead to 
worker fatigue and potential for dropping equipment and other failures. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 324/327 FT Project N/A 

Justi@ation for Need: 

Technical: Activities in high-radiation areas require remote operations. 

Regulatory: DOE-RL-96-73, Rev. 1, "324 Building Radiochemical Engineering Cells, High- 
Level Vault, Low-Level Vault and Associated Area Closure Plan." 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: Worker safety, exposure, and fatigue are the primary 
concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Schedule acceleration due to more 
efficient remote operations may result in cost savings. 

CulturdStakeholder Concerns: Worker exposure can be significantly reduced by using 
remotely deployed systems that avoid putting workers at risk. Better characterization 
data will lead to better and more cost effective decontaminationhnoval decisions, thus 
minimizing quantities of materials handled, stored, or disposed of as a waste product. 
The location of the 324 facility in proximity to the Columbia River and the Richland City 
limits increases stakeholder interest in the reduction of nuclear facility source terms. 
Other: None identified 

.d' 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Will continue to use existing technology (i.e., cranes 
and master slave manipulators). 

Outrourcing Potentid: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technologv: Cranes and master slave manipulators 

End User: EM-60. 
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W Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Ernest Bitten - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 
376-0709, Jeff Riddelle - BWHC (509) 372-1684, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contractor Facili~b'roject Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-UserRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Lany Romine - EM-60 (509) 376-4747 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY INSPECTION - 3241327 BUILDINGS 
HOT CELL LINERS 

Identifcation No.: RL-DDOl 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Stainless-steel hot cell liners 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA. 
Fad&: Buildings 324 and 327 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Structural Integrity Inspection Technologies - 3241327 Buildings Hot Cell Liners 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Opportuniv - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: A method is required for the reliable inspection of the integrity of hot cell 
liners to support the selection of an appropriate method for decontamination. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The hot cell liners are composed of 0.25- to 0.50-inch 
stainless steel that has been welded into one piece. The cell liners must be thoroughly examined 
for cracks and other potential leak points. The technology must be able to withstand a . 
radioactive environment, be remotely deployed, and must be able to operate in a variety of 
orientations and positions. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - equipment removal from B-Cell is already under way and 
is scheduled for completion in November 2000. 

L 
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Problem Description: Penetration through andor cracking of the hot cell liners may have 
resulted from past operations. Demonstration of integrity (or lack thereof) is a closure plan 
requirement. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-PO8 1.4.10- 324/327FTProject NIA 

Justi#kation for Need: 

Technical: Decisions with regard to the decontamination method to be used are influenced 
by the integrity of the liners. Simple, accurate methods to verify the integrity of such liners 
can positively influence these decisions. 

Regulatoty: DOE-RL-96-73, Rev. 1, “324 Building Radiochemical Engineering Cells, High- 
Level Vault, Low-Level Vault and Associated Area Closure Plan.” 

Environmental Safety and Health: Contamination release to the environment must be 
prevented - see comment below (Cultural/Stakeholder Concerns). 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): New technologies will be evaluated in a 
cost/benefit analysis versus the baseline process. 

CulturaVStokeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned about releases to the 
environment. Liner systems are often a primary barrier between any given source and the 
environment. Verifying the integrity of such liner systems can help alleviate such concerns. 

Other: None identified 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Uncertainty of the integrity of the liner will require more 
robust and expensive decontamination procedures. 

Out3ourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Visual inspection, camera 

End User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Point3-of-Contact: Charlie Kronvall - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 
376-9601, Jeff Riddelle - BWHC (509) 372-1684, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contractor Facifityflroject Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Larry Romine - DOE-RL., EM-60 (509) 3 76- 
4741 

W 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CLEAN-OUT OF ISOLATED PIPING SYSTEMS IN BUILDING 324 

Identifcation No.: RL-DD046 
Date: July 1999 

Progrum: Facility Transition 
OPS Office/s:  Richland Operations OfficeiHanford 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Waste Transfer Piping 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA. 
Facilily: Building 324 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Clean-out of Isolated Piping Systems in Building 324 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Opporfunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Methods are needed to perform the decontamination of individual pipes, 
piping systems and tanks that are inaccessible because they are either in a high-radiation area, an 
enclosed pipe chase or vault andor they are encased in concrete. 

W avoid schedule delays). 

Functional Performance Requirementr: The technology, technique, or methods must be 
acceptable for use and concurred with by the Washington State Department of Ecology and the 
DOE. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate - long term. Selection of the technology should occur in 
2001 and deployment should be complete by 2003. 

Problem Description: Methods to ensure adequate decontamination of isolated piping systems 
have not been proven. These methods should not have the potential to disperse contamination 
from any potential leaks. Approximately 100 individual pipes route from the Building 324 hot L 
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cells to waste vaults, many of which are encased in concrete or enclosed within pipe chases. 
Pipe diameters range from 0.5 to 2 inches. d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 324/327 FT Project TRP-01-942 

Justijicafion for Need: 

Technical: Piping systems must be cleaned to meet facility closure plan requirements and to 
reduce holdup/inventory . 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-89-00, Close 324 Non-permitted Areas by 
October 2005. The 324 and 327 buildings are presently scheduled to transfer to EM40 in 
October 2007. 

Environmental Safefy and Health: An aqueous-based decontamination method could result 
in contamination release to the environment if a leak is encountered. 

Cost Savings Pofenfial (Mortgage Reduction): There is an opportunity to significantly 
reduce the secondary waste volumes that would result from repeatedly flushing with water or 
other cleaning solution. 

CulturaKStakehoIder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned about releases to the 
environment. The 324 building is located within 1,000 feet of the Columbia River. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Nof Filling Need: Potentially high secondary-waste volumes and schedule 
impacts. 

Outsourcing Pofential: NIA. 

Currenf Baseline Technology: Current practice is to test a system for leaks, flush it repeatedly 
with a cleaning solution such as water, and analyze samples of the rinse to validate compliance 
with regulatory requirements. This practice is time consuming and does not easily guarantee that 
the level of remaining contamination is acceptable. 

End User: EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Dennis Takasumi - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 
372-0249, Ernest Bitten - BWHC (509) 376-0709, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Contractor FaciI@Drojecf Manuger: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-User~epresentative Poinf-of-Contacf: Larry Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE VIEWING FOR HOT CELLS 
IN BUILDINGS 324 AND 327 

Identification No.: RL-DD047 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Facility Transition 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations OfficetHanford 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Wuste Stream: NIA. 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: Buildings 324 and 327 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Remote Viewing for Hot Cells in Buildings 324 and 327 

NeeaYOpportunity Categoy Technical Opportunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Technologies, techniques, and methods are needed to provide low-cost 
upgrades to improve the remote visibility in hot cells. Upgrades would provide hot cell operators 
with improved control and the ability to expedite work activities 

FunctionalPerformance Requirements: It is desired to upgrade the existing systems to a high- 
resolution, 3-D, color imaging system and to provide visibility to all areas within a hot cell. The 
system must be able to function in an environment containing high levels of radiation (2,000 to 
5,000 R/hr) and chemical contamination, and provide remote viewing from up to 150 A outside 
the hot cell. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate: Equipment removal from B-Cell is already under way and 
is scheduled for completion in November 2000. 

L 
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u Problem Description: The presently deployed remote camera system provides low-resolution, 
black and white imaging and does not reach all hot cell regions. Improved optics could greatly 
ease the planning and execution of hot cell dismantlement activities. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-TP08 1.4.10 - 3241327 FT Project NIA 

Jus@Zcution for  Need: 

Technicul: Operational improvements are needed to support hot cell cleanout. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement Milestone 89: Close 324 non-permitted areas by October 2005. 
The 324 and 327 buildings are presently scheduled to transfer to EM40 in October 2007. 

Environmentul Safe@ und Health: Enhanced visibility into the 324J327 hot cells will 
enable better identification of materials within individual cells. Knowledge of the contents 
will enable personnel to better plan for the safe, effxient remediation of these areas. 
Improved visibility will also help to reduce the chances of exposure to personnel. 

Cosf Suvings Pofenfiul (Morfguge Reduction): Improved visibility should allow for 
remotely controlled cleanup activities to be accomplished at a higher rate and with finer 
control. 

CulturuKStukeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned about releases to the 
environment. The 324 and 327 buildings are located withiin 1,000 fi of the Columbia River. 

Other: Improved camera systems can be transferred to other facilities and applications 

L J  

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Hot cell regions may not get fully characterized andor 
decontaminated if viewing system upgrades do not occur. 

Outsourcing Potential: Yes 

Currenf Buseline Technology: The hot cells currently use a minimal numbs of black and 
white, radiation hardened, video cameras. 

End User: EM-60. 

Sire TechniculPoin~~~-Contucf: Jeff Riddelle - B&W Hanford Company (BWHC) (509) 372- 
1684, Kurt Kenkersdorfer - BWHC (509) 373-5182, Rich Hobart - BWHC (509) 373-2316 

Confructor Fucilify~ojecf Manager: Jim Steffen - BWHC (509) 376-0484 

DOE End-UserLRepresentutive Pointsf-Confucf: Lany Romine - DOE-RL, EM-60 (509) 376- 
4747 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTElROBOTIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR CDI 

Zdenti#ication No.: RL-DD034 
Date: July 1999 

Program:. Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Omcdi te :  Richland Operations Office1 Hanford Site 
Overable Unit: NIA. 
Waste Stream: Remote Operations for LLW Debris (ER-05), MLLW Debris (ER-02) and TRU 
Debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA. 
Facili@: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Remotelrobotic technologies for access and deployment of tools and equipment for 
characterization, sampling, size reduction, waste emplacement, void space filling, and some 
dismantliig. 

NeeaYOpportuni@ Category: Technologv Need - There is no existing or currently identified 
technology for some of the areas of the facility. 

Need Description: Remote technology is needed for access and deployment of equipment and 
tools throughout the 221-U Facility. Some areas cannot be reached using conventional methods 
or personnel. Remote systems are needed for entry, sample collection, deployment of sensor 
packages (such as NDA) or characterization tools, size reduction, dismantlement, void space 
filling, and waste emplacement. Characterization and sample collection will be performed for 
concrete, solidslsludge, and liquids. Dismantlement end-effectors (e.g., pipe cutting) may be 
required to gain access for sample collection. Size reduction and void space filling will be 
needed during facility operations if the facility is used for waste emplacement. Remote 
capabilities may also be required for void filling and waste emplacement exterior to the facility. 
However, it is assumed standard burial practices will be used. 

L 
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u Functional Performance Requirements: The remote technologies must function in a highly 
radioactive environment (up to 500 Whr, more typically up to 10 R/hr) and in the presence of 
process chemicals, acids, and caustic solutions. Long-length deployments will be required into 
tunnels and the drainpipe. Less lengthy deployments are also required in highly congested areas 
such as the cells. See the general information section for additional description of the 
22 1 -U Facility. 

Any crane-deployable manipulator system must be integrated with characterization, sampling, 
and other tools defined as needed to support the record of decision (ROD) process and beyond 
(e.g., waste emplacement, volume reduction, and void filling). The system must have a 
significant payload capacity (approximately 200 pounds), be easily maintainable, have readily 
replaceable parts, be operable by facility personnel, and have the ability to accept new tools 
(end-effectors) as new needs are identified in the facility. It must be deployable on one of the 
10-ton auxiliary hoists, and work in concert with the 75-ton crane. Controls for the system must 
be operable from the confined-space crane cab or from the operating gallery. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate to 1 year. 

Problem Description: Determination of nature and extent of radioactive and non-radioactive 
contamination is required to support the evaluation of alternatives for final disposition of the 
221-U Facility. Robotic platforms are required for characterization, sample collection, waste 
emplacement, void filling, dismantling and size reduction in areas of the 221-U Facility where 
manned entry is not possible. 

The canyon deck is covered with extraneous equipment received from other facilities. The 
transport of equipment of any size through the canyon facility is very difficult if it has to be done 
on the canyon deck. The cells are congested with piping and vessels, and the hot pipe trench is 
very congested with small-diameter piping. This need relates to function 1 .O of the CDI 
Feasibility Study. 

v 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justi@cation for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 2 2 1 4  Facility. 
Waste emplacement, void filling, and sizk reduction would be needed if the facility is used 
for waste emplacement. Dismantling capabilities may be needed for both the 
characterization and operational phases. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 2 2 1 4  Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA). 
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Environmentaf Safety & Health: Remote capabilities will result in reduced worker 
exposure, reduced contamination spread, and the ability to perform functions in areas that 
cannot be reached with the current baseline technologies. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 221-U Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as a 
waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of approximately $1B. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

Cultural;/Sakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 221-U Facility will be applicable at 
these and other similar DOE facilities. 

L 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also very time consuming and expensive 
Facility areas where personnel access is prohibitive will not be characterized or used for waste 
emplacement. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Buseline Technologv: The 2 2 1 4  Facility canyon deck is a respirator area, so 
personnel access is allowed. Manned operations would be considered the baseline technology. 
The process cells, ventilation tunnel, and hot pipe trench are prohibitive for personnel access. In 
those portions of the facility, there is no current baseline technology. 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contuct: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facili@LProject Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UserL7tepresentutive Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL., (509) 372-2282; Paul 

W 

Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

VISUAL/SPATIAL IMAGING FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DD035 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OmceBite: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Visual imaging 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Fad&: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori& Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Visdspatial imaging of the 221-U Facility and equipment. 

NeecVOpportunity Categoty: Technology Opportunity - the Site desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: Visdspatial imaging is required throughout the 221-U Facility to provide 
for characterization planning, etc. An accurate visual record is needed to plan for 
characterization methods and operations, and to identify locations for sample collection. 

Functional Perfrmance Requirements: The technology must be able to function in an 
environment containing radionuclide contamination (up to 500 R h ,  more typically up to 
10 R h ) ,  process chemicals, acids, and caustic solutions. The technology must function 
remotely on long-length deployments up to 800 ft. Access sizes for a remote platform range 
from 24 in. to 10 ft. Less lengthy deployments are also required with access sizes of less than 
6 in. in highly congested areas. Resulting maps of objects will be required to meet a resolution 
on the order of 1 in. The technology must be integrated with remote deployment platforms (if 
required for access). See the general information section for additional description of the 
2 2 1 4  Facility. 

L 
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Schedule Requirements: Immediate to 1 year. 

Problem Description: Determination of nature and extent of radionuclide and non-radionuclide 
contamination is required to support the evaluation of alternatives for final disposition of the 
22 1 -U Facility. A visual record is needed to support characterization planning. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Jusrificatwn for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 221-U Facility. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 221-U Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Improved characterization methods will result in reduced 
worker exposure and reduced contamination spread. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 2 2 1 4  Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as a 
waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of approximately $lB. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

CulturavstOkeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 2 2 1 4  Facility will likely be 
applicable at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

4 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also very time consuming and expensive. 
Facility areas where personnel access is prohibitive will not be characterized. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: A hand-held camcorder has been used to establish a limited 
record of the canyon deck. The 221-U Facility canyon deck is a respirator area, so personnel 
access is allowed. The rail tunnel has not been sufficiently characterized to determine if manned 
entry is allowable, and the process cells, ventilation tunnel, and hot pipe trench are prohibitive 
for personnel access. In those portions of the facility there is no current baseline technology. 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60. 
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v Site Tecknical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor FaciIi@Project Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End User/Representative Points-o/-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-FU, (509) 376-4798. 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

RADIATION SURVEY FOR CDI 

Identification No.: IU-DD036 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OffeLSite: Richland Operations Office1 H d o r d  Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Characterization of LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). - 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: General radiation surveys of concrete and equipment in the materials processing 
facilities. 

NeeflOpportunity Categoty: Technology Opportunity - the Site desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: Technologies are needed that will provide ( 1 )  general radiation dose, (2) 
TRU levels in or on equipment and piping using NDA and nondestructive evaluation (NDE), and 
(3) spatially locate hot spots. Bekdgamma radiation surveys are required throughout the 
221-U Facility. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The radiation survey technologies must be able to 
detect alpha, beta and gamma radiation at least to the onsite laboratory detection limits (onsite 
laboratory detection limits are 10,000 pCi/g for alpha, 30,000 pCUg for beta, while offsite 
laboratory detection limits are 10 and 15 pCi/g respectively). The technologies must be useable 
in situ and in near real time (e.g., are quicker than sending samples offsite for analysis). The 
methods should be cost effective and must be operable with little or no exposure to personnel in 
highly contaminated, highly congested areas. Detection is needed in confined and congested 
areas andor high radiation fields (up to 500 whr, more typically up to 10 R/hr). The \v 
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technologies must be integrated with remote deployment platforms if required for access. See 
the general information section for additional description of the 221-U Facility. 

Schedule Requiremenfs: Immediate 

Problem Descripiion: Determination of nature and extent of radionuclide and non-radionuclide 
contamination is required to support the evaluation of alternatives for final disposition of the 
221-U Facility. General radiation surveys are required for worker protection and work planning. 

d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Justi@cation for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 221 -U Facility. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 221-U Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmental Safe9 & Health: Improved characterization methods will result in reduced 
worker exposure and reduced contamination spread. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reducfion): A record of decision (ROD) will determine 
the disposition of the 221-U Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials 
processing facilities as a waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of 
approximately $lB. Meeting this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

Culturavstakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Ofher: There are five main processing facilities on the W o r d  Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 221-U Facility will likely be 
applicable at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

4 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also-very time consuming and expensive. 
Failure to sufficiently characterize will result in not being able to take advantage of the potential 
cost savings. 

Oufsourcing Potential: Unlikely 

Current Baseline Technology: The standard method for determining the extent of contact and 
general area radiation fields consists of a radiological control technician passing a gamma-ray- 
sensitive detector such as an RO-2 of RO-7 probe near the surfaces or at a set distance from the 
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surface. Measurements are then recorded by hand and, in some cases, written on drawings to 
u identify locations. 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60. 

Site Technical Pointref-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractar Facili@Project Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UserLUepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LIQUIDS DETECTION FOR CDI 

Identification No: RL-DD037 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS O@cdSite: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): N/A. 
Waste Stream: Detection of liquid contaminated with LLW and TRU 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): N/A. 
Facicity: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Detection of freestanding liquid in equipment (e.g., tanks) and piping. 

Neea7Opportunity Category: Technology Need - there is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem. 

Need Description: Technology is needed to detect freestanding liquids in equipment and piping 
throughout the 221 -U Facility. Liquids must be located so that they can be characterization. 

Functional Performance Requirements: A non-intrusive method for detecting liquids in tanks 
and pipes is preferred. Methods may include physical, infrared, or radiography. The detection 
must be performed in highly congested areas, and in areas containing radionuclide contamination 
(up to 500 R/hr, more typically up to 10 R/hr). The detection must include the identification of 
the liquid level in the tank or pipe. The technology must be integrated with remote deployment 
platforms if required for access. See the general information section for additional description of 
the 221-U Facility. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate. 
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u Problem Description: Determination of nature and extent of radionuclide and non-radionuclide 
contamination is required to support the evaluation of alternatives for final disposition of the 
2 2 1 4  Facility. The location of liquids must be identified so that they can be characterized. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justt$cation for  Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 221-U Facility. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 2 2 1 4  Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Improved characterization methods will result in reduced 
worker exposure and reduced contamination spread. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 2 2 1 4  Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as a 
waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of approximately $lB. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

CulturavSrakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 221 -U Facility will likely be 
applicable at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

u 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also very time consuming and expensive. 
Failure to sufficiently characterize will result in not being able to take advantage of the potential 
cost savings. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unlikely. 

Current Baseline Technology: Liquid detection for tanks is usually done by gaining access to 
the tank and using a dipstick or similar device; however, this is not always possible in the 
materials processing facilities because of congestion and high radioactive fields around the tanks. 
Liquid detection in pipes is usually accomplished by finding low points and drilling the pipe. 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60 
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'V Site Technical Poinrs-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UserBiepresentative Poitrts-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LIQUIDS CHARACTERIZATION FOR CDI 

Identifieation No.: RL-DD038 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OmeBite: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA. 
Waste Slreum: Characterization of liquids contaminated with LLW and TRU 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA. 
Facility: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Characterization of liquids in equipment (e.g., tanks) and pipes. 

NeerUOpportunity Category: Technology Opportuniw - the Site desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: Characterization technology is needed to detect and quantify the 
contaminants of concern in liquids. The liquids will be shielded (i.e., inside a closed tank or 
pipe). Liquids must be characterized within tanks and pipes throughout the 221-U Facility. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The liquid characterization technology must be able to 
quantify the contaminants listed in Table 1 to the levels of detection, also listed in Table 1. Non- 
intrusive characterization or in situ sampling and analysis is preferred. The technology must be 
cost effective and minimize exposure to personnel. It must operate in cells that are highly 
congested with possible high-radiation fields (up to 500 FVhr). The technology must be 
integrated with remote deployment platforms if required for access. See the general information 
section for additional description of the 2 2 1 4  Facility. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate. 
u 
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Problem Descripfon: Characterization of the 221-U Facility is required to support evaluation of W 

alternatives for an end-state decision. Characterization of liquids is required. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
FZ-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Jusiijkation for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 221 -U Facility. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 221-U Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Improved characterization methods will result in reduced 
worker exposure and reduced contamination spread. 

Cosi Savings Poiential (Morigage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 2 2 1 4  Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as a 
waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of approximately $1B. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public W 

health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 221 -U Facility will likely be 
applicable at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also very time consuming and expensive. 
Failure to sufficiently characterize will result in not being able to take advantage of the potential 
cost savings. 

Outsourcing Poiential: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Current technology is to i;lhusively enter tanks and pipes to 
collect samples of the liquid for analysis at a laboratory. 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-ofiContaci: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 
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Contractor FaciIi@flroject Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End Userbtepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 

Ammonium fluoride - N h F  

Table 1. Contaminants of Concern in Liquids. 

15 

Contaminant of Concern 
Acids I 0.1 

I Detection Limits* 

Hexone 
Nitrates - Al(N03)3, N d 0 3 ,  
" 4 N 0 3 ,  "03 
Kerosene, normal paraffin 
hydrocarbon 
Lead 
PCBs 
Phosphoric acid - H3P04 
Sodium dichromate 
Sodium nitrite - NaNOl 
Sulfates - HSOd. Na7SOA. 

1 
10 

50 

2 
0.5 
150 
3 
10 
150 

*Detection limits are for N1 protocol. Current onsite capability is generally orders of magnitude 
worse. Values are pCi/g or mg/Kg. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SOLIDS (SEDIMENT/SLUDGE/DUST) CHARACTERIZATION FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DD039 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Ofice/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): N/A. 
Wmte Streum: Characterization of LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Wmte Management Unit (gapplicable): N/A. 
Facility: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success bf the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L' 

Need Title: Characterization of solids (sediments/sludge/dut) on floors and walls, and in 
equipment in the materials processing facilities. 

Neeu7Opportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - the Site desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: Characterization technology is needed to detect, quantify, and locate 
(spatially) contaminants of concern in the solids on floors and walls, and in equipment in 
throughout the 221-U Facility. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to detect, quantify and 
locate the potential contaminants listed in Table 1 to the levels of detection, also listed in 
Table 1. Non-intrusive characterization or in situ sampling and analysis is preferred. The 
technology must be cost effective and minimize exposure to personnel. It must operate in areas 
that are highly congested with possible high-radiation fields (up to 500 Rh) .  The technology 
must be integrated with remote deployment platforms if required for access. See the general 
information section for additional description of the 221-U Facility. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate. 
L 
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W Problem Description: Characterization of the 221-U Facility is required to support evaluation of 
alternatives for an end-state decision. Characterization includes locating and quantifying 
contaminants in solids within the facility. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER05 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 221-U Facility. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 2 2 1 4  Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Improved characterization methods will result in reduced 
worker exposure and reduced contamination spread. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 221-U Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as a 
waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of approximately $1B. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

CulturaVSIakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 2 2 1 4  Facility will likely be 
applicable at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

4 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also very time consuming and expensive. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current technology is to take samples and send them to a 
laboratory for analysis. Current technologies may be inadequate for sampling in highly 
congested, highly contaminated areas (e&, the floors of the cells). 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 
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hydrocarbon 
Lead 
PCBs 
Phosphoric acid - H3P04 
Sodium dichromate 
Sodium nitrite - NaNOz 
Sulfates - HS04, Na2S04, 

u Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End User4tepresentafive Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 

0.4 
0.05 

2 
0.5 
0.1 
2 

Table 1. Contaminants of Concern in Solids. 

Fe(”4)2(S04)2 
Tributyl phosphate 
Am-24 1 
CO-60 
cs-137 
Eu-152 
ELI-154 
Np-237 
Pu-238. Pu-2391240 

0.5 
1 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1 
1 

Th-232 
U-234, U-235, U-238 
Gross alpha 
Gross beta 

1 
1 
10 
15 

*Detection limits are for full protocol. Current onsite capability is generally orders of magnitude 
worse. Values are pCi/g or mg/Kg. 
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i TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CONCRETE CHARACTERIZATION FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DD040 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OBceBite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit ~~applicable): NIA. 
Waste Stream: Characterization of LLW concrete (ER-05), MLLW concrete (ER-02), and TRU 
concrete (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA. 
Facili@: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

..-, 

Need Title: Characterization of concrete floors and walls in the materials processing facilities, 

NeetVOpportuni(y Category: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technologylprocess (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Characterization technology is needed to detect, quantify, and locate 
(spatially) contaminants of concern within concrete throughout the 2 2 1 4  Facility. Concrete 
samples in the cells will consist of 6-in. to 8-in. deep borings of 1 -in. to 2-in. diameter. Concrete 
samples elsewhere in the facility will consist of 0.5411. chin samples. 

‘V 

Functional Pe@ormance Requirements: The technology must be able to detect, quantify and 
locate the potential contaminants listed in Table 1 to the levels of detection, also listed in Table 
1. Non-intrusive characterization or in situ sampling and analysis is preferred. The technology 
must be cost effective and minimize exposure to personnel. It must operate in cells that are 
highly congested with possible high-radiation fields (up to 500 Rh) .  The technology must be 
integrated with remote deployment platforms if required for access. Sampling in cells will 
require reaching 20 ft  to 40 ft down from the deck to obtain concrete cores and samples. See the 
general information section for additional description of the 221-U Facility. 
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Schedule Requirements: Immediate. 

Problem Description: Characterization of the 221-U Facility is required to support evaluation of 
alternatives for an end-state decision. Characterization includes locating and quantifying 
contaminants in concrete within the facility. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.0 1.03.01 N/A 

Justi@ation for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is required to support the detailed analysis, 
including performance assessment, of final disposition alternatives for the 221-U Facility. 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 221-U Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Improved characterization methods will result in reduced 
worker exposure and reduced contamination spread. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 2 2 1 4  Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as a 

this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

Culturauslakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet needs at the 221 -U Facility will likely be 
applicable at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

waste disposal site could result in a potential cost savings of approximately $1B. Meeting u 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used where possible, 
potentially exposing personnel to high radiation. It is also very time consuming and expensive 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current technology is to take bore samples and send them to a 
laboratory for analysis. 

End User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60. 

Site TechniculPoints~f-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. d 
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.I . .I 

Tibutyl phosphate 
Am-24 1 
CO-60 

u Contractor Facili@roject Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

0.5 
1 

0.1 

DOE End UserLtepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 

Table 1. Contaminants of Concern in Solids. 

hydrocarbon 

FeN-L)2(SOd2 

*Detection limits are for full protocol. Current onsite capability is generally orders of magnitude 
worse. Values are pCi/g or mgKg. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

VOLUME REDUCTION OF EQUIPMENT FOR CDI 

Identifiation No.: RL-DD048 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OflceLWe: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA. 
Waste Stream: LLW Debris (ER-05), MLLW Debris (ER-02) and TRU Debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA. 
Facility: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- I .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Volume reduction of equipment in the 221-U Facility for the Canyon Disposition 
Initiative (CDI) Project. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - the user is interested in the opportunity 
to improve on the currently identified or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: The equipment on the canyon deck and in the process cells of the 
221-U Facility consists of large carbon steel and stainless steel equipment used in processing 
spent nuclear fuel. Most of the equipment on the canyon deck came from fuel processing 
facilities and is similar to the equipment found in the 221 -U process cells. The equipment 
includes tanks, pulsers, agitators, centrifuges, concentrators and dissolvers. The equipment has 
internal void spaces, which are not allowed in shallow burial grounds (Environmental 
Restoration Disposal Facility [ERDF] and Hanford Central Waste Waste Acceptance Criteria), 
and non-uniform shapes that do not allow for optimal facility waste loading. The preferred 
treatment method, volume reduction through direct compaction, will minimize internal void 
spaces and create optimal shapes for final disposal,.either inside the facility or at a shallow burial 
ground. 

L, 
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Functional Performance Requirements: The volume reduction technology must operate within d 
the 221-U Facility using standard power. It is preferred that the technology be able to volume 
reduce equipment in situ without dismantlement. Technology is needed for both in-cell and 
freestanding equipment as large as 13 f3 x 18 ft x 20 fl high. Any volume reduction technology 
must operate without compromising the structural integrity or seismic loading of the building. 
Note that separate technologies may be acceptable for freestanding and in-cell equipment volume 
reduction. 

Schedule Jtequirements: Volume reduction technology may be needed for operations as early 
as year 2001. Information is needed immediately that can be used to support evaluation of 
disposition alternatives. 

Problem Description: The waste acceptance criteria for shallow burial requires the filling of 
void spaces (i.e., not having void spaces). Large equipment, such as that in the 221-U Facility, 
has internal void spaces and non-uniform shapes that cause void spaces when packaged. The 
equipment could be dismantled and packaged without volume reduction, but would require void 
filler and cost more to handle and dispose of. Volume reducing the equipment, with or without 
dismantlement, would minimize the internal void spaces and create more uniform “packages” for 
handling. This need relates to functions number 1 .O and 2.0 of the CDI Feasibility Study. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
FU-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: In situ volume reduction will result in optimal handling and disposal of the 
equipment in the 221-U Facility. 

Regulatory: Possibly stack air emissions. 

Environmental Safe@ and Hedth: In situ volume reduction of the equipment within the 
221-U Facility would result in less waste handling (e.g., cutting up of equipment to fit into 
waste packages) and, therefore, much less potential exposure to the workers. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Less handling of radioactive waste material 
will result in direct cost savings from reduced labor. In situ volume reduction will also result 
in further cost savings by reducing the quantity of waste to be disposed of. 

CulturalBtakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet the needs at the 221-U Facility will be applicable 
at these and other similar DOE facilities. 
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L Consequences ofNot Filling Need: If internal equipment void spaces are filled and the 
equipment is treated as waste packages without further volume reduction, worker exposure will 
be minimized, but facility loading will be suboptimal if the facility is used for disposal. If the 
equipment must be dismantled, packaged, and void spaces within the packages filled by 
compaction or fill, personnel potentially will be exposed to high-radiation fields and the process 
potentially will be time consuming and expensive. 

Outsourcing Potenfial: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technology: Baselines exist for “no volume reduction” and “volume 
reduction of packaged material.” For the no volume reduction baseline, equipment in the 
221-U Facility would have internal void spaces filled with concrete or soil, then would be treated 
as waste packages. For the volume reduction of packaged material baseline, equipment would be 
dismantled to fit into standard waste containers (e.g., 55-gal drums), then either compacted or the 
void spaces filled (usually with a clean filler). Compaction is the baseline technology used for 
volume reduction of packaged material. 

End-User: EM-30, EM-40, and EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-ojXonfact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266 

Confracfor Facilityflrojecf Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 

L., 

Pak, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

WASTE ENCAPSULATION AND STABILIZATION FOR CDI 

Zdentificafion No.: RL-DD049 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OflctvSife: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA. 
Wasfe Sfream: LLW Debris (ER-05) and MLLW Debris (ER-02) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A. 
Facility: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priority Raring: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Tifle: Encapsulation and stabilization of waste inside the 221-U Facility for the Canyon 
Disposition Initiative (CDI) Project. (This need statement does not address encapsulation of 
waste placed exterior to the facility as it is assumed standard burial procedures will apply.) 

NeetVOpporfunity Cufegory: Technolop Opportunity - The user is interested in the opportunity 
to improve on the currently identified or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: If the Canyon Disposal Initiative (CDI) record of decision is to use the 
221-U Facility as a waste disposal site, the site must meet waste disposal site requirements. 
Requirements include filling of void spaces in equipment andaround waste packages to avoid 
subsidence. Stabilization of the facility structure is also required. Because the facility structure 
provides added protection from potential contamination leakage to the environment, it is 
necessary to ensure that the structure is maintained during and after waste disposal in the facility. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The encapsulation and stabilization technology must 
fill void spaces between waste packages, and be usable on a large scale (within the open area of a 
materials processing facility). The technology must be usable in a layered manner. As waste 
packages are layered within the facility, the encapsulatiodstabilization technology can be 
applied to provide a surface for the next layer of waste and serve as a continuous filler as L 
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multiple layers are added (no breaks in the material used). It is also required that the technology 

encapsulation. The "technology" includes the application process, the material to be applied, and 
the means of ensuring that void spaces have been filled. 

Schedule Requirements: Encapsulation and stabilization technology may be needed for 
operations as early as year 2001. Information that can be used to support evaluation of the 
disposition alternatives is needed immediately. 

Problem Description: There is a requirement for filling void spaces in shallow burial grounds. 
Using materials processing facilities for waste disposal will have the same requirements as a 
shallow burial site and will have to ensure that there is no damage to the structure, thus reducing 
the probability of a potential contamination release to the environment. This need relates to 
hc t ions  number 2.0 and 3.0 of the CDI Feasibility Study. 

not damage the facility structure. The process must meet RCRA treatment standards for u 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justtfiiation for Need: 

Technical: It is required that void spaces be filled in burial grounds to avoid subsidence and 
that waste be stabilized to reduce the potential for a release to the environment. Also, due to 
the defined use of the facilities, it is required that the structural integrity of the facility be 
maintained. W 

Regulatory: RCRA treatment standards may apply to some waste disposed of to the canyon. 
Encapsulation may be proposed as the single treatment standard. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Ensuing no subsidence, stabilization of the waste, and 
structural integrity will minimize the potential for a release to the environment. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 221-U Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as 
waste disposal sites could result in a potential cost savings of approximately %1B. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD and in realizing the potential cost 
savings. 

CulturakYtakeholder Concerns: 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet the needs at the 221-U Facility will be applicable 
at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

Consequences of Not Filfing Need: Current baseline techniques will be used. 

Oubourcing Potential: Unknown. 
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W Current Baseline Technology: The planned baseline for encapsulation at the 221-U Facility is 
concrete or soil (CDI Feasibility Study). Typical waste package (Le., individual packages) fillers 
include zeolite and dirt. Grout, bentonite, and diatomaceous earth also have been used for 
encapsulation and stabilization of individual packages. 

End-User: EM-30, EM-40, and EM-60. 

Sife Technical Points-of-Confacf: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facili@Projecf Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UsedRepresentative Poinfs-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/ OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SEALANT TECHNOLOGIES FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DD050 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning. 
OPS OmcdYite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site. 
Operable Unit: NIA. 
Waste Stream: Containment of LLW Debris (ER-05) and MLLW Debris (ER-02). 
Waste Management Unit: NIA. 
Facili@: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons). 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). - 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Long-lived sealant for facility expansion joints for the Canyon Disposition Initiative 
(CDI) Project. 

Needlopportunity Category: TechnologV Need - there is no existing or currently identified 
technology for the project baseline. 

Need Description: Liners are required for RCRA disposal sites. For the 221-U Facility 
disposition alternatives where the facility will be used for waste disposal, the facility itself will 
act as a liner. However, expansion joints in the facilities may require sealing to achieve liner 
capability. Note that this need statement assumes the concrete structure will be approved as a 
disposal liner. The need may be expanded later to include sealing the floors and walls of the 
facility as well as the joints. 

Functional Performance Requirements: A flow path study is to be performed to determine if 
the expansion joints and construction joints pose potential areas for leakage, or if the current 
structure meets liner requirements for a RCRA disposal site. If sealants are required they will be 
needed for expansion joints in the concrete between cells and for construction joints. 
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4 The sealant must be long lived (e.g., 500-year life) and function in or on joints that will expand 
or contract with temperature. It is assumed the sealant will have to meet the requirements for 
RCRA-compliant disposal site liners, but this may be negotiable. American Society of Testing 
and Materials (ASTM) standards also may apply (e.g., D751, Tesr Methodsfor Coared Fabrics). 

Schedule Requirements: Sealant technology may be needed for operations as early as year 
2001. Information is needed immediately that can be used to support evaluation of the 
disposition alternatives. 

Problem Description: If waste is to be disposed of in the materials processing facilities, a 
RCRA-compliant disposal site liner equivalent may be required. It is assumed the facility 
structure itself will be adequate for a liner, especially considering that a no-liner case analyzed 
for ERDF showed extremely low groundwater concentrations at low risk over 500 years. 
However, the equivalent of a “sealed” liner may be required for the materials processing 
facilities. This may require expansion joints to be sealed. This need relates to functions number 
1 .O and 3.0 of the CDI Feasibility Study. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justiifiation for Need: 

Technical: Expansion joints and construction joints may require sealing to provide a 
“sealed” liner within the materials processing facilities. 

Regulatory: RCRA-complaint disposal site liner requirements. 

Environmental Safev and Health: A sealed structure will minimize the potential for the 
spread of contamination to the environment. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 221-U Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as 
waste disposal sites could result in a potential cost savings of approximately %1B. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD and in realizing the potential cost 
savings. 

CulturavSakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet the needs of the 2 2 1 4  Facility will be applicable 
to these and other DOE facilities. 
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u Consequences of Not Filling Need: Without agreement on the adequacy of the structures (with 
or without sealants) as liners, DOE will be unable to use the facilities for waste disposal and 
realize a $1B savings. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technology: There is no baseline for use at the Hanford Site. 

End-User: EM-30, EM-40, and EM-60. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End Userbtepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
PA, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

HIGH PROFILE SURFACE BARRIER FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DDOS 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Oflcd i te :  Richland Operations OMice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA 
Waste Stream: Containment of LLW Debris (ER-05) and MLLW Debris (ER-02) 
Wmte Management Unit: N/A 
Facili@: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: High-profile surface barrier for the Canyon Disposition Initiative (CDI) Project 

Neea7Opportunil)t Category: Technology Need - There is no existing or currently identified 
technology for the project baseline. 

Need Description: A surface barrier design is needed that provides for steep side slopes 
(e.g., 1:3), yet protects against water infiltration, wind and water erosion, and plant, animal, and 
inadvertent human intrusion. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The barrier design should meet RCRA requirements 
and applicable, relevant, and appropriate requirements (AR4R). Quantitative requirements will 
be a function of the contaminants remaining or disposed of in the facilities. At a minimum, the 
barrier design should minimize wind and water erosion, limit water infiltration, and prevent 
plant, animal, and inadvertent human intrusion. The barrier should channel precipitation away 
from the waste site and require little or no maintenance. The barrier should be stable and retain 
its performance features for a minimum of 500 years. The barrier must meet these requirements 
for situations where the barrier is elevated as much as 60 feet above the surrounding terrain. 
This technology need relates to the generation and subsequent regulatory acceptance of adequate 
design, selection, validation, and monitoring results. Acceptance of these results will allow an L 
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environmentally sound, cost-effective, design for barrier implementation over decommissioned 
intact facilities. u 

Schedule Requirements: A high-profile barrier may be needed for operations as early as year 
2006. Information is needed immediately that can be used to support evaluation of disposition 
alternatives. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production resulted in the construction 
of five large material processing facilities at the Hanford Site. An acceptable long-life surface 
barrier would help support decisions to cap these facilities in place. Currently, there are no 
proven designs that accommodate the large side slopes that would be necessary to cost 
effectively cap such facilities. This need relates to functions number 2.0 and 3.0 of the CDI 
Feasibility Study. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.0S.01.03.01 N/A 

Justipcation for Need: 

Technical: Installation of long-term barrier options with design lives of SO0 or more years 
and extensive side slopes requires very high-quality testing to confidently predict design 
performance. Without the availability of the steep-slope barrier, certain CDI Project options 
will become infeasible. 

Regulutory: The applicable regulations will depend on the nature of the waste in each 
facility. It is expected that all or portions of 40 Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) 264 and 
265. 10 CFR 61, and 40 CFR 192 will apply, in addition to DOE Order 5820.2A. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: The use of surface barriers instead of exhumation or 
decontamination and collapse of the facilities is estimated to reduce worker risk dramatically. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A decision to reuse the Hanford Site 
materials processing facilities as waste disposal sites could result in a potential cost savings 
of approximately $lB. Meeting this technology need will support obtaining an ROD and in 
realizing the full potential cost savings. 

CulturaKStukeholder Concerns: Stakeholders have expressed concern about leaving waste 
in place, particularly along the Columbia River. Stakeholders have expressed the desire for 
highly predictive performance testing of barrier designs prior to selection of barriers as 
remediation options at waste sites. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet the needs of the 221-U Facility will be applicable 
at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

i/ 
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L Consequences of Not Filling Need: Final disposition alternatives include leaving the facilities 
in place (either intact or collapsed) for waste disposal with a surface cover or exhuming the 
entire structure and disposing of the remains in an approved disposal facility. The feasible 
alternatives would be reduced to the collapsed facility or exhuming the entire structure if this 
need is not met. Without sufficient barriers and sufficient information to support the use of 
them, the facilities cannot be used to the maximum extent for waste disposal (i.e., intact and used 
for disposal) and the potential savings will not be achieved. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Basefine Technology: Current barrier designs for meeting RCRA requirements and 
ARARs for landfills use relatively flat side slopes (1 :5 to 1 : 10). However, such a design for the 
entombment of 50-fi-tall structures, such as a materials processing facility, would be impractical 
because of the large volume and cost of the required barrier material. 

End-User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UserLtepresentafive Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
L 

Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LONG-TERM MONITORING FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DD052 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Office/s:  Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA 
Waste Stream: Monitoring of LLW Debris (ER-05) and MLLW Debris (ER-02) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Faciliw: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Long-term monitoring around and under the 2 2 1 4  Facility. 

Needlopportunity Category: Technology Opportuniry - The user is interested in the opportunity 
to improve on the currently identified or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: Technologies are needed to centrally monitor (detect, spatially locate, and 
quantify) contaminants of concern in the soil around and under the 2 2 1 4  Facility. Technologies 
are needed to verify that contaminants are being contained. This need includes the ability to 
place the monitoring equipment under the facility and under waste that may be placed exterior to 
the facility. The technology is needed for determining existing conditions as well as detecting 
contaminant releases in the future. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technologies must be able to detect, locate, and 
quantify the potential contaminants listed in Table 1 to the levels of detection, also listed in 
Table 1. The technologies must be usable in situ, including directly under the facilities that are 
up to 45 feet below grade and 66 feet wide. The technology must not affect the structural 
integrity or the seismic loading of the facility. Besides being usable under the facilities, the 
technology to place the equipment under the facilities also is part of this need statement. The 
methods must be cost effective. L 
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The technologies must work in near real time and must be monitorable from a centralized remote 4 
facility. The current centralized monitoring facility is up to 5 miles from one material processing 
facility. 

Schedule Requirements: A long-term monitoring technology may be needed for operations as 
early as year 2001. Information is needed immediately that can be used to support evaluation of 
the disposition alternatives. 

Problem Descriplion: To support a CDI decision, it must be shown that technologies are 
available to monitor for contamination release in real time. It must be shown that the technology 
can be placed in the areas where contamination leakage is most likely to occur (e.g., directly 
under the facility and the exterior waste). The needed technology will also be used to set “action 
levels” and to define corresponding actions. This need relates to function number 3.0 of the CDI 
Feasibility Study. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justijicution for Need: 

Technical: A performance assessment (Le., an assessment of the ability to perform as a 
disposal site including monitoring for leaks) is required to support the analysis of the final 
disposition alternatives for the 221-U Facility. u 

Regulatory: Final disposition of the 2 2 1 4  Facility will be determined by a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis based on the CERCLA. 

Environmentul Safety and Health: The ability to determine leaks early will allow for rapid 
remedial actions and will result in reduced contamination spread. 

Cost Suvings Potential (Mortguge Reduction): An ROD will determine the disposition of 
the 221-U Facility. A decision to reuse all Hanford Site materials processing facilities as 
waste disposal sites could result in a potential cost saving of approximately $1B. Meeting 
this technology need will support obtaining an ROD. 

CulturuKStukeholder Concerns: Improved protectionof the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Technologies that meet the needs at the 221-U Facility will be applicable 
at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Current technologies (e.g., monitoring wells) will be used 
to determine current contamination levels and to monitor for future contamination resulting in 
higher monitoring costs and higher potential for environmental contamination. 
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v Ouisourc g Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: The current technology is to drill monitoring wells surrounding 
the facility and take measurements on a regular basis. 

End-User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facilirymroject Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End Userbtepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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Sr-90 

Table 1. Contaminants of Concern in Solids 

1 

U-234, U-235, U-238 
Gross alpha 
Gross beta 

1 
10 
15 

Detection limits are for full protocol. Current onsite capability is generally orders of 
magnitude worse. Values are pCi/g or m@g. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

OPERATIONAL MODELING FOR CDI 

Identification No.: RL-DD053 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Oflcd i te :  Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA 
Waste Stream: Computer Modeling 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
FaciIity: Materials processing facilities (five processing canyons) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high fife-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b 

- X 

Need Title: Computerized modeling for facility planning, operation, and waste loading and 
tracking for the Canyon Disposition Initiative (CDI) Project. 

NeecVOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - The user is interested in the opportunity 
to improve on the currently identified or planned baseline technology. 

Need Description: Facility modeling for facility planning, operation, and waste loading and 
tracking will be necessary if the 221-U Facility is operated as a disposal facility. There is a need 
to virtually model the facility, contents, and proposed waste inventory to optimize facility space 
and loading, ensure safe disposal, and record contents. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The modeling software must incorporate all facility 
components including available facility resources (overhead cranes), incorporate structural 
loading and capacity, identify existing equipment, and track waste to be introduced into the 
facility for disposal. Input data will come from facility drawings, photographs, laser range 
finders, gamma cameras, site databases, waste inventories, andor computer aided design (CAD) 
packages. The tool will be used to plan and test (simulate) waste loading methodologies to 
maximize the safe storage of waste in the facility, to track progress in the facility as waste is 
interred, and to document the inventory (identification, location, dose rate, dimension, weight, 
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etc.) of the facility contents. Report generation is a requirement for the software so that a hard 
copy file may be maintained. 

Schedule Requirements: Modeling software may be needed for operations as early as year 
2001. Information is needed immediately that can be used to support evaluation of disposition 
alternatives. 

L J  

Problem Description: If used for waste disposal, space in the 221-U Facility will need to be 
optimized. This must be done safely and at a reasonable cost. This need relates to function 
number 2.0 of the CDI Feasibility Study. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
FU-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justipcation for Need: 

Technical: Waste disposal space in the 221 -U Facility needs to be maximized. Prior to 
waste delivery to the facility, task planning (simulation) will ensure that the waste is staged 
optimally in the facility according to the facility requirements (structural), waste type, size, 
contamination level, etc., prior to any equipment movement in the facility. 

Regulatory: RCRA disposal site requirements. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Optimized space and loading methods determined 
through simulations will result in reduced exposure and ensure the safe permanent disposal 
of waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The optimal use of space in this facility will 
minimize the need for further disposal facility space in other locations. 

Culturavslakeholder Concerns: Improved protection of the environment and of public 
health and safety. 

Other: There are five main processing facilities on the Hanford Site, two at Idaho, and one 
at Savannah River. Methodologies developed for use at the 221 -U Facility will be applicable 
at these and other similar DOE facilities. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline techniques will be used, increasing the 
risk of facility overloading or non-optimization of available space. 

Oursourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: Standard facility operational planning. 

End-User: EM-30, EM-40, EM-60 

W 
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‘W Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Shannon Saget, DOE-RL, (509) 372-4029; Jim Rugg, BHI, (509) 373-6585; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facilityy/project Manager: Robert Henckel, BHI, (509) 373-6876. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL (509) 372-2282; Paul 
PA, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 
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Additional Surveillance and Maintenance (S&M) 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

ELECTRONIC JOB CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE S&M PROGRAM 

Identificafion Number: RL-DD054 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Surveillance and Maintenance 
OPS O#iceLSife: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit @applicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: N/A 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Facili@: All facilities in the S&M Program 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to the ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle 

cost savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

- X 

Need Title: Electronic job control system for the Surveillance and Maintenance Program. 

NeeUOpporfunity Category: Technolorn Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: An automated job control system is needed that allows for development, 
tracking, and routing of work packages, and allows for electronic signing of the work packages. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The software must be able to incorporate the various 
forms required for work packages. The system must be able to route and to track forms 
(including a history and where it is, and how long it has been there), and allow for electronic 
signatures. It is desirable that the system be compatible with the job control system used by the 
Project Hanford Management Contractors. 

Schedule Requirements: This is an ongoing need. 

Problem Description: Work packages must be approved prior to work starting. The current 
method of obtaining the signatures required to start work is time consuming and paper 
dependent. 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Approved work packages are required before the start of work. 

Regulatory: None identified. 

Environmental Safety and Health: None identified. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Cost may be saved in two ways: the project 
engineer will no longer need to hand carry work package documents for review and approval, 
and the approval time should be shortened so that work can be started earlier. 

CulturaVSiakeholder Concerns: None identified. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The baseline method of hand carrying packages will 
continue to be used. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: The current baseline is the Eagle sohare system. The system 
relies very heavily on paper and is used on Site only by Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI). The 
system has no electronic signature capability requiring the paperwork to be routed physically 
(often the project manager carries the material by hand). Because the system has no routing and 
tracking capability, it is very difficult to follow the paperwork through the system unless hand 
carried. 

End-User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-afiContact: Kim Koegler, BHI, (509) 372-9294; Bob Egge, BHI, (509) 
373-2774; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Jerry McGuire, BHI, (509) 373-7253. 

DOE End-User/lRepresentative Points-of-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM UPGRADES FOR THE S&M PROGRAM 

Identification Number: RL-DD055 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Surveillance and Maintenance 
OPS Offidsite: Richland Operations Office1 Hanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: NIA 
Waste Management Unit fiy applicable): NIA 
Facilig: All facilities in long term surveillance and maintenance (S&M) 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 
- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to the ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle 

cost savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

X 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

- 
Need Titfe: Remote monitoring system upgrades for the Surveillance and Maintenance Program. 

Neeol/Opportuni@ Categov: Technology Opportuniv - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: As technology progresses, the remote monitoring system can be improved to 
save money and increase capability. Upgrades may include hardware, such as computer 
upgrades or the use of fiber optics, conversion to a new system, or the modification of software. 

Functional Performance Requirements: System components must be compatible with the 
current system or replace the current system. Potential upgrades include additional control 
features, Windows operating system, Hanford local area network (HLAN) accessibility, 
increased functions, and better (more reliable) equipment. 

Schedule Requirements: This is an ongoing need. 

Problem Description: Problem is one of upgrading the current system with current technology. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: - RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 
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Justipcution for Need: 

Technical: Upgrades will increase efficiency and output of the system. 

Regulatory: Regulations require the control of contamination. For facilities in surveillance 
and maintenance, control of contamination is accomplished by monitoring the facilities and 
maintaining as needed. 

EnvironmentulSufeety and Heulth: Contamination control is needed to reduce the risk of an 
environmental release. Remote monitoring also reduces the risk to personnel who would 
otherwise be required to enter the facilities for inspection. 

Cost Savings Potential (Morguge Reduction): A remote monitoring system is less costly to 
operate than scheduling and performing regular inspections of the facilities. 

CulturuVStrrkeholder Concerns: Maintaining facilities in a cost-effective manner is a 
stakeholder concern. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of the existing system as is, resulting in 
obsolescence over time. 

U 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Buseline Technologv: Siemens programmable logic control units, dedicated phone 
lines, fiber optic lines, and a personal computer. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technicul Poinis-of-Contuct: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Bob Egge, BHI, (509) 373-2774; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372- 
4266. 

Contructor FuciIi@Project Munuger: Jeny McGuire, BHI, (509) 373-7253. 

DOE End UserlRepresentuiive Poinis-of-Contuci: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

FACILITY LIFE MODEL FOR THE S&M PROGRAM 

Identification Number: RL-DD056 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Surveillance and Maintenance 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: N/A 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: All facilities in long term S&M 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Facility structural life model for optimizing maintenance and time to decommission 
for the Surveillance and Maintenance Program. 

NeetUOpporfunity Category: Technology Need - There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of meeting the project's need (i.e., no baseline approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Facilities in surveillance and maintenance are deteriorating and costing the 
DOE large amounts of money to maintain. A model to predict when the more expensive 
maintenance actions would be required and when the most optimal (in terms of cost) time to 
decommission would save the DOE S&M and decorbissioning funds. 

Functional Performance Requirement& The model must be applicable to variously constructed 
structures (e.g., dense thick concrete, wood, transite, metal siding) and roofs. The model must be 
able to predict future maintenance cost, especially the high-cost actions like roof replacement. 
The model must predict when preventive maintenance actions will be required for the structure 
and various equipment maintained during S&M (e.g., fans and compressors). The model must 
be fully integrated with the work planning system (see also technology need RL-DD054). The 
model must be able to predict the cost of S&M over time versus the cost of decommissioning 
over time. - 
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Schedule Requirements: This is an ongoing need. 

Problem Descr@tion: See Need Description. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
FA-ER05 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Justiycation for Need: 

Technical: A facilities model that leads to optimal S&M would result in both risk and cost 
reduction. 

Regulatory: None identified. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Worker safety could be improved with better 
maintenance prediction. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A model to predict when the more expensive 
maintenance actions would be required and the most optimal (in terms of cost) time to 
decommission would save the DOE S&M and decommissioning funds. 

Cultura~takeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned with environmental and 
worker protection. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of the baseline methods, perhaps spending 
additional S&M and decommissioning costs. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Basefine Technology: The current policy is to m to failure, then maintain or replace 
(e.g., roofs ate replaced when they leak badly and patching would not be justified). 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Poin&ofiContact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Bob Egge, BHI, (509) 373-2774; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372- 
4266. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: Jeny McGuire, BHI, (509) 373-7253. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Points-qf-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 

W' 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LONG-LIVED ROOF REPLACEMENT FOR PUREX 

Identification Number: RL-DD057 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Surveillance and Maintenance 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: NIA 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NA 
Facility: Plutonium-Uranium Extraction (PUREX) Facility 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Replacement roof of long-lived construction for the PUREX facility. 

NeeaYOpportunity Categoy Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Cost-effective alternatives to the current baseline roof replacement methods 
are needed. 

Functional Per/ormance Requirements: The roof must withstand the local winds (up to 
60+ mph), have a design life greater than 20 years, and require little or no maintenance over the 
design life. It is desirable to find a replacement to the current flat roof. 

Schedule Requirementr: Roofing is planned for 2002. 

Problem Description: The PUREX facility will require reroofing by the year 2002. The 
PUREX roof is a 1,002-A x 7 3 4  flat concrete roof that has been covered with asphalt and 
gravel. The replacement asphalt and gravel roof will cost over 61.5M and will have to be 
replaced again withii 20 years. 

L 
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PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO5 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 N/A 

Justi@xtion for Need: 

Technical: Current roofing methods are not effective for large, unheated facilities. 

Regulatory: NIA 

Environmental Safety and Health: Maintaining roof maintains containment of 
contaminants. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Replacement roof for PUREX using current 
techniques is over $1.5M. A new roof that would not have to be replaced again prior to 
D&D could save up to $ lSM (assuming the baseline roof would only have to be replaced 
once more with the current techniques prior to D&D). 

CulrurevsIIlkeholder Concerns: Maintaining facilities in a cost effective manner is a 
stakeholder concern. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Use of baseline technologies resulting in more maintenance u 
and replacements (high costs). 

OuLFourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: Two techniques are currently employed at the Hanford Site: 
asphalt covered with gravel, and foam. The foam is not used on the large facilities like PUREX 
because the adhesion is broken by the low pressures caused by the winds over the facilities. 
Asphalt and gravel are not adequate for unheated facilities. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical PoinLFof-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Bob Egge, BHI, (509) 373-2774; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372- 
4266. 

Contractor Facil@Project Manager: Jerry McGuire, BHI, (509) 373-7253. 

DOE End User/Representative Pointyf-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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‘W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

METHOD TO CONTROL DEEP ROOTED PLANTS FOR THE S&M PROGRAM 

Identification Number: RL-DDO58 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Surveillance and Maintenance 
OPS Office/site: Richland Operations Office1 Hanford Site 
Operable Unit ~~applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: LLW Soil (ER-05) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Facility: Soils around various facilities 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to the ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle 

cost savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- X 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: Long-acting method to control the growth of deep-rooted plants in areas of 
contaminated soil maintained by the Surveillance and Maintenance Program. 

NeerVOpporfuniv Category: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: A long-term, cost-effective method of controlling the growth of deep-rooted 
plants (e.g., Russian thistle) is needed. The method would be used for areas of contaminated soil 
maintained by the surveillance and maintenance program. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The method must inhibit the growth of local deep- 
rooted plants for up to 15 years without reapplicatiodmaintenance. The method must keep plant 
roots from entering contaminated soil, which is approximately 2 fi below grade. 

Schedule Requirements: This is an ongoing need. 

Problem Description: Deep rooted plants, if allowed to grow on contaminated areas, take up 
contamination from contaminated soil that has been covered by 2 ft of clean soil for stabilization. 
Because some of the local plants @e., Russian thistle/tumbleweed) are short lived and are blown i- 
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around after dying, they cause contamination to be spread. Current controls to keep the plants 
from taking root are relatively costly and manpower intensive. i/ 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-EROS 1.4.1 0.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Jusfi@ation for Need: 

Technical: Control of deep-rooted plants is needed so that contamination will be contained 
and not spread to uncontaminated areas. 

Regulatory: None identified. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: Contamination spread could affect the safety and health 
of workers and the population surrounding the Hanford Site. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The projected S&M costs related to 
herbicide application is approximately $440K for fiscal year (FY)1999. This annual cost 
could be greatly reduced. 

Cultural/stakeholder Concerns: Contamination spread is a stakeholder concern. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current methods will continue to be used at a cost of 
approximately S440K per year. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Currenf Baseline Technology: An area of contaminated soil is currently consolidated in a low- 
lying area and then covered with 2 feet of clean soil for stabilization. The S&M Program then 
maintains the area by applying herbicides as needed throughout the year. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical PointwfXoontacf: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Bob Egge, BHI, (509) 373-2774; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372- 
4266. 

Contractor Facili@@roject Manager: J e n y  McGuire, BHI, (509) 373-7253, 

DOE End User/Representative Points-qf-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LEAD DECONTAMINATION FOR THE S&M PROGRAM 

Identification Number: RL-DD059 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Surveillance and Maintenance 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Ofice/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Wasfe Stream: LLW (ER-05) and MLLW lead (ER-02) 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to the ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle 

cost savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- X 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

+ 

Need Title: Decontamination of surface contaminated lead for the Surveillance and Maintenance 
Program. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Approximately five million pounds of surface-contaminated lead will have to 
be disposed of during decommissioning at the Hanford Site. Some of the lead was mined before 
the use of nuclear devices and may be usable for shielding in counters. The lead is currently 
slated for micro-encapsulation and burial at the ERDF. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The lead must be decontaminated to free release for 
less than $6O/ton (90.165Ab). 

Schedule Requirements: This is an ongoing need. 

Problem Description: Approximately five million pounds of surface-contaminated lead will 
have to be disposed of during decommissioning at the Hanford Site. With the current desire to 

. . 
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reuse and recycle material, it is desirable to find a cost-effective alternative disposition for the 
lead. d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-EROS 1.4.10.1.2.05.01.03.01 NIA 

Justijicafion for Need: 

Technical: Current methods are not cost effective for reducing the waste volumes of 
radioactively contaminated lead. 

Regufatory: Free release criteria would apply. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Long term liability (potential for a release) could be 
reduced with recycling and reuse of materials. 

Cost Savings Pofenfial (Mortgage Reduction): Potential areas of cost savings are that the 
cost of disposal is avoided and the cost of obtaining an asset is reduced (e.g., the cost to make 
a drum from recycled material is less costly than to buy a new drum). 

Culturauslakeholder Concerns: Reduced waste volumes placed in the ground will result in 
reduced long-term liability. 

Ofher: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of the baseline. 

Outsourcing Pofenfial: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technologv: Micro-encapsulation and burial at ERDF. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Poinrs-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Bob Egge, BHI, (509) 373-2774; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372- 
4266. 

Confracfor FacilityLProjecf Manager: Jeny McGuire, BHI, (509) 373-7253. 

DOE End UserLRepresentutive Points-cf-Contact: John Sands, DOE-RL, (509) 372-2282; Paul 
Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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Decommissioning Projects 
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2334 Decommissioning 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CRITICALLY SAFE VACUUM FOR 233-S 

Identification No.: RL-DD029 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Omc&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Vacuum for LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unii (iyapplicable): N/A 
Facility: 2334  

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: Critically Safe Vacuum System for 2334 

Need/Opportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Because of the presence of plutonium in the 2334 facility, a critically safe 
vacuum system is required for general cleanup. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The vacuum system must meet all the normal 
requirements for a nuclear industry vacuum (e.g., use HEPA filters so as not to cause airborne 
contamination) and must collect the dudmaterial in a criticality safe container (e.g., <5-in. in 
diameter). The system must provide a critically safe configuration to exclude conditions for 
Criticality anywhere within the system. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediately 

Problem Description: The 2334 facility containsdust and debris that contains plutonium. If the 
dust and debris are collected using the baseline HEPA filtered vacuums, there is a concern for - criticality. 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 N/A 

JustiJication for Need: 

'd 

Technical: Fissile material must be maintained in a geometrically favorable design 
configuration to ensure criticality remains not credible. Also, as part of the decommissioning 
process, all contamination, including plutonium, is to be removed from the facility. 
Therefore, it is imperative to maintain the plutonium in a geometrically favorable condition 
during removal and waste handling. 

Regulatory: A geometrically favorable design must be maintained at all times to ensure 
criticality remains not credible. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Non-compliance with the above-mentioned regulations 
could increase the potential for a criticality event, greater contamination and possible 
environmental impacts, including the potential for populace exposure. 

Cmt Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is not an issue of cost and should 
not have a large impact (neither positive nor negative) on the cost of the project. 

CulturuLStakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are very interested in ensuring the safety of 
the general population and in the general cleanup of the Hanford Site. A criticality accident 
would be unacceptable to the stakeholders. W 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Inability to vacuum residues (Le., dust, sand, debris) from 
process area rooms would result in potentially greater exposures from manual clean-up of 
residues. 

Current Baseline Technology: The project has been using general-industry vacuums with 
HEPA filters in areas with no criticality concerns. Where there is a criticality concern, materials 
are collected by hand and placed in appropriate containers. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: Kim Koegler, BHI, (509) 372-9294; George Carter, BHI, 
(509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor FucilifyProject Manager: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1 369, 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Points-ofXontact: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-712 1 ; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL;, (509) 376-4798. 
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L, TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CUTTING PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATED PIPE FOR 2334 

Zdentificotion No.: RL-DD030 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS O#ic&ite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Cutting LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 233-S 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: A Safe Method for Cutting Plutonium Contaminated Pipe for 2334. 

NeecVOpportuniry Categov: Technology Opportuniy - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Alternative cutting techniques are required for various sizes of piping with 
internal dispersible and fixed plutonium contamination. The pipes are in congested areas that 
inhibit the use of glove bags for contamination control. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The piping to be cut range in size from 0.5 in. to 
7.0 in. outside diameter of schedule 10 or schedule 40 stainless steel. Piping may be vertical or 
horizontal, free standing or against walls or floors, and in congested areas at elevated locations. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate 

Problem Description: Piping will be removed during the course of the 2334 Facility 
decommissioning project. Alternative methods are needed to safely cut piping that may contain 
removable plutonium. The piping will be sampled and vented before sectioning. However, there 
is concern that removable contamination will be released within the work area during cutting. L 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 N/A 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Current baseline technologies do not provide a mechanism for preventing spills 
of removable contamination. 

Regulatory: There are no specific regulatory drivers for this need. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: If contamination spread occurred within the work area 
during cutting, worker exposure risk would be increased. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): If no additional techniques are found, 
additional confinements will have to be designed and constructed causing delays and 
unplanned expense. 

Culturavslakehofder Concerns: Stakeholders are very interested in ensuring the safety of 
the general population and in the general cleanup of the Hanford Site. Potential release to the 
environment would be unacceptable to the stakeholders. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Fifling Need: If no additional techniques are found, additional 
confinements will have to be designed and constructed causing delays and unplanned expense. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA 

Current Baseline Technology: The baselines for cutting pipes are standard cutting tools such as 
powered reciprocating saws, band saws, and hydraulic crimp-and-shear tools. However, the 
baseline technologies do not provide a mechanism for preventing spills of dispersible and fixed 
contamination. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, BechtelHanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
George Carter, BHI, (509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor FacifityProject Manager: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1369. 

DOE End User/Representative Points-ofiContact: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7 121 ; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL (509) 376-4798. 
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U TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

NON-INTRUSIVE DETECTION OF PIPE CONTENTS FOR 23343 

Identjtication No.: RL-DD03 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OBceBite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Detection of HAZ gases (no waste stream) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 233-S 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Non-Intrusive Detection of Pipe Contents for 2334 

NeedOpportunity Cafegory: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Pipes in 233-S must be breached to detect liquids prior to dismantling for 
disposal. Drilling techniques cause heat and could cause sparking. A non-intrusive method to 
detect liquids or explosive gases in closed piping systems is needed. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technique must be able to detect liquids or 
explosive gases (e.g., H2) through 1 .O in. to 7.0 in, outside diameter schedule 10 and schedule 40 
steel piping. The piping may be free standing, against walls or along floors, and may be in 
congested areas. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate 

Problem Descr@tion: Pipes in the 2334 building must be breached to detect liquids or 
explosive gases prior to disposal. Drilling techniques cause heat and present possible increased 

W avoid schedule delays) 

L risk during breaching. 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 N/A 

Justiification for Need: 

Technical: No non-intrusive means has been found to detect liquids or explosive gases in a 
closed piping system. 

Regulutory: There are no specific regulatory drivers for this need. 

Environmental Safefy & Health: Reduce the potential hazards associated with sampling 
closed piping systems for liquids or explosive gases. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortguge Reduction): If it can be verified through non-intrusive 
means that no liquids or explosive gases are present within a closed pipe, the need to conduct 
additional sampling could be eliminated. 

Culturavstakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are very interested in ensuring the safety of 
the general population and in the general cleanup of the Hanford Site. Potential release to the 
environment would be unacceptable to the stakeholders. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Additional sampling activities may be necessary in areas 
outside the boundaries of the current project. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: If there are valves or flanges, the pipes can be sampled for 
analysis. If none of these access points exist, no non-intrusive detection techniques are known. 
The current technique is to drill through the top of the piping at low points (where liquid would 
be expected to accumulate). A wooden dowel that has been dipped in a paste is inserted to the 
bottom of the pipe. The paste changes color when contacting water. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technicul Points-of4ontuct: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
George Carter, BHI, (509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facil@Project Manager: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1369 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Points-of-Contact: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7 12 1 ; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CONTAMINATION FIXATIVE FOR 23343 

Identijication No.: RL-DD032 
Date: July 1999 

Program:. Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS O?c&ite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unif (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Fixatives for LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Wasfe Management Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Facilily: 2334  

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u avoid schedule delays). 

Need Tifle: Contamination Fixative for 233-S 

NeeaYOpporfuni@ Category: Technology Opportuniv - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: A fixative is needed to capture airborne and removable contamination and 
affix contamination on facility surfaces and within piping and vessels. 

Functional Performance Requirements: A method is needed to affix loose and airborne 
contamination to surfaces. The technique should be easy to apply, have some indicator for 
wetldry, should not be tacky upon drying, and be able to coat the interior of I . O h .  to 7.0-in. 
outside diameter pipes. The method should be appliable with some airflow in contained areas. 
The method also should be useable on the exterior of piping and vessels in a confiied area. 

Schedule Requirement& Immediate 

Problem Descripfion: Areas of airborne and removable contamination must be contained; e.&, 
affix contamination on surfaces and within piping and vessels. The baseline technology is able 
to affix loose and airborne contamination to surfaces. However, the final surface is tacky and L 
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may result in the transfer of contamination from surfaces to personnel protective equipment. 
Also, the method will not work if there is unfavorable airflow. u 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 N/A 

Justipcation for Need: 

Technical: The baseline method leaves the surface tacky and my result in the transfer of 
contamination from surfaces to personnel protective equipment. Also, the method will not 
work if there is unfavorable airflow. 

Regulafory: There are no specific regulatory drivers for this need. 

Environmental Safety & Health: An improved method could reduce worker exposure and 
the spread of contamination. 

Cosf Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Personnel time would be saved if only one 
coating is required to affix airborne and loose contamination. 

Culturavsfakeholder Concerns: An improved method could expedite clean-up activities 
with increased safety and lower costs. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The baseline technique will be used resulting in tacky 
surfaces. Also, delays may be caused if there are airflow problems during application. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA 

Current Baseline Technologv: The current technique is a continuous water misting that will be 
used on the exterior of piping and vessels and on the walls and floors. This technique should 
keep airborne contamination to a minimum, but will allow for easy pick up and spread of 
contamination as loose contamination will not be contained. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
George Carter, BHI, (509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facili&@roject Manager: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1 369. 

DOE End UserLRepresentafive Points-oJXontaci: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7 12 1 ; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEED SlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CHARACTERIZATION FOR WASTE HANDLING, PACKAGING 
AND PROCESSING FOR 2334 

Identification Number: RL-DD060 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OficefHanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Characterization of LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 233-S 

Priorig Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Characterization system for waste handling, packaging and processing at 233-S. 

NeecVOpportuniv Category: Technology Opportuniry - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: A system is needed to provide an electronic means of tracking waste 
material, characterizing material as it is being packaged and providing a criticality go, no-go for 
packaging. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The system must provide 
tracking waste material, real-time characterization of material as it is being packaged, and pro- 
vide a criticality goho-go for packaging. The system must alleviate the need to package prior to 
characterizing to avoid the current need to unpackage and decontaminate. Real - t' m e  
characterization of the waste is required to allow for rapid segregation and separation on an item 
by item basis. 

Schedule Requirements: Project has on-going need and is planned to be completed during FY 
2001. 

electronic means of 

i 
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Problem Description: Waste streams expected from decommissioning the 233-S building 
include low-level waste, hazardous waste, mixed waste, TRU waste, TRU-mixed waste, 
nonhazardoudnonradioactive waste, and recyclable and excessable waste. Waste separation and 
segregation are planned to minimize waste. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 N/A 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: A rapid means to segregate materials with the proper characterization of waste 
will lead to waste minimization. 

Regulatory: Segregation is needed to meet waste disposal requirements. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Improved worker safety could result with the use of 
remote systems. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Significant cost savings could result by 
being able to properly segregate materials, surfaces and equipment so that the proper, least- 
cost disposal methods are used. 

CulturavSrnkeholder Concerns: Reduction in handling and the amount of materials to be 
handled, stored, or disposed of as a waste product is desired. W’ 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The potential exists for materials to be handled and disposed of 
as contaminated or as TRU when they are not, and therefore disposed of at a higher cost. 

Outrourcing Poiential: Unknown 

Curreni Baseline Technology: Segregation is accomplished by hand, using standard . 
characterization methods (e.g., wipes, laboratory analysis, radiation detection, both general and 
energy specific, such as gamma spectral analyses). An alternative is management of material as 
contaminated without any characterization. 

EndXJser: EM40 

Siie Technical Poinis-ofiContact: Kim Koegler, BHI, (509) 372-9294; George Carter, BHI, 
(509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372-4266. 

Contracior Facili@/Project Manager: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1 369. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Pointr-qf-Contact: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7121 ; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE/ROBOTIC SYSTEMS FOR 23343 

Identification Number: RL-DD061 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Offic&ite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Sfream: Remote handling of LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (vapplicable): NIA 
Facility: 2 3 3 3  

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: Remote systems for characterization and clean up of the 233-S Process Hood. 

NeetVOpportunity Category: Technology Need - There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of meeting the project’s need (i,e., no baseline approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Remote methods are needed for performing various decommissioning 
activities in a high alpha airbqrne contamination area that is highly congested. Work includes 
NDA characterization, stabilization, decontamination, dismantling, and packaging. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Remote techniques are required to perform various 
tasks with many different end effectordequipment in a highly congested, high alpha airborne 
contamination area. The remote capability includes work on the floor (e.g., decontamination) as 
well as work on and among vertical piping and tanks. Work off the floor may include NDA 
characterization, decontamination or contamination stabilization on the pipeltank exteriors, 
crimping and dismantling of pipes and tanks, loading of cut pipes and tanks into bags or other 
packages, and moving of packaged materials out of the contaminated area. The work area is 
approximately 8 feet by 26 feet and is 4 stories tall. There are no cranes available in the area. 
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Schedule Requirements: Characterization is to be started in FY 1999 and all work is to be 
completed during FY 2001. u 

Problem Descripfion: Airborne alpha readings will likely be too high for personnel entry into 
the Process Hood of 233-S. The airborne contamination may be lowered enough for personnel 
entry with the clean up of the Process Hood floor. However, if airborne contamination levels 
remain high after the floor is cleaned up, the piping and tanks will have to be decontaminated, 
dismantled, and packaged remotely. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.0 1 N/A 

Jusfificufion for Need: 

Technical: Work must be performed in areas of high airborne alpha contamination. 

Regulatory: There are no specific regulatory drivers for this need. 

Environmental Sufefy and Heulth: Worker safety will be enhanced greatly by meeting this 
need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Morguge Reducfion): The use of remote capabilities may cost more 
dollars than using personnel, but worker exposure and long-term liability will be greatly reduced. 

CulfuruKSfukeholder Concerns: The cleanup of 2 3 3 4  is required for the safety of 
surrounding populations. 

Other: None identified. 

W 

Consequences of Nor Filling Need: The clean out of the Process Hood will have to be 
performed by personnel working in a highly contaminated area. 

Oufsourcing Potenfiul: Unknown. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Personnel entry with hand-held tools to perform 
characterization, decontamination, stabilization, dismantling, and packaging. 

End User: EM40 

Sire Technical Poinfs-ojXonfucf: Kim Koegler, BHI, (509) 372-9294; George Carter, BHI, 
(509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372-4266. 

Confrucfor Fuciiity/Project Munuger: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1369. 

DOE End UserLRepresentutive Poinfs-ofiContuct: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7121; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

METHOD TO CAPTURE AIRBORNE ALPHA CONTAMINATION FOR 2334 

Identifiation Number: RL-DD062 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Offic&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: 233-S 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects ( e g ,  moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: A method to capture airborne alpha contamination (e.g., plutonium) from a work 
area at 2334. 

Neeflopportunity Cutegory: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Decommissioning is being performed in areas with airborne alpha 
contamination that poses a safety concern for the workers. A “bug-zapper-like” curtain or wall 
could be used to decrease airborne contamination by attracting and capturing the contamination. 
Airborne contamination and the likelihood of a release would be reduced with such a system. 
(Note that work had been started on such a device by the D&D Integrated Demonstration at the 
Idaho National Engineering Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), however, the activity was 
terminated.) 

Functional Performance Requirements: As a minimum, the system must attract and capture 
airborne plutonium isotopes. The system must pose no electrocution or other industrial hazard to 
the workers. 
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Schedule Requirements: Immediate. Work at 233-S is scheduled to be completed in FY 2001; 
however, other facilities at the Hanford Site could also benefit from such a system. Y' 

Problem Description: Much of the decommissioning work at 2 3 3 4  must be performed in areas 
with airborne alpha contamination. This requires special personnel protection and means of pro- 
tecting the environment from an unintentional release. For example, pipe cutting in a trench re- 
quired the construction of a glove bag and a tent, and the use of personnel protective equipment. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Work must be performed in areas of high airborne alpha contamination. 

Regulatory: There are no specific regulatory drivers for this need. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: Worker safety will be enhanced and the potential of an 
environmental release will be decreased by meeting this need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Meeting this need may relax some of the 
protection requirements currently being used so that work may progress faster, thereby 
saving money. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned with environmental and 
worker protection. 

Other: None known. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Baseline methods involving personnel and environmental 
protective equipment will be used. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

4 

Current Baseline Technologv: Personnel protection equipment, such as glove bags clothing and 
respirators, and containment structures for protection of the environment. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, BHI, (509) 372-9294; George Carter, BHI, 
(509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: Allan Chal~upka, BHI, (509) 373-1369. 

DOE End User/Representative Points-of-Contact: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7121; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. , 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DECONTAMINATION OF TRANSURANIC DEBRIS FOR 23343 

Identifcation Number: RL-DD063 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: Decontamination of LLW debris (ER-05) and TRU debris (T3-ER) 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): N/A 
Facility: 2334 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays). 

Need Title: Decontamination of TRU contaminated debris to low-level waste (LLW) or to free 
release levels. 

Need/Opportuni@ Category: Technology Opporfuniry - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: A cost-effective means of reducing the quantity of TRU waste is needed for 
the Hanford Site. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must, as a minimum, be able to 
decontaminate highly contaminated metallic equipment to LLW criteria. The technology must 
be able to decontaminate piping and tank segments up to 20 feet long. It must also maintain a 
critically safe geometry for all aspects of the decontamination (e.g., for the bath process this 
would include the bath, the liquid recycling, and all connecting piping). The contaminants of ’ 

concern are plutonium, americium, and neptunium. 

Schedule Requirements: This technology could be used immediately for piping from the hot 
trench. The project is scheduled to be completed in FY 2001. 

L 
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u Problem Description: Much of the waste to be generated at 2334  is expected to be transuranic. 
Transuranic waste is costly to handle, store, and dispose of. Also, plutonium is a major 
contaminant of concern at 2 3 3 4  and causes issues of criticality for packaging and storage. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.03.01 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: The reduction of TRU waste quantities will reduce the packaging, storage, and 
disposal requirements from those for TRU to those of LLW or free release material. 

Regulatory: There are no regulatory requirements to reduce TRU waste quantities. 

EnvironmentalSafety and Health: Reduction of TRU waste quantities will result in less 
TRU waste to contain, thereby resulting in less likelihood of a release. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A cost-effective means of reducing TRU 
waste quantities will result in savings through reduction of management, storage, 
transportation, and disposal requirements. 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: Reducing TRU waste quantities will result in reduced 
long-term liability. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: No decontamination of TRU waste will be performed 
resulting in higher quantities to be managed, packaged, stored, and disposed of. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: Package, store, and dispose of the entire quantity as TRU waste. 

End-User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel uanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
George Carter, BHI, (509) 373-2141; Nelson Little, BHI, (509) 372-1718; Sue Garrett, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Allan Chaloupka, BHI, (509) 373-1 369. 

DOE End UserBtepesentative Points-of-Contact: Jeff Bruggeman, DOE-RL, (509) 376-71 21; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 

W 
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Reactors Interim Safe Storage 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

FIELD SCREENING FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FOR THE 105-F 
AND 105-DR REACTORS 

Identification No.: RL-DD033 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OfficeLTite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Characterization of MLLW debris (ER-01 & ER-02) and HA2 debris (ER-06 & 

Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NA 
Facility: Re actors 105-F and 105-DR 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 
X 

ER-08) 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b - 

Need Title: Field screening for hazardous materials for the 105-F and 105-DR reactors. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Technology Opporrunify - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: A better field andor in situ screening method is needed for detecting, 
quantifying, and locating hazardous materials so that regulatory limits may be verified for 
material to be left in place, and so that waste may be segregated as required based on waste 
disposal criteria. The main hazardous contaminants of concern are RCRA metals, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and sodium dichromate. 

Functiondl Performance Requirements: A near real-time, in situ method is needed to detect, 
quantify, and locate RCRA metals, PCBs, and sodium dichromate to regulatory criteria. Any 
method should be applicable to underground concrete structures to determine if they must be 
remediated or to verify that regulatory limits have been met for leaving in place. Analysis 
methods that are not in situ, but can be applied in the field may be acceptable if they provide 

L 
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quick turnaround (less than 2 days). The method would be used on construction materials and 
any items within or under the facilities. d 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate and ongoing for up to 5 years. 

Problem Description: Characterization of structures and material to be left in place is required 
to verify that regulatory limits have been met. Currently, underground structures must be 
sampled to verify that limits have been met. Such sampling requires digging to the underground 
structures, which is time consuming and costly. 

Also, waste material must be segregated into hazardous, mixed, and low level waste streams. 
The current method of segregation is to first create the waste through D&D, then package the 
waste, sample the waste, send the sample to a laboratory, wait 2 to 3 weeks, and then segregate 
the waste according to the results. This process is time consuming and inefficient in that not all 
material is tested, only the samples. Therefore, an entire drum of material may be treated as 
mixed or hazardous based on a few samples. An in situ method would allow operators to 
identify hazardous and mixed material prior to mixing with material that is clean or only 
radioactively contaminated. Such a method would save costs by reducing the amount of mixed 
and hazardous waste, reducing laboratory requirements, reducing waste handling, and reducing 
the wait time. Such a method would also reduce human error involved in sampling, record 
keeping, laboratory analysis, laboratory reporting, multiple waste handling, etc. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.02.01 NIA 

Justifcation for Need: 

Technical: Characterization information is needed to verify that regulatory limits have been 
met for material to be left in place and to properly segregate waste. Quicker methods 
involving less handling will result in lower cost, less error, and the ability to classify material 
in situ. 

Regulatory: Waste classification is needed to verify that regulatory limits have been met and 
to segregate waste and meet waste disposal requirements. 

EnvironmentalSafefy & Heafth: Verification that material left in place meets regulatory 
requirements and proper segregation of waste helps to ensure environmental safety and 
health. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Such a method would save costs by reducing 
the work required to verify that regulatory limits have been met for material left in place, 
reducing the amount of mixed and hazardous waste, reducing laboratory requirements, 
reducing waste handling, and reducing the wait time. 

u 

CulturauStakehofder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned that material left in place 
meets regulatory limits and that waste is handled properly. 
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Other: None identified. L 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Laboratory analysis of samples will continue to be the 
baseline for regulatory limit verification and for segregating waste. 

Outsourcing Potenfial: Unknown 

Currenf Baseline Technology: The current method of collecting and sending samples to 
laboratories results in a turnaround time of 2 to 3 weeks. Also, one must dig or drill to the 
underground structures to get samples. 

End User: EM-40 

Site Technical Points+-Confact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Richard Day, BHI, (509) 373-7564; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 
372-4266. 

Confracfor FacilityL7+oject Manager: Mike Mihalic, BHI, (509) 373-1 382. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Poinfs-of-Contact: D. Chris Smith, DOE-RL, (509) 372-1 544; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 105-F SPENT FUEL BASIN 

Identipcation Number: RL-DD064 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OflceLSite: Richland Operations Office1 Hanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Characterization of LLW debris (ER-05) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 105-F 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b 

Need Title: Characterization of the 105-F spent nuclear fuel basin and contents. 

NeecUOpportuniQ Category: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Technologies are needed for the characterization, including visual imaging, 
of the material in the 105-F spent nuclear fuel basin (hereafter referred to as the basin). The 
basin is filled with soil backfill, but has equipment, sludge, and possibly other unknown 
materials in the bottom. v o t e  that 105-H has a similar basin that will be addressed in 8 to 
10 years.) c 

Functional Performance Requirements: It is desirable that characterization be completed prior 
to removal of the soil backfill. Characterization includes identifying and providing visual images 
of material within the basin, locating material, and determining the radioactive contamination 
levels by location or material. Characterization is required for the soil in the basin, the material 
placed in the bottom of the basin, and the basin walls themselves. Determination of RCRA 
metals and other hazardous materials is also desirable. Characterization of radioactive 
contamination in the soil that is in and under the basin is also desirable. 

L 
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Schedule Requirements: Immediate 

Problem Description: The 105-F spent fuel basin is a reinforced concrete basin about of 
6,000 ft2 and 22 ft  deep. The basin and pick up area contain contaminated sludge estimated to be 
6 to 8 in. deep. Graphite stringers, aluminum tubing, galvanized shipping buckets, and other 
miscellaneous radioactive materials are on the basin floor. The water in the basin was drained 
down to approximately 3 ft, then the basin was completely filled with soil. The concrete walls 
and floor of the basin are also contaminated to an unknown extent. Severe leakage from the 
basin into the surrounding soil probably did not occur. The 1972 estimated radionuclide 
inventory in the basin was 10 Ci of Sr-90, Cs-137, and Pu-239. (The 105-H basin is similar.) 

d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
U-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.02.01 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: In situ characterization will lead to reduced personnel exposures and better 
planning. 

Regulatory: The Tri-Party Agreement applies to the decommissioning of the 105-F basin. 

Environmental Safety and Health: By characterizing the contents of the basin prior to work 

something explosive) will be minimized because work and worker protection can be better 
planned. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Proper planning instead of planning for 
worse case unknowns will minimize cost. 

CulturaVStrrkeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned with worker and 
environmental protection. 

Other: None identified. 

initiation, surprises (e.g., breaking into something with alpha contamination or hitting 4 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline technologies will be used, resulting in the 
potential for higher personnel exposure and higher costs. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technologv: Standard field probes and sampling with laboratory analysis, 
may also include core drilling. 

End User: EM-40 
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L Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Richard Day, BHI, (509) 373-7564; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 
372-4266. 

Contractor Fucilitymroject Munugec Mike Mihalic, BHI, (509) 373-1382. 

DOE End-User~epresentufive Poinfs-of-Confucf: D. Chris Smith, DOE-RL, (509) 372-1 544; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

BACKFILL REMOVAL AND SEGREGATION FOR THE 105-F SPENT FUEL BASIN 

Idenfipcafion Number: RL-DD065 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations Office1 Hanford Site 
Operable Unif (iyapplicable): NIA 
Wasfe Stream: Removal and segregation of LLW debris (ER-05) 
Wasfe Management Unif (vapplicable): NIA 
Facility: 105-F 

Priority Rafing: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

- 

Need Title: Removal and segregation of the soil backfill in the 105-F spent nuclear fuel basin. 

NeeoYOpportunity Cafegory: Technology Opporruniy - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Technology is needed to remove and segregate the soil backfill from the 
105-F spent nuclear fuel basin (hereafter referred to as the basin). The basin is filled with soil 
backfill, but has equipment, sludge, and possibly other unknown materials in the bottom. (Note 
that 105-H has a similar basin that will be addressed in 8 to 10 years.) 

FuncfionalPerformance Requirements: The technology must be able to remove soil from a 
depth of up to 22 feet without disturbing material (e.g., stringers, tubing, buckets) beneath the 
soil being removed. The technology must be approved for use with radioactive material and 
should be able to segregate the soil into LLW containers (i.e., 55-gallon drums) or into a clean 
fill area. The technology must be an improvement to typical soil excavation equipment such as a 
front-end loader or personnel with shovels. 

Schedule Requiremen&: Immediate to 5 years. 
u 
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Problem Description: The 105-F spent fuel basin is a reinforced concrete basin about of 
6,000 fi2 and 22 feet deep. The basin and pick up area contain contaminated sludge estimated to 
be 6 to 8 inches deep. Graphite stringers, aluminum tubing, galvanized shipping buckets, and 
other miscellaneous radioactive materials are on the basin floor. The water in the basin was 
drained down to approximately 3 feet, then the basin was completely filled with soil. The 1972 
estimated radionuclide inventory in the basin was 10 Ci of Sr-90, Cs-137,and Pu-239. (The 105- 
H basin is similar.) 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
FU-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.02.01 N/A 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Current technologies are slow and mix clean material with contaminated material. 

Regulatory: The Tri-Party Agreement applies to the decommissioning of the 105-F basin. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Improved soil removal and segregation systems will 
result in reduced worker exposure. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Real time segregation will result in less 
sampling and analysis, which are costly and take a long time. 

Culturamtakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned with worker and 
environmental protection. 

Other: None identified. 

d 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline technologies will be used, resulting in the 
potential for higher personnel exposure due to additional waste handling and higher costs. 

Outsourcing Potential: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technologv: Personnel using shovels or a front-end loader are typical 
baseline methods. 

End User: EM40 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Richard Day, BHI, (509) 373-7564; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest Nat. Lab., (509) 372-4266. 

Contractor Fucility/Project Manager: Mike Mihalic, BHI, (509) 373-1382. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-qf-Contact: D. Chris Smith, DOE-RL, (509) 372-1 544; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. d 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MATERIAL REMOVAL AND SEGREGATION FOR THE 105-F SPENT FUEL BASIN 

Identification Number: RL-DD066 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
UPS Officce/ste: Richland Operations Office/ Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: Removal and segregation of LLW debris (ER-05) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Facility: 105-F 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Removal and segregation of the material in the bottom of the 105-F spent nuclear 
fuel basin. 

NeeaVOpportunity Cutegoy: Technology Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (Le., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Technology is needed to remove and segregate the equipment, debris, and 
sludge in the bottom of the 105-F spent nuclear fuel basin (hereafter referred to as the basin). 
The basin is filled with soil backfill, but has equipment, sludge, and possibly other unknown 
materials in the bottom. (Note that 105-H has a similar basin that will be addressed in 8 to 
10 years.) 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to remove equipment, 
debris, and sludge from a depth of 22 feet. The technology must be approved for use with 
radioactive material and should be able to segregate the equipment, garbage and sludge into 
LLW containers (i.e., 55-gallon drums) or into a clean area. 

Schedule Requirements: Immediate to 5 years. 
u 
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Problem Description: The 105-F spent fuel basin is a reinforced concrete basin of about 
6,000 A*, 22 f t  deep. The basin and pick up area contain contaminated sludge estimated to be 
6 to 8 inches deep. Graphite stringers, aluminum tubing, galvanized shipping buckets, and other 
miscellaneous radioactive materials are on the basin floor. The water in the basin was drained 
down to approximately 3 feet, then the basin was completely filled with soil. The 1972 
estimated radionuclide inventory in the basin was 10 Ci of Sr-90, Cs-137, and Pu-239. (The 
105-H basin is similar.) 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.02.01 NIA 

Jusfzjlcafion for Need: 

v 

Technical: Current technologies are slow and mix clean material with contaminated material. 

Regulatory: The Tri-Party Agreement applies to the decommissioning of 105-F. 

Environmental Safefy and Healfh: Improved methods for removing and segregating the 
material at the bottom of the fuel basin will result in reduced worker exposure. 

Cost Savings Pofenfial (Morfgage Reduction): Real time segregation will result in less 
sampling and analysis, which are both costly and take a long time. 

CulfuruMtukeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are concerned with worker and 
environmental protection. 

Ofher: None identified. 

v 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Current baseline technologies will be used resulting in the 
potential for higher personnel exposure (due to additional waste handling) and higher costs if the 
removal is performed by hand. 

Outsourcing Pofenfial: Unknown 

Current Baseline Technology: Personnel using cranes and various hand tools. 

End User: EM40 

Sire Technical Points-qfiConfacf: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Richard Day, BHI, (509) 373-7564; Sue Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372-4266. 

Confracfor FaciIifyProjecf Manager: Mike Mihalic, BHI, (509) 373-1 382. 

DOE End-Userbtepresentative Points-of-Contact: D. Chris Smith, DOE-RL, (509) 372-1 544; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. - 
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Additional Decommissioning 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STSTEMENT 

METAL DECONTAMINATION AND RECYCLING FOR THE D&D PROGRAM 

Zdentification No.: RL-DD02 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Decontamination and Decommissioning 
OPS Ofpcdite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Wastestream: Metal LLW debris (ER-05) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Hanford facilities undergoing final decontamination and decommissioning 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” Priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

- 

Need Title: Metal decontamination and recycling for the D&D program. 

Needlopporfunity Category: Technologv Opportunity - The project desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology or process (i.e., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: Metal decontamination and recycling is needed to cost-effectively reduce 
radioactive waste volunies and allow for recycle or reuse of metals and equipment. 

Functional Perfomance Requirements: Methods are needed that can cost-effectively 
decontaminate materials to free-release levels for recycle or reuse. The requirements for the 
technology include: 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- Easy to deploy 

Decontaminate pipes and internal components to free-release levels to allow for 
unrestricted use or recycling 
Verify that the free release criteria have been met. This includes methods for inspecting 
equipment and piping intemals and other difficult geometries 
Be cost competitive with the alternative of sending the materials to the ERDF 
Minimize secondary waste generation and avoid any hazardouslmixed waste generation 

b 
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W - As a minimum, any technology should be applicable to the reuse or recycle of steel and 
carbon steel. 

Schedule Requirements: Decontamination and decommissioning are ongoing at the Hanford 
Site. A technology could be applied immediately or until Hanford D&D is completed. 

Problem Description: The estimated total volume of metallic waste exceeds 150,000 m3. 
Current plans are to dispose of this waste at the ERDF. Disposal of contaminated materials and 
equipment results in loss of assets as well as the resources expended to dispose of the assets. An 
effective means of decontamination and verification of results is needed to avoid such losses. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER06 1.4.10.1.2.06.02.02.01 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Current methods are not cost effective for reducing radioactive waste volumes. 

Regulatory: Free release criteria would apply 

EnvironmentulSufety & Heulth: Long term liability (potential for a release) could be 
reduced with recycling and reuse of materials. 

Cost Suvings Potentiul (Mortguge Reduction): Potential areas of cost savings include: (1) 
the cost of disposal is avoided, and (2) the cost of obtaining an asset is reduced (e.g., the cost 
to make a drum from recycled material is less costly than to buy a new drum). 

CulturuKStukeholder Concerns: Reduced waste volumes will be placed in the ground, 
resulting in reduced long-term liability. 

Other: None identified. 

W 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued loss of potentially recyclable materials. D&D 
projects within the DOE will continue to be encumbered with disposal costs. 

Outsourcing Potentiul: Unknown 

Current Buseline Technology: Piping and equipment suspected of internal contamination are 
usually disposed of on Site as radioactive waste at extremely low cost (FY 1997 costs of $78/m3 
for disposal, handling, and transportation). When suspect materials are to be decontaminated, 
these materials are chemically treated or surface cleaned with high-pressure water jets before 
being released. 

End-User: EM-40 
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v Sire Technical Poinfs-of-Confacf: Kim Koegler, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9294; 
Richard Day, BHI, (509) 373-7564; Sue Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 
372-4266. 

Contractor Facifi@/project Manager: Mike Mihalic, BHI, (509) 373-1382. 

DOE End-User~epresenta~ive Poinfs-of-Contact: D. Chris Smith, DOE-RL, (509) 372- 1544; 
Paul Pak, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4798. 
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ID #i 
RL-DD022-S 
RL-DD023-S 

W 

NEEDS TITLE 
Photon-Assisted Decontamination Chemistry 
Cesium Source Identification 

L 

RL-DD026-S 
RL-DD027-S 
RL-DDO29-S 
RL-DD030-S 
RL-DD03 1-S 

RL-DD032-S 

RL-DD033-S 

FY 2000 SCIENCE NEEDS INDEX 

Contaminant Binding Science Need 
Cesium Integrity Assessment 
Algae Corrosion and Growth Inhibition 
Polystyrene Cube Analysis for the Plutonium Finishing Plant 
Polystyrene Off-Gas Analysis for the Plutonium Finishing Plant 
Measurement of Moisture Content in Plutonium Oxides and Other 
Materials for the Plutonium Finishing Plant 
Model for 324 Building Waste 

I RL-DD025-S I Effluent Capture 

I - .  

I RL-DD034-S I Thermodynamic Data for Plutonium Nitrate 
Neutron Detection for Sorting Remote-Handled Radioactive Waste 
into TRU vs Non-TRU I RL-DD035-S I I 

I 

RL-DD036-S I Modeling Thermodynamic Properties 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PHOTON-ASSISTED DECONTAMINATION CHEMISTRY 

Identijication No.: RL-DD022-S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

A technology is required that will decontaminate both metal and concrete surfaces with and 
without fixatives without the use of liquid solvents. Laser technology has been explored in 
funded research from the D&D Focus Area that meets this functional need. The use of laser 
decontamination technology has the potential to minimize the creation of secondary waste and 
hazardous effluents. 

Problem Description: 

A significant effort has been made by DOE EM-50 to develop a decontamination system using 
laser technology to meet this functional need. The previous work has used C02and Nd:YAG 
laser systems that were commercially available. However, as these technology development 
programs have progressed, a lack of understanding of the fundamental laser ablation processes 

u has been identified. 

Science Need Description: 

The photochemical and photomechanical mechanisms of laser ablation need to be analyzed and 
fundamental models developed. This includes photo-induced molecular bond dissociation and 
laser-induced plasma formation and shock propagation. 

BeneJt: 

Dry decontamination technologies will reduce worker 6xposures and contamination, secondary 
waste volumes, and the risk of contamination migration. Laser systems are a promising 
technology to meet these needs and require a better basic science foundation to select laser 
systems and implementation techniques. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: 

RL-DD03, RL-DD06, FU-DD029 

Technical POCs: Richard Hobart, B&W Hanford Company (509) 373-2316; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (509)372-4266 .-.- 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CESIUM SOURCE IDENTIFICATION 

Identifiation No.: RL-DD023-S 

Site Prior& Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

Underwater leaking cesium capsules must be identified so that a potential problem may be 
corrected. 

Problem Description: 

Cesium chloride is stored in double stainless steel containers (called capsules) in a basin of water 
for shielding and cooling. A leaking capsule (there has been no leak to date) could contaminate 
the surrounding water and would be diEcult to identify. The current method to identify a 
possible “leaker” (leaking capsule) is a “clunk” test where capsules are picked up off the basin 
floor and quickly raised and lowered so that an inner container clunks the outer container. 
Capsules that have lost integrity will not clunk because of water in the container. This method is 
time consuming and, in the presence of a leaking capsule, could involve high dose rates. 

Ll 
Science Need Description: 

An understanding of processes to locate a leak from the cesium chloride capsules is needed to 
develop a means of identifying leaking capsules quickly. 

Benefit: 

The quicker a leaking capsule can be identified, the less contaminated material will leak into the 
basin. he result is less clean up at lower dose rates and lower costs. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: 

RL-DDOI 

Technical POCs: Suzanne Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266, Fen 
Simmons, B&W Hanford Company, (509)-372-0413. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

EFFLUENT CAPTURE 

Identification Number: RL-DD025-S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Function01 Need: 

Smoke from cutting tools needs to be captured in a safe and efficient manner to maximize clarity 
in the cutting area and minimize secondary contamination. 

Problem Description: 

Different cutting tools generate smoke and particles of different sizes. The smoke and particles 
have been known to foul HEPA filters very quickly, resulting in the need to replace the HEPA 
filters. Some work-arounds have been used, such as electrostatic precipitators and mini- 
cyclones. A better understanding of the particle size associated with the smoke from different 
cutting techniques would allow for the optimal capture technology to be employed. 

Science Need Description: 

An understanding is needed of the particle sizes associated with the smoke from alternative 
cutting methods (e.g., laser cutting, plasma torch, gasoline torch). As the particle size may vary 
with the material being cut, various metals (e.g., stainless steel and coated and uncoated carbon 
steel) may need to be tested for a full understanding of the particles sizes. 

Benejit: 

A better understanding of the particle sizes associated with the smoke from various cutting 
techniques would allow for optimal capture technologies to be used. This would reduce worker 
exposure, reduce cost, and reduce secondary contamination. 

L 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: 

RL-DDO2, RL-DD08 

TechnicolPOCs: Richard Hobart, BWHC, (509) 373-2316; Suzanne Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372- 
L 4266 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CONTAMINANT BINDING SCIENCE NEED 

Identiscation No.: RL-DD026-S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

Long-life, cost-effective,.remotely applicable fixatives and decontaminants are needed for a 
variety of contaminants (Cs, Sr, Pu, U, Pb, and other RCRA metals) and surfaces (e.g., coated 
and uncoated concrete, cement covered with asphalt, coated and uncoated carbon steel, and 
stainless steel glove boxes and ductwork). The products must be easy to apply and remove. 
Fixatives and decontaminants are needed for underwater application as well as for dry 
application. 

Problem Description: 

Loose, dispersible and fixed surface contamination (e.g., Cs, Sr, Pu, U, Pb and other RCRA 
metals) is present in high- and low-radiation areas on various surfaces (e.g., coated and uncoated 
concrete, coated and uncoated carbon steel, glass, plastics, rubber and stainless steel). The 
dispersible contamination presents an immediate worker exposure concern and a long-term 
environmental concern. Current fixative techniques are paint, tar, polymeric barrier systems, 
rustoleum, or no fixative. Some of the current fixative techniques are ineffective (no fixative and 
rustoleum), allow leaching of radioactive material, allow for build up of hydrogen and/or helium 
over time, or are relatively high in cost to apply and remove. 

Decontamination methods are needed that minimize worker exposures, waste generation, costs, 
and risks and do not create mixed waste. Current methods for decontamination are costly and 
time consuming, and many of them create secondary waste. Baseline decontamination 
technologies are: scabbling and hydro-lancing for concrete; wipes, hydro lancing, ice blasting, 
steam, acid washes, and electropolishing for metals; and wipes and strippable coatings and gels 
for glove boxes. 

Science Need Description: 

An understanding is needed of contamination chemistry and their binding mechanism to 
contaminated surfaces, decontaminants and fixatives to allow for optimal methods to be 
developed. 

W 

L 
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Benefit: 

Contamination would be contained where current fixatives are ineffective and worker safety and 
maintenance and decontamination costs and waste volumes would be reduced with improved 
fixatives and decontaminants. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: 

RL-DD02, RL-DD03, RL-DD04, RL-DD06, RL-DD07, RL-DD09, RL-DDOI 7, RL-DD029, 
RL-DD030 

TechniculPOCs: Richard Hobart, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 373-2316; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (509) 372-4266 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CESIUM INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT 

Identification No.: RL-DD027-S 

Site Priori& Rating: Medium 

Functional Need: 
A technology is needed that will better assess and monitor the structural integrity of both the 
inner and outer container, the welds, and the annular space of each WESF capsule. 

Problem Description: 

Cesium chloride is stored in double stainless steel containers (called capsules) in a basin of water 
for shielding and cooling. It is desirable to identify capsule failures for remediation before a 
capsule would leak. A leaking capsule (there has been no leak to date) could contaminate the 
surrounding water and would be difficult to identify. Capsule failure modes that should be 
detected prior to leaking to the pool include inner capsule degradation, radioactive material in the 
annulus, damage to the outer capsule, damage to overpacks, and preexisting or manufacturing 
defects. 

W 
Science Need Description: 

The physical and/or chemical effects of each of the failure modes identified above need to be 
analyzed and defined so a technology can be developed to detect when an effect occurs and 
identify the specific mode based on the effect. 

Beneft: 

The major benefit would be to avert a potential leak into the pool by identifying and defining 
problems early so proper corrective actions may be taken. This results in less worker exposure, 
less potential for a release to the environment, and reduced manhours spent looking for potential 
problems. 

Cost Savings J Risk Reduction Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Need: 

FU-DD026 

Technical POCs: Suzanne Garrett, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266; Fen 
Simmons, B&W Hanford Company, (509)372-0413. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

ALGAE CORROSION AND GROWTH INHIBITION 

Identification No.: RL-DD029-S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

A technology is needed to control algae growth in the WESF pool without degrading pool clarity 
or introducing agents that may cause corrosion of the cesium capsule stored in the pool. 

Problem Description: 

There is high algae growth in the upper level of the number 10 pool cell. As a minimum, the 
algae degrade the water clarity. It is also suspected that the algae or their byproducts may be 
causing corrosion of the stainless steel pool liner. 

Science Need Description: 

There are two science needs associated with the algae problem: 

u 

An understanding of the algae growth mechanisms is needed to better control their growth 
(i.e., if light of a certain frequency is required for their growth, that light could be deprived to 
keep the algae from growing) 
An understanding of the interaction of the algae and their byproducts with the stainless steel 
is required to determine if the algae are causing corrosion of the liner and to identify a 
potential solution. 

Benefit: 

Water clarity and chemistry balance would be maintained if a means of controlling the algae is 
found. Water clarity and chemistry balance are required for maintaining the cesium capsules at 
WESF. 

...-- 

Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: TBD 

Technical POCs: Suzanne Garrett, PNNL, (509) 372-4266; Fen Simmons, B&W Hanford Co., 
(509)-372-0413, 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

POLYSTYRENE CUBE ANALYSIS FOR THE PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT 

Zdentijkation No.: RL-DD030-S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

The Hanford Site is required to stabilize plutonium-bearing materials for long-term storage. 

Problem Description: 

Polystyrene cubes at the PFP contain plutonium and have undergone radiolysis for over 30 years. 
It is not clear how much radiolysis may have degraded the styrene to long chain polymers and 
driven off volatile organics. Therefore, it is unknown how many polycubes may be treated at 
any one time without exceeding off-gas treatment capacity. 

Science Need Description: 
'W 

Testing and analysis of the polycubes is needed to optimize the treatment of the polycubes. The 
tests and analyses should provide knowledge of the polycube composition and in-process off-gas 
rate. 

Benefk 

Treatment, in general, of the polycubes will reduce handling hazards to workers and 
contamination risk to the storage vault. Optimal treatment, based on analysis of the polycubes, 
should decrease the overall processing time and treatment cost. 

J CostSavings J Risk Reduction Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: 

There is no technology need. However, meeting this science need would result in optimal use of 
the planned process technology. 

TechnicalPOCs: Paul Roege, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 372-0443; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 

.. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

POLYSTYRENE OFF-GAS ANALYSIS FOR THE PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT 

Identification No.: RL-DD03 1 -S 

Site Priori@ Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

If the untreated polystyrene cubes are off-gassing at a sufficiently low rate and contain a 
sufficiently low concentration of plutonium, it may be possible to forego processing altogether 
and still meet storage and WIPP requirements. 

Problem Description: 

Polystyrene cubes containing plutonium are to be processed for long-term storage and WIPP 
acceptance. However, no analyses have been performed on the polystyrene cubes to see if they 
already meet long-term storage and WIPP requirements for off-gassing. 

Science Need Descripiion: 

Testing and analysis are needed to understand the off-gas rates (current and expected future 
rates) of the polystyrene cubes. 

L 

Benefit: 

Processing the polycubes may be avoided if the results of the tests and analyses indicate that the 
polycubes’ off-gas rates are low enough. Immediate packaging could result in a $1 to $2 million 
saving if all other WIPP criteria are satisfied. 

J Cost Savings Risk Reduction Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Needs: 

N/A - Meeting this science need could potentially obviate the need for a processing technology. 

Technical POCs: Paul Roege, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 372-0443; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MEASUREMENT OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN PLUTONIUM OXIDES AND OTHER 
MATERIALS FOR THE PLUTONIUM FINISHING PLANT 

Identification No.: RL-DD032-S 

Site Prior& Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

There is a need for measuring the moisture content of containerized, impure plutonium oxides 
and other materials, such as uranium oxides and mixed oxides. 

Problem Description: 

The current technique for measuring moisture content for plutonium oxide is a loss on ignition 
(LOI) test. The test involves opening storage containers and subjecting the contents to high 
temperature to measure the moisture driven off. The test increases worker exposure because the 
containers must be opened for the test. There is no test being done for materials other than 
plutonium oxides. 

Science Need Description: 

An understanding is needed of how moisture held by each of the materials (e.g., plutonium 
oxide) may be measured (especially with an NDA technique). 

Beneft: 

With an NDA technique, sealed storage containers could be checked for moisture to avoid over 
pressurization from radiolysis without having to open the containers. All containers could be 
checked without introducing the likelihood of an improper reseal. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding TechnologV Needs: 

W 

NIA 

Technical POCs: Paul Roege, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 372-0443; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. - 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MODEL FOR 324 BUILDING WASTE 

Identijication No.: RL-DD03 3 -S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

A computer model is needed that accurately estimates the quantity of cesium-137 material in 
randomly packed grouted waste containers. 

Problem Description: 

There is an urgent need accurately estimated the quantity of cesium-137 material that is 
randomly packed in large steel containers. 

Science Need Description: 

An understanding is needed of the relationship between cesium-137 and measured dose rates in 
non-homogenous, randomly loaded containers. A container is loaded nominally with 2,500 Ibs 
of steel that is surface contaminated with cesium-137, strontium-90, and TRU materials. 

u 

Beneflt: 

The resulting benefit will be the proper segregation of waste for disposal. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technology Nee&: 

NIA 

Technical POCs: James Shelor, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 376-5376; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (509) 372-4266. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR PLUTONIUM NITRATE 

Zdentijcation No.: FU-DD034-S 

Site Priority Rating: High 

Functional Need: 

Complete thermodynamic data for plutonium nitrate. 

Problem Description: 

Many DOE nuclear facilities (including PFP at the Hanford Site) have inventories of plutonium 
nitrate that need to be processed to convert the plutonium into a thermodynamically stable form 
suitable for long-term storage and to mitigate near term risks. 

Science Need Description: 

For these conversion processes to be intelligently designed and optimized for operations, 
thermodynamic data (including enthalpies and Gibbs free energies of formation) are needed to 
assess the compositions expected to be present in the various process streams. In particular, 
knowledge of Gibbs free energies of formation for all potential chemical species in a system 
enables speciation calculations for each process stream. The available data are very incomplete 
for many actinide compounds, including plutonium nitrate. Any experimental work (the 
preferred solution) that could accurately measure Gibbs energies of formation for plutonium 
nitrate would be useful in process modeling, optimization, and understanding of conversion 
operations. Alternatively, thermodynamic properties could be calculated using computer-aided 
chemical modeling from DOE-sponsored programs in advanced supercomputers, computational 
chemistry, and thermodynamic modeling. The need is for knowledge of the thermodynamic 
properties of plutonium nitrate. The thermodynamic properties need to be obtained as a function 
of solvent properties including ionic strengths, pH, other ions, etc. 

Benefit: 

Such data could enable accurate assessments of process hazards and risk. The data could help 
guide process design and avoid operating in inefficient (and costly) operating regimes. 
Experimental data also could be used to calibrate computational chemistry chemical models: 
conversely, computational chemistry models could be applied to compounds other than 
plutonium nitrate and corroborate measured data. 

w 
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J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technoiogv Needs: 

RL-99-003-NM 

Technical POCs: Paul Roege, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 372-0443; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266; Harry Bell, DOE-RL, (509)376-2347. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

NEUTRON DETECTION FOR SORTING REMOTE-HANDLED RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE INTO TRU VS. NON-TRU 

Identifeation No. : RL-DD03 5 - S  

Site Priority Ranking: High 

Functional Need: 

A new class of field-applicable neutron detectors is needed to measure transuranics in remote- 
handled waste with high gamma radiation. 

Problem Description: 

There is an urgent need to sori remote-handled low-level waste containing transuranic materials. 
Waste with high levels of cesium-137 and moderate levels of transuranic materials is collected 
and packaged in steel containers (grouted and ungrouted) as part of the 324 Building B-Cell 
Cleanout Project. The transuranic content has been established in the past by an indirect method 
based solely on dose rate measurements and limited sampling and analysis; such an approach is 
now in question. 

Science Need Description: 

The science need is solving the problem of neutron-gamma discrimination in scintillator 
materials so that a new class of neutron detectors may be manufactured for sorting transuranic- 
containing remote-handled LLW. 

Benefit: 

Characterization by neutron detection, either total or coincidence counting, is limited by the need 
to moderate neutrons before they are detected. Although passage of neutrons can be easily 
recorded via proton recoil in any plastic scintillator, the inability to discriminate the events from 
the much more prevalent gamma-ray interactions renders the use of plastic scintillators of little 
use to detect neutrons. If the problem of neutron-gamma discrimination can be solved, a new 
class of neutron detectors will be possible with significantly higher efficiency and lower cost and 
larger signal-to-background ratio. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

W 

L, 
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u Corresponding Technology Needs: 

RL-DDO5 and RL-SS 18 

Technical POC: James Shelor, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 376-0318; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MODELING THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 

Identification No.: RL-DD036-S 

Site Priority Rating: Medium 

Functional Need: 

Thermodynamic properties are needed (especially Gibbs free energies of formation) for 
chemicals that exist, or might exist in significant amounts, within DOE facilities. Chemicals 
without published experimental thermodynamic properties must be estimated using chemical 
modeling methods. The Hanford Site’s PFP needs such data related to plutonium nitrate and 
other chemical compounds within the facility. 

Problem Description: 

Thermodynamic properties are needed by process engineers working on deactivation and 
cleanup activities. For example, a complete knowledge of the Gibbs free energies of formation 
for all chemical species that could result from the atoms in a given chemical system enables one 
to determine the most stable state of that system. There are significant gaps in the experimental 
knowledge base for chemicals of relevance to the deactivation and cleanup of DOE nuclear 
facilities. For accurate system speciation estimates, it is essential that all potential species 
present at equilibrium be considered in the calculations using the best available estimates of the 
Gibbs free energies of formation. 

Science Need Description: 

v 

Develop a capability to estimate thermodynamic properties (especially Gibbs free energies of 
formation) for chemicals of relevance to DOE nuclear facilities that do not already have 
measured thermodynamic data. Such modeling methods could use other types of existing 
experimental data or, if necessary, derive estimates from first principles models. A variety of 
computational methods, including ab initio electronic structure theory (molecular orbital theory 
and density functional theory), molecular dynamics, and free energy perturbation theory as well 
as classic Monte Carlo simulations and thermodynamic modeling can all be applied. 
Improvements in theoretical methods including basis sets, relativistic effects, solvation effects, 
and force field development will enable better theoretical predictions of thermodynamic 
properties. 
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Benefit: 

Filling in the gaps in the experimental literature could enable accurate assessments of process 
hazards and risk by calculating equilibrium concentrations; it also could help guide process 
design and avoid operating in inefficient and costly operating regimes. The thermodynamic 
models could corroborate measured data thereby providing a deep understanding of chemistry - 
a fundamental goal of the DOE'S basic science program. 

J Cost Savings J Risk Reduction J Enabling Knowledge 

Corresponding Technologv Needs: 

NIA. 

Technicul PUCs: Paul Roege, B&W Hanford Company, (509) 372-0443; Suzanne Garrett, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 372-4266; Hany Bell, DOE-RL, (509) 376-2347. 
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u Commentary on FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs Process for Deactivation and 
Decommissioning 

The FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs were based on a series of reviews by Fluor Daniel 
Hanford, Inc. (FDH) and its major subcontractor for Facility Transition work scope, B & W Hanford 
Company (BWHC). Similarly, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), reviewed and updated the collection of 
needs associated with the SurveillanceA4aintenance and Transition Project, and the Decommissioning 
Projects within the Environmental Restoration Program. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory also 
assisted the contractors with the review and development of science needs. 

In summary, the Deactivation and Decommissioning section of this report now consists of 
52 technology needs and 13 science needs; 23 three of the technology needs are new, and 8 of 
the science needs are new. Two of the technology needs and one science need reported in the 
FY 1999 report have since been deleted. Several of the new needs are identified include a “NM” 
suffix as they best align with EM-50’s newly formed Nuclear Materials Focus Area (NMFA). 
All of these changes are noted in the FY 1999 - 2000 Crosswalk Table on the following pages. 

Background information on the Facility Transition Program and the Environmental Restoration 
Program can be found on the Internet at URL www.hanford.pov/aroerams.html 
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Old (FY99) 

CROSSWALK FOR FY 1999/FY 2000 DEACTIVATION AND 
DECOMMISSIONING PROGRAMS 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 

Changes in FY 2000 
New (FYOO) Need Title Revision PBS No. 

RL-DD02 RL-DD02 

RL-DD03 RL-DD03 

RL-DD04 RL-DD04 

RL-99-001- 
NM 

RL-99-002- 
NM 

NM 
RL-99-003- 

RL-99-004- 
NM 

D&D-171 

Glove Box Size Reduction System at PFP Updated RL-TPO5 

Terminal Clean-Out and TRU Waste Updated RL-TPO5 

TRU Waste Fixatives for PFP Updated RL-TPO5 

Supplemental Equipment for Pyrolysis New RL-TPO5 

Decontamination of PFP 

Technology Deployment at Hanford’s 
Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) 

Analysis 

Polycubes at Hanford’s Plutonium 
Finishing Plant (PFP) 

Plutonium Precipitation Process for 
Hanford’s Plutonium Finishing Plant 

Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) Polycube New RL-TPO5 

Off-Gas Measurement System for New RL-TPO5 

Process Optimization -- Extension of New RL-TPO5 

RL-DDOI 

RL-DD041 

RL-DD042 

RL-DD043 

RL-DD044 

RL-DD045 

RL-DDOI Cesium/Strontium Capsule Leak Detection Updated RL-TPo2 
System for WESF 

WESF 
Hot Cell Window Life Extension for Deleted: WESF cells RL-TPO2 

RL-DD041 Capsule Integrity Assessment Method for Updated RL-TP02 

WESF A-E will be 
deactivated; cells F& 
G will receive 
continued use, but 
are relatively clean. 

engineering and 
Crane System Upgrades for Hot Cell Deleted: Considered RL-TP02 
Canyon and Cesium Capsule Pool in 
WESF procurement task. 

Duct At WESF 
RL-DD044 Cesium and Strontium Removal from K3 Updated RL-TP02 

RL-DD045 Fixatives for K3 Duct at WESF Updated RL-TP02 
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linked to Waste 

~Surveillance/Maintenance and Transition Project I 
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I DECOMMISSIONING PROJECTS 

2334 Decommissioning 

W 

I \Packaging and Processing for 233- f '  
(RL-DD061 (RemoteRobotic Systems for 2 3 3 4  lNew IRL-ER06 

L 
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Changes in FY 2000 
Old (FY99) New (FYOO) Need Title Revision PBS No. 

Additional Decommissioning 

the D&D Program 
RL-DD021 Metal Decontamination and Recycling for Updated RL-ER06 

deactivated; cells F& 

Pluto&m Finishing Plant 

Plutonium Finishing Plant 
RL-DD03 I-S Polystyrene Off-Gas Analysis for the New 

RL-DD032-S Measurement of Moisture Content in New 
Plutonium Oxides and Other Materials for 
the Plutonium Finishing Plant 

RL-DD033-S Model for 324 Building Waste 

RL-DD034-S Thermodynamic Data for Plutonium 

RL-DD035-S Neutron Detection for Sorting Remote- 

New 

New 

New 
Nitrate 

Handled Radioactive Waste into TRU vs 
INon-TRU 

1 RL-DD036-S IModeling Thermodynamic Properties lNew 
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MIXED WASTE PROGRAM 

FY 2000 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
STATEMENTS 
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RL-MW04 

RL-MWO5 

'W 

MLLW A d  RH TRUW 
Remote Decontamination of RH TRUW Debris to Support 
Reclassification into Non-TRUW Category 
Remote Treatment of RH Soils and Other Solid Wastes 

FY 2000 MIXED WASTE 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS INDEX 

ID # I NEEDS TITLE I 

~ 

RL-MW06 

RL-MW013 

RL-MWOI 
RL-MWO2 

I Remote Macroencapsulation of RH MLLW Debris 
I Remotely Controlled SizeNolume Reduction Techniques for RH 

Contaminated with Organics 
Treatment of CH TRUW Liquid Wastes Contaminated with 
PCBs and Ignitables 
Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) of RH TRUW (High 

RL-MW014 
RL-MW016 

- 
BetdGamma Field) to- Meet WrPP Requirements 
Technology to Dispose of 12 Drums of Pu238 (500 g/drum) 
Svstem to Retrieve RH TRUW from Caissons 

~ 

RL-MW018 
RL-MW020 
RL-MWOZI 
RL-MW022 

1 RL-MW017 I Treatment ofMLLW Batteries ~ 

Treatment of MLLW Mercury Wastes 
Solidification of High Salt Wastes 
Control of Equipment Corrosion Caused by Chloride 
Identification and Control of Bioloeical Foulants 

RL-MW025 

- 
I RL-MW023 1 Tritium Removal from Wastewater 1 

Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) of CH TRUW to Meet WIPP 
Requirements for Burial Boxes - Certification of Boxed Waste 

I AS& System (BWAS) 
RL-MW026 I Getter for Hydrogen 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE MACROENCAPSULATION OF RH MLLW DEBRIS 

Identification No.: RL-MWOI 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford 
Operable Unit (if  applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: RL-MLLW-07, M91 MLLW 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facili@: Future M-91 facility 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Remote Macroencapsulation of RH MLLW Debris. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Technologv Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop and demonstrate remote macroencapsulation systems for various 
sizes and shapes of remote-handled (RH) debris (i.e., failed equipment) contaminated with mixed 
low-level waste (MLLW). Selecting a macroencapsulation technology from existing 
technologies may require substantial development, as well as regulatory review and/or approval. 

Functionul Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to treat RH MLLW to 
meet Land Disposal Requirements (LDRs), and must have a high degree of reliability and ease of 
maintenance. 

b 
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Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of fiscal year 
(FY) 2002, to support the M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of the M-91 milestone 
facility is projected to begin October 2002. 

Problem Description: Technology is needed to support macroencapsulation of RH MLLW for 
the M-91 facility. 

Program Baseline Work Breakdown Technology Insertion 
Summary (PBS) No.: Structure (WBS) No.: Point (TIP) No.: 
FU-WMO4 1.2.2 Candidate 

Justipcation For Need: 

Technical: Macroencapsulation technologies for various sizes of RH MLLW debris have not 
been developed or demonstrated (except for selected River Protection Project [RPP] long- 
length equipment [LLE]). 

Regulatory: The M-91 Milestone requires submittal of a Management Plan that is to be 
completed in June 1999. The plan will include RH MLLW macroencapsulation. M-91 also 
requires that treatment be initiated by June 2008. 

Environmental Sale& & Health: There are occupational health concerns associated with W 
processing RH waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Not yet established. Afier defining RH 
macroencapsulation systems and their regulatory impact, costs savings can be determined. 

CulturavstOkeholder Concerns: Facilitate the cleanup effort and reduce worker exposure to 
radiation. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: Higher life-cycle cost to manage large-sized equipment RH 
MLLW. Missed Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (Tri-Party Agreement) 
milestone. 

OutFourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: Macroencapsulation technology exists only for contact-handled 
(CH) debris and selected RPP LLE. 

End User: Waste Management. 
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Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, Waste Management Federal Services of 
Hanford, Inc. (WMH), (509) 376-4650, Norman Olson, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH), (509) 
372-4810. 

L 

Large sizes and shapes of debris (e.g. failed 
equipment) 

RL-MLLW-07 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: TBD. 

DOE End UserlRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 

Contaminants and 
co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

L 

Beta and gamma radiation, EPA Codes D001- 
D043, F001-FO05, PXXX, and UXXX 

Processing (meet LDR) 

I waste volume, m3 1 Current: 196 m3; Forecasted ( 5  yrs): 3481 m3 

Source category Various Hanford Site programs 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTELY CONTROLLED SIZENOLUME REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR RH 
MLLW AND RH TRUW 

Identification: IU-MW02 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OmcdSite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Wastesfream: RL-MLLW-07, M91 MLLW (RH MLLW); HANOS, RH-TRU Stored/New 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): N/A 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v - 

Need Title: Remotely Controlled Size and Volume Reduction Techniques for RH MLLW and 
RH transuranic waste (TRUW). 

Neea7Opportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop a remotely operated size and volume reduction system for RH 
MLLW and TRUW items over a wide range of sizes, shapes, weights, materials of construction, 
and types and levels of contamination. This technology will be used to reduce the size and/or 
void volume associated with large debris to optimally load the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
(WIPP) shipping containers. Selecting a size and volume reduction technology from existing 
technologies such as cutting, shredding, compaction, or metal melting, and converting it to 
remote operation may require substantial development. 

L 
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Functional Performance Requirements: Provide sizdvolume reduction capability for RH 
MLLW and RH TRUW such as cutting, shredding, compaction, and metal melting. The system 
should be highly reliable, and easy to maintain and clean. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2002, to support 
the M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of the M-91 milestone facility is projected to 
begin October 2002. 

Problem Description: There is a current inventory of 196 m3 of RH MLLW and 204 m3 of RH 
TRUW. An additional 3481 m3 of RH MLLW and 1690 m3 of RH TRUW is forecast. 
Furthermore, 1672 m3 of failed equipment presently stored in the Plutonium-Uranium Extraction 
(PUREX) tunnel may need to be retrieved and processed. A volume-reduction technology could 
significantly reduce these quantities. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-wMo4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
Candidate 

Justifcation For Need: 

Technical: No system exists to reduce the volume and treatment cost of RH MLLW and 
RH TRUW debris. 

Regulatory: The M-91 Milestone requires submittal of a RH MELW and a RH TRUW 
Project Management Plans in June 1999 and June 2000. M-91 also requires that RH MLLW 
treatment be initiated by June 2008 and RH TRUW treatment initiated by June 2005. 

v' 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: There are occupational health concerns associated with 
processing RH waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Not yet established. After defining RH 
volume reduction systems and their regulatory impact, costs savings can be determined. 

CulturalBtakeholder Concerns: Facilitate cleanup and increase the cost effectiveness of the 
cleanup effort. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Higher cost to treat a greater volume of RH waste. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: Treatldispose of RH MLLW and RH TRUW without reduction 
in volume. 
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Waste volume, m3 

End User: Waste Management. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: TBD. 

DOE End Userrnepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 

v 

Existing: 196 m3 Existing (HANOS): 204 m3, 
Projected (5 years): 3481m3 Existing (PUREX Tunnels): 

1672 m3, Projected (HANOS- 
5 years): 1690 m3 - TOTAL: 
3566 m3 

Total: 3679 m3 

L 
Waste form 

Waste stream numbers 

Contaminants and 
co-contaminants 

I I RH MLLW I RH TRUW 

Large sizes and shapes of debris Large sizes and shapes of debris 
(e.g., failed equipment) (e.g., failed equipment) 

RL-MLLW-07 HANO5 (Waste Stream 
Disposition), PUREX tunnels 
(WHC-SD-EN-ES-003, Rev.0) 

Alpha, beta, and gamma Beta and gamma radiation; 
EPA Codes D001-DO43, F001- radiation 
F005, PXXX, and UXXX 

Function of technology 

Source category 

Volume Reduction Volume reduction 

Various Hanford Programs Various Hanford Site programs 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE DECONTAMINATION OF RH TRUW DEBRIS TO SUPPORT 
RECLASSIFICATION INTO NON-TRUW CATEGORY 

Identification: RL-MW04 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations Offkernanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: “05, RH-TRU Storemew 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Remote Decontamination of RH TRUW Debris to Support Reclassification into 
Non-TRUW Category. 

NeeaYOpporlunity Category: Technologv Opportuniry - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Another approach to the volume reduction of RH TRUW materials is to 
decontaminate the waste items. The objective is to remove the TRU contamination to a level 
acceptable for disposal as contact-handled (CH) TRUW or non-TRUW. In addition, some 
decontaminated materials may be reused. Remote decontamination techniques may require 
substantial development as well as regulatory review andor approval. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The decontamination system for RH TRU must 
effectively remove radionuclides from the debris and generate minimal amount of secondary 
waste, preferably in the solid form. Decontamination processes that produce liquid secondary 
waste streams would be inconsistent with the Sitewide effort to eliminate liquid waste. The L, 
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systedequipment should have a high degree of reliability and must be easy to maintain and 
clean. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2001, to support 
the M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of the M-91 milestone facility is projected to 
begin July 2000. 

Problem Description: The anticipated sources of RH TRUW are the LLE from Hanford Site 
high-level waste (HLW) tanks (pumps, jumpers, and other ancillary equipment), the tank waste 
disposal program, and research and development (R&D) waste. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
Candidate 

Justi@ztion For Need: 

Technical: Remote handling decontamination for large heavy items does not exist, and a 
system needs to be developed. 

Regulatory: M-91 Milestone requires that a TRU/TRUM project management plan be 
completed by June 2000, and specifies a target date of September 2003 for award of 
commercial contracts to process RH and large-size TRUiTRUM. 

Environmental Safety & Health: There are occupational health concerns associated with 
processing RH waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Baseline technology is not established. 

Cultural/Sfakeholder Concerns: Increase the cost effectiveness of the cleanup. Recycle 
andor reuse materials and equipment. 

Other: None identified 

Consequences oflvot Filling Need: Higher cost to treat a greater volume of RH waste. 
Exceeding WIPP volume allocation for RH TRUW and need to conform with WIPP package 
dimensional requirements is a potential consequence. 

Ou&ourcing Potential: Potential candidate. 

Current Baseline Technologv: RH TRU waste will not be decontaminated to remove 
radionuclides that could allow RH TRU waste to 
categorized as non-TRU. 

disposed at WIPP as CH TRU or re- 

End User: Waste Management. 
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Waste volume, m3 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, L 

FDH, (509) 372-4810 

Existing (HANOS): 204 m3 
Existing (Purex Tunnels): 1672 m' 
Projected (HAN05-5 years): 1690 m3 

Total: 3566 m3 

Contractor FaciliqProject Manager: TBD 

Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

DOE End Userltepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-381 1 

Large sizes and shapes of debris (e.g. failed 
equipment) 

HANO5 (Waste Stream Disposition), PUREX 
tunnels (WHC-SD-EN-ES-003, Rev. 0) 

L I Contaminants and co-contaminants I High alpha, beta, and gamma radiation 

I Function of technoloev I Decontamination 

I Source category I Various Hanford Site programs 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE TREATMENT OF RH SOILS AND OTHER SOLID WASTES 
CONTAMINATED WITH ORGANICS 

Identification: RL-MWOS 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OfficeBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: RL-MLLW-07, M91 MLLW (RH MLLW Organic Wastes) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 
- X 

1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Remote Treatment of RH Soils and Other Solid Wastes Contaminated With 
Organics 

NeerVOpportunity Category: Technologv Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop technologies to treat RH soils and other granular materials 
contaminated with hazardous organic compounds. Low-cost remote thermal or non-thermal 
treatment methods will be needed to process the waste to meet the land disposal restrictions 
(LDR). Adding the remote handling capability to existing or emerging organic treatment 
technologies will require substantial development. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to remotely handle and 
treat RH solids, such as organic contaminated soils, to meet LDR standards. Generation of 
secondary waste is discouraged and, if unavoidable, the secondary waste must be minimized and 
preferably be in a solid form. The technology must be acceptable to the public and the L 
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4 regulators. The process must have a high degree of reliability and the system must be easy to 
maintain and clean. The system design should allow for construction of a mobile treatmentunit. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2002, to support 
M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of the M-91 milestone facility is projected to 
begin October 2002. 

Problem Description: Small volumes of FW waste containing organics are expected. Because 
the waste is remote handled and the volumes are low, it is unlikely that there will be a 
commercial capacity for treatment of the waste. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-wMo4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: No available technology to treat RH soils contaminated with hazardous organics. 

Regulatory: The M-91 Milestone requires submittal of a Management Plan that is to be 
completed in June 1999. The plan will include RH soils contaminated with hazardous 
organics. M-91 also requires that treatment be initiated by June 2008. 

Environmental Safety & Health: There are occupational and health concerns associated 
with storing and handling the RH MLLW organic waste. 

W 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Not yet available. There is no baseline plan 
to treat RH MLLW organic waste. 

CulturauStakeholder Concerns: Complete the cleanup of the Hanford Site, including small 
difficult waste streams. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The RH MLLW organic waste will remain untreated and in 
storage. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: At present there is no baseline plan to treat this waste. Likely 
technologies will be thermal treatment or an alternative organic removal or destruction 
technique. 

End User: Waste Management. 
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Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

- Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

FW MLLW soils contaminated with organics 

RL-MLL W-07 

Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: TBD. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

I Waste volume, m3 I 22.5 m3 

Beta and gamma radiation, EPA Codes DOO1-D043, 
F001-FO05, PXXX, and UXXX 

LDR technology 

Source category Various Hanford Site programs 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TREATMENT OF CH TRUW LIQUID WASTES CONTAMINATED 
WITH PCBs AND IGNITABLES 

Identifiation: RL-MW06 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OfficeLYite: Richland Operations OfficeDIanford 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: HAN-04, Contact Handled (CH) TRUW with PCBs and Ignitables (DO01 waste 
codes) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

u - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Treatment of CH TRUW Liquid Wastes Contaminated With PCBs and Ignitables 

NeetUOpportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (it. ,  technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop a technology to treat organic liquid TRUW (mostly hydraulic fluids) 
to destroy polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), remove the ignitable characteristic, and safely 
contain transuranic radionuclides. Adapting existing or emerging thermal or chemical organic 
destruction technologies to handle TRUW may require substantial development. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to remove the ignitable 
characteristic from ignitable waste and must destroy PCBs to 99.9999% destruction efficiency 
and contain TRUW radionuclides. The technology must be readily acceptable by the regulators 
(as equivalent to incineration) and the public. L 
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d Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2002, to support 
M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of the M-91 milestone TRUW facility is 
projected to begin July 2000. 

Problem Description: The WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria prohibits the disposal of TRUW 
that contains either PCBs or ignitable characteristics (D001) and therefore waste with these 
characteristics must be processed to remove the PCBs or ignitables before packaging and 
transporting to WIPP, The bulk of this waste is PCB-contaminated hydraulic fluids generated in 
1989 from the Plutonium Finishing Plant. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-wMo4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justz@cation For Need: 

Technical: No treatment capability exists for TRUW ignitable or PCB waste 

Regulatory: WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria does not allow PCBs and ignitables. The 
M-91 Milestone requires submittal of a RH TRUW Project Management Plan by June 2000. 
M-91 also requires that RH TRUW treatment be initiated by June 2005. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: There are occupational and health concerns associated .4 

with storing and handling the TRU waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Not yet available. There is no baseline plan 
to treat this waste. 

CulturaKTtakeholder Concerns: Complete the cleanup of the Hanford Site, including small 
difficult waste streams. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: The TRUW with PCBs and ignitables will remain untreated 
and cannot go to WIPP. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technologv: At present there is no baseline plan to treat this waste. Likely 
technologies will be thermal treatment or an alternative organic destruction technique. 

End User: Waste Management. 
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Function of technology 

Source category 

DOEIRL-98-01, Rev. 2 

Destroy PCBs and remove ignitables 

Various Hanford Site programs 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650 and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor FaciIi@Project Manager: TBD. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1.  

I Waste volume. m3 

I Waste form I Mostly PCB-contaminated hydraulic fluids I 
I Waste stream I.D. I HAN-04, CH TRU PCB 

I Contaminants and co-contaminants 1 Alpha I 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

NON-DESTRUCTIVE ASSAY (TVDA) OF RH TRUW (HIGH BETNGAMMA FIELD) 
TO MEET WIPP REQUIREMENTS 

Identification: RL-MWOl3 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Of icd i t e :  Richland Operations OfficeIHanford 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: HAN-05, RH-TRU Storemew (RH TRU from D&D and Tank Waste 
Programs) 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. + - 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) of RH TRUW (High BedGamma field) to Meet 
WIPP Requirements 

NeecVOpportuni?v Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop NDA technology to assay RH TRUW in high bedgamma fields 
that will meet WIPP requirements. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The RH-TRUW non-destructive assay (NDA) capability 
must be able to assay TRU elements and isotopes in a high beta-gamma dose rate environment. 
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Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2001, to support 
the M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of the M-91 milestone TRUW facility is 
projected to begin July 2000. 

Problem Description: RH-TRUW must be assayed in a certifiable manner before transporting to 
WIPP. 

e 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
Candidate 

Justipcation For Need: 

Technical: Presently no certifiable NDA technology is known to exist for high beta-gamma 
fields. 

Regulatory: The M-91 Milestone requires submittal of a RH TRUW Project Management 
Plan by June 2000. M-91 also requires that RH TRUW treatment be initiated by June 2005. 

Environmental Safety & Health: There are occupational health concerns associated with 
processing RH waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This is an enabling technology. 

CulturavsIakeholder Concerns: Increase the cost effectiveness of the cleanup. Meet 
milestones. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Missed milestones, inability to meet WIPP waste 
acceptance criteria (WAC). 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: No technology currently exists for this need. 

End User: Waste Management. 

Site TechnicalPoints-@Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376- 4650; and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor FaciIifyLProject Manager: TBD. 

DOE End Userbtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-381 1. 
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Waste volume, m3 

Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

Source category 

RH muw 
Existing (HANOS): 204 m3 
Existing (Purex Tunnels): 1672 m3 
Projected (HAN05-5 years): 1690 m3 

Total: 3,566 m3 

Large sizes and shapes of debris (e.g. failed 
equipment) 

HAN-05 (Waste Stream Disposition), 
PUREX Tunnels (WHC-SD-EN-ES-003, 
Rev. 0) 

High alpha, beta, and. gamma radiation 

Assay in “high” gamma radiation fields to 
meet WIPP requirements 

Various Hanford Site programs 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TECHNOLOGY TO DISPOSE OF 12 DRUMS OF Pu-238 (500 GIDRUM) 

Identifirtion No.: IU-MW014 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
WmteStream: TRF’38, Pu-238, (Waste from SRS) 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Technology to Dispose of 12 Drums of Pu-238 (500 gldrum). 

NeeUOpporiunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (Le., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop methods to retrieve, package, treat, and dispose of 12 drums of *’*Pu 
(500g/drum) from the Hanford Site low-level burial ground (LLBG). 

Functional Performance Requirements: The systems must be capable of safely retrieving, 
packaging, treating, and transporting the 12 drums of 23*Pu for disposal. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2001 to support 
M-91 facility commitments. Conceptual design of,the M-91 milestone TRUW facility is 
projected to begin in July 2000. 

L- 
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4 Problem Description: Currently no methods exist for retrieving, packaging, h d  disposing of the 
12 drums of 238Pu. The material is currently identified on the EM-30 Disposition Maps 
(alternative case) as being shipped to the Savannah River Site (SRS) for disposal. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Currently no methods exist for retrieving, packaging, treating, and disposing of 
the 12 drums of 238Pu. 

Regulatory: TBD. 

Environmental Safety & Health: TBD. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): TBD. 

CulturaVSlakeholder Concerns: TBD. 

Other: TBD. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Missed milestone, long-term storage of waste because of 
inability to dispose of it. 

Outsourcing Poiential: Limited. 

Current Baseline Technology: Repackaging to meet WIPP criteria for allowable 238Pu would 
result in thousands of drums. 

End User: Waste Management. 

Site Technical Points+Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor FacilityRroject Manager: TBD. 

DOE End UserHtepresentative Point-of-Coniact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-E,  (509) 376-381 1. 
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Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

I Waste volume, m3 1. 12 drums of 238Pu I 
Solid 

TW38 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

Alpha 

Disposal of 238Pu waste 

I Source category I Came from savannah River Site I 
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L‘ TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SYSTEM TO RETRIEVE RH TRUW FROM CAISSONS 

Identifcation No.: RL-MWOl6 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Of$ceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: HANOS, RH-TRU Stored/New 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facilitylcaissons 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: System to Retrieve RH TRUW from Caissons. 

NeetVOpportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Alpha caissons are cylindrical, underground receptacles used to store RH- 
TRUW. This need description covers all Hanford Site Areas including the 600 Area. There are 
five alpha caissons in the Hanford Site 218-W-4B1200 West Area Burial Ground. The alpha 
caissons, located 14 ft  below grade, are accessed by a 3-ft-diameter fill chute and a 1-ft-diameter 
ventilation shaft. A shipment, typically one to eight waste containers, would be transferred to the 
caissons by inverting the shipping cask and allowing the containers to fall randomly into the 
S-shaped fill chute. The majority of the waste was packaged in 1-gallon cans (approximately 
97% of the caissons inventory), but some 5-gallon containers, 2-gallon containers, and 
miscellaneous hot cell equipment also were deposited in the caissons. 
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Based on engineering studies done to date, the preferred retrieval method is to extract the waste ,d 
through the fill chute with a robotic arm. Because of the possibility of ruptured containers, loose 
fines, and other solid waste forms, the robotic arm must be adaptable enough to extract a wide 
range of shapes and sizes of solids. After bringing the waste into a portable, shielded enclosure 
located over the caisson, it must then be packaged and transferred to a shielded transfer cask. 
The waste would then be transferred to the future M-91 facility for treatment. Development of: 
1) remote systems to retrieve the waste forms from the caissons, 2) screening systems to identify 
non-TRUW material for alternative processing, and 3) packaging systems are required. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Retrieval equipment must meet access limitations of 
caissons and be capable of remotely removing, screening and packaging various caisson RH- 
TRU waste forms. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2003 to support 
the planned retrieval of TRUW from the alpha caissons in 2006. 

Problem Description: No technology currently exists to retrieve, screen, and package RH- 
TRUW from the caissons for eventual treatment at the M-91 facility. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: No technology currently exists to retrieve, screen, and package RH-TRUW from 
the caissons for eventual treatment at the M-91 facility. 

Regulatory: TRUW material to be disposed of at WIPP. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: There are occupational health concerns associated with 
retrieving, screening, and packaging RH-TRUW. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): No baseline. 

CulturauStakeholder Concerns: The RH-TRUW in caissons must be retrieved for treatment 
and proper disposal. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The RH-TRUW would have to be left in the caissons until 
it can safely and economically be removed. 

Outsourcing Potential: Moderate. 
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Current Baseline Technology: None 

End User: Waste Management. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, W H ,  (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

u 

Waste stream I.D. 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Contractor FaciIirj@roject Manager: TBD. 

HANOS 

Alpha, beta and gamma radiation 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 

u 

I Waste volume. m3 I 2 5  m3 I 

Function of technology 

Source category 

Retrieve, screen and package caisson RH-TRUW 

Various Hanford Site programs 

I Waste form I RH-TRUW solids I 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TREATMENT OF MLLW BATTERIES 

Identijiction No.: RL-MWOI 7 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OfficeASite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: RL-MLLW-05, Elemental Lead 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- X 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Treatment of MLLW Batteries. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technologv Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (Le., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop and demonstrate a technology for treating MLLW lead acid and 
cadmium batteries to meet LDRs. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The technology must be able to treat MLLW batteries 
to meet LDR. Current non-radioactive Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 
(RCRA) treatment requires recovery of battery metals by thermal treatment. 

Schedule Requirements: Wastes are now stored under Federal Facility Compliance Agreement 
(FFCA) exemption from the I-year storage prohibition granted to the US. Department of Energy 
(DOE). If the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) removes this exemption, DOE 

L 
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would have 1 year to meet requirements. No schedule currently exists for removal of the storage 
prohibition exemption. 

Problem Description: Currently not permitted to dispose of MLLW batteries. 

i /  

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justrycation For Need: 

Technical: Technology does not exist to treat MLLW batteries to meet LDR. 

Regulatory: Currently not allowed to dispose of MLLW batteries. 

Environmental Safety & Health: There are occupational and health concerns associated 
with storing and handling the MLLW batteries. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturaLStakeholder Concerns: Disposal or treatment of batteries is an expected outcome. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Inability to dispose of MLLW batteries will prolong the 
storage of a chemically active waste. 

Outsourcing Potential: Poor, due to small quantity. 

End User: Waste Management. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, 
FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor FacZ@Project Manager: TBD 

DOE End UserbZepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-381 1 .  
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Waste volume, m3 Current inventory- Two drum equivalents of lead acid 
batteries and two drum equivalents of cadmium 
batteries 

1 Waste form I MLLW batteries I 

~~ 

Function of technology 

Source category 

1 G t e  stream I.D. 

Processing (meet LDR) 

Various Hanford Site programs 

I i M L L W - 0 5  

Contaminants and co-contaminants Lead acid and cadium, low levels of alpha, beta and I I gamma radiation I 
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‘W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TREATMENT OF MLLW MERCURY WASTES 

Identification No.: RL-MWOl8 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Of f i ce / s :  Richland Operations Ofice/Hanford 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: RL-MLLW-06, Elemental Mercury (partially amalgamated) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Facility: Future M-91 facility 

Priori& Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: “Paths to Closure” (ACPC) priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

- 

Need Title: Treatment of MLLW Mercury Wastes. 

NeecVOpportuni~ Category: Technologv Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (Le., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Develop and demonstrate a technology for treatment of CH MLLW mercury 
wastes to meet LDR. Two categories of mercury waste exist; high mercury subcategory waste 
with greater than 260 ppm Hg sludge and solids, and amalgamated mercury (approximately two- 
thirds of existing mercury is amalgamated, but does not meet RCRA treatment standards within 
the LDR. 

Functional Perfrmance Requirements: The technology must be able to treat CH MLLW 
mercury to meet LDR. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be established by the end of FY 2001 to support 
L.., M-91 facility commitments. 
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W Problem Description: The mercury waste stream does not meet established LDR treatment 
standards and requires treatment prior to disposal. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
R L - W O 4  1.2.2 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

JustijZcation For Need: 

Technical: No DOE or commercial capability is known to exist to treat MLLW mercury. 

Regulatory: The mercury waste s t r e h  does not meet established LDR treatment standards 
and requires treatment prior to disposal. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Mercury is a hazardous m a t e d .  

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): No baseline technology is available. 

CulturavSrakeholder Concerns: Disposal or treatment of CH MLLW mercury waste is an 
expected outcome. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Inability to dispose of CH MLLW mercury waste and 
prolonged storage of a hazardous waste. 

Ou&ourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: No capability exists to treat CH MLLW mercury waste to meet 
LDR. 

End User: Waste Management. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi B o d ,  Waste Management Federal Services of 
Hanford (WMH), (509) 376-4650; and Norman Olson, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH), (509) 
372-4810. 

Contractor Facili@@roject Manager: TBD. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-381 1. 
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Waste volume, m 

Waste form 

I Waste stream I.D. 

I Contaminits and co-contaminants 

1 Function of technology 
~~ ~ 

Source category 

Current- 2 m3 I 
Mercury subcategory and partially amalgamated waste 
streams 

Alpha, beta and gamma 

Dispose of mercury waste 

Various Hanford Site programs 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SOLIDIFICATION OF HIGH SALT WASTES 

Identipcation No.: RL-MWOZO 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS O f l c d i f e :  Richland Operations OfficelHanford 
Operable Unit @applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: NIA 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 200 Area Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the ”Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

\o 

Need Title: Solidification of High Salt Wastes. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: The treatment of waste water results in the generation of a secondary waste 
that is very high in salt concentration. These salts are mainly sulfate salts of sodium, calcium, 
magnesium, and potassium. These salts normally contain trace levels of inorganic hazardous 
constituents. A method for the solidification of the secondary waste is needed that meets the 
regulatory requirements for the disposal of MLLW and LLW, along with the disposal site’s 
WAC. 

Funcfional Performance Requirements: Cost-effective technology to solidify a waste stream 
with greater than 50% salt concentration. 

Schedule Requirements: Must be implemented by 2002. 
L 
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Problem Description: The waste water being treated in the 200 Area ETF contains elevated L/ 

levels of radionuclides along with organic and inorganic constituents. The organic constituents 
are destroyed in the ETF. The radionuclides and inorganic constituents are concentrated in the 
secondary waste. The secondary waste matrix consists primarily of sulfate salts including 
sodium, calcium, magnesium, and potassium. Depending on the waste water being treated, this 
secondary waste matrix contains varying levels of radionuclides and hazardous constituents. For 
the secondary waste to meet regulatory requirements and WAC for the disposal site, it will be 
necessary for some of the ETF secondary waste to be solidified. Without solidification, the 
potential exists for the secondary waste to be above the LDR treatment standards. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
RL-WMOS 1.2.3 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justijkation For Need: 

Technical: Throughput of the secondary treatment train at the ETF is reduced. 

Regulatory: Meet LDR at ERDF. 

Environmental Safefy & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): TBD. 

CuIturaVSlokehoIder Concerns: N/A. 

Other: Addition of excess caustic and sulfuric acid results in unnecessary costs. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Secondary waste that exceeds regulatory requirements or 
disposal site WAC will need to be stored until additional treatment is provided. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate, 

Current Baseline Technology: Secondary waste is treated in the ETF by evaporation and drying 
to produce a powder waste form for disposal in either the ERDF or the mixed waste trench. 

End User: Waste Management Project. 

Site Technical Points-ojXontact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; Donald Flyckt, 
WMH, (509) 372-3142; Norman Olson, FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor FacilifyProject Manager: Robert R. Bloom, WMH, (509) 373-4574. 

. 

DOE End User/Repre.sentaiive Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. d 
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Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

Waste volume, m3 I TBD 
~ 

Brine 

N/A 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

TBD 

Produce waste form to meet ERDF requirements 

Source category 

Mw-35 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT CORROSION CAUSED BY CHLORIDE 

Identification No.: RL-MW02 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Ofice/Site: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: NIA 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: 200 Area Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Control of Equipment Corrosion Caused by Chloride. 

NeetVOpportunity Categov: Technologv Opporhrniry - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: A method is needed to control or prevent chloride corrosion of stainless steel 
piping and process equipment at the ETF. Several of the waste water streams on the Hanford 
Site contain elevated levels of chloride. Stainless steel materials are used extensively in the ETF. 
Treatment of waste water with high concentrations of chloride may result in accelerated 
corrosion of the stainless steel components. 

Functional Performance Requirements: A method to control and measure the amount of 
corrosion resulting from the treatment of waste water with elevated levels of chloride. 

Schedule Requirements: Implemented by FY 2000. 

Problem Description: Stainless steel materials are subject to increased corrosion rates in the 

W avoid schedule delays). 
- X 

, 
Y presence of chloride. 
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Waste form 

'Waste stream LD. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
FU-WMO5 1.2.3 

Liquid 

NIA 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Function of technology 

Source category 

Justi3cation For Need: 

Technical: Chlorides are known to cause corrosion of stainless steel materials. 

Remove chloride 

Multiple waste water sources / 

Regulatory: Waste water containing elevated levels of chloride must be treated to meet 
discharge requirements. No other means of treatment exists on the Hanford Site. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturavSakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Higher equipment replacement cost and more down time. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

I Contaminants and co-contaminants 1 Chloride I 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF BIOLOGICAL FOULANTS 

Identi#ication No.: RL-MW022 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations Office/Hanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Wastestream: NIA . 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: 200 Area Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

X 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L. 

Need Title: Identification and Control of Biological Foulants. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Technology Opportuniw - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Waste water resulting fiom the cleanup of the Hanford Site typically has 
elevated levels of biological material. These biological foulants have an impact on the 
operability of the ETF. The identification and control of these biological foulants will 
significantly improve the ability to treat waste water. 

Functional Performance Requirements: A system to identify when biological foulants are 
present in a waste water stream and a technology to control the growth of these foulants are 
needed. 

Schedule Requirements: Implemented by 2000. 
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v Problem Description: Biological foulants interfere with the operation of waste water treatment 
systems. These foulants need to be identified and controlled. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-Wh405 1.2.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Throughput of the ETF has been affected by biological growth in the process 
systems. 

Regulatory: Waste water containing biological foulants must be treated to meet discharge 
requirements. No other means of treatment exists on the Hanford Site. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturaLstakeholder Concerns: N/A. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Higher cost to manage waste water containing elevated 
levels of biological foulants. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: Waste water containing biological foulants have previously been 
treated in the ETF. Significant down time for equipment cleaning and maintenance was 
experienced and overall throughput was reduced. 

End User: Waste Management Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; Donald Flyckt, 
WMH, (509) 372-3142; Norman Olson, FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor Facilily/project Manager: Robert R. Bloom, WMH, (509) 373-4574. 

DOE End Userbtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-381 1 .  
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Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

I waste volume, m3 I TBD I 
~ 

Liquids 

TBD 

I Contaminants and co-contaminants I Biological foulants I 
Function of technoloav I Remove bioloaical foulants I 

I Source category I various waste water sources I 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRITIUM REMOVAL FROM WASTEWATER 

Identification No.: RL-MW023 
Rate: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OficdYite: Richland Operations Ofice/Hanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: NIA 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 200 Area Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

2 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Tritium Removal from Wastewater. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technolagy capable of solving the Site’s problem (Le., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Waste water is currently treated at the Hanford Site and disposed of to the 
soil column. Some waste water contains elevated levels of tritium. The tritium decays to 
acceptable levels in the groundwater. It is likely that this practice will be subject to public 
review during the permitting and construction of the vitrification facility. A technology to 
remove low levels of tritium from waste water would greatly improve the public acceptance of 
the efforts to clean up the Hanford Site. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Reduce the concentration of tritium in a waste water 
stream from 2-3 million pCiL to less than 20,000 pCiL. 

Schedule Requirements: Cost-effective technology implemented by 2004. L 
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.4 Problem Description: A cost-effective technology does not exist for the reduction of low levels 
of tritium in waste water. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-W05 1.2.3 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: A cost-effective method for removing dilute amounts of tritium from water is 
needed. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): N/A. 

CulturausIakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders have recently shown increased concern with 

currently within allowable discharge limits and that studies have shown there is no risk to 
protecting the groundwater. Public sentiment may outweigh the facts that discharges are .. 

- 
public health and safety. 

Other: N/A. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Adverse public perception may result in additional 
oversight, taking finding away from cleanup activities. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good candidate. 

Current Baseline Technology: No cost-effective technology currently exists to remove tritium 
from waste water streams. The ETF treatment process is not effective on tritium contamination. 

End User: Waste Management Hanford, Inc. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; Donald Flyckt, 
WMH, (509) 372-3142; NO~III~II Olson, FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor Facilityh’roject Manager: Robert R. Bloom, WMH, (509) 373-4574. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-ofiContact:, ,Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 
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waste volume, m3 

Waste fonn 

1 to 4 million gallons per year 

Liauid 

Waste stream I.D. 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

I Function of technology I TO remove tritium from water I 

N/A 

Tritium 

I Source category 1 various waste water sources I 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

NON-DESTRUCTIVE ASSAY (NDA) OF CH TRUW TO MEET WIPP 
REQUIREMENTS FOR BURIAL BOXES - CERTIFICATION OF BOXED WASTE 

ASSAY SYSTEM (BWAS) 

Identificntion: E-MW025 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Offlcdite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): 
Waste Stream: HAN02, CH TRU Suspect Boxes; HAN03, CH TRU Storemew (CH TRU 
from D&D, Central Waste Facility, and Tank Waste Programs) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: 2336-W Waste Receiving and Processing Facility (WRAP) 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
.W‘ 

X - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) of Burial Boxes Containing CH TRUW. 

NeecVOpportunity Categov: Technology Opportunity - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology. 

Need Description: Certify that the BWAS NDA technology will meet CH TRUW WIPP 
requirements. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The CH-TRUW NDA capability must be able to 
assay TRU elements and related isotopes inside burial boxes. Specific nuclides are: 
Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Am-241, Cs-137, Sr-90, U-233, Pu-242, U-238, and U-234. 

Schedule Requirements: The BWAS NDA technology needs to be certified by the end of 
FY 2000, to support WIPP audit schedule commitments. b 
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d Problem Description: Boxed CH-TRUW must be assayed in a certifiable manner before 
transporting to WIPP. The BWAS NDA equipment cannot be fully deployed without 
completing the certification process for WIPP shipments. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.02.02.04 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Presently no NDA technology has been certified for burial boxes. 

Regulatory: Must meet Transportation requirements. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: There are no occupational health concerns associated with 
processing CH waste using the box waste assay system (BWAS). 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This is an enabling technology 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: Increase the cost effectiveness of the cleanup. Meet 
milestones. 

Other: None identified. \-J 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Missed milestones. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good. 

Current Baseline Technology: No certified technology currently exists for this need. 

End User: Waste Management Programs. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Michael Purcell, Numatec Hanford Corporation ("C), 
(509) 373-3240; Larbi Bounini, Waste Management Federal Services of Hanford (WMH), (509) 
376- 4650; and Norman Olson, FDH, (509) 372-4810. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: Lee W. Roberts, WMH, (509) 376-5657. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-qf-Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 
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Waste volume, m3 

Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 
Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

Source category 

Boxed CH TRUW 

Existing: 7,099 m3 

Projected: TBD 

Total: 7,099 m3 

Solid components in burial boxes 

HAN02 andHAN03 

Specific nuclides of interest are: Pu-238, Pu- 
239, Pu-240, Am-241, (3-137, Sr-90, U-233, 

Assay boxed CH TRUW to meet WIPP 
requirements 

Various Hanford Site programs 

Pu-242, U-238, and U-234. 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

GETTER FOR HYDROGEN 

Idenflycation No.: RL-MW026 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS OflceLJite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: HANOI, CH TRU Suspect Drums; HAN02, CH TRU Suspect Boxes; HAN03, 
CH TRU Stored/New; HANOS, RH-TRU Stored/New (TRUW from D&D, Central Waste 
Facility and Tank Waste Programs) 
Waste Management Unit (if  applicable): NIA 
Facility: 2336 Waste Receiving and Processing Facility (WRAP) 

Site Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. L - 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Getter for Hydrogen. 

Need Description: Gettering of hydrogen in air inside drums and boxes containing TRU and 
other nuclear materials is required to ensure that explosive limits are not reached nor approached 
inside these containers. 

Functional Perfomartnee Requiremenfs: The hydrogen getter must be highly efficient and must 
maintain its gettering efficiency over a wide range of temperatures, pressures, and humidity 
levels, and in a variety of transportation environments. Getter performance must not be impaired 
by the presence of volatile organic carbon (VOC) and must maintain its affinity to hydrogen over 
the range of use conditions. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology needs to be deployed by the end of CY 2000 to support 
the shipment of CH-TRU waste to WIPP and nuclear materials to the SRS. 

L 
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Problem Description: Technology is needed to mitigate the production of hydrogen gas 
generation in packages used to ship the Hanford Site waste. The gettering material will have 
applications in the shipment of CH-TRU waste to WIPP and the shipment of nuclear materials to 
the SRS. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO4 1.02.02.04 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justixcation For Need: 

Technical: A gettering material that functions well in broad transportation environments is 
not available. 

Regulatory: Shipment of materials from the Hanford Site to offsite destinations: 
NUREG-1 609, Standard Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Radioactive Material 
(DRAFT), (NRC 1997) requires that a package demonstrate that hydrogen and other 
flammable gases make up less than 5% by volume of the total gas inventory within any 
confined volume. 

Shipment of materials on the Hanford Site: Implementation Guide for Use with DOE 
0 460. IA  Packaging and Transportation Sa@& requires transportation safety documents to 
follow the guidance of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission OJRC) regulatory guides. W 

Environmental SaJeV & Health: There are safety concerns associated with shipping 
flammable quantities of gas mixtures and radioactive materials. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Not yet established. The getter is likely to 
have applications in the shipment and repackaging of CH TRU waste that will be shipped to 
WIPP. Criteria for drum packaging are based on hydrogen gas generation. If the getter 
mitigates hydrogen gas generation in drums, it may allow for a reduction in the total number 
of drums to be shipped. The current estimate for CH TRU drum equivalence of waste on the 
Hanford Site is 128,000 drums. Additionally, savings may be realized in the shipment of 
nuclear materials to the SRS. 

CulturalBtakeholder Concerns: Facilitate shipmentbf CH TRUW to WIPP and closure of 
the Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP). .. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: Delays in closure of PFP. Increased cost due to increased 
number of CH TRU waste drums. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good. 
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Waste volume, m3 
(Figures represent the total waste volume to 
be shipped to WIPP, only a portion of which, 
TBD, will require hydrogen gettering) 

Current Baseline Technology: Hydrogen gas getters have been studied at the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL) as part of the TRUPACT-I1 Payload Expansion Plan, but have been 
shown to be poisoned by VOCs and carbon monoxide. It is important that the getter is not 
adversely affected by poisons and will respond favorably to other transportation environments as 
well. 

-4 

Existing: 12,100 m3 

Projected: 6600 m3 

Total: 18.700 m3 

End User: Waste Management Programs. 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: Larbi Bounini, WMH, (509) 376-4650; Norman Olson, FDH, 
(509) 372-4810. 

Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: Lee W. Roberts, WMH, (509) 376-381 1. 

DOE End UserLRepresentative Point-ofiContact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 

Waste form 

Waste stream I.D. 

Contaminants and co-contaminants 

Function of technology 

Source category 

L 

Solid components in various containers 

HANOl , HAN02, HAN03 and HANO5 

Alpha, beta and gamma radiation 
Reduce risk of TRUW container explosion 
by gettering hydrogen 

Various Hanford Site Droarams 

I I TRUW for WIPP 
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FY 2000 MIXED WASTE 
SCIENCE NEEDS INDEX 

NEEDS TITLE 
Non-Intrusive, Non-Destructive Characterization Methods 
for Hazardous Chemical Components of Mixed Low-Level 
Waste 
New/Improved Technology for the Determination of 
Organic Constituents in Small Waste Samples 
Technology to Determine Radionuclide Speciation in Waste 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

NON-INTRUSIVE, NON-DESTRUCTIVE CHARACTERIZATION METHODS FOR 
HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL COMPONENTS OF MIXED LOW-LEVEL WASTE 

Identification No.: RL-MWO7-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Mixed Waste 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OfficeManford 
Operable Unit: NJA 
Waste Stream: RL- MLLW-04 & RL-MLLW-07 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: CWC, WRAP, Future M-91 Facility 

Site Priorig Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b 

Need Title: Non-Intrusive, Non-Destructive Characterization Methods for Hazardous Chemical 
Components of Mixed Low-Level Waste. 

Need Description: Development of non-intrusive, non-destructive methods to identify and 
measure non-radionuclide, RCRA hazardous components of mixed low-level. Non-destructive, 
non-intrusive methods exist for measuring radionuclide components, but currently no known 
technique exists for detection and quantification of non-radionuclide, hazardous components 
within a waste drum. There is a special need for the measurement of volatile and semi-volatile 
organic compounds and for measuring PCBs in solid materials at RCRA hazard levels. 
Contaminates that are of primary interest include: acretonitrile, acrolein, aluminum, barium, 
cadmium, calcium oxide, carbon disulfide, chlorine gas, chloroform, chromium 111, copper ion, 
cyanide ion, dichloromethane, fluorine (gas), fluoride ion, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen fluoride, 
kerosene, lead, mercury, nickel, nitric acid, nitrobenzene, polystyrene, potassium hydroxide, 
pyridine, silver chloride, sodium cyanide, sodium, hydroxide, toluene, tributyl phosphate, and 
triethylamine. 

i, 
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u Functional Performance Requirements: Cost-effective characterizatiodverification methods 
for MLLW prior to LDR treatment. 

Schedule Requirements: Technology if available could be deployed anytime after calendar 
year 2000. 

Problem Description: Much of the Hanford Site's MLLW will be treated by offsite commercial 
vendors. There is a high cost associated with the present baseline of opening drums for sampling 
and characterizing the waste prior to treatment. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
FU-WMO6 NIA 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: A certifiable non-intrusive sampling technology for hazardous chemicals is 
needed. 

Regulatory: Shipment of materials from the Hanford Site to offsite destinations requires 
sampling for drum content documentation. 

Environmental Safety & Health: There are safety Concerns associated with shipping 
hazardous chemicals. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Not yet established; it is expected that 
certifying a non-intrusive sampling technology would be expensive. 

CulturaLStakeholder Concerns: Facilitate transportation of waste drums. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: None identified. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good. 

Current Buseline Technologv: Baseline technology is intrusive sampling for chemical analysis. 

End User: Waste Management Programs. 

Site Technical Points-qf-Contact: Lmbi Bounini,, , Waste Management Federal Services of 
Hanford (WMH), (509) 376-4650; Norman Olson, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH), (509) 
372-4810. 
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Contractor Facilify/Projeet Manager: Bany V. Bunow, WMH, (509) 373-7516. 

DOE End Usermepresentative Point-oficontact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-38 1 1. 

W . 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

NEWlIMPROVED TECHNOLOGY FOR THE DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC 
CONSTITUENTS IN SMALL WASTE SAMPLES 

Identification: RL-MWO27-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Management 
Ops OflceASite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford 
Operable Unit (ifapplicuble): NIA 
Waste Stream: TRU(TRF’M91) and Tank Waste Programs (RL-HLW-23) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Waste Management Laboratory 

Site Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Technology For The Determination Of Organic Constituents in Small Waste 
Samples. 

Need Description: Analytical techniques for aqueous solutions and solid materials that can 
provide accurate results with 100 to 1000 times less sample material than currently available 
techniques for the determination of organic constituents. 

Functional Performance Requirement: The method must be able to meet regulatory data 
quality objectives (DQO) requirements while reducing sample size requirements by a minimum 
of 100 times over currently available methods. 

Schedule Requiremenk: A method must be developed by the end of FY 1999 to be used from 
the onset of regulatory DQO efforts. 

Problem Description: The collection of radioactive andor mixed waste samples, as well as their 
analysis results in measurable radiation exposure and increased risks associated with handling L, 
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these materials. After the analytical process is completed, they become a secondary waste stream 

100 to 1,000 times smaller than current methods require, will result in measurable benefits in the 
area of waste minimization from the analytical process. The ability to use smaller samples (when 
allowed by project specific DQOs) will reduce laboratory and sampling personnel exposure to 
radiation and/or radioactive/hazardous materials. The hazards associated with the transportation 
samples will also be reduced by employing this technology. 

that requires management. The ability to meet analytical DQO utilizing sample sizes from d 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
IU-WMO6 NIA 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justi#ication for Need: Currently no analytical method employed for analysis of waste on the 
Hanford Site meets the specified requirement. 

Consequence for Not Filling Need: Increased radiation exposure and risks to employees from 
hazardous materials. Increased sampling and analytical costs from the infrastructure, planning, 
resources, and waste disposal required to analyze larger, more radioactive samples. 

Outsourcing Potential: Limited. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current technology may require new or additional laboratory 
facilities to meet the Site analytical needs. 

End User: Waste Management Laboratory. 

Site Technicd Point-of Contact: Dr. Mark Marcus, , Waste Management Federal Services of 
Hanford (WMH), (509) 373-3026. 

Contractor Faci/i@Projecf Manager: Robert J. Giroir, WMH, (509) 373-461 7. 

DOE End UserRepresentative Point-of Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-IU, (509) 376-381 1. 

v 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNI’MES STATEMENT 

TECHNOLGY TO DETERMINE RADIONUCLIDE SPECIATION IN WASTE 

U 

Identification: RL-MW028-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Management 
Ops Of lcd i te :  Richland Operations OfficeiHanford 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Tank Waste Programs (RL-HLW-23) 
Waste Management Unit fiy applicable): NIA 
Facility: Waste Management Laboratory 

Site Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

- 

Need Title: Technology to Determine Radionuclide Speciation in Waste. 

Need Descriptwn: The Hanford Analytical Laboratory Operations Strategic Plan (Value 
Engineering Study) identified radionuclide speciation as a critical need to the tank waste and 
vitrification programs. 

Functional Performance Requirement: The method must be able to determine the oxidation 
states of metallic radionuclides in Hanford Site tank waste. 

Schedule Requirements: A method must be developed by FY 2001 to meet tank safety and 
regulatory needs. 

Problem Description: While the technology is commercially available, methods have not been 
developed for application.to specific problems associated with Hanford Site waste. Of 
immediate importance is the determination of metallic oxidation states and associated anions for 
optimizing glass formulations during the waste vitrification process. This type of data would be 
invaluable to laboratories for developing analytical methods, particularly for sample preparation L 
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methods and for eliminating interferences to the determination of specific analytes. Speciation 
data could also provide valuable insight into how the various radionuclides behave in the 
environment with respect to various transport mechanisms. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMO6 NIA 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justi#ication for Need: Currently no analytical method employed for analysis of waste on the 
Hanford Site meets the specified requirement. 

Consequence for Not Filling Need: Specific problems related to tank waste safety, 
characterization. and vitrification will not be solved. 

Ou&ourcing Potential: Limited. 

Current Baseline Technology: There is no current baseline technology that will meet this need. 

End User: Waste Management Laboratory. 

Site Technicul Point-of Contact: Dr. Mark Marcus, , Waste Management Federal Services of 
Hanford (WMH), (509) 373-3026. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Robert J. Giroir, WMH, (509) 373-4617. 

DOE End User/Representative Point-of Contact: Ellen Dagan, DOE-RL, (509) 376-381 1 .  ' 

v 
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Old 
(FY99) 

RL-MWOI 

RL-MWO2 

Commentary on FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs Process for Mixed Waste 

New 
(FYOO) 

RL-MWOI 

RL-MW02 

The FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs were submitted by Waste Management Federal 
Services of Hanford, Inc. (WMH). Four of the nineteen FY 1999 technology needs were deleted 
and one new technology need was added. Five of the six science needs from FY 1999 were 
deleted and two new science needs were added. All changes are noted in the following FY 1999- 
FY 2000 Crosswalk table. 

- -  
volume and schedule 
requirements. 
Improved need definition. 
Updated applicable waste 
volume and schedule 
requirements. 
Deleted. This need is no 
longer the responsibility of 
WMH. RPP has deployed 
acceptable technology. 
BWHC is developing 
technology for unique 
applications. Recommend 
transfer to D&D subgroup if 
further development is 
required. 

requirements. 
Updated schedule 

Updated schedule 
requirements. 

Updated schedule 
requirements. 

FY 1999 - FY 2000 MIXED WASTE 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS CROSSWALK 

WM-OI 

WM-04 

WM-04 

WM-04 

Need Title 

Remote Macroencapsulation 
of RH MLLW Debris 

Remotely Controlled 
SizeNolume Reduction 
Techniques for RH MLLW 
and RH TRUW 
Remote Characterization to 
Distinguish TRUW from 
Non-TRUW Portions of 
Various-Sized Debris in a 
High BetdGamma Field 

Remote Decontamination of 
RH TRUW Debris to Support 
Reclassification into Non- 
TRUW Category 
Remote Treatment of RH 
Soils and Other Solid Wastes 
Contaminated with Organics 
Treatment of CH TRUW 
Liquid Wastes Contaminated 
with PCBs and Ignitables 

Changes in FY 2000 
Revision 

Updated applicable waste WM-OI 
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1 be treated under a 
‘d 

RL- Getter for Hydrogen New - April 1999 Wh4-04 
MW026 
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Deleted. Too broad. 
NDMNDA techniques 
accomplish the same. Need 
RL-MW07-S has the same 
objective. 
Deleted. This is general 
health physics need that is 
not specific to waste 
management or to mixed 
wastes. Technologies exist. 
Deleted. Too broad. This a 
general ER or regulatory 
need. Recommended 
transfer to Subcon Focus 
Area. 
New 

Need Title 

Non-Intrusive, Non-Destruc- 
tive Characterization Methods 
for Hazardous Chemical 
Components of Mixed Low- 
Level Waste 
Develop Non-Destructive 
TRUhJon-TRU Characteri- 
zation/Radionuclide Mapping 
Methods for Contaminated 
Remotely Handled (RH) TRU 
Waste 
Fundamental Understanding 
of the Mechanism for Encap- 
sulation of Radionuclides and 
Hazardous Components 
During Microencapsulation or 
Stabilization 
Development of Analytical 
Techniques that Extract 
Information about a Waste 
Stream or Sample Without 
Extracting any Material 
Methods to Remove Ingested 
or Inhaled Radioactivity from 
an Individual 

WM-06 

ConceptslMethods for the 
Prevention of Migration of 
Radionuclides and Hazardous 
Components from Buried 
Radioactive Wastes 
Technology for the Determin- 
ation of Organic Constituents 
in Small Waste Samples 
Technology to Determine 
Radionuclide Speciation in 
Waste 

Changes in FY 2000 1 PBS 

Deleted. Not a science need. 
Gamma camera and scanner 
technologies exist, are being 
used for this purpose, and 
appear to be adequate. 

Deleted. No longer relevant 
need. 
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SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS 

FY 2000 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
NEEDS STATEMENTS 
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ID # 

FY 2000 SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS STATEMENTS INDEX 

NEEDS TITLE 

v 

RL-SSOI 

RL-sso2 

RL-SS03 

RL-SS04 

RL-SS23 
RL-SSO5 

RL-SS06 

RL-SS07 
RL-SSO8 

RL-SS09 

RL-SSIO 

RL-SSI 1 

RL-SSI2 

RL-SS24 

RL-ss13 

RL-ss14 

Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Carbon Tetrachloride in the 
Vadose Zone and Groundwater 
Improved, Real-Time, In-Line Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in 
Process Water 
Improved, Real-Time. In Situ Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in 
Groundwater 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in 
Groundwater 

____ 

Improved, Ex Situ Remediation of Chromium in Groundwater 
Improved, Real-Time. In-Line Detection of Hexavalent Chromium 
in Process Water 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in 
Groundwater 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 
Improved, Real-Time, In-Line Detection of Strontium-90 in Process 
Water 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Strontium-90 in 
Groundwater 
Improved Technologies for DetectionDelineation of Burial Ground 
Contents and Subsurface Geolotzical Boundaries 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in the 
Vadose Zone 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or 
More of the Following Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, 
Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium-90 
Improved Ex Situ Treatment of Soils Contaminated with Lead and 
Other TCLP Metals 
Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During Excavation for Heavy 
Metals with Emphasis on the Following: Lead, Chromium, Mercury, 
and Barium 
Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During Excavation for 
Radionuclides with emphasis on the Following: Uranium, 
Plutonium. and Strontium-90 
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RL-SSl5 

RL-SS16 

RL-SS 17 
RL-SS 18 
RL-SS 19 

RL-SS20 
RL-SS25 

RL-SS26 

Vadose Zone 

RL-SS27 

RL-SS28 

RL-SS29 

RL-SS30 

RL-ss3 1 

Groundwater 
RL-SS32 

RL-ss33 

ID#  I NEEDS TITLE 
Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil 
Contamination of One or More of the Following Heavy Metals: 
Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, and Lead 
Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil 
Contamination of One or More of the Following Radionuclides: 
Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium-90 
Long-Life Waste Isolation Surface Barrier 
Improved Handling and Segregation of TRU Waste (Debris) 
Detection, Handling and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials in 
Burial Grounds 
Improved Methods for Debris Handling and Segregation 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support 
Characterization and Remediation 
Improved Methods for Determining Distribution of Beta Emitting 
Contaminants in Subsurface Soils 

Use of Field Data from Representative Sites to Elucidate Controlling 
Features and Processes for Contaminant Distribution 
Understand, Quantify and Develop Descriptions of Reactions and 
Interactions Between Contaminants of Concern and Vadose Zone 
Sediments 
Develop Descriptions of Contaminant Flow and Transport in the 
Vadose Zone 
Understand and Quantify Water Movement in the Vadose Zone 
Using Uncontaminated Field Sites 
Provide Advanced Characterization Tools and Methods to Delineate 
Contaminant Plumes in the Vadose Zone and Relate Plume 
Distribution to the Distribution of Geochemical and 
Hydrogeological Properties 

Understand and Quantify the Relationship Between Contaminant 
Sources, Vadose Zone Plume Properties, and Groundwater Plume 
Properties at Hydrologic Boundaries with a Focus on the 
Groundwater-Vadose Zone Interface 
Provide Means to Delineate Regional Groundwater Plumes in Three 
Dimensions and Define a Scientific Basis for Addressing Scaling 
Issues in Hanford Groundwater 
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L' RL-SS40 

I D #  1 NEEDS TITLE 

Provide a Method to Develop Mass Balance (Le., Holistic) Inventory 
Estimates 

I 

RL-ss34 I Understand, Ouantifv. and Develop Descriotions of Bioeeochemical 

RL-ss35 

_ .  - .~ 

1 Reactions and Interactions Between Contaminants of Concern and 
Aauifer Sediments to Describe Biochemical Reactive Transuort 
Provide Means to Quantify the Flux of Contaminants Between the 
Groundwater and the Columbia River 

River 
RL-SS36 

RL-ss37 

RL-SS38 

RL-ss39 

Provide Means to Integrate Regional-Scale Phenomena into 
Assessments of Contaminant Transport and Impacts Within the 
Columbia River 
Provide Methodology to Relate Information Derived from Sitewide- 
Scale Groundwater Flow Modeling to the Various Scales Associated 
with Assessing Impacts in The River Environment 
Understand, Quantify, and Develop Descriptions of Transport and 
Transformation of Groundwater-Derived Contaminants of Concern 
in the River 
Understand and Provide Means to Ouantifv the Impacts of River 

~ 

Contamination on Receptors 

RL-SS42 I Provide Method for More Accurate Estimates of Waste Constituent 
1 Release Rates and Modes from Waste 
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Y TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

COST-EFFECTIVE, IN SITU REMEDIATION OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE IN 
THE VADOSE ZONE AND GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SSOl 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 200-ZP-1,200-ZP-2 
Was@ Stream: Groundwater (200-ZP-1) (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: 
MLLW GW 100/200 Area), Soils (200-ZP-2) (Disposition Map Designation: ER-14: LLW Soils 
200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

w 

Need Title: Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Carbon Tetrachloride in the Vadose Zone and 
Groundwater 

NeeiUOpportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: In situ remediation of carbon tetrachloride (CC1,) into simpler elements or 
compounds to reduce the risk to human health and the environment. In situ processes need to be 
more efficient than current baseline operations. (Also see Science needs RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, 
and RL-SS36-S) 

Functional Performance Requirements: Concentration of carbon tetrachloride in groundwater 
is not to exceed 5 ppb at the 200 Area Plateau boundary. The hctional performance 
requirements for the vadose zone are general and include maximizing mass removal and 
protection of groundwater. 
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u Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing for groundwater. The interim 
ROD will be reviewed in fiscal year (FY) 2000 for the potential identification of a final remedy. 
Soil vapor extraction (SVE) operations are ongoing for the vadose zone. The SVE system is 
currently being reviewed and further enhancements and requirements are being identified. 

Problem Description: Operable unit 200-ZP-1 underlies the Z Plant and T Plant Aggregate 
Areas located in the northern half of the 200 West Area. This operable unit addresses 
contamination in the groundwater and saturated zone soils. Carbon tetrachloride, the 
contaminant of concern, extends in groundwater over a 3.5-mi2 area. Depth to the water table is 
270 A. The ultimate remediation goal for the CCl, plume is to eliminate a sufficient amount of 
contamination so that the plume concentration will not exceed 5 ppb at the 200 Area Plateau 
boundary. A description of the groundwater plume and potential clean up scenarios is presented 
in a problem statement entitled “Carbon Tetrachloride Contamination in Groundwater Problem 
Statement.” This problem statement is available at htto:Nwww.bhi-erc.codtechnolow/tech.htm. 

An interim record of decision (ROD) has been issued requiring an interim remedial measure 
(IRM) to start treating the 2000 to 3000 ppb portion of the carbon tetrachloride plume northwest 
of Z Plant (excluding the T Plant plume). Contaminated groundwater within the operable unit is 
being pumped from the aquifer, then treated with an air-stripping unit followed by vapor-phase 
granular activated-carbon polishing. Initial modeling indicates that pump and treat will need to 
be expanded and operated for 33 to 56 years to meet stated objectives. 

Operable unit 200-ZP-2 represents the source sites and underlying unsaturated soils in the 
northern half of the 200 West Area. Co-contaminants include plutonium, americium, and other 
radionuclides. The 200-ZP-2 soil vapor extraction system was an expedited response action that 
extracts carbon tetrachloride vapor from the vadose zone, and treats the off gas with granular 
activated carbon. Although this action has successfully removed a large mass of CCI,, SVE 
operations generally have reduced efficiency when contaminant removal rates are limited by the 
time required for contamination to diffuse from less permeable portions of the soil. This appears 
to be occurring in the 200-ZP-2 area because removal efficiencies are declining, while as much 
as 50% of the estimated initial inventory remains in the soil. It is unlikely that the current SVE 
can be used to remove a large fraction of the remaining contamination in the vadose zone without 
significant expansion. 

Dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) has not been pbsitively identified in the 200 Area, but 
estimates of initial disposal quantities of CCl, indicate that free phase is possible. Therefore, 
DNAPL detection and potentially treatment in both the vadose zone and aquifer are also 
concerns. 

4 

Program Baseline Work Breakdown Structure Technology Insertion 
Summary (PBS) No.: (WBS) No.: Point (TIP) No.: 
RL-ERO8 1.4.10.1.1.08.06.17.01 (Groundwater) TIP 0006 

1.4.10.1.1.08.06.17.01 (Soils) 
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Justifcation for Need: W 

Technical: In situ remediation could potentially reduce time and cost of the current soil 
vapor extraction and groundwater pump and treat processes. 

Regulatory: If not addressed, carbon tetrachloride in groundwater is expected to migrate and 
exceed the Safe Drinking Water Act standard of 5 ppb at compliance wells at the 200 Area 
Plateau boundary. 

Environmental Safeg and Health: Possible exposure to carbon tetrachloride. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Eliminate operation and maintenance 
(O&M) costs of the existing groundwater pump-and-treat, and soil vapor-extraction systems. 

CulturaLStakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders may be sensitive to introduction of chemicals 
into the subsurface to accomplish in situ remediation. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued operation of groundwater pump-and-treat, and 
soil vapor-extraction systems to remediate carbon tetrachloride contamination. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potential may exist to employ in situ technology at other carbon 
tetrachloride-contaminated sites nationwide. 

v 

Current Baseline Technology: Contaminated groundwater is being pumped to the surface, then 
treated with an air-stripping unit, followed by vapor-phase granular activated-carbon polishing. 

Soil vapor is being extracted from the vadose zone with collection of carbon tetrachloride on 
granular activated carbon; the carbon is regenerated off site. 

Cost: The pump-and-treat IRh4 budget forecast is: FY 1999, $1 .OM; FY 2000, $1 .OM; 
FY 2001, $l.OM. Costs for complete remediation have not been calculated. However, initial 
modeling indicates that complete remediation will require 33 to 56 years and significant 
expansion of the IRM. Rough estimates for building and operating the expanded pump-and- 
treat system for this length of time range from $50M to $70M. 

The soil vapor extraction budget forecast is: FY 1999, $0.5M; FY 1999, $0.5M; FY 2001, 
$0.5M. 

Waste: Spent carbon adsorption material that is regenerated off site. 
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W’ How Long It Will Take: Initial modeling indicates complete remediation with pump and 
treat will take 33 to 56 years. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Lany M. Bagaasen, PNNL, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Poinis-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME, IN-LINE DETECTION OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 
IN PROCESS WATER 

Identification No.: RL-SSO2 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 200-ZP-1 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 
100/200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u - 

- X 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time, in-line Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in Process Water. 

Neea7Opporfunity Category: Technology Opportunity. 

Need Description: Monitoring carbon tetrachloride by discrete sampling is costly and slow. In- 
line sampling with real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations may support the 
construction of fully automated treatment systems that could substantially reduce operating costs. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The new technology must measure contaminant 
concentrations as process water passes through pipes at the influent andor effluent ends of 
treatment processes. Results must be real time and output must be transmittable through 
standard computer connections. In-line carbon tetr(lchloride detection must be sensitive to less 
than 5 ppb, which is the regulatory standard. 
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d 
Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing. The interim ROD will be 
reviewed in FY 2002 for the potential identification of a final remedy for groundwater. 

Problem Description: There are two operable units (200-ZP-1 and 200-ZP-2) in the 200 Area at 
the Z Plant and T Plant Aggregate Areas. Operable unit 200-ZP-1 underlies the Z Plant and 
T Plant Aggregate Areas located in the northern half of the 200 West Area. Source operable unit 
200-ZP-2 addresses contaminated soils. Contaminants of concern in the operable units are 
carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, and trichlorethylene. A groundwater pump-and-treat system is 
in operation at 200-ZP-1 and a vapor extraction system is in operation at 200-ZP-2. 

Presently, concentrations of carbon tetrachloride are measured by discrete sampling and analysis 
in field laboratories. These methods require approximately 24 hours for turnaround. In general, 
laboratory analytical work is highly accurate, but time delays and high cost are considered to be 
significant drawbacks. In-line monitoring would lower the analytical chemistry cost of the 
pump-and-treat projects and would support design changes to allow fully automated operation of 
the air stripping and carbon adsorption treatment systems. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
FU-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.06.17.01 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

d Justijication for Need: 

Technical: In-line sampling with real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations may 
support the construction of fully automated treatment systems that would not require the 
continued presence of human operators, thus potentially reducing operating costs. 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

Environmental Safety and Health: There are no environmental safety and health issues of 
concern with this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Improved analytical techniques may reduce 
baseline laboratory costs and would support fully automated treatment systems. 

CulturauSakeholder Concerns: None. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of quick-tum-around laboratory analytical 
methods. At present, these methods produce satisfactory analytical results but are time 
consuming and expensive and do not support design changes to allow for fully automated 
operation of the pump-and-treat systems. 
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Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Baseline Technology: Laboratory analysis. 

L 

Cost: Pump-and-treat sampling costs for carbon tetrachloride are less than $50K per year. 

Waste: None. 

How Long It Will Tuke: Operations scheduled beyond FY 2000. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Sire Technicul Points-of-Contact: Scott W .  Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagmen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor FuciligProject Munuger: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-UserLtepresentutive Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

L 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME, IN SITU DETECTION OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 
IN GROUNDWATER 

Identifiation No.: RL-SSO3 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations OficeManford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 200-ZP-1 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 
1001200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facili@: NIA 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W - 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in Groundwater 

NeeNOpportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Monitoring carbon tetrachloride by discrete sampling is costly and time 
consuming. In situ monitoring would reduce the labor-intensive process of sampling, handling, 
and shipping samples for analysis. Purge water production and associated disposal or treatment 
requirements would be minimized or eliminated. In situ monitoring would also aid in situations 
where monitoring site access is difficult and costly, or where conditions may pose safety hazards 
to samplers. In situ measurement in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells would provide 
real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations. In combinations of horizontal and vertical 
profiling, this will provide highly accurate isopleths of contaminant concentrations to aid in fate 
and transport modeling and construction of remediation systems. (Also see Science needs 
RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.) 

c 
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Functional Performance Requirements: The new technology must measure contaminant 
concentrations in situ in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells. Results must be near real time 
and output must be transmittable by hardwire or telemetry to standard computer connections for 
data reduction and processing. In situ carbon tetrachloride detection must be sensitive to less 
than 5 ppb, which is the regulatory standard. In situ detectors must be of robust design and 
capable of operating for long periods without maintenance in the specified environments. The 
technology should be able to make measurements at multiple discreet depths within a well to 
allow for vertical plume profiling that enhances the three-dimensional understanding of the 
plume. 

Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat systems are presently in operation. The ROD will be 
reviewed in FY 2002 for the potential identification of a final remedy. Initial modeling indicates 
that pump and treat will need to be expanded and operated for 33 to 56 years to meet stated 
objectives. Long-term monitoring will be required to support either pump and treat continuation 
or alternative technologies. 

Problem Descriplon: The central portion of the Hanford Site where the 200 East and 200 West 
Areas are located was used for chemical separation of plutonium, processing, and waste 
management. There are two operable units (200-ZP-1 and 200-ZP-2) in the 200 Area at the 
Z Plant and T Plant Aggregate Areas. Operable unit 200-ZP-1 underlies the Z Plant and T Plant 
Aggregate Areas located in the northern half of the 200 West Area. The operable unit addresses 
contamination in the groundwater and saturated zone soils. Source operable unit 200-ZP-2 
addresses contaminated unsaturated soils associated with Z Plant operations. Contaminants of 
concern in the operable units are carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, and trichlorethylene. Carbon 
tetrachloride concentrations of 2,000 to 3,000 ppb occur in the groundwater plume northwest of 
the Z Plant. Depth to the water table in this area is about 270 ft. A groundwater pump-and-treat 
system is in operation at 200-ZP-1 and a vapor-extraction system is in operation at 200-ZP-2. 

Presently, concentrations of carbon tetrachloride are measured by discrete sampling from wells 
with analysis in analytical laboratories. Times for receipt of analytical results vary, but can 
extend to several weeks. Laboratory analytical work is highly accurate, but time delays and high 
cost are considered to be significant drawbacks. In situ monitoring could lower the analytical 
chemistry cost of remediation projects and fate and transport studies. The possibility also exists 
to incorporate in situ monitoring with existing pump-and-treat remediation systems. This would 
support design changes to allow fully automated operation of the pump-and-treat systems. In 
addition to lowering costs, a new monitoring technology that allows measurements at multiple 
discreet depths within a well will provide for improved plume characterization, better estimates 
of contaminant inventory, enhanced understanding of plume migration, and better remediation 
system design. 

e 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ERO8 1.4.10.1.1.08.06.17.01 NIA 

1.4.10.1.1.08.06.17.02 
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Justijication for Need: L 

Technical: In situ measurement in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells would provide 
real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations. Combinations of horizontal and vertical 
profiling could provide highly accurate isopleths of contaminant concentrations to aid in fate 
and transport modeling and construction of remediation systems. In situ monitoring will also 
negate the present requirement of human samplers to purge wells, collect samples, and 
transport to a certified laboratory, and dispose of waste. 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

Environmental Safety and Heulth: There are no environmental safety and health issues of 
concern with this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Cost benefit analysis of increased capital 
costs versus lower operating costs should be performed. 

CulturulBtakeholder Concerns: In situ monitoring could reduce the ‘‘traffic” around 
monitoring locations situated in or near culturally and environmentally sensitive areas. 

Other: None. 
L’ 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of laboratory analytical methods. At 
present, these methods are producing satisfactory analytical results, but are time consuming and 
expensive. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Baseline Technology: Laboratory analysis. 

Cost: Based on estimates of $1,500 sample collection cost per well, $175 per sample 
analysis cost, and 200 wells sampled once per year, the annual costs for monitoring the 
carbon tetrachloride plume is approximately $335K per year. The monitoring duration 
depends on the final remediation strategy, but is likely to last for 30 years or more. Although 
there are no current baseline plans to fund extensive plume mapping, advanced 
characterization techniques that allowed near-real-time monitoring of plume concentration, 
changes would be supported by the groundwater project. 

Costper unit: $1,500 sample collection cost per well, $175 per sample analysis. 

Waste: None. 

How Long Zt Will Toke: Beyond FY 2000. L 
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End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-ojXontact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isms, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor FucilityB'roject Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User/Rpresentative Poin&-ofXontact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

4 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

COST-EFFECTIVE, IN SITU REMEDIATION OF HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM IN 
GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SSO4 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OfficeEIanford Site 
Operuble Unitfs): 100-HR-3, 100-KR-4 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 
100/200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Ruling: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

i-/ - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

- 

Need Title: Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

NeecVOpportunity Cutegory: Technology Opportunily. 

Need Description: Cost-effective, environmentally safe and compliant in situ remediation of 
hexavalent chromium to reduce the risk to juvenile salmon in the Columbia River. (Also see 
Science needs RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.)’ 

Funcfionul Performance Requirements: 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 141 drinking 
water standard of 100 ppb; Clean Water Act ambient water quality criteria of 11 pg/L measured 
in the pore spaces of sediment in the Columbia River. Any technique implemented to obtain this 
concentration goal shall not leave any toxic, ecologically damaging, or dangerous residue or 
result in any other type of environmentally undesirable legacy. 
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d 
Schedule Requiremen&: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing. The ROD will be reviewed in 
FY 2002 for the potential identification of a final remedy. 

Problem Description: The 100-H and 100-K Areas are located along the horn of the Columbia 
River, in the northern portion of the Hanford Site, and include three nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. Primary sources of contamination in groundwater are cribs, 
French drains, trenches, ponds, retention basins, pipelines, and waste disposal sites. 
Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately discharges into the Columbia River. The principal 
contaminant is chromium, which occurs in two main plumes. The areal extent of the north 
plume is about 2,000 ft  by 4,000 ft  and the south plume is about 2,000 ft by 2,000 A. Both 
plumes have an average thickness of about 15 ft  with concentrations ranging from 60 to 600 ppb. 
Depth to the water table is 85 ft. A description of the groundwater plume and potential clean up 
scenarios is presented in a problem statement entitled “Hexavalent Chromium Contamination in 
Groundwater Problem Statement.” This problem statement is available at http://www.bhi- 
erc.com/technology/tech.htm. 

Hexavalent chromium has been identified as a contaminant of concern for juvenile salmon in the 
Columbia River. A focused feasibility study/proposed plan (August 1995) recommended a 
pump-and-treat interim remedial measure (IRM) to address chromate migration from 
groundwater to the river. An interim ROD (April 1996) for the operable units 100-HR-3 and 
100-KR-4 specified installation of a pump-and-treat systems in operable units 100-HR-3 and 
100-KR-4 to intercept chromate plumes that impact the Columbia River. The objective of the 
IRM is to protect juvenile salmon in the river substrate from exposure to hexavalent chromium. 

A technology that is currently under development and targeted at this need is the in situ 
Reduction-Oxidation (REDOX) manipulation barrier technology that injects dithionite into the 
aquifer to modify the oxidationheduction potential of the aquifer and immobilize the chromium. 
The ongoing treatability study for this barrier technology has recently undergone a peer review 
that recommends further testing. This barrier technology may be deployed to treat a portion of 
the plumes. 

Although the ISRM and the pump-and-treat IRM have been shown to be effective in the more 
concentrated portions of the plumes, technologies that can cost-effectively treat the large 
dispersed area of the chromium plumes are still required to completely and permanently reduce 
groundwater concentnltions to the required levels. 

Chromium treatment in the vadose zone is a related need. (See also Need Title: Cost-Eflective, 
In  Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in the Vadose Zone.) 

L, 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.02.08.03 TIP 0005 

1.4.10.1.1.08.02.06.04 
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Justi@cation for Need: 
L’ 

Technical: Testing has shown that hexavalent chromium is migrating to the Columbia River 
in sufficient concentration to pose a risk to juvenile salmon; in situ treatment will negate the 
requirement and current process of groundwater extraction and ex situ treatment to remove 
hexavalent chromium (in chromate form). 

Regulatory: Federal Clean Water Act ambient water quality criteria of 1 1  p a ;  40 CFR 141 
drinking water standard of 100 ppb. 

Environmental Safety und Health: Possible worker safety issues regarding handling of 
reducing chemicals, etc., although proper safety protocols should mitigate these concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Eliminate O&M costs of the pump-and-treat 
sydem. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are sensitive to introduction of chemicals into 
the vadose zone and groundwater to accomplish in situ hexavalent chromium remediation. 
Ecotoxicity and bio uptake also are stakeholder concerns. Disturbance of sensitive cultural 
areas also is a potential concern that might limit access to the surface areas above the 
contaminated plumes. 

W Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued operation of groundwater pump-and-treat 
systems to remediate hexavalent chromium contamination. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Baseline Technology: Extraction of groundwater and ex situ ion exchange treatment. 

Cost: Combined budget forecast for pump and treat IRMs at 100-HR-3 and 100-KR-4 is: 
FY 1999, $4.OM; FY 2000, $4.OM, FY 2001, $4.OM. Complete cost estimates for out years 
have not been completed. However, using O&M costs for pump-and-treat of about $4.OM 
per year for the remaining 4 years of the IRM with a discount rate of 5%, the remaining cost 
of the I R M  is on the order of $15 M. Although the IRM pump-and-treat systems are 
removing significant quantities of chromium, the planned 5-year IRM time periods will 
probably need to be extended to reduce the inventory to the point that these would represent 
permanent solutions. 

The ISRM also is scheduled for deployment to treat a portion of the 100-HR-3 plume. The 
budget forecast for the next 2 years is FY 1999, $0.6M EM-40 and $0.3 EM-50; FY 2000, 
$0.9M EM40 and $1.2 EM-50. - 
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Waste: Spent ion exchange resin disposed on site. 

How Long It Will Take: Pump-and-treat operations are scheduled beyond FY 2000. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-Userbtepresentative Point(s)-of-Contact: Fred R. Sener, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

'd 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, EX SITU TREATMENT OF CHROMIUM IN GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SS23 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OffuSite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit(.): 100-HR-3, 100-KR-4 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 
1 00/200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Improved, Ex Situ Treatment of Chromium in Groundwater 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Opportunity 

Need Description: Ex situ treatment methods for chromium-contaminated groundwater that are 
more cost effective than ion exchange. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Must treat wat& to obtain an outlet concentration of 
less than 50 pg total chromium per liter. 

Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing and will continue until at least 
FY 2002 when the interim ROD is reviewed. Improved treatment technologies that can 
demonstrate costs savings for implementations through FY 2002 are desirable. Deployments of 
technologies requiring pay back periods that extend beyond FY 2002 may be contingent on 
decisions to continue pump-and-treat operations past FY 2002. 

v 
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LJ 
Problem Description: The 100-H and 100-K Areas are located along the horn of the Columbia 
River, in the northern portion of the Hanford Site and include three nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. Primary sources of contamination in groundwater are cribs, 
French drains, trenches, ponds, retention basins, pipelines, and waste disposal sites. 
Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately discharges into the Columbia River. The principal 
contaminant is chromium, which occurs in two main plumes. The areal extent of the north 
plume is about 2,000 ft  by 4,000 ft and the south plume is about 2,000 ft by 2,000 A. Both 
plumes have an average thickness of about 15 ft with concentrations ranging from 60 to 600 ppb. 
Depth to the water table is 85 ft. 

Hexavalent chromium has been identified as a contaminant of concern for juvenile salmon in the 
Columbia River. A focused feasibility studylproposed plan (August 1995) recommended a 
pump-and-treat IRM to address chromate migration from groundwater to the river. An interim 
ROD (April 1996) for the operable units 100-HR-3 and 100-KR-4 specified installation of a 
pump-and-treat system in operable units 100-HR-3 and 100-KR-4 to intercept chromate plumes 
that impact the Columbia River. The objective of the IRM is to protect juvenile salmon in the 
river substrate from exposure to hexavalent chromium. 

Water extracted in these pump-and-treat systems is currently passed through ion exchange resins 
(Dowex-21). Ion exchange is effective and treats the groundwater to required levels. If the resin 
contains only chromium, it is regenerated and reused. The regeneration costs for resin from both 
systems that is clean enough for recycle is about $150K per year. However, the resin is not 
highly specific for chromium and, in some portions of the plume, other minor contaminants such 
as technetium are removed and concentrated to the point that the resin becomes a mixed waste 
and must be disposed of. Resin purchase and disposal costs for technetium-contaminated 
portions of the plume are $175K per year. 

d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.02.08.03 TIP 0005 

1.4.10.1.1.08.02.06.04 

Justification for  Need: 

Technical: Pump-and-treat operations have been effective in reducing the amount of 
contamination entering the Columbia River. However, this strategy may take several years to 
reduce groundwater concentrations to required levels. Therefore, more cost-effective ex situ 
groundwater treatment is one way to reduce the total cost. 

Regulatory: Federal Clean Water Act ambient water quality criteria of 11 pg/L; 40 CFR 141 
drinking water standard of 100 ppb. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: None. 
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L Cosf Suvings Potential (Morfguge Reduction): Reduce O&M costs of the baseline pump- 
and-treat system. 

CulturuKSfukeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are sensitive to introduction of chemicals into 
the vadose zone and groundwater to accomplish in situ hexavalent chromium remediation. 
Ecotoxicity and bio uptake are also stakeholder concerns. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Higher life-cycle costs for operation of baseline 
groundwater treatment system. 

Outsourcing Potenfiul: Potentially high. 

Current Buseline Technology: Extraction of groundwater and ex situ ion exchange treatment. 

Cost: Combined budget forecast for pump-and-treat IRMs at 100-HR-3 and 100-KR-4 is: 
FY 1999, $4.OM; FY 2000, $4.OM; FY 2001, $4.OM. Rough estimates of the O&M costs for 
just the ex situ treatment portions of the systems are on the order of $3SM per year. Using 
O&M costs for the ex situ portion of the pump-and-treat of about $3.5M per year for the 
remaining 4 years of the IRM with a discount rate of 5%, the remaining cost of the ex situ 
portion of the IRM is on the order of $13M. Although the IRM pump-and-treat systems are 
removing significant quantities of Chromium, the planned 5 year IRM time periods will 
probably need to be extended to reduce the inventory to the point that these would represent 
permanent solutions. 

L 

Wasfe: Spent ion exchange resin disposed on site. 

How Long Zt Will Tuke: Pump-and-treat operations are scheduled beyond FY 2000. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Sife Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W .  Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Contrucfor Fucili@flrojecf Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-Userliepresentative Points-ofiContuct; Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

L 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME, IN-LINE DETECTION OF HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM 
IN PROCESS WATER 

Identification No.: RL-SSOS 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
UPS UflcdSite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 100-HR-3, 100-KR-4 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-I 8: MLLW GW 
100/200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facili@: N/A 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time, in-line Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in Process Water. 

Neea7Opportunity Category: Technology Opportunity 

Need Description: Monitoring hexavalent chromium by discrete sampling is costly and slow. 
In-line sampling with real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations may support the 
construction of hlly automated treatment systems that could also reduce operating costs. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The new technology must measure contaminant 
concentrations as process water passes through pipes at the influent and/or effluent ends of 
treatment processes. Results must be real time and output must be transmittable through 
standard computer connections. In-line chromium detection must be sensitive to less than 50 pg 
total chromium per liter. 
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u 
Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing. The ROD will be reviewed in 
FY 2002 for the potential identification of a final remedy for groundwater. 

Problem Description: The 100-H and 100-K Areas are located along the horn of the Columbia 
River, in the northern portion of the Hanford Site, and includes three nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. Primary sources of contamination in groundwater are cribs, 
French drains, trenches, ponds, retention basins, pipelines, and waste disposal sites. 

Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately discharges into the Columbia River. The principal 
contaminant is chromium. To mitigate this contamination, Interim Remedial Measures were 
initiated at operable units 100 KR-4, and 100-HR-3. Pump-and-treat operations are costly, hence 
the desire to investigate the potential for advanced technologies to improve efficiency. 

At present, chromium concentrations at 100 KR-4 are measured by discrete sampling and 
analysis in field laboratories. These methods require approximately 24 hours for turn around. In 
general, laboratory analytical work is highly accurate, but time delays and high cost are 
considered to be significant drawbacks. A new in-line monitoring system was added to the 
100-HR-3 pump-and-treat system this year. This system is expected to reduce operations costs 
for chromium monitoring. Although this is believed to be the best system currently available, the 
system does not supply fully automated analysis and was expensive to purchase and install. This 
system may be added to the 100 KR-4 if it proves to be reliable at 100-HR-3, but systems that 
offered fully automated analysis or cost less than $25K to purchase and install would be 
considered. 

LJ 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
FU-ERO8 1.4.10.1.1.08.02.08.03 NIA 

1.4.10.1.1.08.02.06.04 

Justiycution for Need: 

Technical: In-line sampling with real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations may 
support the construction of fully automated treatment systems that could reduce operating 
costs. In addition, closer monitoring of contaminant concentrations in the process streams 
would allow operators to accurately identify contaminant breakthrough of lead columns in 
the treatment systems. This increased efficiency could ultimately reduce the amount of ion 
exchange resin used, saving money. 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

EnvironmentulSufe@ and Heulth: There are 90 environmental safety and health issues of 
concern with this technology need. 
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Cost Savings Pofential (Mortgage Reduction): Improved analytical techniques may reduce 
baseline laboratory costs and could support fully automated treatment systems. 

CulturoUSrakeholder Concerns: There are serious stakeholder concerns that 50 pg per liter 
is not protective of the ambient water quality standard. 

Other: None. 

W 

Consequences ofiVot Filling Need: Continued use of slow-turn-around laboratory analytical 
methods andor existing in-line equipment. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Currenf Baseline Technology: Laboratory analysis. In-line equipment has been installed in one 
of the pump-and-treat systems, but has not been operated long enough to determine the baseline 
costs. 

Cosf: Pump-and-treat sampling costs for chromium are less than $50K per year. 

Waste: None. 

How Long It Will Take: Operations scheduled beyond FY 2000. \J 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Sife Technical Points-of-Confacf: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc., (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagmen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Confracfor Facili@Project Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE ~ ~ d - u s e r ~ e ~ r e s e ~ t ~ t i v e  Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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u TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME, IN SITU DETECTION OF HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM 
IN GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SSO6 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Of€ice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit@: 100-HR-3, 100-KR-4 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 
1001200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facilify: NIA 

Priorify Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

- 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater. 

Neeflopportunify Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Monitoring hexavalent chromium by discrete sampling is costly and time 
consuming. In situ monitoring would reduce the labor-intensive process of sampling, handling, 
and shipping samples for analysis. Purge water production and associated disposal or treatment 
requirements would be minimized or eliminated. In situ monitoring would also aid in situations 
where monitoring sit6 access is difficult and costly, or where conditions may pose safety hazards 
to samplers. In situ measurement in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells, well points, or in 
river substrate would provide real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations. In 
combinations of horizontal and vertical profiling, this will provide highly accurate isopleths of 
contaminant concentrations to aid in fate and transport modeling and construction of remediation 
systems. (Also see Science needs RL-SS334, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.) u 
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u 
Functional Performance Requirements: The new technology must measure contaminant 
concentrations in situ in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells, well points, or in river 
substrate. Results must be near real time and output must be transmittable by hardwire or 
telemetry to standard computer connections for data reduction and processing. In situ chromium 
detection must be sensitive to less than 11 &L. In situ detectors must be of robust design and 
capable of operating for long periods without maintenance in the specified environments. The 
technology should be able to make measurements at multiple discreet depths within a well to 
allow for vertical plume profiling that enhances the three-dimensional understanding of the 
plume. 

Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing. The interim ROD will be 
reviewed in FY 2002 for the potential identification of a final remedy. Long-term monitoring 
will be required to support either pump-and-treat continuation or alternative technologies. 

Problem Description: The 100-H and 100-K Areas are located along the horn of the Columbia 
River, in the northern portion of the Hanford Site, and includes three nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. Primary sources of contamination in groundwater are cribs, 
French drains, trenches, ponds, retention basins, pipelines, and waste disposal sites. 
Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately discharges into the Columbia River. The principal 
contaminant is chromium. Depth to the water table in these areas is approximately 85 ft. To 
mitigate this contamination, interim remedial measures were initiated at operable units 

v 1 00 KR-4, and 100-HR-3. 

At present, concentrations of chromium are measured by discrete sampling from wells or river 
substrate with analysis in analytical laboratories. Time for receipt of analytical results varies, but 
can extend to several weeks. Laboratory analytical work is highly accurate, but time delays and 
high cost are considered to be significant drawbacks. In situ monitoring would lower the 
analytical chemistry cost of remediation projects and fate and transport studies. The possibility 
also exists to incorporate in situ monitoring with existing pump-and-treat remediation systems. 
This objective would support design changes to allow fully automated operation of the pump- 
and-treat systems. In addition to lowering costs, a new monitoring technology that allows 
measurements at multiple discreet depths within a well will provide for improved plume 
characterization, better estimates of contaminant inventory, enhanced understanding of plume 
migration, and better remediation system design. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.02.06.04 NIA 

1.4.10.1.1.08.02.08.03 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: In situ measurement in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells, well points, or 
in river substrate would provide real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations. 
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Combinations of horizontal and vertical profiling could provide highly accurate isopleths of 
contaminant concentrations to aid in fate and transport modeling and construction of 
remediation systems. In situ monitoring will also negate the present requirement of human 
samplers to purge wells, collect samples and transport to a certified laboratory, and dispose of 
waste. 

W 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

Environmental Sufeq and Health: There are no environmental safety and health issues of 
concern with this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Cost-benefit analysis of increased capital 
costs versus lower operating costs should be performed. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: In situ monitoring could reduce the ‘‘traffic” around 
monitoring locations situated in or near culturally and environmentally sensitive areas. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of laboratory analytical methods. At 
present, these methods are producing satisfactory analytical results, but are time consuming and 

W expensive. 

OuLsourcing Potentid: Potentially high. 

Current Baseline Technology: Laboratory analysis. 

Cost: Based on estimates of $1,500 sample collection cost per well, $90 per sample analysis 
cost, and 71 wells sampled once per year, the annual costs for monitoring the carbon 
tetrachloride plume is approximately $1 13K per year. The monitoring duration depends on 
the final remediation strategy but is likely to last for over 5 years. Although there are no 
current baseline plans to fund extensive plume mapping, advanced characterization 
techniques that allowed near-real-time monitoring of plume concentration changes would be 
supported by the groundwater project. 

Waste: None. 

How Long It Will Take: Beyond FY 2000. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 
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Site Technical PointF-oJ-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- v 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Lany M. Bagaasen, PNNL, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor Faciliiy/project Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMEDIATION OF SOLUBLE STRONTIUM-90 IN THE GROUNDWATER TO 
REDUCE RISK TO HUMAN HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT. (ALSO SEE 

SCIENCE NEEDS RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, AND RL-SS36-S) 

Identification No.: RL-SSO7 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 100-NR-2 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 
100/200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
v 

X - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Cost-Effective, in Situ Remediation of Strontium-90 in Groundwater. 

Need/Opportuni@ Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Remediation of soluble strontium-90 in the groundwater to reduce risk to 
human health and the environment. (Also see Science needs RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and 
RL-SS36-S.) 

Functional Performance Requirements: Reduce strontium-90 activity to the Safe Drinking 
Water Act criteria of 8 pCi5. 

Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing as an expedited action. An 
interim record of decision (ROD) is expected to be issued in late 1998 selecting an interim 
remedy. The interim ROD is expected to include a requirement to continue evaluation of other b 
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i /  
technologies. The interim ROD will be reviewed in FY 2007 for the potential identification of a 
final remedy. 

Problem Description: The 100-N Area is located near the Columbia River and includes one 
nuclear reactor previously used for plutonium production. In the 100-NR-2 operable unit, the 
primary sources of contamination are ditches and cribs. Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately 
discharges to the Columbia River. The principal contaminant, strontium-90 (half-life 
29.3 years), is present in groundwater at activities up to 6,000 p C i L  Maximum concentrations 
of the plume range from 4,000-6,000 pCi per liter with depth to the water table of 70 to 80 ft at 
the source. Plume thickness ranges from 13 to 40 ft. The estimated total inventory of 
contaminant in both the groundwater and soils ranges from 75 to 89 Ci. 

The immediate objective is to prevent further migration of Sr-90 into the Columbia River. The 
long-term objective is to reduce Sr-90 levels to below drinking water standards. An existing 
pump-and-treat expedited response action (ERA) has been implemented to help reduce the flux 
of Sr-90 to the river. The low mobility of the strontium-90 reduces the removal effectiveness to 
the point that natural radioactive decay removes the contamination almost as fast as the pump- 
and-treat operation combined with radioactive decay. Thus, the main purpose of the pump-and- 
treat system is for containment while natural decay reduces the source. If containment must be 
maintained until the highest concentrations in the plume (6,000 pCi/liter) decay to the Safe 
Drinking Water Act Standard of 8 pCi/liter, the aquifer will need to be contained for 280 years. 

A stated desire of the Hanford Advisory Board is to develop technologies to remove 
strontium-90 in the groundwater near the river with an in situ process such as soil flushing. 
There is a strong preference towards contaminant removal. An important consideration with any 
contaminant removal process is to ensure complete capture of any mobilized contaminant. 
Although this is a stated desire, other containment and immobilization strategies are still being 
considered if removal proves to be impractical. 

This problem is currently being assessed using the innovative treatment remediation 
demonstration (ITRD) process. This process reduces communication and regulatory barriers and 
develops an operational test and evaluation program that leads to implementation of the best 
technology, This assessment is ongoing and will continue into FY 1999. Interim results of this 
process will be posted on the Internet, but the exact location has not been established. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.03.09.02 TIP 0004 

Jwtifiiation for Need: 

Technical: Remediation of strontium80 in the groundwater is presently in progress at 
100-N Area with an ion exchange process accomplished via pump and treat. An in situ 
remediation process will negate the need for ex situ extraction and treatment. 
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Regulatory: Strontium-90 in groundwater exceeds the Safe Drinking Water Act standard of L 

8 pci/L. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Possible exposure to strontium-90. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Reduce operating costs of the existing 
pump-and-treat system. 

Cdturavsiakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders may not accept immobilization or 
precipitation methods that do not actually remove strontium-90 from the aquifer. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued operation of groundwater pump and treat to 
prevent strontium-90 movement to the Columbia River. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Buseline Technology: Extraction of groundwater and ex situ ion exchange treatment. 
Clean process water is reinjected into the aquifer. 

Co& Budget forecast for pump and treat at 100-NR-2 is: FY 1999, $0.6M; FY 2000, $0.6M; 
FY 2001, $0.6M. Cost estimates for out years have not been completed. Assuming the 
pump-and-treat system must contain the plume for 280 years and the O&M costs remain 
constant, the total cost for remediation (discounted at a rate of 5%) is in excess of $12M. 

Waste: Spent ion exchange resin disposed on site. 

How Long Zt Will Take: Interim remediation measures have commenced and will continue 
for several years or until alternative treatment strategies or technologies are approved. 

u 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaac?., BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor Facili@Droject Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9179. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. L 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME, IN-LINE DETECTION OF STRONTIUM-90 
IN PROCESS WATER 

Idenfificafion No.: RL-SS08 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfficeBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unif(s): 100-NR-2 
Wasfe Sfream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-IO and ER-I 8: MLLW GW 
100/200 Area) 
Wasfe Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- X 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Tifle: Improved, Real-Time, in-line Detection of Strontium-90 in Process Water. 

Need Opportunity Cafegory: Technology Opportunity 

Need Description: Monitoring strontium-90 by discrete sampling is costly and slow. In-line 
sampling with real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations may support the construction 
of fully automated treatment systems that could reduce operating costs. 

Funcfionul Performance Requirements: The new technology must measure contaminant 
concentrations as process water passes through pipes at the in fluent andor effluent ends of 
treatment processes. Results must be real time and output must be transmittable through 
standard computer connections. In-line strontium40 detection must be sensitive to 
concentrations on the order of 5 to 50 pCiL to support 90% removal rate requirements. 

b 
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Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing as an expedited action. An 
interim record of decision (ROD) is expected to be issued in late 1998 selecting an interim 
remedy. The interim ROD is expected to include a requirement to continue evaluation of other 
technologies. The interim record ROD will be reviewed in FY 2007 for the potential 
identification of a final remedy. 

Problem Descripiion: The 100-N Area is located along the horn of the Columbia River in the 
northern portion of the Hanford Site and includes one nuclear reactor previously used for 
plutonium production. 

The primary sources of contamination in the 100-NR-2 operable unit are cribs. Groundwater in 
the 100 Area ultimately discharges to the Columbia River. The principal contaminant is 
strontium. Activity of strontium-90 (half-life 29.3 years) in groundwater is up to 6,000 pCi/L. 

At present, concentrations of strontium-90 are measured by discrete sampling and analysis in 
field laboratories. These methods require approximately 24 hours for tum around. In general, 
laboratory analytical work is highly accurate, but time delays and high cost are considered to be 
significant drawbacks. In-line monitoring would lower the analytical chemistry cost of the 
pump-and-treat projects and would support design changes to allow fully automated operation of 
the ion exchange treatment systems. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.03.09.02 N/A 

Justijicution for Need: 

Technicul: In-line sampling with real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations may 
support the construction of fully automated treatnient systems that would not require the 
continued presence of human operators, thus potentially reducing operating costs. In 
addition, closer monitoring of contaminant concentrations in the process streams would allow 
operators to accurately identify contaminant breakthrough of lead columns in the treatment 
systems. This increased efficiency could ultimately reduce the amount of ion exchange resin 
used, saving money. 

Regulutory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

Environmentul Safety and Heulth: There are no environmental safety and health issues of 
concern with this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortguge Reduction): Improved analytical techniques may reduce 
baseline laboratory costs and would support fully automated treatment systems. 

4 
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CulturuHtukeholder Concerns: There are serious stakeholder concerns that detection limits 
above the regulatory standard may not be protective of the ambient water quality standard. 

Other: None. 

L 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of quick-turn-around laboratory analytical 
methods. At present, these methods produce satisfactory analytical results, but are time 
consuming and expensive and do not support design changes to allow for fully automated 
operation of the pump-and-treat systems. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Baseline Technology: Laboratory analysis. 

Cost: Pump and treat sampling costs for strontium are less than $50K per year. 

Waste: None. 

How Long Zt Will Take: Operations scheduled beyond FY 2000. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-qf-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Lany M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

W 

Contractor Fucility/Project Munager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9179. 

DOE End-UserIRepresentutive Points-qfXontact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME, IN SITU DETECTION OF STRONTIUM-90 IN 
GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SSO9 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations OfficetHanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 100-NR-2 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER. 
100/200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Faciliry: N/A 

ER-18: ML .W GV 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
u - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 

- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Strontium-90 in Groundwater. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Monitoring strontium-90 by discrete sampling is costly and time consuming. 
In situ monitoring would reduce the labor-intensive process of sampling, handling, and shipping 
samples for analysis. Purge water production and associated disposal or treatment requirements 
would be minimized or eliminated. In situ monitoring would also aid in situations where 
monitoring site access is difficult and costly, or where conditions may pose safety hazards to 
samplers. In situ measurement in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells, well points, or in 
river substrate would provide real-time monitoring of contaminant concentrations. In 
combinations of horizontal and vertical profiling, this will provide highly accurate isopleths of 
contaminant concentrations to aid in fate and transport modeling and construction of remediation 
systems. (Also see Science needs RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.) 

L 
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Funciional Performance Requirements: The new technology must measure contaminant 
concentrations in situ in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells, well points, or in river 
substrate. Depth to water table is 60 to80 ft with maximum groundwater concentrations ranging 
from 4,000 to 6,000 pCi per liter. Results must be near real-time and output must be 
transmittable by hardwire or telemetry to standard computer connections for data reduction and 
processing. In situ strontium-90 detection must be sensitive to less than 8 pCiiL. In situ 
detectors must be of robust design and capable of operating for long periods without maintenance 
in the specified environments. The technology should be able to make measurements at multiple 
discreet depths within a well to allow for vertical plume profiling that enhances the three- 
dimensional understanding of the plume. 

Schedule Requirements: Pump-and-treat operations are ongoing as an expedited action. An 
interim record of decision (ROD) is expected to be issued in late 1998 selecting an interim 
remedy. The interim ROD is expected to include a requirement to continue evaluation of other 
technologies. The interim ROD will be reviewed in FY 2007 for the potential identification of a 
final remedy. Long-tern monitoring will be required to support either pump and treat 
continuation or alternative technologies. 

Problem Description: The 100-N Area is located along the horn of the Columbia River in the 
northern portion of the Hanford Site and includes one nuclear reactor previously used for 
plutonium production. Maximum groundwater concentrations range from 4,000 to 6,000 pCi per 
liter. Depth to water table ranges from 60 to 80 feet at the source. 

At present, concentrations of strontium-90 are measured by discrete sampling from wells or river 
substrate with analysis in analytical laboratories. Times for receipt of analytical results vary, but 
can extend to several weeks. Laboratory analytical work is highly accurate, but time delays and 
high cost are considered to be significant drawbacks. In situ monitoring would lower the 
analytical chemistry cost of remediation projects and fate and transport studies. The possibility 
also exists to incorporate in situ monitoring with existing pump-and-treat remediation systems. 
This objective would support design changes to allow fully automated operation of the pump- 
and-treat systems. In addition to lowering costs, a new monitoring technology that allows 
measurements at multiple discreet depths within a well will provide for improved plume 
characterization, better estimates of contaminant inventory, enhanced understanding of plume 
migration, and better remediation system design. 

U 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.03.09.02 NIA 

Justijicaiion for Need: 

Technical: In situ measurement in extraction, injection, or monitoring wells, well points, or 
in river substrate would provide real-time monitoring of contaminan t concentrations. 
Combinations of horizontal and vertical profiling could provide highly accurate isopleths of - 
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contaminant concentrations to aid in fate and transport modeling and construction of 
remediation systems. In situ monitoring will also negate the present requirement of human 
samplers to purge wells, collect samples and transport to a certified laboratory, and dispose of 
waste. 

v 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

EnvironmentalSafety und Health: There are no environmental safety and health issues of 
concern with this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Cost benefit analysis of increased capital 
costs versus lower operating costs should be performed. 

CulturulBtakeholder Concerns: In situ monitoring could reduce the “traffic” around 
monitoring locations situated in or near culturally and environmentally sensitive areas. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of laboratory analytical methods. At 
present, these methods are producing satisfactory analytical results, but are time consuming and 
expensive. 

u Oufiourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Baseline Technology: Laboratory analysis. 

Cost: Based on estimates of $1,500 sample collection cost per well, $150 per sample 
analysis cost, and 146 wells sampled once per year, the annual costs for monitoring the 
carbon tetrachloride plume is approximately $240K per year. The monitoring duration 
depends on the final remediation strategy but may last for 280 years or more. Although there 
are no current baseline plans to fund extensive plume mapping, advanced characterization 
techniques that allowed near-real-time monitoring of plume concentration changes would be 
supported by the groundwater project. 

How Long It Will Take: Beyond FY 2000. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 
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u Contractor Facili@/Project Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-UserBtepresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED TECHNOLOGIES FOR DETECTION/DELINEATION OF BURIAL 
GROUND CONTENTS AND SUBSURFACE GEOLOGICAL BOUNDARIES 

Identification No.: RL-SS 10 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfficeBite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit: All burial ground sites in the 100,200 and 300 Areas and liquid waste disposal 
sites in the 200 Areas 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-01 and ER-02: MLLW Debris, ER-05: 
LLW Debris, ER-06 and ER-08: HAZ Debris, T3-ER: TRU Debris, ER-14: LLW Soils 
200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Improved Technologies for DetectioniDelineation of Burial Ground Contents and 
Subsurface Geological Boundaries. 

NeedOpportuni@ Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Improved technologies are needed for non-intrusive or minimally intrusive 
methods for identifying burial ground contents and delineating difficult-to-find waste sites. A 
large number of burial grounds and liquid waste disposal sites were created during 50 years of 
defense plutonium production. Documentation of materials that were placed in the burial 
grounds and exact location of some sites is incomplete. These non-intrusive or minimally 
intrusive methods are also needed to identify geological boundaries before characterization and 
remediation activities for the 200 Area liquid waste sites. A significant number of the 
200 Area’s liquid waste disposal sites have been interim stabilized prior to characterization. As a 
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result, 5 to 15 feet of stabilized fill material (either imported fill or material pushed in from the 
sides of the trenches or ditches) now exists above the original contours of the liquid waste sites. 
Characterization of these waste sites requires a clear delineation of the original contours. Being 
able to perform this delineation in a non-intrusive manner is needed. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Technology must be a remote-sensing design capable 
of non-intrusive or minimally-intrusive methods for physical and radiological identification of 
burial ground contents. Also, sensing of different soil characteristics and features of the contours 
of liquid waste disposal sites are also required. Some items may be located as deep as 50 feet 
from the surface but much of the buried waste at the Hanford Site is at depths of less than 15 
feet. Also, high-resolution, real-time imaging systems would be useful (even if the penetration 
depth was only 4 to 5 feet) to support lift-by-lift excavation planning. Physical determination of 
objects should be sensitive enough to accurately determine the presence of drummed waste and 
also differentiate small items, such as pipes, bricks, machinery, etc. Radiological sensing should 
be directed toward segregation of transuranic debris from non-transuranic debris and 
identification of other radionuclides if possible. In addition, chemical analogs such electrical 
conductivity might be used for such things as Technetium-99 and nitrates and other contaminants 
that move with the salt front in vadose zone plumes. While several technologies are available to 
detect different types of features in the subsurface, ways to integrate the geophysical data from 
these various technologies are also needed. 

Schedule Requirements: Variable. Burial grounds and liquid waste disposal sites exist in the 
100,200, and 300 Areas. The first burial ground (located in the 300 Area) was partially 
excavated in FY 1998. Goals established in the Hanford Ten-Year Challenge would have all soil 
sites and burial grounds in the 100 Area and 300 Area completed by 2006. Strategies for 
characterization and remediation of the 200 Area burial ground sites are being revised, but are 
scheduled to begin in 2003 and will extend several years past 2006. Characterization and 
remediation of the 200 Area liquid waste sites are scheduled to start FY 1999 and extend several 
years past 2006. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production resulted in the creation of a 
large number of solid waste burial ground sites in the Hanford Site’s 100,200, and 300 Areas. 
The 100 Areas are located along the Columbia River and include nine nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. The 300 Area also is located along the Columbia River and 
contains the fuel fabrication facilities. The 200 Area is located on the central plateau and 
contains the spent fuel extraction and processing facilities and the radioactive waste storage 
tanks. The Hanford Site’s burial grounds contain drummed waste and a variety of solid waste 
debris including construction waste, discarded equipment, and protective clothing. Much of this 
waste is contaminated with low-level radioactive materials. The baseline for the 100 and 
300 Area sites is excavation and disposal on site. The 200 Area.remediation includes a 
combination of removal and leave in-place with in situ treatment andor barrier placement 
strategies. Non-intrusive or minimally intrusive investigation and determination of burial ground 
contents will aid the development of remedial action plans and will reduce exposure to workers 
involved in removal operations. This enhanced characterization information may potentially be 

d 
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useful in avoiding contract modifications during remediation activities. In addition, these tools 
also may be necessary to support decisions to leave some burial grounds in place with caps or 
other measures to control exposures. Leaving selected 100 and 300 Area burial grounds in place 
could result in cost savings of over S500M. Improved detection techniques would also allow for 
hot spotlselective removal alternatives and help locate soil sites covered with clean fill material. 

v 

At present, gross burial ground delineation and assessment is accomplished with various remote 
sensing instruments, including ground-penetrating radar, magnetic anomaly detection, and 
remote roving vehicles to measure gamma ray emissions. These methods are effective to 
identify certain types of debris, contaminants, and changes in subsurface conditions. For 
example, ground-penetrating radar effectively detects physical objects that present a distinctly 
different reflectively from the surrounding matrix, such as metal drums or pipes. However, 
burial ground excavation experience this past year showed that current techniques were not able 
to conclusively identify large areas of drummed waste in two separate burial grounds. The 
remote measurement of gamma radiation can identify the presence of certain radionuclides that 
are high-energy gamma emitters, such as cobalt-60. Other radioactive contaminants, such as 
strontium-90 and uranium, are beta- and alpha-particle emitters that cannot be detected with 
surface remote detection because of matrix interference of the overlying soils. Some of these 
non-gamma emitters can be inferred from analog measurements using electrical resistivity 
techniques. Electrical conductance or resistance can be monitored using tomographic methods to 
obtain three-dimensional images of the subsurface. Other methods, including more standard 
geophysical resistivity monitoring, might also be applicable and in some cases electromagnetic 
induction techniques might be deployable at selected waste sites (at areas of low metal content). 
Where even moderate salt concentrations slightly above background are present in the 
subsurface, these methods may prove to be reliable in capturing the shape and movement of the 
subsurface radioactive plumes that have leaked from cribs and trenches at the Hanford Site. 

- 
PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-EROl 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
TIP 0001 
TIP 0002 
TIP 0003 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Enhanced detection and delineation methods could provide accurate information 
for characterization and remedial action planning and negate the requirement for invasive 
sampling. 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Successful non-invasive, or minimally-invasive, 
detection and delineation technologies could reduce risk to remediation workers by negating 
the requirement for invasive sampling to adequately characterize burial grounds or the 
contents of liquid waste sites. These technologies also will reduce the chances of excavation L 
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workers encountering unexpected items that require work stoppages and upgrades in 
personnel protective equipment. 

Cost Savings Potenfial (Morfgage Reduction): Unexpected waste found during excavation of 
the first two burial grounds at the Hanford Site have led to unplanned delays and increased costs 
of nearly $1M over the planned budget. Preventing these delays for the 45 to 100 buried wastes 
sites that may eventually require excavation would result in significant cost savings. 

CuIfural/slakeholder Concerns: There are serious concerns that inadequate waste site 
characterization will be used to support decisions to leave waste in place. 

'd 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of ground-penetrating radar and other 
remote detection methods, along with invasive sampling as required. 

Outsourcing Potential: Possible high potential in U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), and private applications. 

Current Baseline Technology: Ground-penetrating radar, electric magnetic induction, 
trenching, and visual examination. 

d Cost: Budget forecast for 300 Area burial ground activities is: FY 1999, $3.1M. Estimates 
to complete excavation and disposal of all the burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas is 
nearly $700M. Characterization activities in the 200 Areas are estimated to be $70M. 

Wasfe: None 

How Long I f  Will Take: Burial ground and soil remediation activities in the 100 and 
300 Areas are planned for the next 10 years. Characterization and remediation activities in 
the 200 Area will begin in FY 1999 and are likely to extend well beyond the 1 0-year time 
period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Sire Technical Points-ofiContact: Scott W .  Petersen, BHI, (509) 372-9126; John April, BHI, 
(509) 372-9632; Greg B. Mitchem, BHI, (509) 372-9620; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, 
(509) 372-9074; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-Userbtepresentafive Points-cJ-Confact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Bryan L. Foley, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7087; Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert 
G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

COST-EFFECTIVE, IN SITU REMEDIATION OF HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM IN 
THE VADOSE ZONE 

Identification No.: RL-SSI 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Ofic&ite: Richland Operations OficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit: Selected soil sites in 100 Area 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-03: 
MLLW Soils) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.& moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in the Vadose Zone. 

NeeaYOpportunity Categoy Technology Need 

Need Description: Cost-effective in situ remediation technologies are required to remove or 
immobilize chromium contamination that is believed to exist in the vadose zone at depths below 
15 A. (Also see Science needs RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, A d  RL-SS36-S.) 

Functional Performance Requirements: In soils deeper than 15 ft, reduce concentrations or 
mobilities of chromium contamination to the point that remediation goals are met. The 
remediation goal for Cr (VI) soil concentrations found in the Remedial Design RePofiemedial 
Action Work Plan for the 100 Area (DOEIRL-96-17) is 2.2 m a g .  Remediation goals can be 
met by reducing soil concentrations to below this level or decreasing the mobility of this 
contaminant to the point that it will not result in groundwater or surface water concentrations 
above specified levels. L 
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Schedule Requirements: Soil Remediation is ongoing. Goals established in the Hanford Ten 
Year Challenge would have all soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 Area completed by 2006. 

Problem Description: The 100 Area has over 3.9 million cubic yards of soil and debris in 340 
contaminated soil sites and 50 buried waste sites that will require remediation. Soil units include 
cribs, French drains, trenches, ponds, and retention basins that received radiologically and 
chemically contaminated liquid effluent from reactor and support operations. The 100 Area sites 
are located close to the Columbia River and therefore are also scheduled for completion prior to 
2006. These areas will be cleaned up to meet residential land-use requirements. Soils with 
contamination in the top 15 feet that exceed established cleanup goals must be treated to reduce 
the risk potential from the direct exposure pathway. The baseline strategy for soil sites is to 
excavate the top 15 feet of contaminated soil and ship to on site disposal. If contamination 
extends beyond 15 feet, soil contaminant concentrations andor mobilities must be low enough to 
prevent future groundwater problems. If concentrations exceed these levels, additional remedial 
measures (removal, containment, or treatment) may be required. 

The main heavy metal that has a high enough mobility to be a concern in soils below 15 feet is 
chromium. Chromium contamination in the 100-H and 100-K Areas is known to have reached 
groundwater and resulted in concentrations that require remedial measures. Although the vadose 
zone source of this contamination has not been positively identified, it is likely that chromium 
contamination extends deep into the vadose zone where excavation is not practical. 

v 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
FU-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: The groundwater table in the 100 Area is about 85 ft below ground surface. 
Excavation of contamination in the vadose zone to these depths is impractical. 

Regulatory: Soil concentrations currently exceed preliminary remediation goals as defined 
in various records of decision (RODS). 

Environmental Safeq and Healtb: The contaminants pose a potential risk to human health 
and the environment. Remediation by conventional methods such as excavation and capping 
may result in exposure to workers. There is also the potential for offsite releases during soil 
handling operations. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): In situ treatments could (1) reduce 
excavatioddisposal costs (especially for deeper soils) and (2) prevent future groundwater 
contamination problems. 
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u Cultura/Biakeholder Concerns: High exposures to remediation workers and potential for 
offsite releases are a concern. Stakeholders are sensitive to introduction of chemicals into the 
vadose zone to accomplish in situ remediation. Stakeholders are also concerned that in situ 
immobilization strategies that reduce human heath risk from groundwater pathways may not 
be fully protective for food chain pathways, particularly under acid conditions. 

Other: None. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Limited options for deeper soil contamination. Also, there 
is a potential for future groundwater contamination. 

Oulsourcing Potential: Potentially high. These types of wastes are common at DOE, DOD. and 
industrial sites. 

Current Baseline Technology: Excavate and dispose. 

Cost: Estimated cost to excavate and dispose is $105/m’ for surface soils. There is no 
experience with excavation of soils much deeper than 15 ft. 

Waste: Excavated soil would be disposed on site. 

How Long It Will Take: Soil remediation activities in the 100 Areas are planned for the next 
10 years. 

L 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Sire Technical Points-ofiConiaci: Scott W .  Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. 
Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360 

Contractor Facili@flrojecf Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-User/Represeniative Poinis-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

COST EFFECTIVE, IN SITU REMEDIATION IN THE VADOSE ZONE OF ONE OR 
MORE OF THE FOLLOWING RADIONUCLIDES: URANIUM, PLUTONIUM, CESIUM, 

COBALT, OR STRONTIUM-90 

Identification No.: RL-SS12 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Office/site: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: All soil sites 
Wasfe Sfream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 1001300 Area, ER-14: 
LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-03: MLLW Soils) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Faciliw: NIA 

Site Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 
- X 

W 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success 

Need Title: Cost Effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the 
Following Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, or Strontium-90. 

Need7OppoHunify Calegory: Technology opPortuni?v 

Need Description: Numerous contaminated soil sites exist at the Hanford Site as a result of 
liquid effluent discharge to the soil column. Cost effective in situ remediation technologies are 
required to deal with radioactive contamination. In situ technologies that are more cost effective 
than the baseline excavatioddisposal costs (%105/m’) are needed to treat the top 15 ft of soil. In 
situ treatment technologies may also be required if soil contamination extends beyond the 15 fl to 
depths were excavation costs become prohibitive. Primary radionuclides of concern include 
uranium, plutonium, cesium, cobalt, strontium-90, and technetium-99. (Also see Science needs 
RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.) 

L 
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v 
Functional Performance Requirements: Reduce concentrations or mobilities of radioactive 
contaminants to the point that remediation goals are met. The following remediation goals can 
be found in the Remedial Design Repoaemedial Action Work Plan for the 100 Area 
(DOE/RL-96-17): U-233/234, 1.1 pCi/g; U-235, 1.0 pCi/g; U-238, 1.1 pCi/g; Pu-238, 
34.7 pCi/g; Pu-239/240, 33.9 pCi/g; Cs-137, 6.2 pCi/g; Go-60, 1.4 pCi/g; Sr-90,4.5 pCi/g, and 
Tc-99, 15 pCi/g. The 200 Area sites do not currently have specific remediation goals, but goals 
are anticipated to be no more stringent than the ones presented for the 100 Area sites. 

Schedule Requirements: Soil Remediation is ongoing. Goals established in the Hanford Ten 
Year Challenge would have all soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 Area and 300 Area 
completed by 2006. Characterization and remediation of the 200 Area sites will begin in 
FY 1999 and will extend several years past 2006. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production at the Hanford Site resulted 
in the creation of a large number of contaminated soil sites. The Hanford Site is essentially 
divided ilzto three areas: the 100 Area along the Columbia River where the plutonium production 
reactors were located, the 300 Area at the south end of the site where fuel fabrication facilities 
were located, and the 200 Area located near the center of the site where the reactor-fuel 
processing and waste management facilities were located. The approximate total volumes of soil 
requiring remediation at the Hanford Site (liquid waste disposal sites and burial grounds) are: 
3.9 million cubic yards in the 100 Areas, approximately 10 million cubic yards in the 200 Areas, 
and 0.8 million cubic yards in the 300 Area. Remediation schedules and requirements for these 
sites differ due to several factors including the types of contaminants present, the location of the 
area relative to the river, and the potential future land use for each area. 

The 300 Area has several soil sites that resulted from liquid disposal in ponds and trenches. The 
300 Area sites are located close to the Columbia River and therefore are scheduled for 
completion prior to 2006. These areas will be cleaned up to meet industrial land-use 
requirements. Uranium is used as an indicator contaminant and soils with concentrations greater 
than 350 pCi/g in the top 15 feet are removed to reduce the risk potential from the direct 
exposure pathway. The baseline strategy for soil sites is to excavate the top 15 feet of 
contaminated soil and ship to onsite disposal facilities. If contamination extends beyond 15 feet, 
soil contaminant concentrations andlor mobilities must be low enough to prevent future 
groundwater problems. If concentrations exceed these levels, additional remedial measures 
(removal, containment, or treatment) may be required. In situ technologies that are more cost 
effective than the baseline excavatioddisposal costs ($10S/m3) are needed to treat the top 15 feet 
of soil. In situ treatment technologies may also be required if soil contamination extends beyond 
the 15 feet to depths where excavation costs become prohibitive. 

The 100 Area has over 340 contaminated soil sites,that are expected to require remediation. Soil 
waste disposal units including cribs, French drains, trenches, ponds, and retention basins received 
radiologically and chemically contaminated liquid effluent from reactor and support operations. 
The 100 Area sites are located close to the Columbia River and therefore are also scheduled for 

W 
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completion prior to 2006. These areas will be cleaned up to meet residential land-use 
requirements. Soils with contamination in the top 15 feet that result in a dose of greater than 
15 mrem must be treated to reduce the risk potential from the direct exposure pathway. Cobalt 
and strontium-90 are the main radioactive contaminants of concern. The baseline strategy for 
soil sites is to excavate the top 15 feet of contaminated soil and ship to on site disposal facilities. 
If Contamination extends beyond 15 feet, soil contaminant concentrations and/or mobilities must 
be low enough to prevent future groundwater problems. If concentrations exceed these levels, 
additional remedial measures (removal, containment, or treatment) may be required. In situ 
technologies that are more cost effective than the baseline excavatioddisposal costs ($1 05/m3) 
are needed to treat the top 15 feet of soil. In situ treatment technologies may also be required if 
soil contamination extends beyond the 15 feet to depths were excavation costs become 
prohibitive. 

The 200 Area contains approximately 1,000 different soil and burial ground sites. Soil waste 
sites were predominantly the result of liquid discharge to cribs, ponds, and ditches. This area is 
located furthest from the Columbia River and is scheduled for remediation after the 300 and 
100 Areas. This area will probably have an industrial future land use designation. The 200 Area 
remediation includes a combination of removal and leave in-place with in situ treatment and/or 
barrier placement strategies. The targethndicator contaminants will be developed for the 
200 Area as part of the characterization activities. Excavation strategies will generally be similar 
to the other areas, but the depth and targethndicator contaminants have not been identified. 
However, plutonium, uranium, cesium, cobalt, strontium, and technetium are all likely to be the 
key indicator contaminants for many of the contaminated sites. In situ technologies that are more 
cost effective than the baseline excavatioddisposal costs ($1 05/m3) are needed to treat surface 
soils. Other potential concerns in the 200 Area include contamination (primarily uranium) that 
has been driven into low permeability layers deep (>150 feet) in the vadose zone, and near 
surface hot spots that prevent capping of some sites due to inadvertent intruder scenarios. In situ 
treatment technologies that can treat contamination at depth or treat hot spots to reduce health 
risks associated with intruder scenarios are required. 

L 

b 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

L 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: In situ technologies increase treatment flexibility and have the potential to help 
shorten remediation time periods and reduce costs. 

Regulatory: Soil concentrations currently exceed preliminary remediation goals as defined 
in various records of decision (RODS). 

Environmental Safety and Health: The contaminants pose a potential risk to human health 
and the environment. Remediation by conventional methods such as excavation and capping 
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4 may result in exposure to workers. There is also the potential for offsite releases during soil 
handling operations. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): In situ treatments could (1) reduce 
excavatioddisposal costs (especially for deeper soils), (2) allow less costly, hot spot 
treatmentkapping alternatives, and (3) prevent future groundwater contamination problems. 

Culturavstakeholder Concerns: High exposures to remediation workers and potential for 
offsite releases are a concern. Stakeholders are sensitive to introduction of chemicals into the 
vadose zone to accomplish in situ remediation. 

Other: None. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Limited options for deeper soil contamination and 
treatment of hot spots. Also potential for groundwater contamination. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. These types of wastes typically occur at DOE sites. 

Current Baseline Technology: Excavate and dispose of. 

Cost: Estimated cost to excavate and dispose is $105/m3. 

Waste: Excavated soil would be disposed of in onsite disposal facilities. 

How Longlt Will Take: Soil remediation activities in the 100 and 300 Areas are planned for 
the next 10 years. Soil activities in the 200 Area are likely to extend well beyond the 10-year 
time period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Lany M. 
Bagmen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Facilifyflroject Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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‘W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED EX SITU TREATMENT OF SOILS CONTAMINATED WITH LEAD AND 
OTHER TCLP METALS 

Identification No.: RL-SS24 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OBcdSite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: All soil sites 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-03: 
MLLW Soils) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Faciliw: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

\ - 

Need Title: Improved Ex Situ Treatment of Soils Contaminated with Lead and Other TCLP Metals 

Need/Opportuniv Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: An ex situ treatment that is more. cost effective than the baseline cementation 
process is required to treat lead-contaminated soils. Although lead is the only contaminant that 
has resulted in large volumes of contaminated soil, the occurrence of barium-contaminated soils 
indicates that disposal problems with other hazardous metals is a potential concern. Alternative 
cost-effective treatment technologies for other metals or technologies that can treat multiple 
heavy metals may also be needed. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Waste acceptance criteria for cost-effective disposal 
options for excavated Hanford Site soils require that these soils do not leach hazardous metals as 
defined by the toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP). The limits for lead and barium 
in the TCLP extract are 5 and 100 m g L  - 
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Schedule Requirements: Soil remediation is ongoing and will extend well beyond 2006. Lead 
contaminated soils that failed the TCLP were discovered in the first two landfilliburial ground 
sites excavated in the 300 Area. Barium-contaminated soils were also discovered in one of these 
sites. There is little characterization data available to determine the exact number of sites that 
have hazardous metal contamination issues. However, lead and other heavy metals were used 
extensively at the Hanford Site and may be an issue in several of the landfills and burial grounds. 
If accepted, low-cost technologies were available for heavy metal treatment, they would be 
applied as needed as new areas of heavy metal contamination were discovered. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production at the Hanford Site resulted 
in the creation of a large number of contaminated soil sites. The Hanford Site is essentially 
divided into three areas: the 100 Area along the Columbia River where the plutonium production 
reactors were located, the 300 Area at the south end of the site where fuel fabrication facilities 
were located, and the 200 Area located near the center of the Site where the reactor-fuel 
processing and waste management facilities were located. The approximate total volumes of soil 
requiring remediation at the Hanford Site (liquid waste disposal sites and burial grounds) are: 
3.9 million cubic yards in the 100 Areas, approximately 10 million cubic yards in the 200 Areas, 
and 0.8 million cubic yards in the 300 Area. Remediation schedules and requirements for these 
sites differ due to several factors including the types of contaminants present, the location of the 
area relative to the river, and the potential future land use for each area. 

The 300 Area has several soil sites and burial grounds. The 300 Area sites are located close to 
the Columbia River and therefore are scheduled for completion prior to 2006. These areas will 
be cleaned up to meet industrial land-use requirements. Uranium is used as an indicator 
contaminant and soils with concentrations greater than 350 pCi/g in the top 15 A are removed to 
reduce the risk potential from the direct exposure pathway. During excavation of landfill 1 D and 
burial ground 618-4 in the 300 Area, soils contaminated with leachable forms of lead were 
discovered. These soils failed the TCLP test and excavation operations had to be altered to 
ensure that lead-contaminated soils were identified before disposal. The discovery of lead not 
only delayed excavations at these sites but also tied up 35 disposal transportation boxes, which 
has affected remediation efficiencies in other areas. Barium contamination is not as widespread 
as lead but barium-contaminated soils that fail the TCLP test have also been found in the 
618-4 burial ground. The baseline treatment technology for metal contaminated soils is 
cementation. This baseline treatment has a cost of about $140/m3, increases the volume of the 
waste, and may require that large debris is removed from the soil prior to treatment. Ex situ 
technologies that are more cost effective than the baseline cementation process are required. 

The 100 Area also contains a large number of soil and burial ground sites. The 100 Area sites 
are located close to the Columbia River and therefore are also scheduled for completion prior to 
2006. These areas will be cleaned up to meet residential land-use requirements. Soils with 
contamination in the top 15 feet that result in a dose of greater than 15 mrem must be treated to 
reduce the risk potential from the direct exposure pathway. Cobalt and strontium-90 are the main 
radioactive contaminants of concern. The baseline strategy for soil sites is to excavate the top 

W 
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15 feet of contaminated soil and ship to on site disposal facilities. Excavation operations in the 
100 Area have turned up only small quantities of Contaminated lead debris in the form of bricks 
and sheets. The volume of this material was small and did not lead to large quantities of 
contaminated soil. This debris was treated by macroencapsulation in cement. Excavations in the 
100 Area to date have not resulted in the need for ex situ soil treatments but the presence of lead 
at a few of the sites indicates that heavy metals are a potential concern. 

The 200 Area contains approximately 1,000 different soil and burial ground sites. This area is 
located M e s t  from the Columbia River and is scheduled for remediation after the 300 and 
100 Areas. This area will probably have an industrial future land use designation. The 200 Area 
remediation includes a combination of removal and leave in-place with in situ treatment and/or 
barrier placement strategies. The targetlindicator contaminants will be developed for the 
200 Area as part of the characterization activities. Excavation strategies will generally be similar 
to the other areas, but the depth and targethdicator contaminants have not been identified. The 
potential extent of heavy metal contamination will be established during characterization 
activities. 

b 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-EROI 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justifjcation for Need: 
W 

Technical: Cementation has been shown to be effective for treating heavy metals but will 
significantly increase remediation costs. 

Regulatory: If soils fail the TCLP test, they must be treated prior to disposal or a treatability 
variance must be requested and approved. 

EnvironmentalSafety and Health: Cementation requires more handling of the 
contaminated soil and may increase the potential for worker exposure. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The volume of excavated soil that will not 
pass TCLP and may require treatment prior to disposal is not known. However, remediation 
costs double if the baseline treatment technology is added to the current excavatioddisposal 
costs. If heavy metal contamination is as prevalent in-all the burial grounds as indicated in 
the early 300 Area experience, substantial cost savings may result if more cost-effective ex 
situ treatments are available. . 

Culturalistakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are sensitive to granting large numbers of 
treatment variances for soils that fail TCLP tests. 

Other: None. 
L 
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Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued reliance on cementation technology. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. Heavy metal wastes are common at DOE, DOD, and 
industrial sites. 

Current Baseline Technology: Cementation. 

Cost: Estimated costs for cementation is $140/m3 

Wuste: Cementation would increase the volume of the waste by 10 to 30%. 

How Long Zt Will Take: Criteria not applicable. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. 
Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Fucility/project Manager: V. R. (Vern) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-User/Representative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; W' 

Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME FIELD SCREENING DURING EXCAVATION FOR HEAVY 
METALS WITH EMPHASIS ON THE FOLLOWING: LEAD, CHROMIUM, 

MERCURY, AND BARIUM 

Identification No.: RL-SS 13 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations OficeManford Site 
Operable Unit: Selected soil sites in the 100 and 300 Areas 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-03: 
MLLW Soils) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
L 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays). 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

- 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During Excavation for Heavy Metals with 
Emphasis on the Following: Lead, Chromium, Mercury, and Barium. 

Need/Opportunify Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Rapid, field screening techniques are needed to ensure that excavated 
materials meet waste acceptance criteria prior to disposal. Primary metal contaminants of 
concern include lead, chromium, mercury, and barium. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Detection technologies must be portable, easy to use, 
produce little or no secondary waste, and provide near-real-time field screening or quick turn- 
around results that correlate to TCLP results. Detection to levels that would allow for real-time 
worst case land disposal restricted (LDR) determinations (e.g., 20 times TCLP limits) are 

L-- 
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d required for these metal contaminants. Techniques that would allow accelerated (e.g., less than 
2 days) TCLP results are also desired. 

Schedule Requirements: Soil Remediation is ongoing. Goals established in the Hanford Ten 
Year Challenge would have all soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 Area and 300 Area 
completed by 2006. Characterization and remediation of the 200 Area sites will begin in 
FY 1999 and will extend several years past 2006. 

Problem Description: Millions of cubic yards of contaminated soils are slated for excavation 
and onsite disposal. Generally, radioactive contaminants in these soils are the primary drivers for 
remediation and detection of heavy metals for excavation guidance is not required. However, 
heavy metals are common co-contaminants in these soils and may control the ability to cost 
effectively dispose of the materials on Site. Soils that contain these heavy metal contaminants 
but do not fail the TCLP test are quickly and cost-effectively disposed of. Soils that fail the 
TCLP test require either treatment or time-consuming treatment variances. If TCLP results were 
easy to obtain, soils could be segregated into materials requiring additional treatment and those 
that could be directly disposed of. However, the current long turn around time for TCLP 
analyses has caused operational inefficiencies and higher costs. For example, during excavation 
of Landfill 1D and Burial Ground 618-4 in the 300 Area, soils contaminated with leachable 
forms of lead were discovered. Due to TCLP test turnaround times, the soil must now be 
excavated, sampled, stockpiled, and loaded into disposal transportation containers only after 
TCLP results have been obtained. Barium contamination is not as widespread as lead but barium 
contaminated soils that fail the TCLP test have also been found in the 61 8-4 burial ground. 
Other heavy metals that are a potential concern but have not failed TCLP in soils excavated to 
date include chromium and mercury. 

Effective soil screening can be conducted if 20 times the allowable TCLP leachate concentration 
can be detected in the soil. If the soil has less than these levels, they cannot fail the TCLP test. 
Detection techniques that could accurately detect concentrations at this level within 1 hour would 
be an improvement over the current XRF baseline. However, this screening method is 
conservative because significant concentrations of some hazardous metals are stable in soil 
matrixes and will not readily leach. A cost-effective test that can predict TCLP results within a 
few hours would be a better, less conservative soil screening technique. Predictive TCLP tests 
that reduce the turn around time to 2 days or less would be a worthwhile improvement to the 
current long TCLP turn-around time. 

e 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-EROI 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justifcotion for Need: 

Technical: Current technology o(RF technology) can measure high-end concentrations but 
new technology is needed to accurately measure concentrations near the 20x TCLP limits. 
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L Regulatory: None. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Rapid screening techniques will reduce worker exposure 
times and help ensure that soils that do not meet LDR are properly managed. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Rapid field screening techniques would 
improve excavation efficiency and reduce costs. 

Cultural/Stakeholder Concerns: None. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued reliance on XRF screening technology and slow- 
turn-around TCLP testing. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good potential, common industry and government contaminants 

Current Baseline Technology: XRF and discrete sampling. 

Cost: Cost of equipment and analyses are minimal, but hidden costs related to reduced 
excavation efficiency could be substantial. 

Costper unit: Not determined. 

Waste: Laboratory waste generated from discrete sampling. 

How Long It Will Take: Soil remediation activities will extend several years past 2006. 

u 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W .  Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. 
Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Facility/project Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-UserAtepresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I.  Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, REAL-TIME SCREENING DURING EXCAVATION FOR 
RADIONUCLIDES WITH EMPHASIS ON THE FOLLOWING: URANIUM, 

PLUTONIUM, STRONITIUM-90, AND TECHNETIUM-99 

Identification No.: RL-SS14 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Offlcdite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: All soil sites 
Waste Streum: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 1001300 Area, ER-14: 
LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-03: MLLW Soils) 
Waste Munagement Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success 

v 

Need Title: Improved, Real-Time Field Screening During Excavation for Radionuclides with 
emphasis on the Following: Uranium, Plutonium, Strontium-90, and Technetium-99. 

NeeNOpportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Rapid field screening techniques are needed to direct characterization, 
delineation, and excavation operations. Field screening techniques for characterization and 
delineation will ensure that high cost, site characterization laboratory analyses are optimized. 
These techniques will also help ensure that operations at excavation sites remove all 
contaminated material and that excavated materials meet waste acceptance criteria prior to 
disposal. Primary radioactive contaminants requirjng improved field detection sensitivities 
include uranium, plutonium, strontium-90, and technetium-99. 
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i/ Functional Performance Requirements: Detection technologies must be portable, easy to use, 
produce little or no secondary waste, and provide real-time field screening. Detection levels 
must be comparable to cleanup requirements. The following remediation goals can be found in 
the Remedial Design ReportiRemedial Action Work Plan for the 100 Area (DOE/RL-96-17): 
U-233/234, 1.1 pCi/g; U-235, 1.0 pCi/g; U-238, 1.1 pCi/g; Pu-238,37.4 pCi/g; Pu-239/240, 
33.9 pCi/g; Sr-90,4.5 pCi/g and Tc-99, 15 pCi/g. The 200 Area sites do not currently have 
specific remediation goals, but goals are anticipated to be no more stringent than the ones 
presented for the 100 Area sites. 

Schedule Requirements: Soil remediation is ongoing. Goals established in the Hanford Ten 
Year Challenge would have all soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 Area and 300 Area 
completed by 2006. Characterization and remediation of the 200 Area sites will begin in 
FY 1999 and will extend several years past 2006. 

Problem Description: The approximate total volumes of soil requiring remediation at the 
Hanford Site (liquid waste disposal sites and burial grounds) are: 3.9 million cubic yards in the 
100 Areas, approximately 10 million cubic yards in the 200 Areas, and 0.8 million cubic yards in 
the 300 Area. The 100 Area has over 340 contaminated soil sites that are expected to require 
remediation. Soil units include cribs, French drains, trenches, ponds, and retention basins that 
received radiologically and chemically contaminated liquid effluent from reactor and support 
operations. Strontium-90 is a primary radioactive contaminant of concern. The 200 Area 
contains approximately 1,000 different soil and burial ground sites. Soil waste sites are 
predominantly the result of liquid discharges to cribs, ponds and ditches. The 200 Area 
remediation include a combination of removal and leave in-place with in situ treatment and/or 
banier placement strategies. The targetlindicator contaminants will be developed for the 
200 Area as part of the characterization activities. However, plutonium, uranium, and strontium 
are likely to be the key indicator contaminants for many of the contaminated sites. Technetium 
may be an important contaminant and is currently difficult to detect at the desired levels. 

u 

The boundaries for some of these liquid waste disposal sites are poorly defined. Also, other sites 
may have significantly different contaminant concentrations throughout the Site. The baseline 
strategy for soil sites in the 100 Area is to excavate the top 15 feet of contaminated soil and 
dispose of it on Site. Portions of the 200 Area sites are also anticipated to be excavated and 
disposed of on Site. Rapid field screening techniques are required to help direct excavation 
operations so that all soils contaminated above required lebels can be removed. Field screening 
techniques that support characterization and delineation will also ensure that high-cost site 
characterization laboratory analyses are optimized. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
N/A 
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JustiJication for Need: 
L 

Technical: Current technology can measure high-end concentrations of gamma emitters, but 
new technology is needed to accurately measure the low-end concentrations of alpha and beta 
emitters. 

Regulatory: None. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Rapid screening techniques will reduce worker exposure 
times and help ensure that all soil contaminated above regulatory limits is removed and all ' 

contaminated sites are located. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Rapid field screening techniques would 
improve excavation efficiency and reduce costs. Accurate field screening may also reduce 
the amount of soil that must be removed to ensure that all contaminated soils are excavated, 
thereby reducing disposal volumes and costs. Substantial cost savings could result if site 
characterization activities are optimized to reduce the number of full-suite laboratory 
analyses required to fully characterize soil sites. 

Culturavslakeholder Concerns: None. 

Other: None. 
u 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued reliance on gamma detectors and discrete 
sampling. 

Outsourcing Potential: Good potential, common DOE contaminants. 

Current Baseline Technology: Gamma detectors and discrete sampling. 

Cost: Cost of equipment and analyses to support excavation are minimal, but hidden costs 
related to reduced excavation efficiency could be substantial. Baseline characterization 
activities in the 200 Areas are estimated to be $70M. 

Costper Unit: Not determined. 

Waste: Laboratory waste generated from discrete sampling. 

How Long It Will Take: Soil remediation activities in the 100 and 300 Areas are planned for 
the next 10 years. Soil activities in the 200 Area are likely to extend well beyond the 10-year 
time period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 
L 
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d 
Site Technical Poinls-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. 
Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor FacilityLProject Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, IN SITU CHARACTERIZATION TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT 
OF SOIL CONTAMINATION OF ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING 
HEAVY METALS: HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM, MERCURY, AND LEAD 

Identifieation No.: RL-SS 15 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OJicdSite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford Site 
Operuble Unit($): 100,200, and 300 Areas 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 1001300 Area, ER-14: 
LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-03: MLLW Soils) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facili@: N/A 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

- 

Need Title: Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination 
of One or More of the Following Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, and Lead. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: The extent of contamination in soil and burial ground sites is often poorly 
defined. A cost-effective technology that provides real-time, in situ measurement of heavy 
metals (hexavalent chromium, mercury, and lead) at depth is required to better define the 
contaminant plume boundaries prior to remediation and also to support long-term monitoring for 
performance validation of the completed remediation activity. (Also see Science needs 
RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.) 

Functional Performance Requirements: The cost effective technology needs to provide real- 
time, in situ measurement of heavy metals with field deployable instruments. Data must be - 
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e easily downloaded into computer systems for analysis and retrieval. Detection limits do& to 
required remediation levels would be preferable but higher detection level instruments that could 
be deployed economically at depth are also of interest. The following remediation goals can be 
found in the Remedial Design Repoflemedial Action Work Plan for the 100 Area 
(DOE/RL-96-17): Cr (VI), 2.2 mgkg; Hg, 24 mgkg; and Pb, 353 mgikg. Analyses down to 
200+ ft would be useful in some areas, but deployment to depths of greater than 15 ft is required. 
If possible, the technique should support the eventual elimination of the requirement for sample 
collection and analysis. 

Schedule Requirements: Soil Remediation is ongoing. Goals established in the Hanford Ten- 
Year Challenge would have all soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas completed 
by 2006. Characterization and remediation of the 200 Area sites will begin in FY 1999 and will 
extend several years past 2006. 

Problem Description: The approximate total volumes of soil requiring remediation at the 
Hanford Site (liquid waste disposal sites and burial grounds) are: 3.9 million cubic yards in the 
100 Areas, approximately 10 million cubic yards in the 200 Areas, and 0.8 million cubic yards in 
the 300 Area. Characterization and remediation efforts would be enhanced in all these areas with 
effective in situ characterization. Specific examples for each area are given below. 

A specific near-term need for in situ chromium detection exists in the 100-H and 100-K Areas. 
Chromium is known to have reached groundwater and resulted in concentrations that require 
remedial measures, but the vadose zone source of this contamination has not been positively 
identified. Identification and treatment of this contaminant source is an important part of 
meeting and maintaining groundwater cleanup objectives. 

In the 300 Area, extensive lead contamination was discovered during excavation. Prior 
knowledge of the extent of contamination would have allowed improved project planning and 
reduced excavation inefficiencies. This enhanced characterization information may potentially 
be useful in avoiding contract modifications during future remediation activities. 

The 200 Area is undertaking significant characterization efforts in FY 1999. Optimally, in situ 
techniques would produce data that would eliminate the need for discrete sampling. However, 
less accurate techniques could cost-effectively help determine the best locations to conduct more 
expensive analyses. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1 J.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
N/A 
NIA 
NIA 

Justification for Need: 
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Technical: Highly accurate and easily operated instrumentation to measure the 
concentrations of heavy metals will facilitate accurate soil remediation planning and will 
reduce exposure to workers involved in characterization work. 

W 

Regulatory: None. 

Environmental Safeg and Health: There are no specific environmental safety and health 
issues with respect to this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Substantial cost savings may result if vadose 
zone contaminant source areas are located and treated before they migrate to groundwater. 
Advance knowledge of major contaminants in burial grounds could also improve project 
planning and reduce costly excavation inefficiencies. 

Cultural/slakeholder Concerns: None. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of current methods that includes costly 
boring, labor-intensive sampling, and laboratory analysis. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Buseline Technology: Borehole, cone penetrometer, cased wells, and test pits are used 
to gain access to the subsurface. Depending on the contaminant of concern, soil samples from 
the drill cuttings may be subjected to laboratory analysis. 

-4 

Cost: Varied. 
Wuste: Drill cuttings and laboratory waste. 
How Long It Will Take: Soil remediation activities in the 100 and 300 Areas are planned for 
the next 10 years. Soil activities in the 200 Area are likely to extend well beyond the 10-year 
time period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 312-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Lany M. 
Bagaasen, PNNL, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Facirirymroject Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-User/lRepresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. L. 
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W 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, IN SITU CHARACTERIZATION TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF 
SOIL CONTAMINATION OF ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING 
RADIONUCLIDES: URANIUM, PLUTONIUM, CESIUM, COBALT, 

OR STRONTIUM-90 

Identi$cation No.: RL-SS16 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Office/site: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): All soil sites 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-14: 
LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-03: MLLW Soils) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
v 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination 
of One or More of the Following Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, or 
Strontium-90. 

NeecVOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: The extent of contamination in soil and burial ground sites is often poorly 
defined. A cost-effective technology that provides real-time, in situ measurement of radioactive 
contaminants (uranium, plutonium, cesium, cobalt, and strontium-90) in soils at depth is required 
to better define the contaminant plume boundaries prior to remediation and also to support long- 
term monitoring for performance validation of the completed remediation activity. (Also see 
Science needs RL-SS33-S, RL-SS34-S, and RL-SS36-S.) 

L/ 
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4 Functional Performance Requirements: The cost-effective technology needs to provide real- 
time, in situ measurement of radioactive contaminants with field-deployable instruments. Data 
must be easily downloaded into computer systems for analysis and retrieval. Detection limits 
down to required remediation levels or levels at which remediation alternative decisions can be 
made would be preferable, but higher detection-level instruments that could be deployed 
economically at depth are also of interest. If possible, the technique should support the eventual 
elimination of the requirement for sample collection and analysis. The following remediation 
goals can be found in the Remedial Design ReportiRemedial Action Work Plan for the 100 Area 
(DOE/RL-96-17): U-233/234, 1.1 pCi/g; U-235, 1.0 pCi/g; U-238, 1.1 pCi/g; Pu-238, 
37.4 pCi/g; Pu-239/240,33.9 pCi/g; Cs-137,6.2 pCi/g; Co-60, 1.4 pCi/g; and Sr-90,4.5 pCi/g. 
Analyses down to 200+ feet would be useful in some areas, but deployment to depths of greater 
than 15 feet would help supply missing information. The 200 Area sites do not currently have 
specific remediation goals, but goals are anticipated to be no more stringent than the ones 
presented for the 100 Area sites. 

Schedule Requirements: Soil Remediation is ongoing and 200 Area site characterization 
activities are planned for FY 1999. Goals established in the Hanford Ten-Year Challenge would 
have all soil sites and burial grounds in the 100 Area and 300 Area completed by 2006. 
Characterization and remediation of the 200 Area sites will begin in FY 1999 and will extend 
several years past 2006. 

Problem Description: The approximate total volumes of soil requiring remediation at the 
Hanford Site (liquid waste disposal sites and burial grounds) are: 3.9 million cubic yards in the 
100 Areas, approximately 10 million cubic yards in the 200 Areas, and 0.8 million cubic yards in 
the 300 Area. The 100 Area has over 340 contaminated soil sites that are expected to require 
remediation. Soil units include cribs, French drains, trenches, ponds, and retention basins that 
received radiologically and chemically contaminated liquid effluent from reactor and support 
operations. Cobalt and strontium-90 are the main radioactive contaminants of concern. The 
300 Area has several soil sites that resulted from liquid disposal in ponds and trenches. Uranium 
is used as an indicator contaminant and soils with concentrations greater than 350 pC/g in the top 
15 feet are removed. The 200 Area contains approximately 1,000 different soil and burial ground 
sites. Soil waste sites are predominantly the result of liquid discharges to cribs, ponds, and 
ditches. The 200 Area remediation includes a combination of removal and leave in-place with in 
situ treatment and/or barrier placement strategies. The targethindicator contaminants will be 
developed for the 200 Area as part of the characterization activities. However, plutonium, 
uranium, cesium, cobalt, and strontium are likely to be the key indicator contaminants for many 
of the contaminated sites. 

v 

The boundaries for some of these liquid waste disposal sites are poorly defined. Also, other sites 
may have significantly different contaminant concentrations throughout the site. The baseline 
strategy for soil sites in the 100 and 300 Areas is to excavate the top 15 feet of contaminated soil 
and dispose on Site. Portions of the 200 Area sites are also anticipated to be excavated and 
disposed on Site. If contamination extends beyond 15 feet, soil contaminant concentrations 
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and/or mobilities must be low enough to prevent future groundwater problems. If concentrations 
exceed these levels, additional remedial measures (removal, containment, or treatment) may be 
required. In situ detection techniques would help make this determination prior to excavation 
and potentially be useful in avoiding costly contract modifications necessary if this 
contamination is not discovered until after excavation has started. In situ characterization 
technologies may also help support cost-effective means of making remedial alternative 
decisions including whether burial grounds and portions of soil sites can be left in place. 

W 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-EROI 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Justijication for  Need: 

Technical: Highly accurate and easily operated instrumentation to measure the 
concentrations of radioactive contaminants in situ will facilitate accurate remedial alternative 
decision making and soil remediation planning. In situ techniques will also reduce exposure 
to workers involved in characterization work. 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for soils remediation at this time. 

Environmental Safety and Heulth: There are no specific environmental safety and health 
issues with respect to this technology need. 

b 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Substantial cost savings could result if select 
burial grounds and portions of soil sites could be treated in place instead of excavated and 
disposed of. Substantial cost savings could result if site characterization activities can be 
performed without the need to conduct full-suite laboratory analyses on soil samples. 

CulturafLYtukeholder Concerns: None. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of current methods that includes costly 
boring, labor-intensive sampling, and laboratory analysis. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. 

Current Buseline Technology: Borehole, cone penetrometer, cased wells and test pits are used 
to gain access to the subsurface. A sensitive hyper-pure germanium gamma detector adapted for 
borehole use gathers radiation spectrums as it is lowered through a casing. Depending on the 
contaminant of concern, soil samples from the drill cuttings may be subjected to laboratory - analysis. 
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d 
Cost: Varied. Baseline characterization activities in the 200 Areas are estimated to be - 
$70M. 

Waste: Drill cuttings and laboratory waste. 

How Long It Will Take: The remediation effort is ongoing and will last for at least the next 
20 years. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Poinb-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. 
Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor F’aciligProject Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075 

DOE End-User~epresentat~e Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LONG-LIFE WASTE ISOLATION SURFACE BARRIER 

Idenfifcafion No.: FU-SSI 7 
Dale: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfJcdYite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit(s): 200 Area Remedial Action and Waste Management Units and Burial Grounds 
in 100 and 300 Areas 
Wasfe Sfream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area) 
Wasfe Managemenf Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u - 

Need Tifle: Long-Life Waste Isolation Surface Barrier. 

Need/Opporfuni@ Cafegory: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Surface barriers are remediation options for Hanford Site waste sites 
contaminated with low-level radionuclides andor chemical contaminants. In some cases, the 
radioactive contaminants have half-lives of thousands of years. Concern exists regarding the 
integrity of barrier designs and the definition of adequate &sting to verify barrier performance. 
This technology need relates to the generation and subsequent regulatory acceptance of,adequate 
design, selection, validation, and monitoring results. Acceptance of these results will allow an 
environmentally sound, cost-effective, graded design approach for barrier implementation at the 
Hanford Site. 

Funcfional Performance Requiremenfs: Major regulatory drivers for cover design are 
10 CFR 61 (NRC), 40 CFR 264 and 265 (Resource Conservation andRecovery Act of 1976 
[RCRA]), and 40 CFR 191 (EPA). Performance criteria for barrier designs depend on waste L-- 
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categories. The U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office (RL) has identified four 
conceptual design options for various waste compositions and radioactive activities 
(DOE/RL-93-33, Rev. 0). The most robust barrier design presently identified is the "Hanford 
Barrier'' with a design life of 1,000 years, water infiltration limits to less than 0.05 c d y r ,  and 
erosion limits of less than 4,500 k&a (2 tonslacre). 

Schedule Requirements: Variable. The viability of barrier technology affects decisions for 
burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas and burial ground and liquid waste disposal sites in the 
200 Area. The first burial ground (located in the 300 Area) is scheduled for excavation in early 
FY 1998. Goals established in the Hanford Ten-Year Challenge would have all burial grounds in 
the 100 Area and 300 Area completed by 2006. The acceptance of barriers as a remedial 
alternative is needed to support decisions to utilize barriers for selected burial grounds in the 100 
and 300 Areas and selected burial ground and liquid waste disposal sites in the 200 Area. 
200 Area remedial alternative decision making will require barrier performance data in the 
FY 1998 to FY 2000 time frame. 

d 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production resulted in the creation of a 
large number of solid waste burial ground sites in the Hanford Site's 100,200, and 300 Areas. 
The 100 Areas are located along the Columbia River and include nine nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. The 300 Area is also located along the Columbia River and 
contains the fuel fabrication facilities. The 200 Area is located on the central plateau and 
contains the spent fuel extraction and processing facilities and the radioactive waste storage 
tanks. The Hanford Site's burial grounds contain a variety of solid waste debris, including 
construction waste, discarded equipment, and protective clothing. Much of this waste is 
contaminated with low-level radioactive materials. The baseline for the I00 and 300 Area sites 
is excavation and disposal in onsite facilities. However, acceptable long-life surface barriers 
would help support decisions to cap some burial grounds in place. Capping selected 100 and 
300 Area burial grounds in place could result in cost savings of over $500M. 

The 200 Area remediation includes a combination of removal and leave-in-place with in situ 
treatment and/or barrier placement strategies. Sites within areas that will be used for waste 
management and other industrial uses or sites where capping provides better, more cost-effective 
protection of human health and the environment are the main candidates for surface barriers. 
Failure to establish an acceptable long-life surface barrier could result in excavation requirements 
that would be cost prohibitive. 

In FY 1997, Bechtel Hanford, Inc., and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory completed 3 years 
worth of field performance testing and monitoring for the Hanford Prototype Barrier as part of a 
treatability test. Additional but limited field performance testing and monitoring continues in 
FY 1998. The purpose of this treatability test was to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
construction techniques and barrier performance. Data from this test could also be used to 
demonstrate acceptability of less robust barriers for use at the Hanford Site. Data collected 
during these 4 years showed that the barrier worked as designed, but an acceptable methodology 
for extrapolating short-term data into long-term performance is still required. I 
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The areas that are currently planned to be completed within the Environmental Restoration (ER) 
Project during FY 1998 to FY 2000 to finalize the treatability testing are as follows: 

(1) 

L' 

Confirming the longevity of the asphalt layer through literature searches or by conducting 
accelerated aging tests and stresslstrain analysis of asphaltic or asphaltic concrete 
mixtures to ensure that this component will not degrade during it's proposed design life 

Evaluating the differential settlement of soils beneath the surface barrier and the impacts 
of this differential settlement on barrier integrity to establish maximum allowable 
settlement criteria 

(2) 

(3) Performing and documenting an independent technical peer review of the results obtained 
throughout the treatability test. 

As barrier deployment enters the detailed design phase, considerations relating to performance of 
adjacent barriers (and interconnected barriers), side-slope stability, and waste site identification 
and warning systems will need to be addressed. 

Areas that are presently not funded that require further study prior to deployment of barriers at 
waste sites (in FY 1999 to FY 2000, preferably) include the following: 

Develop a model for extrapolating short-term data to address long-term performance that 
is acceptable to the DOE and regulators 

Evaluate alternative materials and reduced thicknesses including alternatives to fluid- 
applied asphalt and the use of geoclay to allow a graded approach to barrier application 

Analyze the edge effect of side slopes that use coarse materials such as gravel or large 
rocks for slope stability increase infiltration in those areas. This needs to be analyzed to 
determine if this is a significant issue that requires design changes 

Evaluate long term monitoring techniques, including a long-term, easy-to-use, soil 
moisture measurement device to monitor the cap performance. These techniques would 
ideally be non-intrusive with minimal potential for creating a preferential pathway 
circumventing the barrier integrity. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
RL-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
TIP 000 1 
TIP 0002 
TIP 0003 
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Justiifiction for Need: 

Technical: Installation of long-term barrier options with design lives of hundreds or more 
years requires very high quality testing to confidently predict design performance. 

-J 

Regulatory: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 
I980 (CERCLA), RCRA, and Model Toxic Control Act (MTCA) requirements for 
environmehtal remediation. DOE Order 5820.2A for tank waste performance assessment. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: A properly installed barrier will significantly reduce risk 
to human health and the environment at uncontrolled surface waste sites. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Information from the 1 0-year plan indicates 
a potential saving of $500 M based on successful deployment of a Long-Life Waste Isolation 
Surface Barrier technology that enables in-place remediation of selected landfills and buried 
waste sites in the 100 and 300 Areas instead of the baseline of excavation and disposal in 
onsite facilities. Barriers are a significant part of the baseline strategy for many sites in the 
200 Area. 

CulturaLStakeholder Concerns: Hanford Site stakeholders have expressed the desire for 
highly predictive performance testing of barrier designs prior to selection of barriers as 
remediation options at waste sites. 

W 

Other: This need is DOE complex wide for remedial action and waste management units. 
This need is also applicable to other U.S. government agencies, as well as private 
environmental restoration activities. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Reliance on existing testing programs to assess barrier 
performance. Potential for capping options to be rejected, thus requiring more expensive 
remediation methods. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high 

Current Baseline Technology: Excavate and dispose. 

Cost: Budget forecast for 300 Area burial ground acthities is: FY 1999, $3.1M. Estimates 
to complete excavation and disposal of all the burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Aceas is 
nearly $700M. 

Waste: None. 

How Long It Will Take: Burial ground remediation activities in the 100 and 300 Areas are 
planned for next 10 years. Burial ground remediation activities in the 200 Area are likely to 
extend well beyond the 10-year time period. , 
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End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Confucf: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Greg B. Mitchern, BHI, (509) 372-9620; Ashur R. 
Michael, BHI, (509)372-9074; Lany M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 

u 

373-0360. 

Contrucfor FucilityProject Manager: V. R. (Vern) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-Userhtepresentutive Points-ojXonfuct: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Bryan L. Foley, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7087; Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert 
G.  Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED DETECTION AND SEGREGATION OF TRU WASTE (DEBRIS) 

W 

Identification No.: RL-SSI 8 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: Selected burial ground sites in the 200 and 300 Areas 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: T3-ER TRU Debris) 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
X_ 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) - 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b 

Need Title: Improved Detection and Segregation of TRU Waste (Debris). 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Burial grounds in the 200 and 300 Areas received waste contaminated with 
plutonium and other TRU constituents. The final remediation methods for sites suspected of 
containing TRU waste has not been established. If excavated and disposed of on Site, waste soils 
or debris with more than 100 nCi of TRU contamination per gram of waste do not meet current 
waste acceptance criteria and would need to be segregated. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Technologies must be able to rapidly detect and 
segregate TRU contaminants at concentrations greater than 100 nCi/g of waste on a variety of 
different waste geometries. 

Schedule Requirements: Burial sites that potentially contain TRU waste are not scheduled for 
remediation in the 300 Area for the next 5 to 10 years and are not scheduled for remediation in 
the 200 Area for the next 10 years. L’ 
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e Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production resulted in the creation of a 
large number of solid waste burial ground sites in the Hanford Site’s 100,200, and 300 Areas. 
The 100 Areas are located along the Columbia River and include nine nuclear reactors previously 
used for plutonium production. No TRU materials are known to have been disposed in the 
100 Area burial grounds. The 300 Area is also located along the Columbia River and contains 
the fuel fabrication facilities. The 200 Area is located on the central plateau and contains the 
spent fuel extraction and processing facilities and the radioactive waste storage tanks. Selected 
burial grounds in both the 200 and 300 Areas have received waste contaminated with plutonium 
and other TRU constituents. The high-level baseline for the 300 Area burial ground sites is 
excavation and disposal on Site. Strategies for remediation of the 200 Area burial ground sites 
are being revised. 

The Hanford Site’s burial grounds contain a variety of solid waste debris that may require size 
reduction and/or further characterization to confirm that the item should not be classified as TRU 
waste prior to disposal. Plans are to use conventional excavation equipment and grizzlies to 
remove and separate the debris. The separated material will then be staged until determination of 
the TRU contaminant concentrations is complete. There are concerns that these operations will 
reduce excavation efficiencies and increase costs. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Rapid field methods for detection and segregation of TRU materials are not 
available. 

Regulatory: TRU waste does not meet the current waste acceptance criteria and must be 
stored in approved facilities until a permanent TRU disposal site (Le., the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant [WIPP]) becomes available. 

Environmental Safeq and Health: Improved handling of waste debris may reduce the 
potential for worker exposures and contaminant releases. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Potential savings depend on excavation 
inefficiencies introduced by baseline handling strategy. 

CulturaLStakeholder Concerns: No stakeholder concerns are likely. 

Other: None. 

W 
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u 
Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Continued use of baseline handling strategy for suspected 
TRU waste. 

Out3ourcing Potential: Possible high potential in DOE, DOD, and private applications. 

Current Baseline Technology: Conventional excavation equipment for removal with grizzlies 
for separation. 

Cost: 'Estimates to complete excavation and disposal of 300 Area burial grounds that contain 
TRU waste are nearly $100M. Occurrence of inefficiencies during the excavation process 
could have substantial cost impacts. 

Wuste: None. 

How Long It Will Tuke: Burial ground remediation activities in the 300 Area are planned 
for the next 10 years. Burial ground remediation activities in the 200 Area are likely to 
extend well beyond the IO-year time period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technicu! Points-cf-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Greg B. Mitchem, BHI, (509) 372-9620; Ashur R. 
Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 

u 
' 

(509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Facilivb'roject Munager: V. R. Fern) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-Usermepresentutive Points-cf-Contuct: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Bryan L. Foley, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7087; Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert 
G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DETECTION, HANDLING, AND TREATMENT OF PYROPHORIC MATERIALS IN 
BURIAL GROUNDS 

Identifcation No.: RL-SS19 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OflceLSite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unir: Selected burial grounds in the 300 Area 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-06 and ER-08: HAZ Debris, ER-05: 
LLW Debris, ER-01 and ER-02: MLLW Debris) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

u - 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success 

Need Title: Detection, Handling, and Treatment of Pyrophoric Materials in Burial Grounds. 

NeeoYOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunity. 

Need Description: Several different operations that used or generated pyrophoric materials were 
conducted in the 300 Area. The quantity of these materials in 300 Area burial grounds is not 
well documented but at least 350 and potentially as many & 1,500 drums of uranium machining 
chips have already been discovered. Improved methods for detecting, handling, and treating 
suspect pyrophoric materials are required. Other pyrophoric materials that are suspected to exist 
in currently unexcavated burial grounds include zircaloy, magnesium, and calcium metals. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Detection technologies should be able to test small 
amounts of excavated materials to determine if they have pyrophoric tendencies and require 
special handling. Improved handing technologies should be more cost effective than over- 
packing in oil-filled drums or other baseline stabilization techniques. Treatment technologies L 
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need to remove the pyrophoric nature of the material and be more cost effective than 
solidification. d' 

Schedule Requirements: Three hundred and fifty drums of uranium chips are scheduled for 
treatment next year. As many as 1,200 additional drums will require subsequent treatment. 
Remediation of other burial grounds is scheduled through 2006, but the quantity of pyrophoric 
materials in these burial grounds is not known. 

Problem Description: Fifty years of defense plutonium production resulted in the creation of a 
large number of solid waste burial ground sites in the 100,200 and 300 Areas. The 300 Area 
contained the fuel fabrication facilities where uranium and zircaloy were machined. These 
processes generated scrap-machining chipdfilings that can have pyrophoric tendencies. 
Additionally, the Hanford Site may have received and buried shipments of uranium chips and 
other pyrophoric materials from other DOE sites. At least 350 and as many as 1,500 drums of 
uranium shavings have been discovered in the 618-4 burial ground. There are records that 
indicate that drums of zircaloy chips were also placed in some 300 Area burial grounds. In 
addition to machining, uranium was also recovered in pyrometallurgical processes that used 
magnesium and calcium metals that can also have pyrophoric tendencies. The amount of 
pyrophoric materials in the 100 and 200 Areas is not known. 

There is currently no good test to determine if these materials retain their pyrophoric tendencies 
or if they have sufficiently oxidized that they no longer need special handling. An easy, safe test 
to make this determination would reduce the need to conservatively handle all suspect materials 
as pyrophorics. The current baseline for handling uranium chips prior to treatmentldisposal is to 
over-pack the chips in drums of non-hazardous oil. This technique is labor intensive and creates 
additional waste volume. The baseline for treatment of uranium chips has not been established 
but solidification is often used. This technique is generally accepted as a method to remove the 
pyrophoric nature of uranium chips, but can generate hydrogen through reaction with water and 
does not permanently remove the pyrophoric tendency of the material if the matrix breaks down. 

W 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Current detection methods would require all containers in selected burial grounds 
to be treated as suspect pyrophoric material. This will reduce excavation efficiencies and 
increase costs. Current treatment technologies are not permanent or are expensive. 

Regulatory: Waste acceptance criteria at most disposal sites require that pyrophoric 
materials are treated prior to disposal. 

Environmental Safeg and Health: Improved handling of suspect pyrophoric materials may 
reduce the potential for worker exposures and contaminant releases. 
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L., Cost Savings Potential (Morfgage Reduction): Inefficiencies associated with discovering 
the uranium chips in 61 8-4 has already resulted in $750K of additional costs. Rough 
estimated costs for treating the existing uranium waste depends on characterization results 
but may be as high as $3M. Improved detection, handling and treatment techniques could 
substantially reduce these costs. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: Stakeholder concerns have not been established for this 
need. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Discovery of pyrophoric materials will continue to delay 
excavation operations until methods for dealing with these materials are established. 

Outsourcing Potential: Possible high potential in DOE, DOD, and private applications. 

Currenf Baseline Technology: Materials are assumed to retain their pyrophoric nature and are 
over-packed in drums of non-hazardous oil. The baseline technology has not been established, 
but solidification has been used elsewhere in the DOE complex. 

Cost: Estimates to complete excavation and disposal of all the burial grounds in the 100 and 
300 Areas is nearly $700M. Occurrence of inefficiencies during the excavation process 
could have substantial cost impacts. 

Waste: None. 

b 

How Long If Will Tuke: Burial ground remediation activities in the 100 and 300 Areas are 
planned for the next 10 years. Burial ground remediation activities in the 200 Area are likely 
to extend well beyond the 10-year time period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W .  Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Ashur R. Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Larry M. 
Bagmen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, (509) 373-0360. 

Contractor Facili@LProject Manager: V. R. (Vern) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; 
Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED METHODS FOR DEBRIS HANDLING AND SEGREGATION 

Identification No.: RL-SS20 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Ofic&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: All burial ground sites in the 100,200, and 300 Areas 
Waste Stream: Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-06 and ER-08: HA2 Debris, ER-05: 
LLW Debris, ER-01 and ER-02: MLLW Debris, T3-ER: TRU Debris) 
Wasfe Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Raring: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opporhmities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need rifle: Improved Methods for Debris Handling and Segregation. 

NeeoYOpporfunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: A large number of waste burial grounds will be excavated and disposed of on 
Site. Improved methods are needed for handling and segregating waste debris that requires 
M e r  characterization or size reduction prior to disposal. 

Funcfional Performance Requirements: Technology must reduce inefficiencies and costs 
associated with handling solid debris. 

Schedule Requiremenfs: Variable. Burial grounds exist in the 100,200, and 300 Areas. The 
first burial ground (located in the 300 Area) excavation was partially excavated in FY 1998. 
Goals established in the Hanford Ten-Year Challenge would have all burial grounds in the 
100 Area and 300 Area completed by2006. Strategies for remediation of the 200 Area burial - 
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ground sites are being revised, but are scheduled to begin in 2003 and will extend several years 
past 2006. 

Problem Description: The Hanford Site’s burial grounds and liquid waste disposal sites contain 
a variety of solid waste debris that may require special handling, size reduction, and/or further 
characterization (e.g., to confirm that the item should not be classified as TRU waste) prior to 
disposal. Specific examples of problems associated with handling debris waste include: 

(1) 

U’ 

Drummed pyrophoric wastes that require overpacking in non-hazardous mineral oil while 
awaiting final treatment disposition. 

Drummed acid and chemical waste that required sampling to determine the required level 
of personal protective equipment. 

Pipes greater than 18” in diameter that must be sliced along their axis to meet waste 
disposal criteria. These disposal criteria help assure that voids are not left in the disposal 
cells that could result in waste settling and closure cap instabilities. 

Tarhbestos coatings on pipes that must be scraped off and handled as asbestos waste. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

These operations reduce excavation efficiencies and increase costs. Improved methods for 
dealing with these and other debris-handing issues that will arise in future operations are 
required. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-EROl 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 

TIP No.: 
TIP 0001 
TIP 0002 
TIP 0003 

Justiifcation for Need: 

Technical: The wide variety of waste placed in burial grounds is likely to require several 
different or very robust handlinglsegregation technologies. 

Regulatory: There is no regulatory requirement for this technology need. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: Improved handling of waste debris may reduce the 
potential for worker exposures and contaminant releases. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Potential savings depend on excavation 
inefficiencies introduced by baseline debris handling strategy 

CulturaUStakeholder Concerns: No stakeholder concerns are likely. 
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Other: None. 
'W 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Continued use of baseline debris handling strategy 

Outsourcing Potential: Possible high potential in DOE, DOD, and private applications. 

Current Baseline Technology: Conventional excavation equipment for removal with grizzlies 
for separation. 

Cost: Budget forecast for 300 Area burial ground activities is: FY 1999, $3.1M. Estimates 
to complete excavation and disposal of all the burial grounds in the 100 and 300 Areas is 
nearly $700M. Occurrence of inefficiencies during the excavation process could have 
substantial cost impacts. 

Wuste: None. 

How Long It Will Take: Burial ground remediation activities in the 100 and 300 Areas are 
planned for next 10 years. Burial ground remediation activities in the 200 Area are likely to 
extend well beyond the 10-year time period. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project, 

Site Technical Points-of-Contacf: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; John April, BHI, (509) 372-9632; Greg B. Mitchem, BHI, (509) 372-9620; Ashur R. 
Michael, BHI, (509) 372-9074; Lany M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 

b' 

(509) 373-0360. 

Conrractor Facili@B'roject Manager: V. R. (Vem) Dronen, BHI, (509) 372-9075. 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Bryan L. Foley, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7087; Owen Robertson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-6295; Robert 
G. Mcleod, DOE-RL, (509) 372-0096; Glenn I. Goldberg, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9552. 
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‘W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED, COST-EFFECTIVE METHODS FOR SUB-SURFACE ACCESS TO 
SUPPORT CHARACTERIZATION AND REMEDIATION 

Idenfifcation No.: RL-SS25 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OficeBite: Richland Operations Offkernanford Site 
Operabfe Vnit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Waste Stream: Groundwater and Soils (Disposition Map Designation: ER-03: MLLW Soils, 
ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area, ER-14: LLW 
Soils 200 Area) 
Waste Managemenf Unit: N/A 
Facilify: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Tiffe: Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Sub-Surface Access to Support 
Characterization and Remediation. 

NeeaYOpportunity Cafegory: Technologv Need. 

Need Description: The Hanford Site contains large volumks of contaminated vadose zone and 
aquifer soils. In some areas, these soils are located at depths of 500 fi, while access to sther soils 
is restricted by the presence of surface or near surface objects such as buildings or underground 
tanks. The Hanford Site geology also is quite varied and ranges from unconsolidated silty sands 
to gravels and cobbles. Cost-effective technologies that allow access to this wide variety of 
sediments for both characterization and remediation are required. 

Functional Performance Requiremenfs: Access technologies should be as cost effective as 
conventional vertical well access technologies (e.g., 4 3 0 0  per ft in non-radiation zones, - 
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<$2000/ft in radiation zones). The technology should allow access to soils at depths up to 500 
feet and allow for access to long (1,000 to 5,000 feet) horizontal sections of contaminated soils. 
The technology should be able to accurately access specific portions of contaminated soils and 
therefore needs good directional and depth control. The technology must be appropriate for the 
variety sediments at the Hanford Site. The technology should minimize the generation of 
secondary waste and support both characterization and remediation activities. 

Schedule Requiremenfs: Characterization and remediation activities are ongoing. 

Problem Descripfion: The Hanford Site geology that must be accessed by these technologies is 
divided into three primary components; the Hanford Formation (upper sediment unit), the Plio- 
Pleistocene Unit (interlayer in the 200 West Area), and the Ringold Formation (lower sediment 
unit). The Hanford Formation consists of unconsolidated sands, gravels, and fine-grained 
slackwater deposits from cataclysmic floods of the Pleistocene period. The relative proportion of 
sand, gravel, and fine-grain deposits depends on the location within the Hanford Site. The Plio- 
Pleistocene Unit (1-m to 5-m thick) consists of a caliche cemented layer, well-cemented calcium 
carbonate enriched sediment and a loess composed of fine grained sand and silt. The Ringold 
Formation consists of unconsolidated and semi-consolidated fluvial and lacustrine sediments 
ranging from gravels with interbedded silt and sand lenses to muddy sandy gravels with 
interbedded sand and muddy sand lenses. The 100 Area subsurface primarily consists of 
Hanford Formation. The 200 East Area primarily consists of Hanford and Ringold Formation. 
The 200 West Area is a mixture of the three components. 

Access technologies are used for both characterization and remediation at several different areas 
throughout the Hanford Site. A few specific examples are discussed to illustrate the different 
needs. 

..J 

,d 

Operable unit 200-ZP-1 is located in the northern half of the 200 West Area. Carbon 
tetrachloride in this operable unit extends in groundwater over a 3.5 mi2 area. Depth to the water 
table is 270 ft. The ultimate remediation goal for the CCI, plume is to eliminate a sufficient 
amount of contamination so that the plume concentration will not exceed 5 ppb at the 200 Area 
Plateau boundary. An interim record of decision (ROD) has been issued requiring an IRh4 to 
start treating the 2000- to 3000-ppb portion of the carbon tetrachloride plume northwest of Z 
Plant (excluding the T Plant plume). Contaminated groundwater within the operable unit is 
being pumped from the aquifer, then treated with an air-stripping unit followed by vapor-phase 
granular activated carbon polishing. Initial modeling indicates that pump and treat will need to 
be expanded and operated for 33 to 56 years to meet stated objectives. Other remediation 
activities are being considered, but costs to access this deep and large contaminant plume limit 
practical options. 

The 1 00-H, 1 00-D, and 100-K Areas contain three chromium plumes. The areal extent of the 
north plume is about 2,000 feet by 4,000 feet and the south plume is about 2,000 ft by 2,000 feet. 
Both plumes have an average thickness of about 15 feet with concentrations ranging from 60 to 
2000 pb. Depth to the water table is 85 feet. Pump and treat and in situ REDOX manipulation 
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(ISRM) barrier technology, which both rely on conventional vertical well technology, are being 
used to control the migration of portions of these plumes. However, less expensive access 
technologies would reduce the cost of characterizing the location of the plumes and 
installinghonitoring the effectiveness of these solutions. 

In the 100-N Area, strontium-90 (half-life 29.3 years) is present in groundwater at activities up to 
6000 p C a .  Maximum concentrations of the plume range from 4,000 to 6,000 pCiL with depth 
to the water table of 70 to 80 feet at the source. Plume thickness ranges from 13 to 40 feet. This 
problem is currently being assessed using the Innovative Treatment Remediation Demonstration 
(ITRD) process. This process reduces communication and regulatory barriers and develops an 
operational test and evaluation program that leads to implementation of the best technology. 
This assessment is ongoing and will continue into FY 1999, however, several potential solutions 
that are being considered in this process would benefit from less expensive access technologies. 

The Hanford Site is currently investigating methods (e.g., cone penetrometers) to cost effectively 
access soils near and below underground storage tanks. These investigations have been 
productive for near-surface soils but are limited in deployment depth in many types of Hanford 
Site soils. Recent borehole spectral gamma data in the 200 Area indicate that cesium-137 has 
migrated deeper than previously expected at both the SX and BX tank farms. Groundwater data 
for several tank farm waste management areas also suggest that pathways through the vadose 
zone exist and could impact groundwater quality. These observations suggest that fundamental 
assumptions about contaminant mobility that support single shell tank cleanup options and 
schedules may be incorrect. However, drag down of contamination or preferential paths 
generated by vertical wells may also be the cause of some of this contamination. Access 
technologies that do not drill through overlying contaminated soils and can reach the required 
depths to groundwater in the 200 Area could help confirm the existence of these contaminants at 
depth and determine appropriate actions. 

W 

W 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: TIP No.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 NIA 
RL-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 NIA 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 N/A 
RL-ER03 1.4.10.1.1.03.07 N/A 
RL-ERO8 1.4.10.1.1.08.02.06.04 N/A 

1.4.10.1.1.08.02.08.03 
1.4.10.1.1.08.02.09.02 
1.4.10.1.1.08.06.17.01 
1.4.10.1.1.08.06.1 7.02 

JustijZcation for Need: 

Technical: There are two main technical justifications for this need. The first is that the 
large size of several Hanford Site plumes and the depth of some contamination, especially in 
the 200 Area, limits practical remediation options unless the expense of accessing the 
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u contaminated areas can be reduced. The second justification relates to characterization. 
Significant decisions about the treatment of the vadose zone in the 200 Area must be based 
on a sufficient amount of unambiguous characterization data that are not affected by the 
sampling method. 

Regulatory: Capability to collect this information would also be useful to support selection 
and monitoring of effective remedial alternatives. 

Environmental Safeg and Health: Improved access technologies could help reduce 
secondary waste generated during drilling operations and reduce the potential for worker 
exposure. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): To be determined depending on 200 Area 
planning. 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: Long horizontal wells could reduce the amount of surface 
damage to culturally sensitive areas by limiting the number of surface penetrations required 
to treat a given site. 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued baseline drilling at high cost. 

Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. Improved access technologies would support 
characterization, remediation, and monitoring activities at multiple DOE, DOD, and industrial 
sites. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Air rotary, sonic, and cable tool drilling are the primary access 
technology used at the Hanford Site. 

Cost: Approximate drilling costs are %300/ft in areas with low levels of contamination. Cost 
per foot can be as high as $2,OOO/ft in more contaminated areas, such as the tank farms. 

Waste: Drill cuttings and PPE from drilling operations. 

How Long It Will Take: The baseline drilling techniques can drill at a rate of up to about 
300 Wwk. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Larry M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 
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L Contractor Facili4KProject Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User~epresentutive Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-851 7; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9631; K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED METHODS FOR DETERMINING DISTRIBUTION OF BETA-EMITTING 
CONTAMINANTS IN SUBSURFACE SOILS 

Zdenti@cation No.: RL-SS26 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration . 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations OfficetHanford Site 
Opera6le Unit($: 100-NR-2,200 Area Remedial Action and Waste Management Units 
Waste Stream: Groundwater (Disposition Map Designation: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 
1001200 Area), Soil (Disposition Map Designations: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facil?v: NIA 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Improved Methods for Determining Distribution of Beta Emitting Contaminants in 
Subsurface Soils. 

NeelVOpportuni@ Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Contaminants with low bs and long half-lives like Tc-99 and 1-129 tend to 
represent the greatest health risks in long-term risk assessments for the 200 Area tank farms. 
Also, strontium contamination in the 100 Area soils and ground water presents a near-term 
environmental concern due to its close proximity to the Columbia River. However, it is difficult 
to measure the inventories and distribution of these contaminants because they only emit beta 
particles that do not penetrate the surrounding soil. Therefore, the only way to currently obtain 
data in the vadose mne is through the costly collection of soil samples. Improved, more cost- 
effective methods of accessing contaminated soils, taking soil samples, and/or measuring the 
concentration of beta-emitting contaminants are required. 

W 
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..d 
Functionol Performunce Requirements: The most general functional requirement is that the 
new method must generate data about these contaminants in a more cost-effective manner than 
the baseline. Either more effective retrieval of soil samples or in situ detection capabilities can 
be used to obtain this objective. More effective soil retrieval methods must be capable of 
recovering contaminated samples with minimal disturbance (e.g., no drilling fluids) down to a 
depth of 200+ feet. Sample retrieval techniques must also control drag down of contaminants 
from near-surface soils and minimize the generation of secondary waste. In situ monitoring 
capabilities should be capable of deployment at depths greater than 200 feet and be able to 
determine contaminant concentrations of beta-emitting contaminants to levels as low as a few 
picocuries per gram. The detection techniques should also be able to distinguish specific 
contaminant species in the presence of other co-contaminants and supply real-time or near real- 
time information. Sampling or detection techniques that could take advantage of existing 
boreholes are also of interest. 

Schedule Requirements: The ER program is scheduled to begin vadose zone characterization 
and remediation in the 200 Areas (where the tank farms and PFP cribs are located) in 2003. The 
mobility data are needed at an early date to support technically sound cleanup decisions. 

In the 100 Area, pump-and-treat operations are ongoing as an expedited action. An interim ROD 
is expected to be issued in late 1998 selecting an interim remedy. The interim ROD is expected 
to include a requirement to continue evaluation of other technologies. The interim ROD will be 
reviewed in FY 2007 for the potential identification of a final remedy. Vadose zone strontium 
characterization data are necessary to locate groundwater source terms and understand 
contaminant movement into the aquifer. This information will help determine the best long-term 
remediation strategy. 

Problem Description: There are two main areas at the Hanford Site that would benefit from 
more cost-effective characterization techniques for beta-emitting contaminants. The first area in 
the vadose zone below the 200 Areas tank farms. Recent borehole spectral gamma data at the 
Hanford Site indicate that cesium-137 has migrated deeper than previously expected at both the 
SX and BX tank farms. Groundwater data for several tank farm waste management areas also 
suggest that pathways through the vadose zone exist and could affect groundwater quality. 
These observations suggest that fundamental assumptions about contaminant mobility that 
support single-shell tank cleanup options and schedules may be incorrect, a finding echoed by a 
recent peer review and the National Academy of Sciences. These findings have led to greater 
concerns related to transport of high-mobility contaminants such as Tc-99 and 1-129 because 
these waste components are not detected by spectral gamma logging. Methods to cost effectively 
supply supplemental geophysical data are needed to (1) help quantify and understand the present 
distribution of these contaminants, (2) model hture transport and heath impacts, and 
(3) determine the best remediation strategy. 

The second main area is 100-N. This area is located near the Columbia River and includes one 
nuclear reactor previously used for plutonium production. In the 100-NR-2 operable unit, the 

. 

u 
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primary sources of contamination are ditches and cribs. Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately 
discharges to the Columbia River. The principal contaminant, strontium-90, is a beta-emitting 
contaminant present in groundwater at activities up to 6,000 pCi/L. Maximum concentrations of 
the plume range from 4,000-6,000 pCi/L with depth to the water table of 70 to 80 feet at the 
source. The estimated total inventory of contaminants in both the groundwater and soils ranges 
from 75 to 89 curies. However, the contaminant distribution in the vadose zone is not well 
characterized and the potential impact on groundwater is not fully understood. Additional 
characterization data would help determine the long-term risk associated with this contamination 
and determine the best method for remediation. 

v 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-ER08 1.4.10.1.1.08.02.09.02 NIA 
RL-ERO 1 1.4.10.1.1.01.01 NIA 
RL-ER02 1.4.10.1.1.02.05 NIA 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Discrete sampling is the only technology currently available to collect 
information about these types of contaminants. These data are required to better understand 
current inventories and future impacts. 

Regulutory: Capability to collect this information would also be useful to support selection 
and monitoring of effective remediation alternatives. 

Environmental Safety and Health: Contaminant inventories are hdamental to prediction 
of environmental and human health effects due to groundwater and Columbia River exposure 
pathways, as called for in the Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment (CRCIA) 
requirements document and cleanup-related risk assessments. Improved in situ measurement 
techniques would also reduce the potential for worker exposure if discrete sampling is 
avoided. 

W 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): To be determined based on 200 Area 
planning. 

Culturavstakeholder Concerns: Lack of contaminant mobility data is a major concern 
among stakeholders. 

Other: None. 

'V 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued use of discrete sampling with less data available 
to quantify contaminant inventories. Without this knowledge, it will be impossible to assure the 
public that the DOE can estimate health impacts from the current environment or predict the 
effects of proposed remedial actions. 
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,4' Outsourcing Potential: Potentially high. Beta-emitting contaminants are a potential issue.at 
several DOE sites. 

Current Baseline Technology: Well or borehole drilling with discrete sampling. 

Cost: The current cost depends on the location and drill cuttings disposal costs. Well 
drilling costs in the 100 Area are on the order $300/ft, while the costs in the 200 Area tank 
farms are as much as $2,OOO/ft. 

Waste: Drill cuttings and PPE required during drilling operations. 

How Long It Will Take: Current discreet sampling has information turn-around times of 
several weeks. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott W. Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372- 
9126; Mark A. Buckmaster, BHI, (509) 372-9272; Jared D. Isaacs, BHI, (509) 372-9162; George 
C. Henckel, 111, BHI, (509) 372-9381; Lany M. Bagaasen, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-6452. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Michael J. Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User/Representative Points-of-Contact: Fred R. Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; 
Arlene C. Tortoso, DOE-RL, (509) 373-963 1 ;  K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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ERC Need Statements Associated with Hanford’s GroundwaterNadose Zone 
Integration Project 

Hanford’s GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project (Integration Project) divides its work 
into eight technical elements. In addition to these technical elements, a Systems Assessment 
Capability is being developed by the Integration Project as the means to coordinate and 
collectively analyze the information from the other technical elements. The eight technical 
elements are: 

Vadose Zone 
Groundwater 
River 
Inventory 
Risk 
Monitoring 
Regulatory Path 
Remediation Options. 

Of the eight technical elements that are part of the Integration Project, the four elements 
highlighted in the bullets above (Vadose Zone, Groundwater, River, and Inventory) have been 
addressed in detail to date in the Groundwaterfludose Zone Integration Project Specifcation 
@Om-98-48) .  Therefore, the new FY 2000 needs associated with the Integration Project 
were generated based on the technical content of these four technical elements. The FY 1999 
technology needs and several FY 1999 science needs that are being carried forward to FY 2000 
align with the remediation options technical element because the scope of this technical element 
includes the current remedial actions of the ERC. Additional detail on the remaining technical 
elements will be added at a later date as the Integration Project progresses through its planned 
activities. The FY 1999 science and technology needs still represent viable needs and will be 
carried forward into the FY 2000 needs process. Table 1 lists the new FY 2000 needs (in bold 
type) and FY 1999 needs that are being carried forward for FY 2000 as they relate to the 
technical elements of the Integration Project. No needs have yet been identified that relate to the 
risk, monitoring, or regulatory path technical elements. 

The new Integration Project needs are grouped by the techical element to which they align as 
shown in Table 1. The FY 1999 science and technology needs that are being carried forward to 
FY 2000 are presented in separate sections. 

W 
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Vadose Zone 

RL-SS27 

Groundwater River Inventory Remediation 
Options 

RL-SS32 RL-SS36 RL-SS40 RL-SSOI 

W 

* New needs for the Integration Project are shown in bold type. Right-justified needs are linked 
to the bolded need above it. 
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Interactions between Contaminants of Concern and Vadose Zone 
Sediments 
Chemical Speciation and Complexation in Site-Specific Groundwaters 
Chemical Binding on Site-Specific Mineral Surfaces 
Reaction Rates for Key Contaminant Species and complexes in Site- 

Rates of Coupled Abiotic and Biogeochemical Reactions Involving 
Contaminants in Hanford Subsurface 
Remedial Technology for Cs Beneath Waste Tanks 

RL-SS23-S 
RL-SS24-S 
RL-SS26-S 

RL-SS27-S 

RL-SS30-S 
RL-WO35-S Moisture Flow and contaminant Transport in Arid Conditions 
RL-WT053-S Contaminant Mobility Beneath Tank Farms 
RL-WTO29 Data and Tools for Performance Assessments 

Develop Descriptions of Contaminant Flow and Transport in the Vadose 
Zone 
Rates of Colloid Formation and Colloidal TransDort of Contaminants in Site- 

- Specific Groundwaters 

RL-SS29 

RL-SS28-S 

VADOSE ZONE ELEMENT INDEX TO LINKED NEEDS 

L 

IRL-SS27 b e  of Field Data from Reoresentative Sites to Elucidate Controllina 

Specific Groundwaters 
Effect of Subsurface Heterogeneities on Chemical Reaction and Transport RL-SS29-S 

- 
/Features and Processes for Contaminant Distribution 
IUnderstand, Quantify and Develop Descriptions of Reactions and RL-SS28 

RL-SS31-S 
RL-SS35-S 
RL-WT053-S 
RL-VVT045-S 
RL-WT043-S 
RL-WT044-S 

RL-SSSO 

Mathematical Formulations of Chemical ReactionlMaterial Transport 
Use of Chemical surrogates for Contaminants 
Contaminant Mobility Beneath Tank Farms 
Vadose Zone Flow Simulation Tool Under Arid Conditions 
Affect of Human and Natural Influences on Long-Term Water Distribution 
Distribution of Recharge Rates 
Understand and Quantify Water Movement in the Vadose Zone Using 
Uncontaminated Field Sites 

RL-VVT043-S 
RL-WT044-S 
RL-WT029 
RL-WT035-S 
RL-WT045-S 

RL-SS31 

_. ~ . .  

Affect of Human and Natural Influences on Long-Term Water Distribution 
Distribution of Recharge Rates 
Data and Tools for Performance Assessments 
Moisture Flow and contaminant Transport in Arid Conditions 
Vadose Zone Flow Simulation Tool Under Arid Conditions 
Provide Advanced Characterization Tools and Methods to Delineate 

I Icontaminant Plumes in the Vadose Zone and Relate Plume Distribution of I 
/Geochemical and Hydrogeological Properties 

RL-SS25-S !Chemical Form and Mobilitv of Dense. Non-Aqueous Phase Liauids in 
i-r (Hanford Subsurface Transport of Contaminants 

RL-SS37-S [Chemical Sensor Principles 
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VADOSE ZONE ELEMENT INDEX TO LINKED NEEDS 

Characterization and Remediation 
Improved Methods for Determining Distribution of Beta Emitting 
Contaminants in Subsurface Soils 
Tank Leak Detection Systems for Underground Single-Shell Waste Storage 

I RL-SS25 Ilmproved, Cost-Effective Methods for Sub-surface Access to Support 

ITanks (SSTs) 
IEstablish Retrieval Performance Evaluation Criteria RL-NO13  
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

USE OF FIELD DATA FROM REPRESENTATIVE SITES TO ELUCIDATE 
CONTROLLING FEATURES AND PROCESSES FOR CONTAMINANT 

DISTRIBUTION 

Identification No.: RL-SS27 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OffdSite:  Richland Operations Officehlanford Site 
Operable Unitfs): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Wastestream: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-04: LLW Soils lOO/3OO Area, ER-03: MLLW 
Soils 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Use of field data from representative sites to elucidate controlling features and 
processes for contaminant distribution. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Descriptwn: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included - 
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elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

Currently, information on contaminant distribution, physical association, and chemical form in 
the vadose zone beneath waste sites of different source terms, ages, and water flow histories 
(e.g., cribs, tanks, trenches, spills, etc.) is not adequate to forecast whether future breakthrough to 
groundwater will occur (see for example, Hodges 1998, Johnson and Chou 1998, Narbutovskih 
1998). Only two cores, for example, have been collected beneath leaked single-shell waste tanks 
(Freeman-Pollard et al. 1994,; Myers et al. 1998), and debate exists as to whether the retrieved 
samples were or were not compromised. Moreover, little is known about the physical and 
chemical processes that are most significant over protracted contact times of the waste with the 
sediments in the vadose zone (Jones et al. 1998). These processes may differ significantly from 
short term ones studied in the laboratory. Within this context, the effects of extreme waste 
chemistry, unsaturated water conditions and complex, geologically controlled water flow paths 
add to the uncertainty of contaminant movement (Conaway et al. 1997, Conaway et al. 1998). 
Without such information, little can be said about the long-term stability of the in-ground 
contaminant inventory; has it been immobilized or is it available for transport. 

Hence, there is a need to investigate select field sites that are representative of major Hanford 
Site waste and disposal scenarios to develop rigorous conceptual models of governing processes 
for use in remediation and closure characterization assessment and performance validation. The 
development of conceptual models requires field sampling and study to understand the 
following: 1) how contamination is distributed in the vadose zone beneath different types of 
waste sites with different source chemistries and different release histories, 2) the physical and 
chemical processes responsible for such distribution, and 3) whether contaminants have been 
immobilized or are still labile and migrating. The relationship between the contaminant 
distribution, moisture content, and the physical, chemical, microbiological, and geological 
characteristics of the subsurface sediments is needed as part of such an assessment. Critical 
information needs include the mineralogic association of contaminants, their mode of chemical 
binding, and interparticle location; presence of co-contaminants; and the physical/pore structure 
of the sediments that may imply the geochemical and hydrologic means of emplacement. 

L/, 

The elucidation of processes, lability, and current migration requires carefully formulated 
scientific characterization of field core samples that is closely linked with laboratory 
experimentation (e.g., contaminant desorption rates) to define key physical, chemical, and 
biologic aspects of the contaminant associations. Multiple core sampling at different times may 
be needed at a given site to assess migration. Rationalizing the existing contaminant distribution 
and forecasting future migration requires that water flow processes within the vadose zone at 
representative sites be characterized and understood (at least qualitatively), particularly those 
induced by preferential flow paths, high-density waste solutions, andor other channeling effects. 
The primary technical gaps associated with the development of rigorous conceptual models of 
different waste sites and scenarios at the Hanford Site are as follows: 
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L The long-term geochemical reactions responsible for in-ground contaminant retardation and 
mobilization are insufficiently understood to predict when and where they have/will occur 
and their magnitude and direction. Defining these for different contaminants, waste types, 
release histories and water volumes will provide chemical information to drive improved 
performance assessment models that include chemical reaction and insights to assess the 
migration potential of in-ground contaminants. 

Water flow pathways as driven by in situ geologic features in the vadose zone and waste 
properties such as temperature, electrolyte identity and composition, and density are 
insufficiently defined to estimate where waste solutions will migrate, the depth of their 
penetration, and sediment properties in which they will reside. An improved understanding 
of these in situ pathways beneath existing sites and their controlling features will provide 
necessary models and insights that can be extrapolated to other sites at the Hanford Site for 
prediction of where waste fluids are likely to migrate, their extent of dilution, and the 
possibility and timing of their breakthrough to groundwater. 

Hydrochemical effects of waste-sediment interaction such as porosity enhancement from 
mineral dissolution, pore-plugging from precipitation of waste constituents such as 
aluminum, clay dispersion, or colloid generation have been insufficiently investigated to 
estimate when and where they will occur and their net effect on water and contaminant 
migration. Information on these linked chemical-hydrologic effects will provide key 
insights on the rates and direction of waste migration beneath single shell tanks and the 
possibility that they may reach groundwater. 

L 

Funcfional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information obtained must 
delineate associations between physical, chemical, microbiological, and geological 
characteristics such that the information can be applied toward the conceptual models, fate and 
transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed as part 
of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requiremenfs: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwuterh'udose Zone Inregration Projecr Specifcurion (DOJMU-98-48, December 1998) 
indicates the information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project. Information associated with enhanced conceptual models for processes in 
the vadose zone is needed in the FY 1999 to FY 2005 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Descripfion: This need falls under the Vadose Zone Technical Element withiin the 
Integration Project. The Vadose Zone Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific problems related to the leakage of radioactive and hazardous wastes into Hanford soils 
and sediments. The objective of the Vadose Zone Technical Element is to enhance protection of 
human health and the environment by providing the following: 1) improved models, 
measurements, and data to predict contaminant migration and provide warning of potential 
surface or groundwater contamination before problems arise; 2) scientific rigor to system b 
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assessment and performance assessment (PA) models as they are developed, reviewed, and 
implemented; and 3) scientific support for selection of the most safe, efficient, 'and effective 
remedial actions and site closure activities. An implicit goal of this research is to provide 
scientific and regulatory credibility to DOE'S environmental management decision-making 
process. 

The scope of this technical element encompasses the unsaturated zone beneath the Hanford Site. 
The geographic focus is on areas that (1) underlie liquid waste disposal sites; (2) have the 
potential for leaks or leaching; and (3) have experienced past leaks and spills. Also included are 
selected areas away from the focus areas, such as areas representative of background conditions, 
and areas that have the potential to become contaminated in the future. The primary suite of 
contaminants to be investigated include the following: I3'Cs, %Sr, 6oCo, 23sn38U, 99Tc, 239n40Pu, 
237Np, 24'Am, 1291, CC1,and CrO?, but others, including co-contaminants ma', NO,? and 
indigenous ions (Ca2', Mg2') may be included as necessary depending on the nature of the 
specific sites studied. 

Specific topics for this need include in order of expected implementation (1) collaboration with 
the River Protection Project in the decommissioning of borehole 41-09-39 and the planned 
coring of the vadose zone beneath SX-115 (FY 99); (2) evaluation and supplementation of the 
existing 200-BP-1 data set for application, performance testing, and validation exercises of more 
sophisticated reactive transport models; (3) quantification of the variations in recharge rates at 
existing waste sites (200-BP-1, etc.) of interest and assessment of these variations on 
contaminant migration rates; (4) studies of dense nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPL) (CC1,) 
distribution and migration in 200 West Area; and ( 5 )  selective high-impact collaborations with 
other site characterization efforts at cribs, ponds, and dry waste sites to be investigated as part of 
the 200, 300, and 100 Area environmental restoration efforts. 

4 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-vzo 1 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Currently, information on physical association and chemical form of important 
contaminants in the vadose zone beneath waste sites of different source terms, ages, and 
water flow histories (e.g., cribs, tanks, trenches, spills, etc.) is not adequate to explain 
distribution of contaminants in the vadose zone today or to forecast future likely distribution. 
Little is known about the physical and chemical processes that are most significant over 
protracted contact times of the waste with the sediments in the vadose zone. Within this 
context, the effects of extreme waste chemistry, unsaturated water conditions and complex, 
geologically controlled water flow paths add to the uncertainty of contaminant movement. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 
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u Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessmenf, Parf 11: Requiremenfs for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessmenf (DOE 1998). 

Other: None 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: The application of surface barriers and other remediation 
strategies currently planned for the Hanford Site depends on improved measurements of transport 
processes in the vadose zone. Confidence in predicting contaminant travel times at treated or 
covered sites will be enhanced by implementing this activity. The activity that this needs 
supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integrafion Project Specification 
(DOERL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration 
Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Site Technical Points ofcontact: Scott Petersen, BHI, (509) 372-9126; Terri Stewart, PNNL, 
(509) 372-9643; Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Facilill%project Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-UserDtepresentative Points-ojXontact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-FU, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

W 

L 
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L‘ TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND, QUANTIFY AND DEVELOP DESCRIPTIONS OF REACTIONS AND 
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN AND VADOSE ZONE 

SEDIMENTS 

Identi@cation No.: RL-SS28 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfJceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Wastestream: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-03: MLLW 
Soils 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Understand, quantify and develop descriptions of reactions and interactions between 
contaminants of concern and vadose zone sediments. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an . 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integratsd” need has both apphed science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately L 
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from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: Improved, Cost- 
Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and Remediation). 

Field data provides insight on the processes controlling the flux of key risk drivers and inventory 
elements to the groundwater. Quantification of these processes, and the bio- and hydrochemical 
reactions that contribute to them (e.g., adsorption, mineral precipitation and dissolution, and 
biomineralization, matrix diffusion, pore plugging, and colloid formation) is ultimately required 
to defensibly forecast migration velocity, concentration, and breakthrough as needed for 
remediation assessment. Complications such as the impact of extreme waste conditions (e.g., 
high acidity, basicity, ionic strength), preferential water flow with implications to reactive 
surface area and wastekediment ratios, geochemical reaction in thin water films present under 
unsaturated conditions, the effects of solvents, complexants, and mobile colloids on radionuclide 
mobility (e.g., plutonium), and the resuscitation and biogeochemical impact of microorganisms 
under conditions of artificial recharge are all significant in the Hanford Site vadose zone and 
measurements and study are needed to define and quantify their impact. An understanding of 
whether contaminants become more or less mobile with protracted contact times, as well as the 
direction of change (e.g., greater or lesser mobility); and physical, chemical, and biological 
causes of such changes and how they are appropriately modeled are needed. 

It is important to note that many laboratory studies have been performed on the interactions of 
contaminants with Hanford Site sediments from different actual and simulated waste matrices 
(see for example Seme et al., 1993; Kaplan and Seme, 1995; Kaplan et al., 1996). These studies 
have defined empirical relationships between sorption parameters (e.g., I(d) sediment properties, 
and competitive ions (e.g., Ca2’, Na’) for some contaminants (e.g., “’Cs, 90Sr), and have defined 
expected ranges in I<d for others (e.g., plutonium, technetium, chromium, uranium, neptunium, 
iodine). Such studies have also provided insights on the qualitative nature of retardation 
mechanisms (e.g., precipitation, ion exchange), and the potential impacts of extreme waste 
chemistry (Kaplan et al. 1998). While these studies have been well performed with the objective 
of parameterizing performance assessment calculations (e.g., Smoot et a1.1989), they fall short in 
defining the specifics of the transport process as needed for defensible long-term predictions of 
migration and in-ground stability. Furthermore, the data and associated understanding are 
fundamentally empirical, have not well defined the primary reaction processes, and poorly 
account for such important factors as co-contaminant ions, sediment properties, and reaction rate. 

The primary technical gaps associated with reactions and interactions between waste and vadose 
zone sediments are that the chemical and biologic reactions and colloidal transport processes 
responsible for contaminant retardation, immobilization, and mobilization are insufficiently 
understood or lack data on key parameters to allow for defensible predictions of their in-ground 
rates, extent, magnitude, and effect. This information is important to resolve important Hanford 
Site-specific geochemical questions for key contaminants, such as 1) the potential colloid- 
facilitated transport of plutonium and the facilitating effects of solvents and complexants, 2) the 
existence of geochemical reactions (heterogeneous reduction, interparticle diffusion) potentially 
responsible for technetium immobilization in the vadose zone, and 3) the extent of in-ground 

\d 
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fixation of sorbed cesium-I37 and strontium-90. Specific issues that need to be addressed to 
resolve these technical gaps include the following: u 

New insights and descriptive kinetic and thermodynamic information for reactions and 
interactions in the vadose zone based on key biogeochemical, and hydrochemical reactions 
that control unsaturated chemical transport through the vadose zone are needed. The 
information is needed to assist in explaining solute attenuation profiles and 
chemical/mineralogical speciation at contaminated sites and in developing improved process- 
level models for important reaction types, including colloid transport, as well as the 
hydrogeochemical effects on hydraulic properties and fluid flow. Specific information 
needed includes the following. Determination of the speciation and complexation of 
contaminants of interest in an aqueous phase distributed in the vadose zone (pristine and 
contacted by tank waste liquids) is needed (Science Need RL-SS23-S). Information is 
needed to understand the reactions that will affect the binding of contaminants in solution on 
secondary mineral surfaces, and on primary phases (Science Need FU-SS24-S). The reaction 
rates and the key reaction steps that control the speed with which a contaminant changes 
chemical form (e.g., speciation, complexation) andor interacts with the surfaces of secondary 
minerals need to be quantified (Science Need RL-SS26-S). The reaction rates affecting 
cesium adsorption on micaceous secondary minerals exposed to chemical conditions similar 
to those generated by leaking high-level waste need to be quantified (Science Need RL- 
SS30-S). An understanding of the effect of coupled abiotic and biogeochemical reactions for 
which independent rates of reaction are known on Contaminant form (e.g., 
speciatiodcomplexation) is needed (Science Need RL-SS27-S). 

Sufficient scientific information is needed to support defensible simplification of complex 
contaminant reactions for tractable modeling at both waste site and Sitewide scales as 
required for the Sitewide performance assessment (PA) model. 

The impact of extreme waste chemical conditions (high acidity, basicity, ionic strength, etc.) 
on contaminant mobility, the phases with which contaminants associate, hydrologic and 
geochemical properties and their distribution, and water-flow pathways needs to be 
determined. 

u 

Information is needed to determine whether contaminants become more or less mobile with 
protracted contact times. The information should include the direction of change (e.g., 
greater or lesser mobility) and physical, chemical, and biological causes of such changes, and 
how are they appropriately described (modeled). 

Information is needed to understand the relationship between geochemical reactions and 
hydrogeological properties that affect transport through the vadose zone. 

Information is needed to understand to what extent laboratory-derived reaction parameters 
describe geochemical phenomena occurring in preferred flow paths and, if there are 
differences, what in situ features cause the differences. i/ 
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4 Techniques are needed to characterize surface areas of reacting solids in the field and 
determine to what extent the mineral surfaces are hydrologically accessible. 

Other existing science and technology needs that relate to this need include RL-WTO29, 
FU-WT035-S, and RL-WT053-S. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must describe and quantify reactions and interactions between contaminants of concern and 
vadose zone sediments such that the information can be applied toward the conceptual models, 
fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed 
as part of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOE/RL-98-48, December 1998) 
indicates the information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project. Information associated with reactions and interactions between contaminants 
and vadose zone sediments is needed in the FY 1999 to FY 2005 timeframe to meet these 
objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Vadose Zone Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Vadose Zone Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific problems related to the leakage of radioactive and hazardous wastes into Hanford Site 
soils and sediments. The objective of the Vadose Zone Technical Element is to enhance 
protection of human health and the environment by providing 1) improved models, 
measurements, and data to predict contaminant migration and provide warning of potential 
surface or groundwater contamination before problems arise; 2) scientific rigor to system 
assessment and PA models as they are developed, reviewed, and implemented; and 3) scientific 
support for selection of the most safe, efficient, and effective remedial actions and site closure 
activities. An implicit goal of this research is to provide scientific and regulatory credibility to 
DOE’S environmental management decision-making process. 

The scope of this technical element encompasses the unsaturated zone beneath the Hanford Site. 
The geographic focus is on areas that (1) underlie liquid waste disposal sites; (2) have the 
potential for leaks or leaching; and (3) have experienced past leaks and spills. Also included are 
selected areas away from the focus areas, such as areas representative of background conditions, 
and areas that have the potential to become contaminated in the future. 

Specific topics for this need include (1) new insights and descriptive kinetic and thermodynamic 
information to assist in explaining solute attenuation profiles and improved process-level 
modeling; (2) constitutive relationships to be used in reactive transport models for history 
matching of contaminant distribution at representative field sites; and (3) knowledge to support 
defensible simplification of complex contaminant reactions for tractable modeling at both waste 
sites and Sitewide scales during performance and remediation assessments. The key Hanford 
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Site contaminants include risk-drivers (*Tc, '291, CrO:), major inventory constituents ("'Cs, '%r, 
6oCo, 23'n'BU, CCl,), and other elements of concern (239R40P~, 237Np, 24'Am). L 

PBS No. WBS No. 
RL-vzo 1 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No. 
N/A 

Justipcation for Need: 

Technical: The chemical and biologic reactions and colloidal transport processes 
responsible for contaminant retardation, immobilization, and mobilization are insufficiently 
understood or lack data on key parameters to allow for defensible predictions of their in- 
ground rates, extent, magnitude, and effect. This information is important to resolve 
important Hanford Site-specific geochemical questions for key contaminants, such as 1) the 
potential colloid-facilitated transport of plutonium and the facilitating effects of solvents and 
complexants, 2) the existence of geochemical reactions (heterogeneous reduction, inter- 
particle diffusion) potentially responsible for technetium immobilization in the vadose zone, 
and 3) the extent of in-ground fixation of sorbed cesium-137 and strontium-90. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making Site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce theuncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

u 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

CufturavSakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impacf Assessment, Part II: Requirementsfor a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Fifling Need: The application of surface barriers and other remediation 
strategies currently planned for the Hanford Site depends on improved measurements of transport 
processes in the vadose zone. Confidence in predicting contaminant travel times at treated or 
covered sites will be enhanced by implementing this activity. The activity that this needs v 
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supports is identified in the Groundwaterh’adose Zone Integration Project Specijkarion 
(DOEIRL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration 
Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current h e l i n e  Technology: NIA. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, BHI, (509) 372-91 26; Terri Stewart, PNNL, 
(509) 372-9643; Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Fucili@Project Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79 

DOE End-User~epresentutive Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DEVELOP DESCRIPTIONS OF CONTAMINANT FLOW AND TRANSPORT IN THE 
VADOSE ZONE 

Identification No.: RL-SS29 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Oflce/Sfe: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Wastestream: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-04: LLW Soils lOO/3OO Area, ER-03: MLLW 
Soils 
Wasfe Management Unit: N/A 
Facilify: N/A 

Prioriq Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC .-’ - 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects ( e g ,  moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Develop Descriptions of Contaminant Flow and Transport in the Vadose Zone. 

Need Opportuni@ Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perSpective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: .../ 
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Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

The approach to date has been to use relatively simple models to describe contaminant transport 
in the vadose zone. These models are “simple” in that they lump many of the complexities into 
relatively few input parameters. For example, the potentially complex aspects of fluid chemistry 
and rock mineralogy are treated with a sorption coefficient and a porosity. The complexities of 
flow are described with two dispersion coefficients. Rock and soil hydrological properties are 
allowed to change only with depth. Recharge rates, and consequently flow, are assumed to be 
constant $th time rather than episodic, and coarse gridding for numerich models tends to 
smooth the calculated flow and mask the potential creation of fast paths in the real world. The 
sum of all of these simplifications and approximations is that the resultant calculated 
contaminant mobility is subject to very large errors. Furthermore, predictions made with these 
models cannot hold up to critical technical scrutiny, and more importantly, they fail to match 
observations that have and will be made by monitoring and characterization activities. 

‘4 

Previously employed approaches for modeling vadose zone transport do not capture essential 
processes that affect contaminant migration at the Hanford Site. Previous modeling efforts have 

. used decoupled approaches even though radionuclide and contaminant transport may involve 
fully coupled thermal-hydrological-mechanical-chemical processes. In addition, the effect of 
chemical coupling (through fluid density modification and minerdprecipitation dissolution) on 
fluid flow and radionuclide transport have been ignored. These types of simplifications may 

flow in particular is considered to be an important contaminant transport mechanism in the 
Hanford Site vadose zone. 

Improvement in modeling of vadose zone transport requires developing models that can capture 
the important complexities. This development will take the form of enhancing existing codes to 
represent additional processes, running them with finer grids and time spacings, and simulating 
some of the heterogeneities and episodicities. Partial coupling of physical and chemical 
processes may also be needed. It is expected that some potentially complicating processes can be 
demonstrated to be insignificant, and that the transport behavior produced in the complex models 
can be abstracted into more highly parameterized models for Sitewide assessment and long-term 
predictions. 

The specific technical gaps associated with modeling of contaminant transport in the vadose zone 
are as follows: 

introduce unacceptable errors to long-term assessment of contaminant transport. Preferential ‘-‘ 

Information is needed to assess the effects of high-ionic-strength aqueous solutions under 
varying REDOX and pH conditions present in some of the leaking storage tanks on the rate 
of metaVradionuclide migration. Although it is known that high-ionic-strength solutions 
change the partitioning behavior of strongly sorbed nuclides, especially alkalis like it is 
not known quantitatively for a range of likely conditions, nor is it known how fast fluids are 
neutralized by reaction with the soil matrix, how much this fluid-rock interaction changes the 
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sorption properties of the matrix, and whether the high densities of fluids cause them to flow 
downward fast enough that the effective surface area for sorption is greatly reduced. A 
further concern is with non-isothermal effects near the tanks, and in the seepage of highly 
radioactive tank fluids. 

W 

Techniques are needed to estimate flow, transport, and reactionlinteraction parameters from 
data collected at different scales of observation and for transferring geo-hydrological 
information from one site to another with an understanding of the limitations of these 
techniques. These are long standing issues in hydrological modeling, but the approach used 
needs to be tailored to the type of system being modeled, and there needs to be enough data 
to estimate what sacrifices in terms of uncertainty are being made by using data measured at 
one scale to represent larger and smaller scales. 

Techniques are needed to adequately account for spatial and temporal heterogeneity that 
affects contaminant transport. There is a need to model water seepage, and associated mass 
transport, on the actual scale on which these processes are taking place. This may require 
spatial resolution of order 0.1 to 1 m, and temporal resolution of order 1 hr to 1 day. How 
such resolution can be reconciled with Sitewide modeling and assessment on time scales of 
10 - 100 yr is a major challenge. The episodic nature of seepage, and associated hysteresis 
and mixing effects must also be accou,nted for. Episodic and intermittent features can come 
into play from the nature of precipitation and runoff, from tank leaks, and when considering 
sluicing to remove tank contents. The temporal structure of unsaturated zone seepage may be 
as important as the spatial structure. (See Science Need RL-WTO45-S.) W 

Improved multiphase-multicomponent reactive transport models that adequately describe 
contaminant migration in the Hanford Site vadose zone are needed. These models should 
include groups of specialized submodels relating to specific waste chemistry and other 
features that support site-specific and provide a basis for Sitewide assessments. Previous 
vadose zone modeling used decoupled approaches. There are some process aspects 
(chemical reaction-induced changes in porosity, permeability, reactive surface area) that can 
only be captured through fully coupled modeling. 

Approaches for considering and incorporating uncertainty in transport modeling is needed to 
better communicate what is or is not known. This is also a widely appreciated aspect of 
hydrological modeling, but there are many possible approaches, and one or more need to be 
developed, decided on, and gain the acceptance of the concerned community. 

Information is needed to understand which secondary minerals form as colloids in 
groundwater, the importance of biosorption, the nature of the chemical interactions between 
contaminants of interest and the surfaces of inorganic and organic colloids, and the effect of 
colloids on contaminant transport at the Hanford Site (Science Need RL-SS28-S). 
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~d Information is needed to understand how the physical and chemical properties of the specific 
Hanford Site geological formations affect the transport of chemical solutes and colloids 
(Science Need RL-SS29-S). 

Techniques and information are needed to quantify the migration rate of contaminants 
through the vadose zone. Model formulations are needed for the chemistry and physics that 
describe the dispersal and longevity of subsurface contaminant plumes for site conditions, 
contaminant chemistry and reactivity, and hydraulic properties at the Hanford Site (Science 
Need RL-SS3 I S ) .  The evolution of the present distribution of contaminants, both 
radioactive and nonradioactive (particularly cesium-1 37 but also plutonium, Tc-99, Sr-90, 
chromium, and nitrate), beneath the tank farms and to evaluate their potential mobility under 
all "leave or retrieve" options needs to be understood and quantified (Science Need 
RL-WTO53-S). Techniques are needed to use readily measured chemical analogues (similar 
group, charge, ionic size) to contaminants of interest to assess the behavior of difficult-to- 
measure contaminants in the Hanford Site subsurface (Science Need RL-SS35-S). 

Other science needs that relate to this need include RL-WTO43-S and IU-WTO44-S. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must describe and quantify contaminant transport in the Hanford Site vadose zone or provide 
relevant parameters or mathematical formulations such that the information can be applied 
toward the conceptual models, fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment 
capabilities that are being developed as part of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
GroundwuterNudose Zone Inregrution Project Specifcurion (DOERL-98-48, December 1998) 
indicates the information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project. Information associated with descriptions contaminant transpart in the vadose 
zone is needed in the FY 1999 to FY 2003 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Vadose Zone Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Vadose Zone Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific problems related to the leakage of radioactive and hazardous wastes into Hanford Site 
soils and sediments. The objective of the Vadose Zone Technical Element is to enhance 
protection of human health and the environment by providing 1) improved models, 
measurements, and data to predict contaminant migration and provide warning of potential 
surface or groundwater contamination before problems arise; 2) scientific rigor to system 
assessment and PA models as they are developed, reviewed, and implemented; and 3) scientific 
support for selection of the most safe, efficient, and effective'remedial actions and site closure 
activities. An implicit goal of this research is to provide scientific and regulatory credibility to 
DOE'S environmental management decision-making process. 

d 
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Ld The scope of this technical element encompasses the unsaturated zone beneath the Hanford Site. 
The geographic focus is on areas that (1) underlie liquid waste disposal sites; (2) have the 
potential for leaks or leaching; and (3) have experienced past leaks and spills. Also included are 
selected areas away from the focus areas, such as areas representative of background conditions, 
and areas that have the potential to become contaminated in the future. 

Specific topics for this need include (1) scientifically defensible predictive tools and (2) detailed 
process-level reactive transport models to provide a foundation for site-scale models for Sitewide 
assessments. 

PBS No. WBS No. 
RL-vzo 1 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

Justification for Need: 

TIP No. 
N/A 

Technical: Previously employed approaches for modeling vadose zone transport do not 
capture essential processes that affect contaminant migration at the Hanford Site. Previous 
modeling efforts have used decoupled approaches even though radionuclide and contaminant 
transport may involve fully coupled thermal-hydrological-mechanical-chemical processes. In 
addition, the effect of chemical coupling (through fluid density modification and 
mineral/precipitation dissolution) on fluid flow and radionuclide transport have been ignored. 
These types of simplifications may introduce unacceptable errors to long-term assessment of 
contaminant transport. 

Regu/atory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making Site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

v 

Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

CulfuraKStakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). b 
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Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The application of surface barriers and other remediation 
strategies currently planned for the Hanford Site depends on improved measurements of transport 
processes in the vadose zone. Confidence in predicting contaminant travel times at treated or 
covered sites will be enhanced by implementing this activity. The activity that this needs 
supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specification 
(DOERL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration 
Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.& DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: NIA. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor FaciIiQ/Project Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9 179. 

DOE End-Userrnepresentative Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

Reference: 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II; Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOERL-96-16, US. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND AND QUANTIFY WATER MOVEMENT IN THE VADOSE ZONE 
USING UNCONTAMINATED FIELD SITES 

Identification No.: RL-SS30 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfficdSite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasteStream: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-04: LLW Soils 100/300 Area, ER-03: MLLW 
Soils 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Understand and Quantify Water Movement in the Vadose Zone Using 
Uncontaminated Field Sites. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included L 
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elsewhere in the Hanford Site Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: Improved, Cost- 
Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and Remediation). 

The rate of movement of contaminants from buried waste through the vadose zone to 
groundwater is presently not well documented for Hanford Site conditions. Neither the chemical 
or physical mechanisms for flow and transport in the vadose zone are well understood. At the 
present time only two boreholes in the tank farm area have been cored and analyzed for both 
hydraulic properties and chemistry (Freeman-Pollard et al. 1994; Myers et al. 1998) and rates of 
vadose zone migration are still indeterminate for most, if not all of the contaminants of concern. 
Moreover, little is known about the physical and chemical processes that are most significant 
over protracted contact times of the waste with the sediments in the vadose zone (Jones et al. 
1998) and this has led to predictions of flow and transport that are plagued with large 
uncertainties. These processes may differ significantly from short term ones studied in the 
laboratory. Within this context, the effects of extreme waste chemistry, unsaturated water 
conditions and complex, geologically controlled water flow paths add to the uncertainty of 
contaminant movement (Conaway et al. 1997 and Conaway et ai. 1998). Without such 
information, little can be said about the long-term stability of the in-ground contaminant 
inventory; has it been immobilized or is it available for transport? Recent groundwater 
monitoring reports (see for example, Johnson and Chou 1998, Hodges 1998, Narbutovskih 1998) 
have also highlighted some of the uncertainties in vadose zone-groundwater interactions. Rates 
of transport to groundwater may range from decades to thousands of years, depending on the 
nature of the waste and the amount and location of the water sources that mobilize waste and 
cany it to the water table. No direct measurement of net water infiltration (the primary driver for 
fluid migration in the vadose zone) has been made at any Hanford waste site (Smoot et al. 1989, 
Ward et al. 1997). In addition, there may be accelerated flow paths (channels, etc.) that funnel 
contaminants more rapidly than current hydrologic models predict (Conaway et al. 1997, 1998). 
Accelerated transport may occur via preferred pathways caused by geologic features, by 
dissolution of sediments from extreme wastes, or unstable wetting fronts. Fast flow pathways 
may be tortuous and of limited horizontal extent so that locating them with widely spaced . 
boreholes will be difficult. Temporal variations in vadose zone fluxes are also expected as a 
results of variations in surface-controlled net water infiltration, spatially distributed preferential 
flow paths, and temporally/spatially discrete waste-water discharges. These temporal fluxes are 
important and are assumed to cause observed transient peaks in groundwater contamination 
levels. Elucidating these phenomena is important to the understanding of the nature and extent 
of contamination determined during field characterization at contaminated sites and 
subsequently, forecasting future extent of contamination during and after remediation of the 
Hanford Site. Developing this understanding is best done at actual, uncontaminated field sites 
known to contain key controlling geologic features. 

The primary technical gap associated with transport in the vadose zone is an insufficient 
understanding of uncertainties in source terms, geohydrologic properties, and chemical 
interactions that combine to make current modeling of contaminant transport in the Hanford 
vadose zone questionable. The sediments beneath waste sites at the Hanford Site are known to be 
highly heterogeneous (e.g., interbedded sand, silts and gravels). These heterogeneities, coupled 

d 

e 
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with temporal and spatial variations in net water infiltration (via past liquid discharges, water line 
leaks, meteoric sources, etc.) and variable chemical interactions complicate description and 
understanding of contaminant transport, often making an evaluation of transport at contaminated 
sites ambiguous. Specific issues that need to be addressed to resolve this technical gap include 
the following: 

v 

Information on the nature and extent of preferred flow paths in Hanford Site vadose zone 
sediments is needed. Specific information needed includes the following. A determination 
of which geologic and lithologic features area associated with preferred flow paths and under 
what moisture conditions they function as conduits is needed. Techniques to determine the 
length scales over which preferred flow paths are present at the Hanford Site. Information is 
needed to determine which waste chemistries are conducive to formation of preferred flow 
paths and what hydrochemical reactions are most important in the field and to what extent 
they control in situ flow velocities and direction. Information to determine to what extent 
laboratory-derived reaction parameters are descriptive of geochemical phenomena occurring 
in preferred flow paths and, if differences are observed, what in situ features cause the 
differences. In addition, information is needed to determine whether fast radionuclide 
migration pathways through the vadose zone exist and, if so, their origin. Appropriate model 
formulations that include the impact of preferential flow pathways and the near-field impacts 
of thermal and pressure (advective) enhancements in predictive flow and transport models are 
also needed 

Techniques are needed to determine the frequency of preferred flow paths in the Hanford Site 
vadose zone, as well as an understanding of the geologic and lithologic features and moisture 
content associated with the flow paths. Documentation of the distribution of the flow 
pathways will provide a basis for more realistic predictions of early arrival of contaminant 
plumes. Quantification of the flow pathways may help explain why mobile elements such as 
technetium-99 and nitrate, are being discovered in elevated concentrations in some 
groundwater wells near tank farms and not in others (Science Need RL-WTO35-S). 

Information is needed to determine the extent to which hydrochemical reactions that create 
preferred pathways influence the in situ flow velocity and direction. These reactions 
influence the in situ flow velocity and direction. Parameters are needed that clearly define 
the interactive role of waste chemistry and hydrologic reactivity when physically hot brine 
interacts with Hanford Site ediment and alters the hydrologic flow regime (Science Need 

u 

RL-WTO35-S). 

Information is needed to determine the best field-scale values and statistics for hydraulic and 
geochemical parameters and the approach to best derive and transfer these parameters. There 
is a need to develop approaches that best derive and transfer these parameters to other 
locations and depths in the Hanford vadose zone (Science Need RL-WTO35-S). 
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Information is needed to determine net water infiltration for a given waste site at the Hanford 
Site. The variability may include vegetation dynamics (resulting from disturbances, fires, 
drought) and its impact on the local and regional recharge rates that ultimately control 
contaminant migration rates. Little has been done to quantify net water infiltration from 
meteoric sources at waste sites. The spatial and temporal variation of the water infiltration 
rates, can drastically affect the amount of contaminant moving to groundwater from a given 
waste site. Such information has been lacking in the predictive modeling of risk and dose 
from Hanford waste areas and the impact of these variation need to be documented. (See 
Science Needs RL-WTO354, RL-WTO44-S and Technology Need RL-WT029.) 

W 

Means to quantify the distribution of recharge throughout the Hanford Site as well as through 
an individual waste site, the variability (uncertainty) possible in the distribution of recharge, 
and the time delay between recharge through the land surface and that into the water table are 
needed (Science Need RL-WTO44-S). 

The interaction of the factors that affect water recharge variables across a sparsely vegetated 
landscape over long times (thousands of years) need to be understood and incorporated into 
estimates of long-term rates of water infiltration (Science Need RL-WTO44-S). 

The impact of future land and water use and potential climate changes on water infiltration 
needs to be understood and incorporated into modeling efforts to predict the transport of 
contaminants (Science Need RL-WTO43-S). 

Another science need that relates to this need is RL-WTO45-S. 

'4 

Functional Performunce Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must delineate water infiltration rates or relate water movement to Hanford waste site geology 
and surface features such that the information can be applied toward the conceptual models, fate 
and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed as 
part of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirementc The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
GroundwuterNadose Zone Integration Project Specijkation (DOEIRL-98-48, December 1998) 
indicates the information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project. Information associated with water movement in the vadose zone is needed in 
the FY 1999 to FY 2003 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Vadose Zone Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Vadose Zone Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific problems related to the leakage of radioactive and hazardous wastes into Hanford soils 
and sediments. The objective of the Vadose Zone Technical Element is to enhance protection of 
human health and the environment by providing 1) improved models, measurements, and data to 
predict contaminant migration and provide warning of potential surface or groundwater 
contamination before problems arise; 2) scientific rigor to system assessment and PA models as L 
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they are developed, reviewed, and implemented; and 3) scientific support for selection of the 
most safe, efficient, and effective remedial actions and site closure activities. An implicit goal of 
this research is to provide scientific and regulatory credibility to DOE’S environmental 
management decision-making process. 

The scope of this technical element encompasses the unsaturated zone beneath the Hanford Site. 
The geographic focus is on areas that (1) underlie liquid waste disposal sites; (2) have the 
potential for leaks or leaching; and (3) have experienced past leaks and spills. Also included are 
selected areas away from the focus areas, such as areas representative of background conditions, 
and areas that have the potential to become contaminated in the future. 

Specific topics for this need include (1) a comprehensive data set with clear boundary conditions 
and known source functions to validate conceptual and numerical models of water movement 
through the Hanford Site vadose zone; (2) procedures for scaling up laboratory-derived 
parameters (e.g., chemical reaction parameters, hydraulic properties, etc,); and (3) input to site- 
specific and Sitewide assessments that provide realistic assessment of plume migration rates in 
the vadose zone sediments at the Hanford Site. 

W 

PBSNo.: WBS NO. : 
RL-VZOI 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification for Need: 
w 

Technical: There is an insufficient understanding of uncertainties in source terms, 
geohydrologic properties, and chemical interactions that combine to make current modeling 
of contaminant transport in the Hanford vadose zone questionable. The sediments beneath 
waste sites at the Hanford Site are known to be highly heterogeneous (e.g., interbedded sand, 
silts and gravels). These heterogeneities, coupled with temporal and spatial variations in net 
water infiltration (via past liquid discharges, water line leaks, meteoric sources, etc.) and 
variable chemical interactions complicate description and understanding of contaminant 
transport, often making an evaluation of transport at contaminated sites ambiguous. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
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.4’ 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the site. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The application of surface barriers and other remediation 
strategies currently planned for the Hanford Site depends on a clear understanding transport 
processes in the vadose zone. Confidence in predicting contaminant travel times at treated or 
covered sites will be enhanced by implementing this activity. The activity that this needs 
supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Spec8cation 
(DOE/RL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration 
Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of the 
Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: NIA. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

4 

Site Technical Points-ofContact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Facirirymroject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-Userfiepresentaliveive Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

References: 

Conaway, J. G., R. J. Luxmoore, J. M. Matuszek, R. 0. Patt, P. J. Wierenga, and D. S. Shafter, 
1998, Vadose Zone Expert Panel Meeting, Meeting Closeout Report. DOE/RL-98-67. 
U.S Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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National Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 
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Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOERL-96-16, U S .  Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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‘W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROVIDE ADVANCED CHARACTERIZATION TOOLS AND METHODS TO 
DELINEATE CONTAMINANT PLUMES IN THE VADOSE ZONE AND RELATE 

PLUME DISTRIBUTION TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF GEOCHEMICAL AND 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

Identipcation No.: RL-SS3 1 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OficdSite: Richland Operations OficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasteStream: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-04: LLW Soils lOO/3OO Area, ER-03: MLLW 
Soils 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 

L/ 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Provide advanced characterization tools and methods to delineate contaminant 
plumes in the vadose zone and relate plume distribution to the distribution of geochemical and 
hydrogeological properties. 

Need Opportunity Category: TechnologV Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that the Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated 
perspective for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and 
users of the Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science 
and technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. - 
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d Individual efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or 
part of the components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined 
separately from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and 
is included elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL- 
SS25: Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

To support both site-specific and Sitewide assessments that lead to effective remediation, 
advanced characterization tools and methods are needed to determine nature and extent of 
contamination and to support field investigations to elucidate key features and processes that 
control contaminant migration. At present, we do not know where more than a few percent of 
the contaminants are located in the vadose zone (GAO 1989, Ward et al. 1997). Extensive 
baselining of tank farm subsurface contamination using spectrai gamma logging has failed to 
provide information about the risk drivers (Tc-99,1-129, Chromate, etc.) that currently reside in 
the vadose zone and are leaking into the groundwater (GPO 1996,1998; Conaway et al. 1997, 
1998). Advanced characterization tools will provide that information, which is key to knowing 
when groundwater might be affected by contaminants that are moving to the water table at 
accelerated rates (Johnson and Chou 1998, Hodges 1998, and Narbutovskih 1998) from Hanford 
waste sites (tanks, cribs, trenches, etc.). This information is presently lacking in all the waste 
management areas (100,200,300) but is particularly critical to waste disposal decisions in the 
100 and 200 Areas, where some waste may be left in place using surface cover technology. The 

on characterization tools that currently are not deployed at the Hanford Site. 

The primary technical gap associated with delineating contaminant plumes in the vadose zone is 
insufficient soil, geophysical, geochemical, and hydrological data or methods to resolve 
subsurface heterogeneities, characterize geohydrologic properties, and map contaminant 
distributions at different scales in the vadose zone. This information is important to determine 
the physical and chemical propertiedparameters of the vadose zone as well as the water and 
contaminant distribution and flux for use in assessing the potential for future migration or 
remobilization of contaminants. Specific issues that need to be addressed to resolve this 
technical gap include the following. 

potential for migration and the monitoring verification of the contaminant mobility will depend d 

Characterization methods are needed to define the in situ physical and chemical aspects of 
the vadose zone, and average field-scale properties deicribing fluid flow and reaction. These 
methods need to have the sensitivity to characterize subsurface geohydrologic and . 
geochemical properties with sufficient accuracy to permit prediction of contaminant fate and 
transport. Techniques are needed to determine the distribution of subsurface heterogeneities 
(natural and those created by waste interaction with the porous medium) that may influence 
the distribution of soil water and contaminants. Additionally, techniques are needed to 
delineate the three dimensional distribution of geo-hydrological properties in the vadose 
zone. Techniques are also needed to extrapolate the classical measurements of geohydrologic 
and transport properties made on small, homogeneous soil cores and in small near-surface 
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experiments to the pertinent field scale at which soil parameters exhibit complex natural 
heterogeneity. 

Characterization methods are needed to delineate the three-dimensional size and shape of 
contaminant plumes in the vadose zone. Specific information needed includes the following: 
1) how contamination is distributed in the vadose zone beneath different types of waste sites 
with different source chemistries and different release histories; 2) understanding the 
existing physical, chemical, and mineralogical associations of contaminants and co- 
contaminants and determine the primary processes that have formed these associations; and 
3) understanding the relationships between contaminant distribution, moisture content, and 
the physical, chemical, microbiologic, and geologic characteristics of the subsurface 
sediments. In addition, techniques are needed to map groundwater contaminants and other 
dissolved species that have reached the groundwater back to their sources. 

Information is needed to determine the chemical form and mobility of dense, non-aqueous 
phase liquids (DNAPLs) and related contaminants, such as chlorinated solvents in contact 
with (1) pore water and (2) secondary minerals. The distribution of DNAPLs in the vadose 
zone can greatly affect the cleanup efficiencies and thus affect costs of cleanup (e.g., over 
80% of the carbon tetrachloride inventory is assumed to lie above the water table but its 
distribution within the vadose zone is unknown). Determination of form and distribution of 
DNAPLs in the vadose zone will help prioritize cleanup strategies and may greatly reduce 
cleanup time and costs. (Science Need RL-SS25-S). 

Information is needed to understand the physics and chemistry principles that underlie more 
accurate, more sensitive, and higher resolution measurements of contaminant concentrations 
in the aqueous and solid (surface) phases. Recent theoretical developments on 
electromagnetic and electrical field analysis in zones containing high metal contents (buried 
pipes, well casings, etc.) could lead to less expensive methods for minimally intrusive 
measures of subsurface contaminant plumes (Science Need RL-SS37-S). 

u 

u 

The Hanford Site contains large volumes of contaminated vadose zone and aquifer soils. In 
some areas, these soils are located at depths of 500 A while access to other soils is restricted 
by the presence of surface or near surface objects such as buildings or underground tanks. 
The Hanford Site geology also is quite varied and ranges from unconsolidated silty sands to 
gravels and cobbles. Cost-effective technologies that allow access to this wide variety of 
sediments for both characterization and remediation are required. (Technology Need 
RL-SS25). 

Contaminants with low &s and long half-lives like Tc-99 and 1-129 tend to represent the 
greatest health risks in long-term risk assessments for the 200 Area tank farms. Also, 
strontium contamination in the 100 Area soils and groundwater presents a near-term 
environmental concern due to its close proximity to the Columbia River. However, it is 
difficult to measure the inventories and distribution of these contaminants because they only 
emit beta particles that do not penetrate the surrounding soil. Therefore, the only way to W 
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d currently obtain data in the vadose zone is through the costly collection of soil samples. 
Improved, more cost-effective methods of accessing contaminated soils, taking soil samples, 
and/or measuring the concentration of beta emitting contaminants are required. (Technology 
Need RL-SS26). 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must delineate contaminant plume distributions and geochemical and hydrogeological property 
distributions such that the information can be applied toward the conceptual models, fate and 
transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed as part 
of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwa!er/Vadose Zone Integralion Projecl Specification (DOEN-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with delineating contaminant plumes in the vadose zone is 
needed in the FY 1999 to FY 2002 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Vadose Zone Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Vadose Zone Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific problems related to the leakage of radioactive and hazardous wastes into Hanford Site 
soils and sediments. The objective of the Vadose Zone Technical Element is to enhance 
protection of human health and the environment by providing 1) improved models, 
measurements, and data to predict contaminant migration and provide warning of potential 
surface or groundwater contamination before problems arise; 2) scientific rigor to system 
assessment and PA models as they are developed, reviewed, and implemented; and 3) scientific 
support for selection of the most safe, efficient, and effective remedial actions and site closure 
activities. An implicit goal of this research is to provide scientific and regulatory credibility to 
DOE’S environmental management decision-making process. 

Other technology needs that relate to this need include RL-WT013 and RL-WT026. 

u 

The scope of this technical element encompasses the unsaturated zone beneath the Hanford Site. 
The geographic focus is on areas that (1) underlie liquid waste disposal sites; (2) have the 
potential for leaks or leaching; and (3) have experienced past leaks and spills. Also included are 
selected areas away from the focus areas, such as areas representative of background conditions, 
and areas that have the potential to become contaminated in the future. 

Specific topics for this need include (1) improved downhole otherwise minimally intrusive 
methods for determination of physical and chemical propertiedparameters of the Hanford Site 
vadose zone and (2) improved downhole and minimally intrusive methods for determination of 
contaminant distribution and flux. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 
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Justijicution for Need: 
i /  

Technical: There are insufficient soil, geophysical, geochemical, and hydrological data or 
methods to resolve subsurface heterogeneities, characterize geohydrologic properties, and 
map contaminant distributions at different scales in the vadose zone. This information is 
important to determine the physical and chemical propertiedparameters of the vadose zone as 
well as the water and contaminant distribution and flux for use in assessing the potential for 
future migration or remobilization of contaminants. 

Regulutory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmentul Sufefy und Heulth: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and 
crosscuts multiple applications that may have specific environmental safety and health issues. 

Cosf Suvings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

Culturu&Stukeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

L 

L 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: The application of surface barriers and other remediation 
strategies currently planned for the Hanford Site depends on improved measurements of transport 
processes in the vadose zone. Confidence in predicting contaminant travel times at treated or 
covered sites will be enhanced by implementing this advanced characterization activity. The 
activity that this needs supports is identified in the Groundwuter/Vudose Zone Integration 
Project Specification (DO=-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap 
for the Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the 
objectives of the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Oubourcing Potentiul: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Buseline Technology: N/A. 
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End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Sife Technical Poinfs-ojX’ontucf: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Confrucfor Fucilitymroject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9179. 

DOE End-User~epresenfutive Points-ofConfucf: K.  M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

References: 

Conaway, J. G., R. J. Luxmoore, J. M. Matuszek, R. 0. Patt, P. J. Wierenga, and D. S. Shafter, 
1998, Vadose Zone Expert Panel Meeting, Meeting Closeout Report. DOEIRL-98-67. 
U.S Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 

Conaway. J. G., R. J. Luxmoore, J. M. Matuszek, R. 0. Patt, P. J. Wierenga, and D. S. Shafter, 
1997, TWRS Vadose Zone Contamination Issue Expert Panel Status Report, DOEIRL-97-49. 
U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 

GJPO, 1998, Baseline Characterization Current Status and Issues Briefing, GJO-98-55-TAR, 
U.S. Department of Energy, Grand Junction Projects Office, Grand Junction, Colorado. 

Hodges, F. N., 1998. Results of Phase I Groundwater Qualify Assessment for Single-Shell Tank 
Waste Management Areas T and TX-TY at the Hanford Site, PNNL-11809, Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

Johnson, V. G., and C. J. Chou, 1998, Results of Phase I Groundwater Qualify Assessment for 
Single-Shell Tank Waste Management Areas S - f la t  the Hanford Site, PNNL-I 18 10, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

Narbutovskih, S. M., 1998, Results of Phase I Groundwater Qualiv Assessment for Single-Shell 
Tank Waste Management Areas B-BX-BY at the Hanford Site, PNNL-I 1826, Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11; Requirementsfor a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOE/RL-96-16, U.S. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Ofice, Richland, Washington. 

Ward, A. L., G. W. Gee, and M. D. White, 1997, A comprehensive analysis of contaminant 
transport in the vadose zone beneath tunkfl-109, PNNL-I 1463, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Richland, Washington. - 
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RL-SS32 

RL-SS03 

RL-SSO6 

RL-SS33 

RL-SS25 

RL-SS34 

W 

Understand and Quantify the Relationship Between Contaminant Sources, 
Vadose Zone Plume Properties and Groundwater Plume Properties with a 
Focus on the Groundwater-Vadose Zone Interface 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in 
Groundwater 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in 
Groundwater 
Provide Means to Delineate Regional Groundwater Plumes in Three 
Dimensions and Define a Science Basis for Addressing Scaling Issues in 
Hanford Groundwater 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Sub-Surface Access to Support 
Characterization and Remediation 
Understand, Quantify and Develop Descriptions of Biogeochemical 
Reactions and Interactions Between Contaminants of Concern and Aquifer 

GROUNDWATER ELEMENT INDEX TO LINKED NEEDS 

RL-SS23-S 
RL-SS24-S 
RL-SS25-S 

Sediments to Describe Biochemical Reactive Transport 
Chemical Speciation and Complexation in Site-Specific Groundwaters 
Chemical Binding on Site-Specific Mineral Surfaces 
Chemical Form and Mobility of Dense, Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids in 

v 

RL-SS26-S 

RL-SS27-S 

Hanford Subsurface Transport of Contaminants 
Reaction Rates for Key Contaminant Species and Complexes in Site- 
Specific Groundwaters 
Rate of CouDled Abiotic and Bioaeochemical Reactions lnvolvina - 
[Contaminanis in Hanford Subsu;ace 
IRates of Colloid Formation and Colloidal Transport of Contaminants in Site- RL-SS28-S 

RL-SS32-S 
RL-SS35-S 

I koecific Groundwaters I 

Reactivity of Organics in the Hanford Subsurface 
Use of Chemical surrogates for Contaminants 
Provide Means to Quantifv the Flux of Contaminant Between the 

I - ,  ~ 

RL-SS31-S [Mathematical Formulations of Chemical ReactionlMaterial Transport 

IRL-SS35 [Groundwater and the ColLmbia River I 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND AND QUANTIFY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTAMINANT 
SOURCES, VADOSE ZONE PLUME PROPERTIES AND GROUNDWATER PLUME 

PROPERTIES AT HYDROLOGIC BOUNDARIES WITH A FOCUS ON THE 
GROUNDWATER-VADOSE ZONE INTERFACE 

Identification No.: E - S S 3 2  
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OBceBite: Richland Operations OMiceiHanford Site 
Operable Unir(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Waste Stream: ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
v 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Understand and Quantify the Relationship Between Contaminant Sources, Vadose 
Zone Plume Properties and Groundwater Plume Properties at Hydrologic Boundaries with a 
Focus on the Groundwater-Vadose Zone Interface. 

Need Opportunily Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that the Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated 
perspective for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and 
users of the Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science 
and technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. 
Individual efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or I 
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part of the components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined 
separately from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and 
is included elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL- 
SS25: Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

w’ 

This specific need addresses the near-source vertical distribution of contaminants in 
groundwater. The primary technical gap is an inadequate understanding of the processes that 
control the transport of contaminants across the vadose zone/groundwater interface and the 
resulting vertical distribution within the aquifer. Variables involved include: contaminant 
properties, waste characteristics such as density, chemistry, volume of the waste, influences of 
artificial water recharge, and the nature of the contaminant release from the vadose zone to the 
groundwater. This information is important to resolve current inventory estimates associated 
with groundwater plumes and to estimate the flux of contaminants from the vadose zone to 
groundwater. Information about vertical distribution of the groundwater plume near the source is 
also important to help infer how contaminants move through the vadose zone. For example, 
deeply distributed carbon tetrachloride in the aquifer beneath Plutonium Finishing Plant disposal 
sites implies drainage of a dense non-aqueous phase through the vadose zone that “settles” in the 
aquifer. Contaminant concentrations that are highest in the capillary fringe, or at the very top of 
the aquifer, would imply unsaturated flow through the vadose zone and a low pore fluid density. 
Specific needs to address the vadose zone/groundwater interface technical gap include the 
following. 

Innovative approaches to determine the rate and nature of contaminant delivery from the 
vadose zone to the groundwater in three dimensions are needed. These approaches include 
the reevaluation of historical data to infer vertical distribution of contaminants in 
groundwater as well as demonstrating effective depth-discrete sampling tools. (Related to 
Technology Needs RL-SSO3 and RL-SSO6.) 

Evaluation of temporal issues and relating these issues to seasonal or source term issues is 
needed to support Sitewide assessment. Infiltration rates from the vadose zone to the 
groundwater control the quantity and timing of contaminant flux. 

Developing an understanding of the relationship between vadose zone capillary fringe and 
three-dimensional plume geometry in the groundwater near the contaminant sources and 
controlling processes for contaminant migration through the vadose zone is needed to provide 
diagnostic information. Recent comments by a peer-review panel for the proposed Hanford 
Sitewide groundwater model pointed out the need for addressing sources of uncertainty, 
including those introduced by alternative conceptual models. The interface between the 
vadose and groundwater is a key relationship that needs to be better understood to support 
analyses that will be performed. 

Techniques that provide representative physical and chemical data during borehole/well 
installation to delineate contaminant plume distribution and chemistry in the capillary fringe 
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b and in the aquifer near the water table are needed. Techniques are also needed to assess the 
representativeness and quality of sample/data collection methods for the capillary fringe and 
groundwater. 

FunctionalPerformance Requiremen&: The techniques applied or information obtained must 
delineate contamination and describe processes at the groundwater-vadose zone interface such 
that the information can be applied toward the conceptual models, fate and transport numerical 
models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed as part of the Integration 
Project. The information must provide a better understanding of current conditions, and the 
ability to assess potential future conditions for near- and long-term scenarios. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOE/RL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with the groundwater-vadose zone interface is needed in the 
FY 2000 to FY 2004 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Groundwater Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Groundwater Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific issues related to understanding the role of groundwater in the overall migration of 
contaminants from the Hanford Site. The objective of the Groundwater Technical Element is to 
enhance protection of the Columbia River and its environs by 1) determining the existing 
distributions of contaminants with particular emphasis on three-dimensional distribution 
especially at the interfaces with the vadose zone and the river and 2) enhancing the understanding 
of geological, chemical, geochemical, and hydrologic controls for future movement of 
contaminants. Detection of contaminants in groundwater monitoring wells underlying tanks, 
cribs, landfills, and other sources has often been the first indication of releases and migration. 
Understanding the flux and dynamics of vadose-capillary fringe-groundwater contaminant 
transfer and plume migration in three dimensions is critical to reconstructing vadose zone 
transport. On a larger scale, transport processes in groundwater control migration to extraction 
wells or surface water bodies (e.g., the Columbia River), define hture risk scenarios, and affect 
the potential for optimized cleanup. An implicit goal of this research is to provide sufficient 
knowledge and data and identify existing and new science and technology for input to DOE’S 
decision-making process for Hanford Site cleanup. 

This technical element provides the information, analytic capabilities, and understanding 
required for improving the technical basis for assessments of Hanford Site impacts to 
groundwater resources and the Columbia River. Groundwater represents an important portion of 
the potential exposure path and is the link between the source/vadose system and receptors at a 
well or the river. The technical scope of the groundwater element complements that of the 
vadose zone element by extending the characterization work into the saturated sediments under 
the Hanford Site. The saturated zone includes the capillary fringe, the unconfined aquifer, 
aquitards, and uppermost confined aquifers. The technical scope of the groundwater element 
also compliments that of the river element by providing input to contaminant flux to the river and 

L 

L 
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i /  other interactions between the groundwater and Columbia River. Major topics include (1) the 
distribution of contamination within the saturated sediments; (2) the hydrology, geology, 
geochemistry, and microbiology of the saturated zone; (3) groundwater flow and transport of 
contamination; and (4) numerical models that depict the movement of water and contaminants. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOI 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justifwation for Need: 

Technical: There is an insufficient understanding of the relationship between vadose zone 
contamination properties (e.g., the plume distribution, contaminant source properties, waste 
properties such as density, chemistry, and volume of the waste, and influences of artificial 
water recharge) and the nature of the contaminant release from the vadose zone to the 
groundwater. This information is important to resolve current inventory estimates associated 
with groundwater plumes and to estimate the flux of contaminants from the vadose zone to 
the groundwater. Information about the groundwater plume below the discharge area is also 
important to help infer transport of contaminants through the vadose zone. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

CulturaVStcrkeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIATeam in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River . 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: If this need is not filled, baseline approaches will be used 
that may not provide an appropriate delineation of con taminant distribution and relation of 
plumes to sources. Thus, there will be more uncertainty in the technical basis used for decisions. . 
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The activity that this need supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration 
Project Specification (DOEIRL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap 
for the Integration Project. The activity that this need supports will also be used to support 
development of the System Assessment Capability as part of the GroundwaterNadose Zone 
Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives 
of the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

W 

Current Baseline Technology: NIA. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-@-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-91 26; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User/lRepresentative Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

Reference: 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOEIRL-96-16, U.S. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 

W 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TECHNIQUES TO DELINEATE GROUNDWATER PLUMES IN THREE 
DIMENSIONS AND DEFINE A SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR ADDRESSING SCALING 

ISSUES IN HANFORD GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SS33 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Offlcdite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Wastestream: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 1001200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Techniques to Delineate Groundwater Plumes in Three Dimensions and Define a 
Scientific Basis for Addressing Scaling Issues in Hanford Groundwater. 

Needlopportunity Cutegoy Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that the Hanford Site Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated 
perspective for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and 
users of the Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science 
and technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. 
Individual efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or 
part of the components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined 
separately from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and L 
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e is included elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL- 
SS25: Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

This need focuses on the extension of our current knowledge of groundwater characteristics to 
support Sitewide assessments. The structure and development of the regional groundwater 
plumes is critical to estimating the inventory of contaminants in groundwater for Sitewide 
assessments. This plume structure also provides information about controlling hydrogeology and 
is critical to calibrating and documenting the quality/performance of numerical models. In 
addition, hydrogeological characterization at multiple scales is needed to understand and predict 
the flows and transport at the Hanford Site. As recommended by the peer review panel for the 
Hanford Sitewide groundwater model in a recent review, the first step in developing this 
knowledge is evaluating the sources of uncertainty in the model. This will provide direction to 
areas where the characterization can have the greatest impact in reducing uncertainty. 

The proposed need emphasizes the need for understanding the vertical penetration of 
contaminant plumes, both near sources and in regional plumes as contaminants travel toward the 
Columbia River. Developing a technically based understanding of this three-dimensional 
behavior is important at several scales and is needed to reduce the uncertainty and improve the 
System Assessment Capability at the Hanford Site. Until recently, most site modeling and 
characterization of the groundwater has been performed in two dimensions with emphasis on the 
upper portion of the water table. Contaminants penetrating below this interval as a result of 
regional infiltration, geological features, or waste characteristics have not been fully addressed. 

Near a waste disposal source, the vertical concentration profile and contaminant penetration are 
diagnostic of the release (volume, contaminant concentrations, and waste properties). 
Regionally, infiltration and boundary conditions result in plume trajectories that dip downward 
near the source, and then upward near the Columbia River. In both of these cases, the 
penetration and three-dimensional plume geometry is strongly dependent on geological controls. 
Understanding this behavior will improve interpretation of data and will improve the robustness 
of models. This is especially important as predictions are extended to future conditions that 
differ significantly from the present day - i.e., what happens to the plumes when future 
groundwater levels decline and the water table is in the Ringold instead of the Hanford 
Formation? 

4 

This need targets technologies and approaches to fill this dita gap in creative and cost-effective 
ways and in a manner that is compatible with Hanford Site requirements and stakeholdqr values. 

Specific issues that need to be addressed to resolve this technical gap include the following. 

0 Information is needed to understand how to incorporate the three-dimensional properties of 
contaminant plumes and regional-scale data into predictions of plume fate and transport. To 
provide input to fate transport models, techniques are needed to obtain representative data for 
the three-dimensional distribution and chemistry of groundwater contaminant plumes and ~ 
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depth discrete and regional-scale information on aquifer hydrogeological properties. Means 
to assess the representativeness and quality of these sample/data collection methods are also 
needed. 

L' 

As part of the analysis of fate and transport for contaminants, information is needed to 
understand the relationship between the migration pattern of high mobility contaminants 
(e.g., 'H, %Tc, and nitrate) and the migration pattern of moderate to low mobility (e.g., '291, 
90Sr, '"Cs, and "Co) contaminants. 

An improved understanding of groundwater conditions such as high water levels to the east 
of the Columbia River is needed to describe and predict the subsurface distribution of 
contaminants. High water levels in east of the river will deflect contaminant plumes and alter 
the outcrop location - moving it upstream and toward the Hanford bank. Understanding this 
large scale, three-dimensional concept will improve the technical basis for river impact 
assessment. 

Information is needed to determine which scales of physicalhydrological heterogeneity 
definition are needed to effectively predict contaminant fate and transport for both site- 
specific and Sitewide assessments. Additionally, information is needed to understand how to 
relate hydraulic measurements acquired with different support scales or different volumes of 
investigation. 

An approach for defining and accounting for uncertainty of three-dimensional contaminant 
distribution is needed for conceptual and numerical modeling of regional and site-specific 
plume structure. 

Information is needed on behavior of dense or light wastes at the Hanford Site. These waste 
types, such as dense carbon tetrachloride and co-contaminants dissolved in the carbon 
tetrachloride, follow different migration paths than the dissolved Contaminants in the 
groundwater. 

Improved access to the subsurface that reduces cost and increases data density and improved 
methods for sampling groundwater are needed. Specifically, drilling costs with existing 
technology reduce the number of wells that can be drilled for characterization. New methods 
are needed for discrete-depth sampling of groundwater from both existing wells and during 
installation of new wells (Technology Need RL-SS25). 

v 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must delineate contamination distribution such that the information can be applied toward the 
conceptual models, fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that 
are being developed as part of the Integration Project. The information must provide a better 
understanding of current conditions, and the ability to assess potential future conditions for near- 
and long-term scenarios. 

u 
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Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwuter/Vudose Zone Infegrufion Project Specification (DOE/RL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with delineating groundwater plumes is needed in the FY 2000 
to FY 2004 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

'd 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Groundwater Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Groundwater Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific issues related to understanding the role of groundwater in the overall migration of 
contaminants from the Hanford Site. The objective of the Groundwater Technical Element is to 
enhance protection of the Columbia River and its environs by 1) determining the existing 
distributions of contaminants with particular emphasis on three-dimensional distribution 
especially at the interfaces with the vadose zone and the river and 2) enhancing the understanding 
of geological, chemical, geochemical, and hydrologic controls for future movement of 
contaminants. Detection of contaminants in groundwater monitoring wells underlying tanks, 
cribs, landfills, and other sources has often been the first indication of releases and migration. 
Understanding the flux and dynamics of vadose-capillary fringe-groundwater contaminant 
transfer and plume migration in three dimensions is critical to reconstructing vadose zone 
transport. On a larger scale, transport processes in groundwater control migration to extraction 
wells or surface water bodies (e.g., the Columbia River), define future risk scenarios, and affect 
the potential for optimized cleanup. An implicit goal of this research is to provide sufficient 

decision-making process for Hanford Site cleanup. 

This technical element provides the information, analytic capabilities, and understanding 
required for improving the technical basis for assessments of Hanford Site impacts to 
groundwater resources and the Columbia River. Groundwater represents an important portion of 
the potential exposure path and is the link between the source/vadose system and receptors at a 
well or the river. The technical scope of the groundwater element complements that of the 
vadose zone element by extending the characterization work into the saturated sediments under 
the Hanford Site. The saturated zone includes the capillary fringe, the unconfined aquifer, 
aquitards, and uppermost confiied aquifers. The technical scope of the groundwater element 
also compliments that of the river dement by providing input to contaminant flux to the river and 
other interactions between the groundwater and Columbia River. Major topics include (1) the 
distribution of contamination within the saturated sediments; (2) the hydrology, geology, 
geochemistry, and microbiology of the saturated zone; (3) groundwater flow and transport of 
contamination; and (4) numerical models that depict the movement of water and contaminants. 

knowledge and data and identify existing and new science and technology for input to DOE'S W' 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOI 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 
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u Justijication for Need: 

Technical: The structure of the regional plume for highly and' moderately mobile 
contaminants is not fully defined and, thus, there is a limited scientific basis for collecting 
and representing geologic and hydrologic data over a variety of scales. The structure and 
development of the regional groundwater plumes is critical to estimating inventory of 
contaminants in groundwater for Sitewide assessments and providing critical data to support 
Sitewide groundwater modeling and its integration into the System Assessment Capability 
being developed as part of the GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project. This plume 
structure also provides information about controlling hydrogeology and is critical to 
calibrating and documenting the quality/performance of numerical models. In addition, 
hydrogeological characterization at multiple scales is needed to understand and predict flow 
and contaminant transport at the Hanford Site. 

Regufafory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

v 

CuffuravSrakehofder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Fiffing Need: The information generated to address this need will provide 
high quality estimates of contaminant position and behavior. Precise understanding of the 
location of contaminant plumes is the most important basis for efficient and optimized remedial 
actions. If this need in not filled, such actions will need to be implemented to allow for more 
uncertainty - this uncertainty often results in more, expensive and inefficient designs with more 
collateral environmental damage during construction and operation. The activity that this needs 
supports is identified in the Groundwaterfludose Zone Integration Project Specification 
(DOEIRL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration u 
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0 Project. The activity that this need supports will also be used to support development of the 
System Assessment Capability as part of the GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project. 
Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potentiul: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Buseline Technology: NIA. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Poinfs-of-Confuct: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-91 26; 
Tem Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contructor Fucili@/Project Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-Userbtepresentutive Poinfs-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

Reference: 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II: Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOEIFU-96-16. U.S. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Oflice, Richland, Washington. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND, QUANTIFY AND DEVELOP DESCRIPTIONS OF 
BIOGEOCHEMICAL REACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 

CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN AND AQUIFER SEDIMENTS TO DESCRIBE 
BIOCHEMICAL REACTIVE TRANSPORT 

Identijication No.: FU-SS34 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfficeLSite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unitfs): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasteStream: ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 
u 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Understand, Quantify and Develop Descriptions of Biogeochemical Reactions and 
Interactions Between Contaminants of Concern and Aquifer Sediments to Describe Biochemical 
Reactive Transport. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the L 
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components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: Improved, Cost- 
Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and Remediation). 

This need focuses on the reactions and interactions between contaminants and aquifer sediments. 
The primary technical gap is an insufficient understanding of these processes at the Hanford Site 
in terms of quantifying and parameterizing the processes for use in reactive transport modeling 
and to determine appropriate conceptual models. Biogeochemical reactions may result in either 
enhanced contaminant mobility, degradation (natural attenuation), or fixation in the unconfined 
aquifer. An understanding of these fundamental processes is needed to predict the long-term 
behavior of contaminants as they enter the unconfined aquifer and during transport along the 
groundwater flow path to the river. The need for reactive transport modeling has been pointed 
out by several recent peer reviews at the Hanford Site, one for the River Protection Project (RPP) 
vadose zone contamination issue and more recently for the Hanford Sitewide groundwater 
model. Specific needs to address this technical gap include the following. 

.c/ 

Mobility of transuranic (TRU) radionuclides (especially neptunium-237) in the groundwater, 
including the potential for complexation and the potential for colloid formation and transport. 

Information is needed to determine and quantify reactions such as biodegradation and 
interactions with aquifer sediments that impact the fate of dissolved DNAPL such as carbon 
tetrachloride in the groundwater. 

Techniques are needed to measure chemical, physical, and biological reactions and 
interactions in the aquifer and parameterize these measurements for use in models. 
Additionally, appropriate model formulations of these reactions and interactions are needed 
such that they can be incorporated into fate and transport models. 

Information is needed to understand the relationship between goechemical reactions and 
hydrogeological properties that affect transport in the aquifer. 

Descriptive kinetic and thermodynamic information for reactions and interactions in the 
aquifer based on key biogeochemical and hydrochemical reactions that control the fate and 
transport of contaminants in the groundwater are needed. Specific information needed 
includes the followhg. Determination of the speciatioh and complexation of Contaminants of 
interest in the aquifer (Science Need RL-SS23-S). Information is needed to understand the 
reactions that will affect the binding of contaminants in solution on secondary mineral 
surfaces, and on primary phases (Science Need RL-SS24-S). The reaction rates and the key 
reaction steps that control the speed with which a contaminant changes chemical form 
(e.g., speciation, complexation) and/or interacts with the surfaces of secondary minerals need 
to be quantified (Science Need RL-SS26-S). An understanding of the effect of coupled 
abiotic and biogeochemical reactions for which independent rates of reaction are known on 
contaminant form (e.g., speciatiodcomplexation) is needed (Science Need RL-SS27-S). As 

_, 
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is relevant to the fate and transport of carbon tetrachloride, information is needed to 
understand and quantify the rates of degradation reactions of naturally occurring organic 
matter and synthetic organic compounds that supply energy to subsurface biological 
consortia that participate in dechlorination of halogenated solvents (Science Need 
RL-ss32-S). 

W 

Information is needed determine the chemical form and mobility of dense, non-aqueous 
phase liquids such as chlorinated solvents in the aquifer (Science Need RL-SS25-S). 

Information is needed to understand which secondary minerals form as colloids in 
groundwater, the importance of biosorption, the nature of the chemical interactions between 
contaminants of interest and the surfaces of inorganic and organic colloids, and the affect of 
colloids on contaminant transport at the Hanford Site (Science Need RL-SS28-S). 

Model formulations are needed for the chemistry and physics that describe the dispersal and 
longevity of subsurface contaminant plumes for site conditions, contaminant chemistry and 
reactivity, and hydraulic properties at the Hanford Site (Science Need RL-SS3 1 4 ) .  

Techniques are needed to use readily-measured chemical analogues (similar group, charge, 
ionic size) to contaminants of interest to assess the behavior of difficult-to-measure 
contaminants in the Hanford Site subsurface (Science Need RL-SS35-S). 

Evaluation of naturally occurring microbial communities in the groundwater and their impact 
on radionuclide and metal mobility is needed to understand current and predict future 
migration of contaminants. 

L 

The use of site-specific media (appropriate Hanford Site groundwater and sediments) are 
essential for all laboratory testing involved in acquiring the above information. Also, care must 
be taken to acquire “undisturbed” sediment samples to avoid altering the chemical reactivity of 
the natural materials. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information obtained must 
describe and quantify reactions and interactions between contaminants of concern and aquifer 
sediments such that the information can be applied toward the conceptual models, fate and 
transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed as part 
of the Integration Project. The information must provide h better understanding of current 
conditions and the ability to assess potential future conditions for near- and long-term $cenarios. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOE/RL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with reactions and interactions in the aquifer is needed in the 
FY 2000 to FY 2004 timeframe to meet these objectives. - 
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W Problem Description: This need falls under the Groundwater Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Groundwater Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific issues related to understanding the role of groundwater in the overall migration of 
contaminants from the Hanford Site. The objective of the Groundwater Technical Element is to 
enhance protection of the Columbia River and its environs by 1) determining the existing 
distributions of contaminants with particular emphasis on three-dimensional distribution 
especially at the interfaces with the vadose zone and the river and 2) enhancing the understanding 
of geological, chemical, geochemical, and hydrologic controls for future movement of 
contaminants. Understanding the flux and dynamics of vadose-capillary fringe-groundwater 
contaminant transfer and plume migration in three dimensions is critical to reconstructing vadose 
zone transport. On a larger scale, transport processes in groundwater control migration to 
extraction wells or surface water bodies (e.g., the Columbia River), define future risk scenarios, 
and affect the potential for optimized cleanup. An implicit goal of this research is to provide 
sufficient knowledge and data and identify existing and new science and technology for input to 
DOE’S decision-making process for Hanford Site cleanup. 

This technical element provides the information, analytic capabilities, and understanding 
required for improving the technical basis for assessments of Hanford Site impacts to 
groundwater resources and the Columbia River. Groundwater represents an important portion of 
the potential exposure path and is the link between the source/vadose system and receptors at a 
well or the river. The technical scope of the groundwater element complements that of the 
vadose zone element by extending the characterization work into the saturated sediments under 
the Hanford Site. The saturated zone includes the capillary fringe, the unconfined aquifer, 
aquitards, and uppermost confined aquifers. The technical scope of the groundwater element 
also compliments that of the river element by providing input to contaminant flux to the river and 
other interactions between the groundwater and Columbia River. Major topics include (1) the 
distribution of contamination within the saturated sediments; (2) the hydrology, geology, 
geochemistry, and microbiology of the saturated zone; (3) groundwater flow and transport of 
contamination; and (4) numerical models that depict the movement of water and Contaminants. 

4 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Jusiijication for Need: 

Technical: There is an insufficient understanding of these processes at the Hanford Site in 
terms of quantifying and parameterizing the processes for use in reactive transport modeling 
and to determine appropriate conceptual models. Biogeochemical reactions may result in 
either enhanced contaminant mobility, degradation (natural attenuation), or fixation in the 
unconfined aquifer. An understanding of these fundamental processes is needed to predict 
the long-term behavior of contaminants as they enter the unconfined aquifer and during 
transport along the groundwater flow path to the river for site-specific assessments as well as 
to provide support for parameters used in the System Assessment Capability (SAC). 
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b 
Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making Site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safety and Healtli: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

CulturakYtakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Pari II: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None 
v 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: If this need is not filled, baseline information will be used 
that may not provide an appropriate description of important reactions and interactions related to 
contaminant transport. Thus, there will be more uncertainty in the technical basis used for 
decisions. The activity that this needs supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone 
Integration Project Specification (DOEiRL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology 
Roadmap for the Integration Project. The activity that this need supports will also be used to 
support development of site-specific assessments as well as the SAC as part of the 
Groundwatermadose Zone Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is 
required to meet the objectives of the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to 
Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 
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4 
Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9179. 

DOE End-Userrnepresentative Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

Reference: 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II; Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOE/RL-96-16, US. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TECHNOLOGIES TO QUANTIFY THE FLUX OF CONTAMINANT FROM 
HANFORD GROUNDWATER TO THE COLUMBIA RIVER 

Identification No.: RL-SS35 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasfeSfream: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

c 

Need Title: Technologies to Quantify the Flux of Contaminant from Hanford Groundwater to 
the Columbia River. 

Need Opportunity Cafegory: Technologv Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: 

W 
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Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

This need focuses on the delivery of contaminants from the groundwater to the river. Re- 
examination of boundary conditions and boundary fluxes was a key recommendation of the 
recent peer review of the Hanford Sitewide groundwater model. The necessary technologies and 
approaches focus on the distal portion of the Hanford groundwater plume. Information collected 
will provide robust information on contaminant releases and provide a sensitive system for 
monitoring the arrival of contaminants. This technical approach minimizes the artifacts 

I _ _  
associated with changing river stage and will improve the groundwater release estimates used in 
the Hanford Sitewide groundwater model and its integration into the SAC and enhance 
stakeholder credibility. 

Specific issues that need to be addressed to resolve this technical gap include techniques to . 
measure overall Contaminant fluxes from the groundwater to the river. The techniques should be 
designed so that they will not be significantly impacted by the transient effects and measurement 
artifacts associated with the river stage. They are needed to provide a better estimate of 
contaminant flux. These techniques should provide representative monitoring data and depth 
discrete information on contaminant distribution and flux in the aquifer near the river. 
Additionally, techniques are needed to assess the representativeness and quality of these depth 
discrete groundwater monitoring methods. These needs focus on determining how Contaminants 
discharge to the river-along the shoreline, in the bed of the river, and how far out into the river- 
and determining how these discharges are affected by daily and seasonal variations of river stage. 

4 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information obtained must 
quantify the contaminants flux to the river such that the information can be applied toward the 
conceptual models, fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that 
are being developed as part of the Integration Project. The information must provide an accurate 
understanding of current conditions, and the ability to assess potential future conditions for near- 
and long-term scenarios. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOEIRL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with quantifying contaminant flux is needed in the FY 2000 to 
FY 2001 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Groundwater Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. The Groundwater Technical Element is intended to address and resolve 
scientific issues related to understanding the role of groundwater in the overall migration of 
contaminants from the Hanford Site. The objective of the Groundwater Technical Element is to 
enhance protection of the Columbia River and its environs by 1) determining the existing 
distributions of contaminants with particular emphasis on three-dimensional distribution 
especially at the interfaces with the vadose zone and the river and 2) enhancing the understanding W 
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of geological, chemical, geochemical, and hydrologic controls for future movement of 
contaminants. Detection of contaminants in groundwater monitoring wells underlying tanks, 
cribs, landfills, and other sources has often been the first indication of releases and migration. 
Understanding the flux and dynamics of vadose-capillary fringe-groundwater contaminant 
transfer and plume migration in three dimensions is critical to reconstructing vadose zone 
transport. On a larger scale, transport processes in groundwater control migration to extraction 
wells or surface water bodies ( e g ,  the Columbia River), define future risk scenarios, and affect 
the potential for optimized cleanup. An implicit goal of this research is to provide sufficient 
knowledge and data and identify existing and new science and technology for input to DOE’S 
decision-making process for Hanford Site cleanup. 

This technical element provides the information, analytic capabilities, and understanding 
required for improving the technical basis for assessments of Hanford Site impacts to 
groundwater resources and the Columbia River. Groundwater represents an important portion of 
the potential exposure path and is the link between the source/vadose system and receptors at a 
well or the river. The technical scope of the groundwater element complements that of the 
vadose zone element by extending the characterization work into the saturated sediments under 
the Hanford Site. The saturated zone includes the capillary fringe, the unconfined aquifer, 
aquitards, and uppermost confined aquifers. The technical scope of the groundwater element 
also compliments that of the river element by providing input to contaminant flux to the river and 
other interactions between the groundwater and Columbia River. Major topics include (1) the 
distribution of contamination within the saturated sediments; (2) the hydrology, geology, 
geochemistry, and microbiology of the saturated zone; (3) groundwater flow and transport of 
contamination; and (4) numerical models that depict the movement of water and contaminants. 

L 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Jusfificafion for Need: 

Technical: There is an insufficient understanding of the horizontal location, vertical 
structure, and location of the groundwater contamination as it approaches and enters the 
Columbia River. This information is necessary to document the near-river transport path of 
contaminant plumes to the receptor and will be used by the Sitewide groundwater model and 
its integration into the SAC. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environrnenfal Safe@ and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

L 
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Cost Savings Potential (Mortguge Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

J 

Culturaf4Stukeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II: Requirementsfor a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences oflvot Filling Need: The information generated to address this need will provide 
high quality estimates of contaminant flux and provide a sentinel (early warning) system for 
future contaminant arrival. The robustness and defensibility of the data will provide the basis for 
efficient and optimized remedial actions. If this need in not filled, such actions will need to be 
implemented to allow for more uncertainty-this uncertainty often results in more expensive and 
inefficient designs with more collateral environmental damage during construction and 
operation. The activity that this needs supports is identified in the GroundwaterWadose Zone 
Integrufion Projecf Specificafion (DOE/RL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology 
Roadmap for the Integration Project. The activity that this need supports will also be used to 
support development of site-specific assessments as well as the SAC as part of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is 
required to meet the objectives of the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to 
Closure. 

W 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points+-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Terri Stewart, PNNL, (509) 372-9643; Michael J. Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Fucili@LProject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9 179. 

DOE End-UserLRepresentutive Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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Reference: u 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impaci Assessment, Pari II; Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOE/RL-96-16, U.S. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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RL-SS36 

RL-SS37 

RL-SS38 

RL-SS39 

RIVER ELEMENT INDEX TO LINKED NEEDS 
v 

Provide means to integrate regional-scale phenomena into assessments of 
contaminant transport and impacts within the Columbia River. 
Provide methodology to relate information derived from sitewide-scale 
groundwater flow modeling to the various scales associated with assessing 
impacts in the river environment 
Understand, quantify and develop descriptions of transport and 
transformation of groundwater-derived contaminants of concern in the river 

Understand and Provide Means to Quantify the Impacts of River 
Contamination on Receptors 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROVIDE MEANS TO INTEGRATE REGIONAL-SCALE PHENOMENA INTO 
ASSESSMENTS OF CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT AND IMPACTS WITHIN THE 

COLUMBIA RIVER 

Identification No.: RL.-SS36 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OfJcaite: Richland Operations’Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WmteStream: ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 1001200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Provide Means to Integrate Regional-Scale Phenomena into Assessments of 
Contaminant Transport and Impacts within the Columbia River. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included L/ 
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elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

d 

The primary technical gap for this specific need is the lack of a quantitative understanding of the 
regional (watershed) factors that influence the distribution, transport, and chemical form of 
contaminants from Hanford Site operations on the Columbia River. Key factors include river 
flow parameters; sediment movement and sedimentation; water hardness, pH, and water 
temperature; the distribution of gravel, cobble, and silt/clay sediments within the Hanford Reach 
and downstream; and the REDOX status and acid-volatile sulfide contents of soft-bottom 
sediments in these areas. Although all of these factors are known or suspected to be important in 
determining contaminant movement and bioavailability, there is little capability to predict either 
(a) the responses of these factors to regional conditions or (b) the combined effects of these 
factors on contaminants. 

The science gap to be filled by this need is a hierarchical series of models that define regional 
interrelationships with regard to their effects on contaminant mobility, distribution, and 
bioavailability. Specifically, these models include: 

A conceptual model that relates inputs to the Hanford Reach from upriver to the 
physical/chemical state of contaminants entering via groundwater, and thereafter affect 
transport. This model must also incorporate understanding of the biological relationships 
between contaminants and the nutrients for which they are analogues, as well as movement 
of background contaminants (e.g., heavy metals from Lake Roosevelt, fallout products in 
River sediments) into the Reach and downstream. 

i/ 

A Global Information System (GIs) visualization of the distribution of substrate conditions 
within the Reach to McNary Dam, and below. 

A semiquantitative model that will provide order-of-magnitude estimates of the effects on 
transport and bioavailability due to uncertainty in the key factors. 

A quantitative model that is capable of converting regional-scale phenomena 
(e.g., hydropower operations, El NiAo weather patterns, cleanup of the Spokane River) into 
quantitative estimates of physicdchemical conditions pertinent to quantifying contaminant 
transport within the river system. 

The technology gaps include development of tools to measure the primary contributors to 
contaminant mobility, distribution, and bioavailability in a cost-effective manner. These include 
the following: 

Hyporheic probes capable of operation in shallow and deep waters under a variety of current 
speeds and rapidly-changing water depths 
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Refined sediment, pore water, and water sampling tools capable of discrete sampling over 
short vertical distances 

v 

Underwater visualization tools hybridized with accurate global positioning system (GPS) 
technology to map substrates. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information obtained must 
provide an accurate understanding of current conditions and the ability to assess potential future 
conditions, near- and long-term, as they impact contaminant concentrations, form, transport, and 
bioavailability. In addition, the evaluation must allow for the differentiation between 
contaminant contributions from the Hanford Site and other sources (natural and/or 
anthropogenic). The information obtained must be applicable toward the conceptual models, fate 
and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being developed as 
part of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwaterh'adose Zone Integration Project Specifcation (DOEiRL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with regional-scale phenomena is needed in the FY 2000 to 
FY 2004 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the River Technical Element within the Integration 
Project. The River Technical Element is intended to support and provide information necessary 
for an assessment of the effects of Hanford-derived materials and contaminants on the Columbia 
River environment, river-dependent life, and users of river resources. The objectives of the river 
technical element are to provide relevant and meaningful information to support remedial 
decisions and subsequent risk and system assessments, to guide ongoing and subsequent 
environmental surveillance programs, and to focus future iterations of the cumulative river 
assessment. Meeting the objectives will enhance protection of human health and the 
environment by providing scientifically defensible knowledge and data and identifying existing 
and new science and technology that will serve as input to DOE'S decision-making process for 
Hanford Site cleanup. 

The scope of this technology need relates to information needs associated with background 
contaminant inputs, nutrient conditions, benthic conditions:and physical/chemical properties of 
the water and sediments that will form the basis for predicting the fate and transport of .. 
contamination entering this river environment from Hanford Site groundwater. These include 
spatiaMemporal flow patterns, hardness, pH, temperature, DOC, nutrient load, and sediment load 
and characteristics entering the Hanford Reach, physical transport of water-phase and particulate- 
phase contaminants in the Reach and downstream (as affected by hydropower operations 
downstream), and changes in bioavailability of the contaminants themselves. Interaction with 
the suspended load of the river, and with biological systems, is key to anticipating the fate of 
contaminants. Erosion and deposition patterns for the river are major topics for understanding 

b 

L 
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where potential contaminant sinks are located, and where sensitive species and humans are at 
greatest potential threat of exposure. Understanding how the channel morphology and its 
distribution of sediments evolve (with time) is key to anticipating future conditions. 

.4 

Credible conceptual and numerical models for processes occurring in this zone are crucial to 
(1) identifying impacts to the river's ecosystem; and (2) quantifying risks to aquatic and human 
receptors. This zone encompasses near-river groundwater and infiltrated river water (bank 
storage), and the hyporheos (sediment pore water and biota immediately beneath the free-flowing 
stream). The Columbia River technical element scope includes the capability to provide 
information necessary to assess accurately and credibly the risk posed by Hanford Site 
contaminants to aquatic, terrestrial, and human receptors in the river environment. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-vzo 1 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justipcation for  Need: 

Technical: Currently there is no adequate understanding of the relative importance of 
regional-scale phenomena relative to contaminant transport and bioavailability within the 
Hanford Reach and downstream, nor is there the quantitative capability to integrate these into 
useful models. This information is need to develop a numeric model of the river system that 
includes the critical processes and components necessary to conduct the assessments required 
to meet the objectives of the project. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the site. 

CulturaMtakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 
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b Other: None. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Without a predictive capability, decisions regarding 
impacts will be made on the basis of currently-available data regarding conditions within the 
Hanford Reach and downstream. As demonstrated in the CRCIA study (DOE 1998), 
background inputs of contaminants as well as nutrients severely affects assessments of level of 
impact - heavy metal inputs from upriver of Hanford may account for as much as 90% of the 
present impacts within the Reach. Furthermore, the concentrations of nutrients for which certain 
contaminants are analogues (e.g., Ca and Sr) can greatly affect biological uptake and transport, in 
some cases altering bioconcentration factors by as much as three to four orders of magnitude 
(Cushing et al. 1988). The activity that this needs supports is identified in the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project Specificafion (DOEN-98-48) as a key item on 
the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration Project. Successful completion of 
these activities is required to meet the objectives of the Integration Project and the related 
elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Tem Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Facili~B'roject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

References: 

Cushing, C. E.; W. H. Rickard, and D. G. Watson, 1988, Radionuclide Accumulation by Aquatic 
Biota Exposed to Contaminated Water in Artificial Ecosystems Before and Afer Its Passage 
Through the Ground, NuREG/CR-5047, US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, D.C. 

u 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOERL-96- 16, US .  Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Ofice, Richland, Washington. u 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROVIDE METHODOLOGY TO RELATE INFORMATION DERIVED FROM 

SCALES ASSOCIATED WITH ASSESSING IMPACTS IN THE RIVER 
ENVIRONMENT 

SITEWIDE-SCALE GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELING TO THE VARIOUS 

Zdentijication No.: RL-SS37 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Oflc&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unif(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasteStream: ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

4 

Need Title: Provide Methodology to Relate Information Derived from Sitewide-Scale 
Groundwater Flow Modeling to the Various Scales Associated with Assessing Impacts in the 
River Environment. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Descripfion: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
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components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

u’ 

The technical gap associated with this need involves the means by which contaminant transport 
information derived from groundwater flow models (see RL-SS35) can be used when conducting 
impact assessments for various elements of the river system. The problem involves relating the 
spatial and temporal scales associated with a Pasco Basin groundwater transport model, to the 
scales associated with assessing impacts to sensitive habitat and individual receptors. New 
methods are needed to establish credible estimates for contaminant characteristics at exposure 
sites in the river, when using the output from groundwater transport models. Organisms 
potentially exposed to groundwater-derived contaminants may occupy one or more microhabitats 
that will significantly affect their exposure to groundwater. Thus, benthic invertebrates such as 
larval insects may be exposed to pure groundwater in some cases, and nearly pure river water in 
others (e.g., Hope and Peterson 1996). Because river water over much of the Reach does not 
contain contaminants in concentrations sufficient to put organisms or humans at risk (in contrast 
to groundwater), the differences in assessment of impact can be dramatic (DOE 1996). 

Specific aspects of research to address this technical gap include the following: 

Developing the modeling capabilities to quantify the changes in groundwater characteristics v 

that take place in the zone of interaction between the aquifer and the river 

Developing the modeling capabilities to characterize the flow path of water within the zone 
of interaction, which is strongly influenced by river stage fluctuations 

Developing the algorithms for estimating contaminant concentrations in the river 
environment (using the output from groundwater flow models - see RL-SS38) that consider 
the potential physical and chemical changes that may occur in the zone of interaction. This 
model will provide the capability to convert a broad-scale groundwater flux into a spatially- 
distributed set of concentrations in three dimensions as the flux enters the river environment. 
This model will reflect the benthic substrate diversity, river flow, and river physico-chemical 
characteristics (see RL-SS36) necessary to provide concentration estimates that reflect 
bioavailability as well as habitat specificity. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must provide an accurate understanding of current conditions over time and the ability to assess 
potential future conditions, near- and long-term. In addition, the evaluation must allow for the 
differentiation between contaminant contributions from Hanford and other sources (natural 
and/or anthropogenic). The information obtained must be applicable toward the conceptual 
models, fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being 
developed as part of the Integration Project. 
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v 
Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOE/RL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with contaminant flux is needed in the FY 2000 to FY 2005 
timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the River Technical Element within the Integration 
Project. The River Technical Element is intended to support and provide information necessary 
for an assessment of the effects of Hanford-derived materials and contaminants on the Columbia 
River environment, river-dependent life, and users of river resources. The objectives of the river 
technical element are to provide relevant and meaningful information to support remedial 
decisions and subsequent risk and system assessments, to guide ongoing and subsequent 
environmental surveillance programs, and to focus future iterations of the cumulative river 
assessment. Meeting the objectives will enhance protection of human health and the 
environment by providing scientifically defensible knowledge and data and identifying existing 
and new science and technology that will serve as input to DOE’S decision-making process for 
Hanford Site cleanup. 

The scope of this technology need encompasses the groundwater-river interface as it relates to 
the fate and transport of groundwater contamination entering the river environment. These 
include factors that modify the physical/chemical form and concentration of groundwater-borne 
contaminants within the zone of influence of the Columbia River up to the point that they enter 
the river proper. 

Key topics in this need include mixing (dilution) with river water, effects of geochemical 
conditions of the sediment and river water on contaminant physical and chemical state, the 
influence of preferential pathways (e.g., cobble vs. silt-clay sediments), and the effects of spatial 
heterogeneity in hyporheic sediment composition on contaminant concentrations entering the 
river. Credible conceptual and numerical models for processes occurring in this zone are needed 
to quantify accurately (1) impacts to the river’s ecosystem; and (2) risks to human receptors. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOI 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification for  Need: 

Technical: There are insufficient means to translate groundwater contaminant flux estimates 
into information at the scale of biological exposures that are necessary to estimate impacts 
from groundwater contaminants entering the river. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. L 
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d 
Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

CulturaMtakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part II: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: By not filling this technical gap, a high degree of 
uncertainty will be attached to impact and risk assessments associated with river-related 
receptors. The uncertainties introduced in converting groundwater flux information into 
biological exposures are large, and may cover several orders of magnitude (DOE 1996). In the 
absence of this technology, a variety of conservative estimations have been used at the Hanford 
Site that may greatly inflate (DOE 1998) or underestimate (DOE 1993) risks. The uncertainty in 
decisions about cleanup and impact may therefore be large. The activity that this needs supports 
is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specifcation (DOEIRL-98-48) 
as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration Project. Successful 
completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of the Integration Project and the 
related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

W 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Poinls-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Facilify/lproject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 
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DOE End-Usermepresentative Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

References: 

Hope, S .  J., and R. E. Peterson, 1996, Chromium in River Substrate Water and Adjacent 
Groundwater: 100-D/DR Area, Hanford Site, Washington, BHI-00778, Bechtel Hanford, Inc., 
Richland, Washington. 

L, 

i 

RL, 1993, Columbia River Impact Evaluation Plan, DOEIRL-92-28, U S .  Department of Energy, 
Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11; Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOE/RL-96-16, U S .  Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND, QUANTIFY AND DEVELOP DESCRIPTIONS OF TRANSPORT AND 

CONCERN IN THE RIVER 
TRANSFORMATION OF GROUNDWATER-DERIVED CONTAMINANTS OF 

Identification No.: RL-SS38 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OficeLSite: Richland Operations OfficehIanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
Waste Stream: ER-10 and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Understand, quantify and develop descriptions of transport and transformation of 
groundwater-derived contaminants of concern in the river. 

Need OpportunQ Category: Technologv Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included W 
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elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

The primary technical gap associated with reactions and interactions between contaminants and 
sediments in the river and bank-storage region involves insufficient understanding of these 
processes at the Hanford Site in terms of quantifying and parameterizing the processes for use in 
the development and application fate and transport. An understanding of these fundamental 
processes is needed to predict the fate and transport of contaminants into and through the river. 
Specific issues that need to be addressed to resolve this technical gap include the following. 

The chemical, physical, and biological reactions and transformations that occur within the 
bank storage region (ie., zone of interaction between the near river aquifer and vadose zone 
sediments that are affected by river stage fluctuations) can greatly affect the form, 
concentration, and spatial/temporal distribution of contaminants moving within the surface 
water system. Bank storage clearly delays downstream transport of water-borne 
contaminants, and may prolong aquatic biological exposures in the near-shore environments. 
In addition, bank storage may enhance exposures of terrestrial species to contaminants not 
otherwise found in the groundwater at these regions (Brandt et al. 1993) 

Physics-based transport models (hydraulic, sediment, contaminant) are needed to represent 
the movement of contaminants into and through the river environment 

Numerical models are needed that incorporate the chemical, physical, and biological 
reactions and interactions in the river for contaminants in aqueous phase (dissolved species), 
colloid phase, and sediment phase into the physics-based transport models based on 
hydraulics and sediment transport 

Models are needed to predict changes in the bioavailability, bioaccumulation, and 
biodegradation of contaminants for the development of representative biological transport 
models, based on the numerical models identified earlier 

4 

Techniques/equipment/instrumentation are desired to measure chemical, physical, and 
biological parameters in the bank-storage region and the river to parameterize, validate, and 
verify these models. 

Functional Performance Requiremen&: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must provide an accurate understanding of current conditions over time and the ability to assess 
potential future conditions, near- and long-term. In addition, the evaluation must allow for the 
differentiation between contaminant contributions from Hanford and other sources (natural 
and/or anthropogenic). The information obtained must be applicable toward the conceptual 
models, fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that are being 
developed as part of the Integration Project. 

-’ 
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Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOERL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with reactions and interactions is needed in the FY 2000 to 
FY 2005 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

W 

Problem Descriprion: This need falls under the River Technical Element within the Integration 
Project. The River Technical Element is intended to support and provide information necessary 
for an assessment of the effects of Hanford Site-derived materials and contaminants on the 
Columbia River environment, river-dependent life, and users of river resources. The objectives 
of the river technical element are to provide relevant and meaningful information to support 
remedial decisions and subsequent risk and system assessments, to guide ongoing and 
subsequent environmental surveillance programs, and to focus future iterations of the cumulative 
river assessment. Meeting the objectives will enhance protection of human health and the 
environment by providing scientifically defensible knowledge and data and identifying existing 
and new science and technology that will serve as input to DOE’S decision-making process for 
Hanford Site cleanup. 

The scope of this technology need relates to information needs associated with the fate and 
transport of groundwater-based contamination once it enters the river environment. These 
include understanding the contaminant characteristics (type, nature, concentration, 
decay/attenuation qualities) as they relate to the physical and chemical conditions of the river as 
it enters the Hanford Reach as developed in RL-SS36. Understanding the interactions of the 
contaminants with the dissolved organic matter, suspended load, and biological systems of the 
river, as well as the role of bank storage in altering the timing, chemical nature, and 
concentration of contaminants as they move through the river system aie key to accurately 
predicting the fate of contaminants. 

Key topics in this zone include the following: 

Mixing processes within the river 
Geochemical conditions of the water and sediments that affect bioavailability and transport 
Life history descriptions and parameters for key species relative to quantification of exposure 
Food web structure and biological transport parameters for key species and habitats 
Bank storage and physical/chemical transformations within the river bank 
Numerical river flow and sedimentation models that account for the daily-fluctuating 
hydrograph of the managed river system. 

b 

Credible conceptual and numerical models for processes occurring in this zone are crucial to 
(1) identifying impacts to the river’s ecosystem; and (2) quantifying risks to aquatic and human 
receptors. - 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: There is an insufficient understanding of reactions and interactions of 
contaminants and sediments at the Hanford Site in terms of quantifying and parameterizing 
the processes for use in reactive transport modeling and for determining appropriate 
conceptual models. An understanding of these fundamental processes is needed to predict the 
fate and transport of contaminants in the river. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

.4' 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The current state of river transport modeling currently has 
biological transport, physical transport, and physicakhemical state of the contaminants in an 
uncoupled configuration. Bank storage is neglected as a prolonged source of contaminant 
exposure, and both its modulating capacity and ability to diffise contaminated surface water into 
the surrounding terrestrial biota has not been addressed. Consequently, decisions regarding 
impacts downstream from groundwater plumes are uncertain, and our ability to predict future 
effects accurately is weakened. The activity that this needs supports is identified in the 
GroundwaterWadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOEIRL-98-48) as a key item on 
the Science and Technology Roadmap for the Integration Project. Successful completion of 
these activities is required to meet the objectives of the Integration Project and the related 
elements of the Paths to Closure. 
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v 
Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott Petersen. Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9 126; 
Terri Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Facili@Project Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. 

DOE End-User/lRepresentative Points-of-Contact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

References: 

Brandt, C. A.., C. E. Cushing, W. H. Rickard, N. A. Cadoret, R. Mazaika, and B. L. Tiller, 1993, 
Biological Uptake of 300-FF-5 Operable Unit Contaminants, WHC-SD-EN-TI-122, 
Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington. 

RL, 1998, Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11; Requirements for a 
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, DOE/RL-96-16, US. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 
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L’ TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND AND PROVIDE MEANS TO QUANTIFY THE IMPACTS OF RIVER 
CONTAMINATION ON RECEPTORS 

Identification No.: RL-SS39 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS O#ic&ite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit($: Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units 
Wastestream: ER-IO and ER-18: MLLW GW 100/200 Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W - 

Need Title: Understand and provide means to quantify the impacts of river contamination on 
receptors. 

NeetUOpportunity Category: Technologv Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e& RL-SS25: ii 
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Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

The primary technical gap associated with the impacts of river contamination on receptors is that 
there is an insufficient understanding of the human, ecological, cultural and socioeconomic 
impacts of contaminants that reach the river and the relationship between contaminants entering 
the river and behavioral impacts on culture and socioeconomics. Currently, standard impact 
assessment practice involves comparing estimated exposures of individual organisms to a lowest 
observed effects level toxicological benchmarks, such as behavioral change or tissue-level 
alterations. Regulated exposure levels are sometimes also based on no observed effects levels, 
which have a number of inadequacies aside from their level of biological resolution (Chapman 
et al. 1996). In either case, however, the interest of regulation and impact assessment is not at 
the individual or sub-individual level, but at the level of the population and its properties, such as 
abundance, health, productivity, etc. There is a need to develop consistent metrics upon which to 
determine impacts (human, ecological, cultural, socioeconomic) that are useful in the decision- 
making process and reflective of appropriate level of organization of the focus receptor groups. 
The development of consistent metrics includes the quantitative capability for translating an 
individual-level dose-response into the impact metrics that are important to regulators and 
stakeholders, including the general public (see Levin et al. 1989, Newman and Jagoe 1996). 

J 

Specific technical gaps associated with the development of impact metrics include the following. 

Appropriate toxicological benchmarks need to be developed for contaminants likely to enter W 

the river, involving species important from ecological and human perspectives. This need 
includes information to determine the impacts from diverse contaminant mixtures, 
e.g., accounting for potential synergistichntagonistic effects. 

Understanding the ecological interactions and processes within the affected system such that 
a reasonable prediction of higher-order effects (e.g., at the population level) can be made 
based on toxicological benchmarks. For example, translating a genetic-level toxicological 
benchmark into a population survival/productivity change effect. 

Information is needed to translate ecological impacts into cultural and socioeconomic 
impacts. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must provide an accurate understanding of current conditions over time and the ability to assess 
potential future conditions, near- and long-term. In addition, the evaluation must allow for the 
differentiation between contaminant contributions from the Hanford Site and other sources 
(natural and/or anthropogenic). The information obtained must be applicable toward the 
conceptual models, fate and transport numerical models, and system assessment capabilities that 
are being developed as part of the Integration Project. 
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L 
Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project Specijkation (DOEKU-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with impacts of contamination is needed in the FY 2000 to 
FY 2005 timeframe to meet these objectives. 

Problem Description: This need falls under the River Technical Element within the Integration 
Project. The River Technical Element is intended to support and provide information necessary 
for an assessment of the effects of Hanford-derived materials and contaminants on the Columbia 
River environment, river-dependent life, and users of river resources. The objectives of the river 
technical element are to provide relevant and meaningful information to support remedial 
decisions and subsequent risk and system assessments, to guide ongoing and subsequent 
environmental surveillance programs, and to focus future iterations of the cumulative river 
assessment. Meeting the objectives will enhance protection of human health and the 
environment by providing scientifically defensible knowledge and data and identifying existing 
and new science and technology that will serve as input to DOE’S decision-making process for 
Hanford Site cleanup. 

The scope of this technology need includes effects of contaminant exposures on the biota, 
cultures, and socioeconomics associated with the Columbia River. 

Key issues in this technical area include developing credible conceptual and numerical models 
for (1) identifying toxicological impacts to the river’s ecosystem; and (2) quantifying meaningful 
effects relative to ecological attributes and human receptors. Key information needs include 
identifying (1) toxicological benchmarks for regional species of concern for contaminants of 
concern; (2) definitions of desired metrics to assess impacts; (3) effects of complex contaminant 
mixtures; and (4) translational models for converting toxicity into impact metrics for human and 
ecological endpoints. 

L 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOI 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: There is an insufficient understanding of the human, ecological, cultural and 
socioeconomic impacts of contaminants that reach the river and the relationship between 
contaminants entering the river and behavioral impacts on culture and socioeconomics. This 
information is necessary to accurately and credibly assess risk posed by Hanford Site 
contaminants to aquatic, terrestrial, and human receptors in the river environment. 

Regulutory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. v 
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d 
Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the site. 

CufturaVStakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment (DOE 1998). 

Other: None. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Without the information described in this need, there will 
be more uncertainty in the technical basis for quantifying the impacts of river contamination on 
receptors. The activity that this needs supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone 
Integration Project Specifkation (DOERL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology 
Roadmap for the Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet 
the objectives of the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford specific, but solutions to 
the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE complex and 
for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). 

Current Baseline Technology: NIA. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Site Technical Points-oJContact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Tem Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor FacififyProject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-9179 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-oJConfact: K. M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

e 

/ 
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RLSS40 

W 

INVENTORY ELEMENT INDEX TO LINKED NEEDS 

Provide a method to develop mass balance (i.e., holistic) inventory 
estimates 

RL-VVT056-S 
RL- VVTO41-S 

.RL- WTO52-S 

Half-Lives of Se-79 and Sn-I26 
Radionuclide Partitioning 
Characterization of Organic Species in Waste Feed to LAW and HLW - 
\Treatment Facilities 
lUncertaintv Estimation of Hanford Best Basis Toxic Waste Inventorv. RL-VVT070 

RL-WTO1 

RL-W065 
RL-SS42 

Concentraion, Phase and Waste Type 
Technetium-99 Analysis in Hanford Tank Waste and Contaminated Tank 
Farm Areas 
Direct Inorganic and Organic Analyses of High-Level Waste 
Provide method for more accurate estimates of waste constituent release 
rates and modes from waste 

RL-VVT068 ]Radionuclide Source Term from Tank Residuals 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROVIDE A METHOD TO DEVELOP MASS BALANCE (LE., HOLISTIC) 
INVENTORY ESTIMATES 

Identijicafion No.: RL-SS40 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations OficeManford Site 
Operable Unif(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasteStreum: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-03: MLLW Soils, ER-04: LLW Soils 
1001300 Area 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: NIA 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

\ - 

Need Title: Provide a Method to Develop Mass Balance (i.e., Holistic) Inventory Estimates 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS25: L.., 
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Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

Currently, there is not a full inventory data set for all of the contaminants of interest for all of the 
waste sites of interest at the Hanford Site. These data are needed as input to the SAC, which is a 
suite of tools and data that will be used to assess the cumulative effects of Hanford Site 
operations and remediation on the Columbia River and river-supported life. Based on scoping 
studies currently under way within the SAC, key radionuclide and chemical contaminants of 
most concern for assessing cumulative impacts will be identified. From previous experience, we 
h o w  there will be gaps in inventory data for many of these contaminants, and that these gaps 
will contribute significantly to uncertainty in the final assessment. 

4 

There is a desire within the stakeholder and Tribal Nation community that all contaminants be 
included in the inventory model. The purpose of such an exhaustive model would be to ensure 
that all waste and all associated impacts would be quantified. It has been suggested that if a 
specific radionuclide or chemical were not identified as a key contaminant, then it could be 
lumped with other non-key contaminants and carried throughout the transport and impact 
estimation process. The non-key contaminants would be represented as a lumped inventory, a 
lumped transport plume, and a lumped human, ecological, cultural, and socioeconomic 
consequence. However, once a waste-site-specific assessment has been undertaken, the multiple 
waste types and variety of waste site locations of a Hanford Site assessment make the lumping of 
inventory, release, transport, and impact assessment difficult if not intractable. Consequently, 
the initial inventory module for the system assessment capability will focus on key radionuclides 
and chemicals. 

4 

The desire of the stakeholder community and Tribal Nations to track all contaminants would be 
an extension of the initial inventory module and the initial system assessment. Lumping the 
inventory, its migration and fate, and its impact assessment may not be tractable because of the 
distributed nature of the multiple-source problem and the desire to represent the uncertainty of 
disposal on a waste site-by-waste site basis. Clearly, a single simulation could not be conducted 
and the results scaled for individual waste sites, (e.& scaled up for some and down for others), to 
maintain a mass balance of the inventory. 

Currently, individual projects use conservative bounding inventory estimates, but use of this 
approach is not realistic for a Sitewide assessment. Use of a conservative or bounding inventory 
estimate by an individual project can be useful when releases are shown to result in deminimus 
or low consequences. Projects, (e.g., Ofice of River Protection), are beginning to address a 
spectrum of inventory issues, (e.g., inventory to be separated into high- and low-level fractions, 
low-level waste disposal, and the disposal of secondary waste streams from separations and 
vitrification plants). With these multiple drivers, they too can rely less on a conservative or 
bounding inventory and need a realistic inventory estimate characterized by a mean and standard 
deviation. Hence, the primary technical gap is the need to develop a mass balance (Le., holistic) 
inventory estimate that results in realistic inventories and estimates of uncertainty. This estimate 
needs to have a scientifically credible basis such as use of process chemistry and historical 
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records to estimate release quantity, waste chemistry, release location, and time of release from 
Hanford processes to soil sites. Specific needs include the following: 

W 

Definition of post-closure Hanford waste site groupings that can be traced to the processes 
from which wastes were generated and discharged (DOE 1997). These groupings become 
the basis for developing realistic estimates of waste inventory in the environment over space 
and time. - Enhancement of the “Hanford Defined Waste” (HDW) model (Agnew, 1997) using process 
chemistry is needed to estimate the range of probable waste composition, quantities, release 
locations, and timing of releases. This process chemistry information includes improved 
partitioning models and tank inventory models (Science Need RL-WTO41-S). The process 
chemistry and tank inventory models are needed by the River Protection Project to support 
development of pretreatment processes for waste immobilization and disposal. However, 
radionuclide and chemical partitioning within tank waste will also aid in the determination of 
soil column inventories, both for planned releases to cribs and trenches and unplanned 
historical releases (i.e., past leaks). An improved understanding of Tc-99 and Se-79, for 
example, will improve estimates of releases to soils for these contaminants, both of which are 
important in performance assessments. 

Expansion and enhancement of the HDW model are needed to represent non-tank waste and 
to identify clearly crib and trench discharges of tank wastes. All past practice liquid 
discharge sites ready for closure including ponds, cribs, ditches, reverse wells, and specific 
retention trenches are Environmental Restoration sites (DOE 1999). The chemical 
separations conducted in the canyon buildings yielded waste streams that were discharged 
directly to ditches and cooling ponds, chemical sewers, and cribs. Some resulted in 
significant plumes, ( e g .  tritium), that are routinely used for model history matching. 
Because they were not tank wastes, they are not included in the current HDW model. 
Additional waste streams and inventories not accounted for in the existing HDW model that 
need to be added are the PFP building, PUREX tunnels, solid waste burial grounds, graphite 
cores from production reactors, ancillary piping, and residues in the canyon buildings. In 
addition to these new waste types, the original tank waste discharged to cribs and trenches 
and reported in the HDW model need to be identified with specific cribs and trenches instead 
of being reported as global crib discharges. As in the original HDW model, the revised 
model shall provide a probabilistic representation of the inventory. 

Determination of Se-79 and Sn-126 half-lives for which conflicting values have been 
reported is needed for inventory and systedperformance assessment purposes (Science Need 
RL-WTO56-S). Selineum-79 is important for long-term protection of the environment. Sn- 
126 is important in the protection of inadvertent intruders. For purposes of the system 
assessment inventory measurement of the half-lives within +/- 50% is sufficient. Other 
projects require +/-I 0%. 

v 

u 
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4 
Estimation of released waste inventory and uncertainty for H-3, Co-60, Tc-99, Sr-90, Cs-137, 
1-129, U, Np-237, plutonium, americium, sodium, aluminum, chromium, CC14. OH, NO;, 
complexants, pH, density, ionic strength, heat load, water weight %, water vapor pressure, 
and REDOX state as needed. This first listing of inventory needs is a result of an initial 
review of radionuclides and chemicals found to be significant in the assessment of both 
plateau and near-river waste sites. Coordination with W P ,  which has a need to estimate 
uncertainty of Hanford Best Basis toxic waste inventory, concentration, phase and waste type 
(Technology Need RL-WT070), will be beneficial to multiple projects. 

Specific models for Tc-99,I-129, and tritium need to be established to transition from 
conservative to mass-balance models of inventory. The Tc-99 model is needed to reconcile 
Tc-99 inventory. Consistent with new mass balances being completed by the River 
Protection Project (RPP, formerly Tank Waste Remediation System) in FY 1999. This 
model must also be able to reconcile inventory problems for Tc-99 uncovered from past work 
such as the Composite Analysis (Kincaid et a1 1998), e.g., shipment of Tc-99 off Site with 
uranium and underestimates of Tc-99 discharges to cribs receiving wastes from the uranium 
recovery campaign. Likewise, a model for 1-129 is needed to reconcile inventory 
completeness issues discovered from past work on the Composite Analysis. The iodine 
model is complex because it will include aspects of atmospheric emissions, stack scrubbers, 
scrubber regeneration, scrubber failure, and scrubber disposal. A model for tritium is needed 
to help in benchmarking the overall inventory model and the overall vadose zone and 
groundwater models that are essential components of the SAC. Future efforts may uncover 
additional contaminants for which selected models may be needed and will be added to this 
need in the future as required. 

An accurate, robust production laboratory method for the measurement of Tc-99 
concentration in Hanford Site waste tank matrices and in soils from the vadose zone 
surrounding the tanks is needed (Technology Need RL-WTOl). The method must provide a 
high level of confidence in the TC-99 concentrations because the data is important in risk- 
based assessments. The development of this method is needed so that data can be obtained to 
benchmark the process chemistry, release, vadose zone, and groundwater models. 

u 

Characterization methods to determine organic species in tank waste are needed (Science 
Need RL-WTO52-S). There arc two aspects to this need. One is the speciation of the organic 
compounds, which determines the complexing characteristics of the organic compound. The 
complexing nature can affect the behavior of other waste components and can affect the 
mobility of specific components in the waste and in the vadose zone. The other is 
measurement of the amount of certain RCRA and Toxic Substance Control Act of1976 
(TSCA) organic compounds in the waste, which is important to risk-based assessments. 

Direct methods for inorganic and organic analyses of high level waste would reduce tum- 
around time, waste production, and worker exposure (Technology Need RL-WT065), which 
would, in turn, reduce costs. Lower costs for characterization would make it possible to J’ 
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characterize more of the waste tanks and the contaminated zones around and beneath the 
tanks. The additional data could also be used to improve the benchmarking of the models. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The techniques applied or information that is obtained 
must estimate contaminant inventory such that the information can be applied toward the 
conceptual models, fate and transport numerical models, site-specific assessments, and system 
assessment capabilities that are being developed as part of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project Specification (DOEIRL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with inventories is needed in the FY 1999 to FY 2001 timeframe 
to meet the objective of the Integration Project to provide the Hanford Site with a Sitewide 
composite analysis within 5 years. Such an analysis will not only satisfy the DOE requirement 
for active and near-term planned disposal and remediation action decisions, but will also inform 
DOE-OW on the cumulative impacts of decisions bearing on tank waste recovery and tank 
residuals. 

‘W 

Problem Description: This need falls under the Inventory Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. Inventory is defined as the total quantity of radiological and chemical 
constituents used and created at the Hanford Site, and their distribution in facilities, waste 
disposal sites, the vadose zone, groundwater, and Columbia River ecosystem. The Inventory 
Technical Element is intended to address the need for estimates of radionuclide and chemical 
contaminants that have been or are expected to be released to the Hanford Site’s soil column. 
Such an inventory would represent the total amount of selected radionuclide and chemical 
constituents at the Hanford Site and their distribution arnodg facilities, waste disposal sites, . 
vadose zone, groundwater, and Columbia River. The objective of the Inventory Technical 
Element is to enhance protection of human health and environment by providing estimates of the 
location, amounts, concentrations, chemical form, and mobilizationhelease mechanisms of key 
inventory components, which provides the necessary input to Sitewide subsurface system 
assessments. An implicit goal of this research is to provide scientifically defensible knowledge 
and data and identify existing and new science and technology that will serve as input to DOE’S 
decision-making process for Hanford Site cleanup. 

The goals of the inventory technical element are largely twofold. First, a consistent approach 
and set of assumptions for providing information on waste‘ site inventories across the Hanford 
Site needs to be established to ensure that a Sitewide inventory data set is available for System- 
wide and project-specific impact assessments. Second, key chemical and radiological 
contaminants and soil sites need to be identified, and estimates of the amount of these key 
contaminants in different waste forms and storage/disposal areas (e.g., tanks, solid waste burial 
grounds, other) need to be validated. 

A good understanding of inventory is key to a system assessment, because the potential 
groundwater and river contamination is proportional to the amount of radionuclides and 

u 

L 
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chemicals that are disposed of on the Hanford Site and are capable of migrating off the Site. 
Technical information needed to determine inventory include 1) locations, amounts, and 
concentrations; 2) characteristics of the radionuclide or chemical compound; 3) mobilization and 
release mechanisms and rates; and 4) the change in inventory because of natural processes 
(e.g., decay), remediation activities, and Hanford Site operations. In addition to inventory 
estimates, mechanisms must be identified that result in release of the inventory from facilities 
into the vadose zone, unconfined aquifer, or the Columbia River. Because the long-term 
configuration of the waste inventory depends on future remediation and land-use decisions, a 
baseline estimate of end-state inventory distributions must be defined. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 N/A 

Justifcation for Need: 

Technical: Currently, there is not a full inventory data set for all of the waste sites and all 
operational areas at the Hanford Site. This data set is needed as input to the SAC, which is a 
suite of tools and data that allow the cumulative effects of Hanford Site operations and 
remediation on the Columbia River and associated river supported activities. Previous 
experience indicates that a lack of a method to provide a realistic estimate of inventory adds 
substantial (Le., an order of magnitude) uncertainty in the modeling results (DOE 1999). 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved '4 

technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. A Sitewide Composite Analysis of all post- 
closure sources is required every 5 years under DOE Order 5820.2a (and draft  DOE 
Order 435.1). Other Sitewide assessments are needed by ER and Office of River Protection 
(OW) to fully understand the nature of competing alternatives (e.g., ER characterization and 
cleanup versus O W  tank waste recovery and stabilization). 

Environmental Safe@ and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environmental safety and 
health issues. The CRCIA Part 2 (DOE 1998) guidance requires the assessment of human 
health, ecological health, and cultural and socioeconomic impacts. All of these societal 
health metrics are affected by the broad support of stakeholders and Tribal Nations, 
(e.g., common health exposure and dose scenarios are being adapted to include exposures 
typical of Native Americans). As these broad metrics are applied, a longer list of 
radionuclides and chemicals may be revealed as essential to the assessment. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
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on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

W 

Assembly of a Sitewide and comprehensive inventory will improve upon the existing 
capabilities (;.e., tank waste inventory) and provide several projects (and their associated 
wastes) with a consistent inventory for environmental impact statements, composite analyses. 
and sitelwaste specific studies supporting the evaluation of alternative remediations. 

CulturaL/Stokeho/der Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment. Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, (Stakeholder and Tribal Nation concerns about the 
completeness and consistency of the assembly of inventory data and estimates are expressed 
in the CRCIA Part 2 document (RL 1998).] 

Other: None 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Completion of a first inventory model based on available 
data, process chemistry knowledge, and uncertainty principles is essential to any Sitewide or 
system assessment. Currently, there is no single and consistent inventory for the discharges and 
disposals of radionuclides and chemicals to the surface and subsurface in the 100 B/C, 100 K, 
100 N, 100 D, 100 H, 100 F, 300,200 West and 200 East Areas. This inventory should also 
provide the basis for investigating existing contamination in the Columbia River by recording the 
existing knowledge of discharges to the river during the reactor operation period. The activity 
that this needs supports is identified in the Groundwater/Vadose Zone Integration Project 
Specifcation (DOEIRL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap for the 
Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the objectives of 
the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). DOE sites that will serve as 
long-term disposal sites could benefit from a mass balance inventory based on records, process 
chemistry, and uncertainty principles. 

e 

Current Baseline Technology: N/A. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Tem Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, PNNL, (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor Fucili@/Project Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79. L., 
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i /  
DOE End-UserLRepresentative Points-of-Contact: K.  M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROVIDE METHOD FOR MORE ACCURATE ESTIMATES OF WASTE 
CONSTITUENT RELEASE RATES AND MODES FROM WASTE 

Identijication No.: RL-SS42 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Environmental Restoration 
OPS OnceBite: Richland Operations Of€ice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit(s): Broad need potentially applicable to multiple operable units. 
WasteStream: ER-14: LLW Soils 200 Area, ER-03: MLLW Soils, ER-04: LLW Soils 1001300 
Area 
Waste Management Unit: N/A 
Facility: N/A 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC u - 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

- 

Need Tit/e: Provide Method for More Accurate Estimates of Waste Constituent Release Rates 
and Modes from Waste. 

Need Opportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This need addresses specific technical gaps identified in the scope of the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project at the Hanford Site and is written as an 
“integrated” need. The Integration Project is focused on providing the scientific and technical 
basis to ensure that Hanford Site decisions are defensible and possess an integrated perspective 
for the protection of water resources, the Columbia River, river-dependent life, and users of the 
Columbia River resources. As such, this “integrated” need has both applied science and 
technology components that are interrelated in addressing the specified technical gap. Individual 
efforts applied to resolve the technical gaps described in this need may address all or part of the 
components identified for this need. Where a specific technology need can be defined separately 
from an “integrated” need, a specific technology need statement has been written and is included 
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elsewhere in the Hanford Site STCG Subsurface Contamination Needs (e.g., RL-SS2S: 
Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for Subsurface Access to Support Characterization and 
Remediation). 

To conduct Sitewide assessments of cumulative impact to the Columbia River and river 
supported life, the rates of release from waste source terms are needed. Limited data are 
available on actual release rates. Hence, the primary technical gap is the need for models to 
describe release rates from all waste that will reside at the Hanford Site in the post-closure 
period, Thus, models and supporting data are needed for radionuclide and chemical releases 
from solid waste burial grounds, past tank leaks, future tank losses, tank residuals, proposed 
immobilized low-activity waste (i.e., glass), past-practice liquid discharge sites (i.e., crib, ponds, 
ditches, reverse wells, French drains, and specific retention trenches), canyon buildings 
(Le., PUREX, B Plant, T Plant, U Plant, and S Plant), PUREX tunnels, the PFP building, and the 
graphite cores of production reactors. These modeling results provide temporal and spatial 
information for system assessments. 

Specific issues include the following: 

It is anticipated that some residual waste will reside in the tanks after retrieval, consistent 
with closure criteria established with the regulators. The solubilityAeachability of key 
constituents in these residuals and the behavior of the released contaminants at the waste- 
sediment interface is important for setting closure requirements and for estimating future 
quantity and composition of releases from the tanks and the subsequent impact of the 
releases. Technetium has been identified as one of the first contaminants to evaluate. It is 
often a performance assessment driver due to its solubility and mobility in its pertechnetate 
form. However, recent investigations indicate that much of the technetium may be in the 
insoluble non-pertechnetate form. It is important to determine the behavior of this 
contaminant under leaching conditions of tank waste residual and at the waste-sediment 
interface as it enters the vadose zone. Indeed, the actual release rates of technetium, 
selenium, and uranium (i.e., the major predicted human health dose contributors) from the 
tank residuals are essentially unknown. A fundamental understanding and capability to 
simulate releases from salt cake, sludge, and hard heel in Hanford tanks is needed 
(Technology Need RL-WTO68). This effort supports future studies of tank waste patterned 
after the Retrieval Performance Evaluation (RPE) (RL 1999). 

Appropriate release rates from a soil-waste matrix near unplanned tank releases are also 
needed. The soils have been modified due to contact with high-heat and high-pH tank waste, 
effectively producing a new waste form. The rate of release from these areas to underlying 
soils needs to be determined through activities within Technology Need RL-SS28. The 
results from those studies will serve as a basis for developing the release model in this need 
statement. In addition to the release and mobility of past tank leaks that have formed a new 
waste form in the subsurface, it is important to develop the knowledge required to estimate 
the release and migration of waste that will follow past tank leaks. Future tank losses and 
tank residuals from the same tanks will have the opportunity to travel the same path within 

U 
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the vadose zone as the past tank leak. Thus, the influence of the initial leak on the original 
soikediment profile is important to understand as the basis of future releases and their 
migration and fate. 

In addition to residual tank waste and the vadose zone environment containing past tank 
leaks, there is a need to develop, document, and obtain technical peer acceptance of a release 
models for virtually all wastes forms that will remain at the Hanford Site after closure. 
Release models for graphite cores were developed and applied in the surplus production 
reactor EIS (DOE 1989, DOE 1992). The ORP Project is developing release models for low- 
activity waste glass. Soil-debris models based on solubility and adsorption/desorption 
physics have been developed and employed for solid waste burial grounds, but may require 
peer review to document their acceptance. Diffision-based release models and data are being 
developed for application to high-integrity concrete containers, but will require peer review 
before application in analyses supporting large-scale disposals in Hanford Site burial 
grounds. Conceptual models and supporting data are needed for several key waste streams at 
the Hanford Site including (a) the canyon buildings and their contents, (b) the PUREX 
tunnels, (c) the PFP facility, (d) ancillary piping throughout the chemical separations areas, 
(e) stack scrubbers for iodine-129, and ( f )  the past-practice liquid discharge sites. Some 
future waste streams are still poorly defined, but will also require inclusion in a system 
assessment. These include secondary waste streams and waste disposals generated by the 
future chemical separation of tank waste into high- and low-level fractions, and the 
vitrification of waste. Examples are radionuclides such as technetium-99 separated from 
both the high- and low-level fractions and returned to DOE for disposal, and failed melters 
from the vitrification plants. 

u 

u 

Functionul Performunce Requirements: The techniques applied or information obtained must 
estimate containment failure and contaminant release such that the information can be applied 
toward the conceptual models, fate and transport numerical models, site-specific, and system 
assessment capabilities that are being developed as part of the Integration Project. 

Schedule Requirements: The Science and Technology Plan as outlined in the 
GroundwaterNadose Zone Integration Project Specijication (DOEIRL-98-48) indicates the 
information that is required over the next 6 years to meet the objectives of the Integration 
Project. Information associated with contaminant release into the vadose zone is needed in the 
FY 1999 to FY 2000 timeframe to meet these objectives. A Hanford Tank Farm Closure EIS is 
presently scheduled for 2003. 

Because of the variety of contaminant release models that need be developed, documented, and 
peer accepted prior to issuance of a regulatory decision-assisting System Assessment, it may be 
necessary to schedule this activity over a longer time frame. Thus, scheduling peer review and 
acceptance of release models very near the time thqy will be needed to support the assessment 
(i.e., an environmental impact statement, a composite analysis), rather than requiring peer review 
and acceptance before the proposed models can be used in prototype simulations. 

'W 
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Problem Description: This need falls under the Inventory Technical Element within the 
Integration Project. Inventory is defined as the total quantity of radiological and chemical 
constituents used and created at the Hanford Site, and their distribution in and release from 
facilities, waste disposal sites, the vadose zone, groundwater, and Columbia River ecosystem. 
The Inventory Technical Element is intended to address the need for estimates of radionuclide 
and chemical contaminants that have been or are expected to be released to the Hanford Site soil 
column. Such an inventory would represent the total amount of selected radionuclide and 
chemical constituents at the Hanford Site and their distribution among and release from facilities, 
waste disposal sites, vadose zone, groundwater, and Columbia River. The objective of the 
Inventory Technical Element is to enhance protection of human health and environment by 
providing estimates of the location, amounts, concentrations, chemical form, and 
mobilizatiodrelease mechanisms of key inventory components, which provides the necessary 
input to Sitewide subsurface system assessments. An implicit goal of this research is to provide 
scientifically defensible knowledge and data and identify existing and new science and 
technology that will serve as input to DOE’S decision-making process for Hanford Site cleanup. 

The goals of the inventory technical element are largely twofold. First, a consistent approach 
and set of assumptions for providing information on waste site inventories across the Hanford 
Site needs to be established to ensure that a Sitewide inventory data set is available for system- 
wide and project-specific impact assessments. Second, key chemical and radiological 
contaminants and soil sites need to be identified, and estimates of the amount and release 
characteristics of these key contaminants in different waste forms and storageldisposal areas 
(e.g., tanks, solid waste burial grounds, other) need to be validated. 

A good understanding of inventory and release is key to a system assessment, because the 
potential groundwater and river contamination is proportional to the amount of radionuclides and 
chemicals that are disposed on Hanford Site and capable of migrating off the Site. Technical 
information needed to determine inventory include 1 ) locations, amounts, and concentrations; 
2) characteristics of the radionuclide or chemical compound; 3) mobilization and release 
mechanisms and rates; and 4) the change in inventory because of natural processes (e.g., decay), 
remediation activities, and Hanford Site operations. In addition to inventory estimates, 
mechanisms must be identified that result in release of the inventory from facilities into the 
vadose zone, unconfined aquifer, or the Columbia River. Because the long-term configuration of 
the waste inventory depends on future remediation and land-use decisions, a baseline estimate of 
end-state inventory distributions must be defined. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-VZOl 1.4.10.1.7.1 1.03 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justiifcation for Need: 

Technical: Current waste constituent release models are not sufficient to estimate the 
mechanisms and rates of release for all Hanford waste types (e.g., solid wastes, residual tank 

d 
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waste, canyon and PFP buildings, PUREX tunnels, past-practice liquid discharge sites). 
These estimates are needed for quantifying potential source terms for contaminants. 

Regulatory: Information obtained by addressing this need will provide an improved 
technical basis for making site regulatory decisions and therefore reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the basis for these decisions. Supplemental guidance to DOE Order 5820.2a, 
and draft DOE Order 435.1, require a Composite Analysis of all post-closure LLW to 
estimate long-term all-pathways human health impacts. Thus, inventory and release models 
for all post-closure wastes are needed. A Composite Analysis was completed in 1998 
(Kincaid et al. 1998) and must be updated on a 5-year cycle. The Composite Analysis is a 
companion analysis to performance assessments for active and planned LLW disposals, and 
remedial actions. Thus, continued disposal authorization at the Hanford Site requires that 
this the composite analysis be supported and periodically completed. Similarly, continued 
DOE Headquarters support for records of decision for remedial actions requires periodic 
completion of a composite analysis. The Composite Analysis offers a real opportunity to 
first quantify and then investigate the issue of uncertainty, and the related issue of the value 
of additional data investments. 

W 

Environmental Safety and Health: This need addresses broad Sitewide technical issues and, 
as such, crosscuts multiple applications that each may have specific environinental safety and 
health issues. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): This need is targeted at obtaining 
information that will help develop a better understanding of the Hanford Site contamination. 
This understanding will be used to determine appropriate solutions to these contamination 
problems. These solutions may offer a cost savings potential over solutions selected based 
on the current more limited knowledge of contaminant distribution and migration potential at 
the Site. 

W 

A scientifically supported and peer accepted compilation of containment failure and 
contaminant release models would be of great value to the Hanford Site and would establish 
a key element of several future analyses including environmental impact statements, 
performance assessments, feasibility studies, and composite analyses. 

CulturuuSrakeholder Concerns: This technology need supports the resolution of cultural 
and stakeholder concerns as expressed by the CRCIA Team in “Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment, Part 11: Requirements for a Columbia River 
Comprehensive Impact Assessment.” [Stakeholder and Tribal Nation concerns about the 
completeness and consistency of the assembly of containment failure and contaminant 
release data and estimates are expressed in the CRCIA Part 2 document (RL 1998)] The 
regulatory, stakeholder and Tribal Nations also expressed a strong interest in formulations of 
the system assessment that would quantify the uncertainty in future impacts. 

u Other: None. 
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u Consequences of Not Filling Need: Completion of release models for all wastes based on 
available data and peer accepted methods is essential to any Sitewide or system assessment. 
Currently, there is no single and consistent suite of containment failure and contaminant release 
models for the disposals and remediations planned at the Hanford Site. This must include waste 
in a post-closure setting in the 100 B/C, 100 K, 100 N, 100 D, 100 H, 100 F, 300,200 West and 
200 East Areas. Because some of the Sitewide analyses are required by DOE Order, they will be 
completed even if the development of data-supported and peer-accepted release models is not. 
System assessments conducted without the supporting scientific work are completed and 
submitted at risk of being rejected. Rejection could impact DOEMQ issuance of approval for 
continued disposals, (e.g., LLW disposal in solid waste burial grounds in 200 West, LLW 
disposal in solid waste burial grounds in 200 East, and CERCLA cleanup waste disposal in the 
Environmental Restoration Disposal Facility). 

The activity that this needs supports is identified in the Groundwufer/Vudose Zone Integration 
Project Specifcarion (DOEIRL-98-48) as a key item on the Science and Technology Roadmap 
for the Integration Project. Successful completion of these activities is required to meet the 
objectives of the Integration Project and the related elements of the Paths to Closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: The technical issues for this need are Hanford Site specific, but 
solutions to the need may have application broadly at other contaminated sites within the DOE 
complex and for other organizations (e.g., DOD, the private sector). DOE sites that will serve as 

could benefit from an approved suite of release models for the many waste-types present at and 
common to the various sites across the DOE complex. Such a compilation should address 
available data, alternative conceptual models, and formulations including uncertainty. 

Current Buseline Technology: For many waste forms, conceptual models exist. For others, 
conceptual models have not been formulated and are needed before system analyses can proceed. 
In some cases, including that of residual tank waste, a relatively simple model has been used in 
the past and a more realistic model or suite of models is needed now. 

End-User: Richland Environmental Restoration Project 

Site Technical Poinfs-of-Contact: Scott Petersen, Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI), (509) 372-9126; 
Tem Stewart, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), (509) 372-9643; Michael J. 
Truex, P " L ,  (509) 375-2636. 

Contractor FacilityLProject Manager: Mike Graham, BHI, (509) 372-91 79 

DOE End-User~epresentative Poinfs-of-Contact: K .  M. (Mike) Thompson, DOE-RL, 
(509) 373-0750; Richard A. Holten, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7277. 

long-term disposal sites (e.g., Hanford, Idaho, Los Alamos, Nevada, Oak Ridge, Savannah River) W 
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ID No. 
RL-SS23-S 

RL-SS24-S 

RL-SS25-S 

' 

RL-SS26-S 

L 

Needs Title 
DetectionDistribution of Contaminants - Chemical Speciation and 
Complexation in Site-Specific Groundwaters 
DetectionDistribution of Contaminants - Chemical Binding on Site- 
Specific Mineral Surfaces 
DetectionDistribution of Contaminants - Chemical Form and 
Mobility of Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids in Hanford 
Subsurface 
Transport of Contaminants - Reaction Rates for Kev Contaminant 

FY 2000 SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS 
SCIENCE NEEDS STATEMENTS 

RL-SS28-S 

RL-SS29-S 

RL-SS30-S 

Biogeochemical Reactions Involving Contaminants in Hanford 
Subsurface 
Transport of Contaminants -Rates of Colloid Formation and 
Colloidal Transport of Contaminants in Site-Specific Groundwaters 
Transport of Contaminants - Effect of Subsurface Heterogeneities on 
Chemical Reaction and Transport 
Transport of Contaminants -Remedial Technoloav for Cs Beneath 

I Species and Complexes in Site-Specific Groundwaters 
RL-SS27-S I Transport of Contaminants - Rates of Coupled Abiotic and 

RL-SS33-S 

RL-SS34-S 

RL-SS35-S 

Remediation - Interaction of Remedial Processes with Hanford 
Subsurface 
Remediation - Selectivity for Contaminants in the Hanford 
Subsurface 
Monitoring of Contaminants - Use of Chemical Surrogates for 

-_ I wasti T ~ S  
RL-SS3 1 -S I Remediation - Mathematical Formulations of Chemical I Reactioflaterial Transport 
RL-SS32-S I Remediation - Reactivitv of Orpanics in the Hanford Subsurface 

- I contaminants 
RL-SS36-S 1 Monitoring of Contaminants - Chemical Indicators of Remedial - I Technology Processes 
RL-SS37-S I Monitoring of Contaminants - Chemical Sensor Principals 

Site Background Information Relevant for All Science Needs: The Hanford Site covers 
1450 km2 along the Columbia River in Southeastern Washington State. The primary mission of 
the Hanford Site for nearly 50 years was to produce plutonium for national defense. Since 1943, 
nine plutonium production reactors, seven chemical separations plants, and viious ancillary 
facilities were constructed and operated at the Hanford Site, with peak defense production 
activities occurring in the 1950s and early 1960s during the Cold War. However, plutonium 

b 
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production, fuel processing, and fuel fabrication had a significant effect on the environment. The 
Hanford Site contains over 1600 contaminated waste sites; 670 occur within one half mile of the 
Columbia River. Defense production created over 625,000 cubic meters of solid liquid wastes 
containing both radioactive and chemical contamination. Early waste disposal practices have 
resulted in groundwater contamination levels exceeding federal drinking water standards (DWS). 
The Department of Energy established the environmental restoration mission in 1987 with the 
goal of retuning the site to beneficial (non-defense) uses. 

e 

There is significant soil contamination at 100,200, and 300 Areas of the Hanford Site. The 
approximate total volumes of soil requiring remediation (liquid waste disposal sites and burial 
grounds) are as follows: 

3.9 million cubic yards in the 100 Areas, 
10 million cubic yards in the 200 Areas, and 
0.8 million cubic yards in the 300 Area. 

The 100 Area, located along the Columbia River at the inactive production reactors, has over 70 
contaminated soihites that will require remediation. Soil units include cribs, French drains, 
trenches, ponds, and retention basins that received radiologically and chemically contaminated 
liquid effluent from reactor and support operations. Cobalt and strontium-90 are the main 
radioactive contaminants of concern in 100 Area soils. The 300 Area, located along the 
Columbia River on the southeastern side of the Site, has several soil sites that resulted from 
liquid disposal in ponds and trenches. Uranium is used as an indicator contaminant and soils 
with concentrations greater than 350 picocuries/gram in the top 15 ft  are removed. The 200 Area 
contains approximately 1,000 different soil and burial ground sites. Soil waste sites are the result 
of liquid discharge to cribs, ponds and ditches. Remediation strategies and targethndicator 
contaminants are currently being developed for the 200 Area, located on a plateau several miles 
from the Columbia River. However, plutonium, uranium, cesium, cobalt, and strontium are likely 
to be the key indicator contaminants for many of the contaminated sites. 

The boundaries for some of these liquid waste disposal sites are poorly defined. Also, other sites 
may have significantly different contaminant concentrations throughout the Site. The baseline 
strategy for soil sites in the 100 and 300 Areas is to excavate the top 15 ft of contaminated soil 
and dispose on site. A portion of the 200 Area sites may also be excavated and disposed on site. 
If contamination extends beyond 15 ft, soil contaminant concentrations andor mobilities must be 
low enough to prevent future groundwater problems. If cdncentrations exceed these levels, 
additional remedial measures (removal, containment or treatment) may be required. In situ 
detection techniques would help make this determination prior to excavation. In situ 
characterization technologies may also help support decisions to leave some burial grounds and 
portions of soils sites in place. 

4 

The central portion of the Hanford Site where the 200 East and 200 West Areas are located was 
used for chemical separation of plutonium, processing, and waste management. Soils within the 
vadose mne at 200-ZP-2 are contaminated with elevated concentrations of carbon tetrachloride. 
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At operable unit 200-ZP-2, an expedited response action (ERA) is being conducted, using three 
vapor extraction units to remove carbon tetrachloride from the soil beneath the operable unit. A 
final remedial strategy has not yet been developed to mitigate the soil contamination at 
200-ZP-2. 

Plumes of contaminated groundwater in the vadose and saturated zones currently must meet a 
hct ional  requirement that groundwater concentrations of carbon tetrachloride be less than 
5 PPb. 

Groundwater plumes are located in the 100,200, and 300 Areas. Tritium has been found in 
groundwater in all three locations. Other plumes are specific to the function of the area. For 
example, the 100-H and 100-K Areas are located along the horn of the Columbia River, in the 
northern portion of the Hanford Site, and includes three nuclear reactors previously used for . 

plutonium production. Primary sources of contamination in groundwater are cribs, french drains, 
trenches, ponds, retention basins, pipelines, and waste disposal sites. Groundwater in the 
100 Area ultimately discharges into the Columbia River. The principal groundwater contaminant 
is hexavalent chromium which occurs in two main plumes. The north plume is about 2,000 ft x 
4,000 ft and a south plume of about 2,000 ft by 2,000 ft. Both plumes have an average thickness 
of about 15 A with concentrations ranging from 60 to 600 ppb. Depth to the water table is 85 ft. 
In the 100 Areas, hexavalent chromium has been identified as a contaminant of concern for 
juvenile salmon in the Columbia River. A focused feasibility study/proposed plan (August 1995) 
recommended a pump and treat Interim Remedial Measure to address chromate migration from 
groundwater to the river. An interim ROD (April 1996) for the operable units 100-HR-3 and 
100-KR-4 specified installation of a pump-and-treat systems in operable units 100-HR-3 and 
100-KR-4 to intercept chromate plumes that impact the Columbia River. The objective of the 
IRh4 is protection of juvenile salmon in the river substrate from exposure to hexavalent 
chromium. 

L 

The 100-N Area is located along the horn of the Columbia River in the northern portion of the 
Hanford Site and includes one nuclear reactor previously used for plutonium production. In the 
100-NR-2 operable unit, the primary sources of contamination are ditches and cribs. 
Groundwater in the 100 Area ultimately discharges to the Columbia River. The principal 
contaminant, strontium-90 (half-life 29.3 years), is present in groundwater at activities up to 
6,000 pCf i .  Maximum concentrations of the plume range from 4,000- 6,000 pCi per liter with 
depth to the water table of 70 to 80 ft at the source. Plumiihickness ranges from 13 to 40 ft. The 
estimated total inventory of contaminant in both the groundwater and soils ranges fron1.75 to 
89 Ci. 

The immediate objective is to prevent m e r  migration of Sr-90 into the Columbia River. The 
long-term objective is to reduce Sr-90 levels to below drinking water standards. An existing 
pump & treat interim remedial measure (IRM) has been implemented to help reduce the flux of 
Sr-90 to the river. The low mobility of the strontium-90 reduces the removal effectiveness to the 
point that natural radioactive decay removes the contamination almost as fast as the pump-and- v 
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treat operation combined with radioactive decay. Thus, the main purpose of the pump-and-treat .J 
system is for containment while natural decay reduces the source. If containment must be 
maintained until the highest concentrations in the plume (6,000 pCiiL) decay to the Sufe 
Drinking Wurer Acr standard of 8 pCK,  the aquifer will need to be contained for 280 years. One 
containment approach being evaluated for this application is an in situ permeable strontium 
adsorption barrier. Implementation of this approach has been stalled due to regulators concerns 
over the effectiveness of long-term containment strategies. A main concern is that high 
concentrations of Sr-90 will accumulate in the barrier and result in a catastrophic release into the 
Columbia River if the barrier is washed out during a major flooding event. 

Groundwater in the vadose and saturated zones at the 200 Areas has been contaminated by 
carbon tetrachloride, trichloroethylene, and degradation products of these compounds also have 
been detected in groundwater. Concentrations of carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, and 
trichloroethylene in groundwater at operable units 200-ZP-1 and 200- ZP-2 in the northern half 
of the 200 West Area exceed the regulatory limit. Current remedial actions for the groundwater 
plume within operable unit 200-ZP-1 include pumping contaminated water from the aquifer and 
treating it with an air-stripping action followed by vapor-phase GAC polishing. 

The current approach of using ex situ ion exchange treatment of contaminated water and air is 
considered to be relatively expensive; the length of time required to operate the system to meet 
functional requirements is not well constrained because of uncertainty associated with data used 
in models of ex-situ treatment. In situ treatment of the contaminants may result in reduced costs 
for remediation, but requires reduction of the uncertainty associated with the chemical form and 
mobility of DNAPLs in the subsurface. 

4 

Additional challenges to restoration of the Hanford Site involve timely and accurate monitoring 
and assessment of remedial technology performance. At present, concentrations of chromium, 
strontium-90, and carbon tetrachloride are measured by discrete sampling from wells or river 
substrate with analysis in analytical laboratories. Time for receipt of analytical results vary, but 
require approximately 24 hours for turn around time for strontium-90, and can extend to several 
weeks for hexavalent chromium and carbon tetrachloride. Laboratory analytical work is highly 
accurate, but time delays and high cost are considered to be significant drawbacks. In situ 
monitoring would lower the analytical chemistry cost of remediation projects and fate and 
transport studies. The possibility also exists to incorporate in situ monitoring with existing 
pump-and-treat remediation systems. This objective would support design changes to allow fully 
automated operation of the pump-and-treat systems. In-line monitoring would lower the 
analytical chemistry cost of the pump and treat projects and would support design changes to 
allow fully automated operation of the ion exchange treatment systems. 

Nature of the Problem and Long-Term Potential Remedial Solutions: A summary of the 
contaminants of highest interest is given below: 

Groundwater Contaminants 
. Carbon tetrachloride, trichloroethylene 
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L Hexavalent Chromium 
Radionuclides: Tritium, 90Sr,99Tc, 1291 

Vadose Zone Contaminants 

Carbon tetrachloride Chromium, Lead, Mercury, Cobalt Radionuclides; Tritium, 
Uranium, Plutonium, 90Sr, 99Tc, 1291, 137Cs. The potential for cesium to become 
a groundwater contaminant is recognized. 

Several long-term remedial technologies are being considered for these waste plumes at the 
Hanford Site; additional scientific information is needed to make them effective for 
environmental restoration. These technologies are considered generally representative of 
technologies that could be effective at the Hanford Site and the list is not considered to be 
limiting. Technologies requiring additional scientific basis include the following: 

Reactive and passive in situ remediation technologies: The basic science is needed to refine 
those approaches currently being evaluated under EM support, such as in situ REDOX 
manipulation and use of passive containment barriers made of material such as zero-valent iron 
or zeolites. These technologies address remediation of deep aquifer systems. Reactive chemical 
transport models-models and codes that couple chemical information with transport are needed 
to conduct the assessment of contaminant reactivity and migration needed to select among 
remedial alternatives. The models are also needed for performance assessments of remedial 
technologies, where results of models are compared to post-remediation monitoring data to 
assess how well a remedial technology met functional performance requirements. Semi- or real- 
time chemical and radiological groundwater monitoring techniques-These capabilities are 
needed to cut the costs of analyses where post-remediation monitoring of ground water aquifers 
may be required for years into the future, and to support performance assessment using reactive 
chemical transport models. 

L 
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SCIENCE NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DETECTION/DISTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINANTS-CHEMICALSPECIATION 
AND COMLEXATION IN SITE-SPECIFIC GROUNDWATER 

Zdentification No.: RL-SS23-S 

Need Title: DetectiodDistribution of Contaminants-Chemical Speciation and Complexation in 
Site-Specific Groundwater 

FY2000 Site Priority Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need -- High 

Functional Need: Determine the speciation and complexation of contaminants of interest in an 
aqueous phase distributed in (1) the vadose zone (pristine and contacted by tank waste liquids) 
and (2) the aquifer. 

Problem Description: The Hanford Site is underlain by a vadose zone that ranges from less than 
40 ft thick at the 100 Areas near the Columbia River to greater than 300 ft thick at the 200 Area. 
Recharge rates in pristine parts of the Site are very low. Liquid waste disposal within the vadose 
zone has introduced numerous sources of contamination to the soil pore waters. High-level 
waste tanks have leaked varying amounts of sodium nitrate-hydroxide liquids contaminated with 
soluble radionuclides such as cesium and technetium. The chemistry of groundwater in the 
vadose zone will reflect the heterogeneity of waste streams that have been disposed. Likewise, 
the suprabasalt sediments beneath the Hanford Site have several different facies, and therefore 
varying mineralogical, chemical, and hydraulic properties. The nature of the chemical reactions 
in this hydrogeologic setting will be specific to the types of pore waters, contamination, and 
primary/secondary minerals encountered, and data for the specific species and complexes 
encountered are a necessary prerequisite to adequate design of remedial technologies. 

Science Need Description: To detect and delineate the distribution of contaminants accurately 
in different media in a variety of hydrogeological settings at the Hanford Site (e.g., vadose zone, 
aquifer), several aspects of science need to be addressed. It is important for design and selection 
of remedial alternatives to determine the inventory of the different contaminants at a given 
contaminated site: what contaminants are present, in what different forms, and in what amounts. 
The in situ chemical speciation of important contaminants (listed in the background section) as a 
function of the hydrochemical conditions of the Site is important to determining which 
dissolutiodprecipitation or oxidatiodreduction reactions will immobilize or release 
contaminants. Measures are needed for solubilities of the different species as a h c t i o n  of the 
concentration of important cations and anions in uncontaminated and contaminated groundwater. 
While speciation can be modeled from bulk groundwater analyses, some direct measure of 
speciation, such as optical or emission spectroscopy, is needed to confirm models and assist in 

v 
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u establishing contaminant mass balance. Basic scientific information on speciation contributes to 
the assessment of remedial alternatives. 

Science needs also include knowing the range of aqueous complexes that contaminants form 
with common groundwater cations and anions, such as whether or not contaminants can be 
expected to occur as hydroxides, carbonates, sulfates, oxyanions, or as organic complexes. 
Knowledge of the solubility limits for these species in site-specific groundwaters assists in 
determining if aqueous complexes form surface complexes with secondary mineral surfaces. 

A secondary need for information on contaminant speciation and complexation supports the 
development of accelerated analytical methods that can provide data on in situ chemistry 
remotely and non-invasively. Some of the constraints include the need for these approaches to be 
remote, real-time, and either on-line or in situ methods. 

Ben&: If the science needs are filled, alternative technologies may be developed and deployed 
to enhance the rate of remediation of the groundwater plumes at the Hanford Site. Use of in situ 
remedial technology rather than ex situ treatment will reduce risk and provide cost savings. 

BeneJ/ Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (Le., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technolog y) 

This science need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SS28 
Understand, quantify and develop descriptions of reactions and interactions between 

contaminants of concern and vadose zone sediments. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DETECTIONlDISTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINANTS-CHEMICAL BINDING ON 
SITE-SPECIFIC MINERAL SURFACES 

Identijicution No.: RL-SS24-S 

Need Title: Detectioflistribution of Contaminants-Chemical Binding on Site-Specific 
Mineral Surfaces. 

FY 2000 Site Priority Ruting: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For Hanford Site conditions, determine the reactions that will affect the 
binding of contaminants in solution on secondary mineral surfaces, and on primary phases, if 
relevant. 

Problem Description: Significant geologic heterogeneity exists in the suprabasalt sediments 
underlying Hanford Site production facilities, and the unconfined aquifer at the Hanford Site 
occurs in two different formations. The aquifer beneath facilities sited near the Columbia River 
occurs within flood gravels of the Hanford formation; beneath the 200 Area, the aquifer occurs 
within coarse- to medium-grained sands and gravels of the Ringold Formation. The secondary 
mineralogy of these units differs, with significant amounts of 2: 1 layer silicates in the finer- 
grained members of the Ringold Formation and fewer layer silicates in the Hanford formation. 
The types of mineral surfaces will include edge sites on layer silicates. 

L 

Science Need Description: The binding of contaminants on secondary mineral surfaces occurs 
primarily through adsorption. Adsorption processes affect potentially all metals and organics, 
and occur primarily with selected adsorbing surfaces (Le., iron and manganese oxides, clay 
minerals, humics, microbial cells). Science needs for a better understanding of adsorption 
include the need to incorporate the effects of surface heterogeneity into macroscopic models of 
adsorption. To better determine the effects of competitive adsorption processes and ligand 
complexation, it is necessary to have free energy relations for surface adsorption processes. 
Many of these properties require that measurements be made on ideal surfaces and surfaces with 
selected defects for mechanistic studies of surface heterogeneity. When microbial processes are 
important, it will be important to determine the stabilities of microbial exopolymers and the 
complexes it forms with metal ions. Research is needed to characterize the chemical 
composition of microbially-produced metal-binding ligands, which are large, chemically 
heterogeneous biomolecules. Potentially, metal/radionuclide binding selectivity can be related to 
microbial ligand chemical composition, which may in turn be developed into remedial 
alternatives. 

L 
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d 
Geochemically and microbially mediated processes such as precipitatioddissolution affect all the 
metals of interest with the possible exception of mercury and technetium. Many of the 
contaminants of interest are abiotically precipitated, with the possible exception of uranium. 
Microorganisms can also participate either actively or passively in the precipitation or 
dissolution of metals (e.g., production of CO,, sulfide from respiration). Additional science is 
needed to describe the incorporation of trace components into important mineral phases; such 
information supports assessment of how trace components be selectively removed by 
remediation. When there is microbial reductive dissolution of oxide minerals, it becomes 
important to know the fate of trace components that are released. 

Benefit: The science needs for understanding contaminant binding enable the development of in 
situ remedial schemes that can replace existing pumpkreat approaches. 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technolog y ) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 'W' 

Needs: 

RL- SS28 
Understand, quantify and develop descriptions of reactions and interactions between 

contaminants of concern and vadose zone sediments. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the - 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DETECTIONlDISTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINANTS-CHEMICAL FORM AND 
MOBILITY OF DENSE NON-AQUEOUS PHASE LIQUIDS IN HANFORD 

SUBSURFACE 

Identification No.: FU-SS25-S 

Need Title: DetectioniDistribution of Contaminants-Chemical Form and Mobility of Dense, 
Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids in Hanford Subsurface 

FY2000 Sife Priority Rafing: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

FunctionulNeed: For Hanford Site vadose zone and aquifer, determine the chemical form and 
mobility of dense, non-aqueous phase liquids such as chlorinated solvents in contact with 
(1) pore water and groundwater, (2) secondary minerals. 

Problem Descripfion: There is known contamination of groundwater in the vadose and saturated 
zones at the 200 West Area by carbon tetrachloride, a dense non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL). 
Current remedial actions for groundwater plumes include pumping contaminated water from the 
aquifer and treating it with an air-stripping action followed by vapor-phase GAC polishing. An 
Expedited Response Action (ERA) is being conducted to remove carbon tetrachloride from the 
soil beneath the operable unit; vapor extraction is currently being used in the ERA, but a final 
remedial strategy has not yet been developed to mitigate the soil contamination at 200-ZP-2. 
The current approach of using ex situ ion exchange treatment of contaminated water and air is 
considered to be relatively expensive and the length of time required to operate the system to 
meet fimctional requirements is not well constrained because of uncertainty associated with data 
used in models of ex situ treatment. In situ treatment of the contaminants may result in reduced 
costs for remediation, but requires reduction of the uncertainty associated with the chemical form 
and mobility of DNAPLs in the subsurface. 

L 

Science Need Description: Free-phase DNAPL can constitute a major secondary contaminant 
source so its chemical form and mobility need to be established. Science needs include the 
solubility and speciation of DNAPL in Hanford Site groundwater, as well as the possibility of 
free product DNAPL. Constitutive properties (e.g., interfacial tension, entry pressure) of 
multiple fluids (air, water, free product DNAPL) are needed to model the form and potential 
mobility of DNAPLs in the subsurface. The interaction of DNAPL with mineral surfaces or with 
naturally occurring organic matter should be determined to gain additional information on 
chemical form. The subsurface itself is physically heterogeneous at a variety of scales; this 
heterogeneity must be incorporated in any model of DNAPL mobility and is addressed by 
another science need, Effect of Subsurface Heterogeneities on Chemical Reaction and Transport 
(RL-SS29-S). Key science needs on DNAPL form and mobility also include determining how 

u 
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NAPLs are distributed with regard to specific pore geometries and how the physical setting .cJ 
affects their extractability. Additional information is also needed about the role of surfactants 
and other agents on the basic physical properties (solubility, interfacial tensions) of NAPLs or 
dissolved organics and how these relations can be exploited to mobilize such contaminants. 
Science is also needed to extend the theoretical and computational basis for the physics of 
subsurface multiple phase fluid flow and transport, a corollary science need, Mathematical 
Formulations of Chemical ReactiodMaterial Transport (RL-SS3 1-S). 

Subsurface processes that can lead to the in situ degradation or transformation of the chemical 
form of DNAPLs can include abiotic or biotic dechlorination. In situ remediation requires 
knowledge of the mechanisms and rates of these processes. Different remedial options will 
incorporate different science needs. For example, selection of a bioremediation option that uses 
metabolic dechlorinating microorganisms requires knowledge of (1) subsurface microbial 
ecology (whether dechlorinators are present or must they be introduced), (2) microbial nutrient 
requirements, (3) biochemistry of dechlorination (e.g., electron donors, metabolic pathways and 
rates, byproducts, enzymology), and (4) bacterial injectiodtransport issues (e.g., biofouling, 
exopolymer production). Selection of a remedial option that uses manipulation of aquifer 
oxidation-reduction potential to cause dechlorination requires knowledge of (1) aquifer 
hydraulics, (2) mechanisms and rates for electron transfer reactions involving aquifer minerals, 
and (3) colloid mobilizatiodtransport issues. Other subsurface processes can lead to the 
enhanced mobilization or immobilization of contaminants in the subsurface. For example, in the 

tetrachloride in aquifer organic matter or introduced materials (e.g., surfactants, alcohol, 
vegetable oil), and (2) effects of surfactants on carbon tetrachloride mobility (e.g., viscosity, 
interfacial tension). Knowledge of the sorption capacity of the ion exchange resin can also be 
used to improve current pump-and-treat methods. 

To understand DNAPL mobility, it may also be necessary to detect the location of DNAPLs, and 
remote interrogation methods require additional refinement. Science needs based for subsurface 
detection of DNAPL include identifying which properties of the DNAPL and the subsurface 
sediments will provide the most indicative signal of DNAPL presence. Seismic signals can be 
used to locate DNAPL; knowledge of the effects of site-specific physical and chemical properties 
on seismic attenuation can assist in determining if such interrogation methods are viable. 
Knowledge of the chemical composition of the disposed DNAPL may allow use of chemical 
tracers that can be used to constrain DNAPL location. Combining measurement techniques with 
a numerical model of DNAPL migration in the subsurface can further constrain its location. 

Benefit: If the science needs are filled, alternative technologies may be developed and deployed 
to locate and remediate subsurface DNAPL acting as a long-term source for groundwater 
contamination. Knowledge of chemical form and mobility make it possible to design the 
necessary remedial approach. Rapid location of DNAPL leads to the ability to plan and 
implement appropriate remedial technologies. 

case of carbon tetrachloride, for example, science needs include (1) cosolvency of carbon d 
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Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (Le., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology) 

‘W 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- s s31  
Understand and quantify the relationship between contaminant sources, vadose zone 

plume properties and groundwater plume properties with a focus on the groundwater-vadose 
zone interface. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 

LJ. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS-REACTION RATES FOR KEY 
CONTAMINANT SPECIES AND COMPLEXES 

IN SITE-SPECIFIC GROUNDWATER 

Identification No.: RL-SS26-S 

Need Title: Transport of Contaminants-Reaction Rates for Key Contaminant Species and 
Complexes in Site-Specific Groundwater. 

F Y  2000 Site Priority Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For Hanford Site conditions, determine the reaction rates and the key reaction 
steps that control the speed with which a contaminant changes chemical form (e.g., speciation, 
complexation) andor interacts with the surfaces of secondary minerals. For waste streams 
associated with implemented restoration technologies, establish the important reactions and 
associated rates of contaminant transformation. 

Problem Description: Growth of contaminant plumes and their response to remedial actions 
both involve the transport of contaminants, which in turn depends on the interplay between 
hydraulics of subsurface systems and groundwater chemistry. The dissolved species 
concentrations in many groundwater systems may remain constant with time, implying either 
equilibrium or steady-state chemical conditions, controlled by slow dissolutiodprecipitation or 
adsorptioddesorption reactions. Detailed analyses of such systems can reveal that many of the 
chemical reactions that occur consist of initially fast and then slower reaction steps, with the 
latter reactions being strongly affected by diffision of species. For many species, ions must 
diffuse into the matrix of sediments before binding by adsoprtion or incorporation by secondary 
mineral precipitation can occur. Knowledge of the reaction rates within the aquifer system must 
be combined with information on hydraulic properties to understand plume growth and mobility 
in such environments, which is prerequisite to remedial technology selection and design. Once a 
technology is implemented, it becomes important to know both the reaction mechanisms and the 
rates of reactions that control the transformation of the contaminant, in order to assess accurately 
the longevity of remedial treatments. 

Science Need Description: Kinetic treatments of groundwater chemistry are usually required for 
chemical systems where reactions are slow, irreversible, or heterogeneous. The rates of reactions 
between minerals and groundwater are difficult to predict because of the dependence of the rate 
on the surface characteristics of the mineral grains, any adsorbed trace substances, and the 
possible presence of microorganisms that could catalyze reactions. Reactions of interest will 
involve reactions between mineral surfaces and an aqueous solution. Science needs include 
direct determination of the rates of reactions for Hanford Site contaminants on secondary 

W 
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minerals important in Hanford Site subsurface environments (e.g., iron oxyhydroxides, calcium i/ 
carbonates, or 2: 1 layer silicates such as smectite or vermiculite or illite). 

The mechanisms and reaction rates for the adsorption of metals and ligands on mineral surfaces 
are required. The role of surface reaction control vs. transport reaction control on specific 
reactions will be important. Groundwater systems in the Hanford formation and Ringold 
Formation contain variable amounts of primary minerals such as plagioclase, quartz, and mafics 
associated with basaltic fragments which are thermodynamically unstable at low temperatures. 
Rates of primary mineral dissolution and secondary mineral precipitation are needed, as well as 
geochemical models for the incorporation of trace contaminants (metals, radionuclides) into 
secondary phases via co- precipitation. 

Benefit: If the science needs are filled, accurate information is available for use in tools 
associated with the design and selection of appropriate remedial technologies. Using accurate 
geochemical models of subsurface contaminant reactions assists in the design of technologies 
that address the problem in a timely fashion with minimal impact on human health and the 
environment. 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology ) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SS28 
Understand, quantify and develop descriptions of reactions and interactions between 

contaminants of concern and vadose zone sediments. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

contacts: 

W 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS-RATE OF COUPLED ABIOTIC AND 
BIOGEOCHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVING CONTAMINANTS 

IN HANFORD SUBSURFACE 

Identification No.: RL-SS27-S 

Need Title: Transport of Contaminants-Rates of Coupled Abiotic and Biogeochemical 
Reactions Involving Contaminants in Hanford Subsurface. 

FY2000 Site Priori9 Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For Hanford Site conditions, determine the effect on contaminant form 
(e.g., speciatiodcomplexatiodreaction) of coupling important abiotic and biogeochemical 
reactions for which independent rates of reaction are known. 

Problem Description: Numerous abiotic and biogeochemical reactions occur in complex 
geochemical systems. Individual rates can be determined in laboratories; in natural settings, 
these rates may not adequately describe the behavior of contaminant plume because coupling 
between chemical reactions and transport processes occurs. Depending on groundwater 
velocities, reactions that are transport-controlled may become more or less favored in the natural 
setting, and relative contributions of different reactions to buffering the chemical system could 
change. The potential for coupling of abiotic and biogeochemical reactions for Hanford Site 
contaminants must be assessed as part of selection of appropriate remedial alternatives. 

Science Need Description: In systems where reaction coupling may occur, it becomes important 
to determine how movement of a fluid of reactive components affects oxidatiodreduction, 
aqueous and surface complexation, precipitatioddissolution, and interphase mass transfer. 
Coupling with convective and dispersive transport processes may result in different reaction 
pathways for the system, and science is needed to quantify these effects. Science is needed to 
understand the response of the biogeochemical system to the presence of zones ranging from 
transport-limited to reaction rate-limited conditions. Multiphase transport in heterogeneous 
media may need to incorporated in a broader understanding of a subsurface system. It will be 
important to establish how the biogeochemical system behaves under remediation stresses 
(chemical, hydraulic, thermal, phase changes). 

Benefii: If the science needs are filled, then the relative importance of transport limitations 
versus reaction-rate limitations for important Hanford Site plumes will be known and 
incorporated into appropriate remedial technologies. Such information could affect the selection 
of technologies because the rate information is important to technology performance. 

v 
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Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge @e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

sciencehechnolog y ) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SS28 
Understand, quantify, and develop descriptions of reactions and interactions between 

contaminants of concern and vadose zone sediments. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, ir' 

(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS-RATES OF COLLOID FORMATION AND 

GROUNDWATER 

- 

COLLOIDAL TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS IN SITE-SPECIFIC 

Identification No.: RL-SS28-S 

Need Title: Transport of Contaminants-Rates of Colloid Formation and Colloidal Transport of 
Contaminants in Site-Specific Groundwater. 

FY2000 Site Priority Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For Hanford Site conditions, determine what secondary minerals form as 
colloids in groundwater, determine the importance of biosorption, and establish the nature of the 
chemical interactions between contaminants of interest and the surfaces of inorganic and organic 
colloids. 

Problem Description: Colloid-facilitated transport is not uncommon in the movement of low- 
solubility contaminants in arid environments. Radionuclides such as plutonium have been 
demonstrated to move on silicate colloids at other arid sites, and organic contaminants can be 
adsorbed or co- solvated with both naturally occurring and synthetic organic colloids. Metals 
can be adsorbed on inorganic colloids, complexed by organic colloids, or adsorbed on microbial 
surfaces. Such colloids are often charge-neutral and travel more quickly through groundwater 
systems than ions or complexes. Such behavior must be accounted for in the design and 
selection of appropriate remedial technologies. 

Science Need Description: The physical and chemical behavior of colloids in the subsurface can 
dramatically affect how the contaminants are transported, so it becomes important to know if 
Hanford Site subsurface environmental conditions are conducive to the formation of stable 
suspensions of mobile colloids. Science needs include the determination of mechanisms and 
rates of production of inorganic and organic colloids in Hanford Site groundwater, the rates of 
adsorption of contaminants onto colloids, and the effect of colloid-facilitated transport on 
contaminant migration. In those part of the aquifer where there may be subsurface microbial 
communities, issues of microbial transport become important. Science needs also include the 
determination of important controls on biosorption of contaminants and bacterial! colloid 
transport processes (e.g., the role of microbial transport processes such as growth, active 
attachment to surfaces, filtration by pores, settling within pores, on the ultimate dispersal and 
distribution of biosorbed contaminants). 

Benefit: If the science needs are filled, understanding of the role of colloid-facilitated transport 
in the dispersal of Hanford Site contaminants will be possible. Better knowledge of the 

L 

L 
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subsurface chemical systems supports selection of the most appropriate remedial technologies for d 
the types of plumes being remediated. 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

IU- SS29 
Understand, quantify, and develop descriptions of contaminant transport in the vadose 

zone. 

IU-ss34  
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS-EFFECT OF SUBSURFACE 
HETEROGENEITIES ON CHEMICAL 

REACTION AND TRANSPORT 

Identification No.: RL-SS29-S 

Need Title: Transport of Contaminants-Effect of Subsurface Heterogeneities on Chemical 
Reaction and Transport. 

FY 2000 Site Priority Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: Determine how the physical and chemical properties of the specific Hanford 
Site geological formations affect the transport of chemical solutes and colloids. 

Problem Description: Subsurface environments are heterogeneous in their physical and 
chemical properties at a variety of scales. Heterogeneities in surface areas of minerals can have 
significant impacts on reaction rates, whereas heterogeneous distributions of formation 
permeability affects transport velocities. Knowledge of how heterogeneous physical and 
chemical properties affect chemical solute and colloidal transport is important to the design of 
appropriate remedial technologies. 

Science Need Description: The science needed to elucidate the role of physical and chemical 
heterogeneities on subsurface transport of solutes and colloids can be focused on both (1) 
developing a more thorough understanding of the relative contributions of these heterogeneities 
to contaminant transport through controlled experimentation, and (2) rapidly and accurately 
characterizing the presence of these heterogeneities. Key science issues related to how physical 
properties affect transport include determining the effect of multidomain pore structures on 
solute, non-aqueous phase liquid (NAF'L), and other contaminant transport rates under controlled 
pressure gradients, determining the role of pore structure on the movement of water in 
unsaturated porous media, and relating this information to convective and diffisive transport of 
contaminants. Key scientific issues related to the coupling of chemical reaction to physical 
transport include accounting for changes in the hydraulics due to precipitatioddissolution and/or 
biomass accumulation or destruction, determining the availability of sites for surface 
complexation based on chemical changes in the mineral surface area, and representing fully 
coupled bioreactive transport processes, where constituent reactions affect transport properties 
and vice versa. 

Science is needed to characterize physical and chemical heterogeneity rapidly and remotely. 
Most remote sensing technologies (e.g., ground-penetrating radar, shallow seismic, 
electromagnetics) are sensitive to differences in the physical properties of the subsurface, such as - 
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sediment density, moisture content, physical structure, and clay content. Many of the 
technologies are also sensitive to thickness of different sediment layers or to depth of signal 
penetration into sediment. Science needs to address these issues include developing detection 
methods that provide adequate signal penetration and reflectionhefraction and account for 
sediment moisture, grain size, and clay content. Science is needed to determine chemical 
information in situ as well. 

Benefit: If the science needs are filled, alternative technologies .may be developed and deployed 
to enhance the rate of remediation of different types of plumes. Use of in situ remedial 
technology rather than ex situ treatment will reduce risk and provide cost savings. 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (Le., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SS29 
Understand, quantify, and develop descriptions of contaminant transport in the vadose 

zone. 

Contacts: 

'd 

U 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TRANSPORT OF CONTAMINANTS-REMEDIAL TECHNOLOGY FOR CESIUM 
BENEATH WASTE TANKS 

Identification No.: FU-SS3 0-S 

Need Title: Transport of Contaminants-Remedial Technology for Cesium Beneath Waste 
Tanks. 

FY2000 Site Priori@ Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For migration of cesium beneath Hanford Site waste tanks, determine the 
reaction rates affecting cesium adsorption on micaceous secondary minerals exposed to chemical 
conditions similar to those generated by leaking high-level waste. 

Problem Description: High-level waste generated during special nuclear material production at 
the Hanford Site was stored in 177 underground storage tanks. Many of the single-shell tanks 
have leaked, discharging up to 1 million gallons of waste to the subsurface. Much of the 
radioactivity in the leaking wastes is ascribed to highly soluble constituents, such as cesium-137. 
Cesium-137 generally adsorbs strongly to the types of micaceous secondary minerals found in 
the Hanford Site subsurface. 

W 

However, the waste itself has high concentrations of base (hydroxyl), aluminate, sodium, and 
nitritehitrate. This waste is likely to react with Hanford Site subsurface minerals, causing 
dissolution and reprecipitation of material. The reactions of the waste on Hanford Site 
subsurface micaceous materials may be affecting the geochemical behavior of radiological 
constituents such as cesium-137. Preliminary characterization data for the unsaturated zone 
beneath SX tank farm in the Hanford Site's 200 West Area suggests the effect is to cause 
significant remobilization of cesium-137 to deeper sections of the subsurface profile. Information 
is needed to assess the velocity of cesium-137 in the unsaturated zone beneath Hanford Site 
tanks. 

Science Need Description: Current geochemical understanding of the adsorption of cesium-1 37 
on secondary micaceous minerals is based on measurements of phenomenological distribution 
coefficients in systems with a dilute aqueous phase. There are no direct measurements of the 
adsorption reactions of cesium on Hanford Site micaceous materials that have been exposed to 
solutions with high concentrations of base. salt, and aluminate. Science is needed to develop an 
improved understanding of the ion-exchange and surface adsorption processes affecting cesium 
on micaceous minerals in the presence of solutions similar to high-level tank waste. Science is 
also needed to develop an accurate geochemical model that describes the molecular mechanisms 
and rates of cesium adsorption on micaceous minerals as a function of relevant solution and solid W 
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phased properties. These data are needed to design and select an appropriate remedial 
technology for cesium migration in the Hanford Site unsaturated zone. 

Benefit: If the science needs are filled, alternative technologies may be developed and deployed 
to remediate cesium migration in the Hanford unsaturated zone. Use of in situ remedial 
technology rather than ex situ treatment will reduce risk and provide cost savings. 

Benefit code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (Le., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technolog y) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SS28 
Understand, quantify, and develop descriptions of reactions and interactions between 

contaminants of concern and vadose zone sediments. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-85 17; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 

W 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMEDIATION-MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS OF CHEMICAL 
REACITON/MATERIAL TRANSPORT 

Identification No.: RL-SS3 1-S 

Need Title: Remediation-Mathematical Formulations of Chemical Reactioaaterial 
Transport. 

IT2000 Site Prioriq Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For site conditions, contaminarit chemistry and reactivity, and hydraulic 
properties at the Hanford Site, formulate the chemistry and physics needed to describe the 
dispersal and longevity of subsurface contaminant plumes. 

Problem Description: As part of the design and selection of remedial technologies, the 
longevity and performance of different remedial alternatives will be addressed. Simple 
engineering models exist to assess technology performance. The assumptions of subsurface 
physical and chemical homogeneity, of chemical equilibrium, and of steady-state hydraulics in 
these models result in large uncertainties in the computed assessments of technology 
performance. Once remedial technologies are implemented, the longevity and performance of 
the technology can be monitored through direct measurements of the associated transformations 
of contaminants. The use of monitoring data in conjunction with accurate physical and chemical 
models of technology behavior will substantially increase the accuracy of longevity predictions. 
Improved accuracy of physical and chemical models of the processes involved in the technology 
will also require knowledge of the effect of spatial and temporal process scales. 

Science Need Description: Key scientific issues for the mathematical formulation of coupled 
multicomponent reactions and mass transfer include methods for incorporating and 
accommodating very different rates of chemical transformation (e.g., milliseconds to 
microseconds for homogenous acid -base transformations, to seconds to hours for 
adsorptioddesorption reactions, to years for isotopic exchange or certain mineral-water 
reactions). Science needs include determining the formulahon of chemical reaction when 
coupled with steady-state and transient velocity fields for physical transport at a variety.of length 
scales. Such needs point out the requirement of understanding the relationship among processes 
that occur on different temporal and length scales. Scaling is often addressed empirically. To 
incorporate information across a variety of temporal and spatial scales, it is important to know 
the physical and temporal scales at which biogeochemical processes, particularly nonlinear 
processes, occur in heterogeneous media. This need relates to the need for characterizing 
physical and chemical heterogeneity in the subsurface (RL-SS29-S: Transport of Contaminants-- 
Effect of Subsurface Heterogeneities on Chemical Reaction and Transport), and determining the 

W 

i/ 
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appropriate statistical descriptors of properties important to prediction of reactive transport at the 
field-scale. Science is also needed to improve the speed, accuracy, and resolution of codes that 
model multicomponent three-dimensional bioreactive transport processes. 

Benefil: If the science needs are filled, the appropriate mathematical formulations of physical 
and chemical subsurface processes will be available for use in design and development of 
remedial alternatives. The longevity and performance of different remedial technologies can be 
screened to ensure that the best in situ remedial technology or ex situ treatment will be 
implemented at reduced risks to workers and at cost savings to the government. 

Benefit code: Check all that apply: 

b' 

. 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem-that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology ) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

FU- SS29 
Understand, quantify, and develop descriptions of contaminant transport in the vadose 'W' 

zone. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMEDIATION-REACTIVITY OF ORGANICS IN THE HANFORD SUBSURFACE 

Idenfificafion No.: RL-SS32-S 

Need Title: Remediation-Reactivity of Organics in the Hanford Subsurface. 

FY 2000 Site Priorify Rafing: Remedial Action-High. 

Functional Need: For naturally occurring organic matter and synthetic organic compounds in 
the Hanford Site subsurface, determine the rates of degradation reactions that supply energy to 
subsurface biological consortia that participate in dechlorination of halogenated solvents. 

Problem Description: Natural organic matter constitutes a fraction of the minerals in most 
subsurface hydrogeologic environments. Synthetic organic compounds, such as organic acids or 
chelating agents, and chlorinated solvents, also occur in contaminated parts of the subsurface. 
These compounds can undergo biodegradation by subsurface microbial communities. The 
biodegradation of the different compounds occurs at varying rates, and in the case of certain 
chlorinated hydrocarbons, involves cometabolic processes. The reactivity of these organics 
depends on the chemistry of the groundwater system (oxic, anoxic) and the nature of the 
subsurface microbial consortia and its degradative abilities. 

Science Need Descripfion: The biodegradation of halogenated organic compounds (TCE, PCE, 
DCE, TCA, DCA-CCW, PCBs--primarily anaerobic) and metal/radionuclide organic complexes 
(EDTA, ED3A, citrate-aerobic or anaerobic) requires knowledge of the biochemical 
mechanisms and enzymes involved in the transformations. Potentially, the halogenated organic 
compounds undergo reductive dehalogenation by anaerobic bacteria. It will be important to 
determine the molecular phylogeny of these organisms and how they interact physiologically to 
degrade halogenated organics. The kinetics of the individual reactions must be known to 
determine whether pathways or enzymes can be engineered to overcome kinetic limitations. 
Science needs also include determining the electron donors that drive microbial dehalogenation 
and the stoichiometries required for complete dehalogenation of chlorinated organic compounds. 
For biodegradation of chelating agents, it will be important to know the speciation of 
contaminants with these agents, the metabolic pathways and enzymes involved, and the 
molecular basis for the substrate selectivity exhibited by transport and catabolic enzymes. 
Likewise, it will be important to determine the fate of the radionuclide or metal after the organic 
moiety has been degraded. 

Scientific issues associated with the nature of in situ microbial consortia and their potential role 
in the transformation of contaminants include knowing the endogenous rates of microbial 
metabolism and how they relate to contaminant attenuation. It will be important to determine the 

L 

W 
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d spatial distributions of microorganisms, the composition of the microbial community and its 
nutrient requirements, and the in situ microbial degradative capabilities in order to understand the 
scale, range, and distribution of kinetic rates for contaminant degradation. Science will be 
required to address whether the chemical composition of the aqueous phase could be 
manipulated to facilitate the desired reactions in situ. 

Bene@: If the science needs are filled, alternative technologies may be developed and deployed 
to enhance the rate of remediation of different organic compounds in the subsurface. Use of 
in situ remedial technology rather than ex situ treatment will reduce risk and provide cost savings 

Benejif code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMEDIATION-INTERACTION OF REMEDIAL PROCESSES WITH HANFORD 
SUBSURFACE 

Identification No.: RL-SS33-S 

Need Title: Remediation-Interaction of Remedial Processes with Hanford Subsurface. 

FY 2000 Site Priori@ Rating: Remedial Action-High. 

Functional Need: For technologies implemented under Hanford Site conditions, determine the 
interactions and reactions between materials used in the remedial process, and dissolved, 
adsorbed, and/or precipitated contaminants associated with native mineral surfaces. 

Problem Description: Many of the remedial alternatives under consideration for implementation 
at the Hanford Site require the manipulation of subsurface conditions, either passively as in the 
emplacement of zeolite containment barriers or actively as in pumpheat solutions or 
manipulation of the oxidatiodreduction potential of the aquifer. The materials that will be 
introduced to the Hanford Site subsurface may have a noticeable effect on the existing steady- 
state chemistry. The types of interactions and their mechanisms and rates must be established to 
assess the effect on dissolved, adsorbed, or coprecipitated contaminant species. Likewise any 
competition for mineral surface sites must be examined. 

..-. 

An example of the studies needed for these in situ techniques come from the In Situ REDOX 
Manipulation Project. The main goal of this project was the remediation of hexavalent 
chromium in groundwater by injecting sodium dithionite into the water, although it should work 
equally well for the dechlorination of trichlorethylene. At the beginning of this project, there 
were concerns that the addition of reductant could mobilize species already present or 
concentrate species in the groundwater, such as uranium. Studies were undertaken which 
showed that the dithionite did not significantly increase the release rate of uranium (VI) into the 
aquifer as compared to naturally occurring concentrations. 

Science Need Description: For different implemented or proposed technologies, there will be 
information required to address the effect of the remediation process on the environment. 
Currently implemented technologies include pumpheat systems for the ex-situ removal of 
carbon tetrachloride from groundwater, and pumpheat systems for the reduction of chromate in 
groundwater. Technologies that have been tested and evaluated for possible implementation 
include REDOX manipulation of the subsurface using sodium dithionite. Other ongoing 
concerns include N-Springs Barrier Technologies for strontium-90 and remediation of the carbon 
tetrachloride plumes (e.g., steam stripping), which are projects funded through the Innovative L 
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Treatment Remediation Demonstration (ITRD) Program. Science needs include the 
measurement of reaction rates involving contaminants being remediated and those solids, liquids, 
andor gases introduced as part of remedial technologies. 

4 

Benefir: If the science needs are filled, a more accurate estimation of the performance and 
effectiveness of different alternative technologies may be assessed, supporting selection of the 
safest and most cost-effective remediation. More in situ remedial technologies potentially could 
be implemented, thereby reducing human health risk and providing cost savings. 

BeneJit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge @e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology ) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SSOl 
Cost-effective. In Situ Remediation of Carbon Tetrachloride in the Vadose Zone and 

Groundwater v 

RL- SS03 
Improved, Real-time, In Situ Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in Groundwater 

RL- SS04 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

RL- SS06 
Improved, Real-time, In Situ Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

RL- SS07 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 

RL- SS09 
Improved, Real-time, In Situ Detection of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 

RL-SSI1 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the Following: 

Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, Lead 
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RL- ss12 L/ 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the Following: 

Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium-90 

RL - SS15 
Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination of One 

or More of the Following Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, Lead 

RL- SS16 
Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination of One 

or More of the Following Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium- 
90 

RL- ss21 
Contaminant Mobility Beneath Tank Farms 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMEDIATION-SELECTIVTY FOR CONTAMINANTS IN THE HANFORD 
SUBSURFACE 

Identification No.: RL-SS34-S. 

Need Title: Remediation-Selectivity for Contaminants in the Hanford Subsurface. 

FI'2000 Site Priority Rating: Soil and Groundwater Science Need-High. 

Functional Need: For Hanford Site conditions, determine those chemical reactions that can 
select among contaminants and be used to separate contaminants from contaminated 
groundwater and soils. 

Problem Description: Many sites at the Hanford Site are contaminated with several different 
classes of chemicals, such as radionuclides, metals, and organic compounds. Mixtures of these 
contaminants are common. It is possible that remediation of a chemically complex site may 
require the implementation of multiple technologies. It will be important to assess whether the 
technology proposed for remediation one class of compound affects the behavior of another class 
of compounds. For example, if treatment of one compound to immobilize it results in the 
accelerated mobility of another class of compound, then these effects must be recognized prior to 
technology implementation. Sufficient information is needed to assess the synergistic effects of 
technology and to design selective treatments if warranted. The technical issue associated with 
this science need is the ability to implement chemistry that selects among contaminants in soil 
and groundwater. 

L 

For example, a field test of the effectiveness of an In Situ REDOX Manipulation process on 
immobilizing hexavalent chromium was performed in the lOOD area of the Hanford Site. There 
was a concern that naturally occurring uranium could be concentrated in the redox barrier and 
subsequently increase the concentration of uranium (VI) in the groundwater after the redox 
barrier was exhausted. Testing showed that the rate of uranium (VI) release did not significantly 
change the concentration of uranium in the groundwater. In addition, this process is being tested 
at other site for the destruction of trichlorethylene (TCE), which would be beneficial at the Site 
because of the presence of chlorinated solvents in the vadose zone. 

Science Need Description: Selectivity for different contaminants in soil and groundwater 
depends on the speciation and complexation of each contaminant, the types of reactions that 
change the chemical form on the contaminant (e.g., dissolutiodprecipitation, adsorption, 
oxidatiodreduction), and the nature of the other contaminants in the mixture. Science needs 
include the identification of natural or engineered chemical reactions within aquifer systems that 
can serve to separate different contaminant classes in the aqueous and in the solid phases, 

b 
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4 determining speciation and complexation for the contaminants, and measuring rates of the 
reactions of interest. These data can then be used to propose and evaluate technologies that could 
be used to selectively remediate contaminants. Other examples of ongoing projects that have this 
kind of concerns include N-Springs Barrier Technologies for strontium-90 and remediation of the 
carbon tetrachloride plumes (e.g., steam stripping), which are projects funded through the 
Innovative Treatment Remediation Demonstration (ITRD) Program. 

Benefit: If the science needs are filled, alternative technologies may be developed and deployed 
to enhance the remediation of contaminant mixtures. Use of in situ remedial technology rather 
than ex situ treatment will reduce risk and provide cost savings. 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (Le., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SSOl 

Groundwater 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Carbon Tetrachloride in the Vadose Zone and 

RL- SS03 
Improved, Real-time, In Situ Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in Groundwater 

RL- SS04 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

RL- SS06 
Improved, Real-time, In Situ Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

RL- SS07 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 

RL- SS09 
Improved, Real-time, In Situ Detection of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 

RL- SS11 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the Following: 

Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, Lead 
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u 
RL- ss12 

Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the Following: 
Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium-90 

RL- SS15 
Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination of One 

or More of the Following Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, Lead 

RL- SS16 
Imuroved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination of One 

or More of the Following Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium- 
90 

RL- ss21 
Contaminant Mobility Beneath Tank Farms 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL., (509) 376-4327. 

W 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT b 

MONITORING OF CONTAMINANTS-USE OF CHEMICAL SURROGATES FOR 
CONTAMINANTS 

Identification No.: RL-SS35-S. 

Need Tirle: Monitoring of Contaminants-Use of Chemical Surrogates for Contaminants, 

FY2000 Site Priority Rating: Remedial Action-High. 

Functional Need: To assess potential migration of difficult-to-measure contaminants in the 
Hanford Site subsurface, select relevant chemical analogues (similar group, charge, ionic size, 
physical state) to contaminant of interest that can be measured by existing measurement 
technologies. 

Problem Description: The chemical analysis of certain radiological or metallic constituents in 
Hanford Site subsurface plumes are difficult and time-intensive to perform, making monitoring 
of the performance of different remedial technologies very expensive. For some classes of 
compounds, analogues have been identified based on chemical form, charge, and ionic size. 
These analogs can simulate species in solids, solutions, or the vapor phase. The properties of 
these analogues are often similar to the contaminant of interest and the analogues have the 
advantage of being either easier or safer to measure. Existing technologies for chemical analysis 
make it possible to implement field monitoring for the analogs more readily than for the 
contaminants. The question arises as to the extent of similarity of the behavior of the analogue 
and the contaminant; the technical issue related to the science need is to demonstrate the 
adequacy of measuring the analogue to understand the behavior of the contaminant. 

Science Need Description: Science needs include the identification of adequate surrogates for 
the contaminants of interest. Given an adequate surrogate, it is then important to determine the 
types, mechanisms, and rates of reactions involving those surrogates, and the incorporation of 
such reactions into performance assessment tools. Given information on the speciation, 
complexation, and reactions affecting surrogates, the concentrations of the surrogates can be 
measured and used as estimators of the concentrations of hard-to-measure contaminants. 

v 

BeneJt: If the science needs are filled, alternative measurements of technology performance can 
be made to trace the effectiveness of the remediation. Use of in situ monitoring technology 
rather than ex situ analysis may be possible, and will reduce risk and provide cost savings over 
full laboratory analyses needed for some radiological contaminants. 
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LJ 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology ). 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

pL- SS29 
Understand, quantify, and develop descriptions of contaminant transport in the vadose 

zone. 

RL- SS30 
Provide means to delineate contaminant plumes in the vadose zone and relate plume 

distribution to the distribution of geochemical and hydrogeological properties. 

RL-ss34 
Provide means to quantify the flux of contaminant between the groundwater and the L/' 

Columbia River. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, P"L ,  
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MONITORING OF CONTAMINANTS-CHEMICAL INDICATORS OF REMEDIAL 
TECHNOLOGY PROCESSES 

Identification No.: RL-SS36-S. 

Need Title: Monitoring of Contaminants-ChemicaI Indicators of Remedial Technology 
Processes. 

FY 2000 Site Priority Rating: Remedial Action-High. 

Functional Need: For Hanford Site-specific conditions, identify the species that form during a 
remedial technology process (chemical, physical, andor biological) and are indicative of key 
reactions that make the technology work. Determine concentrations of key species that represent 
the endpoint(s) of the technology process. 

Problem Description: Some of the remedial technologies that are identified for implementation 
at the Hanford Site call for the introduction of chemical or biological materials to the subsurface. 
These materials will cause reactions in the groundwater systems that are aimed at reducing or 
transforming the contaminant plumes. To assess performance of the remedial technologies and 
determine whether an endpoint has been reached, measurements of different chemical species 
will be made. Feasibility studies for remedial alternatives will have identified key important 
reactions for the different technologies. It will be important to know which species are indicative 
of endpoints for the chemical reactions involved in the technology. For example, the reduction 
and immobilization of chromate to chromium (111) is part of the In Situ REDOX Manipulation 
process, it will be important to know when the concentration of chromate drops below the 
necessary target level as an indication that the end of the process has been reached. In addition, 
the levels and rates of reaction of other species effect by this process will also need to be 
determined. 

'v 

Science Need Description: Science needs include measuring the rates of reactions fundamental 
to the operation of all potential remedial technologies, and identifying the species and 
concentration indicative of the endpoint of the reactions and therefore those remedial processes. 
Information is needed for current remedial approaches and for any approaches being developed 
and studied, such as the removal of strontium-90, carbon tetrachloride, and hexavalent 
chromium. 

Eenefd: If the science needs are filled, it will be possible to design and implement a post-closure 
monitoring plan that adequately assesses technology performance and can be used to determine 

L' 
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when a remediation is complete. Use of in situ monitoring technology for endpoint 
concentrations will'reduce risk to human health and provide cost savings. 

Benefir Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (Le., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

science/technology) 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

RL- SSOl 

groundwater 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Carbon Tetrachloride in the Vadose Zone and 

RL- SS03 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Carbon Tetrachloride in Groundwater 

RL- SS04 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

RL- SS06 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 

RL- SS07 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 

RL- SS09 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of Strontium-90 in Groundwater 

RL- SSll  
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the 

Following: Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, Lead 

RL- ss12 
Cost-effective, In Situ Remediation in the Vadose Zone of One or More of the Following: 

Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and Strontium-90 

RL- SS15 
Imnroved. In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination of One 

'd 

'4 

- r  

or More of the Following Heavy Metals: Hexavalent Chromium, Mercury, Lead 
~ 
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RL- SS16 W 

Improved, In Situ Characterization to Determine the Extent of Soil Contamination of One 
or More of the Following Radionuclides: Uranium, Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and 
Strontium 90 

RL- ss21  
Contaminant Mobility Beneath Tank Farms 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 

'L 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MONITORING OF CONTAMINANTS-CHEMICAL SENSOR PRINCIPLES 

Identifiation No.: IU-SS37-S. 

Need Title: Monitoring of Contaminants-ChemicaI Sensor Principles. 

FY 2000 Site Priorig Rating: Remedial Action-High. 

Functional Need: Establish the physics and chemistry principles that underlie more accurate, 
more sensitive, and higher resolution measurements of contaminant concentrations in the 
aqueous and solid (surface) phases. 

Problem Descr4tion: Monitoring technology performance requires the ability to measure 
contaminant concentrations in liquids and solids in a timely, safe manner either in situ or in line. 
Currently there are very few highly accurate in situ or in-line sensors for contaminants of 
interest. Innovative probes based on fundamental principles are needed to address the gap. 

Science Need Description: Science needs include obtaining a better understanding of the 
physics and chemistry that will lead more accurate, more sensitive, and higher resolution 
measurements. Theory from the fields of electronics, electrical engineering, microfluidics, and 
chemical physics can be examined for their ability to provide innovative measurement 
technology. 

Benefi: 

If the science needs are filled, then it will be possible to make high-speed, accurate, high- 
resolution analyses of different contaminant species in situ. These new sensors will reduce risk 
to human health and provide cost savings. 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

J Cost Savings 
J Risk Reduction 
J Enabling Knowledge (i.e., solves a problem that cannot be remediated by current 

sciencehechnolog y) 

L. 

This Science Need also supports the following Hanford Subsurface Contaminant Technology 
Needs: 

b 
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RL- SS31 
Understand and quantify the relationship between contaminant sources, vadose zone 

plume properties and groundwater plume properties with a focus on the groundwater-vadose 
zone interface. 

Contacts: 

For more information, contact: Fred Serier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-8517; Mike Truex, PNNL, 
(509) 375-2636; Clark Carlson, PNNL, (509) 376-4327. 
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Old 
(FY99) 

RL-SSOl 

New 
(FYOO) 

RL-SSOl 

RL-SSO2 RL-sso2 

RL-SSO3 

RL-SSO4 

RL-SS23 

RL-SSO5 

Needs Title 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of 
Carbon Tetrachloride in the Vadose Zone 
and Groundwater 
Improved, Real-Time, In-Line Detection 

RL-SSO6 

RL-SSO7 

RL-SO8 

RL-SSO9 

RL-SSlO 

RL-SSO6 

RL-ss 1 1 

of Hexavalent Chromium in Process 
Water 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of 

RL-ss12 

RL-SSOS 

RL-SSO9 

RL-SS 10 

RL-SS 1 1 

RL-SS24 

Strontium-90 in Groundwater 
Improved, Real-Time, In-Line Detection 
of Strontium-90 in Process Water 
Improved, Real-Time, In Situ Detection of 
Strontium-90 in Groundwater 
Improved Technologies for 
DetectiodDelineation of Burial Ground 
Contents and Subsurface Geological 
Boundaries 
Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation of 
Hexavalent Chromium in the Vadose 

DOEIRL-98-01. Rev. 2 

FY 1999/FY 2000 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS CROSSWALK 
SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS 

1 of Carbon Tetrachloride in Process Water 
I Improved. Real-Time. In Situ Detection of RL-SSO3 I Carbon Tetrachloride 'in Groundwater 
I Cost-Effective. In Situ Remediation of RL-SSO4 I Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 
I Improved, Ex Situ Remediation of RL-SS23 
I Chromium in Groundwater 
I Improved, Real-Time, In-Line Detection RL-SSO5 

I Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater 
I Cost-Effective. In Situ Remediation of RL-SSO7 

[ Zone 
I Cost-Effective, In Situ Remediation in the RL-SS12 
Vadose Zone i f  One or M O R  ofthe 
Following Radionuclides: Uranium, 
Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and I strontium-90 

I Imuroved Ex Situ Treatment of Soils RL-SS24 
Cokaminated with Lead and Other TCLP I Metals 

Changes in FY 
2000 Revision 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Update 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

PBS No. 
RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-ER08 

RL-EROl 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 

RL-EROl 

RL-EROl 
RL-ER02 

RL-ERO 1 
RL-ER03 
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Old 
W 9 9 )  

RL-SS13 

RL-SS14 

RL-SSl5 

RL-SS16 

New 
(FYOO) 

RL-SS13 

RL-SS14 

RL-SS15 

RL-SS16 

I 

RL-SS17 

RL-SS18 

RL-ss19 

RL-ss20 

RL-SS17 

RL-SS18 

RL-ss19 

RL-ss20 

Needs Title 
Improved, Real-Time Field Screening 
During Excavation for Heavy Metals with 
emphasis on the Following: Lead, 
Chromium, Mercury, and Barium 
Improved, Real-Time Field Screening 
During Excavation for Radionuclides with 
emphasis on the Following: Uranium, 
Plutonium, and Strontium190 
Improved. In S i h  Characterization to 
Determine the Extent of Soil 
Contamination of One or More of the 
Following Heavy Metals: Hexavalent 
Chromium, Mercury, and Lead 
Improved, In Situ Characterization to 
Determine the Extent of Soil 
Contamination of One or More of the 
Following Radionuclides: Uranium, 
Plutonium, Cesium, Cobalt, and 
Strontium-90 
Long-Life Waste Isolation Surface Barrier 

Improved Handling and Segregation of 
TRU Waste (Debris) 
Detection, Handling and Treatment of 
Pyrophoric Materials in Burial Grounds 
Improved Methods for Debris Handling 
and Segregation 

Improved, Cost-Effective Methods for 
Sub-surface Access to Support 
Characterization and Remediation. 

Improved Methods for Determining 
Distribution of Beta Emitting 
Contaminants in Subsurface Soils 

Use of field data from representative sites 
to elucidate controlling features and 
processes for contaminant distribution. 

Changes in FY 
2000 Revision 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

Updated 

New Need 

PBS No. 
RL-EROl 
RL-ER03 

RL-ERO 1 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 

RL-EROl 
RL-ERO2 
RL-ER03 

RL-ERO 1 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 

RL-ERO 1 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 
RL-ER03 

RL-ERO 1 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 
RL-VZOl 
RL-ERO 1 
RL-ER02 
RL-ER03 
RL-ER08 
RL-VZOl 
RL-ER08 
RL-EROl 
RL-ER02 
RL-VZOl 
RL-ER02 
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(FYW 

RL-SS28 

RL-SS29 

RL-SS30 

RL-ss3 1 

RL-SS32 

RL-ss33 

RL-ss34 

RL-ss35 

RL-SS36 

RL-ss37 

RL-VZOl 

RL-vzo 1 
RL-ER02 
RL-VZOI 
RL-ER02 

RL-VZOI 
RL-ER02 

RL-VZOI 
RL-ER08 

RL-VZOI 
RL-ERO8 

RL-VZOl 
RL-ERO8 

RL-vzo 1 
RL-ER08 

RL-vzo 1 

RL-VZOl 

Needs Title 
Understand, quantify and develop 
descriptions of reactions and interactions 
between contaminants of concern and 
vadose zone sediments 
Develop descriptions of contaminant flow 
and transport in the vadose zone 
Understand and quantify water movement 
in the vadose zone using uncontaminated 
field sites 
Provide advanced characterization tools 
and methods to delineate contaminant 
plumes in the vadose zone and relate 
plume distribution to the distribution of 
geochemical and hydrogeological 
properties 
Understand and quantify the relationship 
between contaminant sources, vadose 
zone plume properties and groundwater 
plume properties at hydrologic boundaries 
with a focus on the groundwater-vadose 
zone interface 
Provide means to delineate regional 
groundwater plumes in three dimensions 
and define a scientific basis for addressing - 
scaling issues in Hanford groundwater 
Understand, quantify and develop 
descriptions df bio&ochemical reactions 
and interactions between contaminants of 
concern and aquifer sediments to describe 
biochemical reactive transport 
Provide means to quantify the flux of 
contaminant between the groundwater and - 
the Columbia river 
Provide means to integrate regional-scale 
phenomena into assessments of 
contaminant t r a n s ~ ~ r t  and imuacts within 
the Columbia River. 
Provide methodoloev to relate information 
derived from sitewide-scale groundwater 
flow modeling to the various scales 
associated with assessing impacts in the 
river environment. 

DOE/RL-98-01. Rev. 2 

Changes in FY 
2000 Revision 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 

New Need 
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RL-SS40 

RL-SS42 

Old 
(FY99) 

the impacts of river contamination on 
receptors 
Provide a method to develop mass balance RL-vzo 1 
@e., holistic) inventory estimates. 
Provide method for more accurate New Need RL-VZOl 
estimates of waste constituent release rates 

New Need 

RL-SS23-S 

RL-ss24-s 

RL-ss25-s 

RL-SS26-S 

RL-ss27-s 

RL-SS28-S 

RL-ss29-s 

RL-ss30-s 

RL-ss31-s 

I Site-Specific Groundwaters 

I Changes in FY 1 New I 

RL-SS25-S 

RL-SS26-S 

RL-SS27-S 

WOO) I Needs Title I 2000 Revision I PBSNo. 
RL-SS38 I Understand, quantify and develop I New Need I RL-VZOl 

~~ 

Chemical Binding on Site-Specific added ' 

Mineral Surfaces 
DetectiodDistribution of Contaminants - Updated, new links TBD 
Chemical Form and Mobility of Dense 
Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids in Hanford 
Subsurface 
Transport of Contaminants - Reaction Updated, new links TBD 
Rates for Key Contaminant Species and 
Complexes in Site-Specific Groundwaters 
Transport of Contaminants - Rates of Updated, new links TBD 
Coupled Abiotic and Biogeochemical added 
Reactions Involving Contaminants in 

added 

added 

descriptions of transport and 
transformation of groundwater-derived I 

RL-SS30-S 

RL-SS31-S 

- I contaminants of concern in the river. 
I Understand and provide means to quantify 1 New Need RL-SS39 I RL-VZOl 

~ 

Substkace Heterogeneities on Chemical added ' 

Reaction and Transport 
Transport of Contaminants - Remedial Updated, new links TBD 
Technology for Cs Beneath Waste Tanks added 
Remediation - Mathematical Updated, new links TBD 
Formulations of Chemical added 
ReactioniMaterial Transport 

1 and modes from waste 
RL-SS23-S I DetectiodDistribution of Contaminants - I Uodated. new links I TBD 

I Chemical Speciation and ComDlexation in I added . I 

1 Hanford Subsurface 
RL-SS28-S I Transwrt of Con taminants -Rates of I UDdated. new links I TBD 

Colloid Formation and Colloidal 
Transwrt of Contaminants in Site- 1 Specific Groundwaters - 

RL-SS29-S I Tranmort of Contaminants - Effect of I Uodated. new links I TBD 
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Old 
(FY99) 

RL-ss32-s 

RL-ss33-s 

RL-ss34-s 

RL-ss35-s 

RL-SS36-S 

RL-ss37-s 

~ 

New 

RL-ss33-s 

RL-ss34-s 

RL-ss35-s 

RL-SS36-S 

RL-ss37-s 

Needs Title 
Remediation - Reactivity of Organics in 
the Hanford Subsurface 
Remediation - Interaction of Remedial 
Processes with Hanford Subsurface 
Remediation - Selectivity for 
Contaminants in the Hanford Subsurface 
Monitoring of Contaminants - Use of 
Chemical Surrogates for Contaminants 

Monitoring of Contaminants - Chemical 
Indicators of Remedial Technology 
Processes 
Monitoring of Contaminants - Chemical 
Sensor Principals 

Changes in FY 
2000 Revision 

Updated, new links 
added 
Updated 

Updated 

Updated, new links 
added, minor 
revision to add 
vapor/gaseous 
transport surrogates 

Updated 

Updated, new links 
added 

PBS No. 
TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 
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RIVER PROTECTION PROJECT 

FY 2000 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
STATEMENTS 
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RL-WTOl 

RL-WTO4 
RL-WTO5 
RL-WTO9 

RL-WTOl3 
RL-WTO15 
RL-WTOl6 
RL-WTOl7 
RL-WTO18 
RL-WTO2 1 
RL-WTO22 

I ID# I 
Technetium-99 Analysis in Hanford Tank Waste and Contaminated Tank Farm 
Areas 
Double-Shell Tank Corrosion Monitoring 
Remote Inspection of High-Level Waste Single-Shell Tanks 
Representative Sampling and Associated Analysis to Support Operations and 
Disposal 
Establish Retrieval Performance Evaluation Criteria 
Standard Method for Determining Waste Form Release Rate 
Glass Monolith Surface Area 
Long-Term Testing of Surface Barrier 
Testing of Sand-Gravel Capillary Barrier 
Cleaning, Decontaminating and Upgrading Hanford Pits 
Adapting Tandem Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (TSAFT) for Flaw 
Characterization in the Inaccessible Portion of the Knuckle Region of the Double- 

FY 2000 RIVER PROTECTION PROJECT 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS INDEX 

RL-WTO24 
RL-WTO26 

NEEDS TITLE I 

Solutions 
Enhanced Sludge Washing Process Data 
Tank Leak Detection Systems for Underground Single-Shell Waste Storage Tanks 

RL-WTO71 

RL-WTO72 

- I Shell Tanks (DSTs) 
I Prediction of Solid Phase Formation in Static and Dynamic Hanford Tank Waste RL-WTO23 

Concentraion, Phase and Waste Type 
Provide Laboratory Development Support and ESP Modeling Support for the 
Back Dilution of Tank 241-SY-101 
Use Of Handheld Technology To Automate Operator Data Sheets For Tank Farm 

I I Operations 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TECHNETIUM-99 ANALYSIS IN HANFORD TANK WASTE AND 
CONTAMINATED TANK FARM AREAS 

Identifration No.: RL-WTOl 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Characterization 
OPS OflcdYite: Richland Operations Ofice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NA 
Facility: 2224 Laboratory 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Technetium-99 Analysis in Hanford Tank Waste and Contaminated Tank Farm 
Areas. 

NeecVOpportunity Categov: TechnologV Opportuniy -- The site desires an alternative to the 
current or planned baseline technology/process (e.g., a baseline exists but can be improved). 

Need Description: An accurate, robust production laboratory method for the measurement of 
technetium-99 ( y c )  concentration in Hanford Site waste tank matrices and in soils from the 
vadose zone surrounding the tanks is needed. The method must provide a high level of 
confidence in the 99Tc concentrations because data are important in risk-based assessments. To 
obtain this level of confidence, verification of method performance needs to be done by the use 
of independent methods and/or by interlaboratory comparisons on actual waste samples between 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Sites. 

Functional Performance Requirementc.: Because the method will be frequently requested in 
the waste disposal program, it must be appropriate for production laboratory use to routinely 
measure 99Tc not only in tank waste matrices, but also in the vadose zone and in processed or 

u 
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treated waste. Performance requirements will vary for the different applications of the data and 
matrices. 4 

For example, the estimated quantitation limit (EQL) for "Tc in the low-level waste (LLW) as 
stated in the Inter-Comparison Document (ICD-19) is 5xE-04 pCi/mL. The LLW data quality 
objective (DQO), WIT-98-010, Table 7-2, provides a basis of the accuracy requirements which 
range from 10% to no accuracy requirement depending on how close it is to the average tank 
concentration. The minimum reportable quantity for this DQO for performance assessment is 
2.OxE-2 pCi/mL. The relative percent difference between duplicates to support this DQO is less 
than 20%. Many of these DQOs are still in the draft stages and can be expected to change, but 
these criteria are not expected to be lessened. The method should be rapid (preferably less than 4 
hours per batch for preparation and 1 hour per batch for analysis) and permit reasonably large 
batch sizes (4 to 10 samples + quality control samples). The use of hazardous chemicals and 
generation of waste should be minimized. 

Schedule Requiremenfs: A validated and acceptable method will be needed to support LLW 
and high-level waste (HLW) feed characterization and acceptance by the Privatization vendor. 
The schedule for this activity is changing with the awarding of the contract to BNFL. However, 
if data from present characterization are to be utilized to support the certification of the waste 
transferred, the need is immediate. Work was completed in fiscal year (FY) 1998 that resolved 
the problems associated with analyzing "Tc in waste with high organic complexant content in 
which "Tc data were bias low because of incomplete oxidation of %Tc. However, there have 
been instances in FY 1998 where the radiochemical results are higher than the inductively 

reliable in all matrices and the limits of reliability are not established. There presently is no 
explanation for these differences but some evaluations are expected to be completed in FY 1999. 
There are also indications in the analysis of waste fiom AX-1 04 that the regulatory acid 
digestion methods may not be quantitative for these types of sludges. There have also been 
indications that analyses for "Tc are higher than predicted by modeling at both SRL and 
Hanford. Vadose zone sampling is expected to begin in FY 1999 and the analysis of "Tc on 
soils will be evaluated further. Waste characterization is ongoing with future emphasis on 
privatization and waste disposal. 

Presently "Tc can be determined by radiochemical and ICPMS techniques. When both 
techniques provide equivalent results they can be contidently reported. Presently, the amount of 
these comparison data is limited and occasional discrepancies are being seen. If the "Tc results 
are near decision limits for a project, higher confidence will be needed for the procedure. In this 
case, the use of inter-laboratory comparisons can be used to support the results. A @Tc 
workshop was held in September 1998 with the users of these data and the need for better "Tc 
data and methods of analyses was supported. 

Problem Description: An accurate production laborato method for establishing the "Tc 
concentration in LLW and vadose zone soils is needed. 'Tc concentration is a critical 
component of feed to the waste vitrification vendors. The absolute accuracy of these analytical 
results produced at the Hanford Site has been questioned and found to be in disagreement with 

coupled plasma/mass spectrometer (ICPMS). This indicates the existing method may not be d 

results produced at another U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) site. This original issue appears , 
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to be resolved based on work in FY 1998 for the high-organic-containing waste in which these 
differences were observed. Variability of REDOX potential and interferences present in Hanford 
Site tank waste can produce inconsistent performance of radiochemical sample preparation 
methods in use. In addition, the method must be applicable to soils that may contain waste 
material that leaked from the tank. Technetium in the +7 oxidation state is known to be mobile 
in the soil column and therefore, the concentration in tank waste must be known well to estimate 
long-term effects of waste tank leakage during storage or retrieval operations. The use of 
ICP/MS in place of radiochemical methods may also help resolve some of these chemical issues; 
however, insufficient comparison data are available to fully support the ICPMS results. 
Because the ICPMS does not require chemical separations before analysis, it is less subject to 
the interferences described above. However, there may be other errors associated with sample 
dissolution or polyatomic interferences that have not been clearly defined for this relatively new 
technology. Finally, when the technology is generating data that is being used to determine an 
impact on public/worker safety and health and is being critically reviewed by stakeholders, inter- 
laboratory comparisons of the measurement system are needed to raise the level of confidence in 
the data and credibility of the technology independent of the site at which it being used. 

\c/ 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
FU-TWO1 1.1.1.1.01 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: Private vendors will receive LLW after it is characterized and concentrations of 
analytes documented. If sensitive analyte concentrations such as 99Tc are inaccurately 
represented, the DOE will be responsible for the environmental and process rework caused. 
Without this interlaboratory testing and acceptance, the liability is likely to remain 
unresolved. 

Regufutory: The 99Tc concentration in feed streams classified as LLW are critical since the 
resulting vitrified product may contain inventory beyond the permitted quantities for onsite 
disposal. 

EnvironmentolSafeety & Heafth: Pertechnetates can be volatilized during processing of 
waste for vitrification. High concentrations not removed during pretreatment may be 
disbursed through the gaseous emissions during the vitrification process. Feed to the private 
vitrification vendor must be properly classified and manifested. Leakage during storage or 
retrieval operations may deposit waste containing 99Tc into the soils surrounding the tanks. 
The mobility and long half-life of the isotope makes the concentration value significant for 
environmental consequences. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Potential cost savings are represented b a 
measurement method that assures the vendor and DOE that a true concentration of the Tc 
has been measured, manifests of the waste and site are accurate, and the vendor or regulator 
shoufd not have concern about the DOE-supplied concentration data. 

'v 

5J 
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CulturuLstakeholder Concern: Measurement data will have better credibility with the 
oversight panels when the measurement methodology has been peer-reviewed and accepted. 
Issues concerning emissions from the pretreatment and vitrification processes should be 
answerable with documented data. 

Orher: There has been an increased interest in defining the inventory and distribution of 99Tc 
in the tanks and in the vadose zone. This interest also includes a better understanding of he 
speciation of technetium in the waste and soils. Reliable 99Tc methods will be required to 
provide the data to understand technetium behavior in Hanford Site tanks and ecosystems. 

i/ 

Consequences ofNot Filfing Need: Failure to develop accurate and reliable measurement 
methods that are recognized by the regulators, stakeholders, and process operations as confident 
measurement systems will affect final waste processing requirements and site clean-up criteria. 
Accurate 99Tc measurements are needed to produce effective risk assessments and ensure that 
vitrification processes and products will meet acceptance criteria. Failure to meet those criteria 
could result in additional program costs or regulatory requirements. 

Outsourcing Poteniiul: This study applies primarily to the DOE complex but could also be of 
value to privatization contractors doing work for DOE. 

Current Baseline Technology: The current baseline technology is radiochemical measurement 
of 99Tc. The alternative technology is ICPiMS. ICPiMS offers significant advantages in time 

radiochemical technology could still be valuable for speciation studies. 

End-User: R. M. Boger, Numatec Hanford Corporation, (509) 376-3355, Fax (509) 373-4238, 
Robert M Mike Boger@.rl.gov 

Site Technicuf Point-of-Contact: W. I. Winters, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 373-1951, Fax (509) 373-1180, William 1 Winters@rl.eov 

Conimctor Fucif&Project Manager: W. E. Ross , Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 373-5434, Fax (509) 373-6398, William E Bill Ross@,rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epr~eniutive Point-ofXonfact: James A. Poppiti, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4550, 
Fax (509)376-2002, James A Pomiti@rl.eov 

required for analysis and reduced waste generation in the laboratory. However, the L’ 
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’U TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DOUBLE-SHELL TANK CORROSION MONITORING 

Identification No.: RL-WTO4 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Retrieval 
OPS Ofjice/Site: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (if  applicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if  applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L* avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Double-Shell Tank Corrosion Monitoring. 

NeeaOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Corrosion monitoring of double-shell tanks @ST) is currently provided by 
process knowledge and tank sampling. Tanks found to be within chemistry specification limits 
are considered to be not at risk for excessive corrosion damage. There have been no direct 
corrosion monitoring systems for DSTs in use at the Hanford Site. As many as four low- 
hydroxide (out of corrosion specification) tanks continue to be operated. In FY 1999, 
DST 241-AN-105 was discovered to have wall thinning that cannot be explained by existing 
corrosion chemistry models. This indicates that this system is inadequate to support corrosion 
control. Tank samples are infrequent and their analysis difficult and expensive. Process 
knowledge is complicated by waste streams that are exempt from the corrosion control 
specifications. In-tank, real-time measurement of the corrosive characteristics of the tank waste 
is needed to improve control of corrosion processes. This need supports the River Protection 
Project (RPP) Program Logic “Conduct Tank Farms Safe Operations” and “Conduct Reduced 
Mortgage Tank Farm Safe Operations.” Corrosion monitoring is discussed in the Safe Storage 
Technical Basis Review, Activity Number 190.N45. ..-- 
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Functional Performance Requirements: 

- - 
Identify the onset of stress corrosion cracking. 
Identify the onset of pitting. 
Order of magnitude quantification of mass loss during pitting and cracking. 
Quantification of uniform corrosion rates. 

W' 

Schedule Requirements: Work is to be completed by FY 2001. 

Problem Description: Corrosion control of HLW DSTs is currently provided by concentration 
limits on hydroxide, nitrite, and nitrate. Monitoring of the chemistry is provided by tank samples 
and process knowledge. As many as 4 DSTs at Hanford have operated outside of corrosion 
chemistry limits in the past 2 years. Detection and remediation of these low hydroxide tanks has 
been slow and costly. 

Available technology for corrosion monitoring has progressed to a point where it is now feasible 
to monitor and control corrosion by on-line monitoring of the corrosion process and direct 
addition of corrosion inhibitors. Progress toward meeting this need has been made through the 
deployment of electrochemical noise probes in three Hanford Site tanks. These probes have 
generated data that improve insight to the extent and type of corrosion processes occurring as 
chemistry in the tank waste is adjusted. Additional work is needed to validate the conclusions 
and interpretation of data and to upgrade probe design for extended life. The potential benefits 
of a corrosion monitoring system include: W' 

Safer operation and reduced risk of tank liner failure. Corrosion will be monitored directly, 
versus monitoring chemical species. Assumptions about tank waste homogeneity and 
accuracy of the corrosion chemistry specification will be reduced or removed. 

Significant potential for cost reduction. More than $100K in unplanned work scope at 
Hanford in FY 1996 and FY 1997 on sampling and analysis to determine the extent of out of 
specification conditions. 

Increased tank life due to more rapid identification and resolution of off-normal conditions. 

Avoidance of unnecessary chemical additions due to unknown corrosion conditions. More 
than 10,000 gallons of waste volume added to the tanks at Hanford through FY 1997 through 
unplanned sodium hydroxide additions. Direct monitdring of the actual tank corrosion 
conditions may have shown these additions to be unnecessary. 

Possible cost savings over time as a result of the relaxation of corrosion inhibitor addition 
requirements as corrosion behavior becomes better understood. Each metric ton of sodium 
addition avoided (as sodium hydroxide corrosion inhibitor) will save approximately 
$1,000,000 in LLW vitrification costs. 

WT-8 
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TIP No.: 
NIA 

Technical: Real time corrosion monitoring has been selected for preliminary evaluation at 
the Hanford Site. The use of such a system in Hanford Site waste tanks would allow for 
real-time monitoring of both corrosion processes and corrosion inhibitor addition. Real - t' ]me 
data collection would facilitate identification of the precise time when a corrosion process 
begins to occur in a tank. This, coupled with corrosion rate information also generated, 
would help in determining the extent of design life lost due to degradation by abnormal 
corrosion conditions. Similarly, real-time corrosion monitoring during inhibitor addition 
would allow one to observe corrosion conditions return to an acceptable level. Therefore, 
unnecessary inhibitor addition could be eliminated. The current system cannot offer this 
capability. 

Available techniques offer the ability to distinguish between uniform corrosion, stress 
corrosion cracking, pitting, and other forms of localized corrosion as they occur. They also 
generate uniform corrosion rate data identical to what is currently derived from chemical 
sampling. Some available corrosion monitoring techniques using electrical resistance probes 
or linear polarization resistance probes are not capable of distinguishing between uniform 
and localized forms of corrosion. These would not be considered acceptable. The most 
likely cause of failure in DSTs is degradation due to some form of localized corrosion. 

Regulafory: Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-303-640(2)(c)(iii) requires 
consideration of existing corrosion protection when performing tank system integrity 
assessments. On-line corrosion monitoring will provide an acceptable performance 
measurement of current corrosion protection measures and early warning of potentially 
corrosive conditions. 

DOE Order 5820.2A, Radioactive Waste Management, requires monitoring of cathodic 
protection systems, methods for periodically assessing waste storage system integrity, and 
adjustment of waste chemistry to control corrosion. 

DOE-STD-I 073-93, Configuration Management, requires implementation of a Material 
Condition and Aging Management Program to control aging processes in major equipment 
and components. The primary aging processes in waste tank systems are corrosion related. 

DOE/RL,-92-60, Tank Waste Remediation System Functions and Requirements contains 
corrosion control requirements for the Store Waste (F4.2.1.1) and Transfer Waste (F4.2.4.4) 
functions. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: WHC-SD-WM-OSR-005, Single-Shell Tank Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements, WHC-SD-WM-OSR-004, Aging Waste Facility Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements, and WHC-SD-WM-OSR-016, Double-Shell Tank Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements. These support documents contain interim operational 

i, 

L 
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safety requirement - administrative controls for corrosion control, cathodic protection, and 

control activities. 
integrity assessments. Implementation of these administrative controls necessitates corrosion d 

WHC-SD-WM-PLN-068, TWRS Life Management Program Plan, identifies stress corrosion 
cracking, pitting corrosion, and uniform corrosion as the primary aging mechanisms for 
DSTs. On-line monitoring of DSTs for these mechanisms will provide necessary data for 
damage prediction models being developed for the DST Life Management Program. 

BNLDOE-HQ Tank Structural Integrity Panel, Guidelines for Development of Structural 
Integriry Programs for DOE High-Level Waste Storage Tanks - DRAFT, discusses the 
important role of corrosion monitoring in the context of a comprehensive structural integrity 
program. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Mortgage Reduction - Estimated Total Life 
Cycle Cost (TLCC) for waste added to the DST system is $100/gal. Avoidance of the 
30,000 gal of chemicals added during FY 1994 through1996 would produce 
$3,000,000 TLCC savings. 

Cost Avoidance - Avoid premature replacement of DSTs. Replacement cost estimated by the 
Multi-Function Waste Tank Facility Project was $67,000,000 per tank.. 

Cost Avoidance - Remove $50,000 sampling cost for each corrosion sample avoided. This 

screening, privatization, etc.). 
would also free the sampling crew and equipment to take more urgent samples (safety U 

CulturauStakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: 

Regulatory Impacts: The Hanford Operations contractor has previously entered into 
negotiations with the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) for determination of 
acceptable compliance with WAC 173-303-640. Completion of this activity was a part of the 
negotiations. Failure to complete this activity might be construed by Ecology as failure to 
comply with WAC legal requirements and failure to negotiate compliance in good faith. 

Programmatic Impacts: Corrosion control of DSTs is currently provided by process 
knowledge and tank sampling. The continued operation of four low hydroxide (out of corrosion 
specification) tanks indicates that this system is inadequate to support corrosion control. Tank 
samples are infrequent and their analysis difficult and expensive. Process knowledge is 
complicated by waste streams that are exempt from the corrosion control specifications. In-line, 
real-time measurement of the corrosive characteristics of the tank waste will augment the current 
system to provide an acceptable level of corrosion control information to satisfy the 
programmatic driversabove. .J 
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L/ Outsourcing Potential: Modified commercial technology could be marketed back to the private 
sector. 

Current Baseline Technology: There is no baseline technology for direct monitoring of 
corrosion in high level waste tanks. 

End-User: EM-30, Retrievalflank Farm Operations. 

Sire Technical Point-of-Contact: Glenn L. Edgemon, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 373-7214, Fax (509) 373-1050, glenn 1 edgemon@rl.wv 

Contractor Facili~b'roject Manager: Michael A. Payne, LMHC, (509) 373-1273, 
Michael A Pavne~.rl.eov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Point-of-Confacf: Mark L. Ramsay, DOE-RL (509) 376-7924, 
Mark L Ramsavk3rl.~ov 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REMOTE INSPECTION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE SINGLE-SHELL TANKS 

Identi3cation No.: RL-WTO5 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Retrieval 
OPS OfflcdSite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facilify: Tank Farms 

Prior@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Remote Inspection of High-Level Waste Single-Shell Tanks 

NeenYOpportunify Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: The Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (Tri Party 
Agreement) schedule requires retrieval of waste in the single-shell tanks (SST) to begin by 2004 
for future vitrification and permanent storage in a waste repository. To meet this schedule, a 
retrieval method needs to be selected to retrieve the waste for processing. A non-destructive 
evaluation @DE) of the tank needs to be performed prior to the selection of a retrieval method to 
assure successful retrieval of the waste from the tank. 

Functional Performance Requirements: There are two categories of flaws to consider, non 
through-wall and through-wall. Non through-wall (partial penetration) needs to be evaluated to 
estimate the time to wall penetration. Through-wall flaws need to be evaluated to determine the 
potential for tank rupture and estimate rates of leaks that may occur in the future and assess 
appropriate actions. 

Acceptance criteria for NDE has the following allowable flaw sizes: 

. 

u 
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Through-wall crack length-I2 in. 

Maximum allowable pit depth-03. 

The selected remote inspection method needs to be demonstrated in an SST with very little 
waste. Leakage rates from detected through-wall cracks have to be estimated to assess sluicing 
feasibility of the SSTs. 

Schedule Requirements: Functional systems will first be useful if deployed prior to retrieval of 
waste from the SSTs, which is scheduled to begin by 2004. However, the benefits can be 
captured even with later deployments. 

Problem Description: hitially, SSTs that have little or no waste need to be selected for NDE of 
the tank wall and floor. If necessary, destructive metallurgical examination of small isolated 
sections of the SSTs may need to be performed to obtain a thorough understanding of the 
operating corrosion mechanisms. The number and size of the cracks that led to the leakage of 
waste for the leaking SSTs need to be determined. Waste leakage rates should be estimated 
based on the defect information, and the acceptability of sluicing for retrieval operations needs to 
be evaluated for each selected SST. 

Maximum allowable crack depth-311 6 in. 
Thinnest allowable wall section-0.8t (where t is the original thickness) and 

In order to be able to meet the Tri-Party Agreement SST waste retrieval schedule, initially only 
one tank from a group of tanks containing similar waste should be studied. The retrieval 
decision made for this one tank should be extended to remaining tanks in the group. e 

Every effort should be made to perform the examination with a remote device such as the light- 
duty utility arm (LDUA) or similar robotic equipment to more efficiently minimize costs. The 
potential benefits of NDE evaluation (and possible destructive evaluation of some of the SSTs) 
include: 

Determination of feasibility of sluicing as a waste retrieval method for the SSTs. 
Prioritization of tanks for waste retrieval and processing. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
=-TWO3 1.1.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: Sluicing is the baseline approach for SST retrieval. As such, it is necessary to 
know early on whether or not it is feasible to use this method. 

Regulatoty: DOE-STD- 1073-93, Configuration Management, requires implementation of a 
Material Condition and Aging Management Program to control aging processes in major 
equipment and components. The primary aging processes in waste tank systems are 
corrosion related. DOEIRL-92-60, Tank Waste Rernediution System Functions and 
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Requirements, contains corrosion control requirements for the Store Waste (F4.2.1.1) and 
'W Transfer Waste (F4.2.4.4) hctions.  

Environmental Safe@ & Health: WHC-SD-WM-OSR-005, Single-Shell Tank Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements, WHC-SD-WM-OSR-004, Aging Waste Facility Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements. These support documents contain interim operational safety 
requirement - administrative controls for corrosion control, cathodic protection, and integrity 
assessments. Implementation of these administrative controls necessitates corrosion control 
activities. 

WHC-SD-WM-PLN-068, TWRS Life Managemenf Program Plan, identifies stress corrosion 
cracking, pitting corrosion, and uniform corrosion as the primary aging mechanisms for 
DSTs. 

BNLDOE-HQ Tank Structural Integrity Panel, Guidelines for Development of Structural 
Integrity Programs for DOE High-Level Waste Storage Tanks - DRAFT, discusses the 
important role of corrosion monitoring in the context of a comprehensive structural integrity 
program. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Determination of the integrity of SSTs prior 
to retrieval will avoid the use of more costly retrieval techniques. Sluicing a sound tank may 
save SlOM or more over robotic or tele-operated approaches. 

L' CulturaVSiakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: 

Regulatory Impacts: The DOE has previously entered into a Tri-Party Agreement commitment 
with Ecology and the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency @PA) to begin retrieval of SST 
waste by the year 2004. Completion of this activity was a part of the negotiations. Failure to 
complete this activity might be construed by Ecology as failure to comply with Tri-Party 
Agreement commitments, WAC legal requirements, and failure to negotiate in good faith. 

Programmatic Impacts: Sluicing is considered to be one of the primary methods to retrieve 
waste from the SSTs. It is possible that sluicing may not be a viable method for retrieval of 
some SSTs due to the extensive corrosion experienced by some of the tanks. Therefore, it is 
important to initiate tank inspection to rule out sluicing at an early stage to have adequate time to 
pursue other retrieval methods prior to the 2004 deadline to initiate retrieval of SST waste. 

Oufsourcing Potential: Remote inspection capabilities developed at Hanford could be returned 
to the private sector. Industrial capabilities could be procured either as engineered systems, or as 
a subcontracted service. 
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Current Baseline Technology: There is no baseline technology for in-situ inspection of SSTs to ii 
assess corrosion damage. Techniques have been developed to inspect tanks at the Idaho National 
Environmental Engineering Laboratory (INEEL) using the Light Duty Utility Arm and the 
Alternating Current Field Measurement technology, but these may not be applicable to Hanford 
Site SSTs because the device cannot take readings below the level of the waste. 

End-User: EM-30, RetrievaUTank Farm Operations. 

Site Technical Poinf-of-Contact: Glenn L. Edgemon, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 373-7214, Fax (509) 373-1050, plenn 1 edpemon@,rl.gov 

Contractor FacilityProjecf Manager: William J. Stokes, MACTC, (509) 373-0354, Fax 
(509) 373-6101, william i stokes@,rl.pov 

DOE End-User/Representative Point-ojXontacf: Bruce L. Nicoll, DOE-RL, (509) 376-6006, 
Fax (509) 373-0628, bruce I nicoll@rl.pov 

WT-1s 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLING AND ASSOCIATED ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT 
OPERATIONS AND DISPOSAL 

Identification No.: RL-WTO9 
Date: July 1999 

Program: River Protection Project, Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS OflcdVite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Titfe: Representative Sampling and Associated Analysis to Support Operations and 
Disposal. 

NeeuYOpportunity Category: Technology Upportruni@-Hanford desires an alternative to the 
current or planned grab sampling baseline technology. 

Need Description: A concept for taking representative samples and associated rapid analysis of 
feeds that are to be staged for cross site transfer or are to be staged as feed for the Privatization 
Contractor needs to be developed and demonstrated. Feed for Privatization Phase I 
immobilization demonstrations must be sampled prior to transfer to the Privatization Contractor. 
The samples must be representative of the tank contents. 

To accomplish this, the intermediate waste feed staging tank contents must be sampled while 
being mixed for transfer to the Private Contractor’s feed staging tank. A variable depth or 
multiple depth sampling system is needed that can be operated in conjunction with the active 
mixing system to take representative samples and certify the tank contents. The certified tank 
contents will be needed either for acceptance of the feed by the Privatization Contractor or as a 
means to determine the additional compensation that the Privatization Contractor will receive. + 
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(Reference: Alternatives Generation and Analysis for the Phase I Intermediate Waste Feed 
Staging System Design Requirements, WHC-SD-TWR-AGA-001, Rev.0). 

Functional Performance Requirements: The sampling and analytical capabilities should be 
able to provide representative samples and measure the parameters needed to support successful 
cross site transfers and needed as specified in the Privatization Contract for Envelopes A, B, and 
C and Envelope D. The Privatization Phase 1 supernate solutions (Envelopes A, B, or C) to be 
sampled are targeted to be dilute slurry/supernate solutions with a maximum of 2% solids by 
weight. The HLW slurry will contain a mixture of liquids (Envelopes A, B, or C) and solids 
(Envelope D). The feed concentration of the Envelope D unwashed solids will be between 10 
and 200 gL. The samples will be drawn from the tank with a lift distance of up to 57 ft. The 
system to be provided will need to be deployed using existing spare tank penetrations (1 2-in. 
risers requiring the diameter of the hardware that shall be inserted to be less than or equal to 
10.5 in.). The sampling system shall provide required support subsystems as necessary to meet 
safety and operational requirements. The feed needs to be sampled and analyzed for these 
activities consistent with as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) principles. (Reference: 
Preliminary Level 2 Specijkation for the Nested, Fixed-Depth Fluidic Sampler, HNF-3483, 
Rev. 0). 

Schedule Requirements: To support the RPP Privatization the detailed designs and hazards 
assessments for the nested fixed-depth sampler and at-tank analysis system need to be completed 
by the end of FY 2000. In FY 2001 the hardware must be fabricated, accepted and checked out 

The Technology Insertion Point for this activity follows the development testing and design 
review. It includes the issuance of a "Decision to Proceed with development on 8/3 1/2001, 
Milestone T01-01-108 in the Engineering Task Plan, HNF-2056, Rev. 1. In FY 2003, the 
sampling and analysis systems needs to be integrated and the combined system tested and hot 
testing/ demonstration completed. In FY 2004 any modifications of the sampling and analysis 
systems for long-term operation to support the privatization contract needs to be done, and the 
formal Readiness Review for continued operation of the at-tank sampler and analysis system 
needs to be done. This will support the Privatization planned delivery of first hot AZ-IOUAZ- 
102 feed as early as April, 2005. The cross-site transfer line from Tank 102-SY became 
operational in FY 1999; this sampling and analysis capability could be beneficially employed 
anytime thereafter. Approximately five saltwell transfers are scheduled before FY 2005 from 
Tank 102-SY to support the saltwell pumping activities. 

Problem Description: A representative, and preferably also rapid, sampling and analysis system 
has to be developed and demonstrated so that supernate and HLW slurry feeds (EnvelopesA, B, 
C and D) to the RPP Privatization Contractor can be staged successfully to meet the required 
schedule and data quality objectives with a minimum impact on tank space and within guidelines 
for worker safety and ALARA considerations. Current grab samplers consisting of "bottle-on-a- 
string" are used for slurryhpemate sampling. This system of sampling may produce cross 
contamination with material from higher elevations above the desired sample depth as it is 
withdrawn from the tank. Although this cross contamination is proportional, it could skew the 
sample results. Also, this method cannot be performed during active mixing system operation, 

in cold test facilities. In FY 2002 cold acceptance and operational testing will be completed. 4 
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therefore allowing time for in-tank stratification to be re-established before the sampling can be 
performed. The sampling is a manual operation performed through an existing riser using a 
portable "glove bag" for containment control that has potential for personal contamination and 
exposure. With the Hanford Site's existing capabilities it takes weeks or even months to sample 
and analyze a tank. 

As the disposal program activities involving 200 Area waste retrieval and privatization proceed, 
Hanford will need the capability to sample and analyze much more rapidly in order to ensure that 
DOE provides feeds in accordance with its privatization contract and with a minimum use of 
tank space. Representative sampling involving potentially non-homogeneous waste feed is 
definitely needed; samples may need to be in conformance to Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) protocols. Long sample and analysis times will cause operations 
to tie up tanks until analytical results are available to determine how the waste should be staged. 
Quicker sample/analytical responses will provide more flexibility to the tank system. Staging of 
waste for cross-site transfer will become a critical feature of timely staging of privatization feed 
as waste from the 200 W Area is utilized. 

Possible concept: On-line sampling and analysis could satisfy this need. One vendor, AEA 
Technology (AEA), has developed the capability of obtaining representative samples of slurries 
of waste with a fluidics sampling pump, and this concept is being adapted for Savannah River 
Site waste tank use. If this device were combined with on-line analytical methods, this need 
could be satisfied. 

W 

'W PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO5 1.1.5 
RL-TWO1 1.1.1.1.01.03 

TIP No.: 

TO1 -0 1 - 108 

RPP Characterization Project Work Breakdown Structure (WBS 1.1.1.2.4), under Technical 
Basis Review (TBR) 116, "Provide Sampling Equipment Engineering," with activity 
identification #lo1 16S1S beginning in FY 2000. Technology Insertion Point (TIP): 
TO1 -01-108, "Nested, Fixed Depth Sampling System Deployment Decision; Issue Decision 
to Proceed with Deployment, 8/3 1/2001. 

Justi@catwn For Need: 

Technical: This effort is required to ensure that feed is delivered to the RPP Privatization 
Contractor in a timely manner with the use of minimum DST space. This activity will seek 
improved sampling systems that support ALARA goals and can obtain samples that are 
representative of the waste batch in the tank while the DST mixing system is operating. 

Regulutory: Will maintain the certification of waste being transferred for treatment and 
immobilization. Preliminary discussion with DOE indicate this sampling capability will be 
an essential part of meeting the newly released Regulatory Data Quality Objectives 
Supporting Tank Waste Remediation System Privatization Project, Wiemers et. al., PNNL- 
12040, Rev. 0, December 1998. This document has been approved by both DOE and the 

L regulator, Ecology. 
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W Environmental Sufety & Heulth: Using on-line instrumentation will reduce the exposure of 
personnel during taking of the samples in the field and analysis of the samples in the 
laboratory. It will also reduce the number of samples that must be taken and transferred to 
the laboratory as it will serve as a screening tool to ensure that the waste is ready to be 
sampled and sent to the laboratory for analysis. This will also help in avoiding plugged 
cross-site transfer lines, and the increased exposure of personnel in taking the necessary 
actions to clear the plugging. The transportation of many of the samples to the 222-S 
Analytical Laboratory would be avoided. 

Cost Savings Pofenfial (Mortgage Reduction): Setup time for sampling would be reduced 
and less personnel exposure will result in a cost reduction from current levels. A significant 
cost savings associated with the manpower to both take and analyze the samples would be 
achieved if an on-line instrument were developed. The cost of taking and analyzing samples 
currently is on the order of HOOK to $500K per sample. In the future as more tanks are 
being retrieved, more cross-site transfers will need to be made with less elapsed staging time 
to avoid the need for additional cross site transfer lines and additional staging tanks. The at- 
tank farm sampling will also reduce the need for additional sample transportation casks, 
vehicles, and staff, and reduce the need for additional analytical laboratory facilities and 
StafE 

CulturavSakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: The Office of Science and Technology, EM-50, has funded the transfer of some non- 
radioactive demonstrations of the sampling technology using power fluidics during FY 1996 
through FY 1999 at Savannah River Site, Oak Ridge, and Idaho Falls. These technologies 
could be integrated with existing analytical techniques in a demonstration relevant to the feed 
staging applications identified. 

W' 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: Privatization Contractor's feed may not be delivered by 
DOE on a schedule agreed to in the contract and DOE will be forced to pay the Privatization 
Contractor for idle facilities. Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) team staff will 
experience greater radiation exposure both in the field taking samples by current methods, and in 
the analytical laboratory handling the additional samples. Less accurate grab samples will be 
used which may result in feed that doesn't initially meet specifications (i.e., requires rework prior 
to transfer to the Private Contractor's feed staging tank). Greater risk of plugging the cross-site 
transfer lines; increased delay in making transfers; possible slippage of retrieval schedules. 

Ou&ourcing Potential: The representative sampler could be supplied and possibly also installed 
by AEA Technology, or possibly BNFL or Numatec or COGEMA Engineering since this 
technology or variations thereof have been used by these foreign organizations in their waste 
management and waste processing activities. One version of a sample distribution manifold 
system is available through British Columbia Research Inc., a Canadian technology development 
firm. The measurement of properties associated with the representative samples would need to 
be made with analyzer equipment commercially available and adapted to the sample distribution 
manifold system. The analysis requirements would be different for the feed staging for the cross 
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site transfer where the emphasis would be on ensuring pumpability through the cross site transfer 
pipe and waste compatibility of what is being transferred versus what is in the receiver tank. On 
the other hand, for the requirements for the intermediate feed staging tanks for privatization, the 
emphasis is to ensure the tank contents complies with the desired feed Envelope: A, B, or C for 
supernatants, and Envelope D for sludges. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current plans for feed staging tank sampling and analysis 
involve trying to mix the waste and take a bottle on the string or other grab samples followed by 
analysis in the 222-S Laboratory. If something more than grab sampling is required, core 
sampling (both push mode and rotary mode) is available. It takes weeks or even months to 
analyze a tank of waste. 

End-User: EM-30, Characterization Engineering, R.M. Boger, Manager 

Programntatic Risks: There are a number of critical risks that this alternative reduces. These 
include: 1) the risk of not being able to stage feed as fast as the Privatization Contractor's 
Processing Rate (Critical Risk 9); 2) the risk of not being able to stage feed fast enough due to 
the need for adjusting off-spec feed (Critical Risk 22 and 25); 3) the risk that there will be 
disputes over the analysis of the waste (Critical Risk 3 1). In addition to these critical risks, there 
are a number of lower level risks that this alternative reduces. A more detailed discussion of 
both the critical risks and the lower level risks are contained in the Nested, Fixed,-Depth Fluidic 
Sampler and Analysis System Deployment Strategy and Plan, HNF-2906, Rev. 0,  July, 1998. 
A revision to this plan will be available August, 1999. The total list of risks considered is 
contained within the Tank Waste Remediation System Retrieval and Disposal Mission Critical 
Risk List, Attachment 5 of HNF-2019, Rev 1, and the Waste Feed Delivery Risk List. 

Related Technology NeeaWOpportunities Statement: "Real Time Waste Property Measurement 
System for Waste Transfer" 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: K.A. Gasper, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, (509) 
373-1948, Fax (509) 376-2371, kenneth a ken gasuer(ii).rl.nov; F.R. Reich, COGEMA 
Engineering, (509) 376-4063, Fax (509) 372-8367, mailto:fred r reich@,cogema- 
engineerine.com 

Contractor Faciliiy/Project manager: W .  E. Ross, RPP Characterization Project, 
(509) 373-5434, Fax (509) 373-6398, William E Bill Ross@rl.gov 

DOE End-Userb?epresentative PoinrS-Of-Contact: Privatization, N. R. Brown, (509) 372-2323, 
Fax (509)373-0628, neil r brown@rl.gov, Characterization, J.F. Thompson, Jr. (509) 373-9757, 
Fax (509) 376-2002, mailto:iames f ir thomuson@,rl.gov 

v 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

ESTABLISH RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Zdentifcation No.: RL-WTOl3 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks-Retrieval 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

'v avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Establish Retrieval Performance Evaluation Criteria. 

NeeNOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Needs Description: The Tri-Party Agreement establishes an interim retrieval performance goal 
to leave no more than 360 ft3 of waste in 75-ft-diameter SSTs, and no more than 30 ft3 in 204-  
diameter SSTs. This interim goal is intended to be finalized or modified over time based on 
demonstrations of retrieval technology, and on evaluation of cost, technical practicability, 
exposure of workers and public to radiation, and compliance with U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission requirements that will establish authority to regulate disposal of the radioactive 
component of residual waste. 

A principal function of waste retrieval is to remove sufficient waste from tanks to permit tank 
closure. The RPP environmental impact statement (EIS) evaluated environmental impacts 
associated with retrieval of waste from SSTs using technologies that are expected to leave 
residual volumes of waste approximating the interim Tri-Party Agreement retrieval performance 
goal. If residual waste must be retrieved from SSTs as part of closure operations, environmental 
impacts of such waste retrieval, including impacts on tank waste processing, have not been 

L evaluated. 
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Functional Performance Requirements: Several discrete technology needs must be satisfied to 4' 

support decisions for tank closure alternatives. These needs include improvements to equipment 
and methods for tank waste heel removal, methods to capture samples of waste that are not 
directly below the riser, and methods to map contaminants in the vadose zone. The needs are 
expanded in the following paragraphs. These needs may be addressed separately, and funded 
and performed separately. (That is, this statement could be separated into three separate needs 
statements, each dealing with one of the following areas.) 

Vadose Zone Contaminants Distribution. Alternative technologies to conventional core 
drilling for characterization of the vadose zone that are fast, economical and minimize intrusion 
to the vadose zone are needed. These technologies should: 1) qualitatively and semi- 
quantitatively screen the soil column for Contaminants of Potential Concern (COPCs) and in so 
doing identify zones of contamination in the tank backfill material and vadose zone in tank 
farms; and 2) obtain soil samples at selected depths for confirmatory laboratory analysis. The 
technology must be capable to detect metal pipes and obstructions, and selectively seal any 
borings introduced into the soil column to eliminate any potential pathway for contaminant 
leakage to the aquifer. Technology to verify the quantity and extent of contaminants leaked to 
the vadose zone in tank farms will reduce the uncertainty associated with estimates of the 
radionuclide and hazardous chemical inventory in the tank farm soils. This information is key 
input to the performance assessment models and the assessment of alternatives for retrieval and 
tank farms closure. 

SST Retrieval EquipmentlSystem Development. Performance and cost data comparing 
alternate and enhanced retrieval methods to the performance baseline of past-practice sluicing is 
needed. Data will be applied to the selection of retrieval systems for 1) Tank C-106 Heel 
Removal, 2)  retrieval of SSTs during Privatization Phase I, 3) concept design technical input to 
the Privatization Phase I1 specification (Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-45-04A) and 4) 
assessment of retrieval technology performance for SST closure alternatives analysis. This need 
supports maintaining core competency by providing expertise in the application of retrieval 
tools, regardless of the implementor. 

Sampling Methods for Residual Heels - Off-Riser Axis. Methods are needed to sample the 
residual waste from multiple off-riser locations in HLW tanks for residual waste analysis and 
composite leach testing. The results will provide key information required in support of the 
assessment of alternatives for retrieval and tank farm closure. Conventional methods (i.e., core 
and auger sampling) are constrained to that information that would be gathered through the 
Hanford Tanks Initiative and would be used to establish processes and criteria for future closure 
options. 

In a report summarizing its review of the RPP EIS, the Committee on Remediation of Buried and 
Tank Waste, National Research Council, criticized the U.S. Department of Energy, Richland 
Operations Office's (RL) and Ecology's decision to defer analysis of closure alternatives, because 
of the interrelationship of retrieval and closure. The Committee endorsed IU's decision to 
address issues on retrieval and closure through the Hanford Tanks Initiative. 
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u Schedule Requirements: Definition of retrieval performance objectives is needed during 
FY 2000 so that the results can be incorporated into the SST Retrieval specifications for testing 
and evaluation currently planned to be conducted in FY 2002. 

Problem Description: Other than the retrieval performance goal provided in the Tri-Party 
Agreement, which is recognized by Ecology and DOE in a memorandum of understanding as 
only an "interim" goal, no basis currently exists for defining retrieval performance objectives that 
address how much waste must be removed from SSTs and how much leakage during retrieval of 
SSTs will.be allowable. 

Retrieval performance objectives are necessary to establish the quantity of leakage of tank waste 
that would be allowable during retrieval operations. The amount of leakage that would be 
allowable depends on what will be done to remediate soil as a consequence of such leakage. 
Thus determination of allowable tank leakage during retrieval is related to and dependent on 
criteria for closing tank farms. 

Evaluation of alternatives for tank farm closure, which would include evaluation of 
environmental impacts associated with retrieval of waste to the degree required for "clean 
closure'' was not included within the scope of the RPP EIS. The RPP EIS stated that "sufficient 
information is not available to make final decisions on closure." The RPP EIS states that the 
Hanford Tanks Initiative would "gather information and reduce uncertainties associated with 
tank closure'' and that "information that would be gathered through the Hanford Tanks Initiative 
would be used to establish processes and criteria for future closure options." 

In a report summarizing its review of the RPP EIS, the Committee on Remediation of Buried and 
Tank Wastes, National Research Council, criticized RL's and Ecology's decision to defer 
analysis of closure alternatives, because of the interrelationship of retrieval and closure. The 
Committee endorsed RL's decision to address issues on retrieval and closure through the Hanford 
Tanks Initiative. 

L 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
=-TWO4 1.1.4 Candidate 

Justijication For Need 

Technical: This effort is required to establish retrieval system performance requirements 
relating to how much waste must be removed from SSTs, and how much waste may leak 
from SSTs during retrieval operations. 

Regulatory: Analyses completed as part of the effort to address this technology need will 
serve as the basis for reaching agreement with regulatory agencies on establishing retrieval 
performance objectives and criteria for closure of Hanford SSTs. 
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Environmental Safety & Health: Health and safety risks to workers and members of the 

effort to address this technology need. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A significant cost avoidance is expected if 
DOE can reduce uncertainty in the degree of waste removal required for waste retrieval 
operations and in limiting leakage during retrieval. Reduction of uncertainty in waste 
retrieval performance requirements will lead to lower contingency factors included in SST 
Retrieval contract proposals. In addition, early establishment of retrieval performance 
objectives will reduce the risk that retrieval systems will need to be deployed a second time 
in a given SST, after a final retrieval performance goal is established, for SSTs that are 
retrieved by the PHMC contractor during Phase I Outsourcing. 

Culturomtakeholder Concerns: Ecology and DOE have signed a memorandum of 
understanding that commits to establishing retrieval performance objectives through soliciting 
input from Indian Nations and stakeholders, through interaction with the Hanford Advisory 
Board, Community Leaders Network, and the Site Technology Coordinating Group. 

Other: NIA. 

public associated with alternatives for closing tank farms will be evaluated as part of the d 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Establishing retrieval system performance objectives based 
solely on what is technologically achievable, without regard to practicality, cost, and health and 
safety risk, could lead to inappropriate allocation of site cleanup finds. Failure to establish 

waste, and will increase the likelihood of requiring multiple deployments of SST retrieval 
systems to achieve tank closure. 

Outsourcing Potential: Retrieval system performance specifications will be provided to the SST 
retrieval outsourcing contractor. 

Current Baseline Technologv: No baseline technology or approach has been established for closing 
Hanford Site tank farms, or for establishing the degree of waste removal from tanks that will be 
sufficient to close tank farms. Baseline technologies have not yet been demonstrated or established 
to retrieve difficult-to-remove residual hard heel; to retrieve multiple samples off-riser; and to screen 
for contaminants and selectively sample soils in the upper vadose zone in the tank farms. 

End-User: EM30, RPP Waste RetrievaVTank Farm Opeptions. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: C. P. Shaw, COGEMA Engineering, (509) 376-0814, Fax: 
(509) 376-8652, craie D shaw@,rl.eov 

Contractor FacilityL&oject Manager: W .  J. Stokes, MACTC, (509) 373-0354, Fax: 
(509) 373-6101, william i stokes@rl.eov 

DOE End-UserBtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Robert W. Lober, DOE-RL (509) 373-7949, 
Fax: (509) 376-8532, robert w lober@rl.eov 

performance objectives will increase contingency in outsourcing proposals for retrieval of SST d 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

STANDARD METHOD FOR DETERMINING WASTE FORM RELEASE RATE 

Identification No.: RL-WTOl5 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS OMice/sire: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable: NIA 
Waste Stream: Low-Activity Waste Glass @I,-HLW-30) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Standard Method for Determining Waste Form Release Rate. 

Needopportunity Category: Technology Opportunity. 

Need Description: The release of radionuclides from a waste form and package to the 
environment results from the interactions between the waste form and water in the disposal 
system. For the disposal of immobilized low-activity tank waste (ILAW), the waste form and 
package are expected to be in an extremely dry environment. In such an environment, the 
release rate is a sensitive function of physical (temperature, water content) and chemical 
environment @H and amount and type of mineral and non-mineral species). 

Waste forms are typically developed to minimize the rate of release as measured by a vtuiety of 
test methods. Current ILAW product specifications require Product Consistency Test (PCT) 
testing and ANS 16.1 testing of the waste forms, which involve testing the waste form in an 
environment where water is abundant and where chemical effects are minimized. These test 
methods will not be representative of the expected disposal system environment at the Hanford 
Site. A release rate test method yielding results that can be related to the waste form release rate 
under expected service conditions is needed as a basis for Phase I1 ILAW product specifications. 

i_/ 
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Tests are also used to determine release data for use in the analysis for the assurance that long- -d 

term public health and safety will be protected using the proposed disposal method. Such tests 
must examine a wider set of environmental conditions that product acceptance tests and will 
form the basis of the Performance Assessment for the disposal action. As shown in the Hanford 
Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessment (DOE/RL-97-69), the 
contaminant release rate from the waste form is one of the few major factors in the assurance of 
public health and safety. 

As part of the performance activity, the Pressurized Unsaturated Flow (PUF) test was developed 
(Proceedings of the American Ceramic Society and of Materials Research Society) by the Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory to obtain contaminant release rates from waste form under dry 
conditions. 

Functional Performance Requirements: 

Develop and standardize a waste form release rate method applicable to dry environments. 
The effort should compare results from this method to others. 

Conduct sufficient tests (under a variety of geochemical and hydraulic conditions and using a 
variety of waste forms) to provide data to form a basis for Phase I1 waste form release rate 
specification. 

Coordinate efforts with Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste Performance 
Assessment to ensure that environmental conditions are typical of the Hanford. Site. 

Schedule Requirements: A standard method for determining waste form release rate and 
supporting data is needed to prepare the ILAW product specifications for Phase I1 of the RPPl 
U.S. Department of Energy, Oflice of River Protection (ORP) outsourcing beginning in 
approximately 2003. 

Problem Descriplion: Develop a standard waste form release rate test method that is relevant to 
expected performance in the disposal environment and that can be used as an ILAW product 
specification. The test should be accepted by a standards test organization such as the American 
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM). 

The test method must provide usable results within a 90-day time period such that the 
compliance of the waste form to the product specifications can be confirmed and payment to the 
private contractor authorized. The test method will be implemented in a production 
environment. 

The test method must be suitable over a range of temperatures (T = 14 to 9OoC), moisture 
conditions (+= 0.1 to 1 .O), and pH (6.0 to 12.0) conditions for use in performance assessment 
activities. 

W 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
W RL-TWO9 1.1.9. 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justipcution For Need 

Technical: Numerous test methods including those prescribed by the Materials 
Characterization Center (MCC), the Product Consistency Test (PCT), and the American 
Nuclear Society (ANS) standard 16.1 have been used to determine waste form release rates. 
Current methods for measuring release rates from a waste form do not mimic the conditions 
that the waste form will experience in the disposal environment. A standardized test is 
needed. 

Regulutory: DOE Order 5820.2a (as well as its replacement, DOE 0 435.1) requires that 
waste acceptance criteria address chemical and structural stability of waste packages. The 
same order requires an assessment of long-term public health and safety. Contaminant 
release rates are an important input to this assessment. This effort will also support 
Washington State permitting requirements under WAC 173-303. 

EnvironmentulSufeg & Health: The long-term contaminant release rate is the driving 
factor in determining human health and environmental impact from the disposal of the low- 
activity fraction of the Hanford Site tank waste. 

Cost Suvings Potential (Mortguge Reduction): A better understanding of long-term release 
might allow DOE to relax requirements for the short-term testing now required under the 
outsourcing contract. A more relevant test method could lead to product specifications that 
are easier to achieve and perhaps to simpler disposal system designs. 

Culturuvstakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are interested in the parameters, which drive 
environmental impact, rather than the parameters that are specified in a contract and only 
have a weak relationship to real-life performance. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE Orders. 

. 

L 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Without data for long-term tests under expected conditions, 
the performance assessment will use conservative parameters which would require DOE to set 
tighter requirements on immobilization product vendors or on disposal facility design. 
Inadequate specification of release rates could lead to future environmental impacts. 

Ou@ourcing Potential: Uses of glass as a waste form are in unsaturated media. Having a more 
suitable, standardized test would be of significant value in the DOE complex as well as in private 
industry. 

Current Baseline Technology: Standardized tests are in fully immersed or saturated media 
(PCT, MCC) or in vapor (at high temperatures). Performance of tests at proper temperature, 
moisture, and pH is not currently possible but relies on extrapolation. 

L 
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W' End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program, Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin 
Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 373-3885, Fax (509) 373-9062, 
russell i rnurkowski@,rl.eov 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc., (509) 372-9204, 
Fax (509) 372-9447, frederick m rnami@,rl.gov 

Contracfor Facili@/Project Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885, Fax 
(509) 373-9062, russell i rnurkowski@rl.gov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Point-of-Contact: Phil LaMont, DOE-RLIORP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiD e larnont@rl.eov 

w - 2 8  
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

GLASS MONOLITH SURFACE AREA 

Identijication No.: RL-WT016 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS OfJceBite: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable: NIA 
Waste Stream: Low-Activity Waste Glass (RL-HLW-30) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Faciliv: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Glass Monolith Surface Area. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: A method is needed to estimate the surface area of vitrified low-activity 
waste (LAW). The contaminant release rate from glasses is proportional to the surface area 
reachable by moving moisture. As glass cools it experiences internal stresses and strains, which 
may cause the glass to crack and hence increase the surface area on the glass. External stresses 
(for example, those caused by earthquakes) could also increase surface area. 

In addition, cracks may expose imperfections in waste form (internal gas pockets, nucleation 
sites, and devitrification regions) which may cause increased contaminant release rates. 
Relatively little is known about the long-term behavior of such cracks. Yet the total contaminant 
release must be known (or at least estimated) for thousands of years. 

Functional Performance Requirements: For typical LLW glass monoliths using a variety of 
sizes and cooling methods: 

L - Determine surface area and crack patterns. 
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- 

Schedule Requirements: A standard method for determining waste form release rate and 
supporting data is needed to prepare the ILAW product specifications for Phase I1 of the 
RPP/ORF' outsourcing beginning in approximately 2003. 

Problem Description: Status of technology for measurement and aging not known. 

Determine area reachable by moisture. 
Accelerate aging and repeat measurements. 
Determine unsaturated hydraulic properties of fractured and aged specimens. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification For Need 

Technical: Contaminant release from the waste form is proportional to the surface area 
reachable by moving moisture. This release rate determines the impact from waste disposal 
using very slow-release waste forms. 

Regulatory: DOE Order 5820.2a (as well as its replacement, DOE 0 435.1) requires that 
waste acceptance criteria address chemical and structural stability of waste packages. The 
same order requires an assessment of long-term public health and safety. Contaminant 
release rates are an important input to this assessment. This effort will also support 
Washington State permitting requirements under WAC 173-303. 

EnvironmentalSafety & Health: The long-term contaminant release rate is the driving 
factor in determining human health and environmental impact from the disposal of the low- 
activity fraction of the Hanford tank waste. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A better understanding of long-term release 
might allow DOE to relax requirements for the short-term testing now required under the 
outsourcing contract. Possible cost savings could be in the hundreds of millions of dollars. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Stakeholders are interested in the parameters that drive 
environmental impact rather than the parameters that are specified in a contract and only 
have a weak relationship to real-life performance. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Without data, the performance assessment will use 
conservative parameters, which would require DOE to set tighter requirements on 
immobilization product vendors or on disposal facility design, thus increasing costs. Better 
definition of contaminant release will lead to a performance assessment, which can more easily 
be defended. 

-4' 
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v Outsourcing Potential: Methods could support the vitrification technology industry by 
providing a means to quantify long-term performance of vitrified products. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program, Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin 
Hadord Corporation (LMHC), (509) 373-3885, Fax (509) 373-9062, 
russell i murkowski@,rI.gov 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), 
(509) 372-9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rI.gov 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885, Fax 
(509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@M.gov 

DOE End-Userbtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Phil LaMont, DOE-RL/OFP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiu e lamontk2rl.gov 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

LONG-TERM TESTING OF SURFACE BARRIER 

Identificafion No.: RL-WTOI 7 
Dafe: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS OffidVite: Richland Operations Ofice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Wasre Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Long-Term Testing of Surface Barrier 

NeecVOppoortuni@ Category: Technology Opportunity 

Need Description: Surface barriers are being used over many Hanford environmental restoration 
and waste management sites and more barriers are expected in the future. Such barriers are used 
to reduce moisture infiltration and plant and animal intrusion. Short-term testing of barriers has 
occurred under project-sponsored activities, but long-term studies remain a funding orphan. 
Project-specific funding at the Hanford Site ended in September 1997. Since the design life of 
the barrier is 1,000 years, data will be needed on degradation to better understand the validity of 
the design life estimate. 

A similar Technology Needs statement has also been included in the Subsurface Contaminants 
needs section. 

L avoid schedule delays) 

Funcfional Performance Requirements: Monitor performance of an existing barrier under both 
natural conditions and artificially applied increases in precipitation to reflect variability of 
natural conditions and possible human intrusion. Develop and perform degradation experiments. 

.4 
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Schedule Requirements: For use in the Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste 
Performance Assessments such data and testing are needed by September 2005. Closure will 
start occurring in 2010. 

Problem Description: Short-term testing has been performed. Need continuing testing. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 NIA 

Justi$ication For Need: 

Technical: The estimated natural recharge at the proposed tank waste disposal facility 
location is 3 &year. The specifications of the Hanford surface barrier are 0.5 &year for 
1,000 years. 

Regulatory: DOE Order 5820.2A (soon to be replaced by DOE 0 435.1) requires a 
performance assessment. The length of time required to move contaminants from the 
disposal facility to groundwater is proportional to the amount of infiltration allowed through 
by the surface barrier. Given DOE’S definition of the time of compliance as not more than 
1,000 years, the design life of the surface barrier becomes an element in a defense in depth 
philosophy for waste disposal system design. 

Environmental Safety & Health: See Regulatory section above. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Surface barriers are being used among the 
DOE complex and particularly at the Hanford Site. Improvements in design would establish 
confidence in long-term performance and would greatly affect both waste management and 
environmental restoration budgets. 

Cultural/Srokeholder Concerns: A major environmental impact identified in the Hanford 
Remedial Action Environmental Impact Statement is the mining of materials for surface 
barrier construction from the McGee Ranch of the Hanford Site. The McGee Ranch area is a 
wildlife corridor that many see as vital in maintaining the unique shrub-steppe biological 
community in this area. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The performance assessment may need to use conservative 
values or the facility design may be more expensive than necessary. In particular, more material 
than necessary may be used from an area of significant cultural value or the DOE may be forced 
to import suitable materials from a considerable distance. 

Outsourcing Potential: Surface barriers are used at many DOE and commercial sites to reduce 
water infiltration. Research will aid many waste management areas, particularly those in arid 
and semi-arid Western states. 
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Current Baseline Technologv: A cover has undergone short-term testing at the 200-BP-1 site at 
Hanford using environmental restoration funds. However, the funds are being greatly reduced 
and are scheduled to be eliminated. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program, Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin 
Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 373-3885;fax (509) 373-9062, 
russell i murkowski@rl.eov 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), 
(509) 372-9204; fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rl.aov 

Contracfor F’acilityflroject Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885; fax 
(509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@,rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Phil LaMont, DOE-RL/ORP, 
(509) 376-61 17; fax: (509) 372-1350, philio e lamont@,rl.eov 

u 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TESTING OF SAND-GRAVEL CAPILLARY BARRIER 

Identifcation No.: RL-WTOl8 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS OmceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Testing of Sand-Gravel Capillary Barrier. 

NeetVOpportunity Category: Technology Opportuni@. 

Need Description: Water is the driving force behind releasing contaminants from waste forms, 
then carrying those contaminants to groundwater. Surface moisture barriers (such as the Hanford 
barrier) have a design life of 1,000 years. Yet, because of the dry conditions at the Hanford Site, 
moisture infiltration should be minimized for thousands of years. 

Unlike a surface barrier, which uses many of the same hydrologic principles, the capillary barrier 
diverts water away from the protected object underneath rather than storing the water until 
evaporation or plant transpiration removes the water. Thus the capillary barrier is expected to 
have a significantly longer life and be more effective than a surface barrier for moisture 
diversion. 

Although the principles of sand-gravel capillary barriers are well established, such barriers 
(especially of ones the size needed for DOE applications) have not been extensively tested. 
Performance data are needed to confirm design parameters and long-term performance estimates. 

v 

u 
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Functional Performance Requirements: Design, construct, and operate a sand-gravel capillary 4 

barrier of significant extent. A variety of water input rates (ranging from those expected from 
the use of a surface barrier to those expected from crop irrigation) should be applied with 
moisture seepage through and around the barrier being collected. Effort should be expended to 
identify failure mechanisms. 

Schedule Requirements: Results from testing should be available to support preconceptual 
design of the waste disposal facilities for LAW due in 2005. 

Problem Description: A sand-gravel capillary barrier consists of a layer of fine material having 
high conductivity (such as sand) over a layer of coarse material having low conductivity (such as 
gravel). These layers are sloped to encourage water runoff. Experiments are needed to 
determine the range of application as well as technical parameters such as the slope of the layers 
and the optimal types of materials in the layers. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justifcation For Need: 

Technical: The "Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessment" 
(DOEIRL-97-69) as well as earlier studies have identified the sand-gravel capillary barrier as 
a key component in the design of the disposal facility. W 

Regulatory: DOE Order 5820.2A (soon to be replaced by DOE 0 435.1) requires a 
perfonnance assessment for DOE radioactive waste disposal facilities. The infiltration of 
moisture into the facility is a key parameter in determining the performance. 

Environmental Safety & Health: See regulatory just above. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The sand-gravel capillary barrier (if it can be 
shown to work in the field) is much less expensive than other facility design options or 
requiring a significantly better performing waste form. If restrictions on waste form, then 
procurement costs for the waste form could be reduced by hundreds of millions of dollars. 

CulturavSakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford Site action. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Other facility design options must be identified or (more 
likely) the specifications for Phase I1 of Hanford RPP/ORF' Privatization must be significantly 
tightened. The latter could add hundreds of millions of dollars to the procurement costs. 
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v Oufsourcing Pofenfiul: May have application to the design and construction of barriers over 
solid waste and especially hazardous waste landfills in the arid and semi-arid western United 
States. 

Current Baseline Technology: Theory is well understood. Limited field experience on related 
surface barriers. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program, Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin 
Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 373-3885, Fax (509) 373-9062, 
russell i rnurkowski@.rl.gov 

Site Technical Point-of-Contucf: Fred M a ,  Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), 
(509) 372-9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mannhlrl.gov 

Contractor Fucilily/poject Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885, Fax 
(509) 373-9062, russell i niurkowski@rl.vov 

DOE End-UsedRepresentutive Poinf-of-Contact: Phil LaMont, DOE-RL/ORP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiu e lamont@,rl.gov 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CLEANING, DECONTAMINATING AND UPGRADING HANFORD PITS 

Identification No.: RL-WTO21 
Date: July 1999 

Program: River Protection Project 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Hanford Pits 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L‘ avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Cleaning, Decontaminating and Upgrading Hanford Pits 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: TechnologV Opportuniry - Hanford desires an alternative to pit 
work baseline technology. 

Need Description: Waste retrieved from Hanford Site tanks must pass through a number of pits 
associated with single-shell tanks before it is received by the privatization contractor for 
disposal. Many of these pits will have to be modified before the waste can be transferred. 
Current methods for modifying, operating, cleaning and decontaminating these pits are labor 
intensive and costly and result in a high dose to workers. Currently, work associated with pits is 
the single largest contribution to RF’P operations dose levels. For example, the dose in the 
241-C-106 pits was 40 Rhr.  AAer investing $2 million and 5 months, the dose had been reduced 
to only 20 Rhr. During the pit operations, 25 personrems were accumulated. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Improved methods of pit decontamination must reduce 
setup time and in pit debridequipment removal time and thereby lower overall cost while at the 
same time reducing the dose received by the workers. Cleaning and decontamination methods 
should be able to reduce the background radiation in the pits better than present methods which 
are only capable of a factor of 2 reduction. Specifically: L 
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Reduce the dose levels at the edge of the pit to as low as reasonably achievable by a 
combination of trash removal and decontamination in 1 week. 

Assist in the removal of heavy objects from the pit by positioning the crane hook onto lifting 
bails. 

Provide jumper and connector measurements, accurate to i1/64 in., so replacement/alternate 
jumpers can be fabricated without operator entry into the pit to obtain measurements. 

Provide devices to change out andor install jumpers in less than one shift. 

Perform as many pit decon and refurbishment operations as possible with the greenhouse 
roof in place. 

Provide CCTV viewing of in-pit operations. 

4 

Debris in a pit. Example of a clean pit. 

Schedule Requirements: To support the RPP Privatization, single shell tank retrieval will begin 
decontaminating and upgrading pits on tank 241-C-104 in June, 2003. New methods of pit 
decon will be needed on this project. Future waste retrieval operations will require work in 
many of the contaminated pits. These operations will significantly increase in 2006. 

Problem Descripiion: Technologies for remote mapping or remote handling must be adapted to 
the configuration and specific tasks that are required. Existing commercial equipment cannot be 
deployed without modification. Chemical methods to decontaminate surfaces must be 
demonstrated to be effective and methods must be developed to assure cleaning solutions can be 
contained during decontamination, and suitably disposed after the solution is loaded with 
contaminants. 

Possible Concept: A modular system would allow selection of required tools for the job at 
hand. The system should have a green house, shield wall, gantry crane for moving heavier 
objects, and a device for remotely positioning the crane hook onto equipment lifting bails. The 
positioning system is capable of deploying various tools such as a reactionless impact wrench, a 
shears, and a band saw. 
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TIP No.: 
Candidate 

Justification for Need: 

Technical: Existing approaches rely on highly labor-intensive methods and unique job- 
specific tools. Improved methods can exploit technologies developed for remote handling, 
surface decontamination with chemicals, and mapping techniques. Small to significant 
adaptation may be needed. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safe@ and Healfh: Present methods require significant worker dose, 
particularly when manned entry is required for complicated tasks. 

Cost Savings Potential (Morfgage Reducfion): Over 600 pits exist at the Hanford Site, 
representing a range of contamination and complexity. Recent experience on the W-320 
Project required more than $2 million for decontamination of a single pit, and was not 
completed sufficiently to allow manned entry. 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: None ident'lfied for mapping or remote systems. Ecology 
and tribal nations have concerns about use of chemical cleaning solutions that could escape 
the pit and accelerate contaminant transport in the vadose zone. 

Ofher: NIA. 
'c/ 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: For SST C-104 retrieval, 1 million dollars has been 
projected for pit cleaning, decon and upgrade. If 67 Hanford Site tanks must be retrieved, with a 
pit decontamination cost for each tank at 1 million dollars each, total costs could be excessive. 

Outsourcing Potential: All phases of this need have potential for commercial applications in 
facilities where remote operations are required. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Manual, long-reach tools, conventional decontamination and 
shielding techniques. 

End-User: EM-30, Tank Farm Operations, RPP Projects. 

Programmutic Risks: There are a number of critical risks that this alternative reduces. These 
include: 

The risk of not being able to stage feed as fast as the Privatization Contractor's Processing 
Rate (Critical Risk 9). 

The risk of not being able to stage feed fast enough due to the need for adjusting off-spec 
feed (Critical Risk 22 and 25)  W 
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Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Tom May, Numatec Hanford Corporation ("C), 
(509) 372-2493, Fax (509) 372-0065, Thomas H Mav@l.gov 

Contractor Facili@B'roject Manager: Ryan Dodd, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 373-5629, Fax (509) 376-0065, Rvan A Dodd@rl.eov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Point-of-Contact: Mike Royack, DOE-RL, (509) 376-4420, Fax 
(509) 373-1313, Michael J Rovack@,rl.eov 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

ADAPTING TANDEM SYNTHETIC APERTURE FOCUSING TECHNIQUE (TSAFT) 
FOR FLAW CHARACTERIZATION IN THE INACCESSIBLE PORTION OF THE 

KNUCKLE REGION OF THE DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS (DSTS) 

Identification No.: RL-WTO22 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Operations 
OPS Office/sitp: Richland Operations Officemanford Site 
Operable Unit @applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 
X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L - 

Need Title: Adapting Tandem Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (TSAFT) for Flaw 
Characterization in the Inaccessible Portion of the Knuckle Region of the Double-Shell Tanks 
(DSTs). 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Compliance to WAC 173-303-640 requires life cycle integrity assessments, 
including non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of six DSTs on a portion of the tank wall, bottom 
knuckle, and bottom. Additional DSTs will be selected for NDE based upon evaluation results. 
NDE equipment must be deployed to fulfill this requirement. Fracture mechanics analysis 
indicates that the knuckle region of the DST that rests on the concrete foundation is the highest- 
stressed region of the tanks. This high-stressed region is not accessible using current ultrasonic 
technology. This region is accessible for examination only by propagating ultrasonic energy 
around a plate with a one-foot radius bend. Current inspection studies demonstrate that defects 
in this region can be detected. However, characterizing the length and through-wall extent of 
defects is not possible using current technology. 

v 
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Functional Performance Requirements: Functional requirements for ultrasonic inspection 
capable of characterizing defects in the knuckle region include: 

Propagating ultrasound a distance of four feet around a plate with a I-ft radius. 
Detect cracks that exceed 0.18 in. and determine the through wall extent to an accuracy of 
*0.1 in. 
Detect corrosion pitting that exceeds 25% wall thickness and determine the through wall 
extent to an accuracy of *0.05 in. 

- 

Schedule Requirements: The system must be deployed in fiscal years 2001 and 2002 to meet 
life cycle assessment commitments. The project for adapting the ultrasonic tandem synthetic 
focusing technique (TSAFT) technology for characterization of flaws in the high-stressed 
knuckle region of the DSTs requires approximately six calendar months. The project should 
start in the first or early in the second quarter of fiscal year 2001 to ensure that this technology 
for evaluation of tank integrity is available to inspection service companies in early fiscal year 
2002. 

Problem Description: Comprehensive NDE of DST primary and secondary tank walls is 
required by WAC commitment and for evaluations of remaining useful DST life. Ensuring the 
structural integrity of the current waste tanks while developing innovative solutions to waste 
management and consolidation is the main mission of contractors at the Hanford reservation. 

The next challenge in ensuring the integrity of the double shell tanks requires the examination of W 

the knuckle region of the tank. This examination poses a significant technical challenge because 
a portion of the area that requires examination is accessible only by propagating ultrasonic 
energy around a plate with a one-foot radius bend. Initial studies conclude that detection of 
defects in the knuckle region is not a problem. However, characterizing the defect length and 
through wall extent presents a very difficult problem. 

TSAFT imaging technology is a proven technology that provides a potential solution for 
characterizing defects in the knuckle region of the waste tanks. The technology needs to be 
adapted to the geometry of the knuckle region and sound propagation distances of up to 4 ft. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
FU-TWO3 1 L3.1 J.7.19 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijkation For Need: 

Technical: Present nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques can only detect and 
characterize stress corrosion cracks (SCC), corrosion or other anomalies in the narrow slot 
regions at the bottom of the double-shell tanks. These slot areas only provide access to 1 to 
2% of the high-stress region of the tanks, which is not adequate for integrity assessment. 
TSAFT technology, developed at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) for 
inspecting components and piping in nuclear reactor systems, has the potential for providing 
detailed characterization of cracking or corrosion in the entire knuckle region of the tanks. 
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u Regulutory: Completion of the physical examinations of the DSTs is required by WAC 
commitment and as a prerequisite for obtaining RCRA Part B permit status for continued 
operation of the DST system. 

Washington Administrufive Code 173-303-640(2)(c)(iii) requires a physical examination or 
leak test as a part of an integrity assessment program. 

EnvironmentulSafe@ & Healfh: Assessing the integrity of the DSTs reduces the risk of 
catastrophic leaks. Early detection of any degradation of DSTs provides an opportunity to 
plan and develop corrective actions in the event of potential failure. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Developing TSAFT, technology reduces the 
time required for examining double shell tanks by reducing the area that must be scanned for 
defect detection and characterization. TSAFT technology will provide the quantitative 
information on the length and depth of the flaws of any flaws detected during the inspection 
of the knuckle region of the tanks. Without the TSAFT technology, very conservative 
assumptions will have to be made about the flaw size and the only course of action is 
replacing the tank. 

CulfuraUSfakeholder Concerns: The oversight committee on tank integrity has identified 
inspection of the knuckle region of double shell tanks as critical. Adapting TSAFT 
technology that can successfully complete a performance demonstration will resolve the 
issue of inspection of the DSTs. 

Other: N/A 

+ 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: 

Regulatory Impacts: The. DOE has previously entered into negotiations with Ecology and the 
EPA for determination of acceptable compliance with WAC-173-303-640. Completion of DST 
NDE was a part of these negotiations. Failure to complete this activity might be construed by 
Ecology as failure to comply with WAC commitments and WAC legal requirements. 

Programmatic Impacts: If TSAFT technology is not developed, a majority of the high-stress 
region of the knuckle that rests on the concrete foundation can not be examined. The inability to 
examine critical sections of the tank creates a major knowledge gap when attempting to assess 
the near-and long-term integrity of the tanks. 

Outsourcing Potenfial: NJA 

Current Baseline Technology: Baseline NDE technology is capable of detecting and 
characterizing stress corrosion cracks (SCC), corrosion or other anomalies in the narrow slot 
regions at the bottom of the double-shell tanks. These slot areas only provide access to 1 to 2% 
of the high-stress region of the tanks, which is not adequate for integrity assessment. The narrow 

L 
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slot limits the length measurement of defects. Moreover, the ability to identify pitting and 
cracking is limited. 

End-User: EM-30, Retrievalnank Farm Operations and Equipment Engineering 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Chris E. Jensen, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 373-5058, Fax (509) 372-1608, Chris e ienseni3,rl.gob - 

Confractor Facility/projecf Manager: Dan C. Pfluger, LMHC, (509) 376-6164, Fax 
(509) 372-1608, daniel c dan uflueer@rl.gov 

DOE End-Userbtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Mark L. Ramsay, DOE-RL., (509) 376-7924, 
Fax (509) 373-1313, mark I ramsavcii).rl.gov 

W 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PREDICTION OF SOLID PHASE FORMATION IN STATIC AND DYNAMIC 
HANFORD TANK WASTE SOLUTIONS 

Identifiation No.: RL-WTO23 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Process Waste 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations OfficeIHanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Monogement Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Focilify: Tank Farms 

Priorify Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Prediction of Solid Phase Formation in Static and Dynamic Hanford Tank Waste 
Solutions 

NeecVOpportunity Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: Information is needed on the physical and chemical properties, which 
represent the complex solid and liquid matrices of the Hanford Site tank waste and on the 
dynamics of solid phase formation during Hanford tank waste transfers. This information is 
needed to predict solids precipitation, gel formation, and the crystal structure of solids, which 
form in retrieval, wash, and leach solutions to prevent solids precipitation or gel formation 
during retrieval, or to recover from these phenomena. Much information is available from past 
solubility chemistry work at Hanford and from other DOE sites. 

One part of this need is to compile available information for easier use, identify missing data, 
and perform work to supply the missing data. Another part of this technical need is to evaluate 
the dynamics of solubility in an engineering application. A pipeline needs to be evaluated to 
consider the dynamics of mixing and temperature effects on solubility during transfer operations. 
Experimentation should characterize both precipitation and redissolution kinetics so that effects L 
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of temperature and concentration changes can be identified. Attempts should be made to identify 

investigated to determine methods for recovery from precipitatiodgel plugs. 

The information obtained in response to this need will be used to support the development of the 
Hanford Office of River Protection Retrieval, Waste Feed Delivery, and Disposal Program. The 
Disposal Program supports the Hanford Privatization (vitrification) effort by supplying feed to a 
private vitrification contractor. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Development of mathematical models, test equipment, 
and final reports (which establish the basis for ultimate design development) will be produced. 
A compilation of data which describes the process conditions which result in line plugging or 
otherwise unfavorable waste transfer properties will be developed. The compilation should 
accurately and efficiently predict solubilities for the major problem species expected in the 
complex solid and liquid matrices expected in the Hanford Site tank waste. Examples of 
problem species are aluminates, phosphates, fluorophosphates, silicates, and chromates. The 
information should be suitable for inclusion in the Aspen software program and the 
Environmental Simulation Program (ESP), both of which are in use at the Hanford Site. The 
work should include literature review to identify what solubility data are missing and identify 
what experimental work is needed to provide the missing data. As some of this experimental 
work is on going, work should be coordinated with the Hanford 2224 Laboratory. The 
identified experiments should be performed and the resulting data included in the compilation. 

regimes where precipitation or gel formation will not occur. Attempts should also be 4 

Full-scale tests should be performed with simulants to identify potential problem areas. Pump 4 

rates will be about 140 gpm through a 3" diameter line. Waste temperatures between 15'C and 
50°C should be evaluated. Water dilutions of up to 1 to 1 by volume should be tested with water 
being injected into the transfer line. Variations of water dilution should also be tested. These 
variations in dilution ratio will be determined from on-going solubility work on actual waste. 
Hanford Site engineers will provide further details of the test requirements in a test plan. 
Approval of the work will require an acceptance by Hanford engineering staff of a test 
implementation plan. 

Schedule Requirements: The effort to obtain solubility data was initiated in FY 1998. It 
provides needed information for specifying the interface between the Retrieval Contractor and 
the Private Vitrification Contractor and is fundamental for preparation of the design work 
necessary to support the ORP Disposal mission. Information on the chemical systems associated 
with the Phase I feed streams needs to be available by March 1999 so that the HLW and LAW 
plans can be updated and findings incorporated. Acquisition of remaining solubility data should 
be completed by the end of FY 2000. Solubility data obtained to meet this technology need 
statement should be provided every year as input to the River Protection Project Operation and 
Utilization Plan, (HNF-SD-WM-SP-012; Level 1 Logic Box 150.B22, Maintain TWRSO&UP) 
as it becomes available. 

Pipeline test efforts should be initiated in FY 1999 and completed by FY 2001. This will enable 
any physical modifications to the transfer system such as chemical addition to be completed prior 
to the start of feed preparation for the Privatization Contractor's plant. 
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L' Problem Description: Solids and gels are known to form in the Hanford tank waste when the 
solution ionic strength is decreased. Transfer lines have been plugged when solids or gels 
inadvertently formed. Knowledge of the solubility envelope for the waste is necessary to avoid 
unwanted precipitation or gel formation in supernatants. Improvements in processing efficiency 
are expected if the wash, leach, and dissolution processes are based on an understanding of the 
dissolution thermodynamics and kinetics rather than just empirical data. Water use and makeup 
chemical addition can also be reduced which together with the improvement in efficiency can 
reduce the amount of HLW glass produced. Knowledge of the engineering aspects of solubility 
for the waste is necessary to avoid or recovery from unwanted precipitation or gel formation in 
supernatants. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: This effort will provide a basis for operations during Phase 1B feed delivery. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A significant cost avoidance is expected if 
DOE is able to deliver feed to the privatization contractor in a timely manner since there is an 
idle facility clause in the Privatization Contract which results in a 1-3 million dollars/day 
penalty to DOE. A near-term cost avoidance is expected by using a thermodynamic model to 
supplement process tests performed with actual waste. The magnitude of near-term cost 
avoidance is proportional to the accuracy of the model predictions and the subsequent 
reduction in the number of process tests that need to be performed with actual waste. 

Cultura&Ytakeholder Concerns: NIA 

L' 

Oiher: N/A 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: If DOE does not deliver feed to the Privatization 
Contractor on schedule, due to line plugging, an idle facility penalty clause could be invoked. 
Invocation of the clause would result in a considerable cost penalty to DOE. 

Outsourcing Poiential: TBD. 

Current Baseline Technology: Process testing with actual waste samples is now used to obtain 
needed data. A thermodynamic model known as the Environmental Simulation Program (ESP) 
is used in conjunction with the process tests. The ESP has been only partially validated with 
actual waste solubility data. There is no baseline technology for the engineering application of 

+ the data. 
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End-User: River Protection Project ( P r o g r d a s t e  Disposal Division) -d 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: Randy A. Kirkbride, Numatec Hanford Corporation ("C), 
(509) 372-21 15, fax: (509) 372-0065, randy a kirkbride@rl.gov; Alan B. Carlson, NHC, (509) 
373-1642, fax: (509) 372-0065, alan b carlson@ri.gov; John S. Garfield, NHC, (509) 376-2745, 
fax: ( 509) 372- 0065, john s earfield@,rl.,rl.gov 

Contrrrctor Fucility/project Munuger: Ryan A. Dodd, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 373-5629, Fax (509) 376-8652, rvan a dodd@rI.gov 

DOE End-Userbtepresentative Points-qf-Contact: Peter T. Furlong, DOE-RL, (509) 372-1 738, 
fax: (509) 373-0628, peter t furlone@rl.eov; Rudy Carreon, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7771, fax: 
(509) 373-0628, rudolfo rudv carreon63rl.eov 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

ENHANCED SLUDGE WASHING PROCESS DATA 

Identification No.: RL-WTO24 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Process Waste 
OPS OflcdYite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (IU-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facile: TankFanns 

Priori@ Rating: 

- 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. v 

Need Title: Enhanced Sludge Washing Process Data. 

Neect/Oppot?uni@ Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: This is a continuation of the Enhanced Sludge Wash (ESW) program that has 
been in progress for several years. A strategy was originally developed (Kupfer 1994, Kupfer 
1995) that showed how data from 47 SSTs could be used to represent 93% of the SST sludge 
volume. During Fiscal Years 1994,1995,1996, and 1997 enhanced sludge washing tests were 
performed on 30 samples of SST sludge to establish chemical and radionuclide removal 
efficiencies. When ESW showed poor chromium removal from particular sludge samples, 
additional tests were performed to determine how to improve the chromium removal by longer 
leach times or by oxidative leaching. The results from these tests were extrapolated to represent 
75% of the SST sludge volume at the Hanford Site. 

An independent review of the data available in January 1997 concluded that as much as 80% of 
the tank waste sludge could be processed using enhanced sludge washing, with the balance of the 
sludge material being treated with additional processes to meet DOES goals on reducing glass 
production. There may be 20% of the tank sludge that requires special handling such as 
selectively applied extended leach duration, or oxidative chromium leaching. From this review 
and the completion of FY 1997 testing, RL determined in September 1997 that there" is 
sufficient technical basis to complete the Tri-Party Agreement Interim Milestone M-50-03 based -v 
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on the current understanding of the tank waste compositions, tank waste pretreatment chemistry, 
and HLW vitrification process chemistry." (Sanders 1997). 

Notwithstanding the M-50-03 determination, parts of the 1995 Kupfer sampling and testing 
strategy remained to be completed. The REDOX-type sludge waste contain most of the hard to 
remove chromium, and require additional testing to confirm chromium removal efficiencies 
during enhanced sludge washing and to reduce uncertainties in extrapolating data from single 
tanks to groups of tanks. Completion of this strategy supports retrieval sequence development 
and broadens the technical foundation that is needed for bidding Phase 2. 

The Phase 2 ESW process is expected to be modified by performing the post-caustic-wash 
solifliquid separation at an elevated temperature to improve the removal of the species of 
interest. The current data are based upon performing that separation at a lower temperature near 
ambient. 

e 

Performance Requirements: Enhanced sludge wash process data representing 90+% of the SST 
sludge volume and 70+% of the DST sludge volume. Work in response to this need must 
provide an understanding of the chromium removal chemistry that allows reduction of the impact 
of chromium on HLW glass by 50%. Work is needed to supplement existing data to predict the 
effect of a high-temperature solidliquid separation and to identify any adverse impacts. 

Schedule Requirements: This work is immediately driven by the need to support the SST 
retrieval sequence analysis. The retrieval sequence analysis will provide the foundation for 
preparation of the Phase 2 RFP and contract award, and meets Tri-Party Agreement Interim 
Milestones M-45-02D through M-45-021 (annual updates of the SST Retrieval Sequence 
document). Test data will serve as input to RPP Level 1 Logic Box 150. B24, "Maintain 
TWRSO&UP", as it becomes available and will be used in annual updates to the RPP Operation 
and Utilization Plan as the data can be incorporated into a wash and leach factor database. 

The actual start of the Phase 2 bidding process is probably delayed by several years because of 
the delay and extension of Phase 1. 

ESP verification work should be conducted as soon as possible, i. e., as soon as funds are 
available. The experimental results are already available for cross checking. 

Problem Description: The scope of additional testing is similar to the program that was planned 
for FY 1998. This includes testing the effect of temperature, duration, and caustic concentration 
on the washing and leaching behavior of high-priority sludges, and observing the stability of 
leachates and wash solutions. Tank waste sludge samples showing poor chromium removal need 
to be subjected to additional testing to determine how to remove additional chromium. 

The user and the principal investigator will need to review available sample material against the 
data requirements to select specific samples for testing. 

PBS No.: R'BS No.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
N/A 
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L JustiJication For Need: 

Technical: This effort will provide a basis for a fair cost estimate and the writing of a 
meaningful request for proposal (RFP) for Privatization Phase 2. 

Regulafory: NIA 

Environmental Safety & Health: NIA 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A significant cost avoidance is expected if 
DOE is armed with information that allows a more precise RFP to be written in a realistic 
knowledge of the Privatization Phase 2 costs with which to evaluate Vendor's proposals. 

Culturavslakeholder Concerns: None expressed by STCG Tanks Subgroup 

Ofher: NIA 

Consequences of Nof Filling Need: The lack of technical understanding of Privatization Phase 
2 will cause the Phase 2 vendors' facilities to be more expensive due to an inexact RFP and a 
lack of understanding upon which to do a bid evaluation. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Satisfying this technical need is required to meet the current baseline. 

End-User: RPP Process Waste Support Function. 

Sife Technical Points-of-Contacf: Randy A. Kirkbride, Numatec Hanford Corporation ("C), (509) 
372-21 15, Fax (509) 372-0065, randv a kirkbride@rl.eov; NHC, Ronald M. Orme, (509) 373-0035, 
Fax (509) 372-0065, ron m ormeO.rl.eov; John S. Garfield, NHC, (509) 376-2745, Fax (509) 372- 
0065, john s aarfield@,rl.gov 

Contractor FuciIityProject Manager: Ryan A. Dodd, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, (509) 
373-5629, Fax (509) 376-8652, rvan a dodd@,rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresenfative Points-of-Contact: Peter T. Furlong, DOE-RL, (509) 372-1 738, Fax 
(509) 373-0628, peter t furlong@,rl.gov; Rudy Carreon, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7771, Fax 
(509) 373-0628, rudolfo rudv carreon@rl.gov 

L 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TANK LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS FOR UNDERGROUND SINGLE-SHELL 
WASTE STORAGE TANKS (SSTs) 

Identification No.: RL-WTO26 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Retrieval 
OPS OficeBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facili@: Tank Farms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Tank Leak Detection Systems for Underground Single-Shell Waste Storage Tanks 
(SSTs). 

NeecVOpportuniQ Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: The use of past-practice sluicing for SST waste removal involves the 
addition of liquid to tanks and therefore increases the potential for waste leakage to the 
environment. Leak detection applies to all SST retrieval, including retrieval during Phase I and 
preparation of the Phase I1 specification. Leak detection methods are needed that can signal and 
quantify a leak from a tank when only a small amount of waste has been released. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The final leak detection approach and requirements 
will be negotiated with RL and Ecology. Candidate detection systems will be evaluated by such 
criteria as overall cost-benefit and risk-reduction potential, ease of use and deployment, overall 
effectiveness, and capability to verify effectiveness. Detection systems should address the 
following types of issues: 
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Sensitivity to detect a minimum leak volume of not more thari 2,000 gallons of liquid and the L’ 

time required to provide an indication 

Determine the quantity of leaked material to *SO% 

Limit the false detection of a leak to no more than 20% 

Use of hardware systems that are deployed in or around the target tank to required locations 
that support application in accordance with design 

Availability and/or ability to deploy in during the time frame of need (e.g., at the time frame 
of a sluicing campaign) 

Cost-benefit and risk-reduction when compared to the baseline approach and no-action 
scenario 

The detection tool/system must include a capability for installation verification and periodic 
performance verification while installed and/or in service 

The detection tooYsystem must utilize materials that are compatible with the waste 
@e., won’t degrade), appropriate to the planned period of use, capable of surviving 
deployment. 

Schedule Requirements: This need supports Tri-Party Agreement milestones for submitting 
annual progress reports on the development of waste tank leak detection, monitoring, and 
mitigation (LDMM) activities and for completing leak detection system design by December 
2000. Tri-Party Agreement milestones M45-08A and B require presentation of the leakage 
mitigation approach that will be used during sluicing of SSTs, and demonstration and evaluation 
of those tools that prove to be viable. Leak detection systems will be of value throughout the 
waste retrieval period, which may extend from FY 1999 to 2024. 

Problem Description: Detection systems that improve on the capabilities of the current baseline 
approach are needed. The objective is to detect a minimum quantity of liquid escaping the 
containment of a waste tank in real time so that appropriate monitoring andor mitigation 
measures can be implemented. The tank farm areas are quite congested with underground 
utilities and pipelines, so instrumentation deployed deep in the ground must take into 
consideration the difficulty of placing the sensing probes. There are relatively few access ports 
(tank risers) available for deployment of sensors inside a tank. 

W 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3 
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Justvcation'For Need: 
U' 

Technical: Provisions for leakage detection are prerequisite to initiating actions to remove 
waste from leaking tanks. Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-45-08A requires measures for 
leak detection to be included in the design of the initial SST retrieval task. This effort is 
required to ensure that the specification for initial SST waste retrieval, and the Phase I1 
Privatization Contract, are adequate for bidders to make informed decisions and to show a 
minimum cost. 

Regulafory: This task will contribute to the information base that is used during negotiation 
with Ecology and Hanford Stakeholders regarding a regulatory position for final retrieval and 
closure of Hanford SSTs. Leakage mitigation is a major Hanford Stakeholder value and is 
expressed as a concern by Ecology through the Tri-Party Agreement milestones of the 
M45-08 series. In particular, milestone M45-08-TO2 requests a statement of "...acceptable 
leak monitoring/detection and mitigation measures necessary to permit sluicing operations. " 

EnvironmentalSafety & Healfh: Leakage must not be allowed to occur to an extent that 
will preclude the use of available tools and methods for remediating the contaminated soil. 
The ability to control leakage within allowable leakage volumes (ALV) is an important 
mitigation action since that approach sets operational limits within which soil remediation 
and closure can still proceed even in the event that leakage may occur. A viable approach to 
leakage mitigation during waste retrieval will contribute to the capability to ensure that 
leakage is managed below ALVs, and to maintain overall safe operations during waste 
retrieval. 

Cost Savings Pofenfial (Mortgage Reduction): Mitigation of leakage is directly related to 
the potential extent of action required for tank and tank farm closure, and the implementation 
of potential closure options. Mitigation and reduction of leakage can, therefore, be directly 
related to the cost of soil remediation, should that become necessary. A significant cost 
avoidance is expected if €U can avoid this type of higher contingency factor in the Phase I1 
Privatization bids. 

+ 

Culturavstakeholder Concerns: Leakage detection and mitigation during waste retrieval 
are major issues of concern with Ecology and Hanford Stakeholders. This concern is 
reflected in Tn-Party Agreement milestones, review of the RPP EIS, and in other public 
documentation. 

Other: NIA 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: A position based upon current baseline detection and 
mitigation tools and capabilities will be negotiated with Ecology. Since current capabilities for 
detection are based on material balances, the inherent sensing sensitivity is a function of the 
sensitivity and accuracy of tank level measuring systems. However, continued effort to seek 
new, or enhanced old methods and tools is a major Hanford Stakeholder value that will be 
associated with approval to proceed. Phase I1 Privatization Contractors would have to put a 

i- 
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larger contingency in their bids for retrieval of SSTs to negotiate this matter with Ecblogy, 
Hanford Stakeholders, and the public by themselves. 

Outsourcing Potentiaf: Demonstration of candidate systems and methods will show where 
industry has the capabilities to perform now and where additional technology would be helpful. 

Current Basefine Technology: The current baseline detection approach is based on measuring 
the tank inventory and flowrates of material introduced to a tank for sluicing and discharged 
from the tank as retrieved waste to conduct a material balance. A discrepancy among these 
figures may indicate a leak. The leak sensitivity is estimated to be about 8000 gal. 

End-User: EM-30, RPP Waste RetrievalRank Farm Operations 

Site Technicaf Point-of-Contact: J. A. Reeves, E2, (509) 373-1379, Fax: (509) 373-6101, 
john a .  reeves@rl.eov 

Contractor Facifi@Project Manager: W. J. Stokes, MACTC, (509) 373-0354, Fax 
(509) 373-6101, william i stokes(iirl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Robert W. Lober, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7949, 
Fax: (509) 376-8532, Robert W Lober@d.gov 

. j  
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W TECHNOLOGY NEED S/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

TANK LEAK MITIGATION SYSTEMS 

IdentiTcation No.: RL-WTO27 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Retrieval 
OPS OffcdSite: Richland Operations OficetHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Fad&: TankFarms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Tank Leak Mitigation Systems 

NeecUOpportun& Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: The use of liquid based retrieval methods for SST waste removal involves 
the addition of liquid to tanks and therefore increases the potential for waste leakage to the 
environment. Leakage mitigation applies to all SST retrieval, including retrieval during Phase I 
and preparation of the Phase I1 specification. Leakage mitigation efforts and tools, that can be 
shown to provide cost-benefit and significant risk reduction over baseline methods, should be 
incorporated into retrieval system design and operating procedures. Existing mitigation 
techniques (i.e., the current baseline approach) must continue to be evaluated against 
potentidcandidate mitigating technologies to ensure that the most cost-effective, risk reducing 
approach is applied. Periodic identification and evaluation of potential leakage mitigation tools 
for possible application during SST retrieval operations is required on a continuing basis. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The fmal leakage mitigation approach and 
requirements will be negotiated with RL and Ecology. Candidate mitigation systems will be 
evaluated by such criteria as overall cost-benefit and risk-reduction potential, ease of use and 

u 
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deployment, overall effectiveness, and capability to verify effectiveness. Mitigation systems 
should address the following types of issues: 4 

Maximizing in-tank and/or ex-tank opporhities to reduce or stop leakage prior to, during, or 
following sluicing 

Use of hardware systems that are deployable in or around the target tank to required locations 
that will facilitate use as designed 

Availability andor deployability in order to operate during the time frame of need (e.g., at 
the time and location of a detected leak, or within the time frame of a sluicing campaign) 

Cost-benefit and risk-reduction when compared to the baseline approach and no-action 
scenario 

The mitigation tooYsystem must include a capability for installation verification and periodic 
performance verification while installed and/or in service 

The mitigation toolkystem must utilize materials that are compatible with the waste 
(i.e., won’t degrade), appropriate to the planned period of use, capable of surviving 
deployment 

Should not produce tank or tank waste conditions that preclude further attempts at waste 

or conditions. 
retrieval or tank/tank farm closure, or that create additional, more complex retrieval problems d 

Schedule Requirements: This need supports Tri-Party Agreement milestones for submitting 
annual progress reports on the development of waste tank leak detection, monitoring, and 
mitigation (LDMM) activities and for completing leak detection (and mitigation) system design 
by December 2000. Tri-Party Agreement milestones M45-08A and B require presentation of the 
leakage mitigation approach that will be used during sluicing of SSTs, and demonstration and 
evaluation of those tools that prove to be viable. Leak mitigation systems can provide value 
throughout the duration of waste retrieval, which may extend to 2024. 

Problem Descriptwn: Mitigating systems that improve on the capabilities of the current 
baseline approach are needed. The objective is to prevent, curb, or eliminate the possibility or 
extent of liquid waste leakage from underground storage tanks into the surrounding soils. If 
cost-benefit, risk-reduction, and alternatives evaluations of new mitigating technologies 
determine that deployment, implementation, and operation is feasible, then further evaluation 
should be pursued. Such evaluations may include demonstrations and testing. Example 
concepts that could be evaluated include retrieval methods which minimize the potential for 
leakage, leak point and potential leak point location, seek-and-seal devices and methods, 
administrative approaches that maximize the use and coordination of currently available tools 
and methods, sheet barriers, close-coupled grout injection barriers, and dry-air containment 
barriers. 
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PBSNo.: WBS No. : 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3 W 

TIP No.: 
Candidate 

Justiycation For Need: 

Technical: Provisions for leakage mitigation are prerequisite to initiating actions to remove 
waste from leaking tanks. Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-45-08A requires measures for 
leak mitigation to be included in the design of the initial SST retrieval task. This effort is 
required to ensure that the specification for initial SST waste retrieval, and the Phase I1 
Privatization Contract, are adequate for bidders to make informed decisions and to show a 
minimum cost. 

Regulatory: This task will contribute to the information base that is used during negotiation 
with Ecology and Hanford Stakeholders regarding a regulatory position for final retrieval and 
closure of Hanford SSTs. Leakage mitigation is a major Hanford Stakeholder value and is 
expressed as a concern by Ecology through the Tri-Party Agreement milestones of the 
M45-08 series. In particular, milestone M45-08-TO2 requests a statement of "...acceptable 
leak monitoring/detection and mitigation measures necessary to permit sluicing operations. 

EnvironmentalSafe@ & Heafth: Leakage must not be allowed to occur to an extent that 
will preclude the use of available tools and methods for remediating the contaminated soil. 
A viable approach to leakage mitigation during sluicing will contribute to the capability to 
ensure that leakage is managed below ALVs, and to maintain overall safe operations during 

W waste retrieval. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Mitigation of leakage is directly related to 
the potential extent of action required for tank and tank farm closure, and the implementation 
of potential closure options. Mitigation and reduction of leakage can, therefore, be directly 
related to the cost of soil remediation, should that become necessary. A significant cost 
avoidance is expected if DOE can avoid this type of higher contingency factor in the Phase I1 
privatization bids. 

Cultural Stakeholder Concerns: Leakage detection and mitigation during waste retrieval 
are major issues of concern with Ecology and Hanford Stakeholders. This concern is 
reflected in Tri-Party Agreement milestones, review of the RF'P EIS, and in other public 
documentation. 

Other: NIA 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: A position based upon current baseline mitigation tools and 
capabilities will be negotiated with Ecology. However, continued effort to seek new, or 
enhanced old methods and tools is a major Hanford Stakeholder value that will be associated 
with approval to proceed. Phase I1 privatization contractors would have to put a larger 
contingency in their bids for retrieval of SSTs to negotiate this matter with Ecology, Hanford 
Stakeholders, and the public by themselves. 

u 
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W' Oufiourcing Potential: Demonstration of candidate mitigation tools and methods will show 
where industry has the caDabilities to perform now and where additional technology would be 
helpful. 

Current Buseline Technology: Current baseline mitigation approach includes the following 
measures: 

Use of smart sluicing by Retrieval Operations to minimize aggravation of tank weak points 

Sluicing with appropriate diligence to determine, at the earliest possible time, if leakage is 
occurring 

Removal of water from tanks via interim stabilization when leakage rate and volume warrant 

Minimization of operational/system down-time during which leaks can proceed by providing 
availability of [backup] equipment and staff 

Designing retrieval systems and equipment for dependability and minimum maintenance. 

End-User: Em-30, RPP Waste Retrievalnank Farm Operations 

Site Technical Point-of-Contuct: J. A. Reeves, E2, (509) 373-1379, Fax: (509) 373-6101, 
john a reeves0rl.eov 

Contractor Fucif?vflroject Manager: William J. Stokes, MACTC, (509) 272-0354, Fax: 
(509) 373-6101, william i stokeslii).rl.eov 

DOE End-Usermepresentutive Point-of-Contuct: Robert W .  Lober, (509) 373-7949, Fax: 
(509) 376-8532, Robert W LoberkMeov 

v' 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DATA AND TOOLS FOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS 

Identification No.: RL-WTO29 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facile: Tank Farms 

Prior@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Tille: Data and Tools for Performance Assessments. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunily. 

Need Description: Performance assessments must be developed for all disposal actions, and the 
models that are used for these assessments require a defensible basis for the movement of water. 
Most databases describe recharge and distribution of water for non-arid conditions. The arid 
conditions at the Hanford Site are not accurately represented by the existing data. This need is 
comprised of two elements: 

- Recharge water is the primary means for dissolution and release of contaminants from the 
buried waste and transport of those contaminants to the groundwater. Estimation of these 
rates is difficult under arid conditions because the rates are very low. In addition, there are 
significant questions about the adequacy of the estimated recharge rates given the 
heterogeneity of the environmental processes, the effect of facility features, the uncertainty of 
climate, and the influence of humans. Furthemre, no attempt has been made to quantify the 
distribution of recharge rates to enable sounder estimates of the mean and range of rates to be 
expected during the time of compliance of the facility. 

u 
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Assessments of waste disposal require the knowledge of hydraulic properties in the 
unsaturated sediments (the vadose zone). Typically, these properties are inferred or 
estimated from small cores or particle size distributions obtained from a drilled borehole. 
Field measurements of hydraulic properties will eliminate the uncertainty when extrapolating 
small-scale laboratory measurements. 

This Technology Needs statement has been'included in the Subcon needs list. 

Functional Performance Requirements: 

For recharge issues: Identify range of factors that affect recharge 

Develop new and innovative methods to determine recharge rates in and around subsurface 
disposal facilities. 

Estimate recharge rates for a subset of the range of factors and correlate estimates from 
multiple methods. 

Use estimates to quantify spatial and temporal distribution of recharge rates for the spatial 
and temporal extent of the disposal facility. 

Factors of interest that can contribute to variable recharge rates include soil type, vegetation, 
facility and surface cover design, human activity, climate, and time. -- 
For hydraulic properties: Design, construct, and operate a device to measure hydraulic 
properties in the vadose zone. Measurement of variables such as water content and matric 
potential, which are used to calculate conductivity, must be accurate and quick. The device 
must be portable and reusable. 

Schedule Requirements: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- 
Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. 

Problem Description: Computer codes, hydraulic measurements, and tracer movement can be 
used to estimate recharge rates. These techniques are not often used in conjunction, and hardly 
ever to characterize the spatial distribution of recharge rates. 

PBSNo.: UZfS No.: 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

JustiFcation For Need 

Technical: Provide technical basis for characterizing the distribution of hydraulic properties 
and recharge rates in and around the Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste 
Disposal System. Such information will also be required for other waste management 
actions involving subsurface disposal. 
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W Regufatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A. soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. Composite analyses, which also require knowledge 
of recharge, are also required under the new order. 

EnvirontnentalSafe@ & Health: Recharge water is the main means for dissolutiodrelease 
of contaminants from waste and the transport of those contaminants to groundwater. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Less conservative values for hydraulic 
properties and recharge rates in and around disposal facilities will allow less stringent release 
contaminant specifications for the Phase I1 immobilization Request for proposals (and hence 
lower product costs to DOE) as well as less stringent requirements for waste disposal facility 
design 

CufturaLStakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford action. 

Oiher: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
performance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

\y Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Basefine Technofogy: Point estimates of recharge and laboratory measurements of 
hydraulic properties on small cores. 

End-User: Em-30, Immobilized Waste Program, Russell J. Murkowski - Lockheed Martin 
Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 373-3885, Fax (509) 373-9062, 
russell i murkowski@rl.,.rl.gov 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc., (509) 372-9204, 
Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rl.eov 

Contractor Facif@yProject Munager: Russell J. Murkowski - LMHC, (509) 373-3885, Fax: 
(509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@rl.gov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-ofiContact: Phil LaMont, DOE-RL/ORF', 
(509) 376-6117, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiu e lamont@rl.eov 
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’ TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

BETTER WASTE MIXING MOBILIZATION 

Identipcation No.: RL-WTO60 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS Oflcice/Sirc: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (vapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Better Waste Mixing Mobilization. 

NeecUOpportunity Cotegory: Technology Need. 

Need Descrigtion: 1) Hanford needs enhanced sludge mobilization methods to retrieve sludge 
that is beyond the Effective Cleaning Radius (ECR) of the baseline pair of long-shaft mixer 
pumps. The objective is a small system that can be installed in the tanks along with the mixers 
when needed to mobilize the remaining sludge. 

2) Both Hanford and SRS are also interested in identifying replacements for baseline mixer 
pumps with more cost-effective alternates with respect to life-cycleloperations costs for bulk 
sludge, sludge heel, and salt cake retrieval both in large HLW storage tanks and in smaller 
process tanks such as SRS transfer system Pump Tanks. Safety impacts to Authorization Bases 
also needs to be evaluated. The Tanks Focus Area (TFA) is evaluating the use of Flygt mixers 
for SRS this year as part of this goal. 

3) Hanford needs mixer pumps which can start at very low RPM in very viscous (one million + 
centipoise) waste to de-gas tanks. 

L 
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Parameter 

Cost for each pump 

U D  (nozzle velocitv X 

Baseline Mixer Pump (Project Advanced Design Mixer 
w-211) Pump 
$500K $625K 

29.4 29.4 

Riser diameter (inches) 42 42 

Installed Weight (Ibs) 

Pump operating life, 
intermittent (hrs) 
Pump starts/stops 

Pump installed life in tank 
(Years) 
Approximate total quantity of 
pumps required for the RPP 
program life 

25,000 20,000 

5,000 5,000 

100 100 W 

5 10 

216 86 
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installation in DSTs. The most recent “what if‘ planning case includes design for five DST 
systems using these mixer pumps in FY 1999. 

If the process test proves that mixer pump performance is less than adequate, very little time will 
be available to design and deploy an alternative technology. Alternatives to mixer pump 
technology which are more cost effective can only be considered if they are developed before the 
W-211 project has more mixer pumps fabricated, which will begin in FY 2000 and continue each 
year for several years. 

Therefore, this effort should be completed soon to achieve maximum performance improvement, 
risk reduction, andor cost reduction, while generating the minimum disruption to W-211 plans 
and design efforts. 

Problem Description: Mixing pump technology is expensive, and its function has not yet been 
proven in Hanford tanks. Mixing pumps are the current technical baseline for retrieval from 
DSTs. Because it is both expensive and unproven, it is desirable to continue looking for 
alternatives or enhancements, which are more effective, and/or less costly. 

Requirements at Hanford demand de-gassing tanks prior to waste removal, the current baseline 
mixer pumps can’t de-gas tanks. The historical strategy at Hanford has been to start the mixer 
pumps slowly, add a little water, and wait for the waste to shear thin. This hypothesis has not 
been proved viable. The current baseline mixer pumps have a 60% minimum rpm so the slow 
start option is not available. 

Many of the retrieval scenarios being evaluated at Hanford could require the operation of mixer 
pumps for periods of time long enough to heat the waste beyond that allowed by the 
Authorization Basis. Upgrades to tank farm ventilation systems may be able to remove the heat 
added by the mixer pumps, but not until the waste temperature has risen to unacceptable levels. 

’y 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justiification For Need: 

Technical: Present baseline mixer pumps can’t de-gas waste tanks or in many operational 
scenarios control the waste temperature within the authorization basis. It is presently 
unproved whether the baseline mixer pumps can mobilize enough waste to meet delivery 
schedules. 

Regulatory: A failure to deliver feed to the privatization contractor which is within the 
correct feed envelopes will result in delay in processing, and may impact agreements to 
proceed with the RPP program commitments. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Improvements to mixer pump performance will reduce 
the amount of residual waste remaining in the DST when ready for closure in the future. 

L 
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This will reduce operator exposure when doing final clean out. Not exceeding the 
Authorization Basis temperature limits is mandatory. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The baseline cost for the current mixer 
pumps is $500K per pump. The advanced design mixer pump is expected to cost $625K per 
pump in production quantities. Therefore, any alternative technology must be cost 
competitive with this mixer pump to be used. Two mixer pumps are generally planned for 
deployment in Hanford DSTs, with a total of 50 pumps currently planned (not all DSTs will 
receive mixer pumps). Over the life of the RPP program about 216 of the baseline pumps 
will be needed. If the baseline pump is replaced by the advanced design mixer pump, that 
quantity drops to 86 pumps. Therefore, the current baseline will spend $108M for the 
baseline pump or $53.8M for the Advanced Design Mixer Pump. To be cost effective 
alternatives must reduce this overall cost. 

CulturaVSrakeholder Concerns: None expressed by STCG Tanks Subgroup. 

Other: N/A 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: One of the principal goals of this effort is to manage the 
unproven performance risks of the mixer pumps. Pumps have been extensively tested with 
simulants both in scale and full size. However these pumps have not been run in a Hanford 
waste tank. Two mixer pumps were installed in Hanford Tank 101-AZ on June 15 and 16, 1996, 
and have been waiting on the process test to run. e 

There is some risk that the Hanford waste will behave significantly differently than the 
simulants, and so the mixer pump performance may be different than predicted. As a result of 
the RPP Privatization contractual evolution, the performance requirements for the mixer pumps 
may are evolving; for example de-gassing and temperature control. If the mixer pump 
performance in tank AZ-1 01 does not meet the evolving performance requirements, there will be 
a need for more effective alternative technologies, or for technologies which enhance the 
performance of the mixer pump. 

The ability to provide the right feed on time to the privatization contractor is critical to the 
success of the contract. All that feed material will pass through the DST system and mixer 
pumps are the baseline technology for mobilizing and homogenizing the solids to be 
fed to the privatization contractor. Therefore it is critical that this function be cost effectively 
and reliably performed to the necessary requirements. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: The current baseline technology is the use of mixer pumps, 
which were designed, and developed specifically for mobilization of settled waste in 
tank AZ-101; waste in other tanks is of substantially different characteristics. 

End-User: EM-30, RPP (Retrieval/Tank Farm Operations). 
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.U' Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Craig P. Shaw, Cogema Engineering Corp., (509) 376-08 14, 
Fax: (509) 372-0065, Craig D shawliirrl.eov 

Contractor FaciIivProject Manager: John Van Beek, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-2813, Fax (509) 373-6303, John E Van Beek@,rl.Pov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Point-of-Contact: John Silko, DOE/Office of River Protection 
(509) 373-9876, Fax: (509) 376-2002, John m silko@.rl.gov - 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

REACTIVE BARRIERS TO CONTAMINANT MIGRATION 

Identification No.: RL-WTO61 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - ClosureIStorage & Disposal 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit ~~applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Reactive Barriers to Contaminant Migration. 

NeerVOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunity (ILAW), Technology Need (Closure). 

Need Description: Although the single- and double-shell tanks store a broad range of highly 
radioactive isotopes, a few relatively mobile constituents dominate the risk to human health and 
the environment. For the vadose zone groundwater pathway based on past analysis the list 
typically includes carbon-14, technetium-99, iodine-129, selenium-79 and uranium. The relative 
importance of these constituents may vary depending on assumptions used during the specific 
analysis. 

Sixty-seven of the 149 SSTs at the Hanford Site are known or suspected leakers. Retrieval of 
waste from these tanks will incur risk from additional leakage. In addition, waste that has been 
retrieved will be processed, vitrified and disposed in solid form. Based on past analyses, this 
waste may add radionuclides to the soil column. For example, the performance assessment 
activities supporting the disposal of vitrified low-activity waste identified technetium-99 and 
selenium-79 as the radionuclides that contributed most significantly to long-term risk. If these 
key radioactive elements could be trapped or immobilized in the waste matrix, disposal facility, 
closed tanks, and/or the soil column, the risk to human health and the environment could be k 
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significantly reduced. It is proposed that sequestering agents be deployed as a permeable flow- 

In the case of contaminated soil, the reactive barrier will be placed using conventional 
emplacement technology, e.g., slant drilling, etc. For the vitrified waste and for tank closure, it 
is proposed that the getter could be placed inside the facility. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The candidate materials will need to perform over a 
pH range of from 8 to 12. The material must be low in cost and should be abundant to avoid any 
attraction as a natural resource by future generations. 

Schedule Requirements: Based on recent RCRA groundwater assessments, groundwater 
contamination in some locations has been attributed to tank system leaks. During FY 1999 
additional borings will be performed in the tank farms to assess inventory and distribution of 
contaminants in the tank farms vadose zone, and factors that have controlled contaminant 
movement. Contaminant transport modeling will then be conducted to estimate the benefits of 
corrective measures that could be employed. Emplacement of a reactive barrier is a corrective 
measure that may be selected if the technology has been demonstrated. To support future low- 
activity performance assessments, data is needed by September 2003. The results from the 
performance assessment will be used during the design of the waste package or disposal facility. 
To support the planned National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process for tank farm 
closure decisions, data is anticipated to be needed by the end of FY 2004. 

Problem Description: Although limited efforts have been performed to identify getter materials 

last few years, the list of candidate materials has been reduced. Based on this work, candidate 
getters include bone char, hydrotalcite, iron-oxyhydroxides, sulfides, magnetite, and oxides. 
Research to date (performed by both Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and Sandia National 
Laboratories) suggests magnetite, bone char, and hydrotalcite to be most effective for attenuating 
technetium. Similarly, hydrotalcite and iron-oxyhydroxides are candidates for attenuating 
uranium and selenium. 

through (reactive) barrier to attenuate the migration of these contaminants and reduce the risk. .& 

(sequestering agents), no material has been sufficiently tested to date to be selected. During the d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4.1.3 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 
NIA 

JustijTcation For Need: 

Technical: Deployment of sequestering agents directly in contaminated soil could provide 
an engineering solution for past leaks and retrieval leaks. Deployment of sequestering agents 
in the matrix or as a liner around the vitrified low-activity waste will reduce the engineering 
requirements of the disposal facility. Deployment of sequestering agents in tank fill 
materials, as part of tank closure operations, could enhance long term performance of the 
tank farm closure system. 

Regulatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. 
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u Environmental Safety dl Health: Deployment of sequestering agents will reduce the long- 
term risk to both human health and the environment by attenuating the migration of mobile 
contaminants. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The cost savings could be significant. With 
regard to the disposal facility, the cost savings resulting from lowering the design 
requirements could exceed several hundred million dollars. The cost saving associated with 
deployment of the getter material in the soil could approach several hundred million dollars 
depending on the inventory and distribution of contamination resulting from past and 
anticipated future leaks (if contaminated soils would otherwise have to be removed to meet 
long term performance requirements for closed tank farms). The cost savings associated with 
placement of getter materials in tank fill materials as part of closure could approach several 
hundred million dollars, if higher levels of tank waste removal, or tank removal, would 
otherwise be required to meet long term performance requirements for closed tank farms. 

CulturaL/Srakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest impact 
of any intentional Hanford disposal action. Deployment of the getter material as a reactive 
barrier in contaminated soil or in tank fill materials will reduce the rate of transport of 
contaminants to groundwater following tank farm closure, and will thereby reduce long term 
risk under postulated exposure scenarios that will be evaluated in making decisions on tank 
farm closure. 

Other: Concerns regarding the migration of contaminants from existing subsurface 
contamination and future leaks from sluicing could impact RF’P/ORF’ retrieval options and 
limit cleanup and disposal strategies. Mitigation of waste immobilization will rely on the 
principle of chemical stabilization rather than macroencapsulation or containment. 

See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

W 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
performance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

Ou&ourcing Potential: Once the laboratories (PNNL and SNL.) have performed the laboratory 
analysis and bench scale demonstrations, the technology will be available for field scale 
demonstration and deployment. Field scale demonstration and deployment will be outsourced. 
A number of geotechnical engineering firms that specialize in drilling and grouting are available 
to supply this expertise. “Landfill” closure of tank farms, i.e., by stabilizing tanks and residual 
tank waste with fill materials, could easily be outsourced. Incorporation of getters in tank fill 
materials is considered to be a routine part of such closure operations. 

Current Baseline Technology: The current strategy for closure of Hanford double and single- 
shell tanks does not include the use of sequestering agents. Although the technology has been 
proposed for use in support of Environmental Restoration activities on the Hanford Site, the 
technology has not been deployed at Hanford. However, within the scientific community there is - 
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considerable interest in its potential use. The need for sequestering agent technology 

Appendix F of the “Retrieval Performance Evaluation Methodology for the AX Tank Farm” 
development has been identified in the ILAW program logic, and was evaluated as an option in -d 

(DOERL-98-72). 

End-User: Carolyn C Haass, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 372-0803, 
Fax: (509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass(iirl.gov, Immobilized Waste Program (ILAW), Russell J. 
Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885, Fax: (509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@rl.eov 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Carolyn Haass, LMHC, (509) 372-0803, Fax 
(509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@rl.gov; ILAW Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc., 
(509) 372-9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rI.gov 

Contractor FacilityLProject Manager: Carolyn C Haass, LMHC, (509) 372-0803, Fax (509) 
373-6101, carolvn c haassmrlxov; ILAW, Russell J. Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885, 
Fax: (509) 373-9062, russell i murkowskifi3rl.gov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-of-Contact: Closure: Robert Lober, DOE-RLI OW, 
(509) 373-7949, Fax: (509) 376-8532, robert w lober(ii,rI.gov; ILAW: Phil LaMont, 
DOE-RL/ORP, (509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philio e lamont@,rl.aov 

..j 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

VARIABLE SUCTION LEVEL TRANSFER PUMP 

Zdentifcation No.: RL-WTO62 
Date: July 1999 

Program:. Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS Of icd i t e :  Richland Operations OfficeNanford Site 
Operable Unit oyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (yapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

Need Title: Variable Suction Level Transfer Pump. 

NeecVOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: 

L avoid schedule delays) 

A transfer pump that can draw waste from pre-selected levels that range from the surface to 
within 10" of the tank bottom. 

The current baseline transfer pump achieves variable suction levels by using a flexible hose 
controlled by a tether cable. This design can't be operated simultaneously with mixer pumps 
because of hose instability. 

All double-shell waste tanks containing insoluble solids need a variable level suction transfer 
Pump. 

Functional Performunce Requirements: Conclusions from a demonstration must c o n f m  these 
capabilities: 

W 
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Pump 140 gpm @, approximately 600 ft head with spgr = 1.5 and viscosity of 1,000 CP 
Withstand lateral forces from mixer pumps of up to 1,000 lb while operating 
Operate in highly caustic waste (approx. 5% NaOH) 
Pump liquid up to 200°F. 

Schedule Requirements: The results of this activity must be completed to provide design 
criteria and guidance to project W-211 to support feed delivery of LAW and HLW to 
privatization contractor. W-211 is scheduled to initiate detailed design on 6 DSTs between FY 
1999 and FY 2004. Based on the design requirements, the method selected may be able to be 
adapted to already completed designs. The demonstration should be completed no later than 
FY 2001 to generate the greatest benefit. 

Problem Descr&ttion: Current baseline does not allow for simulanteous operations of the 
transfer pump while the mixer pumps are operating. The delay time between shutting down the 
mixers and starting the transfer may be too great to transfer sufficient HLW solids to the 
privatization contractor without delays. 

U 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: Based on laboratory results it is uncertain that mobilized solids will remain in 4 

suspension long enough to allow the transfer pumps to transfer the solids to the privatization 
contractor; or, if solids transfer is not desired it may take too long for solids to settle. 

Regulatory: There are no identified regulatory issues associated with this activity over those 
already identified as part of the project. 

Environmentalsafety & Health: There are no identified environmental, safety or health 
issues associated with this activity over those already identified as part of the project. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reductwn): A potentially significant risk (unplanned 
cost) may be avoided if transfer pumps can be operated concurrently with mixer pumps. This 
unplanned cost would come from out-of-spec waste transfers that require additional time, 
analysis, tank transfers and potentially contractual penalties from the privatization contract. 
Each out-of-specification event could have cost impacts up to $loOK or more. 

CulturaLBtakeholder Concerns: NJA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: If this activity is not supported operating time, schedule 
delay and inefficient use of equipment will be experienced. Cost penalties associated with feed 
transfer delays to the privatization contractor could be significant. 
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‘W Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Baseline technology is a line shaft pump modified with a 
flexible hose attached to the pump inlet. The flexible hose nozzle is raised and lowered using a 
hoist with cable attached to the nozzle. The pump cannot be operated while the mixer pumps are 
operated due the flexible hose not being able to withstand the forces. The flexible hose can be 
raised and lowered to allow waste to be decanted at any elevation. 

Costs: Current baseline transfer pump cost is $385,000 including the drive motor and variable 
frequency drive (VFD). 

End-User: EM-30, RPP (Retrievalnank Farm Operations) 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Craig P. Shaw, Cogema Engineering Corp., (509) 376-08 14, 
Fax: (509) 372-0065, Craig D shaw@rl.gov 

Contractor Facil@Project Manager: Ryan A. Dodd, (509) 373-5629, Fax (509) 376-8652, 
rvan a dodd(ii,rl.gov 

DOE End-UserAtepresentative Point-of-Contact: John M. Silko, DOE/Ofice of River 
Protection, Phone: (509) 373-9876, Fax: (509) 376-2002, John m silko(iilrl.gov 

b 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PHMC RETRIEVAL AND CLOSURE - HANFORD SST SALTCAKE 
DISSOLUTION RETRIEVAL 

Identification No.: RL-WTO63 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS Oflc&ite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facilig: Tank Farms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

‘d 

Need Title: PHMC Retrieval and Closure - Hanford SST Saltcake Dissolution Retrieval 

NeeiVOpportunity Category: Technology Opporiuni@. 

Need Description: Performance data and retrieval eficiency data are required for a simplified 
sprinkler-applied (low volume) water dissolution of saltcake system for use in Hanford’s single- 
shell tanks (SSTs). Effects of in-tank hardware and tank walls shall also be determined. This 
system is also known as the Low Volume Density Gradient (LVDG) retrieval method. 
Application of this method to a representative stimulant of waste shall provide the necessary data 
to select this method for baseline implementation. 

Functional Performance Requirements: These will be established based on the range of 
performance capabilities determined during this activity and to meet the established retrieval 
performance objectives. 

Schedule Requirements: Based on the SST Retrieval Program Mission analysis Report 
HNF-2944 and current Tri-Party Agreement milestones for SST retrieval, the retrieval of SSTs 
should be initiated as early as the year 2003. A total of 36 SSTs are required to be retrieved by - 
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the year 2012 and all of the SSTs being retrieved by 2018. This effort could provide a cost 
effective retrieval technology to support current waste retrieval commitments that might 
otherwise be missed because of budget or time constraints. 

Problem Description: A significantly less costly system is desired for SST saltcake waste 
retrieval. The current SST baseline cost is $35 Million per tank or higher using the past practice 
sluicing method. Not included in this estimate is the infrastructure necessary to make the waste 
transfers. The saltcake dissolution method can potentially use much of the existing transfer lines 
and infrastructure. 

By placement of a single or multiple sprinkler system through a riser into a SST, water can be 
added to the tank gradually to allow the saltcake to dissolve. As the dissolution proceeds, 
existing transfer pumps may be capable of transferring the solution out of the tank to a feed 
staging tank. This would appear to be a significantly cheaper and less complex system than past 
practice sluicing for saltcake retrieval. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
=-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: This task will establish technical performance capability of a sprinkler system 
for retrieval of saltcake from SSTs. After the capabilities are determined, they will be 

than the past practice sluicing system for waste retrieval. 

Regulatory: A failure to deliver feed to the privatization contractor which is within the 
correct feed envelopes will result in delay in processing, and may impact agreements to 
proceed with the RPP program commitments. 

Environmental Safety & Health: By applying this method, the length of time and amount of 
water in the SST can be reduced. This will reduce the potential for tank leakage and reduce 
to amount should a leak develop. Health and safety risks to workers and the environment 
should be reduced by implementing this technology. Safety and health risk will be compared 
to the existing system. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The current system of past practice sluicing 
cost estimate is approximately $35 million per tank. If a system could be developed and 
demonstrated, it could subsequently be applied for waste retrievals to realize cost savings of 
50% or more in 66 SSTs containing 23 million gallons of saltcake. 

Cultural/sakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

compared to the current past practice sluicing to identify if this method is technically better - 

Other: NIA. 
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‘v Consequences of Not Filling Need: The current baseline has high costs with uncertain 
performance capability. This alternative development process will reduce the risk of 
unacceptable performance, and will result in significant cost savings andor performance 
improvements. 

Outsourcing Pofential: Retrieval system performance specifications would result from this 
effort and would be provided to the SST Retrieval Privatization Contractor. 

Current Baseline Technology: The current baseline technology is to use the past practice 
sluicing method adopted by Project W-320 and as directed in the DOE letter 95-PRI-073. 

Baseline Costs: $35 million for 66 SST’s for a total of $2.3 billion not including necessary 
infrastructure additions and modifications. 

End-User: EM-30, RPP Waste RetrievalRank Farm Operations 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: R. A. Kirkbride, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-21 15, Fax: (509) 372-0065, Randv A KirkbrideOrl.gov 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: W. J .  Stokes, MACTC, (509) 373-0354, Fax: 
(509) 373-6101, william i stokes@rl.gov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contacf: Robert W. Lober, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7949, 
Fax: (509) 376-8532, robert w 1oberOrl.gov 

- 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PHMC RETRIEVAL AND CLOSURE - HANFORD PAST PRACTICE 
SLUICING IMPROVEMENTS 

Identifiation No: RL-WTO64 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS OMice/site: Richland Operations OfficeManford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge , Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (@applicable): N/A 
Facili@: Tank Farms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: PHMC Retrieval and Closure - Hanford Past Practice Sluicing Improvements 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technology Opportunity - Hanford desires an improvement to the 
sluicing baseline technology. 

Need Description: Improvements in sluicing technology have been made since past practice 
slicing was performed at Hanford for tank waste retrieval. A better understanding of these 
improvements and how they compare to past practice sluicing is needed to optimize waste 
retrieval Operations. A direct comparison between the past practice sluice nozzles and current 
industrial nozzles capabilities needs to be performed to provide the most effective design 
requirements to support high-level waste (HLW) feed delivery. A comparison between past 
practice pumping systems and current improved pumping systems capabilities should also be 
completed. The comparisons must provide a clear quantitative analysis of the ability of each 
nozzle and pump type and configuration and its ability to move different waste types. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The current baseline performance requirements are 
based on past practice sluicing using Hanford developed nozzles and pumps. If any 
improvements are identified as part of this activity, they shall be considered for change to the 
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baseline so that the best available technology will be utilized. Final functional performance , 

support of contractual requirements. 

Slurry transfer capabilities are required to allow the transfers to be accomplished with minimum 
liquid levels in the tanks. Ability to restart a transfer after a shutdown without additional liquid 
addition is also required. The ability of the transfer system to transfer various waste forms, i.e 
particulate, large pieces, fines, is desirable. Specific functional requirements associated with the 
pumping system shall be that it must be self priming at any elevation within the DST. It must 
also be capable of transferring larger chunks of waste that is not broken up by the sluicer but is 
only moved around in the tank. 

Schedule Requiremenk: Improvements identified shall be available for inclusion into the 
project design criteria to support C-102 and C-104 Retrieval design scheduled to start FY 2000. 
(2-104 and C-102 waste is currently identified as needed to support HLW feed delivery to the 
privatization contractor. 

Problem Description: Since past practice sluicing is based on 1960's pump and nozzle 
technology, industrial capabilities have advanced over the last 30 years and this advancement in 
technology should be incorporated into any SST sluicing retrieval system. Reduction in water 
usage, ability to move waste, effectiveness of sluicing, restart of interrupted transfers, minimum 
liquid levels remaining in tanks and improved pumping capabilities must be considered. 

requirements will be provided to projects as design criteria to support HLW feed delivery in v' 

Possible Concept: Perform an industrial survey of various industries that have developed 
sluicing systems and nozzles. Select a series of pumps and nozzle types and suppliers and 
perform an array of test conditions to determine the ability of the pumps and nozzle to move 
various waste types. Perform the same array of tests to a pump and nozzle used in past practice 
sluicing, and compare the results to the industrial nozzles. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justi@cation For Need: 

Technical: This task will first establish the limits of currently available industrial 
technology and compare it to past practice sluicing technology. All system requirements 
must be clearly identified and quantified so that adequate technical design requirements can 
be provided to Projects needed to support contractor requirements for waste feed delivery. 

The focus of this work must be on features and technologies that can be adapted for field 
deployment. All requirements placed on field deployment and enhanced features must be 
identified and quantified. 

Regulatory: Analysis of the results of this effort will serve as a bases for reaching 
agreements with regulatory agencies on establishing retrieval performance objectives and the 
need for additional waste removal prior to closure of the SSTs. 

i 
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W Environmental Safety & Health: Environmental and Safety reviews of any technologies 
considered must be compared to current authorization bases for acceptability and necessary 
changes identified. Improvements in reduction in personnel exposure, reduction in risk to the 
environment and safety of workers will receive additional considerations. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Cost saving potential can not be quantified. 
Yet clearly some cost savings will be realized due to the use of commercially available 
systems and components. Improved retrieval efficiency can be translated into reduced 
operating and maintenance cost. 

Cultura~takeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences ofNot Meeting Need: The current baseline has high cost with uncertain 
performance efficiency. This activity will allow for a better definition of the ability of a current 
industrial system to meet the required retrieval rates needed to support feed delivery. Increasing 
the retrieval efficiency for SSTs will reduce the risk of not meeting contractual requirements. 

OuLSourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: The baseline technology used is past practice sluicing performed 
at Hanford over 27 years during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. This technology was last used at 
Hanford in 1978 to empty AX-1 04. 

End User: EM-30, RF'P (Retrievmank Farm Operations) 

Programmatic Risk: There are a number of critical risks that this alternative reduces. These 
include: 1) the risk of not being able to stage feed as fast as the Privatization Contractor's 
Processing Rate (Critical Risk 9); 2) the risk of not being able to stage feed fast enough due to 
the need for adjusting off-spec feed (Critical Risk 22 and 25); and 3) the current baseline cost is 
$35 million per tank to install a past practice sluicing system in a total of 35 SSTs during Phase I 
retrieval. This is a total of $1.22 billion for PHMC Phase I retrieval. 

Site Technical Pointsf-Contact: Thomas H. May, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-2493, Fax: 509) 372-0065, Thomas H Tom Mav@rl.aov 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Ryan A. Dodd, (509) 373-5629, Fax (509) 376-8652, 
rvan a dodd@?rl.gov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: John M. Silko, DOE-RLlOffice of River 
Protection, Phone: (509) 373-9876, Fax: (509) 376-2002, john m silko@rl.gov 

u 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DIRECT INORGANIC AND ORGANIC ANALYSES OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE 

Identflcution No: RL-WTO65 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks-Retrieval 
OPS OJGx&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit fi~upplicable): NIA 
Wmt8 Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit fi~upplicable): NIA 
Fucili49: Tank Farms 

Priorig Ruting: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

\v avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Direct Inorganic and Organic Analyses of High-Level Waste. 

NeeaYOpportunig Category: Technology Opportuniry. 

Need Description: Characterization of high-level waste is a key part of certifying that the tank 
composition and inventory meets the minimum reporting requirements for selected constituents 
in the high-level waste (HLW) feed samples as specified in the RPP Privatization Contract 
(DE-AC06-96-RL13308, Mod A005). Minimum reporting requirements are needed for scores of 
analytes including specific radionuclides. Characterization is required to support acceptability of 
feed to meeting the specification requirements and also may support determination of contractual 
payments for production of high-level waste canisters. A method of providing direct (either 
within tanks or in-line) analyses of inorganic and organic constituents of high-level waste could 
provide improved process control or more rapid composition information as well as reduce the 
number of samples that are required. 

Functional Performunce Requirementr: Constituents of concern are identified on a site 
specific basis. For the Hanford site, approximately 80 primarily inorganic analytes including 
specific radionuclides have been identified for analyses in the Interface Control Document 
Between DOE and BNFL, Inc. for High-Level Waste Feed (BNFL-5193-ID-20, Rev. 2). L 
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Estimated quantitation limits and minimum detectable activity have been specified for each 
analyte and radionuclide of concern. 

Schedule Requirements: Characterization data is required to support the RF'P Privatization 
Contract method to establish feed composition for high-level waste transferred to BNFL, Inc. 
The initial batch of high-level waste feed is currently scheduled to be delivered no earlier than 
September 2004. Deployment of functional systems for characterization as soon as possible will 
minimize the cost impacts due to changes to the staging facility. 

Problem Description: The RF'P Privatization Contract requires that the Project Hanford 
Management Contract (PHMC) contractors on behalf of IU, deliver the appropriate quantities of 
the proper composition of feed on schedule to BNFL, Inc. The type of feed needed, the amount 
of feed needed, and overall timing of when feed is to be delivered to BNFL, Inc. are specified by 
this contract. Selection of tanks or groups of tanks is subject to the type of feed and amount of 
feed needed at a specific time by BNFL, Inc. and the physical composition of the waste feed to 
assure the waste can be removed and transferred. It is necessary to confirm that the process 
streams from the retrieval and staging of a specific feed source tank have the desired chemical, 
radiological and physical properties to support delivery of the specific feed batch under 
consideration. Methods developed and the characterization data obtained will be used to support 
activities including certification of the feed and process control during operations. 

Every effort should be made to deploy an analytical technology which optimizes turn-around 

requirements. 
time, minimizes sample and waste volume and worker exposure and meets target performance d. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
IU-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: RF'P Privatization Contract Number DE-AC06-96RL13308 specifies feed and 
product requirements. 

Regulatoty: NIA 

EnvironmentalSafety & Health: 10 CFR 835 defines ALARA 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Deployment of a direct inorganic and 
organic analysis for constituents of concern could provide a cost savings for the storage and 
staging of the high-level waste. This will also benefit treatment and disposal processes 
employed by BNFL, Inc. 

CulturavSrakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 
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v Consequences Of Not Filling Need: The RPP Privatization Contract high-level waste feed 
delivery activities require characterization of the constituents of concern. Failure to complete the 
characterization activities in a timely manner may result in idle facility penalty costs. 

Outsourcing Potential: Direct analysis could be applicable to other DOE and private industry 
cleanup sites. 

Current Baseline Technology: There is no accepted baseline technology for direct analysis of 
regulated .inorganic and organic constituents of concern to meet DOE needs for tank waste 
cleanup. The current baseline consists of in-lab analysis of constituents. 

End-User: EM-30, RPP Retrieval Engineering 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Chem DeFigh-Price, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 373-9596, Fax: (509) 373-4641, Cherri DeFigh-PriceD,rl.rov 

Contractor Facilityb'roject Manager: K.A. Gasper, LMHC, (509) 373-1 948, 
Fax:(509) 376-2371, kenneth a ken gasuer@rl.gov 

DOE End-UserRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Bill Taylor, DOE-RL, (509) 372-3864, Fax: 
(509) 373-0628, william i tavlor@rl.cov 

L 
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L’ TECHNICAL NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

COMPOSITIONAL DEPENDENCE OF THE LONG TERM PERFORMANCE OF 
GLASS AS A LOW-ACTIVITY WASTE FORM 

Identification No.: RL-WTO66 
Date: July 1999 

OPS OflceBite: Richland 
Operating Unit: Not Applicable 
Waste Stream: Low-Activity Waste Glass (RL-HLW-30) 
Waste Management Unit: Not Applicable 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Prior@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Compositional Dependence of the Long Term Performance of Glass as a Low- 
Activity Waste Form. 

NeerUOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: The present plans for the 54 million gallons of Hanford tank waste is to 
retrieve the waste from the underground tanks, separate the waste into a high-level fraction 
(containing most of the radionuclides and hazardous materials) and into a low-activity fraction 
(containing most of the waste). Both fractions will be immobilized, with the immobilized high- 
level fraction stored until shipped to a federal geologic repository and the immobilized low- 
activity fraction disposed of on the Hanford Site. 

Because of the relatively large amount of contaminants in the ILAW form, the rate of release 
must be slow and the rate limited for hundreds of thousands of years. Estimating such a long- 
term release rate from short-term experiments (even those lasting many years) requires a strong 
database, an understanding of the degradation process, and numerical simulation tools that 
combine the database and a mathematical model of the glass corrosion process. 
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v DOE has entered into a contract with BNFL, Inc. for the treatment of the first -10% of the tank 
waste. However, BNFL, Inc. has not finalized a particular glass composition nor are they 
expected to in the near hture. As a result, the Immobilized Waste Program is performing a 
series of tests on representative LAW glasses to better understand how likely glasses will 
perform over these long periods of time. The vision for this work is given in A Sfrafegy io 
Conduct an Analysis of the Long-Term Performance of Low-Activity Wasfe Glass in a Shallow 
Subsurface Disposal System at Hanford (PNNL - 18834 or Appendix G of DOERL-97-69). 
However, there are some areas presently not being funded by EM-30. Rather the support is from 
EM-SO, because of its greater applicability to other potential disposal actions. In particular, the 
database must be expanded so the affect of different glass compositions on long-term 
performance can be determined. An important subset of this need is to understand how glass 
composition impacts the rate of sodium ion-exchange in LAW glasses, which has been found to 
significantly affect the calculated pH in the disposal system and thus the long-term radionuclide 
release rate. 

Functional Performance Requirements: 

Create a series of glass compositions around the expected glass composition and measure the 
release rates of important constituents from those glasses. These measurements shall include 
PCT (product consistency test), PUF (pressurized unsaturated flow) tests, SPFT (single-pass 
flow-through) tests, and VHT (vapor hydration test). 

Determine the sodium ion-exchange kinetic rate constants as a function of pH, temperature, e 

sodium, and moisture for a series of glasses. 

Schedule Requirements: 

- For use in the 2003 Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste Performance 
Assessment, the results of the tests are needed by April 2001. 

For use in shaping the requirements of the Phase 2 contract to treat tank waste, the results of 
the tests are needed by September 2004. 

- 
Problem Description: Perform tests (PCT, PUF, SPFT, and VHT) which enable prediction of 
the long-term performance of low-activity waste glasses similar to those proposed glasses by 
BNFL, Inc. The results must be suitable for use in numerical modeling performed for the 
Immobilized Waste Program. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication for Need: 

Technical: Because of the different compositions in tank waste, different ILAW glass 
formulations will be used by BNFL and other potential future vendors. The 1998 Hanford 
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u Immobilized Low-Activiv Tank Waste Performance Assessment (DOE/RL-97-69) has 
demonstrated that one of the few key parameters is the release rate of contaminants from the 
ILAW glass. Since the release rate is known to depend strongly on waste form composition, 
an understanding of this dependence is necessary. 

Regulatory: DOE Orders 5820.2A and 435.1 require that long-term public health and safety 
be protected in the disposal of radioactive waste. Similarly RCR4, as implemented by 
Washington State (WAC 173-303), requires long-term protection of the public and the 
environment. As noted, the knowledge of the long-term release rate of the ILAW glasses is 
critical to meet those requirements. 

Environmental Sufev and Heulth: Knowledge of the long-term radionuclide release rate of 
the ILAW glasses is critical to meet the environmental, health, and safety requirements of 
DOE and the Washington State. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The contract with BNFL, Inc and the 
successor contract are the largest privatization contracts DOE will be involved with. The 
value of initial contract is about 10 billion dollars, with the succeeding contracts totaling 
many times more. By balancing the requirements of environmental protection and cost, DOE 
should be able to save at least 5% of the contract costs, mounting to billions of dollars. 
Reduced costs for the construction and operation of the disposal facilities would probably be 
an order of magnitude less, but still mounting to hundreds of millions of dollars. 

CulturaVSlokeholder Concerns: The ILAW disposal is the largest intentional disposal of 
radioactive materials at the Hanford Site. Stakeholders are very concerned that the approval 
for such disposal is scientifically based, while not so overly conservative that billions of 
dollars are wasted. 

Other: NIA. 

L 

Consequence of Not Filling Need: Without these data, the ILAW disposal system approval 
process (involving DOE, Washington State, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) will 
require the use of quite conservative parameters, resulting in significant costs. 

Outsourcing Potential: The use of glass as a low-level waste form is under consideration for 
many applications where low release rates are a requirement. The ILAW program together with 
on-going EM-50 programs is providing the best data for non-Hanford applications of low-level 
glass waste forms. 

Current Busene Technology: Conservatism will be used to bound expected behaviors. 
Because of the extrapolation from short-term tests on a very few glass compositions and 
environments and the impacts of a poor extraklation, a significant amount of conservatism will 
occur. 
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Connecfion fo RPPLogic: These data will support the creation of data packages for the 2003 

activity numbers T9460160Fx. 

End-User: DOE/RL Office of River Protection, RPP Immobilized Waste Program 

Site Technical Poinf-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc., (509)376-5728, 
Fax: (509)376-7951, frederick m mann@,rl.gov. 

Contractor Facil@Projecf Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-3885, Fax: 509) 372-9062, russell i murkowski(iiirl.gov 

DOE End-User/lRepresenffive Poinfs-of-Contacf: Philip E. LaMont, DOE-RLJORP, (509) 
376-61 17, Fax: (509) 373-0628, philio e lamont@,rl.pov; Neil R. Brown, DOE-RL/ORP, (509) 
372-2323, Fax (509) 373-0628, neil r brownfiiM.gov 

Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessment, TBR 460.160, d 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVED DST INTEGRITY NDE MEASUREMENT TOOLS 

Zdenti$kation No.: RL-WTO67 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Operations 
OPS ODcdSite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Improved DST Integrity NDE Measurement Tools. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Technologv Need. 

Need Description: Compliance to WAC 173-303-640 requires life cycle integrity assessments, 
including non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of six DSTs on a portion of the tank wall, bottom 
knuckle, and bottom. Additional DSTs will be selected for NDE based upon examination 
results. NDE equipment must be deployed to fulfill this requirement. NDE of the DSTs is 
currently limited to regions close to the 24-in. risers. Only 20 to 25% of the total primary and 
secondary tank walls can be examined using current equipment due to the size of the access 
required by the equipment. The need is for remote operated NDE equipment that requires a 3-in. 
internal diameter access riser on the DSTs. This would allow the examination of essentially 
100% of the DST walls from the annulus. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Functional requirements for NDE is to characterize 
and locate flaws in welds, surface pitting, wastage, and wall thickness on 318-in. to 15/16-in. 
thick plates on 7 5 4  diameter walls, and 12-in. radius knuckles. The crack flaw size including 
stress corrosion cracking, the NDE equipment is expected to detect on the inner and outer 
surfaces of the primary and secondary tanks is fO.10 in. For wall thinning, the detection L 
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capability is f0.02 in. For pitting, the detection capability is f0.05 in. The location of reportable 
indications shall be repeatable to within f l  .O in. The system must be capable of performing 
reliably in rough surface conditions including, but not limited to, weld spatter, mill scale, rough 
weld surfaces, and corrosion compounds. The NDE equipment will be expected to perform in a 
high radiation area. The NDE equipment will also be expected to perform in high humidity 
environments and surface temperatures up to 180°F. 

Schedule Requirements: The system(s) must be deployed in FY 2000 and beyond for periodic 
NDE of DSTs to ensure the DSTs are sound for the mission. The experience of the current 
examinations reveals that there is corrosion in one DST of the three examined to date. 

Problem Description: Comprehensive NDE of DST primary and secondary tank walls is 
required by WAC commitment and for evaluations of remaining useful DST life. Ensuring the 
structural integrity of the current waste tanks while developing innovative solutions to waste 
management and consolidation is the main mission of contractors at the Hanford Site. The 
method of choice by the Hanford Site is performance of NDE on the DSTs. The current 
equipment requires a 24-in. riser for deployment of the equipment, allowing only examination of 
10 to 12% from each of the two risers on each DST. The reason for the limited area is that the 
deployment tool needs to be guided by an operator viewing the tool from a camera, with limited 
lighting and power/transmission cable length. There are also obstructions, such as air supply 
lines, preventing access to the rest of the wall. 

A system that allows access from several risers would allow examination of essentially 100% of 
the DST walls. 

v 

u 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3.1.1.7.19 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Periodic integrity assessments are required by the Washington Administrative 
Code (WAC), section 173. The method of choice by the Hanford site is performance of NDE 
on the DSTs. The current equipment requires a 2441. riser for deployment of the equipment, 
allowing only examination of 10 to 12% from each of the two risers on each DST. The 
reason for the limited area is that the deployment tool needs to be guided by an operator 
viewing the tool from a camera, with limited lighting and powedtransmission cable length. 
There are also obstructions, such as air supply lines, preventing access to the rest of the wall. 

A system that allows access from several risers would allow examination of essentially 100% 
of the DST walls. 

Regulatory: Completion of the physical examinations of the DSTs is required by WAC 
commitment and as a prerequisite for obtaining RCRA Part B permit status for continued 
operation of the DST system. 
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WAC 173-303-640(2)(c)(iii) requires a physical examination or leak test as a part of an 
L integrity assessment program. 

EnvironmentalSafe@ & Health: Assessing the integrity of the DSTs reduces the risk of 
catastrophic leaks. Early detection of any degradation of DSTs provides an opportunity to 
plan and develop corrective actions in the event of potential failure. 

Cost Savings Pofential (Mortgage Reduction): Assessing the integrity of the DSTs reduces 
the risk of catastrophic leaks. 

CulturavSrakeholder Concerns: Catastrophic failure of a DST would cause leakage to the 
environment. 

Other: NIA 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Tne DOE has previously entered into negotiations with 
Ecology and the EPA for determination of acceptable compliance with WAC-173-303-640. 
Completion of DST NDE was a part of these negotiations. Failure to complete this activity 
might be construed by Ecology as failure to comply with WAC commitments and WAC legal 
requirements. 

Outsourcing Potential: A vendor would do the development of the NDE equipment with 
experience in the NDE robotics area. A vendor would also accomplish deployment with 
experience in the NDE robotics area. 

End-User: EM-30, RetrievaVTank Farm Operations and Equipment Engineering 

Site Technical Point-of-Confact: Chris E. Jensen, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 373-5058, Fax: (509) 372-1608, Chris e iensen@,rl.eov 

Contractor Facil@yProject Manager: Dan C. Pfluger, LMHC, (509) 376-61 64, Fax: 
(509) 372-1608, daniel c dan uflueer@rl.pov 

DOE End-User~epresentati~ Point-ofiConfacl: Mark L. Ramsay, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7924, 
Fax: (509) 373-1313, mark I ramsav@rl.gov 

W 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSIOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

RADIONUCLIDE SOURCE TERM FROM TANK RESIDUALS 

Zdentification No.: RL-WTO68 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Closure 
OPS Officdite: Richland Operations OficeManford Site 
Operable Unil @applicable): NIA 
Wade Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Faciliry: TankFarms 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Radionuclide Source Term from Tank Residuals. 

NeedOpportunity Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Remediation and closure of high-level waste tanks at Hanford will leave 
residual solids that are estimated to be one of the major long-term radionuclide sources into 
underlying vadose zone sediments. However, the actual release rate of technetium, selenium, 
and uranium (the major predicted dose contributors) from the residuals is essentially unknown. 
A fundamental understanding of the true radionuclide source-term from the residuals is needed 
to base sound cost/benefit/risk decisions regarding the extent of waste removal actually required 
from the tanks to meet site-wide groundwater protection standards. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Assess processes leading to mobilization and release 
of radionuclides from representative Hanford sludges. Determine impacts (if any) of tank filler 
material on release rates. Estimate rate of radionuclide release from sludges under 
environmental conditions expected at the Site for input to future composite analyses (CA). 
Evaluate potential mitigation technologies (such as capping and grouting) and their effect on 
reducing mobilization. 

L 
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Schedule Requirements: The processes need to be understood by the end of FY 2004, to 
support long term risk assessment of closure alternatives for the Hanford Tank Farm Closure 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

Problem Descripfion: A CA for the Hanford Site has shown that the radionuclide source term 
from residual solids in Hanford HLW tanks is one of the most significant long-term dose 
contributors on site, especially from "Tc, 79Se, and uranium isotopes. However, the radionuclide 
release rate from these solids is virtually unknown. If it can be shown that the release of these 
important elements remains low for time periods of regulatory concern (typically 1,000 to 
10,000 years), then it may be possible to leave a higher percentage of residues in the tanks 
without significant long-term impacts to groundwater and future populations. 

Recent chemical analyses of sludges obtained from tanks at Hanford and at Savannah River 
suggest that significant fractions of Tc and Se occur in highly insoluble, non-mobile reduced 
forms in some sludges. Release of Tc and Se from these sludges will be governed by the rate of 
oxidation of any reduced phase, releasing soluble and highly mobile pertechnetate and selenate 
anions. Transport of oxidants in the sludge is the likely rate-controlling process. Sludge 
characteristicdproperties affecting permeability to oxidants need to be determined. The effects 
of proposed tank fillers on sludge aging (phase transformation), and how aging affects sludge 
permeability also needs to be determined. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4.1.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: The interim goal for tank waste retrieval for closure is to remove 99% of the 
waste from all HLW tanks (ref: Tri-Party Agreement milestone M-45-00). It may not be 
necessary to achieve removal efficiencies to this degree if the tank residuals demonstrably 
retain their radionuclide inventory over time periods of regulatory concern. 

Regulafoty: The Record of Decision for the RPP EIS (62 FR 8693) requires a decision to 
proceed with a NEPA process for tank farm closure, when sufficient information is available. 
Contaminant release rates will be an important input to the assessment of long-term 
performance of closure alternatives that will be considered. Tri-Party Agreement milestone 
M-45-06-TO1 requires preparation and submittal of a RCRA closure plan which must be 
approved prior to initiation of closure activities. The Change Control Form (M-45-98-03) for 
the vadose zone Tri-Party Agreement milestones indicates the NEPA process for closure is a 
predecessor to preparation of a Closure Plan for closing tank farms under RCRA. 

Environmental Safeq & Health: Con taminant release rate is an important input to 
assessment of long term performance of tank farm closure alternatives. 

Cosf Savings Pofenfial (Mortgage Reduction): If the interim retrieval goal specified 
currently in Tri-Party Agreement milestone M-45-00 is eventually replaced by a retrieval 
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goal based on long-term risk to human health and the environment (through the process 
outlined in the 1993 change request that led to adoption of the M-45 series Tri-Party 
Agreement milestones), then release rate may be an impottant input to specification of 
retrieval performance requirements on a tank-by-tank basis. This would allow more eficient 
and cost-effective targeting of retrieval technologies based on degree of risk posed by the 
tank contents and other factors. Project W-320 costs for designing, installing, and operating 
equipment for sluicing tank 106-C are on the order of $80 million. This includes substantial 
infrastructure costs that will not need to be repeated on a tank-by-tank basis. However, 
additional costs (in the tens of millions of dollars) are expected for removing the hard heel 
that will remain upon completion of sluicing operations in tank C-106. AAer the initial 
retrieval operations, retrieval costs on a per tank basis are expected to be in the tens of 
millions of dollars. Costs per unit volume of material removed can be expected to be higher 
as requirements for degree of waste removal increase. Potentially hundreds of millions of 
d o ~ ~ a r s  in cost savings for waste retrieval are possible if final waste retrieval requirements are 
based on risk, and a better understanding of the radionuclide retention properties of tank 
residuals can be developed to support such final retrieval requirements. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Expressed stakeholder values include getting on with 
waste retrieval and closure in a timely manner that protects human health and the 
environment. Having a better understanding of long-term risk implications of retrieval and 
closure decisions will facilitate reaching consensus on cleanup requirements. 

Other: NIA 

u 

u 
Consequences of Not Filling Need: Without data for long-term tests under expected conditions, 
the environmental analyses will use conservative parameters which would require DOE to set 
tighter requirements on tank waste retrieval requirements or on closure design. Inadequate 
specification of release rates could lead to hture environmental impacts. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA 

Current Baseline Technology: There is no baseline technology for characterizing the 
radionuclide release source-term from tank residuals. However, several techniques have been 
developed under the RPP program that are applicable to this effort. 

End-User: EM-30, Tank Farm Closure 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Carolyn C. Haass, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 372-0803; fax: (509) 373-6101, Carolyn c haass@.rl.gov 

Contractor Facilityy/project Manager: Carolyn C. Haass, LMHC, (509) 372-0803; fax: 
(509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@.rl.eov 

DOE End-UserLRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Robert W. Lober, DOE-RLI ORP, 
(509) 373-7949; fax: (509) 376-8532, robert w lober@rl.eov 

'v 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

VALUE OF INFORMATION DECISION ANALYSIS FOR TANK FARM CLOSURE 

Identipcation No.: RL-WTO69 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Closure 
OPS Offlcdite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Una fiy applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit fiy applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms. 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Value of Information Decision Analysis for Tank Farm Closure 

NeecVOpportuni@ Category: Technology Need 

Need Description: The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the River Protection Project 
(formerly Tank Waste Remediation System) evaluated waste retrieval and disposal alternatives, 
but did not evaluate tank farm closure alternatives because sufficient information was not 
available. The Record of Decision for the EIS committed to conducting a NEPA process for 
decisions on tank farm closure, when sufficient additional information was available on waste 
retrieval performance, closure technology, and vadose zone conditions. The purpose of waste 
retrieval from single-shell tanks (SSTs) is to prepare tanks for closure. Until decisions on 
closing tank farms are made, final requirements for SST waste retrieval cannot be speoified. 
This includes requirements for allowable residual waste in SSTs following completion of 
retrieval. Unless a default value of zero leakage during retrieval is specified as an interim 
requirement, final requirements for leakage control during retrieval also are constrained by 
decisions on how tank farms will be closed, since closure decisions include decisions on 
remediation of soil potentially contaminated by retrieval leaks. Tri-Party Agreement milestones 
for characterizing the vadose zone in SST waste management areas W A S )  under RCRA 
assessment have been established. L 
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Phase 1 of the required investigations are scheduled to be completed in FY 2004, with 
recommendations for additional subsurface investigations that may be required to support 
decisions on waste retrieval and closure. Presently, criteria for making closure decisions 
(e.g., quantitative measure@) of compliance, points of compliance, period of compliance, 
exposure scenarios) have not been established, although criteria are required to be established 
under the recently adopted Tri-Party Agreement milestones as a basis for determining what 
subsurface data should be collected. Also, no criteria have been established to guide the decision 
due in FY 2004 on whether additional subsurface data may be needed in a second phase of 
subsurface investigations in the SST W A S  under RCRA assessment. Because subsurface 
investigations in contaminated tank farm soils are expensive, an approach is needed for 
determining when enough information has been gathered to support decisions on closure. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The decision analysis methodology will need to 
consider the value of gathering additional information on subsurface conditions, retrieval 
performance, and closure technology (relevance to their importance in selecting a tank farm 
closure alternative). and the cost of gathering such information. The decision analysis 
methodology will need to account f i r  uncertainty, and the likely reduction in uncertainty that 
would result from gathering additional data. The decision analysis methodology will need to 
consider and make recommendations on alternative approaches to account uncertainty, including 
expert elicitation. The decision analysis methodology will need to identify the closure decision- 
makers, and develop recommendations on how and when to involve the closure decision-makers 
in reaching consensus on the approach for determining when sufficient information has been 
gathered to reach the decision on proceeding with a NEPA process for closure. W 

Schedule Requirements: The data quality objectives process and preparation of work plans for 
the Phase 1 site-specific subsurface investigations are planned over the period FY 1999 through 
the first half of FY 2001. Decision analysis methodology, if developed within this time frame, 
would provide input to definition of subsurface data needed during these Phase I investigations. 
At the latest, decision analysis methodology must be available for preparation of the RFI Report 
scheduled to be developed from late FY 2003 through the first half of FY 2004 to meet one of 
the recently adopted Tri-Party Agreement milestones. By this time, additional retrieval 
performance data should be available h m  planned retrieval projects at Hanford, as well as 
waste retrieval activities at other DOE sites. In addition, by this time additional information on 
tank closure technology should be available from closure activities at other DOE sites. 

Problem Description: See Need Description above. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-Tw04 1.1.4.1.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

JustifZcation For Need: 

Technical: A quantitative approach is needed for determining when sufficient data is 
available to proceed with the required NEPA process for tank farm closure, Le., a 
methodology is needed for determining when gathering additional information is unlikely to 
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change the decision. Value of Information (VOI) approaches will quantify the expected 
value of additional information that is relevant to closure decisions, and will provide a 
defensible methodology for prioritizing characterization work. Thus, it will not only be 
possible to know when it is no longer cost effective or necessary to gather additional 
information for closure; it will also enable managers to identify what characterization 
activities are most cost effective for improving the quality of RPP decisions that impact 
closure. Thus, VOI also becomes a valuable adjunct to planning a cost effective 
characterization program. 

Regulatory: The Record of Decision for the RPP EIS (62 FR 8693) requires a decision to 
proceed with a NEPA process for tank farm closure, when sufficient information is available. 
Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-45-55 requires preparation of an RFI Report with 
recommendations on the need for additional subsurface investigations to support decisions on 
waste retrieval and closure. The Change Control Form (M-45-98-03) for these Tri-Party 
Agreement milestones requires determination that no additional subsurface information is 
needed prior to conducting a NEPA process for closure, which must be completed prior to 
preparing a tank farm Closure Plan. Tri-Party Agreement milestone M-45-06-TO1 requires 
preparation and submittal of a RCRA closure plan that must be approved prior to initiation of 
closure. activities. Tri-Party Agreement milestone M-45-06 requires closure of SST farms 
over the period FY 2012 through FY 2024. The interim and target Tri-Party Agreement 
milestones under M-45-03 and M-45-04 require demonstration of retrieval technology first in 
a tank (C-106), and subsequently in a tank farm or equivalent number of tanks to provide the 
basis for finalizing a retrieval performance requirement for closure. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: The NEPA process for making evaluating alternatives and 
making decisions on tank farm closure will consider health and safety impacts to workers and 
the public from routine operations and accidents. The value of information decision analysis 
methodology will need to also address when sufficient information is available to evaluate 
worker and public health and safety impacts. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Phase 1 of the planned investigation of SST 
W A S  under RCRA assessment is estimated to cost in excess of $30 million over the period 
FY 1999 through FY 2004. A subsequent phase to gather additional subsurface information 
can be expected to cost a comparable amount. Project W-320 costs for designing, installing, 
and operating equipment for sluicing tank 106-C are on the order of $80 million. Retrieval 
costs per SST to satisfy the M-45-03 and M-45-04 Tri-Party Agreement milestones can be 
expected to cost somewhat less than this, but still in the tens of millions of dollars per SST. 
If a second or third phase of subsurface investigations can be avoided based on application of 
value of information methodology, or focused on only that information needed for decision- 
making, the savings could be on the order of tens of millions of dollars. Similarly, if closure 
decisions can be supported after only a small number of SST retrieval demonstrations, tens of 
millions of dollars per SST can potentially be saved in retrieval of residual waste remaining 
after completion of retrieval demonstration in the event closure requirements that were 
ultimately established turn out to require more extensive retrieval than was accomplished 
during the retrieval demonstrations. 

b 

'v 
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CulturaVSakeholder Concerns: Expressed stakeholder values include adopting a systems d 
approach in cleanup decisions, and getting on with waste retrieval and closure in a timely 
manner that protects human health and the environment. Value of information decision 
analysis methodology will help to focus expensive data gathering activities on retrieval and 
closure decision-making, and will help decision-makers recognize when enough information 
has been gathered to make those decisions. Such an approach is advocated by the Columbia 
River Comprehensive Impact Assessment, prepared by representatives of regulators, Tribal 
Nations, and stakeholder groups, to focus data gathering efforts based on system elements 
determined to be “dominant”. 

Other: There are no current commitments to DOE to perform value of information decision 
analysis as a basis for determining when sufficient information is available to proceed with a 
NEPA process for closure. However, DOE’S Record of Decision for the RPP EIS that 
committed to proceeding with a closure decision process when sufficient information is 
available implies a requirement for application of decision analysis methodology in order to 
determine when in fact sufficient information is available. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Decisions on subsurface data collection will be more 
arbitrary than necessary. More data may be collected at higher cost than required for decision 
making. Initiation of the closure decision process may be delayed longer than needed. More 
SST retrieval demonstrations may be conducted than are necessary for closure decision-making, 
with the increased risk that some may have to be re-retrieved in a second phase to meet final 
closure requirements. -, 

Outsourcing Potential: Value of information decision analysis approaches have been developed 
and used successfully in private industry for making capital investment decisions. 

Current Baseline Technology: Value of information decision analysis approaches have been 
used successfully at other sites, including for example at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant to make 
decisions on continuation or termination of planned R&D efforts that constrained license 
application for the repository. 

End-User: EM-30, Tank Farm Closure Program 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Carolyn C. Haass, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 372-0803; fax: (509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@l.gov 

Contractor Facifi@flroject Manager: Carolyn C. Haass, LMHC, (509) 372-0803; fax; 
(509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@d.eov 

DOE End-Us~r~epresentative Point-of-Contuct: Robert W. Lober, DOE-RLIORP, (509) 
373-7949; fax: (509) 376-8532, robert w lober@rl.pov 
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v TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATION OF HANFORD BEST BASIS TOXIC WASTE 
INVENTORY, CONCENTRATION, PHASE AND WASTE TYPE 

Identification No.: RL-WTO70 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tank Characterization 
OPS OfJc&ite: Richland Operations OMicekIanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Fanns 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Uncertainty Estimation of Hanford Best Basis Toxic Waste Inventory, 
Concentration, Phase and Waste Type 

Extend Best Basis estimates and uncertainty distributions to estimate the waste type, chemical 
composition, phase (sludge, saltcake, liquid, hardpan), volume and location of the waste in each 
of the 177 tanks and quantify the uncertainty of each estimate. 

NeerVOpportunniry Category: Technology Need. 

Need Description: Hanford currently has static single value point estimates, the Best Basis 
Inventory estimates, and associated initial estimates of the uncertainty of those point estimates, 
the Best Basis Uncertainty estimates, for each of 71 analytes in each of 177 tanks. This is not 
sufficient to support the “dynamic” nature that the tank farms currently exhibit, let alone the 
increased tanks transfer activity that will occur during the retrieval and vitrification processing. 
Additionally, current estimates do not relate information about phase (liquid, saltcake, sludge, 
hardpan), location of each waste type within the tank, or concentrations at each location in each 
tank. As such, they do not support a clear understanding of what type of waste will be retrieved 
from a tank at the beginning, middle, or end of the retrieval process for a single tank. Since most L 
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tanks have multiple waste phases and/or waste types located in layers (roughly speaking) and 

of “tank average” estimates are likely to be seriously inaccurate for any given retrieval effort. 
The retrieval process will be guided by the need to contribute waste to the staging tank(s) to 
assure the mixed waste to be passed to the privatization contractor will be within the required 
processing envelope and an efficient mixture from the government’s point of view (minimum 
storage volume and minimum sodium added). Additionally, it will be necessary to ensure that 
the tank@) contributing the waste and the tank(s) receiving waste will be safe throughout the 
process. In order to do this, we must know the waste characteristics (chemical and phase) and 
their locations in the tank so we can know what is retrieved (and what remains) at the throughout 
of the retrieval process of each individual tank. 

Finally, since we can not estimate the values with unerring accuracy, we must estimate the 
uncertainty associated with each estimated value. This will allow for waste retrieval 
management with appropriate cushions for error and reduce the risk to a minimal level. 

Background. Efforts in this direction have been funded by EM-30 for several years. 

As a result of breakthroughs in FY 1996 and FY 1997, we were able to develop estimates for the 
four T-200 tanks that were about to be core sampled. Our work was judged by DOERL. and 
Washington State Department of Ecology to be sufficiently accurate as to authorize the taking of 
1 core sample per tank instead of the 2 cores per tank that had been planned. This resulted in 
savings of $2 million for these four tanks. The scientific accuracy of the methodology was 

each tank). The results confirmed the statistical analysis and the method. 

EM-30 funded efforts to create the Best Basis Inventory point estimates over the past few years. 
Additionally, EM-30 funded efforts in FY 1998 created the capability to estimate uncertainty 
distributions for tank inventories for the 71 Best Basis analytes for all 177 tanks. The Best Basis 
Inventory point estimates and the associated uncertainty estimates have become the definitive 
source of Hanford inventory information and are used throughout the Hanford community. 
These initial estimates were to be refined in FY 1999 to include additional data and refinements 
in processing guidelines, but were cut due to funding shortages in January 1999. 

This work met with very positive reviews and endorsements for its scientific methodology and 
achievement of quantification of needed information. The process of sharing the technological 
overview with various users in the Hanford community led to the understanding that we need to 
estimate the inventories and concentrations on a tank phase and location basis along with 
uncertainties. Furthermore, investigations into the gamma logs, neutron logs, temperature tree 
data, and drilling records for tanks with core samples show that this data when combined with 
chemistry assay information on sampled tanks and model estimates (HDW model) can result in a 
much improved estimate of chemistry and phase at locations within each tank, for each of the 
177 tanks. 

Magnitude of the Problem. Currently, there is no baseline approach that addresses all of the 
required analytes for each phase (liquid, saltcake, sludge, and hardpan) within a given tank, let alone 

retrieval efforts will generally retrieve part of the waste in a tank (or parts of multiple tanks), use d 

further substantiated when the chemical assay results came in on the four cores taken (one from W 
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estimate the location (or layer) within the tank. The Best-Basis Inventory team is implementing an 
electronic database that has the capability to report the required analytes for each phase and is 
beginning to report inventories by concentrations for each phase in a tank. A consistent and effec- 
tive manner for estimating these inventories and the associated uncertainties for all tanks is needed. 

W 

4/1/1999 to 9/30/1999 

10/1/1999 to 9/30/2000 

10/1/2000 to 9/30/2001 

Preliminary study of the variables 
Identification of preliminary associations 
Development of electronic access to the variable databases 
Refinement of the proposed technical approach 
Univariate analysis 
Development of the specific methodology 
Code development for implementation of the methodology 
Implementation of a proof-of-concept system to collect data from various 
databases at Hanford 
Completion of the proof-of-concept system with preliminary estimates (first 

L- 

quarter) 
Presentation of results to experts in the Hanford community 
Refinements of practices, 
Correction of identified data flaws, instrumentation biases, etc. 
Generation of publishable, defensible, tractable and repeatable uncertainty 
estimates 
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While we could develop this capability at a slower rate, there is a minimum core effort that must 4 

be maintained to make it happen. Furthermore, the reality of the tank characterization needs 
indicate a slower schedule is not prudent. 

Problem Descripfion: The problem is that the Hanford community needs to know the chemical 
and phase characteristics of the waste in the tanks and their locations within the tanks. The Best 
Basis Inventory point estimates and the associated uncertainty estimates provide some of this 
information. It is currently available on a “tank average” level without insight as to the phase or 
location of the waste within the tank. This new information, waste type, phase and location, will 
improve the Best Basis Inventories and would allow the knowledge of what type of waste is 
being retrieved during current waste transfers and throughout the retrieval process that will be 
associated with the vitrification effort. This information would be more detailed than is currently 
available. 

This is a difficult problem to solve because sufficient sampling data does not exist on all 
177 tanks. To solve this problem directly, we need current chemical assay results and 
rheology/drilling records from multiple locations in each tank. Many tanks have not been 
sampled, although most have been sampled with 1 or 2 cores. Some tanks do not have drilling 
record information to provide phase information. Some tanks have known distinct layers; others 
have suspected layers based on historical records, but use of gamma logs, neutron logs or 
temperature trees are necessary to obtain current insight as to their existence and size. Some 
tanks have no sample information. Others have questionable quality data. Of the 70 plus 

more than a dozen times over the last 10 years in any of the 177 tanks. In short, while the data 
that exists does provide the answers to some of the questions, it does so on a very few tanks 
lucky enough to have that data. The problem applies to all the tanks and all the analytes. 
Furthermore, since these estimates will undoubtedly have uncertainty about them, it is important 
to quantify that uncertainty so that reasonably robust decisions can be made that allow for the 
uncertainty. 

This problem is, in some ways, unique to Hanford in that the waste at Hanford is unique, the 
measurement data at Hanford is unique, and the historical records are unique. The basic nature 
of the problem exists at other locations to a lesser degree. There is no known existing solution 
for this problem. There are no existing technologies that could address this problem. 

The Best Basis team, including the Pacific Northwest Natjonal Laboratory (PNNL), has 
developed technology that provides a basis for the work that is needed to solve this problem. In 
FY 1998, based on work in FY 1996,1997, and 1998, staff developed a methodology to estimate 
uncertainty of tank inventories for 71 analytes for each of the 177 tanks. While some refinement 
was planned for this methodology in FY 1999, funding was cut and work was stopped. 

The Best Basis team with the PNNL statisticians and chemists has the background and skills to 
complete the research that needs to be done to bring this capability to reality. The work will 
extend the research done in the last few years, and add data necessary to extend this effort to 
estimate the phase and location information. While this is original research, it does not hold the 

analytes of interest, typically less than half have been chemically analyzed from tank samples -’ 
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high risk that is generally associated with basic research. It is based on established mathematical 
statistical theorems, and parallels other developments made by the PNNL personnel that will be 
working on this problem. 

u 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
RL-TWO1 1.1.1.1.01 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Jurlification For Need: 

Technical: Hanford currently has static single value point estimates, the Best Basis 
Inventory estimates, and initial estimates of the uncertainty of those point estimates, the Best 
Basis Uncertainty estimates, for each of 71 analytes in each of 177 tanks. This is not 
sufficient to support the “dynamic” nature that the tank farms currently exhibit, let alone the 
increased tanks transfer activity that will occur during the retrieval and vitrification 
processing. Additionally, current estimates do not relate information about phase (liquid, 
saltcake, sludge, hardpan), location of each waste type within the tank, or concentrations at 
each location in each tank. As such, they do not support a clear understanding of what type 
of waste will be retrieved from a tank at the beginning, middle, or end of the retrieval process 
for a single tank. Since most tanks have multiple waste phases and/or waste types located in 
layers (roughly speaking) and retrieval efforts will generally retrieve part of the waste in a 
tank (or parts of multiple tanks), use of “tank average” estimates are likely to be seriously 
inaccurate for any given retrieval effort. 

The retrieval process will be guided by the need to contribute waste to the staging tanks so as 
to ensure that the mixed waste to be passed to the privatization contractor will be within the 
required processing envelop and an efficient mixture from the government’s point of view 
(minimum storage volume and minimum sodium added). Additionally, it will be necessary 
to ensure that the tanks contributing the waste and the tanks receiving waste will be safe 
throughout the process. In order to do this, we must know what is the waste characteristics 
(chemical and phase) and where it is in the tank so we can know what is retrieved (and what 
remains) at the beginning, middle, and end of the process. 

Finally, since we can not estimate the values with unerring accuracy, we must estimate the 
uncertainty associated with each estimated values. This will allow for waste retrieval 
management with appropriate cushions for error and reduce the risk to a minimal level. 

This technology is necessary for the Best Basis Inventories to be able to provide analyte 
concentrations and uncertainties by phase (or layer) for all 177 underground storage tanks. 

Regulatory: The Tri-Party Agreement and DOE plans call for salt well pumping, safe 
storage, safe retrieval, and providing waste to the privatization contractor within the required 
envelope. The knowledge provided by this effort is essential to these activities and exists 
from no other source. 

Environmental Safery rb Health: This proposed task has no environmental, safety, or health 
issues associated with its conduct. 

L 

L 
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This task will reduce the risks other tasks are faced with by providing accurate estimates of i/ 

tank contents (and locations within each tank), reducing the likelihood of “surprises” when 
the tank are disturbed for sampling, salt well pumping, or retrieval, and possibly reducing the 
need to do intrusive sampling at all (as demonstrated for the four T-200 tanks). 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The cost savings from using this will 
originate from various sources. By using refined estimates of what type of waste is being 
retrieved from a tank location (as each layer is being retrieved) rather than using estimates 
based on overall “tank averages,” Hanford will be much better able to: 

Provide waste to the contractor that is in the envelopes specified in the contract 

Avoid having to add sodium to get the waste into the required envelope 

Reduce the volume of vitrified waste to store for years to come 

Know the characteristics of the waste being pumped through the transfer lines and enable 
precautions to be taken to ensure the waste will not solidify and block the transfer lines 

Estimated the contents of the tanks and possibly reduce the number of samples core or 
other types) that need to be taken. 

Estimating the cost savings is nearly impossible, but it would be in the millions of dollars. v 
The use of “tank average” inventory estimates rather than sharpening the estimates for each 
part of the tank would certainly result in “surprises” when the waste is sampled during the 
retrieval process. These “surprises” will certainly result in production delays, the need to add 
sodium in order to comply with the envelope constraints, or the need to negotiate a waiver 
with the contractor. All of these impacts to the retrieval process can reasonably be expected 
to cost millions of dollars and occur multiple times. 

CulturauStnkeholder Concerns: The culturallstakeholder concerns are aligned with the 
goals of this proposed project. This task will go a long way to helping ensure the schedule 
commitments are achievable by reducing “surprises” during waste retrieval or pumping 
efforts. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The consequences of not creating this capability include a 
very large anticipated increase in costs as identified above. Also, one would expect a delay in 
schedule as every problem that could have been foreseen by using this improved estimation 
technique will result in delays. This could include clogging a transfer line, which might result in 
a major delay, additional expense and further delays. 

Funding this effort immediately, or in the very near future is critical, as it will take some time to 
develop and refine the capability. The Hanford community has many “would be” users of this , 
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information that are making plans now using “tank average” information that will lead to the 
L/ inefficiencies identified above. 

Funding this effort out of EM-50 is appropriate. This work is planned to be accomplished but as 
EM-30 requirements are driven by somewhat different priorities, continuity of funding and 
access to adequate levels of funding is unlikely to complete this effort in a timely manner 

Outsourcing Potential: The capability created here would be useful at any U.S. government or 
foreign government facility, or industry that had large tanks with contents that would be 
considered heterogeneously distributed within or between tanks. This is believed to be the case 
at many DOE, other U.S. government branches, foreign government, and industrial facilities. 
There are no known private companies that are addressing this issue; nor are there any partnering 
relationships currently known to exist. The algorithms generated will be original work and likely 
would qualify as intellectual property that could be developed into “fee-for-use” products M e r  
benefiting the U. S. government. 

End-User: Cherri DeFigh-Price, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation (LMHC), 
509 373-9596, Fax (509) 373-4641, Cherri DeFieh-Price(ii,rl.~ov 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Jerry Cammann, LMHC, (509) 372-2757, Fax: 
(509) 373-6955, Jerry W Cammann@rl.eov; Tom Ferryman, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, (509) 375-3888, Fax: (509) 375-2604, tom.femman@unl.eov 

Contractor Faciritymroject Manager: W.E. Ross, LMHC, (509) 373-5434, Fax 
(509) 373-6398, william e bill ross(ii.rl.eov 

DOE End-Userltepresentative Point-of-Contact: J. F. Thompson, DOE-RL, (509) 373-9757, 
Fax: (509) 376-2002, j a m s  f ir thomDson@rl.eov 

L 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROVIDE LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT AND ESP MODELING 
SUPPORT FOR THE BACK DILUTION OF TANK 241-SY-101 

Zdenfijicafion No.: RL-WTO71 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks-Operations 
OPS OflcdSife: Richland Operations Officemanford Site 
Operable Unif (if  applicable): NIA 
Wmfe Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Managemenf Unif (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tanks (Tank 241-SY- 101) 

Priori@ Rafing: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Provide laboratory development support and ESP modeling support for the back 
dilution of Tank 241-SY-101. 

NeeaVOpportuni@ Categov: Technology Opportunity. 

Need Descripfion: The waste in SY-101 will be diluted during transfer; when added to waste in 
SY-102; and back diluted when free board is available: 

All of these dilutions are using varying amounts of water or other waste. There. are too many 
options to test all of the options in the laboratory. The current intent is to do enough 
laboratory experiments to give a range of dilutions but use the ESP model to interpolate or 
extrapolate that information to other cases. 

This will be unique to SY-101 waste but will help to demonstrate the utility of using ESP for 
other waste problems. 

Functional Performance Requirements: This task will take the data produced in the laboratory 
on dilution of SY-IO1 waste and use the ESP model to model that dilution. The model will need L 
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to predict the composition of the liquid, the major solids formed and the physical parameters 

prediction. 

Schedule Requirements: SY-IO1 may be back diluted as early as April 2000. Laboratory work 
is being performed now. ESP modeling is also being performed now. 

Problem Description: The transfering of waste from SY-101 will remove some heat. 
Approximately 5 O F  temperature drop may occur due to that removal of heat. This could lead to 
more solids formed. To prevent that, it has been proposed that the waste be back diluted with 
water. However, back dilution will defeat some of the purpose of removing waste. The amount 
of water to backdilute should be optimized. The ESP model is the only one potentially available 
for understanding the benefits of back dilution. 

Reference: R. K. Toghiani, J. S. Lindner, C. Barfield, “Saltcake Dissolution Modeling, FY 1998 
Status Report”, DIAL-40395-TR98-1.2 

within approximately 10%. Model parameters may need to be changed if to reach this level of 4 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justipcation For Need: 

Technical: An accurate solubility model is needed to minimize laboratory testing of possible 
alternatives of water or other waste dilution. I- 

Regulatov: NIA. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturaVSakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: If the dilution is not optimized the diluted waste may not fit 
in two tanks. The use of additional tank space will inhibit Hanford’s ability to stage waste to 
feed the Privatized Treatment Facilities. 

oukourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technologv: The current baseline technology is an ESP model that needs 
further refinement to optimize this dilution. 

End-User: EM-30 (see ContractorlFacility Manager). 
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Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Dan A. Reynolds, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC) (509) 373-31 15, Fax: (509) 373-4641, Daniel A Revnolds@.rl.gov 

Contractor Facilityl'roject Manager: Dale I. Allen, LMHC, (509) 373-1556, Fax: 
(509) 373-6120, Dale I Allen@rl.eov 

DOE End-~ser~epresenfative Point-ofContacf: Mark Ramsay, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7924, 
Fax: (509) 373-1313, Mark L Ramsav@.rl.gov 

u 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

USE OF HANDHELD TECHNOLOGY TO AUTOMATE OPERATOR DATA SHEETS 
FOR TANK FARM OPERATIONS 

Identification No.: RL-WTO72 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tank Farm Operations 
OPS OfflceBite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit: NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 
- X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

v 

Need Title: Use Of Handheld Technology To Automate Operator Data Sheets For Tank Farm 
Operations. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technologv Opportunity. 

Need Description: Hanford Tank Farm Operations desires the ability to improve the operator 
rounds function. Operations badly needs to automate data collection from the field in order to 
optimize the Shift Manager's ability to analyze plant conditions to enable him to make informed 
decisions based on real time data, trends, alarms, etc. Conduct of Operations improvements. 

Functional Performance Requirements: 

. Provide real time equipment status to shift office 

Use real time data to produce trending analysis/graphs to shift manager for predicting SSC 
failures 

Track Operator rounds - improve efficiency of this resource - u 
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e Enable reporting of abnormal conditions & alarms at the point discovery real time to the 
Shift Manager’s office 

Improve the Lock & Tag process 

Provides the ability to verify the status of Lock & Tags on a per round basis 

Facilitate Lock & Tag real time statuses to planning, maintenance, engineering organizations 

Provides the potential for eliminating the need to perform Administrative Locks 

Improves data collection by forcing the appropriate data to be entered.. 

Schedule Requirements: As soon as available 

Problem Description: Currently collect round’s data on paper then transferred to computer. 
Opens up two areas where mistakes can happen, when writing and when typing the data into the 
computer form the data sheets. All this takes time to type into a computer and process the data 
into meaningful trends and graphs, by the time it gets to the shift manager for analysis the data is 
out of date. 

Data collected from the field is not provided in a timely manner to shift manager for appropriate 
dissemination of trending data. 4 

Possible concept: Handheld technology with real time 900 h4hz update capability to a 
centralized workstation for processing data. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Jusrification For Need: 

Technical: Improve Conduct of Operations in the data collection process during operator 
rounds. Assure system operability to support waste vitrification. 

Regulatory: TBD. 

Environmental Safety & Health: TBD. 

Cost Sovings Potentiol (Mortgage Reduction): TBD. 

CulturolLStakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 
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Consequences of Not Filling Need: N/A. 

Outsourcing Potential: N/A. 
W 

Current Baseline Technology: NIA. 

End-User: EM-30, POC Dale I. Allen, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation (LMHC), 
(509) 373-1556, Fax: (509) 373-6120, Dale I Allenrn,rl.eov 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: James B. Jech, LMHC, (509) 373-171 1 ,  Fax: 
(509) 373-7606, James B Jech@,rl.gov; - Keith C. Douka, LMHC, (509) 373-2719, Fax: 
(509) 373-7606, Keith C Douka@rl.eov 

Contractor Facili@LProject Manager: Charles E. Shipler, (509) 372-2644, Fax: 
(509) 373-7606, C E Charlie Shi~kr@rl.pov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Point-of-Contact: Mark Ramsay, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7924, 
Fax: (509) 373-1313, Mark L Ramsav@.rl.eov 
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Need # 

RL-WTO3 I-S 
RL-WTO32-S 

RL-WTO35-S 
RL-WTO37-S 
RL-WTO38-S 
RL-WTO40-S 
RL-WT041-S 
RL-WTO43-S 

RL-WTO44-S 
RL-WTO45-S 
RL-WTO46-S 

' RL-WTO49-S 

RL-WTO52-S 

. RL-WTO53-S 

. RL-WTO54-S 
' RL-WTO56-S 
. RL-WTO75-S 
RL-WTO76-S 
RL-WTO77-S 

'RL-WTO78-S 
RL-WTO79-S 

L 

FY 2000 RIVER PROTECTION PROJECT 
SCIENCE NEEDS INDEX 

Need Title 
Raoid Waste Characterization 
Monitoring of Key Waste Physical Properties During Retrieval and 1 
Transport 
Moisture Flow and Contaminant Transport in Arid Conditions 1 

~ 

Rheological, and Other Behaviors 
Characterization of Organic Species in Waste Feed to LAW and I 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

RAPID WASTE CHARACTERIZATION 

Zdentijication No: RL-WTO3 I-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks-Retrieval 
OPS O f i c d i t e :  Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): N/A 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Rapid Waste Characterization. 

NeecVopportuniry Category: Science Opportunity. 

Need Description: Characterization of the waste is needed to: 1) support methods used to 
determine what, if any, actions are required to assure safe interim storage of each waste type; 
2) determine waste physical properties to assist in development of transport methods and 
requirements; 3) certifying that the tank composition and inventory meets the minimum reporting 
requirements for selected constituents in feed samples as specified in the RPP Privatization 
Contract (DE-AC06-96-RL13308, Mod A005).; and 4) support the basis for determining 
payment of waste treatment services by private contractor (BNFL, Inc.). A method of providing 
rapid in-situ (either within tanks or in-line) characterization of chemical and radioactive 
constituents could reduce the turn around time to provide process control or composition 
information as well as reduce the number of samples that are required. 

Qualification of the absence of a separable organic layer in Hanford tank waste destined to the 
private contractor is needed to meet contractual requirements. Rapid yedno evaluation of a 
separable organic layer is needed to assure adequate storage, retrieval and transfer. Information 
concerning the chemical forms and concentrations of the chemical and radioactive constituents - 
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of waste is necessary before mixing of waste to ensure compatibility of the waste considered for 
mixing. v' 

Under the RPP Privatization Contract, the private contractor operating waste treatment facilities 
will be paid for services based on a combination of the amount of sodium processed and the 
waste oxide loading in the immobilized waste and the number of units of waste produced. In 
particular, a determination of soluble sodium (vs. insoluble sodium in entrained solids) delivered 
with the feed will be required. Accurate, rapid characterization of the feed stream would 
enhance the feed certification activities by providing timely information for certifying tank 
composition and supporting the determination of payment for waste treatment services. 

A rapid characterization approach which optimizes turn-around time, minimizes sample and 
waste volume and worker exposure and meets target performance requirements would reduce 
overall schedule risk associated with delivery of waste feed to the private contractor. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Constituents of concern are identified on a site 
specific basis. For the Hanford site, organic and inorganic analytes including specific 
radionuclides have been identified for analyses in the Interface Control Document Between DOE 
and BNFL, Inc. for Low-Activity Waste Feed (BNFL-5193-ID-19, Rev. 2) and Interface Control 
Document Between DOE and BNFL, Inc. for High-Level Waste Feed (BNFL-5 193-ID-20, Rev. 
2). Estimated quantitative limits and minimum detectable activity have been specified for each 
analyte and radionuclide of concern. 

Schedule Requirements: Characterization data is required to support the RPP Privatization d 
Contract schedule. The earliest batch of material being delivered to the private contractor is the 
initial batch of high-level waste feed which is currently scheduled to be delivered no earlier than 
September 2004. Deployment of functional systems for characterization as soon as possible will 
minimize the cost impacts due to changes to the staging facility. 

Problem Description: The RPP Privatization Contract requires that the Project Hanford 
Management Contract (PHMC) contractors on behalf of RL, deliver the appropriate quantities of 
the proper composition of feed on schedule to BNFL, Inc. The type of feed needed, the amount 
of feed needed, and overall timing of when feed is to be delivered to BNFL, Inc. are specified by 
this contract. A problem with characterizing waste is assuring that the methods used to retrieve 
waste provide representative samples with respect to volume and distribution within the tank, 
thus resulting in a large number of samples to reduce uncertainty in the variability of waste 
composition within the tank. An additional problem is that present methods are time consuming. 
Samples are removed from the tanks, extruded in a hot cell facility, with subsamples 
subsequently analyzed. Analytical techniques now require time-consuming preparation. 
Methods that employ more direct characterization approaches for in-situ determinations could 
accelerate the characterization process. 

Present analysis methods are time-consuming and require numerous samples to provide the data 
needed to address the needs listed above. A rapid in-situ characterization capability would 
eliminate the need for the current approach. 
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PBS No. : WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO1 1.1 . l .  1.01 W 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: RPP Privatization Contract Number DE-AC06-96RL13308 specifies feed and 
product requirements. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Rapid in-situ characterization may be ALARA as defined 
by 10 CFR 835. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Deployment of rapid in-situ characterization 
for constituents of concern could provide a cost savings for the staging and delivery of the 
waste feed to the private contractor. 

CulturaVSiakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: The RPP Privatization Contract waste feed delivery 
activities require characterization of the constituents of concern. Failure to complete the 
characterization activities in a timely manner may result in idle facility penalty costs. 

Outsourcing Potential: Rapid in-situ characterization could be applicable to other DOE and 
private industry cleanup sites. 

Current Baseline Technologv: The current baseline consists of various in-lab analyses of the 
constituents. 

End-User: R. M. Boger, Numatec Hanford Corporation, (509) 376-3355, Fax: (509) 373-4238, 
robert m mike boeer@,rl.eov 

Site Technical Pointsef-Contact: Anne-Marie F. Choho, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-8280, Fax: (509) 372-0065, anne-marie f choho@rl.eov; K. M Hall, Lockheed 
Martin Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 376-5029, Fax: (509) 373-4641, 
Kathleen M Hall@,rl.gov 

Contractor Facililymrject Manager: W. E. Ross, LMHC, (509) 373-5434, Fax: 
(509) 373-6398, mailto:william e bill ross@,rl.gov 

DOE End-UserBtepresentative Pointef-Contact: J. C. Peschong, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9327, 
Fax: (509) 372-1215, jon c ueschong(i?rl.gov 

W 

u 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MONITORING OF KEY WASTE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES DURING RETRIEVAL 
AND TRANSPORT 

Identification No: RL-WTO32-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks-Retrieval 
OPS Of f i ce / s :  Richland Operations OfficetHanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L’ 

- X 

Need Title: Monitoring of Key Waste Physical Properties During Retrieval and Transport. 

NeeoYOpportunity Category: Science Opportunity. 

Need Description: Monitoring of key waste physical properties during retrieval and transport of 
the material between tanks and to the privatization contractor is needed to meet the minimum 
physical property requirements for low-activity waste feed and high-level waste feed as specified 
in the RPP Privatization Contract (DE-AC06-96-RL13308, Mod A005). 

Control of insoluble solids is necessary for low-activity waste transferred to the private 
contractor to limit the solid material transferred to less than 2 weight percent (dry basis) to meet 
contractual requirements. 

For high-level waste transferred to the private contractor it is desirous to transfer the solid 
material to the private contractor and contractually required to transfer waste to the private 
contractor with at least 10 grams of unwashed solids per liter of solution and up to 200gL. 
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Functionul Performance Requirements: A method to accurately in-situ (either in-tank or in- 4' 

pipe) detect solids concentration at relatively low concentrations (e.g. 1-5 wtYo) is needed. Low- 
activity waste can not be delivered to the private contractor with greater than 2 wt% solids (dry 
basis) and high-level waste can not be delivered to the private contractor with less than 
approximately 1 wt% solids. Methods which can accurately predict the solids concentrations at 
this low solids content level are presently not demonstrated at the Hanford Site. 

Schedule Requirements: Characterization data are required to support the RPP Privatization 
Contract schedule. The earliest batch of material being delivered to the private contractor is the 
initial batch of high-level waste feed which is currently scheduled to be delivered no earlier than 
September 2004. Deployment of functional systems for solids content as soon as possible will 
minimize the cost impacts due to changes to the retrieval system. 

Problem Description: The RPP Privatization Contract requires that the PHMC contractors on 
behalf of RL, deliver the appropriate quantities of the proper composition of feed on schedule to 
BNFL, Inc. Currently this requires low-activity waste be delivered with no greater than 2 wt% 
solids (dry basis). High-level waste must be delivered at between 10 and 200 grams solids per 
liter which equates to a lower limit of approximately 1 wtYo solids. In either case it is desirous to 
know the in-situ solids content of the material being transferred to the private contractor for the 
purposes of meeting the contractual requirements. 

Current material balance methods employed for sluicing solid material from tank 241-C-106 to 
241-AY-102 uses both in-line instrumentation and in-tank methods. A mass flowmeter has been 
installed in the 241-AY-02A pit as the principal solids loading process control instrument. This 
instrument indicates the slurry mass flow rate and average slurry density at the receiver tank end 
of the transfer line. The slurry solids mass loading can be determined from the output of the 
mass flowmeter. Knowledge of the carrier solution density (i.e., tank 241-AY-102 supernatant 
density), the solids particulate density, and the measured slurry density are required to determine 
slurry solids loading. Uncertainty in mass transfer has been determined for the mass flowmeter. 
The accuracy of the flowmeter at the nominal process solids loading (10 to 20 wt%) and 
volumetric flow rate (300 to 330 gal/min) is estimated at iO.ll% (Carothers, K. G., S. D. Estey, 
N. W. Kirch, L. A. Stauffer, and J. W. Bailey, 1998, Tank241-C-106 Waste RetrievalSluicing 
System Process Control Plan, HNF-SD-WM-PCP-013, Rev. 1, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, Richland, Washington.). 

However, the mass flowmeter has an uncertainty of 40 to 50% in determining the solids mass 
transfer at a solids loading of less than 10 wt% (equivalent to 4 vol%). Consequently the 
flowmeter should not be used as the primary mass transfer measurement when solids loadiig of a 
batch averages 4 0  wt%. When the batch solids loading is from 10 to 20 wt% (4 to 10 vol%), 
the mass flowmeter uncertainty will be between 20 to 40%. Therefore, the mass flowmeter may 
not be capable of serving as the primary measurement method for determining mass transfer for 
either low-activity or high-level waste batch transfers to the private contractor. 

Any in-tank solids concentration instrumentation would have to withstand forces from operating 
equipment, primarily two, 300-hp mixer pumps, while measuring solids concentration. 

U' 
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PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

v TIP No.: 
N/A 

JusiiJication For Need: 

Technical: RPP Privatization Contract Number DE-AC06-96RL13308 specifies feed and 
product requirements. 

Regulaiory: N/A. 

Environmental Safeg & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Morigage Reduciion): Deployment of in-situ solids concentration 
instrumentation could provide cost savings for the delivery of the waste feed to the private 
contractor by avoiding penalty costs for delivery of waste feed outside specification 
requirements. 

CulturaVSIakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: The RPP Privatization Contract waste feed delivery 
activities require knowledge of the solids content of the material transferred. Failure to 
accurately detect the solids content may result in delivering material out of specification 
resulting in increased cost from the private contractor to process the material. 

Outsourcing Potential: Low solids concentration detection could be applicable to other DOE 
and private industry cleanup sites. 

End-User: EM-30, RPP Retrieval Engineering. 

Sire Technical Point-of-Coniact: Anne-Marie F. Choho, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-8280, Fax: (509) 372-0065, anne-marie f chohocii).rl.gov 

Contractor FaciliiyLProject Manager: K. A. Gasper, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509)373-1948, Fax: (509) 376-2371, kenneth a ken aasoer(ii).rl.eov 

DOE End-Usermepresentaiive Point-of-Coniaci: Jon C. Peschong, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9327, 
Fax: (509) 372-1215,ion c ueschong@.rl.aov 

L' 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MOISTURE FLOW AND CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN ARID CONDITIONS 

Identififarion No.: RL-WTO35-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS Ouife/sire: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (IU-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (~applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms. 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Moisture Flow and Contaminant Transport in Arid Conditions. 

Nee aYOp port unity Category: Science Opportunily. 

Need Description: To understand the movement of contaminants through zones of low moisture 
(region-wide saturation less than 10%) for use in risk assessments. 

Functional Peflormance Requirements: Many waste disposal sites in the western United States 
are located in dry climates in which volumetric soil water contents are less than 10%. Both the 
movement of water and the sorption potential of contaminants under these very dry conditions 
are poorly understood, yet knowledge of both processes is vitally important for predicted 
contaminant transport for risk assessments. 

Moisture flow is the driving force for contamination release from waste and the transport of the 
contaminants. This flow (as both liquid and vapor) is poorly understood under the arid 
conditions frequently found in western sites used for waste disposal and especially for fractured 
media. In particular, for those arid sites where moisture barriers or diverters are used, the theory 
and parameters describing liquid and vapor flow under very dry conditions need to be better 
understood. L 
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Many contaminants are retarded in the soil by geochemical interactions. Such interactions are ,d 

usually measured under saturated conditions. However, experiments at the Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory have indicated that the retardation of uranium for various Hanford soils 
varies with the moisture content and with the type of soil. Moreover, retardation is known to 
depend on the chemical and physical form (e.g. charge and oxidation state, attachment to a 
colloid). However, it is not known how these effects vary with moisture content. 

Schedule Requirements: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- 
Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. 

Problem Description: Theories of moisture flow and contaminant transport are extrapolated 
from theories in which the soil pores (the conduits for moisture flow) are nearly filled with 
water. For the dry conditions expected at arid Western sites, the pores will be nearly empty 
(having only a thin water film on soil particle surfaces). The movement of water in liquid and 
vapor phases and retention of water on particle surfaces must be understood in order to predict 
how the water moves through such systems. Volumetric moisture contents are expected to be 
less than 10%. At such low moisture contents, the conductivity is expected to be extremely low, 
necessitating specialized measurement techniques. Measurements of hydraulic parameters 
(conductivity and moisture retention) of both sediments (e.g., Hanford formation sands and 
Hanford formation gravels, clastic dike materials and Ringold Formation strata) as well as 
disposal facility materials (e.g., fractured glass and structural materials) are necessary to create a 
data base from which an understanding can be developed. The movement of water in both liquid 

forms. On degradation, waste containing high salt contents may raise the salt content of soil 
moisture in the liquid phase, causing soil vapor to be drawn to the waste. However, the 
formation of secondary minerals could consume soil water, and thus a limited supply of soil 
water could decrease the release process. The physics of multiphase water flow and the tradeoffs 
between vapor phase flow and waters of reaction must be better understood to quantify the 
potential releases from waste forms. 

The retardation of contaminants in actual soils under natural conditions must be understood for 
dose calculations. Measurement of retardation factors for important contaminants (Tc, Se, U, Cs, 
and Sr) must be measured as a function of moisture content as well as of chemical and physical 
form. An understanding of the soil physics must be obtained that will allow the calculation of 
such dependencies for other soils so that the need for further measurements is minimized. 

and vapor phases is of interest because of the high salt content of many DOE waste types and 4 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
&-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need: RL-"TO29 Data and 
Tools for Performance Assessments. 
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Justification For Need: u 
Technical: Provide technical basis for characterizing the distribution of hydraulic properties 
and recharge rates in and around the Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste 
Disposal System. Such information will also be required for other waste management 
actions involving subsurface disposal. 

Regulatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. Composite analyses, which also require knowledge 
of recharge, are also required under the new order. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Recharge water is the main means for dissolutiodrelease 
of contaminants from waste and the transport of those contaminants to groundwater. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Less conservative values for hydraulic 
properties and recharge rates in and around disposal facilities will allow less stringent release 
contaminant specifications for the Phase I1 immobilization Request for proposals (and hence 
lower product costs to DOE) as well as less stringent requirements for waste disposal facility 
design 

CulturaKStakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford action. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. v 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
perforhance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

OurSourcing Potential: N/A 

Current Baseline Technology: Point estimates of recharge and laboratory measurements of 
hydraulic properties on small cores. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), (509) 372- 
9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mannf&I.eov 

Contructor FacilityProject Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-3885, Fax: (509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@,rl.eov 

DOE End-Userfiepresentative Pointssf-Contact: Philip E. LaMont, DOE-RLIORF’, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philio e lamont@rl.eov; Jon C. Peschong, DOE- 
RL/ORp, (509) 376-9327, Fax (509) 372-1215, jon c oeschone@,rl.eov 

u 
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W SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SLUDGE TREATMENT 

Idenfificafion No.: RL-WTO37-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS OfficeBite: Richland Operations OMiceiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): N/A 
Waste Sfream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA 

Priority Rafing: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Tifle: Sludge Treatment. 

NeeaYOpportunity Cafegory: Science Opportuniry. 

Need Description: Sludge leaching with concentrated NaOH solutions at elevated temperatures 
is the proposed strategy for the removal of AI and Cr from the waste stream. Systematic 
evaluations of the effects of temperature, alkalinity, ionic strength and other parameters on the 
rates of dissolution and solid state phase transformations (such as interconversion of gibbsite to 
boehmite, or reactions rates involving sodium aluminate) are presently unavailable. Our present 
level of understanding of the behavior of Cr in the Hanford waste tanks is inadequate. There are 
few available data on the equilibrium behavior of Cr compounds in tank-like environments, and 
kinetic information under these conditions is virtually nonexistent. Like aluminum, chromium 
dissolution in basic solutions is not an instantaneous process; preliminary unpublished data on 
the dissolution of Cr solids in high base suggests a significant decrease in solubility with time. 
The Cr system is complicated by a multiplicity of valence states, thus, systematic evaluation of 
the solubility and kinetics of chromium compounds must also cover the oxidation of Cr(II1) to 
Cr(VI). Since available data from tank sludge samples indicates that chromium in the solid 
phases is present mostly as Cr(II1) whereas, in the aqueous phase, Cr appears to be present 
mostly as Cr(VI), fundamental investigations of the equilibria and kinetics of reactions involving 
the Cr(III), - Cr(VI), transitions are also necessary. Furthermore, such transitions are likely to 
be strongly dependent on temperature, alkalinity and various other parameters. Thus, a 
systematic investigation of the general equilibria and dissolutiodprecipitation kinetics of Cr 
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compounds in concentrated alkaline solutions is key to predicting the behavior and speciation of 
Cr in the Hanford tank systems. d 

Performance Requirements: A fundamental understanding of aluminum and chromium 
chemistry is needed to develop predictive capabilities regarding the behavior of these 
components in Hanford tank systems. Quantification of the solubilities and dissolution rates of 
AI and Cr compounds in high ionic strength, strongly basic solutions as a function of 
temperature, alkalinity, oxidation state of the tank environment, etc., is necessary for predicting 
the relative efficiency of various strategies proposed for their removal from the waste stream. 
The test conditions selected need to mimic currently proposed process parameters for "out-of- 
tank" sludge washing (temperature and kinetics especially). 

Data are also needed for other major components in the sludges. Data for the chemistries of the 
major components of the sludge must be converted into a format suitable for use in the ESP 
model. 

Work performed to oxidize chromium in the waste must also consider organic complexant 
destruction and the subsequent precipitation of strontium and transuranics. 

Schedule Requirements: Test data will serve as input to RPP Level 1 Logic Box 150. B24, 
"Maintain TWRSO&UP", as it becomes available and will be used in annual updates to the RPP 
Operation and Utilization Plan as the data can be used. RL and BNFL will also use the data to 
optimize the Phase 1 sludge washing process. 

Problem Description: An understanding of the enhanced sludge wash (ESW) process is needed 
to prepare for Phase I and Phase I1 privatization and for bid evaluation of vendors' proposals. 
The scope of this work is similar to scope performed under need statement RL-WTO24 to obtain 
parametric data. If actual waste samples are needed to support this work, the User and the 
Principal Investigator will need to review available sample material against the data requirements 
to select specific samples for testing. 

d 

PBS No.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Jlrsrification For Need: 

Technical: This effort will provide data that can be used to optimize the enhanced sludge 
washing process in the Phase 1 facilities, and as a basis for a fair cost estimate and the 
writing of a meaningful RFP for Privatization Phase 2. This science need supports Hanford 
tanks technology need statement RL-WTO24, Enhanced Sludge Washing Process Data. 

Regulatoty: NIA. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: NIA. 
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v Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A significant cost avoidance is expected 
during Phase 1 if DOE can optimize the sludge washing process. Note, chromium behavior 
is not a significant issue for Phase 1, because there is not enough chromium in the Phase 1 
HLW feeds to drive HLW glass formulation. A significant cost avoidance is expected for 
Phase 2 if DOE is armed with information that allows a more precise RFP to be written in a 
realistic knowledge of the Privatization Phase 2 costs with which to evaluate Vendor's 
proposals. 

CulturaL4Stakeholder Concerns: None expressed by STCG Tanks Subgroup. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The lack of technical understanding supporting 
Privatization Phase 2 will cause the Phase 2 vendors' facilities to be more expensive due to an 
inexact RFP and a lack of understanding upon which to do a bid evaluation. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Satisfying this science need is required to meet the current 
baseline. 

End-User: RPP Waste Feed Delivery. 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Randy A. Kirkbride, (509) 372-21 15, Fax: (509) 372-0065, 
randv a kirkbride@rl.nov; Ron M. Orme, (509) 373-0035, Fax: (509) 372-0065, 
ronald rn orme@rl.nov; John S. Garfield, (509) 376-2745, Fax: (509) 372- 0065 , 
john s earfield@rl.gov 

Contractor Facil@Project Manager: TBD 

DOE End-UsedRepresentative Points-f-Contact: Peter T. Furlong, (509) 372-1 738, Fax 
(509) 373-0628, peter t furlona@rl.gov; Rudy Carreon, (509) 373-7771, Fax (509) 373-0628, 
rudolfo rudv carreon@,rhov 

L 
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'W SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PROCESS MODELS FOR SLUDGE TREATMENT 

Identijication No.: RL-WTO38-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS Off&iie: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unii (iyapplicable): NIA 
Wasie Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Managemeni Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 

Priori@ Rating: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 
3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

- 
W 

Need Title: Process Models for Sludge Treatment. 

Need/Opportuni@ Category: Science Opportunity. 

Need Description: Information is needed on the solubility of various components in the 
complex solid and liquid matrices of the Hanford tank waste. Especially those associated with 
the sludges. This information is needed to predict when solids will precipitate or when gels will 
form in retrieval, wash, and leach solutions, and to supplement empirical water wash and caustic 
leach data from enhanced sludge wash testing of Hanford tank sludge samples and other data 
from dissolution testing of saltcake samples. 

Predicting the precipitation of solids in a complex, concentrated brine requires a suitable model 
and a well-designed set of data from which model parameters can be obtained. Although the 
identity and approximate abundance of major and minor chemical components in the Hanford 
tanks are fairly well defined, there are inadequate fundamental experimental data to support an 
adequate predictive model, and there has been inadequate use of existing data. The solubilities 
of solid phases in high-ionic strength brines that approximate subsets of the actual Hanford 
chemical systems need to be measured to: a) determine equilibrium constants, and b) extract 
electrolyte model parameters describing the behavior of sparingly soluble compounds. 
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Performance Requirements: All speciation and reaction kinetics need to be examined in both e’ 
simple and complex electrolyte solutions. Three key issues need to be addressed within this need 
statement: 

- 
The speciatiodpolymerization reactions of A1 in complex electrolytes under high base 
conditions. 
The interactions of specific ions, especially Na’, NO; and possible selected organic chelators 
with A1 species that could form under base or acid conditions. 
Mechanistic studies of solutions known to be oversaturated with respect to specific solid 
phase precipitation reactions. 

Data obtained under this need statement must be converted into a format suitable for use in the 
ESP model or in conjunction with the model. Data format will be provided to the Principal 
Investigator when task work is initiated. 

Schedule Requirements: Test data will be deployed in the RPP Level 1 Logic Box 150. B24, 
“Maintain TWRSOMJP”, as it becomes available and will be used in annual updates to the RPP 
Operation and Utilization Plan as the data can be incorporated. The TWRSO&UP is a critical 
document for decision making regarding waste feed delivery, storage requirements (i.e., the need 
to construct more tanks), and Tri-Party Agreement commitments (feed tank selection impacts to 
existing Tri-Party Agreement milestones). DOE-ORP and BNFL will also use the data to 
supplement their understanding of the Phase 1 sludge washing process. 

Problem Description: An understanding of the behavior of the solutions produced by the 
enhanced sludge wash (ESW) process and their interactions with other waste in the Hanford 
tanks is needed to prepare for Phase 1 and Phase 2 privatization and for bid evaluation of 
vendors’ proposals. The scope of this work is complementary to work performed under need 
statement RL-WTO37-S and supports technology need statement RL-WTO24. If actual waste 
samples are needed to support this work, the User and the Principal Investigator(s) will need to 
review available sample material against the data requirements to select specific samples for 
testing. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
FU-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justiification For Need: 

Technical: This effort will provide data that can be used to understand how to handle the 
solutions produced by the enhanced sludge washing process in the Phase 1 facilities, and to 
support the preparation of an RFP for Privatization Phase 2. 

Regulatory: If a pipeline plugs, it could result in costkchedule impacts significant enough to 
prevent the timely completion of Tri-Party Agreement milestones. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: NIA. 
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L, Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A significant cost avoidance is expected 
during Phase 1 if DOE and BNFL can avoid line plugging and the formation of detrimental 
solids in process vessels. A significant cost avoidance is expected for Phase 2 if DOE 
understands the problems that could occur during Privatization Phase 2 and structures that 
contract accordingly. Cost avoidance potential is -6200-300M if changes to existing systems 
and line plugging/detrimental solids formation costlschedule impacts can be prevented (idle 
facility fees are -$2.5M/day). 

CulturavSakeholder Concerns: None expressed by STCG Tanks Subgroup. 

Other: Here is the distinction between the scope in the related science need statements. 

RL-WT037-S, Sludge Treatment 

RL-WT038-S, Process Models for Sludge Treatment 

Focuses on dissolution of Hanford sludges. (Solids side of the issue) 
Highlights the need for Cr chemistry. 

Focuses on precipitation in solutions from sludge treatment. (Solution side of the issue) 
(This complements RL-WTO37-S and aids the understanding of the interaction when 
supernates and leach solutions are mixed.) 

RL-WT040-S, Mechanisms of Line Plugging 
W Takes static chemistry and physical property information developed under other need 

statements, 
Combines it with heat and mass transfer correlations and with gas-generation data from 
the safety program, 
Applies the combined understanding of the interactions to waste transfers. The goal is the 
ability to predict if a transfer will be successful or to predict the "envelope of success" for 
making a transfer. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The lack of technical understanding supporting 
Privatization Phase 2 could result in cost penalties during Phase 2 because of the occurrence of 
unanticipated problems. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA 

Current Baseline Technology: Satisfying this science need is required to meet the current 
baseline. 

End-User: RPP Waste Feed Delivery 

Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Randy A. Kirkbride, (509) 372-21 15, Fax (509) 372-0065, 
randv a kirkbride@rl.eov; Ronald M. Orme, (509) 373-0035, Fax (509) 372-0065, 
ronald m orme@rl.eov; John S. Garfield, (509) 376-2745, Fax (509) 372-0065, 

u john s aarfield@rl.eov 
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Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: TBD i 

DOE End-Usermepresentative PoinrS-of-Contact: Peter T. Furlong, (509) 372-1 738, Fax 
(509) 373-0628, peter t furlone@rl.eov; Rudy Carreon, (509) 373-7771, Fax (509) 373-0628, 
rodolfo rudv carreonf&l.eov 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MECHANISMS OF LINE PLUGGING 

Identi@cation No.: RL-WTO40-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Process Waste 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 

Priori@ Rating: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W 

Need Title: Mechanisms of Line Plugging 

NeenYOpportunity Category: Science Need 

Need Description: Inter-area transport lines for particulate slurries have become plugged in the 
past due to particle settling, phase changes, or reactions accompanied by precipitation or gel 
formation that occurred during transport. Information to predict pressure drop and critical 
transport velocity of waste with known properties is required to ensure that waste can be safely 
transported without risk of plugging. To minimize the dilution required to modify waste 
properties, methods to predict the effect of dilution, washing, or leaching on the slurry properties 
is also required. Dilution both increases the volume of the waste and has negative implications 
for tank waste management both from a space perspective and for settling and separation of 
solids. Waste compatibility is also an issue in the case of blending of waste from several 
simultaneous or sequential retrievals. 

Performance Requirements: An empirical model (but with a strong foundation in theory) is 
needed that could predict chemical adjustments required both to support transport operations as 
well as reagglomeration of materials in order to promote settling. The model should incorporate 
theory associated with agglomeration, sedimentation, and fluid dynamics. Dilution effects, 
including temperature reduction and solids dissolutiodprecipitation, should also be included., 
This model would have as its inputs the waste composition and particle size distribution. It 
would provide a technical basis for pipeline transport specifications that is currently lacking and L 
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may be over-restrictive. This tool should also be able to predict the effect of blending waste 
types of different chemistries. W 

The chemical mechanisms that affect flow encompass reactions which generate particles 
(precipitation), cause aggregation, and generate gas. To predict the chemistry effectively, the 
chemical principles and colloidal behavior in high salt environments must be understood. 
Specifically, solution containing multiple components must be investigated to identify the 
conditions where precipitation and gelation occurs. 

Schedule Requiremenh: Test data will be deployed in the RPP Level 1 Logic Box 150. B24, 
"Maintain TWRSO&UP, as it becomes available and will be used in annual updates to the RPP 
Operation and Utilization Plan as the data can be incorporated. The TWRSO&UP is a critical 
document for decision making regarding waste feed delivery, storage requirements (i.e., the need 
to construct more tanks), and Tri-Party Agreement commitments (feed tank selection impacts to 
existing Tri-Party Agreement milestones). The DOE O W  and BNFL will also use the data to 
supplement their understanding of the Phase 1 sludge washing process. 

Problem Description: The ability to predict the pressure drop and critical suspension velocity in 
slurries would allow engineers to design and operate transport lines in a manner that avoids 
plugging due to particle settling. The hydrodynamic information is useful only when the 
physical properties of the mixture are known. Some method to predict changes in physical 
properties during transport is also required. Understanding the chemical mechanisms and 
hydrodynamic mechanisms affecting particle size, viscosity and concentration would further 
improve engineers' ability to operate the transport line. W 

An understanding of both the hydrodynamics of slurries with known properties and the chemical 
mechanisms that affect the properties of waste is needed to predict waste transport properties. 
Hydrodynamic features that must be understood are: 1) the critical suspension velocity of slurries 
containing particle sizes similar to those in radioactive waste, 2)  pressure drop as a fimction of 
flow in particulate and non-Newtonian fluids, and 3) the rate of particle attrition during transport. 
When gas-generating waste are transported, the effect of gas on the speed of sound in the 
mixture must be understood sufficiently to avoid choking. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justipcation For Need: 

Technical: This effort will provide data that can be used to determine how to transfer waste 
without plugging lines or restricting the flow capacity. Data from the effort will be 
incorporated into system designs, operating procedures, and into critical program planning 
documents. 

Regulatory: If a pipeline plugs, it could result in codschedule impacts significant enough 
to prevent the timely completion of Tri-Party Agreement milestones. 
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Environmental Safety & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): A significant cost avoidance is expected 
during Phase 1 if DOE and the PHMC can avoid line plugging or problems with flow 
capacity. A significant cost avoidance is expected for Phase 2 if DOE understands the 
problems that could occur during Privatization Phase 2 and structures that contract 
accordingly. Cost avoidance potential is -$200-300M if changes to existing systems and line 
pluggingldetrimental solids formation cost/schedule impacts can be prevented (idle facility 
fees are -$2.5M/day). 

L 

CulturalBtakeholder Concerns: None expressed by STCG Tanks Subgroup 

Other: Here is the distinction between the scope in the related science need statements. 

FU-WT037-S, Sludge Treatment 

FU-WT038-S, Process Models for Sludge Treatment 

Focuses on dissolution of Hanford sludges. (Solids side of the issue) 
Highlights the need for Cr chemistry. 

Focuses on precipitation in solutions from sludge treatment. (Solution side of the issue) 
(This complements FU-WTO37-S and aids the understanding of the interaction when 
supemates and leach solutions are mixed.) 

RL-WT040-S, Mechanisms of Line Plugging v 

Takes static chemistry and physical property information developed under other need 
statements, 
Combines it with heat and mass transfer correlations and with gas-generation data from 
the safety program, 
Applies the combined understanding of the interactions to waste transfers. 
The goal is the ability to predict if a transfer will be successful or to predict the "envelope 
of success" for making a transfer. 

Consequences of Nor Filling Need: The lack of technical understanding supporting 
Privatization Phase 2 could result in cost penalties during Phase 2 because of the occurrence of 
unanticipated problems. 

Outrourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Satisfying this science need is required to meet the current 
baseline. 

End-User: RPP Process Waste Support Function. 
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Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Randy A. Kirkbride, (509) 372-21 15, Fax (509) 372-0065, ;i 

randy a kirkbride@,rl.cov; Alan B. Carlson, (509) 373-1642, Fax (509) 372-0065, 
alan b carlson0.rl.gov; John S. Garfield, (509) 376-2745, Fax (509) 372- 0065, 
john s aarfield@rl.nov 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: Russ L Treat, (509) 373-3824; fax (509) 372-0065 

DOE End-UserlRepresentative Points-oJXontact: Peter Furlong, (509) 372-1 738, Fax 
(509) 373-0628, Peter t furlonafi3rl.~ov; Rudy Carreon, (509) 373-7771, Fax (509) 373-0628, 
Rodolfo rudv carreon@,rl.gov 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENTS 

RADIONUCLIDE PARTITIONING 

Identification No.: RL-WTO41-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Closure 
OPS ODceBite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (vapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Radionuclide Partitioning. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Science Need. 

Need Description: The sludges and suspended solids are composed of insoluble precipitates of 
actinides, radioactive fission products, and nonradioactive components. The supernatants are 
neutral to strongly alkaline solutions that can contain soluble actinides and fission products as 
well as high concentrations of major electrolytes including sodium hydroxide, nitrate, nitrite, 
phosphate, carbonate, aluminate, sulfate, and organic complexants. What is needed is a 
fundamentally sound means of determining or predicting the partitioning of important 
radionuclides (especially technetium-99) among the waste processing solutions, suspended 
solids, and precipitates in these complex high ionic strength solutions. Development of this 
predictive capability will require characterization of solid and solution phase speciation as well 
as experimental thermodynamic and kinetic data on important radionuclide aqueous speciation 
reactions, precipitatioddissolution reactions, and solid phase adsorption reactions. 

A second model is also needed to predict inventories of important radionuclides in individual 
waste tanks. Such a model has already been under development for several years (the “Hanford 
Defined Waste” model, developed at LANL), however, its radionuclide solubility sub-routines L 
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and its waste transfer data base are lacking the sophistication to allow the overall model to make 

question of radionuclide concentration by waste phase and by tank, both of these models need to 
be developed in tandem. The partitioning model supporting the need for improved solubility 
data within the HDW model is needed, and an improved waste transaction database supporting 
the bigger picture of radionuclide movement between tanks is also needed. 

Schedule Requirements: 4 to 10 years. 

Problem Description: Current strategies for reducing the total volume of radioactive tank waste 
requiring disposal at Hanford and other DOE sites call for the development of methods to 
selectively remove non-radioactive elements such as Al, P, and Cr while retaining or 
precipitating the radioactive elements, including fission products and the actinide elements in the 
HLW stream. Unfortunately, the presence of a large number of possible solid phases, aqueous 
complexants, and the high ionic strength (often several molal) of these solutions makes it 
extremely difficult to determine and predict the distribution of radionuclides between the 
sludges, suspended solids and aqueous supernatants. Such a lack of fundamental knowledge 
about the distribution of radionuclides in the HLW stream significantly impacts the complexity 
of the waste pretreatment processes and waste retrieval operations in several ways: 

accurate predictions of individual tank inventories for radionuclides. To solve the overall W’ 

. 

The possible presence of alpha emitting radionuclides such as Pu and particularly Am-241 in 
waste supernatant liquids may complicate the waste pretreatment flowsheet and equipment 
design by requiring additional complexant destruction or radionuclide separation steps, 

The possible presence of high energy gamma emitting radionuclides (such as Co-60 and Eu- 
154) in waste supernatant liquids may impact shielding requirements in low-activity waste 
processing cells, 

The design of off-gas treatment systems for HLW vitrification may also be impacted (e.g., 
the need to abate the release of 1-129 that may be present in washed waste solids), 

The complexity of final waste retrieval operations may be impacted by the presence in waste 
sludges of mobile radionuclides such as Tc-99, and Se-79. 

d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Benefir: Significantly reduced processing and disposal costs through optimization of waste 
processing conditions for individual tank sludges or supernatants. This science need supports the 
following Hanford tanks technology need: RL-WTO24 Enhanced Sludge Washing Process Data 

Site Technical Pointsf-Contact: Robert A. Watrous, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 376-2597, robert a watrous@,rl.gov 

DOE End-Userh?epresentative Point-of-Contact: Jon C. Peschong, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9327, 
Jon c Deschon€!(ii).rl.aov - 

mailto:watrous@,rl.gov
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L SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

EFFECT OF HUMAN AND NATURAL INFLUENCES ON LONG-TERM WATER 
DISTRIBUTION 

Identi@cation No.: RL-WTO43-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS Of lcd i te :  Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms. 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Effect of Human and Natural Influences on Long-Term Water Distribution. 

NeecUOpportuni@ Category: Science Opportunily. 

Need Description: Fundamental data to improve confidence in the performance assessment 
under realistic conditions. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Water passing through the soil surface to the waste 
disposal facility provides both the agent to release the contaminants from the waste form as well 
as the medium to transport the contaminants to the groundwater. The amount of water applied to 
the surface over the next thousands of years will vary because of climate changes and because of 
human-initiated events. 

Schedule Requirements: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- 
Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. 

Problem Description: Efforts are needed to 1) consider long-term land and water use at DOE 
sites by future generations; 2) consider natural phenomena such as near-term climate change u 
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(which is forecast to impact society in the next 100 years) or long-term climate change as we 

to predict the transport of contaminants. 
transition into the next ice age; and 3) incorporate those uses and impacts into modeling efforts d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
FU-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need: 
RL-WTO29. Data and Tools for Performance Assessments. 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Provide technical basis for characterizing the distribution of hydraulic properties 
and recharge rates in and around the Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste 
Disposal System. Such information will also be required for other waste management 
actions involving subsurface disposal. 

Regulatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. Composite analyses, which also require knowledge 
of recharge, are also required under the new order. 

Environmental Sajieg & Health: Recharge water is the main means for dissolutionhelease 
of contaminants from waste and the transport of those contaminants to groundwater. 

Cost Savings Potential wortgage Reduction): Less conservative values for hydraulic 
properties and recharge rates in and around disposal facilities will allow less stringent release 
contaminant specifications for the Phase I1 immobilization Request for proposals (and hence 
lower product costs to DOE) as well as less stringent requirements for waste disposal facility 
design. 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford action. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

e 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
performance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Point estimates of recharge and laboratory measurements of 
hydraulic properties on small cores. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program. 
. 
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W Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), (509) 372- 
9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rl.Pov 

Contractor Fucili@flroject Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-3885, Fax: (509) 373-9062, russell j murkowski@rl.eov 

DOE End-UserBepresentative Points-of-Contact: Phil E. LaMont, DOE-IU/ORF’, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiu e lamont@rl.gov; Jon C. Peschong, 
DOE-FWORP, (509) 376-9327, Fax: (509) 372-1215, ion c Deschonn(ii).rl.Eov 
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SCIENCE NEEDS /OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DISTRIBUTION OF RECHARGE RATES 

Identification No.: RL-WTO44-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS Offic&ite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit fi~applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Faciliw: Tank Farms. 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Distribution of Recharge Rates. 

Needopportunity Categov: Science Opportunity. 

Need Description: Fundamental data to improve confidence in the performance assessment 
under realistic conditions. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Recharge water is the primary means for dissolution 
and release of contaminants h m  the buried waste and transport of those contaminants to the 
groundwater. Estimation of these rates is difficult under arid conditions because the rates are 
very low. In addition, there are significant questions about the adequacy of the estimated 
recharge rates given the heterogeneity of the environmental processes, the effect of facility 
features, the uncertainty of climate, and the influence of humans. Furthermore, no attempt has 
been made to quantify the distribution of recharge rates to enable sounder estimates of the mean 
and range of rates to be expected during the lifetime of the facility. 

Schedule Requirements: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- 
Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. 

u 
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Problem Description: Measurements at the Hanford Site have shown that the amount of water 4 

naturally passing through the upper soil surface depends on the amount of precipitation, soil type 
and texture, and vegetation cover. A detailed understanding how these variables interact across a 
sparsely vegetated landscape over long times (thousands of years) and a comparison of such an 
understanding with estimates of long-term rates (through tracer measurements) is necessary. 

Also needed is the quantification of: 

The distribution of recharge throughout the Hanford Site as well as through the waste site, 

The variability (uncertainty) possible in the distribution of recharge, and 

The time delay between recharge through the land surface and that into the water table. - 
Knowledge of the distribution of recharge throughout the Hanford Site is important because it 
determines the direction and magnitude of groundwater flow beneath waste sites. Because 
recharge rate is known to be a significant factor in the release and migration of contaminants, 
knowledge of the uncertainty in spatial estimates of recharge will contribute to estimates of risk. 
Finally, because society is becoming more interested in estimates of near-term impacts to the 
environment, if simulations of contaminant release, migration and fate are to be compared 
quantitatively to field observations, then the time delay between surface infiltration and 
groundwater recharge must be taken into account. This will be of greater importance if the 
prediction of contaminant fate in the next 100 to 1000 years becomes the focal point of 
assessments of impacts to human health. 

The time at which contaminants enter the accessible environment is proportional to the rate at 
which water passes through the soil. For most waste forms, the amount of contaminants is also 
proportional to this rate as well. Understanding the causes for the rate at which water enters a 
disposal facility will allow a better design of the disposal facility and better setting of the 
specifications for the waste form. By varying the specifications for the waste form, procurement 
costs and disposal facility costs could vary by hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Production of recharge distributions for the Hanford Site, and perhaps other large DOE sites in 
the arid and semi-arid Western United States, will enable the inclusion of the spatial variability 
and uncertainty in a key release and fate parameter (recharge) in an analysis of uncertain health 
impacts. The importance of recharge rate in the assessment of waste disposal in the arid West 
has been demonstrated. Our uncertainty in estimates of recharge feeds directly our uncertainty in 
risk and cost envelopes associated with waste management decisions. 

PBSNo.: WBS No.: 
RL-Two9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need: 
RL-WTO29 Data and Tools for Performance Assessments. 
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JustiFcation For Need: u 
Technical: Provide technical basis for characterizing h e  distribution of hydraulic properties 
and recharge rates in and around the Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste 
Disposal System. Such information will also be required for other waste management 
actions involving subsurface disposal. 

Regulatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. Composite analyses, which also require knowledge 
of recharge, are also required under the new order. 

Environmenfal Safe@ & Health: Recharge water is the main means for dissolutionirelease 
of contaminants from waste and the transport of those contaminants to groundwater. 

Cosf Savings Pofential (Mortgage Reduction): Less conservative values for hydraulic 
properties and recharge rates in and around disposal facilities will allow less stringent release 
contaminant specifications for the Phase I1 immobilization Request for proposals (and hence 
lower product costs to DOE) as well as less stringent requirements for waste disposal facility 
design 

CulturavStakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford action. 

Ofher: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. W 

Consequences of Nof Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
performance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

Outsourcing Pofential: NIA. 

Currenf Baseline Technology: Point estimates of recharge and laboratory measurements of 
hydraulic properties on small cores. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program 

Sire Technicul Poinf-ofiContact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), (509) 372- 
9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rl.eov 

Confrucfor FaciMyProjecf Munager: Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-3885, Fax: (509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@rl.gov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Poinf-ofiConfacf: Phil E. LaMont, DOE-RLIORP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiu e lamont@rl.gov 

L 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

VADOSE ZONE FLOW SIMULATION TOOL UNDER ARID CONDITIONS 

Identijication No.: RL-WTO45-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS ODceBite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (FU-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Faciliw: Tank Farms 

Priorig Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Vadose Zone Flow Simulation Tool Under Arid Conditions 

NeenYOpportuniv Categov: Science Opportunity. 

Need Description: To understand the movement of contaminants in very complex geometries 
through zones of low moisture for use in risk assessments. 

Functional Performance Requirements: To predict the movement of contaminants from the 
disposal of waste, a wide variety of chemical and physical phenomena must be modeled over 
large spatial scales and over time periods lasting thousands of years. For the release of 
contaminants from immobilized low4evel tank waste, the physical condition and surrounding 
water chemistry for thousands of canisters must be modeled, where the physical and chemical 
environment vary with time and position in the disposal vault. For the modeling of flow into 
disposal facilities or around tanks in large tank farms, detailed three-dimensional geometric 
models must be used transient moisture fronts and steep concentration gradients must be 
analyzed. Finally, because of the Iow moisture content of Hanford soils and the significant 
thickness of the vadose zone, simulations over many thousands of years are required, even for 
the most mobile contaminants. 

L 
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Schedule Requiremen&: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- d’ 

Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. 

Problem Description: Develop a computer code using modem computer science techniques that 
combines time and spatially-dependent geochemical modeling with transient moisture flow and 
contaminant transport and which allows the determination on the results of modeling and data 
uncertainties. The simulator must handle geometrically complex objects and a large number of 
chemical species. Current extrapolated running times must be reduced by one to two orders of 
magnitude. The code should be structured to economically address the quantification of 
sensitivity of responses to uncertain physical and geochemical model parameters. 

Determine the real transport properties and phenomena at a western site having complex flow 
and transport conditions (such as the Hanford Site). Such properties should include chemical 
retardation (e.g. dependency on moisture and geologic layers) and unsaturated hydraulic data. 
Transport phenomena should include not only transport through homogenous media but also 
transport through fractured and preferred vertical flow paths (such as clastic dikes). 

Current techniques require that oversimplified models be used, making analyses too 
conservative. Better modeling techniques will allow more accurate waste form specifications for 
immobilized Hanford tank waste, potentially saving hundreds of millions of dollars, and will 
allow a better determination for the closure of Hanford tank farms, potentially allowing a large 
fraction of tanks to be remediated in a more cost-effective manner. 

With a simulation tool that calculates uncertainty propagation, resources can be concentrated on 
those data and methods having the largest impact on the calculations of environmental responses. 
By reducing the most important uncertainties and by providing greater assurance that the 
modeling is accurate and reliable, the total life-cycle cleanup will be reduced. 

d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need: 
IU-WO29 Data and Tools for Performance Assessments. 

Justi@ation For Nee& 

Technical: Provide technical basis for characterizing the distribution of hydraulic properties 
and recharge rates in and around the Hanford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste 
Disposal System. Such information will also be required for other waste management 
actions involving subsurface disposal. 

Regulutory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. Composite analyses, which also require knowledge 
of recharge, are also required under the new order. 
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W Environmenfal Safe@ & Health: Recharge water is the main means for dissolutiodrelease 
of contaminants from waste and the transport of those contaminants to groundwater. 

Cost Savings Pofenfiul (Mortgage Reduction): Less conservative values for hydraulic 
properties and recharge rates in and around disposal facilities will allow less stringent release 
contaminant specifications for the Phase I1 immobilization Request for proposals (and hence 
lower product costs to DOE) as well as less stringent requirements for waste disposal facility 
design 

Culturuvslakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford action. 

Ofher: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
performance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

Oufiourcing Potential: NIA 

Current Buseline Technology: Point estimates of recharge and laboratory measurements of 
hydraulic properties on small cores. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program 

Site Technical Poinf-of-Confacf: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), (509) 372- 
9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann(ii,rl.,.rl.eov 

Contractor FacilifyProject Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-3885, Fax: (509) 373-9062, russell i murkowski@,rl.eov 

DOE End-Wsermepresentutive Poin&-of-Contacf: Phil E .  LaMont, DOE-RLIORP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, p h i b  e lamontO.rl.,.rl.eov; Jon Peschong, DOE-RL/ORP, 
(509) 376-9327, Fax: (509) 372-1215; jon c Deschone@,rl.eov 

W 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

GETTER MATERIALS 

Identification No.: RL-WTO46-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & DisposalIClosure 
OPS O!c&ite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Una oyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: TankFarms 

Prioriq Rating: 

This entry addresses the "Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)" priority: 

- 
X 

1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Getter Materials. 

NeedOpportuni& Category: Science Opportunity (ILAW)lScience Need (Closure), 

Need Description: Fundamental data to improve confidence in the performance assessment 
under realistic conditions. 

Functional Performance Requirements: In order to meet the contaminant release specifications 
for the disposal of Hanford low-activity tank waste, radiocontaminants are physically trapped in 
glass. However, only a few of these radioelements drive the performance assessment. If these 
key radioelements could be- chemically trapped after their release from glass, then the 
performance of the waste disposal system could be significantly improved. Hydraulic properties 
of getter materials (original, loaded, and discharged) need to be measured to fully understand 
waste disposal performance in the presence of getters. The use of getter materials in the 
Savannah River Site's disposal of the Saltstone waste was an important consideration in the 
approval of that site's disposal of tank waste. 
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*d Schedule Requirements: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- 
Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. For 
tank closure activities, the data and testing are needed by 2004. 

Problem Description: Negatively charged elements and compounds (e.g. TcOi, Se-) are poorly 
sorbed on most materials under basic @H > 7) conditions. However, some negatively charged 
materials (e.g. r) do sorb on Hanford soils under basic conditions. An understanding of how 
important contaminants interact with the soil will aid the development of appropriate materials to 
retard the transport of those contaminants. 

If low-cost getter materials can be developed for use in waste disposal, then requirements on 
waste forms can be reduced, potentially saving hundreds of millions of dollars in the Hanford 
Immobilized Waste Disposal Program. The Savannah River Site uses FeS to trap technetium, 
and many disposal sites use concrete to trap uranium. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4.1.3 
RL-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 
N/A 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need: 
RL-WTO61 Reactive Barriers to Contaminant Migration. 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Deployment of sequestering agents could provide an engineering solution for 
past leaks and retrieval leaks, and for tank fill materials for closure. Deployment of 
sequestering agents in the matrix or as a liner around the vitrified low-activity waste will 
reduce the engineering requirements of the disposal facility. 

Regulatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. 

Environmental Safety & Health: Deployment of sequestering agents will reduce the long- 
term risk to both human health and the environment by attenuating the migration of mobile 
contaminants. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): The cost savings could be significant. With 
regard to the disposal facility, the cost savings resulting from lowering the design 
requirements could exceed several hundred million dollars. The cost saving associated with 
deployment of the getter material in the soil could approach several hundred million dollars 
depending on the inventory and distribution of contamination resulting from past and 
anticipated future leaks. Cost savings associated with deployment of getter materials in tank 
fill materials could be in the tens to hundreds of millions of dollars if more rigorous tank 
retrieval requirements or tank closure approaches can be avoided by taking advantage of 
getter materials in reducing release rate. 

. 

W 
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CulfuruHtukeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest impact 
of any intentional Hanford disposal action. Stakeholders and Tribal Nations have voiced 
opposition to practices that will leak additional contaminants into the soil column. 
Deployment of the getter material as a reactive barrier will mitigate consequences of 
contaminants that have leaked to soils, or that may be left in tanks following retrieval. 

Other: Concerns regarding the migration of contaminants from existing subsurface 
contamination, future leaks from sluicing, or residual waste could impact RPP/ORP retrieval 
options and limit cleanup and disposal strategies. Mitigation of waste immobilization will 
rely on the principle of chemical stabilization rather than macro-encapsulation or 
containment. See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 

L/ 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the performance 
assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the waste product 
request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. More rigorous and expensive 
retrieval and closure methods may be required to achieve performance requirements. 

Outsourcing Potential: Once the laboratories (PNNL and SNL) have performed the laboratory 
analysis and bench scale demonstrations, the technology will be available for field scale 
demonstration and deployment. It is intended that placement of getter materials in contaminated 
soils or in tank fill materials would be outsourced to private contractors. 

Current Baseline Technology: The current strategy for closure of Hanford double and single- 
shell tanks does not include the use of sequestering agents. Although use of sequestering agents 
has been proposed for use in support of Environmental Restoration activities on the Hanford site, , 
the technology has not been deployed at Hanford. However, within the scientific community 
there is considerable interest in its potential use. The need for sequestering agent technology 
development has been identified in the Immobilized Low Activity Waste (ILAW) program logic. 

End-Users: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program (ILAW) RuSsell J. Murkowski, Lockheed 
Martin Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 373-3885, Fax :(509)373-9062, 
russell i murkowski@rl.eov; Tank Farm Closure Program - Carolyn Haass, LMHC, 
(509) 372-0803, Fax: (509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@,rl.eov 

Site Technicul Poinrs-of-Contuct: ILAW, Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), 
(509) 372-9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, frederick m mann@rl.eov; Closure, Carolyn Haass, 
LMHC, (509) 372-0803, Fax: (509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@rl.eov 

Contractor Fucilifyflrojcct Munuger: ILAW, Russell J. Murkowski, LMHC, (509) 373-3885, 
Fax: (509)373-9062, russell i rnurkowski@rl.!rl.gov; Closure: Carolyn Haass, LMHC, 
(509) 372-0803, Fax: (509) 373-6101, carolvn c haass@rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresentutive Poinfs-of-Contuct: ILAW: Phil E. LaMont, DOE-RL/ORP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philiu e lamont@rl.eov; Closure: Robert W. Lober, 
DOE-RL/ORP, (509) 373-7949, Fax: (509) 376-8532, robert w 1oberO.rl.eov; Jon C. Peschong, 
DOE-RL/ORP, (509) 376-9327, Fax: (509) 372-1215; jon c ueschone@rl.aov 

v 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

EFFECT OF PROCESSING ON GAS RELEASE, WASTE SEDIMENTATION, 
RHEOLOGICAL, AND OTHER BEHAVIORS 

Identification No.: RL-WTO49-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: River Protection Project, Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS Of lcd i t e :  Richland Operations OMice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit: NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit: Not Applicable 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects ( e g ,  moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- X 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

u 

Need Title: Effect of Processing on Gas Release, Waste Sedimentation, Rheological, and Other 
Behaviors (this is a consolidation of FY 1999 RL-WT049-S, Effect of Processing on Waste 
Rheological and Sedimentation Properties, and RL-WTO5 1 -S, Foam Generation and Stability). 

NeerVOpportunity Cutegoy: Science Opportuniry - Verification of process assumptions 

Need Description: Current process concepts assume that mixer pumping is effective at 
degassing tanks and that mixer pumping has no detrimental impact on sedimentation, rheological 
properties, and other behaviors of the Hanford tank waste. The potential for foaming from 
retained gases and inadvertent precipitation reactions from mixing has not been evaluated. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Mixer pumping should release retained gas (not just 
relocate it to someplace else in the waste) from LAW and leave behind a sluny having favorable 
settling properties. HLW waste need not settle after mixer pump mobilization because HLW is 
no longer washed in tanks. Mixer pumping and mixing of different streams should not have 
adverse impacts on the rheological properties of slurries. Foaming to any degree in nearly 1 1 1  
DSTs would be unacceptable. 

L 
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d Schedule Requirements: There is no date certain for the information, but far enough in advance 
of implementing retrieval actions to revise plans if it becomes necessary. 

Problem Description: A large portion of the insoluble solids in tank sludge may be in the form 
of colloidal particles. Depending on the pH and ion concentrations of the surrounding solution, 
these particles may attract each other to form a porous network of particle chains, also known as 
a gel. The formation of a colloidal gel can impact several aspects of tank waste processing. For 
example, the formation of a colloidal gel can change a low-viscosity Newtonian suspension into 
a highly-viscous shear-thinning fluid. In another example, the efficiency of solid-liquid 
separation through sedimentation depends on the final sediment density, which may be 
dramatically reduced if a colloidal gel is formed. 

The rheological and sedimentation properties of the waste depend both on the strength of 
connection between individual particles and the structure of the particle networks that form. 
Areas of interest include: effect of processing (e.g., retrieval, transport, solidlliquid separations) 
on rheological properties of waste; colloid behavior and flocculation; particle size distributions; 
surface charge and interfacial properties; and mechanical mixing effects (e.g., erosion, 
deagglomeration). Models must be developed to predict when gels will form in retrieval, wash, 
and leach solutions. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
=-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: This effort is required to ensure that feed is delivered to the RPP Privatization 
Contractor in a timely manner with the use of minimum double-shell tank space. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safety & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Timely delivery of feed avoids down time 
financial penalties. 

CulturaUStakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences Of Not Filling Need: Feed delivery may not proceed smoothly and delays may 
be experienced. 

Outsourcing Potential: DOE complex only. 
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W Current Baseline Technology: Current plans involve mixer pumping, but there is little 
experience with mixer pumping at Hanford. Degassing at SY-101 worked for a while, but slurry 
growth is apparently happening again. Long-term degassing (as in SY-101) is not needed once 
tanks have been retrieved. 

End-User: EM-30, RF'P Retrieval Engineering, A. F. Choho, Manager. 

Site Technicul Points-of-Contact: Ken A. Gasper, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 373-1948, Fax: (509) 376-2371, kenneth a ken aasDer@rl.eov; Fred R. Reich, 
COGEMA Engineering, (509) 376-4063, Fax: (509) 372-8367, fred r reich@,cogema- 
engineering.com 

Contractor FucilityProject Munuger: William E. Ross, LMHC, RPP Characterization Project, 
(509) 373-5434, Fax: (509) 373-6398, William E Bill Ross@,rl.gov 

DOE End-UserflPepresentutive Point-of-Contact: Privatization - Neil R. Brown, DOE-RL, 
(509) 372-2323, Fax: (509) 373-0628, neil r brown@lrl.gov 
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W SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENTS 

CHARACTERIZATION OF ORGANIC SPECIES IN WASTE FEED TO LAW AND 
HLW TREATMENT FACILITIES 

Identipcation No.: RL-WTO52-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Retrieval 
OPS OfJictvSite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facili9: Tank Farms 

Priori9 Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) - 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Tiile: Characterization of Organic Species in Waste Feed to LAW and HLW Treatment 
Facilities. 

Nee d/Opportunity Category: Science Need. 

Measurement of the amount of certain RCRA and the Toxic Substances Conrrol Acr of 1976 
(TSCA) organic compounds is needed in waste feed to the private contractors that may impact 
process and plant design. Since the waste is a very complex matrix, analytical methods must be 
modified to be suitably applied. Some of this method modification has been done at the Hanford 
2224  Laboratory. Future efforts should be coordinated with the work already done so as not to 
duplicate it. 

Problem Description: For acceptance at the repository, the immobilized high-level waste 
(IHLW) form cannot contain significant amounts of more than 200 RCRA or TSCA organic 
species. ILAW must meet LDRs, which also forbid a large number of hazardous constituents. 
In addition, a number of compounds known as toxic air pollutants will have to be addressed in 
permitting of the facilities. (Savannah River’s tank waste is not listed waste, so this is not an 

L issue at DWPF.) 
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While the waste feed to the private contractor will contain many RCRA organics, the private 
contractor's process will have to destroy or remove these compounds in order to meet the 
restrictions above. The quantity of each of these compounds present in the waste feed stream to 
the private contractors will need to be established so that they can design their facility and 
demonstrate that they can meet the permitting requirements. DOE, the regulators, and the 
private contractors will have to resolve which organization will perform which analyses for 
compliance. DOE is making an effort as part of its planning phase to provide additional 
information for environmental planning. This will involve characterization of organic 
components in tank waste. Most of these compounds can be analyzed by current methods with 
some modification or development of sample preparation techniques. There may be a limited set 
of compounds important to environmental planning that will require a more significant effort in 
method development. This set is currently being reviewed by DOE and Ecology. 

Need Description: Development of analytical methods to address DOE and regulatory 
requirements. The analyses could use existing analytical tools but would require the 
development of sample preparation steps, calibration, and method validation for their application 
to organic species in tank waste. 

Schedule Requirements: The completion of this effort must be targeted for input to DOE early 
in FY 2000. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO1 1 .l. 1.1.01 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Benefit: Development of these methods will support environmental planning for permitting of 
the private contractors' facilities. If methods developed can demonstrate that certain RCRA and 
TSCA compounds are not present in the waste, the contractors may be able to design more 
simple processes, saving money. If no method is developed and if RCRA compounds are later 
shown to be present in the output streams of the plant, the plants may have to shut down and 
retool, and significant cost will be incurred. 

Site Technical Points-ofiContacts: Chem DeFigh Price, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-9596, Chem DeFieh-Price@rl.eov; Bill Winters, Numatec Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-1951, William I Bill Winters@,rl.eov 

DOE%End-User Point-of-Contact: Jon C. Peschong, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9327, Fax 
(509) 372-1215,jon c Deschone@d.eov 
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‘W SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CONTAMINANT MOBILITY BENEATH TANK FARMS 

Identification No.: IU-WTO53-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Vadose Zone 
OPS Of lcd i te :  Richland Operations Officemanford Site 
Operable Unit (qapplicable): NIA 
Waste Siream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (IU-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unii (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priori@ Rating: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. v 

Need Tiile: Contaminant Mobility Beneath Tank Farms. 

Need/Opportuni@ Category: Science Need. 

heed Description: Quantify and understand the evolution of the present distribution of 
con taminants, both radioactive and nonradioactive (particularly cesium-137 but also Pu, Tc-99, 
Sr-90, Cr, and nitrate), beneath the tank farms and to evaluate their potential mobility under all 
“leave or retrieve” options. The current understanding of the mobility of contaminants from 
single-shell tank leaks and major soil column transuranic disposal sites is inadequate to fully 
support cleanup, closure, or performance assessment-related decisions. Notably, borehole 
logging in SX Tank Farm revealed cesium-137 at depths of 130 fi, significantly deeper than 
predicted by current models. Further investigations, including the drilling of two additional 
wells, conf i ied  the presence of migrated cesium in the formation. The report issued by the 
River Protection Project Vadose Zone Expert Panel concluded that cesium migration was poorly 
understood and that insufficient data were available to validate migration models. 

Without knowledge about the distribution of contaminants beneath the tank farms, and without 
the ability in hand to predict contaminant movement, it will be impossible to assure the public 
that the DOE can predict: 

the impact of leaks during sluicing of the tanks during cleanup 
the impact of leaving the tanks (and their associated subsurface contamination) in place. u 
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Furthermore, the vadose zone cleanup schedule for the 200 Areas could be delayed if the 
mobility status of deeply distributed contaminants is unknown or inadequately characterized well 
in advance. For example, if it is eventually determined that retrieval of TRU-contaminated soil 
down to 40 m or more beneath PFP cribs is required, the cleanup schedule could be greatly 
impacted due to financial requirements for excavation and handling costs that could approach 
1 billion dollars or more. Similar excavation requirements for leaking single-shell tanks (SSTs) 
could drive the costs of cleanup higher by several orders of magnitude. The sooner this issue is 
resolved, the sooner more accurate technical, financial and schedule forecasts can be made. 

Functional Performance Requiremen&: 

Colloidal transport mechanisms. Studies are needed to evaluate the importance of colloids in 
enhancing the migration of radionuclides. 

-4' 

Soil fuationhinding mechanisms. Current predictive models of contaminant transport beneath 
single-shell tanks rely on general & information derived from laboratory sorption studies in 
synthetic media. The extreme chemical conditions associated with tank liquor (PH up to 14) and 
PFP crib discharges (PH to -I) ,  and the associated changes in sorptive properties of the porous 
media, are difficult if not impossible to simulate. Prior characterization studies (mid 70's) 
provided valuable information on which to build. However, due to moderately slow changes in 
subsurface conditions over time (e.g., silicate hydrolysis), the pH and other chemical conditions 
in the soil column beneath receiving sites may be different today than 20-25 years ago. Thus, 

contaminants in the soil column. The sorptive mechanisms need to be assessed to determine how 
tightly bound Sr-90, Cs-137, Pu, and Am are today. This involves the following: 

contemporary contaminated media is needed to assess the existing field mobility status of major e 

extraction of pore fluid (free fraction) and the "reverse" of laboratory sorption studies (Le., 
leaching or desorption studies) using actual contaminated media 

assessment of the role of potential chemical reactions induced by the soil mineral fraction. 

For example, what is the role of iron (11) rich silicate minerals (pyroxenes) present in Hanford 
soils on reduction-sorption of transuranics? Acid hydrolysis due to the acidity of the effluent 
may have enhanced the reducing capability of iron (11) rich minerals and resulted in irreversible 
sorption of transuranics (Johnson and Hodges, 1997, Second Symposium on Hydrogeologv of 
Wnshingron, abstracts). Hot, high-pH media (original tank waste) also modify the soil matrix in 
unpredictable ways. Silicate minerals dissolve and reprecipitate, colloids may form, etc. Actual 
modified media is needed to evaluate existing conditions. Additional or supplemental work is 
needed for a comprehensive assessment of 200 Area soil column disposal and tank farm sites. 

Development of a modeling tool. A computer code should be developed to model the migration 
of radionuclides due to tank leakage incorporating the unique considerations described above 
(e.g., high pH, colloidal transport, moderately unsaturated to saturated conditions, etc.). The 
model should combine time and spatially-dependent geochemical modeling with transient 
moisture flow and contaminant transport and allow the determination of modeling and data 
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uncertainties. The simulator must handle geometrically complex objects and a large number of 
chemical species. The code should be structured to economically address the quantification of 
sensitivity of responses to uncertain physical and geochemical model parameters. Transport 
phenomena should include not only transport through homogenous media but also transport 
through fractured and preferred vertical flow paths (such as clastic dikes). This effort should 
build on the work that Jacobs Engineering has already done as part of the Hanford Tanks 
Initiative. 

u 

Schedule Requiremenis: Over the period FY 1999 through FY 2003 subsurface investigations 
and laboratory analyses will be taking place in the SST waste management areas under RCRA 
assessment as part of a Phase 1 RFI/CMS process addressed in the Tri-Party Agreement. In the 
first half of FY 2004, an RFI Report is scheduled to be prepared that will summarize results of 
site-specific investigations, and provide recommendations on additional investigations that may 
need to be performed to support decisions on controlling existing subsurface contamination, 
retrieving waste from tanks, and closing tank farms. Improved understanding of transport and 
fixationbinding mechanisms in this time frame will support recommendations on what 
additional investigations, if any, may need to be conducted 

Problem Description: Spectral gamma logging of drywells around underground single-shell 
tanks (SSTs) has provided valuable data on penetration of gamma-emitting contaminants from 
tank leaks into the soil beneath tanks. Knowledge of the inlentory and distribution of 
contaminants from past tank leaks, and mechanisms that have controlled their movement, will be 
important in assessing risk implications from past leaks and potential future leaks during 
retrieval, and making decisions on whether or what remediation efforts may be needed for 
closing tank farms, or for taking interim corrective actions prior to tank farm closure. 

L, 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4.1.3 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need($: 
RL-WTO61 Reactive Barriers to Contaminant Migration. 

Justiftcotion For Need: 

Technical: Develop sufficient understanding of factors that control movement of 
contaminants from tank leaks to develop estimates of inventory and distribution, and to 
estimate long-term risk consequences. Improved understanding of transport and 
fixatiodbinding mechanisms will support cleanup decisions on interim corrective actions, 
waste retrieval, and tank farm closure. 

Regulutory: Single-shell tanks are RCRA TSD units, regulated under WAC 173-303. Tri- 
Party Agreement milestones adopted under Change Control Form M-45-98-03 require 
investigation of the SST waste management areas under a RFI/CMS process. Additional Tri- 
Party Agreement milestones under the M-45 series require retrieval of waste and closure of 
tank farms in a manner that protects public health and the environment. The Record of 

L 
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Decision for the RPP EIS requires a NEPA process for making decisions on tank farm 
closure, once a sufficient understanding of vadose zone conditions and processes is attained. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Decisions on interim corrective actions and tank farm 
closure will address risks to workers and the public from remediation activities. These risks 
will be evaluated and compared to long-term risks associated with contaminants that remain 
in the environment from tank leaks. Improved understanding of transport and 
fixationkinding mechanisms will support estimates of long-term risk, as well as estimates of 
inventory and distribution of contaminants in the soil that may need to be remediated. 

J 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Remediation of contaminated soil, if 
required as part of interim corrective measures or tank farm closure, could cost in the 
hundreds of millions of dollars. Improved understanding of transport mechanisms and long- 
term risk implications will ensure technical defensibility of such decisions. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: Regulators and stakeholders insist on developing a much 
better understanding of subsurface conditions and processes than presently exist, prior to 
making critical decisions on waste retrieval and closure of tank farms. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Cleanup decisions will lack technical defensibility. 

Outsourcing Potential: N/A. 

End-User: Vadose Zone Project: Carolyn Haass. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Vadose Zone Project: Carolyn Haass - Lockheed Martin 
Hanford Corporation (LMHC), (509) 372-9514; fax (509) 372-9447; carolvn c haassOrl.gov 

Contractor FaciIi@Project Manager: Vadose Zone Project: Carolyn Haass - LMHC, 
(509) 372-95 14; fax (509) 372-9447; carolvn c haass@rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Points-of-Contact: David Olson, DOE-RLIORP, 
(509) 376-7412; fax (509) 376-4360; david e olson@rl.eov; Jon Peschong, DOE-RLIORP, 
(509) 376-9327; fax: (509) 372-1215;jon c Deschone@rl.eov 

d 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SOLIDS YIELD DURING MIXER PUMP MOBILIZATION 

Identification No.: RL-WTO54-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: River Protection Project, Waste Feed Delivery 
OPS OBcdSite: Richland Operations Ofice/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit fi&fapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost savings or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. v 

Need Title: Solids Yield During Mixer Pump Mobilization. 

NeecVOpporiunity Category: Science Need. 

Need Descrbtion: Validated mixer pump performance correlations, Le., effective cleaning 
radius (ECR) as a function of definable properties. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Mixer pump performance correlations need to reflect 
the performance of the actual pump design, or pump design needs to be modified to be consistent 
with performance correlations in relation to actual sludge mobilization performance. These must 
correlate with current mobilization and pump data from Hanford and Savannah River Site and 
allow designers to successfully address required mobilization performance. 

Project W-211 has numerous scale model tests and theoretical analysis on which to base the 
mixer pump design. Further lab work does not seem prudent. The Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL) report referenced above, which was funded by Project W-2 1 1, did conclude 
differently than previous effective cleaning radius (ECR) correlations. However, it did not 
conclude that the GOFFIS pumps currently in the project are inadequate. Validation of the ECR 
equations should involve real Tank 241-AZ-101 process tests. 

L 
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d Schedule Requirements: This needs to be resolved by the end of FY 2001 so it can influence 
design updates to the AN-105 mixer pump project. 

Problem Description: This need was previously focused on accurate measurement of shear 
strength because of the perceived importance of shear strength to the ECR of a mixer pump. 
However, all of PNNL’s mixer pump test data were recently correlated with three dimensionless 
parameters (Letter Report by Shekarriz et al. April 1998) with the following result: ECR is much 
more sensitive to nozzle velocity (U,O7’) than to shear strength ( l l ~ ? ’ ~ ) .  Shear strength appears 
to be less important than the characteristics of the jet. In full-scale mixer pumps, pumped sluny 
exits through a hole (not a nozzle), while PNNL’s small-scale mobilization tests used a nozzle to 
create a well-developed jet. It isn’t clear if the current mixer pump design produces jets that are 
analogous to the small-scale tests, and consequently, the validity of using the correlations to 
predict full-scale performance is in question. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Cwent  equations for calculating mobilization efficiency have never been 
validated for actual conditions during full-scale retrieval. 

Regulatory: NIA. 

Environmental Safev & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

Culturaustnkeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: Remove uncertainty pertaining to DOE’S readiness to deliver the required volume of 
feed to BNFL, Inc. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Continued uncertainty with regard to mobilization 
efficiency. 

Outsourcing Potential: DOE complex only. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Correlations derived from small-scale mobilization testing. 

End-User: EM-30, RPP Retrieval Engineering, A. F. Choho, Manager 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Anne-Marie F. Choho, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-8280; fax (509) 372-0065, anne-mane f choho@rl.eov 
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u Contractor FaciiityProjed Manager: Russ L Treat, MACTC, (509) 373-3824; fax 
(509) 372-0065, russell 1 russ treat@rI.gov 

DOE End-Userrnepresentative Points-of-Contact: Jim J. Davis, DOE-IU/ORP Project 
Engineer for Project W-211,376-6678; fax 373-0628;Jim i davis@rl.gov; - Rudy Cmeon, 
(509) 372-8280; fax (509) 373-0628, Rodolfo Rudv Carreonmr1.gov 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

HALF-LIVES OF SE-79 AND SN-126 

Identifcation No.: RL-WTO56-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Storage & Disposal 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable: NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit ~~applicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opporhmities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. L 

Need Title: Half-Lives of Se-79 and Sn-126. 

NeerVOpportunily Category: Science Opporruni@ 

Need Description: Measure the half-lives of Se-79 and Sn-126 to within lo%.. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The half-lives of Se-79 and Sn-126 are uncertain, 
causing uncertainties in predicted doses. For the disposal of immobilized low-activity Hanford 
tank waste, Sn-126 is the most important isotope in inadvertent intruder scenarios and Se-79 is 
the next most important isotope for the groundwater scenario. There exists one measurement of 
Se-79 (1949). However, the value reported (less than 65,000 years in ORNL-499 report on page 
45) is in contradiction with fission yield systematics. A reanalysis of the conversion of the raw 
data into a half-life value has found that the reported half-live is low by a factor of 10. (For more 
information see-Nuclear Data Sheers, Vol. 70 (1993) 437. 

Recently (J Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. Letters Vol212 (1996) 93) a new value was measured for 
Sn-126 (2.5 x IO5 y) using the UK fission yield for normalization. This replaces a value 
(-100,000 years) published in an abstract (Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc, Vol. 2 (1958) 165). 

Schedule Requirements: For use during the maintenance phase of Hanford Immobilized Low- 
Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessments, such data and testing are needed by 2005. - 
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v Problem Description: Measurements of the half-lives of Se-79 and Sn-126 are needed to within 
+/- 10%. Immobilized waste will be disposed of starting in 2002. This information is needed to 
determine if additional separations are needed and if special operational handling is necessary 

PBS No.: WBSNo.: 
FU-TWO9 1.1.9 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justijication For Need: 

Technical: Se-79 is the second most important radionuclide for long-term protection of the 
environment. There are significant incentives in the contracts with private vendors for 
greatly reducing the amount of the most-important radionuclide, Tc-99. Since the estimated 
dose is linearly proportionally to the inverse of the half-life, an uncertain half-life in Se-79 
will greatly affect the estimated dose. It should be noted that the only measurement is for a 
bound of the half-life. 

Sn-126 is the most important radionuclide in the protection of inadvertent intruders. Present 
calculations (‘“anford Immobilized Low-Activity Tank Waste Performance Assessment”) 
indicate that using the previously accepted half-life value, that if any of the 177 Hanford Site 
tanks have concentrations 4 times the average tank concentration, then performance 
objectives would not be meet. The newly measured value increases the margin by only 2.5. 
If tank concentrations are too high, additional separations or special disposal facility 
operations would be required. .J 

Regulatory: Performance assessments are required by DOE Order 5820.2A, soon to be 
revised and issued as DOE Order 435.1. Composite analyses, which also require knowledge 
of recharge, are also required under the new order. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: The estimated dose is inversely proportional to the half- 
life. For the inadvertent dose, Sn-126 is by far the most important nuclide. For the 
groundwater scenario, Se-79 will drive the estimated doses if significant amounts of Tc-99 
are removed. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Lower values of half-live could mean an 
decrease in the height of waste acceptable in the disposal facility, particularly for Sn-126, 
causing significant greater area and hence construction cost. The amount of the change will 
depend on the difference in half-life found and the amount of conservatism required in the 
disposal decision. Doubling the area of disposal facility could require construction costs of 
hundreds of millions of dollars 

CulturaKYtakeholder Concerns: Disposal of low-activity tank waste has the largest 
environmental impact of any intentional Hanford Site action. 

Other: See regulatory concern for the relationship to DOE orders. 
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L 4  Consequences of Not Filling Need: Conservative methods and data will be used in the 
performance assessment, likely requiring more stringent contaminant release specifications in the 
waste product request for proposal and requiring more expensive disposal facilities. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: Point estimates of recharge and laboratory measurements of 
hydraulic properties on small cores. 

End-User: EM-30, Immobilized Waste Program, Russell J. Murkowski. 

Site Technical Point-of-Contact: Fred Mann, Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. (FDNW), 
(509) 372-9204, Fax: (509) 372-9447, Frederick m mann@rl.gov 

Confracfor Facilityflrojecf Manager: Russell J. Murkowski, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 373-3885, Fax: (509) 373-9062; russell i murkowski@,rI.gov 

DOE End-UserLRepresentative Points-of-Confacf: Phil E. LaMont, DOE-RLIORP, 
(509) 376-61 17, Fax: (509) 372-1350, philio e lamont@,rl.eov; Jon C. Peschong, 
DOE-RLIORP, (509) 376-9327, Fax: (509) 372-1215; jon c oeschong@,rl.gov 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

HLW SOLID PHASE CHARACTERIZATION 

Identifiation No.: RL-WTO75-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tank Farm Characterization 
OPS Office/s:  Richland Operations OfficekIanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Prior@ Rating: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
assurance to avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost saving or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. L 

Need Title: HLW Solid Phase Characterization. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Science Need. 

Need Description: Provide tank waste solid phase analytical identification capability and routine 
waste solid phase characterization to give the following: 

early detection of problem tank waste components 
accurate prediction of solid and solution phase partitioning for Best Basis Inventory 
technical bases for blending, dilution, and retrieval RF'P operations 
input to sludge washing flowsheet parameter testing and operations - Guidance for optimized vitrification feed composition. 

Problem Description: Tank waste consist of amorphous and crystalline solids and the associated 
solution phases. However, current tank waste characterization does not call for identification of 
the actual solid phases present in the waste. These solid phases control the concentrations of 
most of the waste salts (e.g., sodium nitrate, nitrite, carbonate, aluminate, sulfate, phosphate) and 
metals (e.g., iron, nickel, bismuth) in the waste solution through complex reactions in the multi- 
component system. RF'P engineers use correlations and chemical models to predict the 
distribution of solid and solution phases in retrieval and blending operations and in waste 
evaporative concentration. Similar predictions are made to arrive at Best Basis Inventories L 
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determined from prior tank operations and incomplete knowledge of solidliquid distributions. 
The design of successfir1 sludge dissolution flowsheets of the solid phases in waste retrieval and 
processing in preparation for vitrification requires knowledge of the solid phases present in the 
HLW. These predictions of waste behavior must proceed from a sound technical basis. 

The waste's chemical complexity, heterogeneity, and the effects of temperature and dilution/ 
concentration all can affect which solid phases will form. It is likely that phases posing serious 
process problems are not yet identified. Without knowledge of which solid phases are present in 
the tank waste, understanding of solidsolution composition in waste blending, retrieval, and 
sludge dissolution in anticipation of vitrification is difficult or impossible. 

For example, the presence of even slight fluoride concentrations in the presence of sodium 
phosphate solution will cause a sodium fluoride-phosphate double salt to precipitate. This salt is 
much less soluble than the sodium phosphate that exists in the absence of fluoride. The double 
salt precipitation significantly affects the distribution of these components to the solid and 
solution phases in salt cake dissolution and sludge washing flowsheets and can cause unwanted 
partitioning of phosphate and fluoride to the HLW glass. In the case of chromium, another 
significant contributor to HLW glass volume, solid phases found in sludge can be amenable to 
enhanced sludge washing with oxidation [e&, (Al,Cr)(OH)3] or be more refractory 
[e.g., Fe(Cr,Fe)204] and resist dissolution by proposed flowsheets. Clearly, knowledge of the 
existence and quantities of such phases in the Hanford tank waste, in light of the associated 
solution concentrations, is required. 

Science Need Description: Knowledge of solid phase speciation in HLW, as a function of waste 'd 

solution composition and temperature, is required: 

To add to the existing knowledge base for inventory and process flowsheet prediction 

To identify as-yet undetected problem phases in the RPP 

To guide experimentation with model systems for waste retrieval and dissolution process 
optimization 

To aid in determining waste blending and feed preparation for vitrification. 

The routine analyses now performed to determine the chemical compositions of waste solutions 
and solid phases must be complemented by routine identifications of solid phases themselves. 
Commercially available analytical instrumentation and techniques to identify both crystalline and 
amorphous solid phases (such as polarized light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy with 
energy dispersive x-ray analysis, and x-ray diffictometry) may be used to provide the solid 
phase characterization. The need comprises both the acquisition of the analytical capability and 
the routine performance of tank waste solid phase characterization. 

Need Timing: 1-10 years. 
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u Benefit: Solid phase identification and the ongoing solution and solid phase chemical 
characterization of HLW provide knowledge necessary for chemical process engineering design 
and flowsheet development central to present and future RPP operations (Best Basis Inventory, 
waste blending and retrieval, and vitrification feed processing). Routine solid phase 
identification also will help in early identification of components (for example, refractory 
chromium-rich phases) which may seriously impact vitrified waste volumes. Early identification 
will allow opportunity for alternative flowsheets to be developed and save vitrification 
processing and glass storage costs. 

Benefit code: check all that apply: 

- J Cost Savings - J Risk Reduction ./Enabling Knowledge 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO1 1.1.1.1.01 

TIP No: 
N/A 

End-User: EM-30, Mike Boger, Numatec Hanford Corporation ("C). 

Site Technical Points-of-Contacf: Cherri DeFigh Price, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(LMHC), (509) 373-9596, Fax: (509) 373-4641, Cherri DeFieh-Price@,rl.eov; Anne-Marie 
F. Choho, NHC, (509) 372-8280, Fax: (509) 372-0065, Anne-Marie F ChohofWeov; Daniel 
L. Herting, NHC, (509) 373-2532, Fax: (509) 373-2843, daniel I hertine@rl.mv 

Contracfor Fucility/Project Manager: William E .  Ross, LHMC, (509) 373-5434, Fax: 
(509) 373-6398, William E Bill Ross@,rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Jon C. Peschong, DOE-RL, (509) 376-9327, 
Fax: (509) 372-1215,Jon c ueschona@,rl.eov 

W 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PLUTONIUM INTERACTION WITH SILICATES 

Identi#ication No.: IU-WTO76-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Feed Delivery - Vadose Zone/Groundwater 
OPS Office/site: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit @applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Wasie Management Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Facility: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

- 
- X 

1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 
savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
assurance to avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost saving or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. v 

Need Title: Plutonium Interaction with Silicates. 

Nee flopportunity Category: Science Need. 

Need Description: Plutonium leaking with HLW from RPP tanks will first encounter silicate- 
rich concrete and Hanford soils. The chemical interaction of plutonium, under alkaline 
condition, with silicates must be understood to evaluate the potential for plutonium migration 
from HLW tank leak plumes. 

Problem Description: Plutonium present in the HLW resides primarily in the low solubility 
sludges but radiochemical analyses also show that significant solution concentrations can be 
found under certain conditions. Plutonium in either phase is capable of migration from tank 
leaks; that is, plutonium can travel as dissolved species or as microscopic colloids from sludges. 
The major barrier to further plutonium migration is the Hanford sedimentary minerals 
surrounding the waste tanks and even the structural concrete of the tanks themselves. 

Interactions of plutonium in waste with the sedimentary minerals, and with the structural 
concrete of the storage tanks, can provide the primary retardation mechanism to plutonium 
movement. Studies of the chemistry of the interaction of plutonium with concrete and soil 
mineral phases are required. 

L 
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d' Science Need DescrCption: Recent studies in highly alkaline systems similar to those of the RPP 
HLW have shown that plutonium reacts strongly with soluble silicate, forming a solid 
plutonium-silicate phase. The interaction is sufficiently strong that even the stable plutonium 
hydrous oxide phase can be converted to plutonium silicate under alkaline conditions. Related 
studies also have shown that plutonium interacts strongly with many sludge-forming elements 
(e.g., iron, uranium, and chromium) under alkaline conditions. The interaction of plutonium 
with silicate, however, is particularly important because silicate minerals (in the tanks' structural 
concrete and in the surrounding soil) provide the immobile barrier between the leaked waste and 
the groundwater. 

Studies of the interaction of plutonium under tank leak conditions with concrete and with 
Hanford soil minerals are required to determine if these immobile solid phases can sorb 
plutonium and prevent its movement to the groundwater. The studies should encompass the 
effects of waste solutiodsolid composition and mineral type (concrete and soil phases). 
Characterization of the plutonium-solid interaction also is required. 

Need Timing: 1 to 4 years. 

Benefit: Determination of the affinity and reactions of plutonium for concrete and soil solid 
phases will improve prediction of plutonium migration &om tank leaks and help assess the long- 
term impact of leaving or retrieving the contaminated concrete and soil. 

Benefit code: check all that apply: 

- J Cost Savings - J Risk Reduction JEnabling Knowledge 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need@): 
RL-WTO61 Reactive Barriers to Contaminant Migration 

PRSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

End-User: EM-30, EM40 

Site Technical PoinLF-of-Contacls: Carolyn C. Haass, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 372-0803; Fax: (509) 373-6101; carolvn c haass@rl.eov; Tony Knepp, Bechtel Hanford 
Inc., (509) 372-9189; Fax: (509) 372-9447; AJKneDD@mail.bhi-erc.com; Daniel L. Herting, 
Numatec Hanford Corporation, (509) 373-2532 ; Fax: 373-2843; -; 
Jacques Bourges, Numatec Hanford Corp., (509) 372-8183 Fax: (509) 372-3655; 
jacaues bourees(iirl.eov 

DOE End-UserAepresmtative Point-qfXontact: Robert W. Lober, DOE-RL/Office of River 
Protection, (509) 373-7949; fax 376-8532; robert w lober(iirl.eov 

"J' 
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SCIENCE NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

IMPROVEMENTS TO SALT WELL PUMPING 

Identi@ation No.: RL-WTO77-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Feed Retrieval 
OPS OflceLSite: Richland Operations OfficeiHanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Faciliw: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
assurance to avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost saving or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. u 

Need Title: Improvements to Salt Well Pumping. 

NeenYOpportunity Category: Science Opportunity. 

Need Description: Improvements in the speed and completeness of salt well pumping are 
required to enhance the stabilization of SSTs. 

Problem Description: Salt well pumping is currently under way for the single shell tanks in the 
RPP with scheduled completion by the first quarter of FY 2004. In salt well pumping, a well is 
lanced through the waste to the tank bottom. Liquor draining from the moist waste solids into 
the well is removed by pumping until the rate becomes less than 0.05 gal/min. At that point, the 
tank is considered to be drained; though slow draining nodoubt continues. Capillary forces and 
low diffusion rates of the viscous liquids will retard migration of the drainable liquors through 
the crystallized HLW salts to the pump at the base of the salt and limit the completeness of liquid 
removal. Pockets of liquor with no direct flow path to the salt will also likely exist in tank waste. 
Thus, even with salt well pumping, significant residual liquid may remain in the SSTs. Removal 
of drainable liquors from the SSTs is performed to preclude their migration through tank leaks 
and into the surrounding soils. 

Safe and practicable methods are required to enhance the drainage and speed and completeness 
of removal of liquor through salt well pumping. These methods also have potential utility in the W 
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ultimate sluicing and removal of waste from both the single and double shell tanks in future 
D&D operations. d 

Science Need Description: Methods to enhance liquid removal from the moist tank waste solids 
must be developed to aid in ongoing salt well pumping and to improve planned waste retrieval 
operations. Methods to enhance liquid removal from moist solids exist in geological technical 
regimes such as petroleum recovery, groundwater drainage, and solution (in-situ and heap) 
mining. Rapid investigation and qualification of such methods must be performed to be 
applicable to tanks before the FY 2004 milestone. Investigation and qualification of enhanced 
drainage methods for waste retrieval operations also is required for hture waste retrieval. 
Options to enhance salt well pumping speed and completeness, have been evaluated in the past 
and are listed in Appendix B of HNF-2358, Rev. 3, "Single-Shell Tank Interim Stabilization 
Project Plan." Past options evaluated include: 

Electro-osmosis (application of a DC current to dewater the moist salts) 

In-tank capillary pumping (adding fine textured absorbent material to cored holes in the 
waste salt to absorb solution by capillary action) 

Addition of more salt well pumps, at other locations, to each tank 

Increasing the salt well diameter 

Need Timing: 1 to 2 years 

Beneflt: The completeness and speed of solution removal from single shell tanks through salt 
well pumping potentially can be enhanced, improving the interim safety of the single shell tanks. 
Technologies to achieve this enhancement then may be applicable to improve waste retrieval 
through sluicing and pumping. 

Beneflt Code: Check all that apply: 

- J Cost Savings - J Risk Reduction LEnabling Knowledge 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need(s): 
RL-WTO63 PHMC Retrieval and Closure - Hanford SST Saltcake Dissolution Retrieval 
RL-WTO64 PHMC Retrieval and Closure - Hanford Past Practice Sluicing Improvements 

Adding water to move more viscous interstitial solutions by less viscous solutions 

Opening radial channels through the salt to the salt well. 

PBSNo.: RllS No.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

End-User: EM-30. 

TIP No.: 
NIA 
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W Site Technical Points-of-Contact: Daniel L. Herting, Numatec Hanford Corporation, 
(509) 373-2532; Fax: 373-2843; daniel 1 herting@,rl.gov; - Jim G.  Field, Lockheed Martin 
Hanford Corporation, (509) 376-3753, Fax: (509) 373-4641 ; iim e field@rl.eov 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Dennis H. Irby, DOE-RLlOffice of River 
Protection, (509) 376-5652; Fax: 376-2002; dennis h irby@,rl.gov 
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W SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

PLUTONIUM SEGREGATION AND ASSOCIATION IN HLW 

Identification No.: RL-WTO78-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Waste Feed Retrieval 
OPS O@c&ite: Richland Operations OfficekIanford Site 
Operable Unit (gapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit fiy applicable): N/A 
Faciliw: Tank Fanns 

Site Priority Rating: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC. 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
assurance to avoid schedule delays). 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant cost saving or risk reduction, and may reduce 
uncertainty in ACPC project success. L 

Need Title: Plutonium Segregation and Association in HLW. 

NeeaYOpportunity Category: Science Need. 

Need Description: Determination of the distribution of plutonium to neutron-poisoning sludge 
elements as functions of solution composition and sedimentation is required too firmly establish 
nuclear criticality safety requirements for RPP operations. 

Problem Description: Nuclear criticality safety currently requires that the solids particle size in 
waste disposed to RPP be demonstrably less than 10 pm. The requirement is based solely on 
hydrodynamics and was instituted because insufficient data exist on the actual distribution of 
plutonium to sludge-forming elements (e.g., iron, chromium, aluminum, and manganese) in 
actual HLW. As a result, this requirement may be unduly restrictive for the disposal of future 
D&D or process waste (e.g., K Basin sludge) to the RPP. 

Conversely, plutonium potentially can segregate from neutronic poisons present in current HLW 
by chemical mechanisms through HLW blending or retrieval operations, and thus constrain 
present or planned process operations. 

Science Need Description: Tests with genuine waste sludges and solutions are required to 
determine the disposition of plutonium to sludge solid phases according to solids particle size, - 
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composition, and sedimentation rate and to determine if plutonium can segregate from neutron 
poisons present in HLW solid phases by physical or chemical mechanisms envisioned in RPP 
operations. Such mechanisms include sluicing, settling, and chemical leaching by organic 
complexants, carbonate, aluminate, and hydroxide by envisioned waste blending and sludge 
washing operations. The analytical results must be interpreted to identify correlations of 
plutonium concentration to solids settling velocity and the concentrations of the major chemical 
elements in light of their neutron poisoning capacity. 

Need Timing: 1 to 2 years. To the extent that this information can be available early in 
FY 2000, it could help address RPP waste acceptance criteria from non-RPP sources such as K- 
Basin sludge. 

Benejit: Well-founded understanding of the disposition of plutonium in RF'P HLW will provide 
a meaningful and realistic basis to criticality safety specifications and address potential criticality 
safety issues in future waste storage, retrieval, processing, and vitrification feed preparation 
operations. As a result of he proposed studies, some relaxation of present particle size-based 
criticality safety specification may be allowed for waste receipts for D&D operations. The near 
term benefit for addressing RPP waste acceptance criteria from non-RPP sources was also noted 
above. 

-i 

Benefit Code: Check all that apply: 

- J Cost Savings - J Risk Reduction JEnabling Knowledge 

This science need supports the following Hanford tanks technology need@): 
RL-WTO23 Prediction of Solid Phase Formation in Hanford Tank Waste Solutions 
RL-WTO24 Enhanced Sludge Washing Data 
RL-WTO63 PHMC Retrieval and Closure - Hanford SST Saltcake Dissolution Retrieval 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO4 1.1.4 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

End-User: EM-30 

Sire Technical Points-ofiContact: Daniel L. Herting, Numatec Hanford Corporation, (509) 373- 
2532; Fax: 373-2843; daniel I hertina(ii)rl.eov; Jim G. Field, Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation, (509) 376-3753, Fax: (509) 373-4641; jim g field(ii,rl.eov 

DOE End-Usermepresentative Points-of-Contact: Jon C .  Peschong, DOE-RL/ORF', (509) 376- 
9327, Fax: (509) 372-1215, jon c Deschone(ii,rl.eov; Dennis H. Irby, DOE-RL/ORP/TSD, 
(509) 376-5652; Fax: (509) 376-2002, dennis h irbv0.rl.eov 
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SCIENCE NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DOUBLE SHELL TANKS CORROSION CHEMISTRY 

Identijication No.: FX-WTO79-S 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Tanks - Operations 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations OfficetHanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Sludge, Salt, Liquid (RL-HLW-20) 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Faciliw: Tank Farms 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Double Shell Tanks Corrosion Chemistry. 

Nee #Opportunity Category: Science Need. 

Need Description: In FY 1999 Double Shell Tank 241-AN-105 was discovered to have wall 
thinning significantly in excess of predictions from uniform corrosion rate estimations. 
Although the exact cause of this wall thinning is still unknown, it is probable that an unexpected 
corrosion reaction has developed in this tank, even though the waste chemistry is within the 
Hanford Site’s operating limits for corrosion control. Previous studies by Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory have identified dilute waste chemistries promoting excessive corrosion 
attack, but this is the first identified case of more concentrated waste producing unexpectedly 
high corrosion rates. 

This need calls for the implementation of a two-year laboratory corrosion evaluation of 
simulated (non-radioactive) waste with chemistries bounding the variations of chemistry in 
tank 241-AN-I05 and bridging to dilute waste chemistries. The specific purpose of the study 
will be to identify waste chemistries that cause excessive corrosion even though the composition 
lies within the site’s operating limits for corrosion control. 

L 
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This corrosion control issue will affect all of the dilute waste storage tanks at Hanford, and may ./ 
ultimately impact all 28 Double Shell Tanks. This need supports RPP Program Logic “Conduct 
Tank Farms Safe Operations” and “Conduct Reduced Mortgage Tank Farm Safe Operations.” 
Corrosion control is discussed in the Safe Storage Technical Basis Report, Activity Number 
190.N45. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The proposed laboratory study will identify waste 
chemistries within the Hanford Site’s corrosion control limits that promote excessive corrosion. 
Excessive corrosion will specifically be defined as: 

Any evidence of stress corrosion cracking. - Any evidence of the onset of pitting. 
Uniform corrosion rates of greater than 1 mil per year. 

Schedule Requirements: Work is to be initiated in FY 2000 and completed by FY 2001. 

Problem Description: Corrosion control of double-shell tanks (DSTs) is currently provided by 
process knowledge and tank sampling. Tanks found to be within chemistry specification limits 
are considered to be not at risk for excessive corrosion damage. There have been no direct 
corrosion monitoring systems for DSTs in use at the Hanford Site. As many as 4 low hydroxide 
(out of corrosion specification) tanks continue to be operated. This indicates that this system is 
inadequate to support corrosion control. Tank samples are infrequent and their analysis difficult 

corrosion control specifications. The existing basis for the corrosion control chemistry 
specifications is 20 years old and was formulated on waste chemistries no longer produced at 
Hanford. As tank waste chemistries change over time, they drift to the fringes of the acceptable 
envelope for corrosion control. There is increasing evidence (such as the recent wall thinning 
discovery in 24 1 -AN-105) that these new waste chemistries do not have corrosion characteristics 
that can be reliably predicted from the models developed by the old laboratory studies. New 
laboratory studies based on new understandings of waste compositions need to be conducted to 
better characterize existing corrosion conditions. 

and expensive. Process knowledge is complicated by waste streams that are exempt from the d 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3 

TIP No.: 
N/A 

Justifcotion For Need: 

Technical: The existing basis for the corrosion control chemistry specifications is 20 years 
old and was formulated on waste chemistries no longer produced at Hanford. As tank waste 
chemistries change over time, they drift to the fringes of the acceptable envelope for 
corrosion control. There is increasing evidence (such as the recent wall thinning discovery in 
241-AN-105) that these new waste chemistries do not have corrosion characteristics that can 
be reliably predicted from the models developed by the old laboratory studies. New 
laboratory studies based on new understandings of waste compositions need to be conducted 
to better characterize existing corrosion conditions. 
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W Regulatory: WAC 173-303-640(2)(c)(iii) requires consideration of existing corrosion 
protection when performing tank system integrity assessments. On-line corrosion monitoring 
will provide an acceptable performance measurement of current corrosion protection 
measures and early warning of potentially corrosive conditions. 

DOE Order 5820.2A, Radioactive Waste Management, requires monitoring of cathodic 
protection systems, methods for periodically assessing waste storage system integrity, and 
adjustment of waste chemistry to control corrosion. 

DOE-STD-1073-93, Conjgurution Management, requires implementation of a Material 
Condition and Aging Management Program to control aging processes in major equipment 
and components. The primary aging processes in waste tank systems are corrosion related. 

DOERL-92-60, Tank Wuste Remediution System Functions and Requirements, contains 
corrosion control requirements for the Store Waste (F4.2.1.1) and Transfer Waste (F4.2.4.4) 
fimctions. 

EnvironmentalSafe@ & Health: WHC-SD-WM-OSR-005, Single-Shell Tank Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements, WHC-SD-WM-OSR-004, Aging Waste Facility Interim 
Operational Safety Requirements, and WHC-SD-WM-OSR-016, Double-Shell Tank Interim 
Operational Sufety Requirements. These support documents contain interim operational 
safety requirement - administrative controls for corrosion control, cathodic protection, and 
integrity assessments. Implementation of these administrative controls necessitates corrosion 
control activities. 

WHC-SD-WM-PLN-068, TWRS Lye Management Program Plan, identifies stress corrosion 
cracking, pitting corrosion, and uniform corrosion as the primary aging mechanisms for 
DSTs. On-line monitoring of DSTs for these mechanisms will provide necessary data for 
damage prediction models being developed for the DST Life Management Program. 

BNLDOE-HQ Tank Structural Integrity Panel, Guidelines for Development of Structural 
Integrity Programs for DOE High-Level Waste Storage Tanks - DRAFT, discusses the 
important role of corrosion monitoring in the context of a comprehensive structural integrity 
program. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): 

Mortgage Reduction - Estimated Total Life Cycle Cost (TLCC) for waste added to the DST 
system is $100 per gallon. Avoidance of the 30,000 gallons of chemicals added in fiscal 
years 1994-1 996 would produce $3,000,000 TLCC savings. 

Cost Avoidance - Avoid premature replacement of DSTs. Replacement cost estimated by the 
Multi-Function Waste Tank Facility Project was $67,000,000 per tank. 

u 

u 
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4 Cost Avoidance - Remove $50,000 sampling cost for each corrosion sample avoided. This 
would also free the sampling crew and equipment to take more urgent samples (safety 
screening, privatization, etc.) 

CulturaIBtakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: NIA. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: 

Regulatory Impacts. The Hanford Operations contractor has previously entered into 
negotiations with the Ecology for determination of acceptable compliance with WAC 173- 
303-640. Completion of this activity was a part of the negotiations. Failure to complete this 
activity might be construed by Ecology as failure to comply with WAC legal requirements 
and failure to negotiate compliance in good faith. 

Programmatic Impacts. Corrosion control of double-shell tanks is currently provided by 
process knowledge and tank sampling. The discovery of excessive wall thinning in 241-AN- 
105 indicates that this system is inadequate to support corrosion control. Tank samples are 
infrequent and their analysis difficult and expensive. Process knowledge is complicated by 
waste streams that are exempt from the corrosion control specifications. 

Oufsourcing Potential: There is limited outsourcing potential for the results of this laboratory 
study. 

Current Baseline Technologv: Corrosion control of Double Shell Tanks is currently provided 
by process knowledge and tank sampling. Sample results for hydroxide, nitrite and nitrate 
concentrations are compared to established operational limits. A tank is currently considered to 
be not at risk for excessive corrosion if the chemistry is within the specified limits. 

End-User: EM-30, Retrievmank Farm Operations. 

Site Technicul Point-of-Contact: Glenn Edgemon, Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
(LMHC), (509) 373-7214, Fax: (509) 373-1050, plenn 1 edeemon@rl.aov 

Contractor FacZ@LProject Manager: Michael A. Payne, LMHC, (509) 373-1273, Fax: 
(509) 373-6382, michael a uavneB.rl..rl.nov 

DOE End-UserLRepresentative Pointaf-Contact: Mark L. Ramsay (509) 376-7924, Fax: 
(509) 373-1313, mark 1 ramsav@rl.nov 

u 
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Commentary on FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs Process 

The FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs were based on a series of reviews by Fluor Daniel 
Hanford, Inc. (FDH) and its major subcontractor for River Protection Project (RPP), Lockheed 
Martin Hanford Company. Additional technical support and review were applied by Numatec 
Hanford Company. As in past years, the science and technology needs with some relevance to 
vadose zone contamination or characterization issues were forwarded for review by the 
subsurface contaminant subgroup of the Site Technology Coordinating Group. In addition to 
that review, and new this year, was a very thorough review by the Groundwater-Vadose Zone 
Integration Project. In this review, many of the needs were mapped into “integrated needs” as 
defined by that program. A series of technical sessions between FDHLMHC and the GWNZ 
Project assured the mapping was appropriate. 

In summary, the Tanks section of this report is now comprised of twenty-nine technology needs 
and twenty-two science needs; six of the technology needs are new, and five of the science needs 
are new. One technology need and eleven science needs reported in the FY 1999 report have 
since been deleted, either because they are no longer appropriate, or because the technical issues 
have been captured in new needs statements. All of these changes are noted in the FY 1999 - 
2000 Crosswalk table on the following pages. 
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WTO34-S 
RL- RL- 

WTO35-S WTO35-S 
RL- 

WTO36-S 
RL- RL- 

WTO37-S WTO37-S 
RL- RL- 

WTO38-S WTO38-S 
RL- 

WTO39-S 
RL- RL- 

WTo40-s WTo40-s 
RL- RL- 

WTO41-S WTO41-S 
RL- 

WTo42-s 

RL- RL- 
WTO43-S WTO43-S 

Need Title 
Enhanced Sludge Washing Process 
Data 
Tank Leak Detection Systems for 
Underground Single-Shell Waste 
Storage Tanks (SSTs) 
Tank Leak Mitigation Systems 

Data and Tools for Performance 
Assessments 
Rapid Waste Characterization 

Monitoring of Key Waste Physical 
Properties During Retrieval and 
Transport 
Chemism of Problem Constituents 
for HLWVitrification 
Lona-Term Performance of LAW 
waste F O ~  
Moisture Flow and Contaminant 
Transport in Arid Conditions 
Alternate Waste Form 
Development 
Sludge Treatment 

Process Models for Sludge 
Treatment 
Advanced Methods for Achieving 
LLW Volume Minimization 
Mechanisms of Line Plugging 

Radionuclide Partitioning 

Control of Flammable Gas 
Generation, Retention, and Release 
in HLW Tanks 
Effect of Human and Natural 
Influences on Long-Term Water 
Distribution 

Changes to FY 2000 
Revision 

Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 
Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 

Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 
Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 
Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 
Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 

Deleted 

Deleted - no longer con- 
jidered a need by DOE 
Details updated, content 
substantively unchanged 
Deleted 

Details updated, content 
rubstantively unchanged 
letails updated, content 
ubstantively unchanged 
leleted 

letails updated, content 
iubstantively unchanged 
letails updated, content 
iubstantively unchanged 
leleted. Need satisfied . 

letails updated, content 
iubstantively unchanged 

PBS No. 
RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO3 

RL-TWO3 

RL-TWO9 

RL-TWO1 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO9 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO9 

WT-178 
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WTO49-S WTO49-S Rheological and Sedimentation features of RL-WTO5 I-S 
Properties 

RL- Effect of Organic Constituents on Deleted 
WTOSO-S 1 I HLW Processing 
RL- I I Foam Generation and Stabilitv I Deleted. Content folded ~ 

WT05 1 -S into RL-WTO49-S 
RL- RL- Characterization of Organic Details updated, content 

WTO52-S WTO52-S Species in Waste Feed to LAW substantively unchanged 

RL- RL- Contaminant Mobility Beneath Details updated, content 
and HLW Treatment Facilities 

WTO53-S WTO53-S T a n k F m s  changed to remove 
modeling tool 
development 

RL- RL- Solids Yield During Mixer Pump Details updated, content 
WTO54-S WTO54-S Mobilization substantively unchanged 
RL- Tank Integrity Verification Deleted. Topics covered 

WTO55-S in other similar Needs 
RL- RL- Half-Lives of Se-79 and Sn-126 Details updated, content 

WTO56-S WTO56-S substantively unchanged 
RL- Materials for Long-Term Waste Deleted - 

WTO57-S I I Isolation 
RL- I RL- I Better Waste Mixing Mobilization I Details updated, content - 

WT060 WT060 substantively unchanged 
RL- RL- Reactive Barriers to Contaminant Details updated, content 

WT06 1 WT061 Migration substantively unchanged 
RL- RL- Variable Suction Level Transfer Details updated, content 

WT062 W 0 6 2  Pump substantively unchanged 

- 
PBS No. 

RL-TWO9 

RL-TWO9 

RL-TW04, 
RL-TWO9 

=-TWO4 

RL-TWO1 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO9 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TW04, 
RL-TWO9 
RL-TWO4 

WT-179 
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Type 
RL- Provide Laboratory Development 

Support for the Back Dilution of 

Use of Handheld Technology to 
Automate Ouerator Data Sheets for 

WT071 Support and ESP Modeling 

Tank 241-SY-101 
RL- 

WT072 
~ a n k  F- Operations 

RL- HLW Solids Phase 

RL- Plutonium Interaction with 

RL- Improvements to Salt Well 

RL- Plutonium Segregation and 

RL- Double Shell Tank Corrosion 

WTO75-S Characterization 

WTO76-S Silicates 

WTO77-S Pumping 

WTO78-S Association in HLW 

WTO79-S Chemistrv 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

PBS No. 
RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO9 

RL-TWO3 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO1 

RL-TWO3 

RL-TWO3 

RL-TWO1 

=-Two4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO4 

RL-TWO3 

wl-180 
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SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL PROGRAM 

FY 2000 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
STATEMENTS 
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ID # 

RL-SNFOl 
RL-SNF02 
RL-SNF03 
RL-SNF04 
RL-SNFO6 
FU-SNF07 

FY 2000 SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS INDEX 

NEEDS TITLE 
Contaminant Mapping of K Basins 
Decontamination of K-Basin Pool 
Fixatives for K-Basin 
Multi-Canister Overpack (MCO) Monitoring Methods 
Sludge Treatment Process 
Retrieval and Immobilization of Minute Debris and Fuel from K-Basin 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

CONTAMINANT MAPPING OF K BASINS 

Identifcation No.: RL-SNFOI 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) 
OPS OflceBite: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Radioactively contaminated surfaces with loose or dispersible contamination. 
Waste Management Unit (iyapplicable): NIA 
Facility: K Basins 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1 .  Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Contaminant Mapping of K-Basin. 

NeetU0pportunit-v Category: TechnologV Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem @e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: A method to map the location and activity levels of radioactive contaminants 
on underwater vertical and horizontal surfaces is needed. 

Functional Performance Requirements: The mapping te.chnology must be able to locate and 
identify the activity level of alpha, beta, and gamma contamination on both vertical and 
horizontal surfaces. The mapping must be performed remotely and underwater. The surfaces are 
not uniform with sections that vary in width from 1 in. to 125 fi. 

Schedule Requirements: The removal of he1 from the K Basins is scheduled for completion in 
December 2003. Mapping of wall and floor contaminants is needed to support development of 
deactivation plans. Deactivation plans must be in place prior to initiation of decontamination 
activities. Completion of the K-Basin Deactivation program is currently scheduled for 
July2007. 

SNFJ 
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d Problem Description: Residual surface contamination is present on KE Basin surfaces and may 
also be present on KW Basin surfaces (basin walls and floors) and in the area surrounding the K- 
Basin fuel storage pools. Residual contamination presents a worker exposure concern. The 
location and activity level of contaminants needs to be identified to enable proper selection of a 
decontamination technology. Identification of the decontamination technology is necessary 
before project baselines can be developed. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: TIP No.: 
R L - m o l  1.3.1 N/A 

Justjication For Need: 

Technical: The location and activity level of contaminants needs to be identified to enable 
proper selection of a cost-effective decontamination technology. Identification of the 
decontamination technology is necessary before project baselines can be developed. 
Residual radioactive contamination presents safety and exposure concerns. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement milestone M-34-00A requires complete removal of spent 
nuclear fuel, sludge, debris, and water by July 3 1,2007. 

Environmental Safeg & Health: Residual radioactive contamination presents safety and 
exposure concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Current mapping methods may not be 
capable of remote operation or operation underwater. 

CulfuravStakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford Site stakeholders. 

-' 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: A method has not been identified for the remote mapping of 
radioactive contaminants in a submerged location. Lack of appropriate technology will slow 
deactivation activity with the K-Basin pools. It will also result in a conservative and costly approach 
for decontamination. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

End-User: SNF Project, Eric Gerber (509) 376-9356. 

Site Technical Points+-Contact: Eric Gerber, FDH, (509) 376-9356; Bruce Makenas, DESH, 
(509) 376-5447; Jim Frederickson, DESH (509) 373-2059; Tom Frater, FDH (509) 372-4291. 

Contractor FacilityProject Manager: SNF Process Engr., Jim Frederickson, DESH (509) 373-2059. 

DOE End-UserDtepresentative Point-of-Contact: Jean Schwier, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7837. i 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

DECONTAMINATION OF K-BASIN POOL 

Identification No.: RL-SNFO2 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) 
OPS Offlcdite: Richland Operations OfficelHanford Site 
Operable Unit (if  applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Beta and Gamma contamination that is embedded in concrete. 
Waste Management Unit (if  applicable): NIA 
Facility: KE Basin 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

b avoid schedule delays) 
- 

Need Titfe: Decontamination of K-Basin Pool. 

NeecVOpportunity Category: TechnologV Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: A method to remove radioactive contaminants that have migrated into the 
surface of the concrete of the KE Basin he1 storage pool. The contamination exists as a “bathtub 
ring” and as deposits of varying thicknesses throughout the sides and bottom of the concrete 
pool. The primary contaminants are cesium and strontium, The upper level of the basin wall has 
been treated with epoxy and the water level has been raised to provide shielding during fuel and 
sludge removal. The basin cannot be emptied of water until the contamination is either removed 
or additional shielding is provided. The water also acts as a contaminant containment barrier. 
No high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration system exists at either basin. 

Functional Performance Requirements: A decontamination method is needed that minimizes 
worker exposure, secondary waste generation, cost, and risk. It also should be readily 
deployable. Concrete decontamination technologies shall be capable of being remotely operated 
and mobile supplemental shielding must be provided to minimize worker exposure during setup. L 
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underwater stripping technologies must minimize turbidity (maintaining water clarity is a major 

contaminant containment is necessary. The decontamination technology must be capable of 
operation on both vertical and horizontal surfaces. These surfaces are not uniform with sections 
that vary in width from 1 inch to 125 feet. Removal of a fixative may also be required in some 
areas. The ability to collect and characterize contaminants as they are removed is also required. 

Schedule Requirements: The removal of fuel from KE Basin is scheduled for completion in 
December 2003. Decontamination of the pool will proceed shortly thereafter. Completion of the 
K-Basin Deactivation program is currently scheduled for July 2007. 

Problem Description: Contamination represents an immediate worker exposure concern as well 
as a long-term environmental concern. The KE Basin pool is contaminated with cesium, 
strontium, uranium, and transuranic components. The presence of these contaminants prevents 
drainage of the basin as the water serves as a radiation shield and containment barrier. There is a 
concentration of contaminants in a “bathtub ring” located near the surface of the water. 

In addition to the “bathtub ring,” radioactive contamination has penetrated to varying depths into 
the concrete wall and floor surfaces. Current decontamination practices include physical 
removal of the concrete surface (i.e., scabbling, sand blasting, etc.). None of these have been 
demonstrated underwater. Some contaminated concrete surfaces have also been painted and/or 
coated with a fixative. Project requirements may include removal of such coatings prior to 
decontamination of the concrete. 

concern). If underwater stripping technology is not employed, some form of airborne J 

PBSNo.: WBS No. : 
RL-WMOl 1.3.1 

TIP No.: 
S 10-99-950 

Justipcation For Need: 

Technical: Decommissioning of the K-Basin pool to a stable condition requires the removal 
of the pool water. This cannot occur until the level of residual contamination can be reduced 
or shielded to a safe level because the water in the pool currently serves as a radiation shield. 
Any remaining residual contaminants must be fixed in place after water removal because the 
basin does not have a HEPA filtration system. 

Regulatory: Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (Tri-Party Agreement) 
milestone M34-00A requires complete removal of spent nuclear fuel, sludge, debris, and 
water by July 3 1,2007. Radiation levels must be reduced prior to removal of shielding 
water. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Radioactive contamination presents safety/exposure 
concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Mortgage rates can be reduced through the 
implementation of cost-effective methods for decontamination and the transition of the 
facility into a stable condition that requires low surveillance and maintenance. 
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CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: Decontamination of materials and equipment that are 
present in facilities near the Columbia River reduces the risk of offsite contamination. 

Other: None identified. 

u 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: A method has not been identified for the decontamination of the 
KE Basin pool. Lack of an appropriate method will slow completion of basin deactivation thereby 
slowing Hanford Site cleanup progress. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

End-User: SNF Project, Eric Gerber, FDH (509) 376-9356. 

Site Teclmical Points-of-Contact: Eric Gerber, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH) (509) 376-9356; 
Bruce Makenas, DE&S Hanford, Inc. (DESH), (509) 376-5447; Jim Frederickson, DESH, (509) 
373-2059; Tom Frater, FDH (509) 372-4291. 

Contractor Facility/Poject Manager: SNF Process Engr., Jim Frederickson, DESH (509) 373-2059. 

DOE End-User~epresentative Point-of-Contact: Jean Schwier, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7837. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

FIXATIVES FOR K-BASIN 

Identipcation No.: FU-SNF03 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) 
OPS Offlcdiie: Richland Operations Office/Hanford Site 
Operable Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Radioactively contaminated surfaces with loose or dispersible contamination. 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): NIA 
Facility: K Basins 

Priori@ Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- X 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

W avoid schedule delays) 

Need Title: Fixatives for K-Basin. 

NeeUOpportunity Category: Technology Opportuniy - The Site desires an alternative to the 
current baseline technology process. 

Need Description: Long-life fixatives to contain dispersible radioactive materials that are easily 
applied to and removed from surfaces are needed. 

Functional Performance Requiremenrs: The fixative must be able to immobilize dispersible alpha, 
beta, and gamma contamination. The fixative must be easily removable to allow for eventual 
decontamination. It needs to last 20 to 25 years, and a thin film is preferred. At KE Basin, the 
fixative will need to be applied remotely, either in air or underwater. The fixative method must 
accommodate coating of both vertical and horizontal surfaces. The surfaces are not uniform with 
sections that vary in width from 1 in. to 125 ft. 

Schedule Requirements: The removal of fuel from the K Basins is scheduled for completion in 
December 2003. Decontamination of the pool will proceed shortly thereafter. Completion of the K- 
Basin Deactivation program is currently scheduled for July 2007. 

L 
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Problem Description: Dispersible surface Contamination may be present on KW Basin surfaces, 

surrounding the K-Basin fbel storage pools. Such dispersible contamination presents a worker 
exposure concern and constitutes a long-term environmental concern because neither basin has 
HEPA filtration. In areas where decontamination is not feasible, dispersible contamination is 
fixed in place. 

will be present on KE Basin surfaces (basin walls and floors), and may also be present in the area , 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
IU-WMOl 1.3.1 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justification For Need: 

Technical: Dispersible radioactive contamination presents safetytexposure concerns. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement milestone M34-00A requires complete removal of spent fuel, 
sludge debris, and water from basin. Shielding water cannot be removed until radiation and 
contamination are reduced. 

Environmental Safefy & Health: Dispersible radioactive contamination presents safety/exposure 
concerns. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): Current fixative methods require periodic 
replacement and increase life cycle costs. 

CulturaVStakeholder Concerns: Employee and public exposure to radioactive materials is a 
concern of Hanford stakeholders. 

- 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: Use current technology at high maintenance cost. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA 

Current Buseline Technology: Tar, Paint, Polymers 

End-User: SNF Project, Eric Gerber (509) 376-9356. 

Site Technical Poinrs-of-Contacf: Eric Gerber, Fluor D i e l  Hanford, Inc. (FDH), (509) 376-9356; 
Bruce Makenas, DE&S Hanford, Inc. (DESH), (509) 376-5447; Jim Frederickson, DESH, (509) 
373-2059; Tom Frater, FDH (509) 3724291 

Contractor FacilifyProject Manager: SNF Process Engineering, Jim Frederickson, DESH (509) 373- 
2059 

DOE End-User/lRepresentative Point-of-Contact: Jean Schwier, DOE-RL, (509) 376-7837 
/ 
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W TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

MULTI-CANISTER OVERPACK (MCO) MONITORING METHODS 

Idenfificafion No.: RL-SNF04 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) 
OPS O f l c d i f e :  Richland Operations Officemanford Site 
Operable Unit fiyapplicable): NIA 
Waste Sfream: SNF-02, Dry K Basins Fuel, Multi-Canister Overpacks (MCOs) 
Wasfe Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facilify: Canister Storage 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L avoid schedule delays) 

Need Tifle: Multi-Canister Overpack Monitoring Methods 

Need/Ogportunify Category: TechnologV Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the site’s problem (i.e., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: The Tri Party Agreement schedule requires the removal of spent nuclear fuel 
from the K Basins and its dry storage at the Canister Storage Building (CSB). The project 
baseline seals the fuel in welded canisters called multi-canister overpacks (MCO) for interim 
storage. The current technical baseline has identified process validation monitoring of selected 
MCO prior to welding to confirm process prediction. A technique to monitor the welded MCOs 
needs to be available to support anticipated requirement changes during the 40-year interim 
storage period. 

Functional Performance Requirements: Monitoring needs to be able to measure the identified 
parameters of concern. These are currently projected to be MCO internal pressure, oxygen 
content, and, potentially, hydrogen content and weld condition. The design of the MCO requires 
that these measurements be made using non-invasive techniques. The technology will sense 
conditions through the MCO boundary and have the following sensitivity; pressure to about 10% v 
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(range 20 psi to 450 psi), oxygen concentration to about 1% (0 vol% to 4 vol%), and, if needed, 
hydrogen concentration above 4 ~01%. It must also provide at least a visual weld inspection. 
The technology will have to perform in a confined arrangement (i.e., the annular space between 
the CSB storage tube and the MCO wall). 

d 

Components that make up the multi-canister 
overpack assembly. 

Prototype of multi-canister 
overpack assemby. 

Schedule Requirements: A deployable method needs to be available to support monitoring of 
the welded MCO in about 2003. This is when all the fuel will have been removed from K Basins 
and the MCOs welded at the CSB. 

Problem Description: The challenge of this need is that the measurement will be taken through 
a pressure boundary (a stainless steel wall or shield plug) while the MCOs are inside storage 
tubes that have only several inches of clearance. While not desirable because of the potential 
handling accidents, the MCOs could be removed from the storage tubes for access if no in situ 
alternative is found. The radiation levels vary, but are calculated as up to 1100 re& at contact. 

W 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-wMo2 1.3.2 

Justi@ation For Need: 

Technical: NIA. 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Regulatory: There currently is no baseline project requirement for MCO internal monitoring 
once the MCOs have been welded. 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

Culturausfakeholder Concerns: It is anticipated that there will be a need to monitor the 
MCOs during the 40-year interim storage period. The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety - 
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Board (DNFSB) has indicated their expectation for this long-term monitoring to the US. 
Department of Energy (DOE). Other stakeholders may also request long-term monitoring if 
it does not affect fuel removal for the K Basins. Therefore, a new technology to monitor the 
MCOs after they are welded and in storage is desirable. 

Other: None identified. 

b’ 

Consequences ofNot Filling Need: There is the potential that destructive techniques would be 
needed to monitor MCOs. This could create several new hazards and hardware development 
well beyond what is currently envisioned at the CSB. 

Outsourcing Poten fiul: NIA. 

Current Buseline Technology: None; the only testing currently envisioned would affect the 
MCO pressure boundary. 

End-User: SNF Project, Eric Gerber (509) 376-9356. 

Site Technical Points-ojXontuct: Eric Gerber, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH) (509) 376- 
9356; Bruce Makenas, DE&S Hanford, Inc. (DESH) (509) 376-5447; Jim Frederickson, DESH 
(509) 373-2059; Tom Frater, FDH (509) 372-4291. 

Confrucfor Fucili@/Project Munuger: SNF Process Engineering, Jim Frederickson, DESH 
w (509) 373-2059. 

DOE End- UserLRepresentutive Point-of-Contact: Jean Schwier, DOE-RL, (5 09) 3 73 -783 7. 
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDSlOPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

SLUDGE TREATMENT PROCESS 

Identification No.: RL-SNF06 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) 
OPS OfficdSite: Richland Operations OMicekIanford Site 
Operable Unit (qapplicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: RL-HLW-21, SNF Basin Sludge 
Waste Management Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Facility: K-Basin 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

- X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Sludge Treatment Process. 

Neeflopportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (Le., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: The K-Basin’s sludge needs to be removed from the K Basins prior to 
decontamination and decommissioning (D&D). The sludge needs to be treated prior to transfer 
to the Double-Shell Tank (DST) System or to other waste disposal site. The K Basins sludge is 
currently outside the criteria for transfer to the DST system. A treatment process is needed to 
process the sludge so that it can safely be deposited into an existing waste site. 

FunctionalPerformance Requirements: A treatment system is necessary that will be able to 
operate remotely in a high-radiation environment and process the sludge in such a manner that 
the fissile material will not be concentrated and the sludge will not cause other safety problems 
during storage. 

Schedule Requirements: The sludge needs to be removed from K Basins prior to August 2005 
to comply with the Tri-Party Agreement milestone pertaining to removal of sludge and debris. 
Initial operation is scheduled for July 2004. u 
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Problem Description: The K-Basin’s sludge does not meet River Protection Project (RPP, 
formerly Tank Waste Remediation System) waste acceptance criteria. The sludge is any material 
in the K Basins pools that is less than or equal to 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) in diameter and is removed 
from the basin as a bulk waste. The sludge is a combination of sand, dirt, fuel corrosion 
products, paint chips, corrosion products from racks and canisters and other hardware in the 
basins. Some pieces of unoxidized metal fuel or hydride also are likely to be present. Some 
sludge is contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB). This material may need to be 
processed to remove or destroy the PCBs, convert the metals, hydrides, and organics to a stable 
form that will not generate heat and gases, correct a criticality issue, and meet other waste 
criteria. 

4 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-WMOl 1.3.1 

TIP No.: 
SO4-00-300 

Justi$cation For Need: 

Technical: The K-Basin’s sludge must be removed from the basin in order to D&D the 
facility. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement milestones are as follows: 
M-34-08: July 31,2004, Initiate K East Basin sludge removal. 
M-34-10: August 31,2005, Complete K-Basin’s sludge removal. 

Environmental Safety & Health: NIA. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): NIA. 

CulturaVSakeholder Concerns: NIA. 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: It will not be possible to complete cleanup of K-Basin. 

Outsourcing Potential: NIA. 

Current Baseline Technology: None identified. 

End-User: SNF Project, Eric Gerber (509) 376-9356. 

Site Technical Points-ofiContact: Eric Gerber, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH), (509) 376- 
9356, Bruce Makenas, DE&S Hanford, Inc. (DESH), (509) 376-5447, Frank Moore, NHC (509) 
373-4079, Tom Frater, FDH (509) 372-4291. 

Contractor Facilityflroject Manager: Wally Rutherford, NHC (509) 372-2903. 

DOE End-Userbtepresentative Pointsf-Contact: Jean Schwier, DOE-RL, (509) 373-7837 

‘Y’ 
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L TECHNOLOGY NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT 

RETRIEVAL AND IMMOBILIZATION OF 
MINUTE DEBRIS AND FUEL FROM K-BASIN 

Identification No.: RL-SNF07 
Date: July 1999 

Program: Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) 
OPS OflcdSite: Richland Operations OfficeNanford Site 
Operable Unit (if applicable): NIA 
Waste Stream: Loose particles of contaminated debris and fuel/sludge. 
Waste Management Unit (ifapplicable): N/A 
Facility: K Basins 

Priority Rating: 

This entry addresses the “Accelerated Cleanup: Paths to Closure (ACPC)” priority: 

X 1. Critical to the success of the ACPC 
- 2. Provides substantial benefit to ACPC projects (e.g., moderate to high life-cycle cost 

savings or risk reduction, increased likelihood of compliance, increased assurance to 
avoid schedule delays) 

- 3. Provides opportunities for significant, but lower cost savings or risk reduction, and 
may reduce uncertainty in ACPC project success. 

L 

Need Title: Retrieval and Immobilization of Minute Debris and Fuel from K Basin. 

NeeiiYOpportunity Category: Technology Need -- There is no existing or currently identified 
technology capable of solving the Site’s problem (Le., technology gap exists, no baseline 
approach has been identified). 

Need Description: Intact and large pieces of fuel will be removed from the K Basins in MCOs. 
Large pieces of non-fuel debris will be removed manually. Sludge (i.e., most of the material less 
than 0.25 in. in diameter) will be pumped to a treatment facility and then to some form of interim 
storage. However, it is expected that there will be small pieces of debris and highly dense small 
fuel particles that will not lend themselves to manual removal or pumping. A method to collect 
and immobilize the small radioactive particles is needed so that the material can be transported to 
a suitable disposal site. 

L 

Functional Performance Requirements: The retrieval method shall be capable of handling 
small dense uranium metal particles (1 9 g/cc) as well as small pieces of zirconium, stainless 
steel, and other metallic or nonmetallic material. Immobilization methods must conform to 
waste acceptance criteria for an approved disposal path. 
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Schedule Requirements: Removal of the material will follow the sludge retrieval (Le., 
pumping) campaign, which occurs in 2004 and 2005. 

Problem Description: Experience has shown that there are particles on the floor of the K Basins 
that are very hard to retrieve either manually or with pumping techniques. Some of these 
particles are highly radioactive and must be removed before the basins can be released for 
decommissioning. 

PBSNo.: WBSNo.: 
RL-TWO3 1.1.3 

TIP No.: 
NIA 

Justii/iation For Need: 

Technical: Currently the K-Basins' water provides shielding for the fuel, sludge, and debris. 
To remove the basin water, radioactive material must be removed first. 

Regulatory: Tri-Party Agreement milestone to remove all fuel, sludge debris, and water by 
July 3 1,2007 (M-34-00A). 

Environmental Safe@ & Health: Any residual radioactive material presents a hazard to 
personnel decommissioning activities. 

Cost Savings Potential (Mortgage Reduction): No current baseline exists for this activity. 

Culturamtakeholder Concerns: NIA. 
u 

Other: None identified. 

Consequences of Not Filling Need: The task of cleaning the basins sufficiently to allow 
removal of the shielding water will require an unacceptable length of time. 

Outsourcing Potential: Retrieval methods may have applicability to other DOE storage sites or 
be able to draw on experience gained at other DOE sites. 

Current Baseline Technology: Current baseline is removal using manual tools. 

End-User: SNF Project, Eric Gerber, FDH (509) 376-9356. 

Site Technical Poin&-of-Contuct: Eric Gerber, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH), (509) 376- 
9356; Bruce Makenas, DE&S Hanford, Inc. (DESH), (509) 376-5447; Tom Frater, FDH (509) 
372-4291. 

Contructor FaciIi@Project Manager: SNF Process Engineer, Jim Frederickson, DESH 
(509) 373-2059. 

DOE End-User4tepresentative Point-of-Contact: Jean Schwier, DOE-IU, (509) 373-7837. 
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New 
(FYW Need Title 

RL-SNFOI Contaminant Mapping of 

W Commentary on FY 2000 Science and Technology Needs Process 

Changes in FYOO 
Revision PBS No. 

Updated RL-WMOI 

The FY 2000 science and technology needs were based on a series of reviews by Fluor Daniel Hanford, 
Inc. (FDH) for the SNF work scope. In summary, the SNF section of this report now consists of six 
technology needs and no science needs; one of the technology needs is new, and one of the FY 1999 
needs was deleted. All of these changes are noted in the following FY 1999 - 2000 Crosswalk table. 

RL-SNF03 
RL-SNF04 RL-SNF04 

RL-SNFOS 

W 

Pool 
Fixatives for K-Basin Updated RL-WMOI 
Multi-Canister Overpack (MCO) Updated RL-wMo2 
Monitoring Methods 
Underwater Fuel Rack Cutting 
System 

Deleted. Most cutting 
to be done outside of 
basin. Existing 

RL-SNF06 F RL-SNF06 
RL-SNF07 

FY 1999/2000 SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS CROSSWALK 

technology issufficient. 
Sludge Treatment Process Updated RL-WMOI 
Retrieval and Immobilization of New RL-TWO3 

.. - I K Basins 
RL-SNF02 I Decontamination of K-Basin I Updated I RL-WMOl 

Minute Debris and Fuel from K- 
Basin 
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